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Foreword

Accounting for wealth and income is important. In- soil erosion, deforestation, biodiversity, etc) and, on
dividuals as well as nations wish to measure their top of that, methods must be devised to value these
capital stock and in particular their sustainable in- effects in monetary terms.
come which they may consume without living This volume deals with the question of how to
beyond their means and drawing down their assets. better account for natural capital in an integrated

There are various kinds of capital: man-made, way within the usual economic accounting
natural/environmental, and various forms of social framework. It describes the progress that has been
capital. Most national accounting in the past has made in recent years in conceptualizing and
focused on the man-made capitaL To be able to operationalizing the proposed approaches and
properly maintain it, one needs to be aware of and measures. I am pleased that we have been able to
compute a capital consumption (or depreciation) al- make a contribution to this important topic in col-
lowance. This allowance is subtracted from a nation's laboration with the United Nations Statistical Agen-
gross domestic product (GDP) to arrive at a nation's cy (UNSTAT). Yet more needs to be done both in terms
net domestic product (NDP). If one only considers of further applied work (in particular to initiate work
man-made capital, the NDP so computed is "sus- with statistical offices and prepare additional case
tainable" in the sense that one can consume that studies in developing countries) as well as in terms
amount while maintaining the capital stock intact, of conceptual work. Our goal is to be able to measure
which forms the basis for future production and environmentally sustainable income. We intend to
income. continue to support these efforts in close collabora-

The NDP concept has serious shortcomings in that tion with other national or international agencies as
the consumption of natural capital is not taken into well as NGOs active in this field. The present volume
consideration. As recognition of the importance of should be regarded as an important milestone in the
natural capital has grown, so have attempts to development of integrated environmental and
measure it and also to compute allowances for deple- economic accounts.
tion and degradation. It is possible to estimate en-
vironmentally adjusted net domestic product (EDP)
by subtracting environmental depletion and
degradation allowances from the standard NDP. This
is conceptually clear, but difficulties arise in making Ismail Serageldin
the actual estimates. Even information on physical Vice-President
factors in general is frequently sketchy (such as on Environmentally Sustainable Development
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Preface

During the past few years, many countries have knowledge and degree of consensus in environmen-
begun to seek environmentally sound and sustain- tal accounting, the United Nations Statistical Com-
able strategies for development. Indeed, few would mission, at its twenty-sixth session in 1991,
dispute the importance of integrating environmental recommended that, for the time being, integrated
concerns into economic thinking and into the design environmental and economic accounting be done in
and implementation of development projects and parallel satellite accounts that are linked with stan-
policies, along with a desire for efficiency and equity. dard core accounts of the SNA. This approach was
Last year's United Nations Conference on Environ- confirmed by UNCED, which recommended that inte-
ment and Development (UNCED) committed itself to grated economic-environmental accounting be es-
achievingsustainabledevelopmentbyincorporating tablished in all member states at the earliest date.
environmental protection into the development UNCED also requested that the Statistical Division of
process (Principle 4, Rio Declaration). The question is, the United Nations (UNSTAT) further develop and
how can this be done in practical, operational terms? promote the methods of integrated accounting and

Some effort has already been made to address this assist countries in implementing those methodolo-
question in the area of national accounting. Certain gies. The United Nations Handbook on Integrated En-
aspects of sustainability have been incorporated into vironmental and Economic Accounting wiU be issued by
the definition of environmentally adjusted net UNSTAT later this year. It elaborates those methodolo-
product, which assumes that not only produced gies and provides guidelines on how to undertake
capital but also nonproduced natural resources this kind of accounting.
should be kept intact. In addition, the just completed The present volume contains the results of two
revision of the United Nations system of national case studies carried out jointly by UNSTAT and the
accounts (SNA) attempts to define more dearly the World Bank and addresses the central conceptual
elements needed to derive environmentally adjusted and empirical issues surrounding integrated envi-
concepts of net product and net income. The research ronmental and economic accounting. It is hoped that
presented in this volume was undertaken in part to such accounting will provide a better indication of
support the process of revising the SNA. the sustainability of development that has taken

Ecological processes are still poorly understood, place and will also have a positive impact on
and the relationship between a country's economic development objectives, analysis, policymaking, and
system and the environment is not clear-cut. Natural project work.
resources and enviromnental assets are therefore dif-
ficult to evaluate. The first two pilot studies to imple- Mohamed El-Ashry
ment and test the elements of an integrated Director, Environment Department,
accounting system and to produce rough estimates World Bank, Washington, D.C.
of an environmentally adjusted net domestic product
(EDP) demonstrated both the feasibility and limita- William Seltzer
tions of integrated environmental and economic Director, Statistical Division,
accounting. Considering the current state of United Nations, New York
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Editor's Introduction

This book is the sequel to an earlier volume on envi- for a broader consensus on accounting conventions
rommental accounting published by the World Bank and on a number of important conceptual matters.
in 1989. That volume-which was an outgrowth of National accounting is by no means an exact
several workshops held by the Bank and the United science, and different accounting experts can at times
Nations Environment Programmebetween 1983 and justifiably differ in their treatment of a certain flow
1988-concluded with suggestions for future work, of income or a stock of capital. Therefore, nations
such as a survey of existing systems and case studies should not expect to measure either their income or
in developing countries. These ideas were incor- their wealth precisely; their objective should be to
porated into a research proposal entitled "Improved approximate these as dosely as possible, using dear,
Accounting of Natural Resources and the Environ- widely accepted methods that are applicable in a
ment for More Sustainable Resource Management," wide array of circumstances. They must also recog-
which I was asked to prepare and which obtained nize that income is easier to approximate than assets,
funding from the World Bank's Research Commit- which are far more complex for they range from
tee. Additional funding for environmental account- produced capital to various kinds of nonproduced
ing was provided by the Bank's Environment capital such as minerals, soil, water, and wild biota.
Department and the Dutch Fund for the Environ- If "sustainable development" is ever to be achieved,
ment; their support is gratefully acknowledged. The however, national accounts must assess, as far as
case studies were a collaborative effort of the World possible, income dezived from both produced and
Bank and the United Nations Statistical Division nonproduced assets.
(uNsTAT), which worked in close cooperation on The current system of national accounts was
other aspects of the accounting project as well. developed over many years. International guidelines

That first volume pointed out the shortcomings of emerged in 1954 and 1968, but by the 1980s it was
the 1968 United Nations system of national accounts evident they would have to be revised. The current
(sNA), particularly of aggregate measures such as revision process has taken nearly a decade and was
gross domestic product (GDP) or net domestic completed in February 1993 when the 1993 SNA was
product (NDP). Although GDP measures market ac- adopted by the United Nations Statistical Commis-
tivity quite well and NDP takes into account the sion. Initially, the SNA was designed to measure only
depreciation of man-made capital, neither deals ade- activities for which price information is generally
quately with natural resource depletion and environ- available. The task of evaluation will be far more
mental degradation. The first volume also contained complicated now that environmental depletion and
many ideas about how to deal with these deficien- degradation and the interactions between the
des, but empirical results were lacking, and some of economy and the environment are to be taken into
the proposals were contradictory. account. Price information is usually not available for

Considerable progress has been made since then, activities in these categories. This makes it all the more
and it is now widely agreed that national accounts difficult to arrive at a consensus on environmental
should take into consideration "natural capital" in its evaluations. Thus it is not surprising that views remain
various forms in addition to man-made capital. How divergent in some areas. All the same, important ad-
this can be done from both the conceptual and em- vances have been made, as attested by this volume.
pirical point of view is the central subject of the There are many people to thank for making the
present volume. Despite the strides that have been research reported here possible. I am grateful first of
made in this field of research, further work-indud- all to the many contributors to the volume. The mem-
ing case studies-is dearly needed to pave the way bers of the Bank's Advisory Committee on Environ-
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mental Accounting-including Jeremy Warford 1991,1 as well as from ongoing work on the United
(chairman), Ramnesh Chander, Herman Daly, Salah Nations Handbook on Integrated Environmental and
El Serafy, John English, Homi Kharas, Mohan Economic Accounting.
Munasingheand MichaelWard-providedvaluable This volume was copyedited by Vicky Macintyre
comments and discussion during the project period, and typeset by Cynthia Stock.
as did John O'Connor. Further, I would like to thank
Peter Bartelmus and Jan van Tongeren of the United
Nations Statistical Division for their fruitful collabo-
ration. Together with Carsten Stahmer, they contrib- Note
uted the chapter on constructing a framework for an
SNA satellite system, and they are the senior authors 1. The organizers of that conference were Carsten Stah-
of the two joint uNsrAT-World Bank case studies. mer and Alfred Franz. The papers are being published
The general support of William Seltzer, director of under the auspices of the Austrian Statistical Society, by
UNSTAT, is gratefully acknowledged. Physica Verlag, Postfach 10 52 80, TiergartenstraSe 17, D

The research presented in this volume has also 6900 Heidelberg, FRG (Approaches to Environmental Account-
benefited from the discussions at the special confer- ing, A. Franz and C. Stahmer, eds., Heidelberg 1993). The
ence convened by the International Association for Handbook was prepared by uNSTAT with the support of the
Research on Income and Wealth (LARIw) on Environ- govermment of Germany, the Ford Foundation, and the
mental Accounting in Baden, Austria, May 27-29, Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation.
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1
Toward Improved Accounting for the

Environment: An Overview

Ernst Lutz

he main objectives of the development com- The 1968 SNA guidelines, which were valid until
munity, including the World Bank, are to help recently, emphasized GDP. The latter measures

.T. developing countries alleviate poverty and mainly market activity, although it includes esti-
foster sustainable development. Progress in this di- mates of some nonmarketed goods and services. The
rection is usually measured by economic and social GDP is certainly an important management tool at the
indicators. While recognizing fuly the value of social macroeconomic level, but it has a number of short-
indicators in measuring development and the im- comings, and if focused on too much can turn the
portance of social capital, the contributors to this attention of authorities away from sustainable devel-
volume focus largely on economic and environmen- opment policies.1

tal indicators and on methods of improving such As a measure of broadly based development, GDP
measures. falls short in several respects: (a) the concept of cap-

It has become clear in recent years that economic ital maintenance applies only to man-made assets
development issues and environmental issues are and thus excludes natural assets; (b) it pays limited
often closely related. Patterns of development that attention to the contribution of the environment to
erode the environmental resources on which they economic activity; (c) it fails to take into account the
must rely are obviously unsustainable, and the envi- impact of economic activity on the environment; (d)
ronmental degradation they may cause can under- it ignores human and institutional capital; (e) it also
mine economic growth (World Bank 1992). ignoreshouseholdservices;(f)itmakesnoallowance
Unfortunately, most developing countries face pres- for holding gains and losses with respect to assets
sures to overexploit their natural resource base and brought about by changing prices; and (g) it values
to undervalue environrmental degradation. activities at cost rather than worth.2

In measuring economic performance and setting Thus it is not surprising that the national account-
guidelines for public policy, the World Bank, as well ing framework in place until recently paid insuffi-
as developing countries themselves, rely heavily on cient attention to natural resources and the
the aggregates shown in national income accounts. environment. It had (and the core of the SNA still has)
These aggregates are compiled in accordance with three main deficiencies in this regard. First, although
the United Nations system of national accounts national accounts usually record the depreciation of
(SNA), which was established about half a century certain forms of capital, such as plant and machinery,
ago, when the world's population and the size of the they neglect other forms of capital, as represented by
world economy as measured by the gross domestic a nation's stock of water, soil, air, nonrenewable
product (GDP) were much smaler than they are now. resources, wildlands, and the like, which provide not
Consequently, countries put much less stress on nat- only the raw materials a society needs, but also es-
ural resources and the environment at that time and sentialwaste-absorbingandlife-supportcapabilities.
saw no need to include better treatment of natural Second, natural and environmental resources are
resources and the environment in the SNA. generally not included in balance sheets or assessed

1



2 Toward Improved Accounting for the Environment: An Overview

by environmental quality indicators. And, third, The purpose of this volume, narrowly defined, is
cleanup costs (for example, to restore environmental to present some important conceptual and empirical
assets) often fail to take into account previous envi- analyses recently completed in the field of environ-
ronmental damages. For private firms, increased de- mental accounting. More broadly, its purpose is to
fensive enviromnental expenditures mean less value encourage all those involved in the economic analy-
added. In contrast, when such cleanup costs are in- sis of development to take environmental concerns
curred by the public sector or by households, na- into account in their investigations (see chapter 11).
tional output increases. Many of the chapters have been commissioned by

Because of these and other deficiencies, many ex- the World Bank, and in part they were financed by
perts argue, national accounts do not fully reflect the Bank's Research Committee under Research Pro-
national well-being. Furthermore, because they fail ject no. 675-43. The United Nations Statistical Divi-
to consider the use or depreciation of environmental sion (UNSTAT) staff has been responsible for
assets and do not adequately treat some defensive developing the framework for an SNA satellite system
environmental expenditures, the net domestic prod- of integrated environmental and econornic account-
uct (NDP)-and to an even greater extent the GDP--do ing, described in chapter 4, and UNSTAT staff contrib-
not represent true, sustainable income in the Hicks- uted significantly to the joint UNSTAT-World Bank
ian sense. The measurement of economic perfor- case studies for Mexico and Papua New Guinea.
mance is distorted, on the one hand because The volume consists of three parts. Part 1 is con-
undesirable outputs (pollution) are overlooked, and cerned with the work that has gone into developing
on the other hand because environmental inputs are a framework for integrated environmental and eco-
often implicitly valued at zero prices. nomic accounting. Part 2 presents two case studies in

These problems will not be overcome unless a which the framework was applied along with the
system is devised that permits the computation of an results of other empirical studies. Part 3 addresses a
environmentally adjusted net domestic product variety of selected topics. It should be pointed out
(EDP) and an environmentally adjusted net income that some of the chapters are more technical than
(ENI). Such measures would better identify true in- others and may require a familiarity with account-
come, better capture environmental services, ac- ing, economics, environmental problems, or a com-
count for the depreciation of both man-made and bination of the three.
natural capital, exclude relevant categories of defen-
sive environmental expenditures, and estimate dam- Toward a Framework for Integrated
ages as a result of economic activities. These Environmental and Economic Accounting
much-needed changes are, however, easier to pre-
scribe than implement. One great difficulty is that This chapter provides a brief overview of what the
little physical information is available for environ- essays in this volume reveal about the efforts being
mental accounting. Moreover, the relevant factors made to take natural resources and the environment
have to be evaluated in monetary terms and incorpo- into account in national measures of development.
rated in a complicated double-entry bookkeeping
system in such a way that the results will provide Natural Capital and the Concept of Income in the
insight into economic performance or well-being. Economics Literature
From the preceding discussion, it is clear that envi-
ronmental accounting requires the skills of econo- In chapter 2 Salah El Serafy points out that the
mists, enviromnentalists, and national accountants. enviromnent represents natural capital and that, de-
In fact, specialists from these disciplines have already spite widespread impressions to the contrary, many
been conducting research in this area of accounting economists in the past recognized it as such, as well
for several years, and a good number participated in as its importance for economic growth and develop-
the workshops held between 1983 and 1988 that ment. Some of their work, he adds, laid the intellec-
formed the basis for the World Bank's first volume tual foundations for the SNA, anticipated the
on environmental accounting. Such meetings continue, importance of natural capital, and helped make clear
a recent example being the special conference on that "true" income is not limited to output derived
environmental accounting in 1991 sponsored by the from labor and man-made capital alone. To the clas-
International Association of Research on Income and sical economists, rent qualified as value added but its
Wealth. Exchanging information across disciplines is benefit derived from the indestructible powers of
a challenging and sometimes difficult task, particu- nature. Such rent or revenue could only be sustained,
larly in the area of accounting, where justification can they argued, if the regenerative powers of nature
often be found for various viewpoints on an issue. remained unimpaired. Alfred Marshall, whom some
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have called the father of neoclassical economics, was framework developed from the basic system of na-
among the first to recognize the contribution of na- tional accounts. The United Nations Statistical Divi-
ture to the production of goods and services and sion has developed just such a system, known as the
would no doubt have considered nature a factor of system of integrated environmental and economic
production. accounts (SEEA), see below.

El Serafy turns to Sir John Hicks for a definition of Harrison explains not only which natural re-
the concept of income: sources are considered economic assets in the system

of national accounts, but also where and how far
The purpose of income calculation in practical changes that occur in natural resources are captured

affairs is to give people an indication of the amount in the flows of production, consumption, and in-
which they can consume without impoverishing come. Her analysis sheds considerable light on the
themselves. Following out this idea, it would seem differences between the SEEA and the SNA in matters
that we ought to define a man's income as the of definition, coverage, and emphasis. Harrison's
maximum value which he can consume during a discussion focuses on five main topics: (a) the factors
week, and still expect to be as well off at the end of used to identify assets (the asset boundary) in the SNA
the week as he was at the beginning. Thus, when and the natural assets already included in the SNA as
a person saves, he plans to be better off in the economic assets; (b) the extent to which environmen-
future; when he lives beyond his income, he plans tal impact can be captured in accounting for the
to be worse off. Remembering that the practical changes that occur between one balance sheet and
purpose of income is to serve as a guide for pru- the next; (c) the degree of interaction between the
dent conduct, I think it is fairly clear that this is economy and the environment that is within the
what the central meaning must be. (Hicks 1946: production boundary of the SNA; (d) the implications
172) for the SNA measurement of income of a more explicit

and rigorous accounting of natural resources; and (e)
The same basic idea holds at the national level. those aspects of the environment that avoid capture

Income is a practical guide to the maximum amount in a monetary accounting system.
a nation can consume without impoverishing itself
inthefuture. Such income is true incometo the extent Changes in the SNA
that the nation allows for the depreciation of capital
(or productive assets), broadly defined. The income As already mentioned, the version of the system of
concept used in the existing SNA, El Serafy argues, is national accounts most frequently used up to now
not consistent with the spirit of Hicks's definition. He was established in 1968. It measures economic trans-
also asserts that even if these failings are corrected, it actions in terms of production and income flows and
will not be possible to devise an accounting system changes in capital accumulation. In 1977 the United
that encompasses all environmental assets. He cau- Nations published a supplementary handbook, Pro-
tions, "Our approach should be gradual, and we visional Guidelines on the National and Sectoral Balance
should attempt to bring measurable elements mto Sheet and Reconciliation Accounts of the System of Nqa-
the process as our knowledge improves." tionalAccounts (commonly referred to as M60), whi-h

provided corresponding stock accounts and ex-
Natural Capital in the System of National plained how to distinguish between stocks and
Accounts flows. Items that could not be identified in the flow

accounts but that affected the balance sheets were
In chapter 3 Anne Harrison reports to what extent placed in a reconciliation account, which, as might be

natural assets were already included in the 1968 SNA expected, became something of a catchall account.
and what changes might be made to undertake a In February 1993 the Statistical Commission of the
more comprehensive accounting of the depletion United Nations formally approved a revised version
and degradation of natural capital. The problem, she of the SNA worked out over the past several years.
says, is not simply that the system of national ac- The revision offers a much clearer treatment of assets
counts has been ignoring the environment, but that and their accounting, specifies what constitutes an
until recently the environment has not been seen as economic asset in the system, and presents a revised
a separate dimension of these accounts. classification of assets and a revised set of accumula-

One way to address this problem would be to set tion accounts. Under the new system, closing balance
up a satellite account consisting of a supplementary sheets will be derived from opening balance sheets
set of both physical and monetary accounts that by taking into account transactions in nonfinancial
focus on the enviromnent and that function within a assets (contained in a capital account), transactions
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in financial assets (contained in a financial account), Table 1-1. Classification of Assets in the 1993 SNA
and entries in an account entitled "other changes in Section Related to Natural Assets
net wo.rth." These last entries are subdivided to sep- AN.1 Produced assets
arate other changes in the volume of assets from AN.11 Fixedassets
holding gains and losses brought about by changes AN.111 Tangible fixed assets
in prices, both relative and absolute. These changes AN.1114 Cultivated assets, dairy, draught, etc..
affect measures of production, income, and capital AN.11141 Livestock for breeding

accumulation. AN.11142 Vineyards, orchards, and other plantations
All assets that contribute to production are in- of trees yielding repeat products

cluded in the 1993 SNA asset boundary as economic
assets. Such assets include land, subsoil resources, AN.12 Inventories
cultivated plants and livestock, and noncultivated AN.122 Work in progress
natural assets that yield products such as timber. AN.1221 Work in progress on cultivated assets
Those biota whose yield is directly managed and AN.2 Nonproduced assets
cultivated by human intervention are treated as pro- AN.21 Tangible nonproduced assets
duced assets and their natural growth is recorded as AN.211 Land
production. Any difference between natural produc- AN.2111 Land underlying buildings and structures
tion and off-take is recorded as a change in stock. AN.2112 Land under cultivation
Yield that exceeds natural growth is to be shown as. . . . ............. . . ^.AN.2113 ...... Recreational land and associated surfacea decrease in stocks and will depress GDP. Biota that water
are wild but yield products are treated differently. AN.2119 Other land and associated surface water
They are classified as nonproduced assets and their
contribution to production is taken to be identical AN.212 Subsoil assets
with the yield. No attempt is made to measure natu- AN.2121 Coal, oil, and natural gas reserves
ral growth as it takes place and no allowance is made AN.2122 Metallic mineral reserves
for any difference between natural growth and off-take. AN.2123 Nomnetallic nineral reserves
Wild biota that do not yield products are not treated AN.213 Noncultivated biological resources
as economic assets and are excluded from the SNA AN.214 Water resources
asset boundary and the corresponding balance sheets.

For produced assets, a further distinction is made Source 1993 SNA.
between biota that yield products repeatedly (such
products as silk, wool, rubber, or fruit) and those that
must be destroyed to obtain their yield (for example, separate system such as the SEEA, these environmen-
timber and meat). The former are treated as fixed tal items could feed into the flow accounts. When
assets, the latter as inventories (previously called they are included with the other changes in volume
changes in stocks under the SNA). Note that the de- of assets, useful links are established between thesNA
marcation of biota into three categories also helps and SEEA.
clarify the treatment of cultivated plants and live-
stock. Under the 1968 SNA, all plants were treated as Satellite Accounts for the Environment
nonproduced assets; that is, their entire product was
recorded at the time of harvest instead of being In view of theresearchinthe area of environmental
treated as a continuous process of natural growth, accounting since 1983, the Bank has encouraged
even when the plants were actively cultivated. Table those involved in revising the SNA to introduce envi-
1-1 presents that part of the classification of assets in ronmental components into the system and has pro-
the new SNA relating to natural assets. posed, as an interim measure, that a set of

Under the 1993 SNA, the items in the "other environmental satellite accounts be created (Lutz
changes in volume" category of the assets account and El Serafy 1989). Such accounts would be linked
are not treated as transactions and therefore do not with the SNA framework and could deal with envi-
enter into the flow accounts determining production ronmental effects in a number of ways. This pro-
and income. These items are included, however, be- posal, cosponsored by UNSTAT, was accepted at a
cause they are required to complete the accounting meeting of SNA experts in January1989. The 1993 SNA
for changes between the opening and closing balance includes a discussion of this issue and demonstrates
sheets. The other changes category in the 1993 SNA is the case for satellite accounts that indude environ-
large and takes in many items, only some of which mental concerns in the computation of income.
are relevant to environmental accounting. Those that Satellite accounts for the environment represent a
are relevant are explained in appendix table 1-2. In a compromise in that they would not change the core
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of the SNA and the relevant time series, yet they The EDPs (computed in this fashion) do not include
would provide countries with a set of supplementary damages that are unrelated to production activities.
accounts and indicators and would encourage them These damages nevertheless affect well-being
to compile relevant information in the area of natural through changes in assets (as stores of wealth). The
resources and the environment Satellite accounts will UNSTAT framework suggests that such effects could
also make it possible to compute an EDP and an Em. be reflected in an environmentally adjusted net in-

Some commentators have argued that satellite ac- come. To arrive at ENI, one could allow for the follow-
counts do not go far enough, and that the basic ing items for further adjusting EDP: (a) government
system needs to be changed. The consensus, how- and household expenditures on environmental pro-
ever, is that for the time being the prudent course tection that are treated as final expenditures in the
would be to develop satellite accounts, particularly SNA; (b) environmental effects on health and other
in view of the conceptual issues that still have to be aspects of human capital; and (c) negative environ-
ironed out and the limited amount of case study mental effects in one country caused by production
work that has been done so far. Once well established activities in other countries (negative entry) and neg-
and accepted, these accounts could lead to more ative environmental effects transferred abroad (pos-
basic changes in the SNA in the future. itive entry). (In the case of beneficial transboundary

externalities, the signs would be reversed.)
A Proposed Framework The existing system of national accounts operates

within a well-defined framework of receipts and
The UNSTAT framework proposed by Peter paymentswhosedimensionsofspace,time,andcov-

Bartelmus, Carsten Stahmer, and Jan van Tongeren erage are clearly delineated. The problem with this
(see chapter 4) paves the way for integrated environ- system is that some of the effects of degradation,
mental and economic accounts (SEEA), which, as pollution, and waste disposal on both the environ-
mentioned earlier, would be one way to derive EDP ment and society do not observe geographical
and ENI. This framework integrates sets of environ- boundaries, and they can be lagged or cumulative, or
mental data with the information in existing national both. Thus the challenge is to capture these effects
accounts while maintaining SNA concepts and prin- statistically and to link them to economic activities.
ciples as far as possible. One of the advantages of this
comprehensive framework as opposed to other, THE1993HANDBOOKONENVIRONNMENTALACCOUNT-
more narrowly focused changes is that environmen- ING. The UNSTAT framework is elaborated in the
tal costs, benefits, and natural resource assets, as well Handbook for Integrated Environmental and Economic
as expenditures for environmental protection, are Accounting (forthcoming), the first draft of which was
presented in flow accounts and balance sheets in a prepared in 1990.3 It was discussed at a meeting of
consistent and balanced manner. In this way the SNA experts in Washington, D.C., in December 1990
accounting identities of the SNA are maintained. and at a special conference on environmental ac-

In the SEEA, the total boundary of assets is the same counting organized in May 1991 by the International
as the expanded asset boundary of the 1993 SNA. The Association for Research on Income and Wealth
main difference between the two systems is that the (LARIW). On the basis of comments from those and
SEEA has a more detailed asset classification and re- other meetings the draft was revised (see chapter 5 for
quires more estimates and imputations in near-mar- a synopsis of the draft handbook and some reviewers'
ket or nonmarket areas, whereas the SNA recommendations). The Handbook will be issued as a
concentrates on income and assets that can be valued United Nations sales publication later this year.
on the basis of market price information.

To capture the depletion and degradation effects INTEGRATED AS OPPOSED TO NARROWLY FOCUSED
related to nonproduced economic and environmen- ENviRONmENTALANDECONOM[CACCOUNTING. Some
tal assets, the SEEA would compute costs directly experts have proposed that envirommental account-
related to production activities and the generation of ing focus on specific areas. The user-cost method,
value added. These costs would include (a) imputed promoted by El Serafy and others, focuses on miner-
charges for the depletion of minerals and other nat- als and tries to make adjustments to GDP so that it will
ural resources, and (b) costs of the degradation of better reflect true income. This approach may be
land, water, air, and so on, as a result of productive useful for mineral-exporting countries, particularly
activities. The costs of depletion, in addition to the those that have little hope of discovering new reserves.
depreciation of man-made capital, are deducted Similarly, Repetto and his colleagues have focused
from NDP to arrive at EDP1. Subsequently, the esti- mainly on marketable commodities such as oil, tim-
mated costs of degradation are deducted from EDP1 ber, and fish, and have not computed any deprecia-
to arrive at EDP2. tion of produced assets or integrated environmental
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protection expenditures. Such efforts therefore arrive many local government and nongovernment institu-
at an adjusted GDP rather than an environmentally tions. Despite budget constraints, a second visit by
adjusted NDP. Nonetheless, these proposals have one staff member would have been possible, but the
been invaluable in drawing the attention of policy- team decided that it would be more profitable to
makers to the issues of environmental accounting. have local experts review and comment on the draft.
Also, the data obtained in this way are extremely Staff from the PNG Statistical Office and the Environ-
useful as a basis for integrated environmental and ment Department were very helpful to the visiting
economic accounting. team, but the financial and staff constraints made it

In contrast, UNSTAT favors working within the es- difficult for local staff to collaborate more exten-
tablished accounting principles of the SNA as far as sively. Since there has been less local involvement in
possible. It simply reformats those standard accounts Papua New Guinea, environmental and resouirce ac-
and builds into them the adjustments for depletion counting is less likely to become institutionalized
and degradation. Thus it promotes a comprehensive there than in Mexico; nevertheless, it is hoped that
approach that can in principle accommodate any the pilot study will play a catalytic role in directing
environmental or economic asset and the respective attention to and being able to better assess the
incomes derived from them. In practice, however, country's environmental concerns.
data limitations make it necessary to concentrate on
the issues pertaining to depletion, degradation, and MExico. Chapter 6 presents the results of the Mex-
environmental protection expenditures. Aside from ican case study, which was carried out by van
some methodological differences (for example, in the Tongeren and his colleagues in 1990 and 1991. Indi-
treatment of discoveries of minerals), the empirical viduals from UNSTAT, the World Bank, and the Na-
side of integrated environmental and economic ac- tional Institute of Statistics, Geography, and
counting may in fact coincide to a significant extent Informatics (aNEGI) in Mexico participated in the proj-
with the more selective treatment of Repetto and his ect. The objective was to integrate and link environ-
colleagues or of other more partial environmental mental and economic information and to determine
accounting approaches. whether environmentally adjusted national income

aggregates could be derived for Mexico. The work
Applied Work and Case Studies was carried out within the overall analytical frame-
in Developing and Industrial Countries work of the SEEA developed in UNSTATS Handbook on

Environmental Accounting. Because different agencies
The United Nations Statistical Division (UNSTAT) have traditionally been responsible for collecting en-

and the World Bank collaborated on two case studies vironmental and economic information, a special ef-
in developing countries-one in Mexico and the fort was made to establish contacts between INEGI,
other in Papua New Guinea (PNG). In both cases, the Urban and Environment Ministry, and other rel-
investigators attempted to apply the general meth- evant agencies with data and expertise in these areas.
ods outlined in the UNSTAT framework and the draft Mexico's standard system of national accounts
handbook. Since the case studies were undertaken at (Sistema de Cuentas Nacionales de Mexico, SCNM)
the same time that these two documents were still was the starting point for the analysis. Economic
evolving, they provided feedback for their revision. information from the SCNM was reformatted, and
(This interaction may continue as further case studies subsequently the following areas of environmental
are carried out.) concern were integrated: (a) oil depletion, (b) the

degradation of environmental assets, and (c) defor-
Two Developing-Country Case Studies estation and land use. Theresulting systemis known

as the system of economic and environmental ac-
Although both case studies employed the same counts (Sistema de Cuentas Economicas y Ecologicas

general methods, they differed in a number of other de Mexico, SCEEM). The analytical data used in this
respects. In the study of Mexico, UNSTAT and Bank case study are from 1985, a year for which detailed
staff made three visits to the country, and the Na- input-output information was available; this data
tional Statistical Office was also directly involved, for base made it easier to adapt the SCNM to the SCEEM.
it did most of the actual data work and is-continuing The case study was carried out in four main stages.
this work. The process of environmental and First, the standard SNA analysis that derives the GDP
resource accounting has therefore been successfully was expanded to indude produced asset balances.
institutionalized there. The depreciation of those assets was estimated and

In contrast, only one mission was carried out in the resulting figures were deducted from the GDP to
Papua New Guinea, during which its members did arrive at the (standard) NDP. Second, attention turned
manage to gather considerable data and to contact to oil depletion and forest and groundwater assets.
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Oil depletion represents an economic cost (so-called accumulation in economic assets is directly taken
user cost) that needs to be subtracted from gross from the environment (the environmental capital is
product along with other corrections to arrive at the reduced by 6 percent of EDPI). When the analysis is
adjusted net product. Additional finds of oil reserves extended to EDP2, final consumption is further in-
contribute to capital accumulation (but without creased to nearly 96 percent, and net capital accumu-
being reflected in the flow accounts). Third, an effort lation becomes 2 percent, which is the net result of an
was made to assess degradation, not only that caused increase in net accumulation of economic assets to
by air and water pollution, but also by soil erosion, nearly 13 percent of EDP2 and a decrease of environ-
g.oundwater use, and the deposit of solid wastes. mental capital amounting to 15 percent of EDP2.
Degradation affects the quality of nonproduced as- As interesting as they are, these results are for the
sets (such as water and air), which have complex ties whole economy and do not provide the information
to the economy. In general, degradation affects the that would be needed for specific government poli-
quality of life more immediately than economic pro- des. Therefore an effort has been made in the present
duction. Fourth, land-use concerns and deforestation study to identify effects of depletion and degradation
were added to the accounting framework. Forests are not only on the overall economy, but also on the
essentially a renewable resource, but if they are de- different sectors. The sectoral analysis focuses on
pleted over and above their maximum sustainable value added, the use of economic assets (including
yield, a depletion cost must also be calculated. produced and nonproduced assets), and the environ-

The first step in these calculations is to assess de- mental protection expenses of different sectors.
pletion and degradation in physical terms. Since this This study, it must be emphasized, is far from a
is an integrated economic and environmental analy- comprehensive analysis. It does not cover biodivers-
sis, it is essential to express environmental variables ity, ecosystem services, fisheries, the marine environ-
(in physical terms) in the same monetary units as the ment, historical monuments, among other important
economic variables. This requires valuation. The nat- environmental concerns. Moreover, it represents
ural assets and changes therein can be valued in three only a pilot effort. The main objective in the first stage
ways. One is to calculate the value of stocks of assets of developing the SCEEM was to assess the relation-
as the sum of discounted values of future income ship between different economic macroeconomic ag-
streams; the value of changes in the stock of natural gregates and environmentally adjusted aggregates.
assets is derived from the changes in future income There was less emphasis on the quantitative accuracy
streams as a consequence of additions to the reserves of the environmental adjustments. Follow-up stud-
of natural assets, or depletions. Another is to calcu- ies, to be undertaken by INEGI and others, are ex-
late the user-cost of depletion, as is done with the El pected to improve the accuracy of data or estimates
Serafy method. The third type of valuation, which is in selected areas and also to provide a data base for
only used for assessing quality changes in the natural other years that can be used to determinre the effects
assets, is concerned with the cost of avoiding such of environmental adjustments on growth.
changes (avoidance-cost approach).

The GDP for 1985 was 47,391 million pesos. The PAPuA NEW GUINEA. The main purpose of the
depredation of produced capital was 5,331 million Papua New Guinea (PNG) case study on environmen-
pesos, and thus NDP was 42,060 million pesos. Two tal accounting (chapter 7) was to apply the integrated
environmentally adjusted net domestic products environmental and economic accounting framework
(EDP1 and EDP2) were calculated. EDP1 is derived by developed by UNSTAT in a country at a relatively
deducting from NDP the environmental uses related early stage of development and with as yet moderate
to depletion and land use; it is estimated to be 39,662 environmental problems. One of the challenges was
million pesos, or about 94 percent of the traditional to see what degree of environmental accounting
NDP. EDP2 is obtained by further deducting the cost could be achieved with a small, mainly external effort
of degradation and is estimated to be 36,448 million in a country having relatively weak institutional ca-
pesos, or about 87 percent of NDP. pacities and limited data. The work consisted of (a)

Translated into shares of final consumption and locating relevant data in PNG institutions, (b) placing
capital accumulation in the various net products, the them in the integrated accounting framework, and
results are as follows. Final consumption of the tra- (c) assessing their quality and relevance for inte-
ditional NDP is 83 percent, and net capital formation grated accounting.
is 11 percent. Final consumption of EDP1, however, is Papua New Guinea is a small country of about 3.5
88 percent and net capital accumulation is less than million inhabitants, 90 percent of whom live in rural
6 percent. The net accumulation of economic assets areas. It has few urban areas, and industrialization is
rises to nearly 12 percent of EDP1, but the effect of this negligible. A few large copper, gold, and silver mines
increase is eliminated because a large part of the net contributed almost 60 percent of export revenues in
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1990, despite the closing of the largest mine because on one or the other of the two main functions of the
of sabotage. Not surprisingly, the central govern- national accounts-namely, to measure economic
ment's environmental expenditures are still low, performance and to provide a coherent data base to
amounting to less than 1 percent of the national support economic policy, research, and modeling.
budget for 1986-90, which was the period of analysis. For example, Norway and the United States pursue
The depreciation of produced assets was calculated mainly the latter objective.
to be 9-11 percent of GDP, and traditional NDP was Peskin and I also conclude that although account-
89-91 percent of GDP. The cost of depletion in the ing methods may differ structurally, they have sim-
mining sector (calculated by applying the net-price ilar data requirements. Thus, extensive debate over
method) was roughly 1-8 percent of NDP, which put the relative merits of each approach need riot be a
the EDP1 at 92-99 percent of NDP. The user cost was prerequisite to data collection.
less than half the cost of depletion calculated by the Since most of the accounting programs are still
net-price method. under development, it is too early to expect definitive

The net-price method and user-cost method each conclusions. Even countries such as France and the
have their advantages and disadvantages. Both were Netherlands, which have done considerable work at
applied here for purposes of comparison, but no the conceptual level, have only begun to implement
decision was made concerning which one is superior. their respective systems. The only countries to have
Concerning new finds of mineral reserves, the UN- compiled substantial empirical records over a signif-
STAT approach was used. Thus they were included as icant period are the ones with the least amLbitious
"other volume changes," but it was also recognized resource accounting programs (Norway and the
that other approaches are possible. United States).

Environmental impacts were assessed for agricul- Obviously, a great deal more empirical work needs
ture, forestry, mining, and energy. The data available to be done in the area of environmental accounting.
and the nature of the impacts varied in each case, It is hoped that industrial countries will explore this
however. Therefore the assumptions made and the area further and encourage countries in the develop-
methods used to arrive at monetary values for the ing world to continue with their work in this area.
impacts also varied. Even so, the results of the anal- The second part of chapter 8 reviews the environ-
ysis give at least a rough indication of these values, mental accounting efforts of several industrial coun-
which appeared to amount to 2.1 percent of NDP on tries. The following paragraphs provide a synopsis
average for the 1986-90 period. When environmental of the methods used in Norway, the United States,
quality degradation is subtracted from EDPl, the re- France, and the Netherlands, and the results of case
sulting value for EDP2 ranges from 90 to 97 percent of studies in Australia and the United States.
NDP, depending on the year in question. A compari-
son of the share of final consumption in NDP and EDP2 NORWAY. Norway is probably the country with the
suggests that consumption exceeded (environmentally longest-running interest in environmental and
adjusted) domestic production in almost all years. resource accounting. The Norwegian effort is not

The results presented in chapter 7, it must be reit- all-encompassing; it clearly focuses on the most vital
erated, are highly tentative. The main purpose of the resources, from both the economic and political point
study was to test a particular methodology in an of view. The environmental and resource accounts
actual country context-and not to produce fine- are used to help the government make decisions
tuned numbers or seek to influence policy. Consid- concerning key resources, some of which are being
erably better data will clearly be needed in future used in macroeconomic models, rather than to better
studies of this kind. measure true income and to make possible adjust-

ments to GDP.
Environmental Accounting in Industrial Countries The resource accounts cover petroleum, minerals

(iron, titanium, copper, zinc, lead), forest products,
In chapter 8 Henry Peskin and I review the expe- fish, and hydropower. Accounts for mineral re-

rience of industrial countries with regard to various sources have been kept in only a few selected years,
approaches to environmental and resource account- whereas forest accounts have been in continuous use
ing and draw some lessons for developing countries. since 1970 and those for fish since 1974. The environ-
We find that the systems used by industrialized mental resources accounts are concerned only with
countries differ greatly from one another, and that no land-use statistics, the discharge of selected air pol-
one system is clearly superior to any other. lutants, and two water pollutants. The coverage of

We attribute this variety not only to historic differ- the Norwegian resource accounts could be ex-
ences, but also to the different degrees of emphasis panded, but little effort has been made to move in
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this direction because so far the expected benefits appear trivial in comparison with the value of the
have not outweighed the costs. final goods and services produced throughout Aus-

tralia-in part because industries and services form
UNITED STATES. Up to now, environmental and a large part of Australia's economy, and only about

resource accounting in the United States has been 6 percent of the work force is employed in renewable
limited to collecting data on pollution-abatement ex- resources. Furthermore, environmental degradation
penditures. Before 1989 the Bureau of the Census in general tends to be a slow, gradual process. Young
drew its environmental data from about 20,000 man- therefore argues that Australia will have to do more
ufacturing establishments, and the Bureau of Eco- than make some simple corrections in the national
nomic Analysis (BEA) surveyed about 9,000-14,000 accounts to improve resource management. He pro-
firms in both the manufacturing and nonmanufac- poses that regional and sector-based accounts be
turing sectors. Since 1989, the BEA has been surveying established to help the government determine the
only 600 firms. location of the potential "hot-spots" that suggest

Because of a strong lobbying effort by environ- intervention of one sort or another.
mental groups, the Commerce Department was re- Incorporating changes in the value of mineral
quired to calculate and publish a measurement called stocks in the national accounts has a far greater im-
"gross sustainable productivity" (in accordance with pact than resource degradation and the exploitation
Public Law 10145 of June 30,1989). But the measure of renewable resources, mainly because of price fluc-
has not been defined, and budget constraints have tuations and the discoveries of reserves. Depending
limited work in the area. on the period under consideration and the way dis-

coveries are treated, the growth rate of the GDP cor-
FRANCE. For some time now, France has been rected for price fluctuations and mineral discoveries

working on a system that it calls "patrimony ac- in the minerals sector can be larger or smaller than
counting." It is designed to analvze and describe the that of the standard GDP.4

natural environment in its three basic dimensions:
the economic, social, and ecological. The system has CHESAPEAKE CASE STUDY. In chapter 10, Anne
seven levels, going from specific resource data at Grambsch and Greg Michaels in collaboration with
level 1 to aggregate welfare indicators at level 7. Henry Peskin present the results of their study of the

Although a great deal of thought has gone into the Chesapeake, an ecologically important region of the
design of patrimony accounting, limited resources United States, which they treat as an independent
have been available for its implementation, which as country for the purposes of analysis. They used the
a result has been delayed. The practical work that has accounting framework developed by Henry Peskin,
been done has concentrated mainly on establishing in which a new sector, "nature," is added to the
resource accounts similar to those in Norway. traditional sectors industry, govermnent, and house-

holds. Under this scheme, entries are prepared for
THE NETHERLANDS. The environmental account- environmental services, environmental damages,

ing workinthe Netherlands was pioneeredbyRoefie and environmental depreciation, in addition to the
Hueting. He argued that the way to determine the conventional accounting entries. The Chesapeake
shadow prices of the "loss of environmental func- study deals with the nonmarket flow of productive
tions" is to subtract these losses from GDP. These services from the environment to various sectors and
calculations could not be made in the Netherlands calculates the size of the nature sector compared with
case, however, and a different strategy is being other sectors in 1982 and 1985.
planned under which costs would be measured by The information in the accounts provides insight
the technical measures and the reduction in activities into the links between environmental and economic
necessary to meet the standards for a sustainable use objectives. With such information, it may be possible
of environmental functions. Of course, a number of to generate environmental benefits through eco-
issues must be addressed in setting such standards. nomic policy. The information can also be used to
Note, too, that costs would be measured in much the improve the cost-effectiveness of environmental pol-
same wayas they are under the avoidance-cost system. icies. As Grambsch, Michaels, and Peskin point out,

however, the environment and the economy are far
AUSTRALIA CASE STUDY. In chapter 9 Mike Young from being fully integrated in the case study ac-

describes an attempt to create integrated environ- counts. The main obstacle to such integration is not
mental and economic accounts for Australia. Envi- the accounting framework as such but the lack of
ronmental degradation and the depletion of information about causal ties between the economy
renewdble resources at the national level, he reports, and the environment, and vice versa.
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Methods of Valuation John Hartwick and Anja Hageman investigate this
issue in chapter 12, starting with a review of the

In chapter 11, Mohan Munasinghe and I review literature. In their view, it is more in the tradition of
current economic methods of analyzing projects and gross and net measures of economic activity to lump
policies and discuss the possibilities for integrating the depreciation of both man-made capital and min-
environmental concerns into public decisionmaking. eral stocks together and subtract the two from GDP.

We briefly explain current practices as they relate to In essence, both El Serafy and Hartwick and Hageman
project analysis, public expenditure, and investment believe that NDP, as currently calculated, must be re-
reviews, and to the analysis of economic policies. The vised downward to reflect mineral stock depletion.
discussion then turns to four key issues: the physical Hartwick and Hageman were also able to derive
impacts of projects and policies; how these impacts the formula proposed by El Serafy for adjusting the
can be valued in monetary terms; the discount rate; national accounts to allow for mineral stock deple-
and risk and uncertainty. The main emphasis is on tion in a framework for valuing general assets. They
methods of valuing environmental impacts. Where discuss earlier versions of this formula and related
possible, we provide practical examples that should formulations, as well as the connection between it
be useful forbroadly based analyses designed to deal and "depreciation," as expounded in Hicks's (1946)
with "externalities." famous chapter on his concept of income. Under the

The principles described for valuing enviromnen- El Serafy method, the formula is applied anew in a
tal costs and benefits have been applied in only a rolling plan scenario, year by year. When Hartwick
limited number of actual situations in developing and Hageman used this method (with the El Serafy
countries. Therefore, the pressing need is not to de- formula), they were able to track true economic de-
vise more theory or techniques, but to apply the preciation (computed by direct methods) quite
existing methodology to concrete problems. More closely. To what extent this fit would be obtained in
such work could be carried out during project prep- general remains uncertain, however.
aration. The objective should not be to obtain fine- Hartwick and Hageman also discuss the addi-
tuned numbers, but to indicate orders of magnitude. tional complications posed by new discoveries of

To assess proposed projects with environmental mineral stocks in adjusting national accounts for de-
effects, one still has to rely on cost-benefit analysis to pletion. They point out the need to consider the date
a considerable extent. At the same time, it is import- of capitalization of discoveries and to distinguish
ant to analyze as rigorously as possible the conse- between the anticipated as opposed to unanticipated
quences and risks that cannot be measured in discoveries, but leave it to others to tackle the prob-
monetary terms (as is done in multicriteria analysis). lem. Hartwick and Hageman briefly explain how
These two strategies, together with sound judgment, distortions in market economies can make it more
are at present the best inputs into integrated eco- difficult to calculate the economic depreciation of
nomic and environmental decisionmaking regard- mineral stocks.
ing projects or policies. Jonathan Levin (chapter 13) also discusses ac-

counting for depletable resources. He asks (a)
The Depreciation of Mineral Stocks whether natural resources, when treated as assets,

require symmetrical accounting once they enter eco-
El Serafy (1991) has argued that depletable re- nomic reserves; (b) at what stage, between the natu-

sources should be treated more like inventories than ral state and extraction, entry to reserves should be
fixed capital and that the depletion of those resources counted; and (c) how the value of the in-ground
should be treated like the sale of assets. Therefore, the natural resource component could be determined.
proceeds should not be counted in gross income. Levin suggests that natural resources entering re-
Rather, gross income should be corrected by subtract- serves be treated as "imports" from the environmen-
ing a "user cost" to arrive at a true gross income that tal account and be added to the capital account rather
is more in line with the Hicksian notion of income. than the production account so as to avoid large

For example, countries exploiting (nonrenewable) fluctuations of the kind experienced in Indonesia
minerals such as oil may employ the user cost to (Repetto and others 1989) or in the Australia case
calculate a revised GDP.5 The higher the user cost, the study (chapter 9). Levin also proposes that additions
larger the current annual exploitation (in comparison to reserves be registered at a stage close to production
with the known reserves) and the lower the revised and that reserves be valued by procedures related to
GDP. The growth rate of the revised GDP may or may the market price. His chapter has considerable em-
not remain the same. pirical content and should be useful for practitioners.
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Other Issues capital-in each time period or generation must be
at least as productive as that in the preceding period

The volume also provides information on some or generation in order to ensure sustainability. But,
other issues and methods of environmental account- he adds, it is difficult to aggregate capital. He also
ing and their possible application. discusses the transfer of natural and other assets to

future generations, the role that capital markets play
Other Methods of Environmental Accounting in this process, and the discount rate issue. Accord-

ing to Norgaard, economists and environmentalists
Jonathan Stevens and Peter Cook (in chapter 14) alike have noted that when the benefits received and

describe a service-level (SL) approach to valuing nat- costs borne by future generations are discounted in
ural and man-made assets that may be useful in project analysis, sustainability is ignored. Although
making project and policy decisions. The SL method lower discount rates give greater weight to the fu-
can help local decisionmakers monitor asset perfor- ture, using rates different from market rates, or what
mance, calculate realrates of assetdegradation, make market rates would be without distortions,, leads to
managerial decisions, and perform more cost-effec- the inefficient use of capital. If sustainability is in-
tive assessments of environmental impacts. This duded in a general equilibrium model and thus at-
technique relies on a set of performance indicators to tention given to the transfer to future generations,
measure user-based service levels. At the national resources will be allocated more efficiently and there
scale, SL indicators can help policymakers better un- will be new levels of savings and investment, a shift
derstand the links between economic growth, infra- in the types of investment, and a different rate of
structure bottlenecks, and environmental interest. According to Norgaard, therefore, the dis-
degradation. Since these indicators deal with the count rate, rather than being an instrumental van-
links from the bottom up, they also provide policy- able for protecting the future, varies as the future is
makers with more reliable data on the regional and more or less protected.
national performance of assets and resources. Pre-
liminary studies indicate that when decisionmakers Deforestation and National Accounting
obtain quantitative measures of facility or site perfor-
mance at the user level and incorporate this informa- In chapter 17, John Hartwick reviews the necessary
tion into their management decisions, they can adjustments to a nation's national accounts to incor-
significantly improve the management of infrastruc- porate services from existing forests and for the situ-
ture and related natural resources. ations when forestland is being cleared for other

John Proops argues in chapter 15 that accounting uses. The discussion is conceptual in nature but is
methods do not produce an adequate assessment of illustrated with case studies on Costa Rica,
the interactions between the economy and the envi- Amazonia, the United Kingdom, and Sweden.
ronment. Instead, he suggests these links can best be
captured through modeling. His model stresses the Concluding Remarks
dynamic nature of such interactions and is based on
a neo-Austrian capital theoretic approach to produc- As this volume shows, considerable efforts are
tion, resource use, and pollution. Models can be used being made to better account for natural resources
to determine both quantities and corresponding and the environment. These efforts are still in their
prices, and can be structured in a disaggregated early stages, however, and many conceptual and
input-output form. Proops also suggests that model- empirical issues remain to be ironed out. Progress
ing could be an important tool for exploring the may be slow, in view of the fact that it took many
likely economic and environmental outcomes under years to develop the current system of national ac-
different time horizons and discount rates and thus counts, for which (market) data tend to be readily
would foster intergenerational equity. available.In contrast, physical information on natu-

ral resources and the environment is sketchy, and it
Intergenerational Equity and Asset Aggregation is difficult to value costs and benefits.

Nevertheless, progress is being made toward the
Although the issue of intergenerational equity has development of a broadly accepted framework for

been a growing concern in recent years, it has re- integrated environmental and economic accounting,
ceived only limited analytical and theoretical treat- one in which further work can be carried out. Inte-
ment, as Norgaard points out in chapter 16. He grated economic-environmental accounting, as
argues that assets-natural, produced, and human discussed in this volume, incorporates the environ-
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mental costs of natural resource depletion and envi- management (see the epilogue). Needless to say, bet-
ronmental degradation into the conventional eco- ter "numbers" by themselves, even if they were ac-
nomic indicators of consumption, production, capital curate, could not be expected to produce better
formation, and depreciation. This makes it possible environmental policies. Rather, environmental ac-
toroughlyestimateenvirornentallyadjustedaggre- counting is but one of several tools-along with en-
gates of domestic product and national income, no- viromnental impact assessments at the project level
tably the EDP. and integrated environmental and economi.c analy-

More accurate national accounting for income and ses for policy work at the sectoral and macroeco-
wealth is important in itself, and it may indirectly nomic level-needed to formulate public policy in
encourage improved environmental and economic both the economic and environmental domains.
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Appendix Table 1-2. Other Accumulation Entries

K.1 Consumption of fixed capital (CFC)
Explanation of Environmentally Relevant Items K.2 Acquisitions less disposal (A - D) of
in Table 1-2 nonproduced, nonfinancial, assets

K.21 A - D of land and other tangible nonproduced
K.3 refers to the economic appearance of non- assets

produced assets, such as the transfer of previously K.211 Acquisitions of land and other tangible
noneconomic assets into the economic sphere. For nonproduced assets
example, if a known mineral deposit becomes eco- K.212 Disposals of land and other tangible
nomically viable because of price changes or the nonproduced assets
discovery of new extraction techniques, the resulting K.22 A- D of intangible nonproduced assets
value of the deposit will be shown here, as will new K.221 Acquisition of intangible nonproduced assets
discoveries that are immediately viable. K3 also cov- K.222 Disposals of intangible nonproduced assets
ers previously wild forests in which systematic log- K.3 Economic appearance of nonproduced assets
ging has started. If a nonproduced asset is K.4 Economic appearance of produced assets
gecasin . . K.5 Natural growth of noncultivated biologicalreclassifed from one headen to another-for exam- resources
ple, from agricultural land to land under buildings- K.6 Econone c disappearance of nonproduced assets
the reclassification at the original value will be K.61 Depletion of natural assets
shown under item K12.2. Value will often change, K.62 Other economic disappearance of nonproduced
however, not because of price changes that take place assets
in the period covered by the account, but because of K.7 Catastrophic losses
the fact that building land is valued higher than K.8 Uncompensated seizures
agricultural land. This effect is also shown under Amount by which expropriation of assets is not
item K.3. fully compensated

K.5 is the-natural growth ofnncultivated-biolg- _, K.9 Other volume changes inrnonfinanialassets-n.e.c.
ical resources and is self-explanatory. K.10 Other volume changes in financial assets and

K.6 refers to the economic disappearance of non- liabilities n.e.c.
produced assets and is divided into two subcategor- K.11 Nominal holding gains or losses
ies. The first, K.61, covers the depletion of natural K.11.1 Neutral holding gains or losses
assets (for example, subsoil assets, natural forests, K.11.2 Real holding gains or losses
and fishstocks). The second item, K.62, covers the K.12 Changes in classifications and structure
economic disappearance of other nonproduced as- K.12.1 Changes in sector classification and structure
sets and is the negative counterpart to item K.3. In K.12.2 Changes in classification of assets and liabilities
practice it may not be possible to separate appear- K.12.21 Monetization or demonetization of gold
ance and disappearance, in which case a net entry K.12.22 Changes in classifications of assets or liabilities
would be shown under item K.3. In principle, item other than monegotion or demonetization
K.62 also includes the degradation of nonproduced g
economic assets caused by economic activity. In a. When there is a reclassification-for example, of agricultural
practice, however, it may be difficult if not impossi- land to construction land-there will be two entries in the ac-
ble to separate this effect from price and other counts. The first will be under item K.12.2, where the same value
changes. is used for both asset types. The second entry, which shows the

change in value, is put underK.3 or K82. In practice, holding gains
K.7 is catastrophic losses caused by natural events or losses may be difficult to single out if relative prices should

such as floods and earthquakes and by political change at the same time that reclassification takes place.
events such as wars. Source: 1993 SNA.

K.8 covers uncompensated seizures and shows the
amount by which expropriated assets are not fully
compensated. Notes

K.12 refers to changes in dassification either be-
tween sectors holding assets or in type of asset, as in I would like to thank Peter Bartelmus, Anne Harrison,
the example of land being redassified from agricul- and Jan van Tongeren for their valuable comments and
tural to building-use status. discussions. The views expressed are my own and should

In addition, a revaluation account shows hold- not be attributed to the World Bank or any of its staff
ing gains and losses in all assets including natural members.
assets resulting from changes in relative and abso- 1. The net national product (NDP) takes into account the
lute prices. consumption of produced capital but not other forms of
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capital, such as natural capital. Nor did the 1968 SNA pro- counting for Sustainable Development. Washington, D.C.:
vide for measures such as NDP, even though some countries World Bank.
publish NDP estimates. . 1991. "Depletable Resources: Fixed Capital or

2. Harrison (chapter 3) describes some of the past and Inventories?" Paper read to the special meeting of the
current attempts to address these issues from an account- International Association for Research in Income and
ing point of view; however, her chapter, as well as this Wealth, Baden, Austria, May.
volume, is mainly concerned with points (a) to (c). Hicks, John R. 1946. Value and Capital. 2d ed. Oxford: Ox-

3. The draft was prepared by Carsten Stahmer acting as ford University Press.
a consultant for UNSTAT and under the guidance of Peter Inter-Secretariat Working Group on National Accounts,
Bartelmus and Jan van Tongeren. (Eurostat, International Monetary Fund, Organisation

4. According to the calculations of Repetto et al. (1989) for Economic Co-operation and Developmen,t, United
for Indonesia, GDP grew7.1 percentbetween 1971 and 1984, NationsStatistical Division, and Regional Commissions,
whereas NDP (corrected for the depletion of oil, timber, and World Bank). The System of NationalAccounts 1993. Forth-
top soil) grew 4.0 percent. If 1971-a year of significant coming.
additions to petroleum reserves-is excluded, the growth Lutz, Ernst, and Salah El Serafy. 1989. "Recent Develop-
rates from 1972 to 1984 are 6.9 percent and 5.4 percent per ments and Future Work." In Yusuf Ahmad, Salah El
year for gross and net domestic product, respectively. (No Serafy,andErnstLutz,eds.,EnvironmentalAccountingfor
adjustments were made for environmental damages or SustainableDevelopment. Washington, D.C.: World Bank.
defensive environmental expenditures, and the NDP, as Repetto, Robert, William Magrath, Michael Wells, Chris-
computed, does not include the depreciation of man-made tine Beer, and Fabrizio Rossini. 1989. Wasting Assets:
capital.) Natural Resources in the National Income Accounts. Wash-

5. For a specific proposal, see El Serafy (1989). ington, D.C.: World Resources Institute.
United Nations. 1968. A System of National Accounts. Publi-
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The Environment as Capital

Salah El Serafy

T he capital of an economy is its stock of real All that lies justbelow the surface has in italarge
goods, with the power to produce further element of capital, the produce of man's past labor.
goods (or utilities) in the future. This definition Those free gifts of nature which Ricardo classed as

of capital would probably be acceptable to most the "inherent" and "indestructible" properties of
economists (see Hicks 1974). Viewed as such, capital the soil, have been largely modified; partly im-
would comprise land, which in classical economic poverished and partly enriched by the work of
thinking is considered a separate factor of produc- many generations of men. (Marshall 1920: 147)
tion, for land would qualify as part of the stock of real
goods, capable of producing further goods. It is but We have only to think of the "impoverishment" of
a short step to extend this definition to nature, both land in the passage just quoted as disinvestment, and
as a source of raw materials and as a receptor of of land as a proxy for nature, to conclude that the
wastes generated in the course of economic activity. father of neoclassical economics himrself was not un-
Alfred Marshall (1920) viewed the distinction be- mindful of the contribution of nature to the produc-
tween land and capital in their capacity as factors of tion of goods and services and would not be averse
production as rather artificial, just as he viewed the to the notion that the degradation of the environment
distinction between rent and profits.1 should be charged against production as capital de-

Marshall, who may appropriately be regarded as predation. It is not, therefore, in any sense revolu-
the father of neoclassical economics, was so con- tionary to think of nature as a factor of production.
scious of the contribution of nature to production The acid test of what makes a factor of production "is
that he inscribed the adage, Natura non facit saltum that it should make a contribution to production, in
(which can be translated as "nature does not make a the sense that if it were removed, production (or
leap," or "it proceeds only slowly") on the frontis- output) would be diminished. Or more usefully, if a
piece of his Principles. Although he subscribed to the part of it were to be removed, production would be
Ricardian theory of rent, which ascribes rent to the diminished.Whichcomestothesamethingassaying
"inherent" and "indestructible" properties of the that the factor must have a marginal product" (Hicks
soil, and accepted the distinction between these orig- 1983:121-22).
inal properties of land and the "artificial properties That nature has a marginal product is not difficult
which it owes to human action," he expressed his to demonstrate and therefore can be accommodated
reservations thus: "provided we remember that the in the neoclassical economic framework as a factor of
first include the space-relations of the plot in ques- production. Even when nature is held in common-
tion, and the annuity that nature has given it of as in the case of international waters, the ozone layer,
sunlight and air and rain; and that in many cases or the air we breathe-it can still be viewed as a factor
these are the chief of the inherent properties of the of production, even if it is not tradable and does not
soil" (Marshall 1920:147). Stressing thecapitalquality carry a market price. In the words of Hicks (1983:
of land, Marshall wrote: 121-22), "In order that a thing should have a price, it
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must be appropriable, but it is not necessary that a problem-a major source of environmental stress-
thing should be appropriable for it to be a factor of and are bound, if they continue to prevail, to fail us
production." again in regard to the environment. Enough has been

Which factor of production should nature come said in the first part of this chapter to show that
under in order for it to be induded in the economic theoretically all factors are substitutable for each
calculus? The answer is that, for theoretical reasons, it other, but that empirical substitution is in question,
does not matter. We may recall that Marshall applied as reflected in, say, the elasticity of substitution be-
the concept of rent to machines, inventing the cate- tween energy and capital in the production process.
gory of quasi rent to denote income derived from It would be foolhardy to argue that such an e]asticity
capital that is in short supply in the near term. Also, is zero even for the shortest of all runs. That it is
Hicks (1983:121) questioned the traditional demar- bound to rise with time, in common with all elasticity
cation of factors: "The factors of production are Land, measurements, is true, but trite, but this is not the
Labor and Capital; or just Labor and Land; or just issue. The issue, in my judgment, is whether in prac-
Labor and Capital; or just Labor"; and he questioned tical terms technology is developing rapidly enough
their supposed independence of each other. For prac- to solve our environmental degradation, and the
tical reasons, however, there are compelling reasons answer is dearly no. It is the duty of the economist to
why nature should be treated as capital. That it con- play the role of the pessimist. If things are left to go
tributes to economic activity is beyond dispute. To the way they are going, repairing the damage would
subsume it under land, would trivialize its contribu- be far more costly than attempting to reduce it before
tion, recalling Herman Daly's strictures against eco- it has taken place. As all can see, too much damage
nomics, having reduced land's contribution to has taken place already for complacency to continue
production to rent, and rent to a surplus that is to prevail.
exduded from the determination of prices (Daly and
Cobb 1989: chap. 5). After all, the most fecund form National Accounting for Nature
of the production function is provided by the Cobb-
Douglas model, which most commonly reduces the The foregoing suffices to show that there is much
factors of production to only two: capital and labor. in modem economics that is in harmony with envi-
Under capital, one could bring in all kinds of things, ronmental thinking. This, as I have shown, is partic-
including land and technology. ularly evident in the writings of John Hicks, a Nobel

laureate in economics who has had a profound influ-
The Power of Technology ence on the profession. Not only has he supplied an

excellent definition of sustainability by defining in-
In the debate between the environmentalists and come, but he has also striven to give economic mean-

traditional economists, a great deal has been made of ing to business practices, induding accounting2
the question as to whether capital and natural re- Besides, his numerous works on capital theory con-
sources are substitutes or complements. This issue tain fertile notions about time's contribution to pro-
appears important not theoretically, but empirically, duction, from which environmental economics will
inasmuch as the environmentalists, often viewed as eventually benefit. For me, it was his reflections on
doomsayers-in much the same way that Thomas income from wasting assets in his magnum opus,
RobertMalthushasbeenviewedonpopulation-insist Value and Capital that led me to develop a model for
that our planet's capacity to absorb our wastes and calculating income from depletable natural re-
to provide raw materials and energy is limited, and sources (El Serafy 1981). It is not, however, the con-
that this limitedness cannot be assumed away in the tribution to the production of natural resources that
belief that advances in technology are bound to ease I wish to address here, but simply how to reflect, in
out the constraints. Technology has been remarkably national accounting measurements, the changes in
successful in that it substituted synthetic rubber for the stock of available natural resources brought
natural rubber and plastics for copper and may well about by economic activity.
replace nonrenewable fossil fuels by renewable en- Quite dearly, if what is conventionally measured
ergy. It has recyded some of our wastes and will as income ignores the deterioration of the environ-
probably recyde others. The electronic revolution is ment, either as a source of materials or as sink into
allowing much work to be carried out at home rather which we pour emissions that result in environmen-
than on business premises and is thus bound to tal degradation, then such an income is overstated. It
reduce road congestion and economize on transport. is now pretty well established that national account-
In all this, technology seems to have consistently ing should reflect such environmental degradation.
economized on material inputs as well as labor. And But there are still a number of controversies about
yet, overoptimistic views about the power of technol- how to make the required adjustments. Before ad-
ogy have failed us in the matter of the population dressing these controversies, however, I should
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point out that accounting has, on the whole, a limited domestic product (NDP) and the net national product
function; for it merely assesses the implications of (NNP).
past behavior for profits or income, thus providing a The first constraint is self-imposed and unneces-
measurement of performance, and therefore indicat- sary; and it is also so constrictive that it is likely to
ing net worth, in that the accountants usually also impede progress on the adjustment of national ac-
produce balance sheets of assets and liabilities for the counts, for it should be obvious that no balance sheet
entity concerned, whether an individual, a corpora- can be constructed that would not only cover the
tion, or a nation. On the basis of the accounts, entre- totality of natural assets in quantity and quality, but
preneurs can make decisions about the future, also put a money value on all these assets. Moreover,
relying also on many other factors, including their to attempt to reflect the year-to-year changes in the
expectations. Where the accounts are wrong, in the value of environmental assets in the flow accounts
sense that the accountant's income contains elements would introduce large adjustments that can dwarf
of capital (representing running down stocks of nat- the annual economic activities that should be the
ural resources or polluted air or water), such an legitimate basis for income calculation. Reestimation
"income" exaggerates true income, and if consumed, of mineral deposits, either as a result of new discov-
could lead to inevitable ruin. In other words, ac- eries or a reassessment of reserves (remembering also
counting would be encouraging behavior that can- that reserves are often many times annual extrac-
not be sustained. Meanwhile, since macroeconomic tion), can thus play havoc with solidly based income
policy makes use of income as a "touchstone" against calculations without, in my view, being at all essen-
which various economic aggregates are tested tial. I have made two suggestions in this regard (El
(money supply, savings and investment, fiscal and Serafy 1990). First, this "holistic approach" should
current account deficits, and so on), false income not at all be attempted, not even as an eventual goal,
measurements lead to faulty economic policies, be- because it is impossible to attain and its adoption is
sides failing to gauge true economic performance. bound to impede progress on adjusting national in-
Thus a country may be presumed to be achieving a come. All that is required is to take advantage of the
high economic growth rate on the strength of the satellite accounts, which are to be developed under
accountant's measurements, whereas its true growth the United Nations system of national accounts, so
would be slower, nonexistent, or even negative if the that partial adjustments to income can be made. On
accounts were properly to reflect the diminution of this, I have taken my cue from Pigou who, in The
the natural resource stocks and the deterioration and Economics of Welfare (1924: 10-11), was facing a sim-
degradation of the environment. ilar problem. Pigou perceived that economic welfare

is only part of human welfare, but that human wel-
Partial Adjustment to National Accounts fare is such a vast and complex subject-as is the

enviromnent-that it cannot be profitably studied by
Interestingly, most people who see the necessity of economists. Choosing a partial approach, he pro-

adjusting standard national income calculations to posed that economists focus on those aspects of
reflect environmental concerns wish to do so under human welfare that can be "brought into relation
two constraints. First, they wish to have a totally with the measuring rod of money." I see the road
integrated system, starting with a complete inven- veryclearlyahead:wemustnotbetooambitiousand
tory of environmental assets and setting money val- aim for a comprehensiveness that will forever remain
ues on these in order to construct a balance sheet of elusive. Let us adjust income gradually for degrada-
all assets, whether nature- or man-made. Changes in tion of petroleum, forestry and fisheries, water qual-
suchabalancesheetfromyeartoyear-asaresultof ity, soil erosion, one at a time and as our
degradation, renovation, locating new deposits, as methodologies firm up and the physical basis of our
well as economic exploitation-wouldbe reflected in calculations improves, leaving economic valuation
the end-period balance sheet. The impact on the flow of thorny areas such as biodiversity to the last. We
of income would simply be derived from the change must also bear in mind the fact that accounting has a
in wealth from one balance sheet to the next. The limited function, in that it should be complemented
second constraint I see, which again seems to be quite by sound environmental policies induding proper
popular, is the view that the gross domestic product incentives for conservation, disincentives against
(GDP) as conventionally calculated needs no adjust- pollution, and eventually regulation, if neither a car-
ment at all. All that is needed is to reflect environ- rot nor a stick is applicable.
mental degradation only innet income, by deducting Apart from the holistic approach, the other con-
from the gross values calculated a magnitude for cern I want to stress is depreciation. I find no fault in
"depreciation." This course would leave the GDP and applying the accounting convention of depreciation
gross national product (GNP) series, as previously of assets that wear out in the process of production
calculated, without change, and adjust only the net to those environmental assets that are renewable.
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Renewability gets such assets very close to buildings tion of machinery and equipment is done on simple
and machines that can be renovated or replaced. In assumptions with which the economist feels uncom-
respect of resources such as forests and fish, sustain- fortable. This probably explains, at least in part, why
able yields can be calculated, and exploitation over economists prefer to use GNP rather than NNP for
and above such yields may be considered compara- macroeconomic analysis. The accountant, anxious to
ble to depredation. "Positive depredation" may be keep capital intact, uses rules of thumb, approxima-
possible if replanting or restocking exceeds exploita- tions, and above all the assumption that technology
tion, but this should more appropriately be treated remains constant over the life of the asset being de-
as capital formation. Where I think depreciation is preciated. Accountants resort to approximations and
not applicable is in the case of nonrenewable natural shortcuts, because their primary concern is to indi-
resources such as fossil fuels, which cannot be re- cate a level of income that can be safely consumed,
cycled or reused once they have been combusted. I leaning always to the side of caution, underestimat-
have argued elsewhere (El Serafy 1989) that, in their ing income if in doubt, in order to preserve the intact-
case, we need to adjust gross income itself and not ness of capital. The accountant's income is primarily
just net income. It is wrong to reckon receipts from a level that indicates prudent and sustainable behav-
the sale of such nonrenewable assets as value added, ior, though it often lacks the precision the economist
to be included in GDP. And taking the whole part, is usually seeking.
representing asset diminution, out of gross income When it comes to the treatment of exhaustible
would wipe out from net income the income effect of resources in national accounts, I find myself using
mineral exploitation. Sustainability, which is the the Fundist approach to capital. The method I de-
hallmark of income, compels us to adjust GDP itself vised, which converts receipts from mineral exploi-
along the lines I proposed. tation into a permanent stream representing true

income, I arrived at unconsciously, using the meth-
Fundists versus Materialists ods of the accountant. Petroleum reserves are part of

a stock. They can be sold in toto or in part, and their
The controversy on this issue, if I may call it thus, proceeds can be sunk into other assets. I asked the

recalls two views of capital, which have been lucidly accountant's question: what proportion of the total
demarcated by Hicks (1974) in his explanation of the stock does the annual sale represent? In the light of
distinction between "Fundists" and "Materialists." the answer, and with the aid of a discount rate, I
The former view capital as a fund, a sum of money could convert the proceeds into a permanent income
that can be embodied in physical goods, which is stream.3 That Keynes, according to Hicks, became a
revolved over time in the process of production. In Fundist is clearly evident from his treatment of user
contrast, the Materialists think of capital in physical cost in The General Theory of Employment, Interest and
terms, that is, as machinery and equipment, goods in Money (1936: chap. 6, appendix). Very clearly, I
process, and stocks of raw materials and finished treated sales of exhaustible natural assets as sales out
products. Among the Fundists, he listed Adam of stock, not as production, creating value added,
Smith, Marx, Jevons, and the accountants who, up to which they are not. It was later that I called the capital
the present, regard capital as a sum of values that element I calculated a "user cost" to correspond to
may be embodied in physical goods in different Keynes's approach, which, interestingly-as he
ways. Hicks believed that Fundist thinking derived says-he brought over from the world of using up
from the pattern of economic (largely mercantile) "copper stocks," seeking to apply it to the utilization
activities that preceded the industrial revolution. of machinery (Keynes 1936).
Among the Materialists, he classed Cannan, Mar-
shall, Pigou, and J. B. Clark. Keynes, he thought, was Concluding Remarks
brought up under the influence of materialism, a
postindustrial school of thought to which practically Finally, I want to end on a practical note. Account-
all neoclassical economists belonged, but his writ- ing has never found a totally satisfactory way of
ings led to a revival of fundism. "If the Production treating capital consumption for the purposes of es-
Function is a hallmark of materialism, the capital- timating net income. Problems of inflation and
output ratio is the hallmark of modern Fundism" changed technology have remained difficult to han-
(Hicks 1974). dle. To the economist, who is by nature forward

Since accountants have remained Fundists, they looking, the value of capital lies in its ability to gen-
naturally have had difficulty dealing with material erate future production, and this may have little
capital, such as machines, which do not circulate like relation to the historic cost of making the capital in
trading stocks and last considerably longer than one question. This latter cost is recorded in the books and
accounting period. The imputation for the deprecia- is the stock-in-trade of the accountant. Accountants,
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Natural Assets and National Accounting

Anne Harrison

his chapter examines the current system of tion, whereas those that are used in production pro-T national accounting with a view to determin- cesses in the future are called investment. In a closed
T ing which natural resources are already con- economy, therefore, a supply-and-demand identity
sidered economic assets under the system and to exists such that output equals intermediate con-
what extent and where changes that occur in natural sumption plus final consumption plus investment. If
resources are captured in the flows of production, allowance is made for imports and exports, imports
consumption, and income. The discussion opens must be added to the left-hand side of the equation
with an review of national accounting principles and and exports to the right, since imports are a source of
of their underlying assumptions, followed by an ex- supply and exports a further demand on the system.
planation of what constitutes an economic asset. En- Rearranging the augmented equation, output m-inus
vironmental assets are then defined and a possible intermediate consumption equals final consumption
accounting scheme for such assets is outlined. Some plus investment plus exports minus imports. This basic
attention is also given to sustainability, substitutabil- identity between supply and demand defines gross
ity, and the amenity value of the environment. domestic product (GDP) in terms of demand categories.

This identity holds in practice only if the underly-
Conventions of National Accounting ing concepts are all measured in a consistent and

objective manner. To ensure that they are, each trans-
The system of national accounts (SNA) traces both action is recorded at the market price. It is recognized

the activities related to the production and disposi- that the worth of a product or its value may not
tion of goods and services and the associated income always be the same as the price paid. Nor will the
flows. The production and income aspects are dis- worth to the supplier and worth to the consumer
cussed in turn in the following sections. always be identical. What is identical for both pro-

ducer and consumer, however, is the market price
Production that is paid, and such a valuation therefore ensures

that the supply-demand identity does hold.
Consider first the measurement of the economic Even when the market price is a reasonable mea-

activity involved in the manufacture and production sure of the worth of the product to both the producer
of goods and services. Goods and services are pro- and the consumer, though this condition is satisfied
duced to meet human wants. Some goods and ser- at the microeconomic level, it does not follow that it
vices are produced to meet these needs directly. In is also true at the macroeconomic level. The effects
this case, the demand for the products involved is on third parties of transactions between the two orig-
called final demand. Other goods and services are inal parties represent externalities, and no attempt is
used to produce more goods and services, either in made in the system of national accounts to value any
the current period or in the future. Those products of these.
that are used in the current period to produce other Note, too, that a number of transactions take place
goods and services are called intermediate consump- that do not take place on the market. The government
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buys goods and services and pays civil servants in There are two fundamental problems with this
order to provide the community with law and order, interpretation of the basic supply-and-demand iden-
defense, and economic services, for example, but it tity as implemented in the system of national ac-
provides these services without explicitly charging counts. The first is that products are measured at cost
for them. These services can be valued as the sum of and not at their worth, and the second is that many
the costs involved. The services are entered into the goods and services that are crucial to well-being are
account at these values, but no attempt is made to say invisible in the accounts because they do not have
whether and how far these values relate to the worth money values ascribed to them.
of the services being provided.

Goods and services may also be provided without Income
market transactions being involved when they are
produced for own consumption. A classic case con- Consider now the components of the cost of the
cerns subsistence agriculture, which is especially im- production process. Output is generated by paying
portant in developing countries. The products are for intermediate consumption and factors of produc-
valued at the price theywould fetch if theywere sold, tion. These latter payments can be described as pri-
and this is assumed to be the value of both the produc- mary income so that a new identity, output equals
tion and the matching consumption of the products. intermediate consumption plus primary income, is

Of majorimportanceinallcountriesisthequestion derived. The present SNA contains only two major
of own account capital formation. A factory produc- elements of primary income, compensation of em-
ing vehicles, for example, may keep some to use on ployees and gross operating surplus.
its own account, or it may construct an assembly line Although compensation of employees dearly re-
for use in producing vehicles in the future. In both of lates to payments made to employees for the labor
these cases, the value of the vehicles kept for own use they provide in the production process, it does not
or the value of the production line must be treated as cover the entire value of labor. Gross operating sur-
output and capital formation. Again, this own ac- plus includes the returns to self-employed individu-
count production is valued at market prices where als and working proprietors for the value of their
these exist (as for the vehicles), or the cost of inputs labor. It also covers the amounts necessary to allow
where prices do not exist (as in the case of the assem- for the consumption of some of the fixed capital used.
bly line). Even though the same transactor is in- In addition to using fixed capital (machinery, vehi-
volved in production and consumption, valuation des, buildings, and the like), a company may need to
from both points of view is the same and therefore make use of land and financial capital. Financial
the supply-demand identity is maintained. capital may be made available as shares held by

However, a number of productive activities that others, or as loans received. These three types of
take place are not included in the national accounts. capital give rise to flows of rent, dividends, and
These are services that are produced on own account, interest, which are collectively known as property
particularly household services. At first sight, it may income. These income flows are not additional to
seem anomalous that goods produced and con- primary income, but an allocation out of it and are
sumed by households-for example, subsistence ag- also included in gross operating surplus. For the
riculture-shouldbeincludedwithintheproduction economy as a whole (if it is assumed for the moment
boundary, whereas the services of cleaning house that there are no external flows), property income
and caring for children should not be included. The paid must equal property income received and can
case of making this distinction turns on the funda- therefore be ignored if all that is required is an aggre-
mental difference between goods and services. gate measure of primary income. If one is concerned
Goods once produced can be sold or subsequently with the allocation of income after redistribution has
resold. For most services the act of production is taken place, however, flows of property income
simultaneous with the act of consumption, and ser- across sectors, both payments and receipts, must be
vices cannot be subsequently resold. The decision to estimated.
make a service available on the market has to be Gross operating surplus thus includes some re-
taken before the service is performed and not after- turns to labor, allowances for the consumption of
ward, as can be done in the case of goods. Some fixed capital, and property income due to be paid.
goods are available without cost; typically these are The last time covered is the entrepreneurial return or
natural assets. Water and mineral deposits, for exam- profit of the firm concerned.
ple, are usually not purchased explicitly. Therefore, From the foregoing it is obvious that gross domes-
they appear neither as production or as intermediate tic product is equivalent not only to the components
consumption. of final demand, but also to primary income. Income
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in this case is not income as Hicks defined it, namely, portant goods and services are not included in the
the amount that can be spent and still leave one as accounts because a zero valuation is put on them; (c)
well off at the end of the period as one was at the the concept of maintenance of capital applies only to
beginning. Because an underlying assumption of the man-made assets, and thus no allowance is made for
national accounts is that land and financial capital nonproduced assets such as land; (d) no allowance is
may change hands but do riot disappear, Hicks's made for holding gains and losses on assets that are
income can be approximated by deducting an allow- brought about by changing prices; (e) human or in-
ance for the consumption of fixed capital from pri- stitutional capital is not taken into account; (f) the
mary income. The resulting aggregate is known as contribution of the environment to economic activity
net domestic product (NDP). If property income flows is given limited attention; and (g) the impact of the
(rent, dividends, and interest) with the rest of the economy on the environment is also given limited
world are taken into account, the resulting aggregate attention.
is referred to as national product, although gross or Before considering how to take account of the
net national income is the more correct description. impact of the enviromnent on economic activity, it is

Such a concept, however, still falls short of the worth reviewing briefly some of the attempts that
ideal of keeping capital intact implicit in Hicks's have been made to counter some of the other reser-
definition of income. Although it is true that land as vations described above concerning the current
such may not disappear, its quality and the use to method of calculating GDP.
which it is put can change over time, and its ability
to generate agricultural products, for example, may Household Services
decine considerably. It must also be recognized that
financial assets are affected by price changes, partic- Not all activities performed by people are re-
ularly by inflation over time, so that allowance ought garded as productive economic services. Activities
to be made for holding gains and losses if true mea- such as eating, sleeping, reading a book, and listen-
sures of capital maintenance are to be derived. ing to music may have high welfare values, but they

are defined as being nonproductive because it is not
BackgroundAssumptions possible for anyone else to perform these services on

an individual's behalf. However, there are many ac-
Although not frequently spelled out, the back- tivities that are undertaken within households, such

ground to the conceptual framework described as cooking, caring for children, or undertaking minor
above contains a number of assumptions. It assumes repairs around the house where it is possible, as an
that institutional arrangements exist, that markets alternative to performing these services oneself, to
exist, and that all participants have a perfect knowl- employ somebody else to perform them. Why, then,
edge of these markets. It assumes that people are fit should they not all be treated as productive in an SNA
and able to work; that health and education levels are sense? The answer is as much pragmatic as it is
maintained or even improved over time. It assumes theoretical.
that law and order prevail, and that the institutional Consider three people-A, B, and C-who all need
capital of the society concerned is also maintained. a particular task done around the house. A chooses

The conceptual framework also assumes that the to employ somebody else to undertake the work at a
physical environment in which the economy oper- cost of x. B and C decide to undertake the work
ates continues to be conducive to economic activity. themselves, which involves buying any materials
That is, agricultural products continue to grow as required at a cost of, say, y (less than x) and spending
before, more land is available for larger populations, different amounts of time completing the task. The
water continues to be available for households and first problem is to identify the output of the activity.
industry, and clean air exists without providing a If it is a practical job-for example, painting the
health risk. Tacitly, too, it is assumed that fuel and house-it would be possible to compare the quality
mineral resources continue to be available. Some of the work done by B and C with that of the profes-
substitution may take place, for example, as people sional hired by A. But, as is widely known, making
and industries change from using wood for fuel to adjustments for quality changes is a notoriously dif-
using coal and then to using oil, or from iron and steel ficult activity. For the case of less tangible outputs
to aluminum in the case of metals. But no fundamen- such as caring for children, the difficulty of compar-
tal scarcity of these products is foreseen. No attention ing the activities of different people becomes virtu-
is paid to nonhuman aspects of life, for example, the ally insuperable, as is the case with delivering other
extinction of species. nonmarket services, such as those provided by the

To summarize, there are at least seven reasons why government.
GDP is not a good measure of welfare: (a) activities Researchers in this area have resorted to measur-
are valued at cost rather than worth; (b) several im- ing inputs rather than attempting to measure out-
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puts. Even here, however, the difficulties are consid- tailed information on production accounts. As the
erable. B and C may choose to perform the task input-output methodology evolved, however, it al-
themselves for quite different reasons-B for reasons lowed the practices of data compilation and analyti-
of sheer economic necessity, because he cannot af- cal use of the results to develop in parallel, with the
ford to pay anyone else to do it, and C because he result that this area was incorporated in the 1968
enjoys the activity, perhaps as a change from his revision to the SNA.
regular paid employment, for example. It might take It is now more than twenty years since the tech-
C longer to perform the task than B, either because nique of social accounting matrices (SAMs) was de-
his enjoyment causes him to linger over it to extend veloped. Just as input-output tables can be
his enjoyment, or perhaps because he is simply less considered an elaboration of detailed production ac-
adept at the task than B is. counts, so a social accounting matrix can be consid-

Even when it has been decided how much time ered a means of presenting in a single matrix the
should be covered in the valuation of output, there is interaction between production, income, consump-
still a problem of attributing the appropriate valua- tion, and capital accumulation in such a way as to
tion to this. Should the time be billed at the cost of the incorporate particular disaggregations of interest.
professionalwho could have done the task, or should Traditionally, this extra disaggregation was often
B's and C's time be valued at the market rate that they applied to household activities to draw attention to
earn in their regular employment, and this taken to the consumption aspect of economic behavior as
be the opportunity cost for their labor? How should opposed to the production side. Initially, disaggrega-
allowance be made for the fact that many household tion was applied to production, income, and trans-
services ertail a degree of multitasking, for example, fers between household types, using criteria relating
when keeping an eye on the children and possibly to educational attainment, control over sources of
instructing them while performing other tasks? wealth such as land, and other forms of capital. Al-

Despite these difficulties, estimates have been though several sAMs were developed in the early
made of the value of household services in different 1970s for a number of countries, in the 1980s more
countries. One set of estimates for the United States attention was paid to the development of SAMs, typ-
(Murphy 1976) suggested that the value of house- ically in computable general equilibrium models. It
hold services not included in GDP at present amounts is only relatively recently, since the accounting
to between 32 and 60 percent of measured GDP. This framework and modeling applications have been
degree of variation was due to the alternative possi- seen as integrated and parallel developments, that
bilities of measurement. At one extreme, the activi- interest in social accounting matrices has revived.
ties performed were valued at their market price
(which may be the preferred method of valuation if Human Capital
one is interested in measuring productivity); at the
otherextreme, theopportunity costwas used, which, Human capital is one of the factors of production
it can be argued, is the more appropriate means of assumed to underlie the production processes mea-
measuring welfare. sured in the SNA. Yet it does not appear explidtly in

Because both positions can be justified, it is diffi- the balance sheets of the system, nor do costs associ-
cult to reach a consensus on how household services ated with its creation and maintenance appear in the
could be valued in a way that was comparable across accounts identified as such. One reason for this omis-
time and across the country. The other major argu- sion maybe thatthe idea of reducing a person's value
ment for continuing to exclude these services is the toanentryinabalance sheetis inteUectualy distaste-
sheer size of the imputations involved, in view of the ful. Furthermore, a human being is not a typical asset
fact that these imputations would not be relevant for in the sense that an asset can be owned and usually
many of the direct budgetary and fiscal policies im- transferred to another owner. This is not a character-
plemented by the government. Although many istic of people, other than slaves. Perhaps a more
economists are still interested in the possibility of likely reason for human capital to be excluded from
measuring household services, most would agree the balance sheet of the nation is the difficulty of
that this should be an ancillary exercise to national determining appropriate valuation.
accounting, rather than incorporated in it. From time to time a value is put on a human being,

for example, in the settlement of insurance claims or
Accounting and Modeling in divorce proceedings. Two alternative methods are

commonly used to arrive at this value. One is to
The choice of accounting framework is linked to estimate the remaining life-time earnings of the indi-

the use to be made of the resulting analysis. A good vidual before the accident, say, to determine a fair
example is the case of input-output analysis. The price to be paid for curtailing the income foreseen.
earliest versions of the SNA did not incorporate de- The other is to estimate the needs of the person being
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compensated with respect to the provision of a home, ment. The difficulty of implementing economic re-
food and clothing, and medical attention. Neither of forms in the countries of the former Soviet Union
these methods is particularly helpful in estimating stems as much from the uncertainties over institu-
the value of the population en masse as the human tional arrangements for governance as from the ab-
capital of the country. sence of the hallmarks of a market economy such as

As human capital, people need to be fit and able to free prices and a convertible currency.
work. This implies that there is an adequate standard Just because the importance of institutional capital
of health and education. Thus it is often suggested is recognized, however, does not mean it can be
that expenditures on health and education should be represented in economic terms or even defined as a
treated as another form of capital expenditure, but concept. Even less than human capital (to vwhich of
should this be all health expenditures or only those course it is linked) can it be associated with specific
pertaining to actual and future members of the labor expenditures or approximated in money terms.
force, and thus should care of the elderly, for exam-
ple, be excluded? Health depends on adequate food Environmental Concerns
and protection against the weather (housing and
clothing), as well as medical services. Should these Recent attempts to broaden the coverage of the
expenditures also be included? If the standards system of national accounts demonstrate two com-
apply to both mental and physical health, should plementary aspects of the system. On the one hand,
expenditures on recreational services be included? major conceptual changes regarding the coverage of
Ultimately, a general measure of "health" expendi- activities and means of their valuation are not easily
tures would have to include almost all the consump- incorporated into the system. On the other hand, the
tion expenditures of households, but it would be a system is sufficiently articulated that it is possible to
long way from an objective measure of the value in build ancillary calculations around it that allow other
production of a healthy work force. areas of interest to be explored within a broadly

The situation is not much clearer where education compatible framework. This form of development
is concerned. Even if only vocational training were has come to be known as satellite accounting. It is an
to be considered, the extent of what is "vocational" increasingly popular way of developing new aspects
is unclear. On the one hand, none of it would be of economic and social accounting, because it per-
effective without adequate primary education. On mits flexible and experimental innovations to be in-
the other hand, governments trying to cut back on troduced, while preserving the basic system of
state support for recreational education are con- national accounts for more conventional analysis.
founded by instances of women who have taken Because of the uncertainties that continue to sur-
dressmaking and cake decorating lessons and then round environmental accounting, a satellite account
become successful wedding organizers. For both may be the best way at present to investigate the
health and education expenditures, the boundaries interaction between the economy and the environ-
of what to include as a cost of improving and maintain- ment and to see how this interaction could affect the
ing human capital have proved too elastic and too SNA measurement of income. One kind of satellite
arbitrary for any widely accepted consensus to emerge. account for the environment that has already been

developed is the system of integrated environmental
Institutional Capital and economic accounting (SEEA). Its approach to the

environment is compared with that of the SNA in the
Economic behavior does not take place in a vac- remainder of this chapter.

uum. Rather, it consists of a large number of agents Income is defined as that part of value added that
interacting according to a known set of norms and remains after due allowance has been made for main-
conventions. These are enshrined in the laws and taining capital (that is, the total of all assets) intact.
customs of the country,which are enforced through At present, the SNA recognizes only certain forms of
the formal and informal activities of the governing assets; however, the environmentalists argue that
body. The more open the procedures, the more they these assets should include environmental attributes.
accord with internationally recognized standards; The first task of this analysis, therefore, is to examine
the more stable and less corrupt the government, the the characteristics of economic assets and then to see
more conducive the conditions to economic success. how far these could be extended to include environ-

The importance of institutional arrangements can mental attributes.
be seen in the recent experience of the formerly
planned economies. One of the deterrents to new Characteristics of Assets
entrants to the economies of Eastern Europe has been
the lack to date of a clear understanding of the mu- The 1968 version of the SNA did not include a full
tual roles of foreign investor and national govern- balance sheet accounting for assets. Such an exten-
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sion to the SNA was developed in a manual entitled Table 3-1. Source and Use of Assets
Provisional Guidelines on the National and Sectoral Bal- Source
ance Sheet and Reconciliation Account of the System of Use Produced Non produced
National Accounts, which is conmmonly referred to by
its classification number of M60. It is assumed here InIcome- Fixed capital Land
that a general definition of assets should encompass producing Most financial assets
at least all those entities currently treated as assets in Not income- Inventories Monetary gold
the SNA and M60 (see UNSO 1977). producing

Sources and Uses of Assets Source. Author's analysis.

The assets referred to in the SNA and M60 derive
from one of three sources: (a) they may be the result owned and that represents a store of value. The right
of current production, for example, inventories or to ownership of a house is conveyed in the title deeds,
fixed capital; (b) they may represent the use of sav- but it is the house, not the deeds, that constitutes the
ings, for example, financial assets; and (c) they may asset. This matter is discussed later in the chapter.
exist naturally, for example, as mineral deposits or If an asset can be assigned to one sector rather than
other environmental assets but be drawn into the another, it implies that some exclusive ownership
productive sphere and hence become economic as- can be established. (In this context, some natural
sets in the SNA sense. Assets can serve three func- resources, especially the global commons, could only
tions: (a) they can be used for either intermediate or be treated as assets by the adoption of some special
final consumption, for example, through the draw- conventions.) In general, the store of value of an asset
ing down of inventories; (b) they can be used in implies that the asset can be transferred from one
production, for example, fixed capital, financial as- institutional unit to another, in other words, that
sets that earn interest, and some environmental as- ownership can change. Note, however, that some
sets such as mineral deposits; and (c) they may assets, for example, pension rights and nonnegotia-
simply represent a means of transferring wealth from ble bonds, are strictly nontransferable.
one time period to another, for example, gold. In sum, it must be possible to establish ownership

The source and use of assets and are summarized of an asset, although this may not be transferable in
in table 3-1. The rows distinguish between those all circumstances. The legal title to ownership is
assets that produce income and those that do not. The distinct from, and should not be confused with, the
columns distinguish those assets that result from the asset itself.
production process from those that do not. Those
assets that produce income generate primary income Transactions and Assets
in the production accounts if they are produced or
property income if they are not produced; those that Most assets, all those that are produced and those
do not generate income represent stocks of wealth that represent the use of savings, come into being as
only. The ability to generate income determines a result of a transaction as defined in the SNAand may
whether an asset influences flows in the current ac- be the subject of a further transaction in the future. In
counts or transactions in future periods, which is a the case of nontransferable assets, a future transac-
crucial distinction. However, the fact that assets gen- tion may be imputed, but would still be recorded in
erate income implies they also have value as a stock the accounts. Natural assets do not come into being
of wealth. In other words, the only feature that all the via a transaction but may be the subject of one in
assets in table 3-1 share is that they all represent a the future.
store of wealth.

Valuation of Assets
The Question of Ownership and Rights

Under the SNA at present, wealth is measured only
An asset can also be defined as something over in monetary terms. Money is the numeraire in which

which property rights can be established and trans- the items on the balance sheet are aggregated. With-
acted. This relates to the idea of an asset as a store of out prejudging whether entities to which monetary
value but has no direct link to income. References in values cannot be attributed should be treated as as-
the present SNA to copyright, trademarks, and li- sets, it is helpful at this point to consider how a value
censes suggest that the rights themselves have value is assigned to the types of assets in table 3-1. Assets
and therefore constitute assets. As has been pointed that result from production, all those in the first
out elsewhere (Harrison 1990), however, this con- column, can be valued on the same basis as that used
fuses proof of legal ownership with the entity that is in the production account, namely, at market prices
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for those assets that are sold and as the sum of costs section reviews the characteristics of assets recog-
for production on own account. In principle, assets nized in the SNA.
that produce income in the future, all those in the first
row, can be valued in terms of their future income Assets in the System of National Accounts
streams. For fixed capital, that is, assets that are
produced and are used to generate income in the The 1993 SNA divides nonfinancial assets into those
production process, both values are available. Eco- that are produced and nonproduced. Produced non-
nomic theory asserts that in a perfect market these financial assets are further separated into fixed as-
values will coincide. This may well happen for items sets, inventories, and valuables. Nonfinancial
such as vehicles. For some specific equipment, or nonproduced assets are subdivided into those that
where the market is distorted (say, as a result of are tangible and those that are intangible. Each of
imperfect knowledge) the values may differ. these categories and financial assets is considered

The flow accounts only balance if the assets are below.
valued at the market prices prevailing at the time of
acquisition. It could be argued, however, that in the FixedAssets
balance sheet it is more appropriate to value assets
by their future income stream, any difference appear- The SNA assets that come from fixed capital forma-
ing in the account showing other changes in assets as tion are works of construction, land improvements,
a revaluation due to change in function. Assets that transport and other equipment, and cultivated agri-
are neither produced nor generate income such as cultural assets such as the breeding stock of domestic
gold can only be valued at the prices prevailing on animals and plantations. All these assets have a clear
the market. The system says nothing about how these monetary value, are produced within the production
market prices are determined, since they are linked boundary, give rise to future income, are transferable
neither to past production costs nor to future income from one institutional unit to another, and could be
streams. involved in a transaction in the future. All can be

given a value related to past production and all could
Other Attributes of Assets conceptually be given a value related to the future

income to be generated by the assets. Except for land
If assets are to be itemized in the bahince sheet, improvement, all of these assets are recognizable as

they must be separately identified and valued. An separate entities.
essential characteristic of financial assets is Slat there Capital expenditure under any of these headings
should exist a matching liability. A further character- either gives rise to new assets of these types or en-
istic of fixed capital is that it is subject to capital hances the value of already existing assets. The asset
consumption; that is, it is ultimately used up in the involved may be produced, such as a building that
course of production. Table 3-2 presents these char- undergoes major renovation and repair, or may be
acteristics in the form of twelve criteria. The next nonproduced, as in the case of land improvement.

For all these types of assets, an allowance is made in

Table 3-2. Characteristics of Present and the SNA for the consumption of fixed capital.
Potential Assets Inventories

Ql Does it have a monetary value?
Q2 Was it produced within the SNA production In the SNA, inventories are also recorded as capital

boundary? resulting from production. They share all the attri-
Q3 Does it generate future income? butes of fixed capital assets, except that they do not
Q4 Is it transferable? generate future income and therefore cannot be val-
Q5 Has it been the subject of a transaction in the past? ued in this way.
Q6 Can it be the subject of a transaction in the future?
Q7 Can it be valued in terms of past production costs? Valuables

Q8 Can it be valued in terms of future income? The 1993 SNA introduces a new type of capital
Q9 Can it only be valued on the current market? formation known as valuables. Examples include
Q10 Is it a separate entity? works of art, antiques, precious stones, and metals.
Qll Is ther*e a matching contingent liability? All of these were produced at some time within the
Q12 Is it subject to capital consumption, depletion, or p

degradation? production boundary of the SNA. They are, however,
neither consumed nor used in production, but repre-

Source Author's analysis. sent a store of value to the owner that can be realized
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at a future time, because their prices is expected to case of gold and special drawing rights. These liabil-
rise, or at least not fall, in the foreseeable future. ities are what distinguish financial from nonfinancial

Some valuables may be involved to some extent in assets. All financial assets have a monetary value;
a production process. For example, works of art dis- they have been and will be the subject of transactions
played in a museum may generate income from ad- in the accounts and are separable. Those matched by
mission charges. Such income, however, is usually liabilities represent future income and could be val-
minimal in comparison with the intrinsic value of the ued in terms of this income. Most financial assets are
valuables so they are not treated as fixed capital. transferable, but there are exceptions, such as non-

In the 1968 SNA, historical monuments were also transferable bonds and pension rights.
given special treatment. In the 1993 SNA, however,
historical monuments are treated in the same way as Summary of Characteristics
modem structures and are also dassified as fixed
capital. Putting a money value on valuables and on Table 3-3 summarizes the characteristics of the
historical monuments for indusioninabalance sheet various kinds of assets identified in the preceding
may be difficult, but this is a practical problem and sections by indicating whether they meet the criteria
not a theoretical reason for excluding such items outlined in table 3-2. Only three of the twelve criteria
from the category of economic assets. are satisfied by all the assets: all have a monetary

value, all are separately identifiable, and all can be
Nonfinancial Tangible Nonproduced Assets the subject of a transaction in the future. As men-

tioned earlier, it is also necessary for the ownership
M60 recognizes a number of nonfinancial non- of an asset to be identified.

produced assets that are involved in the production
process: land, timber tracts, subsoil assets, and fish- Working Definition of an Asset
eries. These share many, but not all, of the character-
istics of fixed capital: they can be given a monetary Fromtheprecedingobservations,it appears thatan
value, they generate future income, and they can be asset can be defined as a stock of wealth over which
transferred from one institutional unit to another. ownership can be established and that may be the
They were not produced within the production subject of an SNA transaction in the future. Or, given
boundary of the SNA, however, and may not yet have the uncertainty that may exist in some circumstances
been the subject of an SNA transaction, although by over what does or does not constitute an SNA trans-
being drawn into the economic sphere they are ex- action, an economic asset can be defined more gen-
pected to be the subject of an SNA transaction in the erally (although less rigorously) as an entity over
future. Because they were not produced within the which ownership rights are enforced by institutional
production boundary, they cannot be valued accord- units, individually or collectively, and from which
ing to production cost, but they can be givenamarket economic benefits are derived by its owner(s) by
value, which should represent their future income- holding or using it over a period of time.
earning ability. They can all be identified separately. The next section explains how far this definition

can be applied to environmental attributes and the
Nonfinancial Nonproduced Intangible Assets characteristics of those attributes of concern in eco-

nomic and environmental valuation.
In the SNA, nonfinancial nonproduced intangible

assets cover transferable leases, patented entities, Environmental Attributes
copyrights, and purchased goodwill. They represent
future income but not production. Because a mone- There are four main types of environmental attri-
tary valuation is difficult to establish for the majority butes: land, water, living plants and animals (biota),
of those that do not come to the market, the SNA and air. Tobetterunderstand the interaction between
accounts record only those that have been the subject the economy and the environment, however, it is
of a transaction and for which, therefore a market useful to subdivide each of land, water, and biota.
value exists. Other assets of these types are not only
not produced, but are not necessarily transferable or Land
the subject of past transactions.

Land is involved in production in a number of
FinancialAssets guises, in some instances only marginally. The first

category to be considered is land that exists as space
Financial assets are not produced in an SNA sense underlying buildings and other structures, such as

and are always matched by liabilities, except in the roads and dams. In this case, land is essentially inert.
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Table 3-3. Characteristics of Existing SNA Assets

Asset Qi Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q1O Q11 Q12

Nonfinancial produced tangible assets
Construction works x x x x x x x x x x
Land improvement x x x x x x x x x
Equipment x x x x x x x x x x
Livestock for breeding, etc. x x x x x x x x x x

Inventories x x x x x x x
Valuables x x x x x x x

Nonproduced tangible assets
Land x x x ? x x x
Timber tracts x x x ? x x x x
Subsoil assets x x x ? x x x x
Fisheries x x x ? x x x x

Nonproduced intangible assets
Leases ? x ? ? x x ?
Patents ? x ? ? x x ?
Copyrights ? x ? ? x x ?
Trademarks ? x ? ? x x ?

Financial assets and liabilities
Gold and special drawing rights x x x x x
Other transferable financial assets x x x x x x x x
Nontransferable financial assets x x x x x x x

Source. Author's analysis.

The area of land so used may increase as more build- A third type of land is open land designated as
ings are erected and occasionally, but less commonly, parks and gardens or as natural parks, or other land
it may be depleted as land previously under struc- that is either completely unused or only marginally
tures is returned to another purpose, but the land utilized. This has many of the same attributes as
itself does not undergo any intrinsic change. It is agricultural land, although the amount of rent in-
involved in production insofar as it yields rent, al- volved is nominal, usually consisting only of access
though in practice it may be difficult to distinguish fees. Controlled regeneration of open land does not
how much rent should be attributed to the land itself typically take place although this practice may
and how much to the building or structure on top of it. change as environmental consciousness grows.

A second category of land consists of the ground In principle, all land can be given an absolute
and associated soil used in agriculture for the pro- value, although a value may be much easier to estab-
duction of crops, induding forests, and to providefor lish for land under buildings and agricultural land
animals. Like land under buildings, land in this cat- than for parks and wild lands described here as open
egory gives rise to rent, but its involvement in pro- land. It is possible to establish ownership over land,
duction is more extensive because it sustains the even if it is the default ownership by government of
biota existing upon it. Agricultural land may change land to which no other economic agent has laid claim.
in quality. Inappropriate use and overuse may cause Mineral deposits maybe regarded as a special type
the land to deteriorate, but it may be recovered by of land. Like the land under buildings, such deposits
natural regeneration or other means. In addition, are relatively inert and do not interact with living
agricultural land may act as a sink for pollution, plants and animals. They do, however, yield consid-
either through deliberate use as a landfill site, or erable rental values, when access to these deposits is
through the inadvertent runoff from water systems. granted, and once it has been granted, they contrib-
As well as these quality changes, the quantity of ute products to the production process in the form of
agricultural land may also change, as is the case with minerals. Once payment for access to the deposits
land under buildings. has been made, a form of rent often referred to as
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royalties, then the deposits are available to the devel- Air
oper at only the extraction cost. Nonetheless, a value
may be put on the reserves, depending on the market The last category of environmental attributes is
price and other considerations. that of air. Like sunlight and rainfall, air is necessary

Subsoil deposits may undergo quantity changes to the survival of all forms of life, including human
for a number of reasons. Obviously, the depletion beings, and it is therefore implicitly used in produc-
that takes place year by year constitutes a controlled tion. The stock of air is impossible to define, however,
change in volume. This may be offset, however, by or to value, although it is possible, at least in princi-
what might be called uncontrolled changes in vol- ple, to estimate changes in the quality of air brought
ume resulting from new discoveries of previously about by its use as a pollution sink, and to measure
unknown deposits. In addition, deposits that were both controlled and natural regeneration.
previously known but regarded as uneconomic may In addition to having the characteristics described
become economic because of changes in relative above, all environmental attributes excluding the
prices or the development of new technologies. Ac- land under buildings and subsoil deposits provide
counting for changes in the volume of subsoil depos- an amenity value to man and support ecosystems.
its is thus a rather complicated calculation, which is Table 3-4 lists the characteristics of the nine sorts
discussed later in the chapter. of environmental attributes identified above. These

characteristics can be divided into three groups: eco-
Water nomic aspects connected with rent and the availabil-

ity of products, joint economic and environmental
Water may be subdivided into two categories. The aspects that pertain to changes in the quantity and

first of these, controlled water, consists of water con- quality of the attributes, and the purely environmen-
nected with dams, irrigation systems, and other wa- tal aspects relating to amenity and support for eco-
terways that are strictly controlled by human systems.
intervention. The second category consists of natural All environmental attributes except air can be clas-
waterways, such as rivers, lakes, and coastal waters. sified as economic assets in accordance with the def-
These two subdivisions have the same characteristics inition presented earlier for the assets already
as agricultural and open land, respectively. included in the SNA. All of the remaining eight cate-

Mtineral deposits may exist under water, but it is gories have a value that can, in principle, be identi-
convenient to treat all such deposits in a single cate- fied and can be subject to ownership, and all yield
gory referred to here as subsoil, even though some of economic benefits to their owner in either the current
them may be under water. or future periods. Indeed, the present SNA asset

boundary includes all of these categories of environ-
Biota mental attributes but not all aspects of those attri-

butes. In exploring how far the consideration of
The characteristics of biota are quite different from environmental attributes in the SNA is satisfactory

those of land and water. No rent is produced from from the environmental point of view, it is necessary
living plants and animals, but they yield both renew- to examine the process of accounting for assets.
able products (such as grain, milk, and wool) and
nonrenewable products on their destruction (such as Accounting for Assets
wood and meat). All biota experience natural
growth, which may be regarded as either controlled One of the features of the 1993 SNA is a more
or natural regeneration, as appropriate. On the basis rigorous integration between flow accounts and the
of these circumstances, biota can be divided into accounting for assets that takes place in balance
those under direct human control and intervention sheets. In the future, all the changes in the value of
and those that take place in the wild. As previously stocks between the opening period and closing pe-
wild crops and animals are brought into cultivation, riod will be itemized in the accounts as follows:
their classification will change. Although in principle opening stocks, the acquisition of new assets less the
cultivated biota could be classified as wild, in prac- disposal of existing ones, the consumption of fixed
tice such a change is rare. capital, other changes in the volume of assets,

Biota as such do not constitute a sink for pollution, changes in prices, and closing stocks.
but the quality of the plants and animals themselves Two of these items, the acquisition of new assets
and their products used by man may deteriorate less the disposal of existing ones and the consump-
owing to the effects of pollution, for example, be- tion of fixed capital, appear in the flow accounts,
cause the soil has been degraded due to leaching or where the generation of income isreconciledwith the
deforestation. disposition of the goods and services produced.
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Table 3-4. Characteristic of Environmental Attributes

Land Land Land Water Water Biota Biota
Attribute (space) (agricultural) (open) Subsoil (control) (natural) (cultivated) (wild) Air

Economic aspects
Yields rent x x (x) x x (x)
Yields renewable products

Controlled [xI {x} x
Uncontrolled [xI {x} x

Yields nonrenewable products
At a cost x
Free x x

Yields natural growth
Controlled x
Uncontrolled x

Economic/environmental aspects
Classification changes x x x x x x x x
Usedas sink x x x x x
Quality changes x x x x x x x
Controlled regeneration x x x x

Natural regeneration x x x x x x x

Environmental aspects
Amenity value x x x x x x x
Supports ecosystems x x x x x x x

Note. (x) = limited to access fees; (xI = as biota.
Source: Author's analysis.

Transactions in these two categories therefore di- including reclassification, new finds, and new tech-
rectly affect the determination of the level of GDP. The niques; changes due to noneconomic events such as
other two items between opening and closing stocks, wars, natural disasters, and changes in the ecological
other changes in the volume of assets and the change balance; changes in prices; and closing stocks.
in prices, are not regarded as transactions and do not It is possible to take each of the nine types of
affect GDP. The effect of these two items on the bal- environmental attributes enumerated above and ex-
ance sheets are taken to be exogenous to the system amine how far these are already taken into account
of production that is measured by GDP. These effects in the balance sheets of the system of national accounts
are shown in the other changes in assets account, and how far this accounting could be extended.
where they are further disaggregated to show the
economic appearance and disappearance of non- Land
produced assets, the destruction of assets by unin-
surable risks, uncompensated seizures, the All types of land-the space under buildings, ag-
adjustment of the residual value of assets (the value ricultural and open land, and subsoil mineral depos-
of assets adjusted from historic to current prices less its-are recorded in opening and closing stocks.
the amount of capital consumption already de- Changes in value due to economic reappraisal and to
ducted), and changes in classification and structure. noneconomic events, as well as changes in prices, are

This method of accounting can clearly be applied recorded in the other changes in assets account, just
to make room for environmental assets, since the as the parallel effects on man-made assets are. The
links between flows and stocks are already incorpo- effects of the degradation of land are not separately
rated in natural resource accounting. The items to be identified in the SNA accounts, but the effect of
accounted for are enumerated as follows: opening changes in price will encompass this, since a fall in
stocks; the natural growth of biota; the off-take or the price of agricultural land may represent the ef-
depletion of assets; the degradation of assets less any fects of degradation rather than a falling demand for
restoration; changes due to economic reappraisal, land. At present, the depletion of mineral resources
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is also shown as part of the other changes in assets from aquifers to the sea or may be subject to chemical
account, specifically as the economic disappearance transformation, but tracking this is more difficult
of a nonproduced asset. Thus, all changes in the than measuring the off-take of wild biota or the
envuronmental attributes of land and subsoil depos- depletion of mineral deposits. Neither the SNA nor
its are in principle taken into account in the present the SEEA propose to record such an effect.
SNA and are indeed treated as assets there, although The degradation of both water and air does take
the way in which depletion and degradation are place, and this degradation would be measured in
captured may be unsatisfactory from an environ- the SEEA. An entry in the balance sheet is foreseen,
mental point of view. although not connected with entries in subsequent

balance sheets because of the lack of data on stocks.
Biota The SNA makes no direct allowance for the degrada-

tion of water or air. The economic reappraisal of
A similar situation prevails for cultivated biota. water between natural and controlled status is pos-

They appear in opening and dosing stocks. The con- tulated in the SEEA and could be shown in the SNA as
sequences of natural growth and off-take are shown the economic appearance and disappearance of non-
in the balance sheets, usually net, either as changes produced assets, but again this entry would not be
in inventories or as additions to fixed capital (in the connected to stocks data in the same or subsequent
case of animals used for breeding or for producing balance sheets.
items such as milk or wool). Again, no effects of Table 3-5 shows which changes in envirorunental
degradation are shown explicitly, but if a drought assets appear in the SNA and SEEA and where changes
reduces the value of cattle stocks, the effect will show could be made in the existing rules of the SNA to
up in the change in prices to be recorded. extend this coverage to move closer to that of the

In the 1993 SNA, wild biota are subdivided into SEEA. Taken together, tables 3-4 and 3-5 show that
those that yield econornic products and those that do most environmental attributes are at present re-
not. The first group will appear in the balance sheet garded as assets in the SNA, and that changes to the
of the SNA as nonproduced assets. Natural growth stock of assets are in principle recorded in the SNA
and off-take will be recorded as economic appear- balance sheets or could be recorded there without
ance and depletion of assets in the other changes in changing the conventions of that system. lDifficulties
assets account, an inadequate solution from the en- arise in the valuation and measurement of water and
vironmental point of view but satisfactory in ac- air, but these difficulties are such that the proposed
counting terms. Wild biota that do not yield satellite account for environmental accounting (the
economic products are not treated as economic as- SEEA) also excludes full balance sheet accounts for
sets, and no entries appear in the SNA balance sheets. them. The next question to explore is how changes in

environmental assets affect the levels of production,
Water and Air consumption, and income measured in the SNA.

Water, whether controlled or uncontrolled, and air Natural Growth, Off-Take, and Depletion
create problems for any accounting system because
of the difficulty of measuring and valuing a stock Separate considerations apply to cultivated biota,
concept. In principle, the 1968 SNA includes inland wild biota, and subsoil mineral deposits.
waters under the heading of land, and in practice any
valuation put on recreational land and other open Cultivated Biota
land is likely to include the value of any associated
surface water. The 1993 SNA recognizes this joint The 1968 SNA and the 1993 SNA treat natural
valuation and continues to include such water with growth and the off-take of biota differently. Natural
the corresponding category of land. The SNA also growth refers to the increase in value of an individual
allows for some bodies of water that are used as specimen during a given year as a result of biological
economic resources (such as aquifers) to be included development. For a herd of animals, it is the amount
as a further class of nonproduced assets. The sEEA by which births exceed deaths (other than by off-
proposes to dearly separate water and land and to take), plus the increase in the value of the animals
exclude stocks of water from the balance sheets as alive at the beginning of the year up to the end of the
a matter of principle because of the difficulty of year or up to their death. In circumstances such as a
measurement. drought or other exceptional event, the excess of

Neither water nor air undergoes natural growth, deaths over births could lead to negative measures
off-take, or depletion in the normal sense. Water may of natural growth. The effects of such catastrophes
become scarce because of geographic dispersion are treated separately as one instance of the item
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Table 3-5. Balance Sheet Entries for Environmental Assets

Land Land Land Water Water Biota Biota
Item (space) (agricultural) (open)a Subsoil (control) (natural) (cultivated) (wild)b Air

Opening stocks 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 1 or 2 4
Natural growth of biota I I or 2
Off-take or depletion of assets 1 1 1 or2
Degradation less any restoration 3 3 3 3 4 4 3
Changes due to economic

reappraisal 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 or2
Changes due to noneconomic

events 1 1 1 1 1 1or2
Changesinprices 1 1* 1* 1 1* 1*or2*

Closing stocks 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 2 4

Note. 1: Appears in the SNA and SEEA. 2 Appears in the SEEA. Is not in the SNA but could be. 3: In the SEEA but is exduded in principle
from the SNA. 4: Excluded in principle from the SEEA and SNA. 1*: SNA entry includes the effect of degradation. 2*: SEEA entry includes the
effect of degradation. Entries I apply to wild biota yielding economic products, entries 2 to other wild biota.

Source: Author's analysis.

"catastrophic losses" appearing in the other changes production and are consumed either as final con-
in assets account, and natural growth in this circum- sumption (for example, in household consumption
stance is taken to be zero. For trees and plants, natu- expenditure on milk) or as intermediate consump-
ral growth is taken to be the excess of normal tion (for example, milk used in the production of
biological development over natural decay. Again, butter or cheese).
any exceptional destruction of plants, say, by fire, is Animals thatyield products onlyon their death are
excluded from the calculation of natural growth and treated as inventories. Natural growth is recorded as
is entered separately in the other changes in assets production and an increase in stock. Off-take is re-
account. corded as a decrease in inventories and as consump-

Off-take is the deliberate destruction of a plant or tion, intermediate or final, as appropriate. Animals
animal to obtain the desired product(s). Products that are raised both for products in their lifetime and
that are obtained without the death or destruction of at death are treated as fixed capital as long as the
the producing biota are not included in off-take but yield continues and are then reclassified as invento-
are measured separately. The 1968 SNA treats the ries (typically just before slaughter).
natural growth of all domestic animals used in the The total production from livestock is the sum of
production process as production and the animals live products plus natural growth. The production is
themselves as assets. A distinction is made between absorbed into consumption (live products and off-
animals that provide products (milk, wool, or off- take), increasesinfixed capital, and changes in inven-
spring) or services (plowing, transport) repeatedly tories. If the off-take exceeds natural growth, the
over a period of time and those that produce prod- change in inventories will of course be negative. The
ucts (meat, hides) once only at the time of the amount of income that arises from livestock is equal
animal's death. to the value of production less the value of interme-

Animals that provide products repeatedly are diate inputs used in the production process. In gen-
treated as fixed capital assets. In prnciple, as the eral, therefore, the amount of income arising from
animals mature, their natural growth is recorded as natural growth is less than the value of the growth
production and represents an increase in fixed capi- itself. The 1968 SNA treats crops somewhat differ-
tal; as the animals age and the flow of products ently. The value of production is recorded as the
diminishes, the stock of fixed capital is itself dimin- value of the harvest when the harvest takes place. No
ished by an amount that would be shown in the production at all is recorded during the growing
estimates of consumption of fixed capital. In practice, period, even though costs of production are being
only net natural growth is shown for a herd of ani- incurred.
mals, recorded as fixed capital, and the consumption In the case of annual crops and where national
of fixed capital is not shown explicitly. The products accounts are compiled for an accounting year that
derived from animals while they are living constitute clearly encompasses the harvest season, the overall
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measures of production match values of consump- ically hunted for meat-and other wild biota. The
tion. The products may be consumed immediately former are treated as economic but nonproduced
(as final or intermediate consumption) or may enter assets; the latter are treated as environmental assets
inventories before consumption. Income is valued at only and are not induded in the asset boundary, and
the level of production less intermediate costs. Even hence in the balance sheet of the SNA.
for annual crops, however, the asynchronous record- For wild biota yielding economic products, both
ing of inputs and outputs can cause serious distor- the 1993 SNA and the 1968 version assume that pro-
tions in times of high inflation when costs are duction can be set equal to consumption without
incurred at low pAices at the start of the year and consideration of the concepts of natural growth, off-
output is recorded at much higher levels at the end take, or stock. Natural growth in excess of off-take is
of the year. In this case, holding gains are also in- not regarded as production, but neither is any allow-
cluded in the measurement of income, a practice ance made for off-take in excess of natural growth. It
carefully avoided elsewhere in the accounts. is assumed that drawing products from the wild,

The 1968 SNA treats crops, particularly tree-crops, whether repeat products like berries or once-only
slightly differently if their yield does not start in the products like wood and meat, does not affect the
year of planting. The initial costs of establishing an stock of wild biota. The manifest error in this as-
orchard or vineyard, say, are treated as fixed capital sumption, especially with regard to tropical rain for-
formation, butthevalue of the immature trees during ests, for example, calls for a reexamination of this
the period in which they come to maturity is not treatment.
recorded. As with annual crops, output is recorded Consider a possible interpretation of the distinc-
when the harvest takes place. For trees grown for tion between cultivated and noncultivated natural
timber, the whole value of the natural growth is assets. Suppose that the government becomes con-
recorded at the time the tree is felled and at the price cerned about the deforestation of a tropical rain for-
prevailing then. For crops such as rubber or coffee, est and introduces strict controls on the levels of
the yield and thus the value of production extends extraction to be permitted. The forest in question
over several years. Because such trees are seldom if would then be dearly controlled by human interven-
ever used for wood, however, the natural growth of tion even if itwere not cultivated in the sense of being
the trees themselves is never recorded, and the plan- deliberately planted and tended. If the definition of
tations concerned remain valued at the initial start- produced assets covered controlled as well as culti-
up costs less the consumption of fixed capital vated biota, the growth and off-take of the timber
deemed to have taken place. would be recorded differently. Output would no

Why livestock and crops are treated differently is longer be set equal to consumption, but to consump-
not dear, although the practical difficulties of esti- tion plus the change in inventories. Given that when
mating the value of immature crops suggest a prag- off-take exceeds natural growth the change in inven-
matic if not a theoretical reason. The 1993 SNA, tories is negative, any rundown of the stock of stand-
therefore, suggests that natural growth in crops as ing timber in the forest would then reduce the
well as in livestock should be recorded as it takes measurement of GDP. If the government controls
place,whetherwithinayearoroveraperiodof years. were strict enough to ensure that natural growth
(Obviously, corrections will be made if the produc- exceeded off-take, GDP would increase by this
tion recorded while it is in process does not lead to amount. Thus man-made and wild forests would
harvest because of bad weather, infestation, or the receive the same treatment, and it would clearly
lack of harvesting facilities.) This means that two show the effect in economic terms of government
kinds of crops should be distinguished: those that legislation on forestry activity.
give repeated live products and whose natural This interpretation may be desirable for a resource
growth will be treated as fixed capital assets; and that is being or could be exploited. It is less certain
those that yield products only on destruction, and whether such control should be a sufficient criterion
whose natural growth will be recorded as changes in to make adjustments to the present coverage of nat-
inventories. The basis of valuing production, con- ural growth in conventional national accounts.
sumption, and income is the same as that used for Should natural growth of a virgin forest, remote from
livestock. any human settlement and not subject to any form of

economic exploitation, be included in production in
Wild Biota the SNA sense just because its virgin state is protected

by goverrnment legislation? Should herds of wild
The SNA distinguishes between wild biota that animals or flocks of birds in game parks be induded

yield economic products- for example, wild forests for the same reason? This seems to be an area in
yielding timber and wild animals that are systemat- which the interests of the national accounts and en-
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vironmental concerns may differ. It may indeed be costs. Although the value of output would not be
desirable to indude in thesNA only those biota whose altered, the measurement of income, and of both
products are or may be exploited for economic pur- gross and net domestic product, would be corre-
poses, but to indude all wildlife in the SEEA. At the spondingly reduced.
same time, a strong case can be made for treating a There are two problems with this approach that
larger subset of these economic natural assets as the third alternative addresses. The first is that stocks
produced rather than nonproduced assets. of raw materials themselves result from the produc-

tion process, whereas subsoil deposits do not. The
Subsoil Mineral Deposits second problem is that natural resources are not

consumed in the way that intermediate inputs are.
To date, the SNA has regarded subsoil deposits as They do not constitute a technological input into the

free gifts of nature. Minerals extracted from the earth production process, a process that depends more on
are counted as production at its full market value the geological character of the mineral deposit than
with no deduction anywhere in the production ac- on the amount mined. The deposits are not trans-
count for the value of the natural resource content. formed in the extraction process, but simply moved
This implies that the amount of income generated by so that they are no longer inaccessible (to other in-
extraction activities also includes the full value of the dustries) underground but are available on demand.
natural resource. It is this inclusion in income of the This suggests that the preferred alternative w-ould be
liquidation of an asset that has provoked the strongest to reclassify mining from a primary industry to a
criticism of national accounts by environmentalists. tertiary one similar to that of transport and distribu-

No single method of determining the value of tion. The value of the output of the mining industry
subsoil assets has been agreed upon, and controversy itself would then be determined as the value of the
surrounds the alternatives that have been proposed. mined product less the cost of the resource under-
If subsoil deposits were infinitely large, then indeed ground. The value of intermediate consumption
they would have no intrinsic value. Some experts would still be computed in accordance with current
argue that, as demand increases, so does the search practice, but income and gross and net domestic
for new deposits. So far, this has always proved to be product would all be reduced, as in the second op-
the case, so that no supply constraint seems to be in tion. It is this third option that is endorsed here.
effect. Auctions held to sell even the right to prospect
for new deposits, as well as transactions in un- Degradation
exploited deposits, suggest, however, that subsoil
deposits do have a market value and represent an It is commonly supposed that the SNA ignores the
economic asset with an associated price. Postponing effects of environmental degradation. That this is an
the question of how this price should be determined, oversimplification can be shown by considering the
I consider how the national accounting measure- case of rent on agricultural land.
ments of production and income could be amended
to take account of the value of the deposits. Rent on Agricultural Land

Three basic methods of doing so have been sug-
gested. The first makes an analogy between mineral The SNA treats land as an asset that is involved in
deposits and fixed capital since both provide a source production but is not the result of it. Like the trans-
of income over a number of years until they are actions concerning other nonproduced assets, those
exhausted. The national accounts do allow for the relating to land are only recorded when they actually
using up of fixed capital through estimates of the take place. All agricultural production utilizes land,
consumption of fixed capital; thus the using up of and therefore part of the operating surplus recorded
natural resources could be estimated as a consump- in the production accounts represents the return to
tion of natural capital. This, like the consumption of this factor of production, the rent on the land. Pay-
fixed capital, would reduce the value of net domestic ments of rent, however, are only recorded when the
product but leave gross domestic product, and the land belongs to someone other than the farmer. In
value of the level of output of the mining industry, principle, an element of rent could always be sepa-
unchanged. rated from operating surplus, although in most cases

The second method treats mineral deposits not as the same institutional unit would receive the rent as
fixed capital, but as stocks of raw materials, on the earned it. Further, it may happen that the actual
grounds that although the deposit as a whole yields payments of rent (let us call them legal rent) do not
an income over time, each unit can only be used once. always coincide with economic rent, say, because a
The value of the deposits consumed in any given legal agreement on the rent payable was drawn up
period would therefore be included in intermediate many years ago.
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Suppose that over a period of time an area of land dation effects and the restoration costs. This sugges-
being farmed becomes degraded. The return to the tion, however, runs counter to a principle underlying
farmer will decline and be reflected in a decline in his the SNA, namely, that the process of production
operating surplus. If economic rent could be sepa- should be measured by the value of the output. Only
rated out, the extent of the decline due to the effects in instances of market failure, where no value can be
of degradation of the land would be explicit in the attributed to the output directly, is the value as-
decline in economic rent. Considerable practical sumed to be equal to the sum of the input costs, as in
problems would arise in actually estimating the eco- the case for the provision of government services, for
nomic rent. It would be difficult, for example, to example. In the case of degradation, there is a choice:
determine how far the declining rates of return were to take either the effects (which correspond to out-
due solely to degradation of the land and how far to puts) or the restoration costs (which match inputs).
pollution of the air and water or of other natural If a satellite account based on SNA concepts were to
resources that are also essential to agricultural pro- use input costs when output measures exist, and
duction. Despite these difficulties, a satellite account were to do so only when enviromnental degradation
for the environment would be enhanced by an at- was involved, it would operate from inconsistent
tempt to show these degradation effects, and indeed assumptions that would weaken the ultimate analyses.
all rent on land, explicidtly.

Environmental Services
Degradation of Environmental Assets

Although restoration costs are not an appropriate
Not all environmental assets suffer degradation. measure of the effect of environmental degradation

Subsoil assets are depleted but are generally not on production, it could be argued that they represent
degraded. Once land had been built on, the concept something else, the value of environmental services
of degradation is hardly relevant. Biota may suffer as provided free to the economy. It would be consistent
a result of the degradation of land, water, and air, but with this perspective to treat the environment as a
the deterioration in their condition will be fully cap- quasi-institutional sector, which provides services to
tured in the measurements of natural growth and the the other sectors (enterprises, the government, and
change in their value. It seems doubtful that natural households). In this way, the environmental services
growth could be estimated in the absence of degra- would become imputed intermediate inputs by en-
dation and then adjusted to observed natural terprises and by the government and final consump-
growth. Since in economic terms the biota are re- tion expenditure by households. These imputed
garded as the products and land, water, and air as expenditures would raise GDP by the same amount
the factors of production, it would seem preferable but would also represent a form of consumption of
to attribute the effects of degradation to these factors natural capital. If this were then deducted from the
directly rather than to the biota. In any case, the new level of GDPto derive NDix, the level of this would
effects should not be double-counted, and the SEEA be the same as before the imputations were made.
proposal to confine the measurement of degradation The point in including such imputations in the ac-
to land, water, and air seems appropriate. counts is that over time, as environmental standards

improve, the purchase of actual remedial services
Restoration Costs would increase, and the imputed costs would be

reduced without affecting the levels of GDP, but the
In fact, most proposals for environmental ac- imputed restoration costs for the unremedied dam-

counts, including the SEEA, suggest that degradation age would fall and thus increase NDP. When no deg-
should be measured by including estimates of resto- radation took place, there would be no difference
ration costs, rather than by attemptingto quantify the between the measures of gross and net domestic
effects of degradation. Several objections can be product for this reason.
made to this procedure in principle and to the pro-
posed method of implementing it in practice. Other Changes in Assets

As can be seen from the preceding analysis, the
effects of degradation on the economic processes of As explained earlier in the chapter, items such as
production are already included in the sNA, although changes due to economic reappraisal (including re-
not explicitly identified. To also indude the full costs classification, new finds, and new techniques) and
of restoration as part of the effects of environmental changes due to noneconomic events (such as wars,
degradation would be double-counting. natural disasters, and changes in the ecological bal-

Another possibility would be to make further ad- ance) are not treated as transactions. Under SNA ac-
justments only for the difference between the degra- counting rules, their effect is shown in the other
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changes in assets account to complete the explana- example, if a known mineral deposit becomes
tion of the changes between one balance sheet and economically viable because of changes in
the next, but they do not have any direct effect on the price or the discovery of new extraction tech-
measurement of production, consumption, or in- niques, the resulting value of the deposit will
come when they take place, although they may have be shown here, as will new discoveries that are
such effects in subsequent periods. immediately viable. This item also covers wild

The reason for this practice can be understood by forests inwhich systematiclogging has started
looking at the impact of reclassifying land from agri- up. If a nonproduced asset is reclassified from
cultural to building land. The result is likely to be an one heading to another, for example, from
increase in the price of the land when it changes agricultural land to land under buildings, the
hands, and in subsequent years the rent from the reclassification at the original value will be
land under a building may well exceed the agricul- shown under item K12.2. At the same time,
tural rent previously accruing to the land. Nonethe- there will often be a change in value to the fact
less, the (probably legislative) act of reclassifying the that building land is valued higher than agri-
land does not in itself represent production or gener- cultural land. This effect is also shown under
ate income. It is, however, necessary to show the item K3.
reclassification in an account if the stock of agricul- * K.5, natural growth of noncultivated biologi-
tural and building land in successive years is to be cal resources, is self-explanatory.
reconciled. * K.6, the economic disappearance of non-

The treatment of new finds of mineral deposits produced assets, is divided into two sub-
deserves special attention. Such finds augment the categories. The first, K.61, covers the depletion
stock of subsoil assets, as does the discovery of new of natural asset, for example, subsoil assets,
techniques that make previously inaccessible or un- natural forests, and fishstocks. The second
viable deposits workable. For many years, there has item, K62, covers other economic disappear-
been some controversy about how these finds should ance of nonproduced assets and is the negative
be treated. As along as the assets were treated as a counterpart to item K.3. In practice it may not
free gift of nature, the only problem lay in measuring be possible to show appearance and disap-
physical reserves. The decision to value the depletion pearance separately, in which case a net entry
of the reserves raises the question of how to value the would be shown under item K3. In prnciple,
additions to the capital stock implied by new finds item K62 would also include degradation of
and new techniques. Some experts argue that if de- nonproduced assets due to economic activity.
pletion is to be treated as a charge against income, the In practice, however, it may be difficult if not
additions should be considered a source of income, impossible to separate this effect from price
but this view is not generally accepted because, since and other changes.
the reserves existed before the account started, all * K.7, catastrophic losses, covers both natural
that is needed is a correction to their previously causes such as floods and earthquakes and
registered value. Furthermore, since the reserves are political events such as wars.
treated as nonproduced assets, accounting for the * K8, uncompensateCd-seizures, shows the
stock of these reserves cannot itself influence the amount by which expropriated assets are not
level of income to be shown in the flow accounts. fully compensated.

Although the items that appear in the other * K.12, changes in classification, shows the re-
changes in assets account are not treated as transac- classification between sectors holding assets
tions in the SNA and therefore do not enter into the and the change in classification by type of
flow accounts determining production and income, asset, as in the example of land quoted above.
some items of interest for environmental accounting
are included because they are required to complete Of these items, K7, K8, and K12may apply not only
the accounting for changes between the opening and to natural assets but also to produced and financial
closing balance sheets. In a separate system such as assets. The items in the classification scheme not
the SEEA, such items could feed into the flow ac- described here apply to these latter kinds of assets
counts. Including these in the other changes in assets only.
account of the SNA thus facilitates links with the SEEA.
The items in the account are explained below. Classification

* K.3, economic appearance of nonproduced as- All assets that appear in the SNA balance sheets
sets, includes the transfer of previously non- may be described as economic assets. They include
economic assets into the economic sphere. For items that are the result of the production process in
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the same or an earlier period (produced assets), and mind that the entries for adjustments for natural
items that appear from outside the system (non- growth, off-take, depletion, and degradation are
produced assets). Biota appear under both headings. those that do, or in the case of degradation could
Those that are cultivated by direct human interven- appear in the flow accounts of the system also. The
tion are included under produced assets. Those that valuation to be placed on the opening and closing
yield economic products but are not cultivated are stocks of all assets is always difficult to determine
included under nonproduced assets. For produced, and relies to a much greater extent on estimation and
that is cultivated, natural assets, a further distinction analysis than is generally true for the rest of the
is made. Those that yield products only on destruc- accounts. This difficulty is especially acute for envi-
tion are classified as inventores, specifically, as work ronmental assets.
in progress; those that yield products repeatedly are
cdassified as fixed assets. A distinction is made be- Biota
tween livestock and plants, fish being understood as
livestock and generally forming part of inventories. The easiest assets to value are perhaps livestock.
Land and subsoil assets are shown as nonproduced Those livestock in stocks can be valued at the same
assets with a disaggregation under each heading. Up prices as similar livestock sent for slaughter. Even for
to this point in the discussion, open land has been livestockonthehoof,well-establishedpricesareusu-
treated as a single category, because it was not nec- ally available. The value of the natural growth and of
essary to distinguish between kinds of open land the off-take that takes place during the year should
when considering the type of asset represented or the also be determined by reference to these prices.
transactions involved. In the full classification, how- The valuation of plants is more difficult. For an-
ever, a distinction can be made between recreational nual crops such as wheat or maize, the value of the
land (formal parks and gardens and national parks)
and other open land. able 3-6 Classificahon of Environmental Assets

Waterways and lakes have always been subsumed Table -CA
in the SNA definition of land. Although the area oc- -n_the_SNA
cupied by fish farms should in principle be classified Number Asset
under the same heading as agricultural land, for AN.1 Produced assets
practical reasons all surface water is divided in the AN.11 Fixed assets
same way as open land. Underground aquifers and AN.111 Tangible fixed assets
other bodies of water used as an economic resource AN.1114 Cultivated natural asset

appear as a separate category. AN.11141 Livestock for breeding, dairy, draught, etc.
Tlus inclusion of water, in principle, if not always AN.11142 Vineyards, orchards, and other plantations

in practice, is more extensive in the SNA than in the of trees yielding repeat products
SEEA, which does not include stocks of water in its AN.12 Inventories
balance sheets. Neither the SNA nor the SEEA include AN_122 Work in progress
air as a stock item in the balance sheets for reasons of AN.1221 Natural growth of cultivated natural assets
practicality. The SEEA will include stocks of wild yielding once-only products
biota in its set of environmental assets. The SNA could AN.2 Nonproduced assets
include such stocks, and it would be beneficial to do AN.21 Tangible nonproduced assets
so, at least for those species of plants and livestock AN.211 Land
that are candidates by coming under human control AN 2111 Land underlying buildings and structures
for economic exploitation though valuation in mon- AN.2112 Cultivated land
etary terms could present considerable practical dif- AN.2113 Recreational land and associated surface
ficulty. water

Table 3-6 shows that part of the classification of AN2119 waterA.19Other land and associated surface water
assets proposed in the 1993 SNA that relates to natural AN.212 Subsoil assets

assets. AN.2121 Coal, oil, and natural gas reserves

Valuation AN.2122 Metallic mineral reserves
AN.2123 Nomnetallic mineral reserves

Each item that appears in the list of assets in the AN.213 Noncultivated biota yielding economicEach lem tha appers m te 11stof asets m he * roducts
SNA also appears in the balance sheets with the en- ANp214u t
tries described earlier under "Accounting for As- Natural water bodies (including aquifers)
sets." The discussion now turns to the valuation to used_as_an_econon__c_resource
be placed on the balance sheet entries, bearing in Source. 1993 SNA.
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cumulated work in progress just before the harvest while recording all known reserves in physical ac-
should be equivalent to the value of the harvest itself. counts, split into their various categories. Alterna-
Estimates during the growing season will have to be tively, valuations could be placed on these other
based on expected harvest and corrected, if neces- reserves by applying a probability factor to allow for
sary, when the out-turn is known. For perennial the expected eventual size of reserves to be extracted.
crops, the value of the standing plants is more diffi- The first alternative is the one usually accepted by
cult to evaluate. This is a greater problem when a commercial accountants and is the course recom-
timber tract, orchard, or vineyard is being estab- mended in the SEEA.
lished than after it has matured. In that case, the The valuation to be placed on the levels of reserves
changes in value from one year to the next will tend should be consistent with the valuation used in esti-
to be small. When such plantations are sold as going mating depletion allowances, and this suggestion
concerns, it may be possible to determine market raises another set of issues. It is the intrinsic value of
prices. When such information is scanty or missing the reserves in the ground that is required, and this
altogether, estimates must be made using data on will clearly be less than the well-head price or surface
operating costs and expected output over time as price by at least the extraction costs. A comprehens-
indicators. ive survey of the estimates available is given by Levin

in chapter 13, where he suggests that, at least for oil,
Land 30 percent of the gross wellhead price might represent

the approximate value of the natural resource itself.
At first sight, the value of land appears to present

few problems. This may be true for agricultural land Degradation
in industrialized countries. It is more difficult in
developing countries or at present in the countries of Land, water, and air may all suffer degradation
Eastern Europe, where there is little if any market from their use as environmental sinks, or from other
activity in the sale of land by which to establish uses. Against this, natural and controlled regenera-
appropriate prices. Few countries separate the value tion will redress some of the damage. Overall, only a
of the land under buildings from the value of the net effect of degradation can be observed. A basic
building itself. Although in principle the SNA recom- question here is what the costs of restoring preexist-
mends that open land be valued and induded in the ing land, water, and air quality should cover. Since
balance sheets, of those few countries that do compile some degradation is irreversible, the implied resto-
complete balance sheets, not all include open land. ration costs would be infinite. Even restoration to an

agreed standard might run into the same problem.
Subsoil Mineral Deposits To keep the balance sheets consistent from one year

to the next, however, what should be measured is the
The valuation of mineral deposits is especially degradation (or possibly restoration) that has oc-

difficult. The first question is what to value. Reserves curred since the last balance sheet was compiled. The
are grouped into several dasses. The most important only basis for the estimates is the expected restora-
are "proven" reserves. These are reserves known to tion cost, and where alternative techniques of resto-
exist and for which it has been demonstrated that ration are available, this provides a choice. It is
they can be extracted with existing technology and obviously vital to know whether the costs that could
that they would be commercially viable at the pre- have been incurred to avoid the degradation in the
vailing market prices. There are in addition various firstplace areless than the deanup costs after thefact,
categories of "known" reserves in which the extent, but it is the deanup costs that are strictly appropriate
the commercial viability, or practical extraction pos- in the context of a full accounting for the resources in
sibilities are less certain. It is often argued that there their current condition.
may also be important "unknown" reserves. Typi-
cally, an area containing reserves is not exhaustively Other Changes in the Volume of Assets
investigated before extraction starts. It is sufficient to
establish only enough proven reserves to justify the Other changes in the volume of assets consist of
extraction operation. Once extraction begins, adja- the consequences of events such as new finds of
cent finds almost always follow, so the measurement mineral deposits, reclassifications of existing assets,
of proven reserves, especially newly proven, is often and wars or other disasters. They are adjustments to
said to understate the probable value of the site. the levels of stocks recorded in the opening balance

Various approaches to valuation are possible. One sheets (up or down, as the case may be) and should
is to place a monetary value only on proven reserves, be valued consistently from one asset to another.
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Changes in Prices status in the cause of sustaining the environment.
Instead an assessment is needed of how economies

One basic premise of the SNA is that price changes can develop without making excessive demands on
do not generate income. The system therefore goes the environment. This implies examining which nat-
to some pains to describe how output and changes in ural resources need to be sustained (and how this
stocks should be measured to eliminate holding might be achieved) and which may be substituted by
gains and losses from these concepts. Separate ac- another form of capital.
counts show nominal holding gains and losses due Not all natural resources are in danger of being
to the overall effect of changes in price divided into overexploited. It is one of the ironies of the concerns
two parts. Neutral holding gains and losses account expressed by the environmental lobby that in some
for the effect of overall inflation levels, whereas real European countries the successful recycling of paper
holding gains and losses account for the difference notoonlydoesnothingtopreservetropicalrainforests
between noninal and neutral holding gains and but actually puts cultivated softwood forests at risk.
losses. They arise because of the differences in price As the supply of old paper increases, the demand for
changes for specific assets as compared with the paper pulp falls and the forestry owners replant less
overall level of inflation. Important additional anal- of their acreage. Furthermore, since the energy cost
ysis can be based on a study of real holding gains and of collecting and processing old paper is consider-
losses and this may be of particular interest for some able, the exercise of recycling paper may, in total
natural resources, especially mineral reserves. El environmental terms, place more demand on natural
Serafy (1990), for example, has proposed that such resources than it saves.
analysis be used to derive an income element with Overexploitation may be less inevitable than im-
respect to the use of oil reserves. agined. Up until the early 1970s, it was an accepted

fact, borne out by quantitative analysis, that a linear
Sustainability and Substitutability relation existed between the growth in GDP and the

growth in energy usage. The price increases in crude
The natural environment is constantly changing. petroleum in the early 1970s changed this relation-

Plants, animals, and people are born, grow old, and ship. When energy ceased to have a price that was
die. Each member of these groups is substituted in barely significant in comparison with the prices of
time by another. On a human time-scale, this substi- other inputs, it was discovered that most of the en-
tutability is consistent with the sustainability of indi- ergy used in industry was not devoted to keeping
vidual species, but over much longer periods some machines turning but to providing space heating and
species die out and are replaced by others. Economic that substantial energy savings were possible with-
development is also about change. Houses built of out affecting industrial output. Private individuals
mud with grass roofs are replaced by ones made of discovered that smaller, more energy-effident cars
bricks and corrugated iron, horse-drawn vehides were after all a perfectly acceptable means of trans-
give way to the internal combustion engine, and port. These changes were brought about not by con-
hand-looms are mechanized. All these changes are cern for the environment but by the working of the
associated with freeing human labor for leisure pur- price mechanism in a market economy.
suits or some other productive enterprise. In general, The price system is not always the answer, how-
this contraction of labor input is made possible by the ever, as can be seen in the case of hardwood. A large
greater deployment of natural resources in the ser- proportion of the exports of hardwood from the
vice of human society and its economy. Indonesian rain forests go to Japan, not to create teak

Recently, two environmental concerns in particu- furniture but to provide shuttering used in the con-
lar have captured public attention. The first is that structionofhigh-rise concrete buildings. The shutter-
the demand on natural resources has grown to the ing could be made of nonscarce materials or could be
point where it is outstripping the capadty of nature reused, but it is simply cheaper to use new teak and
to respond. The second is that many countries now burn it afterward. In the Amazon, the wood is often
have an excess supply of labor, and therefore in- burned immediately, because there is no demand
creased labor saving may no longer be as desirable that would pay for the cost of transport. In neither
as it was in the past. The simplistic answer is to halt case is there a direct economic incentive to preserve
or significantly slow what is described as economic the forests from overexploitation.
development so as to reduce the demands on natural For biota, it is possible to devise strategies that
resources to a "sustainable" level. It is far from clear would keep the use of the resulting products within
that those with a poorer standard of living would be, the bounds of what can be provided by natural re-
still less should be, persuaded to accept this inferior generation. For subsoil assets, such a solution is less
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easy. In the case of some deposits-for example, gold presentation. If two government employees are paid
and other metals-the extraction process does not the same wage, their output is deemed to be identical
destroy the metal. In principle, it can usually be even if one is energetic and productive and the other
reconstituted after use even though this is not often congenitally lazy. Within the SNA, this principle of
done at present. On the other hand, the only reason valuation carries over to those characteristics of en-
to extract oil and gas is to destroy them in use. Given vironmental assets identified in table 3-4 as being
the geological processes by which such deposits occur, purely environmental, specifically, the amenity
once used, the deposit is not effectively renewable. value of the environment and the support for ecosys-

The question therefore arises as to how far the tems. The value of a concert is the price of the ticket
substitutability of man-made assets for natural assets and not a measure of the enjoyment experienced, the
should be encouraged or even be required as the value of a walk in the open countryside is also just
price for destroying an irreplaceable commodity. that of the price paid-zero. All purely environmen-
This would seem desirable to ensure global economic tal characteristics of natural assets are valued at zero,
sustainability,althoughitisnotclearwhethersubsti- not because they are thought to be worthless, but
tutability would have to be practiced on a country- because there is no frame of reference available that
by-country basis. is consistent with the rest of the accounts and that

The argument for prudence in the use and reuse of would allow a money value to be devised. What
natural resources is essentially an economic one. The monetary value can be assigned to a habitat that
environmental benefits accrue automatically. The supports a hierarchy of life-forms, for example, none
environmental constraints become binding where of which are involved in any money transaction?
insufficient prudence is exercised to keep the use of The intractability of this problem has been faced
renewable resources within the limits of natural by others, including the authors of the SEEA. While
growth or to substitute man-made capital for nonre- the importance of the problem is recognized, the
newable resources. Hard-headed analysis using nat- difficulty of making a transformation from physical
ural resource accounts and material energy balances recording to monetary value has also proved insu-
would benefit the environment more than emotional perable at the moment. Therefore this is an area
appeals based on pictures of cuddly animals. The in which there is no difference between the SNA
ability of the SEEA to link these two types of analyses and the SEEA, and both are open to criticism from
to the standard system of national accounts is its environmentalists.
main strength and justification, and its implementa-
tion is essential if a reliable assessment of sustainabil- Summary and Conclusions
ity and the degree of substitution is to be made.

As this chapter has shown, environmental assets
Pure Environmental Aspects may be accounted for in self-contained sets of natural

resource accounts and material energy balances. Eco-
The system of national accounts maybe seen as the nomic production cannot be measured indepen-

embodiment of Oscar Wilde's definition of a cynic: dently of the physical environment because of its
"someone who knows the price of everything and the continual interaction with, and deployment of, natu-
value of nothing." Although it is true that the vast ral resources. It is not simply that the system of
majority of transactions included in the SNA are mar- national accounts ignores the enviromnent, but that
ket transactions, an important number, such as the until now the envirornent has not been identified
provision of government services and the produc- as a separate dimension of the accounts. The SEEA
tion of subsistence agriculture, arenonmarketbutare has been designed to provide both physical and
included. Even these, however, are valued as far as monetary accounts for the environment in a frame-
possible in terns of market prices, and where this is work developed from the basic system of national
not possible, in terms of market prices of the inputs accounts.
to those activities. This emphasis on the market is due This chapter has examined the existing system of
in part to the fact that accounts serve to monitor the national accounts and the proposed system of inte-
behavior of the market and form the basis of deci- grated environmental and economic accounts to see
sions taken to direct or control its functioning. In how far the SEEA differs from the SNA in matters of
part, it is simply the least ambiguous way of aggre- definition and coverage and how far the difference is
gating a wide number of disparate activities in terms one of emphasis and presentation by considering the
of their only common numeraire, the money value following questions: What critera are used to iden-
attached to them. tify assets (the asset boundary) in the sNA? What

Thismeansthatthevalue of abookisthepricepaid natural assets are already included in the SNA as
for it regardless of its literary merit or method of economic assets? How far can environmental impact
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be captured in accounting for the changes that occur natural growth will be shown as a reduction in stocks
between one balance sheet and the next? How much and thus in GDP. This treatment, it was suggested,
of the interaction between the economy and the en- could be extended to natural assets that yield eco-
vironment is captured in the production boundary of nomic products and that are controlled by human
the SNA? How would a more explicit and rigorous intervention,includingspecificallygovernmentpoliy.
accounting of the use of natural resources affect the It was also suggested that the mining industry
SNA measurement of income? Which aspects of the should be reviewed and reclassified from a primary
environment cannot be captured in a monetary ac- to a tertiary activity so that the value of minerals and
counting system? other mined products would not be included in the

value of output, production, or income of the mining
The Asset Boundary companies, with the result that botlr gross and net

domestic product would be reduced.
The chapter started by giving an overview of na- Although it is widely supposed that the SNA ig-

tional accounting principles and the underlying as- nores the effects of degradation, many of these effects
sumptions. Deficiencies of the SNA as a welfare are already incorporated in output measures. This
measure were enumerated and some efforts to ex- could be made more explicit for the degradation of
tend the coverage and conventions of the accounts land by including all flows of rent explicitly, rather
were discussed briefly. than only when payments are actually made.

The next section examined from first principles The SEEA, but not the SNA, includes the costs that
what constitutes an economic asset and showed how would be needed to restore environmental standards
the definition of an asset to be adopted in the revised as the provision by the environment to the economy
SNA is reached. as imputed services without matching payments.

Environmental attributes were examined next to Some adjustments to the proposed sEEA treatment of
see how far they meet the criteria defining an eco- these services are suggested.
nomic asset Table 34 shows how nine categories of
environmental entities have economic aspects, envi- The Effect on Income Measures
ronmental aspects, and some that encompass both.
From a consideration of the economic aspects, nine Given the identity between production and in-
categories of environmental attributes were identi- come in the SNA, the extension of the treatment of
fied (land under buildings, agricultural land, open natural growth to all controlled biota would lead to
land, subsoil mineral deposits, controlled water- changes in income measures also, and income would
ways,naturalwaterways,cultivatedbiota,wildbiota increase when off-take is less than natural growth
and air), all of which except air already appear as and decrease when off-take is greater. Similarly, a
economic assets in the SNA, although not all aspects proposed change to the measurement of mining out-
of theseattributesareindudedintheassetboundary. put would lead to a reduction in income equal to the

value of the reserves extracted. Other changes in
AccountingforAssets assets-whether reclassifications of assets, wars, nat-

ural catastrophes or simply price changes-affect
The next section developed an accounting scheme wealth but neither income nor production.

whereby the changes between the opening and dos- The measurement of the production and income
ing stocks of environmental assets over a period of changes involved depend critically on the valuation
time can be expressed in terms of natural growth, methods used and are an area of extreme practical
off-take and depletion, degradation, changes due to difficulty. These issues are therefore discussed in
economic reappraisal, changes due to noneconomic detail following a summary of classification issues.
events, and changes in prices.

Other Environmental Issues
The Production Boundary

Analysts of environmental policy are also greatly
The measurement of production accounts for nat- concerned about the inability of the SNA to capture

ural growth, off-take, depletion, and degradation. sustainability and substitutability in a straightfor-
The revised SNA will change the conventions for ward manner. An alternative framework such as that
measuring natural growth to bring the treatment of provided by the SEEA, which integrates physical and
plants into line with that already accorded to live- monetary accounts for the environment, has more
stock. This implies that, compared with the present potential to address these issues. The SNA also has
situation, the natural growth of plants will represent difficulty capturing the amenity value of the environ-
an increase in production levels. Off-take in excess of ment and of the ecosystems supported by it. Here it
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is concluded that it will be almost impossible to . 1991. "Depletable Resources: Fixed Capital or
assign amonetary value to this phenomenonbecause Inventories?" Paper read to the special meeting of the
it does not easily lend itself to this sort of quantifica- International Association for Research in Income and
tion. This remains a problem for the SEEA, as well as Wealth, Baden, Austria, May.
for the SNA. Harrison, Anne. 1990. "Capital Expenditure and Assets."

Paper prepared for the SNA revision, 1990.
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El Serafy, Salah. 1989. 'The Proper Calculation of Income Income and Wealth 28(1).

from Depletable Natural Resources." In Yusuf Ahmad, United Nations Statistical Office (uNso). 1977. Provisional
Salah El Serafy, and Ernst Lutz, eds., Environmental Ac- Guidelines on the National and Sectoral Balance Sheet and
counting for Sustainable Development. Washington, D.C.: Reconciliation Account of the System of National ,4ccounts.
World Bank. Series M, no. 60. New York.
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Accounting-A Framework for an
SN Satellite System
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A s already mentioned in chapter 1, the interna- and Economic Accounting and laid the groundworkfor
tional community has recently devoted in- adding environmental accounting to the revised SNA.

A creasing attention to the idea of It was tested in pilot country studies in Mexico and
environmentally sound and sustainable socioeco- Papua New Guinea (see chapters 6 and 7).
nomic development. Such development has been the This chapter describes not only the general struc-
basic theme of the recent "Earth Summit," theUnited ture of the SEEA, but also the main objectives of
Nations Conference on Environment and Develop- environmental accounting, the supply side of goods
ment (UNcED). This new development concept and and services (particularly environmental protection
the methodologies for its assessment and im- services and the supply of natural growth products),
plementation have been the subject of several inter- the accounting for the costs of environmental deple-
national conferences, seminars, and workshops, tion and degradation resulting from production and
especially the joint workshops organized by the consumption, the new overall indicator to be com-
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) piled in environmental accounting (the environmen-
(see Ahmad, El Serafy, and Lutz 1989). A consensus tally adjusted net domestic product, EDP), stock
emerged in these workshops that enough progress assets of tangible wealth that include natural assets
had been achieved to link environmental accounting and changes therein, and possible extensions of the
to the standard system of national accounts (SNA) flow accounts to obtain welfare-oriented macroeco-
(United Nations 1968), and to include certain aspects nomic indicators. The discussion closes with a com-
of environmental accounting in a proposed revised parison of conventional accounting concepts and
version of the SNA (United Nations 1991). their proposed environmental modifications.

In its twenty-sixth session, the Statistical Commis-
sion of the United Nations requested that UNSTAT General Features of a Satellite System
develop a satellite system of integrated environmen- for Integrated Environmental and Economic
tal-economic accounts. This approach was con- Accounting
firmed by UNCED, which in its Agenda 21 (chapter 8)
urged countries to implement the system and asked The principal feature of the proposed SEEA, as
UNSTAT to assist them in those efforts. The frame- already mentioned, is that it would establish satellite
work for such a system-known as the satellite sys- accounts for the environment. These accounts would
tem for integrated environmental and economic consist of tables supplementary to the existing sys-
accounting (SEEA)-is described in this chapter by its tem of national accounts but linked to its core tables.
authors (Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren Such satellite accounts would enable countries to
1991). That framework served as the basis for the evaluate environmental aspects of the economy and
United Nations Handbook on Integrated Environmental to adjust traditional income aggregates accordingly.

45
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Satellite accounts do not modify the core framework ASSESSING ENVIRONMNTAL COSTS AND BENEFITS.
of the SNA, nor do they affect the continuity of well- The function of the SEEA is to provide an accounting
established time series of mainly market transactions. of environmental costs and benefits as far as possible

on the basis of the current state of knowledge and the
Main Objectives and Features data available. In other words, its primary purpose

is to expand upon and complement the SNA with
From an environmental point of view, national regard to (a) the use (depletion) of natural resources

accounts fail to consider (a) new scarcities of natural in production and final demand, and (b) the changes
resources that could threaten the sustained produc- in environmental quality resulting from poUution
tivity of the economy and (b) the degradation of and other adverse effects of production, consump-
environmental quality caused mainly by pollution tion, and natural events, on one hand, and from
and its effects on human health and welfare. Thus the environmental protection and restoration on the
primary objective of environmental accounting is to other.2 The SEEA thus makes it possible to calculate
address these shortcomings (by measuring more ac- an EDP. Environmental costs and benefits are mir-
curately the structure, level, and trends of socioeco- rored in balance sheets of tangible wealth as changes
nomic performance) and thereby to promote in both man-made and natural capital.
environmentally sound and sustainable develop-
ment planning and policies. The resulting estimates Scope and Structure of the SEEA
would provide a foundation for the systematic com-
pilation and analysis of environmental and related In general, the SEEA abides by the principles and
socioeconomic data and for the formulation of alter- rules established for the SNA (United Nations 1968,
native standard macroeconomic variables for the 1977a, 1992). It observes the sNA's production bound-
analysis of environmental-economic interrelation- ary, employs its methods of analyzing costs and
ships (Bartelmus 1992). outputs, and incorporates the same accounting iden-

tities between the supply and use of products and
SEGREGATION AND ELABORATION OF ALL ENVIRON- between value added and final demand. The infor-

MENT-RELATED FLOWS AND STOCKS OF TRADITIONAL mation needed for environmental analysis is pre-
ACCOUNTS. One specific objective of the SEEA is to sented separately. Original (unadjusted) SNA data
segregate al flows and stocks of assets in national can therefore be directly compared with environ-
accounts related to enviromnental issues and to esti- mentally adjusted statistics and indicators, and links
mate the total expenditures required for the protec- can be established with the central framework of the
tion or restoration of the environment. This would SNA. This close connection with the SNA ensures that
make it possible to identify those parts of conven- environmental information can be readily integrated
tional accounts that reflect the direct costs of com- into established economic analysis.
pensating the negative impacts of economic growth, The framework described in this chapter is in-
generally called "defensive expenditures" (Leipert tended to be flexible so it wiU incorporate or link up
1989). with other methods of integrated environmental-

economic accounting and analysis. In keeping with
LINKNG PHYSICAL RESOURCE ACCOUNTrNG WITH the production boundary o;r the SNA, however, it

MONETARY ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNTING AND BAL- excludes phenomena that take place wholly within
ANCE SHEETS. Physical resource accounts cover the the environment-in other words, outside the eco-
total stock or reserves of natural resources and the nomic system. Such phenomena are probab]y better
changes therein, even if these resources are not (yet) dealt with by complementary biophysical resource
affected by the economic system.' The SEEA would accounts and systems of environment statistics and
link such comprehensive physical resource accounts monitoring. Also, the effects of environmental deg-
to the monetary balance sheetand flow accounts. The radation on "human capital," that is, on human
Handbook on Integrated Environmental and Economic health and welfare, are not considered in the present
Accounting includes recommendations on how to framework?
achieve compatibility between physical and mone- The SEEA is primarily concerned with the im-
tary accounts and identifies those parameters that plications of the environment for production, value
could be valued in monetary terms to obtain the added, expenditures, and tangible wealth. Table 4-1
figures required in (monetary) environmental ac- illustrates the general structure of the system, which
counts. Although nonmonetary data in physical ac- consists of three main components. Tables 4-1.1 and
counts are thus an integral part of the SEEA and are 4-1.2 show the supply and use of goods and services,
fuly elaborated in the Handbook, the emphasis here and table4-1.3 ilustrates the openingand dosingassets
will be on stocks and flows that qualify for valuation and the items linking them. Tables 4-1.2 and 4-1.3 are
in monetary terms. connected via the accounts of capital accumulation.
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Table 4-1. System for Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA)
(summary presentation)

Tangible assets (table 1.3)
Non-

Produced produced
Except Natural natural
natural (biota) assets

Opening stocks (market valuation) 991.3 83.1 1744A

+ (plus)

Capital accumulation
Non-

Domestic Final consumption Produced assets produced Rest of the world
production House- Goern- Except Natural natural Exports/ Flow of

Use/value added (table 1.2) Total (industries) holds ment natural (biota) assets imports residuals

Use of products 591.9 224.0 175.0 42.5 68.0 1.4 73 73.7

Gross domestic
product (GDP) 293A

Consumption of fixed
capital 26.3 -23.0 -3.3

Net domestic product
(NPD) 267.1

Use of natural assets -1.6 59.8 17.1 -5.0 5.1 -0.9 -73.0 -4.7

Environrmental
adjustment of final
demand 22.2 -17.1 -5.1

Environmentally
adjusted net domestic
product (EDP) 185.1

+ (plus)

Supply/origin (tablel.1)

Supply of products 591.9 517A 745

Origin of residuals -1.6 -1.6

+ (plus)

Adjustment of natural
assets accumulation
to market valuation 0.9 81.2

Other volume changes
(market valuation) -25.3 22.8

Revaluation due to
market price changes 138.1 12.6 382.8

= (equals)

Closing Stocks (Market Valuation) 1,149.1 93.8 2,165.6

Source. Bartelinus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren (1991).

Table 4-1.1 also shows the involuntary "imports" by residuals, agricultural and recreational use, and

of residuals (such as wastes) of foreign economic so on). This use is valued with the costs that would
activities transported to the domestic economy (1.6). have been necessary to keep the natural capital in-
Table 4-1.2 shows the traditional GDP and net domes- tact. These costs are interpreted as the decrease in
tic product (NDP), as well as further corrections re- value of the natural assets comparable to the con-

lated to the use of natural assets (the depletion of sumption of man-made fixed assets. The deteriora-

natural resources, the degradation of natural assets tion of the natural assets could be caused by current
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production activities (59.8), consumption activities the same product types as domestic gross output, so
(household consumption 17.1) or by (scraps of) pro- that the two elements of supply can be added to-
duced assets (5.1). The restoration activities of the gether to obtain total supply, by product. The invol-
government reduce the impacts of the economic ac- untary "imports" of residuals of foreign economic
tivities on the natural assets (5.0). The use of natural activities could include the unaccepted dumping of
assets could affect the domestic environment (loss of foreign wastes in national territories, among other
ecological functions of the produced biological as- items.
sets, 0.9; natural nonproduced assets, 73.0) or could Although table 4-2 subdivides domestic produc-
affect the rest of the world (exports of residuals: 4.7). tion into only two categories-'environmental pro-
The value of the deterioration of the domestic as well tection activities" and "other industries"--the full
as foreign natural assets caused by domestic sources system willbreak industries down further, according
(59.8 + 22.2 = 82.0) is used to estimate the environ- to the international standard industrial classification
mentally adjusted NDP, called the environmentally of all economic activities (itc) (United Nations 1990).
adjusted net domestic product (EDP) (185.1). The SEEA departs from the SNA in separating envi-

The asset accounts (table 4-1.3) show the produced ronmental protection services from other production
assets (including cultivated biological assets) and the activities so that the contribution of environmental
nonproduced assets, which consist only of natural activities to gross output, employment, other produc-
assets (wild biota, land, subsoil assets, water, and tion costs, and capital consumption can be better as-
air). These assets are valued at market prices. In the sessed. In prinaple, environmental protectior services
case of the depletion and degradation of natural consist of all those activities geared to maintaining
assets (table 4-1.2), volume changes are valued with and improving the quality of the natural assets. This
the (hypothetical) costs of maintaining them at the goal could be achieved by avoiding the environmen-
same general quantity and quality level during the tal effects of certain economic activities (for example,
reporting period. The question of how such values by using integrated or end-of-pipe-technologies) or
might be integrated into the asset balances contain- by restoring the natural environment already de-
ing mainly market values is discussed later in the graded or depleted. Environmental protection activ-
chapter. ities can be undertaken for third parties (external use)

or for internal purposes. When they are internal,
Supply of Goods and Services environmental protection services are considered to

be an "'ancillary' activity, which is not shown as
The supply of goods and services can be broken separate output in table 4-2. The cost of ancillary

down into two main elements: gross output, result- services is identified separately, however (see table
ing from domestic production, and imports. Gross 4-3), as the total of intermediate consumption ("use
output is cross-classified by industries and type of of products," 17.9), the consumption of fixed capital
product (good or service). Imports are classified by (4.8), the compensation of employees (8.7), and net

Table 4-2. SupplylOrigin

Domestic production (industries)
External Other industries
environ- Internal
mental environmental

protection protection Other Imports
Supply/origin Total activities activities activities Products Residuals

1. Supply of products
(goods and services) 591.9 36.2 481.2 74.5

1.1 Natural growth products 40.7 38.2 2.5
1.2 External environmental

protection services 36.2 36.2
13 Other products 515.0 443.0 72.0 -1.6

2. Origin of residuals -1.6

£ Total supply (1 +2) 590.3 36.2 481.2 74.5 -1.6

Source Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren (1991).
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indirect taxes (0.3). These costs are balanced by a consumption of economic activities and final de-
negative operating surplus (31.7). For more com- mand, as supplied from table 4-2 (591.9). This corre-
prehensive analyses of environmental expenditures sponds to the traditional use table in the SNA. The
and operations, ancillary activities could be "exter- sum of the gross value added (293.4), the conven-
nalized" in supplementary tables. tional gross domestic product (GDP), is shown explic-

In table4-2the supply of products is disaggregated itly in table 4-3. When the consumption of fixed
only according to the three categories of natural capital (economically produced fixed assets) is sub-
growth products, external environmental protection tracted from this sum, the net domestic product
services, and other products. These categories could (NDP) (267.1) is obtained.
be broken down further, to the extent possible, in As mentioned earlier, the supply of natural growth
accordance with the international system of the products (40.7) stems from the "controlled" produc-
central product classification (cPc) (United Nations, tion processes of agriculture, forestry, and fishing
in prep.). only. These products may be used as inputs into

The products of agriculture, forestry, and fishing different economic activities (23.0), exported (5.0), or
(40.7, see table 4-2) that undergo natural growth but consumed by private households (11.3), or they may
are controlled by human activities can be considered increase fixed capital or stocks (1.4). Stocks increase
part of planned economic production. Natural when products are not used in the same period.
growth in these products is treated as primary pro- Stocks decrease when the naturally grown products
duction, in that it increases the nation's stocks or of an earlier period are used for intermediate or final
fixed assets by the amount of growth that has taken purposes. In contrast, an increase in fixed capital
place duringthe accountingperiod. In contrast, those represents growth in the remaining biomass that is
primary products that are harvested largely from the not intended to be used up in intermediate or final
noncontrolled natural environment (that is, without consumption, such as the trunks and branches of
human interference in the growth process, as in the fruit trees or the breeding stock of livestock.4

case of hunting, the gathering of wild fruits, deep sea External environmental protection services (36.2)
fishing, or the exploitation of tropical forests) are are used to avoid a potential decrease in environmen-
considered to be either "free" inputs or, in case of tal quality or to restore quality when it has deterio-
"scarcities," environmental depletion costs of the ag- rated. It is assumed in the numerical example that
ricultural, forestry, and fishing sectors. For example, environmental protection services of the govern-
where there is a free supply of fish to the fishing ment that are not sold in the market (government
industry, the sector's output would not consist of consumption, 5.0) are restoration activities, whereas
live fish but rather of fish landed and sold in the the other environmental protection activities (31.2)
marketplace. are avoidance activities and are bought by industries

(22.4) and households (8.8). Environmental protec-
Use and Value Added tion activities that the government undertakes to

avoid environmental degradation caused by own
Table 4-3 shows the use of products and of (man- production are assumed to be part of the internal

made as well as natural) assets as inputs of domestic environmental protection activities. Government en-
production or as components of final demand (final viromnental protection services sold in the market
consumption, capital accumulation, exports). These are identified as the intermediate consumption of
data are supplemented with information on the industries or household consumption.
value added of the different production activities. The other products (515.0) are used for intermedi-
The use table distributes the total supply of goods ate consumption (178.6), final consumption (192.4),
and services from the supply table to its various capital accumulation (75.3), and exports (68.7).
destinations. The supply of environmental assets is
not displayed in the supply table, however, but is Use of Natural Assets
shown as negative entries in the natural assets col-
umn of capital accumulation. In contrast to the tradi- Integrated environmental-economic accounting in
tional framework of the SNA, the sEEA records natural the SEEA framework focuses on the costs resulting
assets and the capital accumulation of nonproduced from the quantitative depletion of natural resources
natural assets as separate entries. and from the qualitative degradation of environmen-

tal quality by economic activities.
Use of Goods and Services As shown in table 44, depletion activities (totaling

18.2) consist of the depletion of natural assets by
The first group of rows in table 4-3 presents the use industries (17.5) and by households (0.7). As detailed

of products (goods and services) by intermediate in table 4-5, these activities consist of the exploitation



Table 4-3. Use and Value Added

Domestic production (industries) Final demand
Other industries

External Internal Net capital accumulation
environ- environ- Non-
mental mental Subtotal pro- Sub
protec- protec- Other do,nestic Final consumption Product assets duced Exports total

tion tion activi- produc- House- Govern- Except Natural natural Prod- Resi- final
Use and value added Total activities activities ties tion holds ment natural (biota) assets ucts duals demand

(1) Use of products 591.9 15.9 17.9 190.2 224.0 175.0 42.5 68.0 1.4 7.3 73.7 367.9
(1.1) Natural growth products 40.7 23.0 23.0 11.3 5.0 1.4 5.0 17.7
(1.2) External environmental protection services 36.2 22.4 22.4 8.8 37.5 68.0 7.3 68.7 13.8
(1.3) Other products 515.0 15.9 17.9 144.8 178.6 154.9 336.4

Gross value added of industries 1(9) - (1)] 20.3 -17.9 291.0 293.4

(2) Use of produced fixed assets
(consumption of fixed capital) 0 1.3 4.8 20.2 26.3 -23.0 -3.3 -26.3

Net value added of industries [(9) - (1) - (2)] 19.0 -22.7 270.8 267.1

(3) Use of natural assets -1.6 6.3 4.6 48.9 59.8 17.1 -5.0 5.1 -0.9 -73.0 -4.7 -61.4
(3.1) Quantitative depletion 0 0.3 0.4 16.8 17.5 0.7 -0.9 -17.3 -17.5
(3.2) Degradation of land (except by residuals) 0 0.2 8.8 9.0 0.8 -9.8 -9.0
(3.3) Degradation by residuals -1.6 5.8 4.2 23.3 33.3 15.6 -5.0 5.1 -45.9 -4.7 -34.9

LTotal use l(1) + (2) + (3)1 590.3 23.5 27.3 259.3 310.1 192.1 37.5 50.1 -2.8 -65.7 73.7 -4.7 280.2

(4) Environmentally adjusted final demand 1.8 2.1 18.3 22.2 -17.1 -5.1 -22.2
Environmentally adjusted net value added (EDP) of
industries l(9) - (1) - (2) - (3) - (4) or (5) + (6) + (7) + (8)] 10.9 -29.4 203.6 185.1

(5) Compensation of employees 13.0 8.7 72.0 93.7

(6) Indirect taxes minus subsidies 2.0 0.3 34.1 36.4

(7) Net operating surplus 4.0 -31.7 164.7 137.0

(8) Eco-margin [-(3) - (4)] -8.1 -6.7 -67.2 -82.0

(9) Total gross inputs/total final demand 36.2 481.2 517.4 175.0 37.5 45.0 -2.8 -65.7 73.7 -4.7 258.0
1(1) + (2) + (3) + (4) + (5) + (6) + (7) + (8)]

Source Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren (1991).
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Table 4-4. Economic Use and Impacts on Natural Assets

Use of natural assets (environmental costs) Impacts on natural assets (decrease of asset values)

Domestic use Domestic environment
Depletion Depletion

Industries 17.5 Produced natural assets 0.9
Households 0.7 Nonproduced natural assets 17.3

18.2 18.2
Degradation Degradation

Industries 42.3 Nonproduced natural assets 55.7
Households 16.4
Govermment -5.0
Produced assets 5.1

Imports Environment of the rest of the world
Degradation 1.6 Degradation 4.7

60.4 60.4

78.6 78.6

Source: Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren (1991).

of natural resources such as subsoil assets (mineral tary data systems linked with the SEEA. It is also
deposits) by mining and quarrying (8.9), of aquifers assumed that the impacts of natural or man-made
(4.7), and of biological assets (for example, the timber disasters are not (or in some cases are only indirectly)
from tropical forests or the fish stocks of inland and caused by the economic use of environmental assets
marine water) by agriculture, forestry, and fishing and are therefore exduded from table 4-3. Instead
(0.9,3.7). It is assumed that scarcities in the availabil- they are induded as a category (4) of asset volume
ity of renewable resources (for example, forest, fish, changes in table 4-5.
and wildlife) and of cyclical resources (water) have The net value of degradation is assumed to be
been observed. In these cases depletion costs are only equal to the potential abatement (restoration) costs
estimated if the economic use of the natural assets required either to achieve the level of environmental
leads to imbalances in nature, that is to say, if the quality at the beginning of the accounting period, or
depletion of biota exceeds their natural growth or if at least to reach a level specified by "official" envi-
the use of water exceeds the replenishment of aqui- ronmental standards (Hueting 1980). Such standards
fers. The recording of corresponding negative are assumed to reflect a tedcnological solution for
amounts of the reduction in tangible wealth is dis- abating environmental quality degradation that can
cussed later in the chapter. "reasonably" be applied by the different polluters.

The economic use of natural assets is also captured Obviously, such valuation does not measure the ac-
in the degradation of air, water, and land by produc- tual environmental "damage" from pollution. A pos-
tion and consumption activities. The degradation of sible treatment of such welfare effects is discussed
land could be caused by improper agricultural prac- below. The environmental degradation (table 4-3) is
tices (for example, those that give rise to soil erosion, caused by production activities (9.0+ 33.3), by the
water logging, and salinization), by the excessive use consumption activities of households (0.8 + 15.6), by
of land for recreational purposes, or by the pollution man-made assets (5.1), and by imports (1.6). Man-
of soil with wastes or wastewater. The main reason made assets affect the natural environment through
for the degradation of air and water is that they are their residuals (for example, scrapped machinery).
used as a sink for the residuals (wastes, pollutants) The resulting environmental degradation can be
of economic activities. Note, however, that only the countered in part by government activities (5.0). The
immediate environmental impact is taken into ac- remaining adverse impacts are felt by domestic nat-
count. The indirect effects caused by transboundary ural assets (9.8, 45.9) and-insofar as residuals are
transport in the air orby transition from one environ- "exported"-by the natural environment in the rest
mental medium to another are not recorded in the of the world (4.7).
SEEA, although the complex interactions within the Table 4-4 shows the value of the economic use
natural environment could be shown in supplemen- (depletion as well as degradation) of domestic and
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Table 4-5. Asset Balances of Net Tangible Assets

Nonproduced natural assets
Produced assets Non-

Produced Pro- pro- Land (landscape,
assets duced duced ecosystems)

(except biologi- biological Culti- Unculti- Subsoil
Item Total biological) calassets assets vated vated assets Water Air

(1) Opening stocks (market values) 2,818.8 991.3 83.1 65.4 1,366.7 50.4 261.9

(2) Net capital formation
(use of products, market values) 50.4 45.0 -1.9 4.6 2.7

(2.1) Gross capital formation 76.7 68.0 1.4 4.6 2.7
(2.2) Consumption of fixed capital -26.3 -23.0 -3.3

(3) Volume change of natural assets
due to economnic use (market
values) 36.0 -2.1 23.3 -5.0 19.8 0.0 0.0

(3.1) Ecological valuation
(3.1.1) Quantitative depletion -18.2 -0.9 -3.7 -8.9 -4.7
(3.1.2) Degradation of land

(except by residuals) -9.8 -7.7 -2.1
(3.1.3) Degradation by residuals -45.9 -9.5 -3.1 -12.9 -20.4

(3.2) Adjustment due to market
valuation

(3.2.1) Quantitative depletion 8.1 0.9 1.6 0.9 4.7
(3.2.2) Land use (except by

residuals) 35.2 33.1 3.1
(3.2.3) Degradation by residuals 38.8 4.0 1.5 12.9 20.4

(3.3) Other volume changes
(change of land use, new
finds, new estimates, etc.) 27.8 3.4 -3.4 27.8

(4) Volume change by natural
or multiple causes (market
valuation) -30.3 -25.3 1.3 -4.3 -2.0

(5) Revaluation due to market price
changes 533.5 138.1 12.6 11.1 331.0 11.8 28.9

(6) Closing stocks (market valuation)
[(1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)] 3,408.4 1,149.1 93.8 75.7 1,721.3 55.2 313.3

Source Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren (1991).

nondomestic (foreign) natural assets and the corre- cept, namely, that the natural environment inherited
sponding impacts on the asset values in a simplified by future generations should be at least comparable
balance sheet. in both quality and quantity to that existing at pres-

ent (Bartelmus 1989, 1992; Blades 1989; Pearce,
Environmental Adjusttnents of Value Added Markandya, and Barbier 1989, 1990; Pezzey 1989;

Daly 1989). Recent discussions of sustainability indi-
When the imputed costs of natural asset use (envi- cate, however, that it is not sufficient to sustain a

ronmental costs) are deducted from net value added, constant level of total man-made and natural capital,
a new value added concept is obtained, referred to in which implies the possibility of substitution between
this chapter as "environmentally adjusted net value these categories. This concept, known as "broad" or
added." The environmental costs are the costs that "weak" sustainability, has been rejected because of
would be required to maintain the natural assets at the uncertainty surrounding the long-term impacts
the same level during the reporting period. The un- of economic activities on the natural environment
derlying assumption reflects a sustainability con- and the increasing knowledge that irreversible dam-
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age can be done to natural balances, for example, in environmental costs but is also treated as a decrease
the areas of climatic change or ozone layer depletion. of a fixed asset.

Thus it appears that to maintain natural assets Regardless of how environmental costs are
society must treat them as entities complementary to treated-whether as a depredation of natural assets
man-made capital. This "strong" sustainability con- or as intermediate consumption-if they are de-
cept applies not only to cases of the degradation of ducted from gross output, this affects the calculation
environmental quality, but also to those involving of net value added. The gross value added of the
the maintenance of "stocks" of natural resources. industries remains unchanged in the SEEA. The envi-
This strategy seems inappropriate for subsoil assets, romnental adjustments of the net value added (82.0)
however, because it would discourage the use of the constitute the imputed environmental costs con-
resources entirely and thus possibly cause severe nected with domestic production (59.8), the con-
economic problems throughout the world. Instead, sumption activities of households (17.1), and the use
the objective could be to maintain a long-term opti- of man-made assets (5.1). These "eco-margin" adjust-
mal depletion rate, on the assumption that new finds ments make it possible to identify all components of
would retard the shrinkage of the stocks. The sus- value added (induding operating surplus) in accor-
tainability concept, it has been suggested, should be dance with the conventional SNA concepts.
weaker in this case, for it would be sufficient to The impacts of household activities and of man-
balance a decrease of the subsoil assets with an in- made assets on environmental quality are taken into
crease of other types of assets (preferably permanent account so as to correct the net value added, even
or renewable natural assets) to sustain the same in- though the respective environmental costs are not
come level in the future (El Serafy 1989; Daly 1989). directly associated with production activities. As far

The maintenance cost approach to valuing the eco- as the polluting activities of households are concerned,
noomic use of natural assets corresponds with the these are viewed asanonmarket production of goods
national accounting methods of estimating the use of and services with "joint" residuals such as wastes
man-made fixed assets. The user costs of these assets and pollutants. In this case, the net value added of
are estimated as the costs necessary to keep the man- the household's production would have to be re-
made fixed capital intact, that is, to maintain the duced by the imputed environmental costs of the
assets at the same level during the reporting period. households. This canbe doneby shifting the imputed
These costs-which are called "consumption of fixed values (17.1) from final consumption to the totals of
capital" or "depreciation"-are also used to calculate domestic production. A similar correction is made
the net capital formation of the man-made assets in with regard to the environmental impacts of man-
the accounting period. made assets, which consist of the additional imputed

Insofar as natural assets have the character of fixed costs of the asset owners (5.1). These costs pertain, for
assets, their maintenance costs can be treated in the example, to pollution caused by controlled landfill
same way as the depreciation of man-made assets. A and to the residues of man-made assets that are not
problem arises, however, in deciding whether natu- recyded. It is theoretically possible to transfer these
ral assets are more like fixed assets or like an inven- costs to the different industries involved. In this case,
tory or stock (in this case, a decrease in the assets in their net value added would be directly affected. This
the national accounts is recorded as intermediate procedure has not been applied in the SEEA so that
consumption and not as depreciation) because natu- the environmental costs caused by current produc-
ral assets may exhibit economic and environmental tion and man-made capital use can be kept separate.
functions simultaneously (Hueting 1980). For in- In table 4-3, the environmental costs of households
stance, a timber tract represents a resource stock but and man-made assets are shifted to domestic produc-
also plays an important role in purifying the air and tion in row 4. Net value added has been corrected
regulating water balances. Furthermore, it serves as only for the totals of environmental protection activ-
the habitat of animals and as a recreational area. ities (1.8 and 2.1) and of other activities (18.3).
From an ecological point of view, land, water, and air Table 4-3 also records the components of value
as well as the ecosystems they support can be consid- added, which consist of the compensation of em-
ered fixed assets. The maintenance costs of these ployees, indirect taxes net of subsidies, net operating
assets should therefore be treated as depreciation. surplus, and environmental costs equal to item 8,
Subsoil assets may need to be treated somewhat "eco-margin." The SEEA thus makes it possible to
differently, however, for they are mainly inventory analyze these components of value added for the
stocks of nature. Their depletion could therefore be environmental protection activities of different eco-
recorded as intermediate consumption.5 For the nomic sectors. Indirect taxes and subsidies, charged
sake of simplicity, the value of the depletion of or granted as part of environmental protection poli-
these assets is not shown separately from the other des, will be identified separately in the SEEA, as key
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instruments of applying the polluter- and user-pays (negative item in the column of net accumulation of
principles at the microeconomic level. Macroeco- natural assets). The exports of residuals push up the
nomic policies, in contrast, might be concerned with imputed environmental costs of the exporting indus-
assessing employment devoted to "defensive" envi- try, which implies a reduced environmentally ad-
ronmental protection activities (total "environmen- justed net value added of the exporting economic
tal" remuneration of employees comes to 21.7, in units, and leads to a reduction of the total value of
comparison with a total of 72.0 for other wages and the exports. Transboundary flows of residuals of the
salaries). economic activities that are not transported by man

The net operating surplus of the different produc- but by environmental media (for example, water or
tion activities has not been environmentally adjusted air) are recorded as a degradation of the environmen-
in table 4-3. The additional environmental costs are tal media that directly receive the residuals. Their
balanced by introducing the eco-margin factor. The final destination is not taken into account.
idea is to link the production accounts of the SEEA The conventional final consumption of house-
with the income accounts of the conventional SNA. holds (175.0, see table 4-3) remains unchanged in the
Another possibility would be to show an environ- SEEA. The additional (imputed) environmental costs
mentally adjusted net operating surplus but at the (17.1) that would have been necessary to avoid or
same time to extend the table so that the nonadjusted counter a degradation of environmental quality by
gross and net operating surplus could be identified household activities (recreational use of land, 0.8;
explicitly, as follows: pollution, 15.6), or that represent the costs of deplet-

ing natural resources (firewood consumption, 0.7)
Gross operating surplus 163.3 are shifted to domestic production.

- Consumption of fixed capital 263 The fully elaborated SEEA will include a further
- Eco-margin 82.0 breakdown of the final consumption of households

Envirorumentallyadjustednetoperatingsurplus 55.0 by environmentally oriented functions that will
make it possible to identify the environmental pro-

The total of the environmentally adjusted net tection expenditures of the households and the ex-
value added is called the environmentally adjusted penditures required to deal with damages caused by
net domestic product or eco domestic product (EDP), environmental deterioration (one example would be
for short. The EDP is derived from the GDP as follows: expenditures for the health effects of pollution).

Final consumption of the government (42.5) is cor-
Gross domestic product (GDP) 293.4 rected by the environmental protection expenditures

- Consumption of fixed capital 26.3 (-5.0) that are nonmarketed and that are undertaken
Net domestic product (NDP) 267.1 to avoid or counteradecreaseinenvironmental qual-

- (Imputed) environmental costs 82.0 ity caused by other economic units. These expendi-
Eco domestic product (EDP) 185.1 tures have the characteristics of an investment in

environmental quality. Its value is shifted from gov-
Final Demand emnent final consumption to the capital accumula-

tion of natural assets, which reduces the degradation
Final demand consists of final consumption, net of natural assets that would have occurred if no

capital accumulation, and exports. Whereas import restoration activities had taken place. The environ-
and export flows are modified only slightly for envi- mental protection activities of the government for
ronmental accounting, both final consumption and own purposes (internal activities) and the additional
net capital accumulation are altered significantly to (imputed) environmental costs of the government
allow for corrections in net value added while heed- production activities are already recorded in the col-
ing the principle of accounting identities, as ex- umns of domestic production. It is therefore not nec-
plained in the next section. essary to extend the concept of final consumption of

Imports and exports include flows of wastes that the government in the SEEA by taking into account
are not marketed but that are transported to or from imputed environmental costs.
a foreign country or to the open sea. They represent The way net accumulation of tangible wealth is
either a degradation of the foreign natural media by treated in table 4-3 is quite different from the tradi-
exporting domestic residuals or of domestic media tional practice of incorporating capital formation in
by importing residuals. They are estimated as nega- a use table. Here, this part of final demand is classi-
tive values (costs for avoiding or restoring environ- fied by only three kinds of assets: produced biologi-
mental quality degradation (-4.7 for exports, -1.6 for cal (natural) assets, other produced assets, and
imports). The imports of residuals reduce the total nonproduced natural assets. Capital accumulation is
value of imports and of the domestic natural assets broken down further in table 4-5, which shows com-
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plete balances for the different kinds of assets. The industries as a whole (via the environmental adjust-
following comments refer especially to the disaggre- ment row 4). In the case of produced biological as-
gated version in table 4-5. The capital accumulation sets, it might be necessary to estimate additional
concept of table 4-3 corresponds to the (traditional) depletion costs (-0.9) if the economic activities of
capital formation of table 4-5 (item 2) and to the agriculture, forestry, and fishing disturb the natural
ecological valuation of volume changes of natural balances, for example, if the amount of wood cut
assets due to economic use of table 4-5 (item 3.1). The exceeds the natural growth and destroys the ecosys-
valuation problem (market as opposed to ecological tems of cultivated forests. In this case, the sustainabil-
valuation) and the other items of table 4-5 are dis- ity principle should be applied, and avoidance or
cussed later in the chapter. restoration costs could be calculated.

In the SEEA, the asset boundary has been extended The imputed depletion costs of wild biota (-3.7 in
to include all natural assets that are actually used or table 4-5) are estimated only if depletion by economic
that might be used by economic activities, or that activities (for example, hunting, ocean fishing) and
could be affected by the residuals of economic pro- natural growth are not balanced. Depletion costs are
duction and consumption processes. The extended thus estimated if depletion exceeds natural growth.
asset concept applies to the following kinds of assets: One possibility would be to value net depletion as

the value added generated by the depleting activity.
* Produced assets This would show value added forgone if the net

* Man-made assets (nonbiological assets depletion had been avoided. Another would be to
such as machinery and equipment, stocks assess the cost of compensatingprojects to restore the
of nonbiological products) natural balances.

* Natural assets produced by agriculture, Net capital accumulation of land refers to the im-
forestry, and fishing (fixed assets and in- pacts of economic land use. The costs of developing
ventory stocks) land are treated in the conventional SNA as capital

* Nonproduced natural assets formation, which normally leads-from an eco-
* Wild biological assets nomic point of view-to improved land quality and
* Land (cultivated and uncultivated) increased market values (4.6 in table 4-5). From an
* Subsoil assets (developed and undevel- ecological point of view, increasing the economic use

oped proven reserves) of land could cause the quality of the land and terres-
* Water trial ecosystems to deteriorate, mainly as a result of
.Air restructuring (further economic development of culti-

vated land, cultivation of uncultivated land), intensive
This classification distinguishes in particular be- agricultural use (soil erosion), recreational use (which

tween assets that are (economically) produced and may disturb ecosystems), and use as sink for residuals
those that are not, and between man-made and nat- (such as pesticides) and the pollution from controlled
ural resources. These two distinctions are not the and uncontrolled landfill. Table 4-5 distinguishes
same because the (economically) produced biota are between degradation by residuals (-.5 and -3.1) and
both produced and natural. In this case, the pro- by other economic activities (-7.7 and -2.1).
duced biota should only be subsumed under natural The degradation of land is valued as the costs
assets insofar as they are living. They can be broken incurred to avoid (or at least mitigate) the negative
down further on the basis of the degree of human impacts of economic activities or to restore the de-
influence on the natural environment (for example, graded areas, with a view to maintaining the terres-
cultivated-uncultivated land, developed-undevel- trial ecosystems in their present state. This valuation
oped subsoil assets). concept might differ substantially from the market

In table 4-3, the net capital accumulation of pro- valuation. Changes in economic land use will often
duced assets is recorded mainly according to the increase the market value of land but at the same time
conventional concepts of the SNA (gross capital for- could imply a decrease in the ecological quality of
mation, 68.0 and 1.4; consumption of fixed capital, land. To some extent, however, decreasing market
-23.0 and -3.3). Only two minor deviations should values of land might also be the result of environ-
be mentioned: the residuals of the produced assets mental degradation.
that are loaded on the natural environment (for ex- Subsoil assets comprise the proven reserves of fos-
ample, scraps, the pollution of controlled landfill) are sil and mineral assets. Proven reserves are normally
valued with their avoidance costs (5.1) and shown in defined as those that have a high probability of exis-
addition to the net capital formation. In a second tence (95 percent), that can be exploited with existing
step, these imputed costs are shifted to the industries techniques, and that promise a positive net return-
of the responsible activities or, alternatively, to the that is, the market price will exceed exploitation costs
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(Martinez and others 1987). Subsoil assets can be economic abstraction exceeds the average natural
undeveloped or developed (that is, mines and other inflow of water during the accounting period. In this
exploration facilities are already established). Under case, net depletion could be valued as the value
the SNA, the costs of developing subsoil assets (for added, or part of it, generated by additional water
example, through exploration activities) have to be use of the abstracting industries (-4.7). This value
treated as capital formation (2.7 in table 4-5). The could represent the avoidance costs, as in the case of
valuation of the depletion of subsoil assets must wild biota. Further research is needed to develop a
reflect the future scarcity of the assets. Exploitation generally accepted method of assigning a value to
is mainly an economic and not an ecological problem water depletion. The degradation of waterby residuals
because the immediate impact on natural balances is is valued as its avoidance (or restoration) costs (-12.9).
usually small, except in surface mining. The indirect As mentioned earlier, the value of the degradation
impact of subsoil depletion (for example, the loss of of air is its avoidance costs (-20.4).
crude oil during transportation, pollution connected
with energy consumption) are registered indepen- AccountingIdentities
dently from the valuation of assets as environmental
degradation from polluting economic activities. The national accounting identities between the to-

Various methods have been proposed for valuing tals of environmentally adjusted value added (plus
subsoil asset depletion (see Ward 1982). Several au- imports) and final demand are maintained in table
thors have suggested using the net operating surplus 4-3 by treating the capital accumulation of natural
of the exploiting industry, or part of it. OCne proposal assets as part of final demand. Using the numerical
put forth recently (El Serafy 1989) seems to be tai- example of tables 4-2 and 4-3, table 4-6 shows the
lored to the concept of sustainability. It suggests that transition from the conventional aggregates arrived
the depletion costs be estimated as the amount of at under the SNA to the environmentally adjusted
money that should be invested to achieve a long- aggregates of the SEEA.
term constant flow of income, even after complete As already explained, the gross value added
exploitation of the resources. This rule implies that (293.4) is corrected by the consumption of fixed pro-
subsoil assets should be replaced by other kinds of duced capital (26.3) and by the user costs of natural
assets and corresponds to the broad sustainability assets (current production, 59.8; household, 17.1; re-
concept. The decrease of subsoil assets could be bal- siduals of man-made assets, 5.1). This obtains the
anced, for example, by increasing renewable (biolog- environmentally adjusted net value added (185.1).
ical) assets or by developing solar and wind energy The concept of imports is extended to include im-
instead of coal or crude oil. In table 4-5, the value of ports of residuals (74.5 and -1.6). The total of the
subsoil depletion amounts to 8.9. environmentally adjusted primary inputs (value

The economic use of water could lead to increasing added plus imports) is 258.0.
scarcity (depletion) or to decreasing quality (degra- Domestic final demand (294.2) is corrected by the
dation by residuals). Water will become scarce if the consumption of fixed produced assets (26.3) to

Table 4-6. Accounting Identities

Final denand (domestic, exports)

Gross value added (gross domestic 293.4 Domestic final demnand (SNA concept) 2,94.2
product)
- Use of produced assets 26.3 - Consumption of fixed capital 26.3

(consumption of fixed capital)
- Use of natural assets for current 59.8 - Government restoration costs 5.0

production
- Environmental adjustment of final 22.2 + Net capital accumulation of natural -73.9

demand assets (-78.9 + 5.0)

Environmentally adjusted net value 185.1 Environmentally adjusted domestic final 189.0
added (environmentally adjusted net demnand
domestic product)
+ Import of products 74.5 + Export of products 73.7
+ Import of residuals -1.6 + Export of residuals -4.7

Environmentally adjusted primary inputs 258.0 EnvironmentaUy adjusted final demand 258.0

Source: Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren (1991).
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achieve a net concept. The environmental restoration The asset balance sheets are designed to introduce
costs of the government (5.0) are treated as an in- environmental considerations into the national stock
crease in the value of natural assets and therefore are accounts without altering the concepts underlying
reflected in the capital accumulation of natural as- the conventional SNA balance sheets. As recom-
sets. The value of depletion and degradation of nat- mended in the international guidelines on balance
ural assets by economic activities would have been sheet and reconciliation accounts (United Nations
78.9 without government restoration activities. 1977a) and in chapter 13 of the revised SNA (United
When these activities are taken into account, the net Nations 1992), the opening and dosing stocks are
capital accumulation amounts to -73.9 (-73.0 + -0.9). valued at market prices or have values derived from
The environmentally adjusted figures of total final market prices. Direct market valuation could be ap-
demand (258.0) are made up of the adjusted domestic plied if the assets are marketed (such as cars, inven-
final demand (189.0) and the export of products tory stocks of products, and land). Indirect market
(73.7) and residuals (-4.7). This total is equal to the valuation relies on the net value concept (replace-
total of primary inputs. ment costs minus cumulated depreciation) or-in

the case of depletable natural assets such as wild
Asset Balances of Tangible Wealth biota, subsoil assets, or water-on the discounted

value of future net returns (future market prices
Tangible wealth accumulation can also be viewed minus all exploitation costs induding a normal re-

as an integral part of the asset balances, as indicated turn to capital).6 However, the SEEA does not aim at
in table 4-1 by plus (+) and equal (=) signs inserted a complete market valuation of the nonproduced
between the four elements of the asset balances. This natural assets. The market valuation should be lim-
illustration shows an accounting identity between ited to natural assets that are regularly depleted for
the dosing stocks and the sum of opening stocks, net market purposes (as in the case of ocean fish, tropical
capital accumulation, adjustment of the accumula- wood, and subsoil assets) or to assets that are directly
tion of natural assets to market valuation, other vol- marketed (uncultivated land in exceptional cases).
ume changes, and revaluation due to changes in the The opening and dosing stocks of the other non-
market price. This identity holds for produced natural assets have a market value of zero.

In these cases, their volume changes are valued only
(a) man-made assets (produced, not natural): if they are affected by economic activities.
1,149.1 = 991.3 + (68.0-23.0 + 5.1 - 5.1) + (-25.3 + Market valuation has also been used for the vol-

138.1); ume and price changes during the accounting pe-
riod. Net capital formation of produced assets (item

(b) (economically) produced natural assets: 2 in table 4-5) reflects the volume changes described
93.8 = 83.1 + (1.4 - 3.3 - 0.9) + (0.9 + 12.6); and in the conventional SNA framework. The totals of the

other changes in the volume of assets caused by
(c) those nonproduced natural assets that are used or economic, natural, noneconomic, and multiple (com-
affected by economic activities: bination of these causes) activities and events (items
2,165.5 = 1,744.4 + (7.3 - 73.0) + (81.2 + 22.8 + 3 and 4 in table 4-5) that had been part of the recon-

382.8). ciliation accounts in the 1968 version of the SNA and
that will be integrated into the accumulation ac-

The asset balance sheets are further elaborated in counts explain the changes in the balance sheets of
table 4-5. The asset classification was described ear- the revised SNA at market values. Opening and dos-
lier. The volume and price changes of the assets ing stocks of these assets are measured at market
during the reporting period are further disaggre- value, too. The transition to market values at the end
gated in items 2-5 in table 4-5. of the accounting period (dosing assets) is shown as

The volume changes (2 and 3.1) reflect the net item 5 in table 4-5 (revaluation due to market price
capital accumulation described in table 4-3 (and table changes).
4-1.2), and the adjustment due to market valuation The connection between the SEEA and the conven-
(3.2) corresponds to the "adjustment of natural assets tional assets balance sheets is introduced through a
accumulation to market valuation" in table 4-1.3. The breakdown of the volume change of natural assets
other volume changes due to economic use (3.3) and attributable to economic use (item 3 of table 4-5).
the volume change by natural or multiple causes (4) Insofar as the economic use affects the natural
are summarized under "other volume changes" in balances and leads to a decrease in the value of the
table 4-1.3. The revaluation due to market price natural assets from an ecological point of view, the
changes is presented under the same headinginboth avoidance or restoration costs are estimated for
tables. maintaining the same qualitative and quantitative
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level of natural capital during the accounting period. depletion of produced biota exceeds their natural
These values are introduced in the extended use or growth. That is to say, the ecological valuation must
value added table of the SEEA (see table 4-3). This take into account the fact that the (negative) net
ecologically oriented valuation does not necessarily growth has already been valued at market values as
correspond to the market values related to economic (negative) capital formation.
use. An adjustment is therefore introduced to allow The ecological valuation of the depletion of wild
the transition to the market valuation of the asset biota (-3.7) could be carried out in a similar way. The
balance sheets (item 3.2 of table 4-5). Volume changes natural balances can only be maintained if depletion
related to economic activities that do not directly is offset by natural growth. If the net depletion is
deplete or degrade the natural assets are recorded positive, the avoidance or restoration activities
separately and have market values (item 3.3 of table would imply a reduction of the production (hunting,
4-5). In the SEEA, the analysis of the changes in vol- harvesting, and the like) and a decrease in the corre-
ume of the natural assets focuses on their economic sponding value added.
uses. Therefore, no ecologically oriented valuation of The valuation of changes in the quality of land
the changes in volume of natural assets due to natu- caused by economic activities might produce com-
ral or multiple causes (such as wars and disasters) is pletely opposite results, depending on whether the
applied, but the market value of the volume changes economic or environmental point of view is empha-
is given. sized. The restructuring and development of land are

More details on the extended asset balance sheets normally connected with increasing market values,
can be found in the SNA Handbook on Integrated Envi- whereas their ecological effects could decrease the
ronmentaland Economic Accounting. The limitations of land values under environmental aspects. The devel-
space permit only a few general observations here. opment costs (4.6) are shown as capital formation.

First, the consumption of fixed capital (fixed pro- Together with the market value of the volume
duced assets) comprises only insurable risks of pre- changes due to economic use (23.3, -5.0), they reflect
mature losses. Further losses experienced as a result the market value of all quantitative and qualitative
of war or natural disasters are recorded under item 4 changes in land caused by the different economic
of table 4-5 (-25.3). activities. The quantitative aspects of land use

The balances of the biological assets are more com- (changes in land use) are dealt with under item 3.3 of
plicated because different concepts have been sug- table 4-5 (3.4, -3.4). The qualitative component is
gested for describing the volume changes of shown under ecological aspects first (-7.7,-9.5,-2.1,
produced and nonproduced biota at market values. -3.1) and adjusted to market valuation in a second
The natural growth of produced biota is treated as step (33.1, 4.0, 2.1,1.5). The qualitative changes con-
economic production (and gross capital formation), sist not only of the results of restructuring and devel-
whereas the natural growth of nonproduced biota is, opment but also of excessive economic use-for
to the extent market values are associated with them, example, for agricultural purposes (often connected
part of item 4 of table 4-5. The depletion (due to with soil erosion) and for recreation. The degrada-
economic use) of the produced biota is shown as a tion by residuals is also taken into account here.
decrease in stocks or consumption of fixed capital In principle, it is necessary to estimate the avoid-
(item 2 of table 4-5), whereas the depletion of non- ance or restoration costs required to maintain the
produced biota is indicated under item 3. This differ- same level of land quality. Avoidance costs could
ent treatment implies that the net growth (natural refer to the reduction in value added as a result of
growth minus depletion) of produced biota at mar- reducing excessive land use. Restoration costs could
ket values is shown as net capital formation under be the costs of compensation projects.
item 2 (-1.9 = 1A - 3.3), while the net growth of The opening and closing stocks of subsoil assets
nonproduced biota equals the difference of the val- (proven reserve: developed and undeveloped) are
ues under items 4 and 3 (-0.8 = 1.3 - 2.1). valued with the discounted value of future net re-

The ecological value of depleting produced biota turns (that is, revenue minus exploitation costs:
(-0.9) reflects the ecological consequences of deplet- 261.9, 313.3). New discoveries and changes in the
ing cultivated biota beyond the economic use of these economic conditions of exploitation that lead to new
assets. If, for example, the wood of timber tracts is estimates of the proven reserves are shown under
cut, the natural balance of forests could be disturbed item 3.3 of table 4-5 (27.8). The exploitation costs do
to the extent that depletion exceeds natural growth. not contain the exploration costs (2.7) because they
The necessary "ecological" costs could be estimated were already included under item 2 of table 4-5. The
by the costs of compensating projects or by the addi- extraction (depletion) of these assets is the estimated
tional value added generated by the net depletion ecological value (-8.9), which, in a second step, is
(gross depletion minus natural growth). Steps must adjusted to market value (-8.9 + 0.9 = -8.0). These
be taken to avoid double-counting, however, if the market values reflect the net prices of the depleted
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assets (current market price minus exploitation because of the measurement problems themselves,
costs). The ecological valuation could be the costs but also because of the difficulty in establishing ties
entailed in maintaining the level of natural capital between particular pollutants and damage to health
(compensating projects to develop renewable or per- and welfare (for example, the health damage caused
manent assets) or of the total capital (man-made and by air pollution). One proposed method of assessing
natural). damage costs would measure the actual expendi-

Normally, the stock of water has no market value, tures required to eliminate the damage (Uno 1989).
except in the case of water stored for drinking or Such expenditures could be shown separately in the
irrigation purposes. The depletion of water is valued SEEA with a view to deducting them under welfare
from an ecological point of view only if the average aspects (Leipert 1989). Another method is to estimate
water stock is affected. This net depletion is valued health and welfare losses directly, including the ad-
with its avoidance costs (the costs of reducing water verse effects on recreational functions or on aesthetic
use, for example, by reducing agricultural produc- and ethical aspects of the environment. Some of these
tion (-4.7). The avoidance cost can also be used to losseshavebeenestimatedbyusingawillingness-to-
value the degradation of water by residuals (-12.9). pay approach as an approximation of individual

As a natural asset, the air has no market value. ("revealed") preferences or by using other methods
Therefore, the value of opening and dosing stock is of contingent valuation (see OECD 1989). Once com-
zero. A corresponding positive item has been intro- prehensive estimates of the value of damages be-
duced as an adjustment to market valuation in order come available, an effort could be made to associate
to balance the value of degradation by residuals them with the sources of pollution. In this case, sep-
(-20.4). arate accounts should be established to allow statis-

ticians to compare actual and hypothetical
Welfare-Oriented Measures of the Economic avoidance, on the one hand, and actual and imputed
Use of the Environment damage costs, on the other. These comparisons

would facilitate macroeconomic cost-benefit analy-
The concept of sustainability underlying this dis- ses, as proposed by Peskin (1989), for example. Such

cussion is cost-oriented rather than welfare-ori- additional accounts would also make it possible to
ented.7 It reflects cost estimates that would have been further modify the components of final demand in
necessary to avoid, restore, or replace a decrease in order to derive welfare-oriented measures. As the
environmental quantities and qualities during a SNA Handbook on Integrated Environmental and Eco-
given period. Such estimates foster greater protec- nomic Accounting points out, the cost-oriented mea-
tion of the environment than do estimates of an sures of the SEEA could be modified to extend not
economically optimal level of pollution. To estimate only the asset boundary but also the production
optimality it would be necessary to balance the mar- boundary so as to introduce the concept of environ-
ginal costs of protection activities and of the (dis- mental services "produced" by nature (see Peskin
counted) flows of marginal future environmental 1989; Schafer and Stahmer 1989; Stahmer 1990).
damages avoided. Because of the uncertainty sur-
rounding future damage, which is likely to be under- Application of the Framework: A Country
estimated and undervalued (through high Desk Study
discounting), the amount of environmental deterio-
ration estimated on the basis of the optimality cite- The environmentally modified concepts behind
rion might be optimal from a microeconomic point the SEEA framework should promote the integrated
of view, but not from a social point of view. In view assessment of environment-economy relationships
of the uncertainties connected with individual (mar- in economic and policy analysis. An analysis based
ginal) valuation and in view of the worldwide con- on these concepts will focus on income available for
cerns over long-term threats to critical life-support spending on final consumption and new invest-
systems, the cautious attitude toward sustainability ments. Environmentally adjusted income would
implicit in the cost value of the present framework- generally be lower than income derived in traditional
which emphasizes the maintenance or nondecrease accounting, however, because the environmental
of environmental quality-appears to be a realistic costs of production would be taken into consider-
approach. At the same time, it reflects (social) welfare ation. Environmental studies of income and expen-
concerns in its valuation of environmental degrada- diture have tended to focus on this welfare aspect of
tion. Theoretical considerations presented by Pearce, environmental accounting.
Barbier, and Markandya (1990, especially p.9), seem Productivity also merits attention, in view of the
to support this viewpoint. costs of production and its tangible asset and

Estimating the damage (welfare losses) caused by resource requirements. Another point to note is that
environmental degradation is no easy task, not only in environmental accounting the value added gener-
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ated and the tangible assets used in each sector may dwellings and office buildings, and that it is owned
differ from the values of income and capital in tradi- as infrastructure (roads, dams, and other structures)
tional accounting because the costs related to envi- by the government.
ronmental uses and nonproduced natural assets will
be included in the broader concepts of cost and cap- ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECrION. All sectors of the
ital, respectively. Once changes are introduced in the country carry out environmental protection activi-
relations between value added and the economic ties, but they are concentrated in three that sell pro-
assets used in production,there may well be a reas- tection services: (a) "other services," which provide
sessment of the rentability and productivity of eco- private waste disposal services, environmental con-
nomic sectors from an environmental (accounting) sulting, and recycling; (b) the government, which
point of view. provides sanitation services; and (c) trade and trans-

port, which transports wastes to dumping areas and
Economic and Environmental Features to treatment and recycling plants. The environmen-
of Country X tal protection (sanitation) services offered by the gov-

ernment are sold to only a limited extent; the rest is
The environmental accounting concepts and pro- used by the government itself. The value of the clean-

cedures described above can be better understood by ing activity is assumed to be equal to the cost (5.0).
examining a hypothetical data base (part of which is Households also purchase environmental protection
reflected in tables 4-1 to 4-5). The data represent the services. These purchases (8.8) are presented as ex-
economic and environmental features of a realistic, penditure under the final consumption of house-
but fictitious country X and are thus to a large extent holds in table 4-3.
fictive. The basic core of the data, however, was taken
from the national accounts of an existing country. MInNG EXPLOlTATION. The value of the mineral
These core data indude GDP by activity and expendi- deposits of the country consists mainly of the value
ture categories, compensation of employees, indirect of its oil reserves (opening stock in table 4-5, 261.9).
taxes (net of subsidies), operating surplus, output, New deposits of oil have been found as a result of
intermediate consumption, capital formation, and exploration activities. These are presented in table
the consumption of fixed capital. 4-5 under "other volume change" (27.8) and exceed

All other national accounts data induded in the the amount of depletion (-8.9 + 0.9).
framework are elaborated on the basis of assump-
tions about the type of country, the circumstances NATURAL GROWTH. The country has an important
under which traditional GDP is being generated in agricultural sector; a fishing industry that catches
production, the effects of production on the environ- fish in rivers, lakes, and the ocean; and timber tracts
ment, and environmental protection and responses on which wood is cut and replanted in controlled
carried out by the government, enterprises, and indi- exploitation. Minor wood collection activities are
viduals. These assumptions make it possible to break also carried out in rural areas that are not controlled
down aggregate economic data that are part of con- by any permits.
ventional national accounts, but that could not be
compiled from original data sets. Further assump- NATURALDISASTR. During the period of account-
tions about the environmental conditions of the ing, the country suffered a major earthquake that
country were made to obtain environmental data for destroyed some of its infrastructure. Particularly
calculating the environmentally adjusted concepts of hard hit were the roads owned by the government,
income and expenditure. machinery and equipment in the manufacturing sec-

The fictive country X is a developing country with tor, and dwellings and other buildings that are re-
oil resources, agricultural production, timber re- corded as capital of the other service sector. The total
sources that are being exploited, and fishing activi- value of destruction is included in table 4-5 ("volume
ties in its rivers and lakes and in the ocean that change by natural or multiple causes," -25.3).
borders it.

POLLUTION. Pollution effects that are the result of
TANGIBLE WEALTH. Fixed assets consist of build- economic activities in the country are recorded in

ings, machinery and equipment, roads, and other table 4-3 in the row corresponding to qualitative
public structures, and also of trees in orchards, degradation of land, water, and air by residuals. In
grapevines in vineyards, and livestock for breeding, the case of air and water pollution, it is assumed that
draft, and dairy. It is assumed that land is used not only the domestic air and water were affected,
mainly in agriculture, for the cultivation of crops and but also those of neighboring countries (-4.7). Private
the rearing of livestock, and in other services for households also cause pollution, which is assumed
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to consist of the effects of accumulated and illegally deducting from net capital formation (50.4) total en-
discharged wastes. The cost of this pollution (15.6) is vironmental uses for all (produced and non-
reflected in the intersection of qualitative degrada- produced) asset categories (73.9).
tion by residuals and the household consumption. The two sets of aggregate data present a very

different picture of the economic situation of the
CONVERSION OF TROPICAL FOREST TO COMMERCIAL country. Income is reduced drastically, from 267.1

USE. A part of the tropical rain forest is being con- under NDP to 185.1 under EDP, which represents a 31
verted to land for agriculture, urbanization, and in- percent reduction. Most of this reduction is caused
dustrial development. This is recorded as change of by the modifications made in the concept of capital
land use in table 4-5 (± 3.4). formation to obtain a new concept of capital accumu-

lation. Net capital formation changes from a positive
Comparative Analysis of the Economic (50A) to a negative value (-23.5), which amounts to
Conditions of Country X Based on National a reduction in income of 28 percent. The remaining 3
and Environmental Accounts percent of the total reduction of GDP is explained by

the difference between final consumption and envi-
Tables 4-7 and 4-8 compare aggregates and indica- ronmentally adjusted consumption (-2 percent) and

tors from traditional accounting with corresponding the decrease in exports minus imports (-1 percent;
ones in environmental accounting. NDP is the main see table 4-7, column 3).
concept of national accounting and EDP is used as the Under conventional accounting, the country's do-
environmental accounting alternative. mestic expenditure presents a healthy picture of cap-

ital formation, which amounts to 19 percent of total
INCOMEANDEXPENDITURE. The income and expen- expenditure. In contrast, environmental accounting

diture analysis is done on the basis of the national indicates that capital accumulation has been nega-
accounts identity between income on one hand and tive. This result is produced because nonproduced
domestic expenditure (final consumption, invest- assets have been included in the asset boundary: the
ment), plus exports minus imports, on the other. The depletion of natural assets reduces the capital forma-
income and expenditure aggregates, which arebased tion by a value of 18.2; a further reduction (-55.7, see
on tables 4-2 and 4-3, are presented in table 4-7. table 4-3) results from the degradation of land, water,

In traditional national accounting (column 1 of and air.
table 4-7), the income concept is NDP, and the expen-
diture concepts are final consumption, net capital INcoME, ouTPuT, AND cAPITAL. Production-related
formation, and exports minus imports. In environ- changesinenvironmentalaccounting,incomparison
mental accounting (column 2), NDP is replaced by with traditional national accounting, are elaborated
EDP, consumption by environmental-adjusted con- in the three sections of table 4-8. The figures are for
sumption, and net capital formation by net capital the industries shown in tables 4-2 and 4-3, but they
accumulation. Environmentally adjusted consump- are disaggregated (by economic sectors). The first
tion is derived from final consumption by deducting section of the table shows that there is a reduction in
the improvement in the environment, which is as- value added for the economy as a whole, with EDP
sumed to be equal to the government's net (account- amounting to 69 percent of NDP. The impact differs
ing for the cleanup of its own pollution) expenditure from sector to sector, however. The largest reduc-
for environmental protection (5.0). Environmentally tions are in mining (52 percent) and agriculture (49
adjusted capital accumulation (-23.5) is arrived at by percent). In manufacturing, the reduction is 22 per-

Table 4-7. Analytical Measures in Traditional and Environmental Accounting: Resources and Uses
Based on Percentage difference

Macroeconomic aggregates NDP (1) EDP (2) (2) - (1) / NDP

Income/expenditure 267.1 185.1 -31
Final consumption 217.5 212.5 -2

Percentage of final domestic uses 81 112
Capital formation (accumulation) (net) 50.4 -23.5 -28

Percentage of final domestic uses 19 -12
Exports 73.7 69.0 -2
Minus: Imports 74.5 72.9 -1

Source: Bartelrnus, Stahrner, and van Tongeren (1991).



Table 4-8. Analytical Measures in Traditional and Environmental Accounting: Income, Output and Capital

(percent)

Industries
Govern- Environ-

Agri- Manu- Electricity, Construc- Trade and Other ment services mental
Analytical measures Total culture Mining facturing gas, water tion transport services adjustment

(i)
EDP as percentage of NDP 69 51 48 78 97 90 86 91 96

Value added as percentage of output, based on
NDP 52 77 44 34 36 45 61 62 61

EDP 36 39 21 27 34 41 52 57 59

Value added as percentage of
NDP 100 12.1 12.6 16.7 0.8 7.1 26.2 14.5 9.9

EDP 100 8.9 8.8 18.7 1.1 9.2 32.5 19.1 13.7 -12

(ii)

Opening balance sheet: ratio of produced assets/all 38 43 13 91 92 95 97 34 29
assets, inclusive of nonproduced assets

2 Percentage changes between opening and closing
balance sheets:

Net capital formation and volume change due to
economic use (ecological valuation)

Produced assets 4 2 0 11 2 3 4 10 3

All assets, including nonproduced assets 1 -4 -2 10 2 3 4 3 1

Other volume changes in assets, net
Produced assets -2 0 0 -16 0 0 0 -5 -1

All assets, including nonproduced assets 0 0 8 -14 0 0 0 -2 -1

Revaluation and environmental value
discrepancies

Produced assets 14 15 13 13 15 13 12 15 15

All assets, including nonproduced assets 20 20 13 14 16 13 13 23 24

Total changes, net
Produced assets 16 17 13 8 17 15 16 20 17

All assets, including nonproduced assets 21 17 19 10 18 16 16 24 24

(iii)

Value added-capital ratios, based on
NDP 25 20 73 46 35 21 44 49 6

EDP 7 4 5 32 31 18 36 15 2
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cent. Trade and transport also show a reduction of 14 nual inflation, taken to be 15 percent. In contrast, the
percent owing to the environmental cost of traffic value of all assets is increased by 20 percent, mainly
pollution. All other sectors have lower reductions. because the asset of cultivated land is included, with

These differences are also reflected in the ratios of its high price increases (331.0 on an opening stock of
value added over output under NDP and EDP calcu- 1,366.7, see table 4-5).
lations in the first section of table 4-8. For the econ- A basic pattern appears to emerge for the individ-
omy as a whole, the ratio falls from 52 percent to 36 ual sectors. Total changes in volume, defined as the
percent. The largest drop is in agriculture (from 77 to sum of net capital accumulation and other volume
39 percent), followed by mining (44 to 21 percent), changes, are approximately the same between the
trade and transport (61 to 52 percent), and manufac- traditional capital concept and the broader economic
turing (34 to 27 percent). Other sectors show much wealth concept. There is a marked difference in agri-
lower reductions. Consequently, there are changes in culture, where the volume of economic wealth in-
the order of sector contributions to EDP as compared creases by 2 percent (net capital accumulation of 2
with NDP. Trade and transport is the largest contrib- percent plus other volume changes of 0 percent)
utor to both EDP and NDP. Manufacturing is the sec- when using the narrower concept of produced assets,
ond largest, and other services the third largest but it decreases by 4 percent (net capital accumula-
contributor to NDP. For EDP, however, this order is tion of -4 percent plus volume changes of 0 percent)
inverted. The weight of agriculture and mining in the when volume changes in all assets are taken into
economy is decreased, whereas construction and account. This reduction is the result of the negative
government services increase in importance. effects of land erosion, depletion, and pollution (in-

The other element of production cost, the use of duding acid deposition) on natural resources held by
economic wealth, is also affected by differences in agriculture, forestry, and fishing.
coverage between traditional national accounting The combined changes in value added and eco-
and environmental accounting. As shown in the sec- nomic wealth used in economic activities have a
ond section of table 4-8, produced assets, which are substantial effect on the productivity or rentability of
the capital element in national accounting, amount capital. The different effects on NDP- and EDP-based
to only 38 percent of the total value of capital use for ratios of value added to capital are presented in the
the economy as a whole, if nonproduced assets are last part of table 4-8. For the economy as whole, the
taken into account. For individual sectors, the differ- ratio between value added and capital based on na-
ences in coverage of economic wealth used in pro- tional accounting (NDP) is 25 percent; this is reduced
duction are even more pronounced. Particularly in to 7 percent if based on environmental accounting
the mining sector, produced assets are only 13 per- (EDP). For specific sectors, the differences are even
cent of the total value of assets used by economic larger. In mining, the ratio of value added to capital
activities. based on NDP is 73 percent, whereas for EDP it is only

Changes in coverage of assets also affect the 5 percent. For agriculture, the ratio is reduced from
change over time of economic wealth between open- 20 percent to 4 percent, and for other services from
ing and closing balance sheets. In the second section 49 percent to 15 percent. These are significant
of table 4-8, the total changes in assets are broken changes in productivity or rentability indicators,
down into net capital accumulation (including eco- which might prompt a reassessment of investment
logically valued volume change of natural assets due policies as far as capital allocation to economic sec-
to economic use), other volume changes and valua- tors is concerned. To the extent that environmental
tion discrepancies due to market price changes, and costs are also included in (internal) business ac-
adjustments of ecological assets to market valuation. counts, new EDP-based measures might also affect
The percentage range attributed to net capital accu- microeconomic investment decisions.
mulation is higher for produced assets (4 percent)
than for all assets (1 percent). For other volume Notes
changes, however, this relationship is inverted. In the
case of the traditional capital concept,, other volume Peter Bartelmus is officer-in-charge of the Environment
changes-related to earthquake damages-cause a and Energy Statistics Branch and Jan van Tongeren is chief,
reduction of produced assets (-2 percent), while eco- National Accounts Section and Statistical Classification
nomic wealth based on the broader concept remains Branch of the United Nations Statistical Division, and Car-
more or less unchanged (0 percent). This inversion is sten Stahmer is chief of the working group on international
mainly the result of including new finds of subsoil concepts of national accounts and related systems in the
assets (27.8, see table 4-5) in the broader concept. Federal Statistical Office in Germany. This chapter is based

Discrepancies in valuation amount to 14 percent on Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren (1991). Permis-
for produced assets, which reflects the average an- sion to reprint material from this publication has been
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5

Synopsis of and Comments on the Draft
Handbook and the UNSTAT Framewor

T his chapter provides a summary of the draft actual costs. Because national accounts exclude
handbook for environmental accounting pre- many nonmarketed activities that are still deemed to
pared by the United Nations Statistical Office be economically productive, they fail, the authors

(UNSTAT 1990, 1991) along with some comments on argue, to "apply a comprehensive economic concept."
both the draft handbook and the UNSTAT framework Nonmarketed activities may be valued in at least
by experts in the field. Some general comments on three ways: by asking people what they would be
the revision of the system of national accounts (SNA) willing to pay (a contingent valuation); by calculat-
and the Mexico case study are also provided. ing opportunity or avoidance costs (indirect valua-

tion); and by estimating the actual or defensive costs
The Draft Handbook on Integrated necessary to avoid or neutralize environmental
Environmental and Economic Accounting damage.
A Synopsis by Anne Harrison Material-energy balances (MEB) are the only suit-

able instruments for analyzing material flows be-
The handbook consists of four chapters, the first of tween the environment and the economy. No one has

which is a general introduction. The remaining three yet devised a model of the natural environment that
are concerned with the disaggregation of the SNA in fully reflects the dynamics of economic influences. It
the system of integrated environmental and eco- is only possible to measure the emission of certain
nomic accounts (sEEA), physical accounting, and a residues of economic activities and the resulting
proposed monetary accounting system. A fifth chap- quality of the environmental media in certain re-
ter, on valuation techniques, exists in outline form gions. Therefore MEBs must be supplemented with
only at the moment. natural resources accounts (NRAs) showing the

stocks and flows of materials used as primary inputs
Chapter 1:Introduction to economic activities. Quality indicators are also

usefulinmonitoring environmental effects butcreate
Chapter 1 postulates a difference between an eco- aggregation problems.

logical and economicframe of reference, pointing out Table 1.1 classifies economic and environmental
that the role of human beings and their economic assets according to whether they are man-made or
activities are essential to the economic point of view, natural, and lists their physical characteristics as well
but not to the ecological one. This chapter also intro- as the basis for economic valuation. It is suggested
duces the concept of sustainability,in both its ecolog- that natural assets that are controlled by humans
ical and economic interpretations. should be treated as economic assets. Thus, forests

Economic accounts are by and large concerned controlled by humans are regarded as economically
with market transactions, although some nonmarket produced assets, whereas wild forests are assets that
transactions are also covered, usually by means of are neither economic nor produced. In contrast, land

66
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isanatural assetincorporated in the economic sphere avoid these extremes and to elaborate the physical
and is thus treated as an economic but nonproduced description of the environment so that it includes the
asset. All economically produced assets have a mar- interaction, in physical terms, with the economy and
ket value, although this may not be identical to their equally to elaborate the monetary data to include
economic valuation. All man-made assets have an environmental effects. It is stated that a complete
economic value. Some natural assets have an eco- integration of existing environmental and economic
nomic value, and some do not. data systems is impossible at present. It is first nec-

The concepts of environmental goods and envi- essary to improve environmental statistics and then
ronmental services are introduced. Environmental develop a consistent system to describe the natural
goods are defined as temporary or permanent reduc- environment.
tions in environmental assets. This is a quantitative In view of this situation, it is argued that the
measure and relates to depletion. Environmental system of environmental and economic accounts
services relate to the quality of the use of environ- (sEEA) should consist of information from the SNA
mental assets and to degradation. The handbook with disaggregation, together with nonmarket valu-
suggests that economic functions be described in ations of the economic use of the environment in
physical units derived from material-energy balances. monetary terms, physical data on flows from the

Although market valuation seems the obvious natural environment to the economy and of residuals
way to value assets, different interpretations as to from the economy to the environment, and a descrip-
how this should be done are possible, depending on tion of the natural environment where it is necessary
whether it is a stock of produced goods, a stock of to analyze the impacts of economic use.
natural goods not yet harvested, the services pro- High priority should be given to integrating eco-
vided by fixed assets (commonly measured through logical considerations into the sphere of economic
the consumption of fixed capital), or the services activity and to monitoring only the economic im-
provided by nonproduced assets, for example, the pacts on the natural environment without economic
rent on land that is being measured. The method of valuation. Given the well-established role of the sys-
valuation will also depend on the way sustainability tem of national accounts, the SEEA should be seen as
is defined because economic activities extend only to a satellite account. This will provide a framework
the point where man-made and natural capital can that is consistent but also flexible. It will provide a
be maintained. A narrow view of sustainable devel- data base for integrated environmental and econom-
opment does not allow substitutability between ical policies and allow analysts to better understand
man-made and natural capital. Under this concept, both the direct and indirect impacts of the economic
maintenance cost is used to value both natural and use of the environment on economic activities. The
man-made capital. This symmetry of treatment, SEEA has three staples: disaggregation of production
however, avoids a welfare orientation. and consumption activities analogous to input-out-

The handbook suggests that the concept of sus- put interpretations of the SNA (explained in chapter
tainability does not need to be applied to every type 2 of the manual); elaboration of the interrelationship
of economic use of the natural environment, but that between the natural environment and the economy
high priority should be given to the maintenance of in physical terms (in chapter 3); and valuation of the
vital natural resources that cannot easily be substi- economic use of the natural environment in mone-
tuted, if at all, and whose degradation or depletion tary terms where the maintenance costs of natural
would have an unacceptable effect on human safety, assets are established as imputed environmental
health, or welfare. Sustainable development is only costs. (This is the subject of chapter 4.) Other valua-
possible if there is a sufficient supply of water, if land tion techniques and other elaborations of the system
quality is sufficient, if ecosystems are protected, and will be described in chapter 5, which, as mentioned
the quality of air and water is maintained. It can be earlier, has not yet been completed.
argued that subsoil assets do not in themselves need As the handbook points out, compiling environ-
to be maintained but can be substituted by financial mental data in respect of political boundaries of the
capital. country is not an ideal approach but is inevitable at

Table 1.4 of the handbook uses both physical and this stage. International and global considerations
monetary data to illustrate the transition between are important and need to be linked to a spatial
environmental and economic measurement. At one model, but this will have to be developed later.
extreme there are physical descriptions of the envi- With regard to priorities, most developed coun-
ronment and at the other a disaggregation of the tries are more concerned about pollution and degra-
national accounts that represents economic activities dation of the environment, whereas many
in monetary terms only. It is possible, however, to developing countries are more worried about the
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depletion, in both physical and monetary terms, of used for economic purposes. It is conventionally ex-
natural assets, particularly subsoil assets. pressed in both physical and monetary units using a

system such as that shown in table 3.2.
Chapter 2:Disaggregation of the SNA in the SEEA The SEEA focuses on physical flows from natural

assets to the economy (in the form of depletion, for
Chapter 2 develops a supply and use table and also example) and back (residuals). It is impossible to give

a balance sheet for nonfinancial assets. It points out a comprehensive picture of the transformation pro-
that classifications need to be elaborated in order to cesses because not all flows can be attributed to
identify activities connected with the environment. specific production and consumption processes.
The first such classification is the draft classification That part of NRA that is concerned with flows and
of defensive activities (CDA), which distinguishes be- transformations within the natural environment is
tween protection activities (separated between also not covered. The system therefore provides only
avoidance and restoration), preventive activities, snap shots at different points in time and an analysis
and compensation. The next classification is a draft of the differences between these.
classification of environmental protective activities It is possible, however, to link the SEEA with the
(CEPA), for both general and specific activities. A SNA. Physical counterparts can be found for the mon-
cross-classification between CDA and CEPA is given in etary data in the SNA as long as the same definitions
table 2.3. and classifications are used. Physical data in the SEEA

If an environmental protective activity is the main describe facts that are not part of the SNA at present.
activity of an establishment, it is taken to be an exter- The productive activities in the SEEA correspond to
nal activity and can be identified within the isic those in the SNA and are more aggregated than MEB
More work is needed to identify these activities in the and exclude housework The assumption of consis-
ISIC. Internal protective activities are deemed to be tent definitions between SEEA and SNA implies, for
ancillary and are not measured explicitly. The inputs example, that consumer durables are treated as con-
of ancillary activities would need to be balanced by sumption, as in the SNA, and not as assets, as in the
a negative operating surplus within the present MEB. Stocks and flows are shown in SEEA, where the
framework. Chapter 5 examines a proposal for treat- MEB relates to flows only. The SEEA does not neces-
ing all protective activities as external activities. sarily preserve the identity between inputs and out-

Environmentally protective products, the hand- puts, because it concentrates on measuring the
book argues, need to be identified within the existing important flows rather than all flows. In the MEB,
international classification forproducts, the cpc. This byproducts of natural disasters are also treated as
disaggregation of products and activities augment residuals, although these are shown separately in the
part of the supply and use table but must be accom- SEEA.
panied by a disaggregation of household consump- The purpose of physical flow accounts is to de-
tion between those purchases of inputs for protective scribe the destination of natural resources (after
services and other, and a disaggregation of capital they are transformed via economic processes to
formation between industries concerned with envi- final products) and the cause of residuals. The first
ronmentally protective activities and other indus- step is to set up a supply and use table in physical
tries. Together, these considerations lead to an quantities (table 3.4). Before this can be done, it is
augmented supply and use table, as illustrated in necessary to have a classification of products
table 2.4. formed by elaborating the CPC using, for example,

the harmonized system or common nomenclature.
Chapter 3: Physical Accounting The details of this classification are provided in

annex 1. It is also necessary to have a classification
As chapter 3 explains, the material-energybalance of natural resource flows (CNRF). The productive

(MEB) consists of three parts: inputs from the environ- activities that absorb natural resources are agricul-
ment to the economy, the transformation of the envi- ture, forestry and fishing, mining and quarrying,
ronmental materials, and the return of the materials water and other industries that use water. The uN
from the economy to the environment. The transfor- European Commission for Europe (ECE) has devel-
mation of environmental materials within the envi- oped a framework for water balances that could be
ronment, which closes the system in accordance with used within the SEEA.
the principle of conserving material, is not included Residuals are defined as unwanted by-products of
in the MEB. All household activities are treated as if economic processes. They may be made available to
they were productive, including home cooking. others absolutely free or at a price for recycling or

Natural resource accounts focuses on stocks and may be transformed by environmental protection
changes in the stocks of natural assets that could be activities. All materials are ultimately a burden on
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the natural environment. In the physical flow ac- Chapter 4:A Monetary Accounting System
counts, all scrap is treated as residual even if it is paid
for and therefore treated as productive in the mone- The SEEA uses the same production boundary as
tary accounts. The residuals other than those that are the SNA so that the same identities between supply
recycled internally should be measured when they and use and between value added and final demand
leave the units in which they are generated. In prin- maintain. This enables direct comparison to be made
ciple these should be measured twice; once when between the sNA and environmentally adjusted indi-
first generated and then after recycling. Such infor- cators. Wholly excluded activities are better dealt
mation is not always readily available, however. with in a complementary biophysical resource ac-

A number of measurement problems arise in re- count and under systems of environmental statistics
cording residuals. The first step is to start with the and monitoring. Welfare effects on human capital are
carrying medium of the residuals and then to differ- not made explicit. Institutional sector accounts in-
entiate the components. It is desirable to have a cross- cluding income and financing are left out.
classification of type of residual with institutional Table 4.1 outlines the SEEA in monetary terms. On
origins. The more precise the definition, the more the supply side it shows imports of residuals as a new
diagonal the matrix. The distinction between the column, and in the use part it has extra rows to show
state of the residual (whether solid, liquid, or gas- the depletion of naturalresources, the degradation of
eous) and its destination (air, water, soil), needs to be natural assets by residuals, and agricultural and re-
preserved. The definition of a residual specifies the creational use.
state of the residual but it is the destination that is Table 4.2 shows the supply of goods and services
recorded in the flow accounts. and distinguishes between natural growth products,

Residuals, itis suggested, can be classified bymod- external envirornmental protection services, and im-
ifying the cpc classification through the addition of ports. An environmental protective serviceis defined
a suffix, and the EcE classification can be used for this. as an activity whose purpose is to maintain or en-
There is difficulty in distinguishing liquid waste hance the quality of natural assets; it can either be the
from wastewater when water is used for cleaning. main or secondary product of an enterprise if it is
The classification of emissions into the air is under external. If it is an internal activity, it is treated as an
discussion in ECE. ancillary activity and is not shown explicitly. The

Table 3.5 is similar to the supply and use table handbook states that these could be shown in the
given in table 2.4 but includes detailed environmen- same way as external activities in supplementary
tal protective activities explicitly. No breakdown is tables, but the treatment here has been adopted to
available for other industries to show the production avoid extending the production boundary and to
of external environmental protective activities (EPAs) maintain close links with the SNA. Only items that are
produced as a secondary activity; internal activities controlled directly by human intervention are
are not separately distinguished. treated as natural growth products.

The physical assets account is incomplete. It shows Table 4.3 shows the use and value added table. It
opening and closing stocks only insofar as these is comparable to tables 2.4 and 3.4, except that the
support the analysis of environmental-economic re- supply of environmental assets is now shown as
lationships. There is a classification of natural assets negative use rather than under the supply part of the
(CNA) that is merged with the classification of assets table. Depletion activities are shown in quantitative
in the SNA to give a classification of nonfinancial terms and degradation of land are valued at abate-
assets (CNFA). Consumer and military durables are ment costs. These offset the costs in the environmen-
also shown, but they are presented in physical, not tal asset column, so that the sum of all entries,
monetary terms. Conventions are needed to separate including irnports, comes to zero. Deducting esti-
produced from nonproduced biological assets. In the mates for depletion and degradation from value
scheme presented here national parks are treated as added gives environmentally adjusted net value
uncultivated land, rather than recreational land, be- added. This is consistent with the concept of strong
cause their main function is protection. It is possible, sustainability, which states that both man-made and
however, to separate controlled from noncontrolled natural assets must be sustained with no substitut-
assets. ability between them. Chapter 4 questions whether

The classification of the volume changes of assets such a strong assumption is necessary for subsoil
can be broken down into the following categories: assets. The sum of the costs deducted from the con-
opening stocks, volume increases due to economic ventional measures of gross domestic product (GDP)
activities, volume decreases due to economic activi- are treated as an eco-margin.
ties, other volume changes (including windfall gains A question is also raised about whether natural
and losses), and closing stocks. assets should be treated as fixed assets (which would
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give rise to depreciation), or as inventories (whose Separate entries are shown for the loss of assets
consumption would be treated as intermediate con- due to wars and disasters, and for revaluation due to
sumption). market price changes (inflation).

The environmental costs of household activities The discussion in chapter 4 provides some elabo-
and man-made capital are transferred to industries. ration of these items. The consumpdion of fixed cap-
Total environmental costs then become the sum of ital covers only insurable risks. Natural growth of
the depletion and degradation costs attributed to controlled livestock is cLassified as production, but
industry plus the adjustment to final demand. When natural growth of wild livestock goes into the cate-
both the consumption of fixed capital and environ- gory of other volume changes by natural or multiple
mentalcosts are deducted from gross domesticprod- causes. The depletion of controlled livestock is
uct, the result is environmentally adjusted domestic shown either as stock change or consumption of
product (EDP). fixed capital, but the depletion of noncontrolled live-

In table 4.3, imports and exports of residuals trans- stock is recorded as other volume changes. The eco-
ported by humans are included, but residuals in the logical value of the depletion of produced livestock
environmental media, such as water and air, are could be estimated by the cost of compensating pro-
excluded. The measurement of household consump- jects, although this has not yet been worked out.
tion excludes pollution costs and the value for the Changes to land differ from an economic and envi-
damage done by the recreational use of land. In the ronmental point in view. The ecological valuatioa
case of general government, environmental restora- captures restructuring and development and also
tion programs are transferred from final expenditure shows overuse due, for example, to agriculture and
to capital expenditure, and no pollution costs are recreational use.
shown explicitly. The chapter closes with a detailed explarLation of

The classification of as" Ats includes natural assets. an application of the SEEA to a fictitious country.
A distinction is made between produced and non-
produced assets and betweenman-made and natural The Draft Handbook and the UNSTAT
assets. Residuals of capital formation, for example, Framework. Comments by Anne Harrison
scrap and landfill, are shown and are transferred to
industries. If biological assets disturb the natural The Handbook on Integrated Environmental and Eco-
balance, there is a depletion cost associated with this, nomic Accounting envisions the SEEA as a framework
whether the biological assets are produced or wild. for coordinating material-energy balances (MEss),
The cost of cultivating and developing land is shown natural resource accounts (NRA), and the system of
as fixed capital, as in the SNA, which is offset by national accounts (SNA). MEBS are expressed entirely
degradation costs estimated as avoidance costs. Sub- in physical units, NRA in both physical and monetary
soil assets are defined to indude only proven re- units, and the SNA in monetary units only. The SEEA
serves. It is recommended that some or all of the is expressed in both physical and monetary units.
value of net operating surplus should be used to LikeNRAs,thesEEAcontainsstockinformation.Thus,
value these, but how exactly this should be done is as in the SNA, stock and flow information is presented
not explained. in such a way that the flow information explains the

Table 4.5, a monetized version of table 3.6, is a change in stocks between the start and end of an
balance sheet for natural assets. This is an expanded accounting period. This physical dimension of the
version of the columns on natural capital assets in- SEEA not only makes the best use of the various data
cluded in table 4.3. Opening and closing stocks are sources available but also creates an effective bridge
shown at market value, although the values are lim- between the disciplines involved and provides abet-
ited to the assets regularly depleted for market pur- ter understanding of and theoretical justification-for
poses, or directly marketed. This means, for example, the elements that are being added to the SNA to derive
that some aspects of assets are excluded, as also are the SEEA. By using both physical and monetary data,
air and water. The market valuation is also applied it should be possible to determine the areas in which
to volume and price changes in the period. The vol- the physical phenomena are responsible for the dif-
ume change in natural assets attributed to economic ficulties of interpretation and valuation and those in
use is subdivided into three parts. The first of these which monetary valuation is the main problem. In
represents the change in volume due to use using an general, the accounts are developed in physical and
ecological valuation. The second is the adjustment to monetary terms in parallel, except in a few instances
this change that is needed to bring the valuation to where users may have some difficulty interpreting
market prices. The third is change in volume due to the different treatment given to physical and mone-
new finds, for example, or to the entry into the eco- tary measures.
nomic sphere of assets previously allocated entirely Despite the synthesis of different accounting ap-
in the environmental field. proaches attempted by the SEEA, there are three no-
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table areas in which significantly different ap- been taken into account, although these are excluded
proaches might have been adopted. These concern from the SEEA at present.
the attribution of environmental degradation, the
identification of environmental protective activities, EnvironmentalProtectiveActivities
and the valuation of both degradation and produc-
tive activities. According to the handbook, environmental pro-

tective activities are only identified separately when
Environmental Degradation they can be treated as external services, that is, when

they are either the main or secondary product of an
Environmental degradation can take place in at establishment that provides these services to third

least three time periods: during the course of the parties. If these services originate with commercial
production of goods, while goods are in use, or when producers, they will be sold, if with the government,
goods are disposed of. Given the widespread sup- they will be provided without cost. It is recognized,
port for the principle that the polluter should pay for however, that many firms carry out environmental
the damage caused, the important question to con- protective activities for themselves. These are to be
sider is whether the polluter is the producer, the user, treated as internal services and as ancillary activities
or the person who finally disposes of the article. The and thus will not show up explicitly in the accounts.
SEEA provides no clear guidelines on this issue. It As a result, it will be extremely difficult to compare
assigns the costs of environmental degradation to the these activities across countries and across time, par-
producing industry. Presumably, these costs are as- ticularly since each of the firms concerned is likely to
sociated with recognized pollutants coming from take on more of these activities as time progresses. If
each industry, whether they are disposed of in air or these activities were made explicit and shown as
water, or into landfill. Households are also said to secondary activities delivered to the firms them-
engender environmental degradation by means of selves, it would be a straightforward matter to derive
pollution costs (for example, in relation to landfill) or estimates of total environmental protective activity
by causing the degradation of recreational land. Fur- throughout the economy. The argument used for not
thermore, degradation is attributed to the disposal of doing this is that it runs counter to SNA principles,
capital formation in landfill, particularly with re- under which intra-establishment deliveries, particu-
spect to man-made assets. In contrast to production, larly ancillary activities, are excluded. The case for
capital formation is always attributed to a using in- not following this procedure is twofold. In the first
dustry and thus in principle this pollution should place, the reason for developing a satellite account is
also be attributed to the producing industry along to move away from those SNA conventions that in-
with the pollution arising from current production. hibit the elaboration of transactions of interest. The
In some instances the situation is less clear. For ex- second reason concerns the nature of ancillary activ-
ample, if individuals travel by public transport on a ities, which are usually typified by payroll, cleaning,
bus, say, that leads to emissions in the air, should this and so on, which must be undertaken by all indus-
pollution be attributed to the transport company that tries. In the range of environmental protective activ-
provides the service or to the consumer who uses it? ities, however, the extent to which these are
The case of vehicle emissions raises a more general undertaken will vary very considerably, depending
issue. It may not always be possible to attribute on the nature of the firm. Thus protective activities
vehicle emissions across all producers and users will be highly significant in heavy manufacturing,
of vehicles. It may, however, be possible to mea- such as chemicals and engineering, and almost neg-
sure ex post the total amount of pollution in the ligible in service activities such as those offered by
atmosphere in a given period. Indeed, the manual firms of lawyers and accountants. Chapter 5 of the
admits that it may not always be possible to attribute handbook suggests that an alternative procedure
pollution to the responsible industry, even in more whereby internal environmental protective activities
general cases. would be treated explicitly may be elaborated in a

Because of the problems in deriving estimates for subsequent supplementary set of tables. But to push
environmental degradation, and in explaining how this matter down to a table supplementing a set of
these would be taken into account if attribution to satellite accounts seems to be giving it less attention
industry could be achieved, it would be useful to than it deserves.
have an alternative presentation showing how global
adjustments canbe made where the only information Valuation
is an ex post measurement of the total amount of
pollution. In this case, however, the global adjust- There are two sides to the valuation problem. On
ment would be made after the imports and exports the one hand, no one has yet established the correct
of pollution carried by environmental media have valuation to attribute to environmental degradation
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and depletion; on the other, no one yet knows how subsidy has been received. In order to return to
to incorporate environmental valuation into the ac- "true" valuations, therefore, it would be necessary to
counts. Both touch on the question of the measure- add the value of this subsidy to the value of gross
ment of welfare. output, as recorded at present, and not to deduct it

For many environmentalists and economists, a se- from the operating surplus. This would mean that, in
rious deficiency of the national accounts is that the comparisonwiththepresentsNApractice,EDPwould
resulting measures of GDP are not adequate measures be identical to NDP as currently measured, but gross
of economic or societal well-being. Adjustments to product would be increased in relation to where it is
be made to the SNA are therefore seen as beingamove now. This seems to be a stumbling block to many
toward a measure of welfare, and both the valuations environmentalists who believe that the cause they
and the method of applying these are derived in are wishing to demonstrate will be damaged by in-
accordance with this objective. This is not mixing like creasing GDP in the first instance.
with like, however. If a true welfare measure were to This reluctance to accommodate change is under-
be derived, then the basis of valuing all the other standable but may be preferable in the long run. For
transactions recorded in the SNA at present would many purposes, the absolute level of GDP is not a
have to be examined and in many cases would need particularly important statistic. What is much more
to be altered. The basis of the SNA at present is that important is the change in these levels from one year
the only objective measurement of the value of a to another and the country comparisons. The import-
transaction is the price that is paid in the market- ant message that the environmentalists have is that
place. In order to supplement the SNA by measuring if environmental concerns are taken into account,
the impact of drawing environmental assets into the more realistic comparisons can be made between
economic system, a similar principle of valuation countries where one does and one does not have an
should be used. If a different principle of valuation environmental protection policy in effect or between
is to be used for the environmental transactions, then the same country over time, where such a policy is
it could be argued that for consistency different val- introduced. It has been argued (see Harrison 1989)
uations should be used elsewhere also. that such comparisons are better served by increas-

Tables 4.5 and 4.3 show adjustments for the value ing GDP initially, as suggested above.
of the degradation that take place in environmental The other reason for preferring this alternative
assets. But this valuation is not based on the market concerns the presumed development of environ-
price of the avoidance or the restoration of the dam- mental policy. At the moment the economy benefits
age done, but on the ecological value. The basis of from not having to pay for environmental degrada-
this valuation is not entirely clear, and indeed the tion. In the SEEA it is assumed that this benefit accrues
handbook indicates that it might be difficult. None- to producers in the form of increased operating sur-
theless, in view of the fact that a separate line is given plus. If the producers had to redress this damage, the
showing the adjustments toamarket price valuation, assumption is that they would simply accept lower
and the fact that these figures are considerable, it profits without any increase in the value of their
would seem preferable to use the market price valu- output. The counterargument is that the beneficiaries
ation in table 4.3 and, if necessary, to develop the of ignoring environmental damage are not the pro-
ecological valuation and other nonmarket price val- ducers but the final consumers. If the damage were
uations in supplementary tables. to be paid for, the costs for the product would in-

The other question is where to feature the adjust- crease and the producers' operating surplus would
ment for depletion and degradation in the account. be left unaffected (other things being equal). When
The SEEA adopts the principle that these costs repre- faced with the higher prices, consumers would then
sent, in effect, a subsidy to the producer from the change their pattern of expenditure and would de-
natural environment and thus reduce the value of mand more goods that were environment friendly
output. This then gives a value for environmentally and fewer goods for which the costs of repairing
adjusted domestic product (EDP), which is lower than environmental damage were considerable. The sup-
the value of gross domestic product (GDP). This is in position is that this is how in the longer run the
line with the welfare assertion that one is less well off market will operate, so that environmental damage
when environmental effects are taken into account will be restricted by the operation of the market as
than when they are ignored. There is, of course, no much as, if not more than, by direct govermment
question that EDP should be lower than GDP. What is intervention, and it seems more realistic for the
not beyond question, though, is the absolute level of model to be adopted in the SEEA to follow this line of
GDP currently being used. An alternative point of reasoning.
view is that the subsidy fromnature to producers and It should be noted, however, that a situation in
consumers is already in effect and that therefore the equilibrium under present price structures may not
market prices as observed are the prices after the remain sounder new prices. It is only at the presently
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observed prices that supply and demand are in bal- izing these externalities. The second issue of deplet-
ance. Introducing radical changes in prices would ing resources refers more directly to the calculation
obviously significantly affect the pattern of demand of income and wealth, and is an even older subject in
for goods and services; thus any system attempting the economic literature. An excellent starting point
to portray the effects of such changes can only be for dealingwith these issues isthe concept of income,
approximate. This reservation is not equivalent to so neatly defined by Hicks (1946) as "the amount that
decrying the usefulness of compiling alternative ac- could be consumed over a period without being worse
counts but simply illustrates that, as with input out- off at the end of the period than at the beginning."
put tables, changes in the underlying assumptions Thus an interesting question is what does it mean not
may radically alter the pattern of transactions. A full to be worse off? In principle, one could consider the
analysis of the effects of increasing environmental opening and closing balances not only of produced
sensitivity may demand a modeling rather than sim- capital and net financial assets, but natural resource
ply an accounting basis. and environmental capital, human capital, and so on.

Another question is whether it is useful, meaningful,
The Draft Handbook and the UNTAD or evenpossible to include all this informationwithin
Framework: Comments by Lorents Lorentsen a statistical system.

The present SNA has rather narrow, but opera-
The three authors of the handbook have taken on tional definitions of income and wealth. Most coun-

a difficult task. There are many out there eagerly tries that follow the SNA calculate national wealth as
waiting for the results of this work with a variety of net foreign financial assets plus the value of real
expectations and anticipations. They range from capital (structures, machinery, and equipment, and
those who think that the present SNA is fine, except in some cases consumer durables), inventories, and in
perhaps that it needs some polishing here and there, some cases the value of agricultural land. These narrow
to those who see this as an opportunity to scrap an definitions make international comparisons of income
"outdated" statistical system and replace it with a and wealth easy, but perhaps not always relevant
system that measures sustainable income and the To quote Hamilton (1989): "What is unsatisfactory
"total wealth" of nations. They will not all be happy. with this treatment of wealth is that it puts the calcu-

The demand for SNA revisions and for satellite lation of the net worth of Canada on the same footing
accounts is of course rooted in a suspicion or convic- as that of Hong Kong (for example), almost com-
tion that something is wrong with present account- pletely ignoring resource endowments."
ing, analyses, and policies. The criticism could be The draft handbook suggests a fairly drastic wid-
stated as follows: ening of the concepts of income and wealth, confined

Economnists and planners neglect two basic and to corrections for natural resource and environmen-
important facts in their accounting and traditional tal capital.
way of forecasting economic development; eco-
nomic agents use nature as a sink beyond its absorp- Suggested SEEA and the Ongoing Revisions of SNA
tion capacity and deplete (or mismanage) natural
resources. Neither the sink nor resources are bottom- The three authors of the handbook have struggled
less, nature and economic activities are basically with many basic questions over the course of their
interdependent, and the present pattern of economic 200 pages of discussion. The conclusions could be
development is probably not sustainable. National summed up as follows.
accounts and models do not include relevant The suggested system for integrated environmen-
resource and environmental variables to correct for tal and economic accounting is designed to supple-
these shortcomings. Hence, economists and planners ment the SNA, not to be a substitute for it. (It is
are accused of giving a partly false picture of reality perhaps more correct to say that the authors present
to decisionmakers. The economy is steered toward the SEEA as a coverage system that includes the re-
incomplete target indicators (SNA) and the analyses vised SNA.) The SEEA is seen as a framework that
of policy alternatives are inadequate. Stocks and could be gradually filled in with numbers, according
flows in traditional accounts and forecasts should be to the priorities of individual countries. To make
supplemented by information on resource depletion possible the calculations of the suggested SEEA, it is
and indicators of the state of the environment. necessary to: (a) disaggregate some of the sectors and

Economists and planners are well aware of this commodity flows of the present SNA to identify the
criticism. The debate on the first issue of "negative corrective items of SEEA; (b) establish physical
externalities" such as pollution, dates back to Pigou resource accounts as data input to the new income
in the 1920s. If economic agents affect other agents' and wealth calculations; and (c) establish routines for
cost or utlity without compensation, the economy the valuation of stocks and the depletion and depre-
might be brought to a better equilibrium by intemal- ciation of natural resources.
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The SNA has for several decades proved useful and To be constructive, I will suggest in the following
valuable as a source of data for monitoring economic sections how these questions can be approached.
performance and as input to short- and medium- These remarks are certainly not the final answers, but
term analyses of economic management. The short- fall in the same category as the draft handbook: they
comings of the SNA are more evident when it is used represent an honest attempt to bring the discussion
as the only source of data for long-term analyses or one step further.
planning purposes. Few argue against the possible
value of additional information on resource stocks, Purpose of Resource and Environmental
depletion, additional income concepts, indicators of Accounting
environmental quality, and so on, but many argue
against creating a muddle of the SNA. At least at this There are many reasons why data on natural re-
stage, with so many unresolved methodological sources and the environment might provide useful
questions, it seems dear that the SEEA should be a information. The authors of a handbook should, of
supplementary, experimental system. Some suspect course, give the purpose of their suggestions due
that if the SEEA is not "included in' or does not attention. In my opinion this omission is one of the
replace the prestigious SNA, it will not be taken seri- weak sides of the draft. This is unfortunate, since it
ously. That probably depends on whether the design leaves some of the discussions in a vacuum. What
of SEEA (or the revised SNA with satellites, if one should all this advanced calculus be used for?
prefers that expression) is operational and useful for The main purposes of resource and environrmental
monitoring and analytical purposes. accounting are (OECD 1991; Alfsen and Lorentsen

The disaggregation of the SNA to improve the iden- 1990)
tification of cleaning activities and other actual de-
fensive spending is suggested in the ongoing * To provide policymakers with a basis of infor-
revisions of SNA. This improves the monitoring capa- mation on natural resources that could be used
bilities of the accounts and facilitates some interest- for their valuation as well as to improve their
ing analyses of hypothetical changes of management (accounts should provide indi-
environmental quality. Fine. cators that can be directly used by

Physical resource accounts are necessary input to decisionmakers, for example, indicators of na-
the kind of accounting and analyses that are sug- tional performance and checkpoints for com-
gested in the draft handbook, but the draft is not very pliance to international agreements).
specific about the contents of such accounts. The * To contribute to the general awareness of en-
authors seem to emphasize the reserves part of these vironmental issues, at several decisionraking
accounts, which is most directly used in their sug- levels, and in particular to promote dialogue
gested calculations. In my opinion the conversion between economists and policymakers, on the
and use accounts are extremely valuable as input to one hand, and environmentalists, on the other.
analyses. (The information on the use of different * To provide data on natural resources that
energy commodities by sector and their effect on could be linked to other statistics, in particular
pollution are basic to the Norwegian attempts to to the SNA to make it possible to integrate such
integrate economy-energy-pollution variables variables in economic forecasting and plan-
in macroeconomic models, forecasts, and policy ning procedures (as is already the case in the
analyses.) Netherlands and Norway, for example). Poli-

The third point, the valuation of natural resources cymakers are interested not only in what has
and their depreciation or appreciation, is the most already happened or how well they have
problematic and controversial issue in the draft achieved targets so far but also in what will
handbook. The authors have ( intentionally?) not happen next and what could be done to mod-
been precise about how the stocks of differentnatural ify problems. They are interested in scenarios
resources and their depreciation or appreciation and policy analyses.
should be valued. I hope that a revised version will
pay more attention to these essential issues. This The Distinction between Accounting and Analysis
raises one or two other questions about areas of the
draft in which the authors have been rather vague: There are some internationally accepted rules for
first, there is very little discussion about who is sup- accounting. In most practices accounts are expected
posed to use the SEEA information and for what to give a description of reality-as far as observations
purposes, and second, the authors have not been will make this possible. If they include imputed or
very careful about drawing a distinction between assessed figures, these should be calculated from
accounting and analyses. dear rules (to allow double-checking) and should not
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be based on subjective judgments. This applies to the tion indicators (those covered by international agree-
SNA (which refers to accounting rules in its defini- ments and some of more specific national interest)
tion), although some of the imputed values might be and indices of threatened species, among others.
disputable.

The calculations of SEEA will involve assessments A Pragmatic Approach to Some of the
of the value of natural resources and their deprecia- Methodological Problems
tion or appreciation. The valuation of stocks could be
based on different principles, as discussed by the A reasonable first step would be to include the
authors of the handbook. In any case, these assess- value of marketable natural resources in the balance
ments will require fairly sophisticated and uncertain sheets of SEEA (and SNA?) and to calculate alternative
analyses to be done properly. income measures on the basis of changes in the val-

The most difficult question concerns the treatment ues of these stocks. Agricultural (and nonagricul-
of defensive expenditures. The ideainthedrafthand- tural) land has been included in some SNAS. Minerals
book is that these corrections should be estimated as (including petroleum and coal), hydroenergy, fish,
the (hypothetical) costs of maintaining the quality of and forests are obvious candidates in many coun-
air, water, and soil at a specified level. These expen- tries. Environmental resources, such as air, water,
ditures are impossible to calculate in a meaningful flora, fauna, and the amenity value of forests and
way without comprehensive analysis. In principle, waterfalls, for example, lie outside the market system
these corrections could be estimated as the difference and are probably best represented by quality indica-
between the observed economic status and a "new tors. That does not mean that these resources are less
economic equilibrium" resulting from changing pol- important, but that they are (almost) impossible to
icy instruments (taxes, regulations) such that the en- evaluate in monetary terms in a meaningful way.
vironmental targets are reached. This requires One should obviously not try to weight all resources
calculations based on macroeconomic models (see, together to an index of total national wealth, as sug-
for example, Bye, Bye, and Lorentsen 1989; Central gested by some environmentalists. Material and en-
Bureau of Statistics 1991). vironmentalresources are clearly not substitutable as

Take but one example. Air pollution has increased sources of "income."
to the point where it is decidedly double the "sustain-
able level." One can, of course, calculate what it Valuation ofMaterial Resources
would cost to clean the pollution down to the re-
quired level by partly assessing the costs of investing To include the value of natural resources in the
and operating cleaning equipment. But is this a SEEA, it might be useful to subdivide "material re-
meaningful figure? The answer is obviously no if sources," to use the Norwegian terminology (see
necessary corrective measures are of any magnitude. Alfsen, Bye, and Lorentsen 1987) into three catego-
The indirect effects of such measures might be sev- ries: (a) mineral resources (crude oil, natural gas,
eral times the assessed first-order effects. In fact, all coal, metals, and other nonliving and nonrenewable
sectors of the economy might be affected by environ- resources); (b) biotic resources (fish, forest, and so
mental policy changes: competitiveness, prices, pro- on); and (c) inflowing resources (solar radiation, the
duction, employment-in short, the entire hydrological cycle, and the like).
macroeconomic picture might change. And, if one
wanted to be really sophisticated, one would include VALUATION OF MNERALS. The pragmatic approach
the benefits (better health, less corrosion, and so on) is to value these resources as the present value of the
of an improved environment in such calculations. expected net return (rent) earned on the exploitation
The situation is "optimal" only if marginal "damage" of the reserves (reserves are the resources that are
costs equal marginal "cleaning" costs. The correc- discovered and economically extractable with
tions of the traditional net national product might known technology).
therefore be substantially higher or lower than the The flow of costs in this approach is normally
suggested defensive expenditures. In my opinion, relatively easy to assess and to refer to a specific point
such calculations should not be included in "ac- in time. The costs should include labor, capital con-
counts"; that they are interesting and recommend- sumption, the costs of exploration and development,
able analyses is another story. operating costs such as intermediate inputs, and a

An alternative to the rather dubious calculations "normal" return on the invested capital.
of defensive expenditures would be to include phys- The flow of future incomes has to be based on
ical environmental indicators in the SEEA, as sug- uncertain assessments of future production and
gested, for example, by the OECD (1991). They could prices, and hence is more disputable. Again, a simple
include a reasonable number of air and water pollu- approach would be to assume that the expected pro-
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duction profiles are optimal, lean on Hotelling assess the market value of property rights, since it
(1931), and assess the net present value of the stock might take time to bring the resources up to an
as the present net return per unit (rent) times the "optimal level," which again is a problematic con-
number of physical units of the stock. This method is cept. This is an interesting analytical project, but
not recommended; price profiles should be projected perhaps of limited practical value, and in my opinion
on the basis of more sophisticated market models. (If, it is not accounting.
for example, oil prices are high today, one should not
expect them to be high tomorrow, or even worse, one VALUATION OF NFLOWING RESOURCES. The most
should not assume that they will increase with x interesting stock in this category is perhaps water for
percent irrespective of what the price levels are hydropower production. In accordance with the
today). principles from above, the value of this resource

There are several objections to this assessment, would be the present value of future net returns
especially as applied to the value of petroleum re- (rents) on commercially exploitable waterfalls. If de-
serves. If the expected petroleum prices fluctuate, the velopment of the resources is optimal (price is equal
petroleum wealth will also fluctuate from one year to long-term marginal cost), the wealth is relatively
to another. The value of this type of information with easy to calculate, although there will be uncertain-
regard to the management of resources might be ties-for example, with regard to future market
limited, unless it is presented for what it is, namely, prices and technology (costs of expanding the hydro-
information to be used in analysis and not in account- power system).
ing. The estimated worth of mineral resources pro-
vides necessary information for analyses of Capital Consumption and Income
management, investment assessments, discussions
of buffer funds between incomes and expenditures, The present version of the SNA includes calcula-
among other things. tions of gross and net national income. The net mea-

Another objection is of a more theoretical charac- sure follows from deducting capital consumption
ter. In a perfect capital market, the suggested valua- (depreciation) from the gross measure. If one accepts
tion corresponds to the market price of selling the the narrow concepts of wealth and income defined
property rights of commercially exploitable stocks of by the SNA, this net income is in line with the Hicksian
minerals today. In practice, even if petroleum re- definition.
serves are tradable, capital markets are not perfect,
and the market price is often well below the expected MNERAL RESOURCES. In the physical sense, the
value, even if one corrects for the uncertainty of depletion of an exhaustible resource is literally the
prices and for taxation (see Aslaksen and others 1990; consumption of an asset. The most straightforward
Brekke 1991). way of valuing this capital consumption is the actual

net annual return. This implies that the gross income
VALUATION OF BIOTIC RESOURCES. There are many figure in the present SNA will not change, whereas

ways of determining the value of these resources. the net income will be reduced by the net return from
The stock that may be profitably harvested will vary the annual depletion. This procedure is not uncon-
over time, depending on the initial stock, age struc- troversial, but it is consistent with the wealth mea-
ture and natural growth, environmental conditions sure discussed in the preceding section and is in line
(exogenous and man-made), prices, and technology. with Hicks. The deduction from the mineral wealth
As in the valuation of mineral resources, the next step on the balance sheet is equal to the deduction from
would be to calculate the market value of the prop- gross income.
erty rights to, say, commercial fishing. If the fish
stocks are assumed to be optimally exploited today, BIOTIC RESOURCES. For biotic resources, it seems
the calculus could "simply" be to assess the net re- reasonable to deduct from gross income only the
turn of harvesting all the commercially exploitable value of the (human) harvest that exceeds the net
resources today. This is a pragmatic solution, which natural growth of stocks. Changes in stocks that
has some practical and theoretical advantages com- result from (unexpected) natural processes will then
pared with other solutions, whatever the initial situ- be left to reconciliation accounts.
ation might be. The projections of future prices are
probably less important here than in the case of NFLOWING RESOURCES. For inflowing resources,
(politically influenced and) fluctuating petroleum there is no drawdown of stocks and hence no depre-
and metal markets. ciation to deduct.

If the stocks are clearlymismanaged initially, some For all three categories of natural wealth men-
more refined calculus will have to be applied to tioned so far, it might be argued that one should
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make corrections for nonoptimal management of the ously feel this to be the case: "The reason for the
resources. I have no objections to that, except that I present lack of a general approach seems to be rather
would recommend that the task be left to the cate- missing links between the different approaches than
gory of "analyses" and not be included in accounts. misleading concepts" (uNSTAT 1990:2). This assump-

tion is one with which I disagree, and which is further
Conclusions discussed in chapter 15.

Chapter 1 sets out the aims and objectives of the
Some suggestions in the draft handbook are more handbook. It then considers (a) the interrelations

semninal than others, either because they are based on between the natural enviromnent and the economy;
hard-headed theoretical reasoning or intuitive ap- (b) monetary valuation and physical description; (c)
peal-or even better, on a combination of the two. In how to define natural assets and described their eco-
many respects, however, the handbook seems to be nomic uses; (d) data sources for a system of inte-
a compromise between different schools of thought. grated environmental and economic accounts (SEEA);
The reader is often given the impression that the and (e) the relationship of the planned system to
authors must have held different opinions on basic current national accounts.
questions such as the integration or separate ac- The description of how economy-environment in-
counts, the topics that should be included, valuation teractions can be conceptualized and classified in (a)
principles, and so on. This is understandable, since is particularly useful and well done. In (b), the usual
there is no authority to refer to. There is nothing problem of the economic valuation of natural assets
wrong with different, well-founded views as long as and services is mentioned, and the important point
they are not mixed up. is made that "the revised system of national accounts

To be a practical tool, the handbook will have to be will contain not only flow accounts but also a de-
more concrete on disaggregation of the SNA, and tailed description of assets" (UNSTAT 1990: 8). In (c),
precise on how the valuation questions should the disparity between "market valuation" and "eco-
be handled. These are questions that will have to nomic valuation" for environmental assets is ac-
be settled in the new SNA and in SEEA simultaneously knowledged, although the precise meaning of
and might still take some time to resolve. "economic valuation" is left unclear. Various meth-

ods of evaluating natural assets are described. In (d),
The Draft Handbook and the UNSTAT the various methods of national and physical ac-
Framework: Comments by John L. R. Proops counting are described, and it is suggested that

"these statistical systems do not seem to be sufficient
My reading of the handbook and the UNSTAT fora complete monitoring framework of the environ-

framework has led me to two conclusions. First, the mental-economic linkages" (UNSTAT 1990: 34). In (e),
authors have provided a dear, comprehensive and the structure of the proposed integrated system of
highly competent review and synthesis of the current accounts is outlined. It is suggested that the appro-
approach to integrating national accounting and the priate way to proceed is to use "satellite" systems of
natural environment. Second, in my view, this cur- environmental accounts to extend the usual national
rent approach is inadequate, because it lacks firm accounts. The usefulness of such accounts, and the
theoretical foundations and is by it, nature essen- difficulty of establishing them, is discussed for both
tially static.1 developed and developing economies.

Chapter 2 deals with the disaggregation of na-
The Draft Handbook tional accounts to allow the indusion of environmen-

tal factors. The chapter considers two main points:
The draft handbook states: the system of national accounts as a basis for a system

of integrated enviromnental and economic accounts;
It is not the aim of the conceptual proposals and the disaggregation of the SNA and defensive

made in the present Draft Handbook to be just an expenditures.
additional approach on environmental account- With respect to the first point, the handbook states
ing, but to reflect as far as possible the different that the starting point for extending the SNA to an
concepts which have been discussed in the past SEEA is the input-output representation of national
few years. The main task of the Handbook is to find accounts. This is an eminently sensible way to begin,
a synthesis of the different schools of thinking. as many of the environmental impacts associated
(UNSTAT 1990: 2) with modem production activities relate to goods

produced for intermediate demand (that is, goods to
This seems very reasonable, if one assumes that the be used as inputs to other production activities). If

basic approaches are appropriate. The authors obvi- the national accounts used were confined to the final
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demand and value added parts only, netting out degradation of environmental quality from pollution
intermediate demand, then the details of these envi- and its effects on human health and welfare" (Frame-
ronmentally sensitive activities would be lost. work, p. 1).It then proposes an extension of the stan-

The second point is expounded in some detail dard system of national accounts with an SNA

through the detailed presentation of a classification satellite system of integrated environmental and eco-
of "defensive activities." These comprise economic nomic accounting. This would embody the principle
activities aimed at ameliorating the negative impacts of materials balance and present the flow accounts
on the natural environment caused by other eco- and balance sheets in a consistent manner.
nomic activities. The handbook and the UNSTAT framework are both

Chapter 3 deals with "physical accounting" in two clear and comprehensive. There are, however, sev-
parts: it explains how physical accounting relates to eral points with which I take issue. I hasten to add
the SEEA, and it describes the physical flow and asset that these views would apply equally to most work
accounts in the SEEA. The first part outlines "the I have seen that seeks to relate national accounting to
materials balance" approach to physical accounting. the natural environment. I have therefore outlined an
In this treatment, the accounting of economic pro- alternative approach in chapter 15.
cesses must be consistent with the conservation of
mass and energy. This is followed by a discussion of The SNA Revision and the Case Study
how various countries have established systems of on Mexico: Comments by Dale Jorgenson
resource accounts. The second part of the chapter
puts forth a disaggregated, input-output framework As Peter Bartelmus points out elsewhere (in
for physical accounting. It is noted that "the dynamic Ahmad, El Serafy, and Lutz 1989), the original SNA
processes within the natural environment are not (1' 8) was to be a system of accounting for flows. As
taken into account. The picture of the natural envi- I ti .k of it, the major achievement of the SNA was to
ronrnent is therefore limited to a description of the integrate national income and product accounts with
natural environment at different points of time and interindustry accounts. The combined system fea-
to an analysis of the status differences" (UNSTAT 1990: tures commodity flows for products and services,
77). In this respect, the proposed treatment of envi- including services of the primary factors of produc-
ronmental change in the SEEA is similar to the stan- tion, capital, and labor.
dard treatment of economic activity in the SNA. Both Unfortunately, a decision was made at the begin-
offer at best a comparative static account of the activ- ning of the current round of revision of the SNA to
ities they seek to describe. preserve its original orientation. This decision was

Chapter 4 seeks to integrate the physical accounts motivated by the demand for a simplified SNA that
within the SEEA, in monetary form. It takes as the could be applied to developing countries. I think it is
main issue the adjustment of gross domestic product fair to say that as the revision has evolved, the SNA

to take account of the costs of environmental deple- experts have lost sight of this original objective. In
tion and degradation. There follows a detailed anal- my view, the revised SNA is at least as complex and
ysis of how GDP can be adjusted to give "eco domestic difficult to implement as the original version. In light
product" (EDP). This is net domestic product, where of this, the decision not to face up to the deficiencies
adjustment is made not only for the deterioration of of the original system is all the more regrettable.
(produced) capital stocks, but also the depletion and As usually presented, for example, the proposed
degradation of natural assets. SEEA begins with the initial stocks of all commodities

Chapter 5 discusses possible extensions to the and concludes with final stocks. Obviously, if all
work described in chapters 1-4. These pertain to commodities of interest were produced within the
issues such as the valuation of environmental ser- economy, links between the beginning and ending
vices, natural pollution degradation, and the inclu- stocks would involve the usual identity: the value of
sion of the indirect environmental costs associated ending stocks is equal to the value of beginning
with foreign trade. stocks, plus capital formation net of capital con-

sumption, and plus revaluation of stocks. The prob-
The UNSTAT Framework lem is how to treat nonproducible commodities, such

as naturally growing renewable assets like trees and
The UNSTAT framework is a relatively brief, but nonrenwable natural resources like oil.

comprehensive, summary of the ideas set out at The SNA finessed this problem by including a "rec-
length in the handbook. It suggests that standard onciliation" account that deals with nonproducible
national accounting fails to take account of "(a) new assets. Although initial expenditure for naturally
scarcities of natural resources which threaten the growing assets is included in capital formation and
sustained productivity of the economy and (b) the appears in the national income and product ac-
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counts, further growth and depletion is not included corresponding asset prices. Of course, some land is
in these accounts but appears instead in the "recon- of no commercial value, so that its price would be
ciliation" account. Similarly, land reclamation and zero.
expenditures leading to "discoveries" of natural The first identity relevant for environmental ac-
resources and land erosion and the depletion of nat- counting is that the value of land at the end of the
ural resources are all treated in the "reconciliation" period is equal to the value at the beginning of the
account. period, less capital consumption, plus revaluation.

It seems that the only internally consistent ap- What is capital consumption if the quantity of land
proach to environmental accounting requires refor- is fixed? It is the change in the quantity of land,
mulating the SNA so that stocks rather than flows treated as an index number. The sum of all land areas
become the primary focus. A complete set of capital is fixed; however, the quantity may rise or fall de-
accounts would include balance sheets giving open- pending on the distribution of the total area over the
ing and closing balances for all stocks in current and various kinds. The quantity rises if the supply of land
constant prices. These stocks would include both of low quality falls, although the surface area re-
reproducible and nonreproducible assets. Stocks mains the same.
would be measured in physical terms; they would be Consider the following simple example. Suppose
valued as assets. Finally, the appropriate accounting that soil erosion takes place, so that fertile agricul-
aggregates would be defined as quantity index num- tural land is transformed into infertile land. The sur-
bers; associated with each quantity aggregate would face area remains the same, but the quantity index
be a price index number, based on the prices of assets. number for land falls, reflecting the increase in land

It would undoubtedly be worthwhile to preserve of low quality and the decrease in land of high qual-
the existing structure of the SNA, so that transactions ity. Alternatively, if land is reclaimed, say, from a
involving nonproducible commodities would be swamp, land of no conmnercial value is transformed
carefully distinguished from those involving pro- into land with a positive value. This shows up as an
ducible commodities. The concept appropriate for increase in the quantity of land, again with no change
"sustainable development," however, is one that in- in the surface area.
dludes both. In an integrated system of economic and What about forests? One possible approach to for-
environmental accounts, there would be no "recon- estry is to treat forests as produced. This would
ciliation" account. Income and wealth accounts obviously be appropriate for commercial forests. Ad-
would be linked by a capital formation account ditions to the stock of trees (and the stock of wood
that would include both reproducible and non- per tree) would be treated as an output; reductions
reproducible assets. of the stock to produce lumber or pulpwood would

At a more practical level, an integrated economic be treated as an input into forestry. Similarly, a re-
and environmental accounting system would re- duction in the stock of trees for land clearing would
quire two underlying data sets. The first would be be an input into construction. This would result in an
the system of commodity flows that underlies the increase in the quantity of land available for nonfor-
SNA, augmented to include flows of nonproducible est uses.
commodities. These flows would include transfers In an integrated economic and environmental ac-
from one asset category to another-for example, counting system, the increase in the stock of trees or
infertile land to fertile land as a consequence of land wood would be treated as an output of the economy.
reclamation. The flows would also include the dis- Associated with each kind (and size) of tree is a
covery and depletion of natural resources. In addi- stumpage value, namely, the value of the tree if it
tion, the data set for the integrated system should were to be harvested. This could be zero for forests
include a perpetual inventory of reproducible and with no commercial value. As trees with commercial
nonreproducible stocks. Both the commodity flows value grow, the stumpage value increases. The
and the perpetual inventory of stocks would be ac- change between opening and ending stocks can be
companied by a system of prices. separated between price and quantity components.

How would this integrated accounting system be The difference between the quantities of trees of a
implemented? I will begin with land, since this given kind (and size) at the beginning and end of the
illustrates the problems that arise for the other ele- period is equal to natural growth, less harvesting,
ments of an environmental accounting system. A land clearing, and so on.
distinguishing feature of land is that it cannot be Nonrenewable resources like oil and minerals re-
produced. Land is very heterogenous, however, and quire a different treatment, but the principles are the
can be transformed from one kind to another. Envi- same. Potentially oil-bearing land has a commercial
ronmental accounts would give stocks of each kind value, given by the price of the mineral rights associ-
of land at the beginning and end of the period and ated with the land. When oil is "found," the value of
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the mineral rights increases. Extraction then requires of the pilot study, a beginning can be made on the
the construction of appropriate wells and transpor- development of a complete balance sheet that in-
tation fadlities. These features "upgrade" the subsoil cludes both reproducible and nonreproducible as-
resources and increase the quantity of these re- sets. The problem that remains is to integrate this
sources. This upgrading must be offset against the information into a system of flow accounts in a satis-
quantity of resources depleted. The proposed United factory way.
Nations integrated system appears to measure de- The United Nations SEEA preserves the inconsis-
pletion, but not the value of "finding" and "develop- tent treatment of reproducible and nonreproducible
ing" oil and mineral resources. Viewed from the assets in the SNA. This makes it necessary to resort to
perspective of wealth accounting, this appears to be a number of arbitrary judgments about what to in-
inconsistent. clude and exclude from the integrated flow accounts.

The transformation of one type of asset to another The only way to eliminate this arbitrariness is to start
seems to provide the key to the problem of measur- with a balance sheet for Mexico that includes both
ing the costs associated with pollution. Water pollu- reproducible and nonreproducible assets.
tion, whether biological or chemical, transforms An integrated system of economic and environ-
water from one quality to another-perhaps potable mental accounts for Mexico must include a perpetual
to nonpotable. This transformation increases the inventory of capital stocks, both reproducible and
quantity of water with a low value and decreases the nonreproducible, and the corresponding asset
quantity with a higher value, and the result is disin- prices. The integration of income and wealth ac-
vestment. The quantity of this disinvestment is the counting requires, in addition, a system of commod-
cost of water pollution. Similarly, the deposition of ity flows, as in the SNA and SCN. The absence of a
solid waste reduces the quality of land, and again the perpetual inventory of assets for Mexico is the most
result is disinvestment. serious lacuna in the Mexican statistical system. As

To summarize, the SNA does have opening and the report indicates, a great deal of work remains to
closing stocks in current and constant prices. It does be done to provide a satisfactory basis for such an
not, however, capture the role of nonreproducible inventory.
assets in generating or reducing incomes through The commodity flow accounts for Mexico could
investment and disinvestment. The solution to this also benefit from further investment. Although an
problem is to expand the notions of capital formation industrial census was completed in 1986, (it covered
and capital consumption to include transactions in activities in the year 1985), a benchmark system of
nonreproducible assets. This is not done in a consis- interindustry accounts for 1985 has not been con-
tent way in the proposed system of integrated eco- structed. Instead, the 1980 benchmark was "up-
nomic and environmental accounts. The problem is dated," on the basis of only part of the commodity
that the inconsistencies are inherent in the original flow information available for 1985. A new industrial
SNA and they have not been eliminated in the revi- census-for the year 1990-is under way and will
sion that is now under way. Reformulating the SNA soon be completed. Benchmarks for both 1985 and
to treat nonreproducible assets consistently should 1990 would be valuable in the further development
have first priority in further work on the integrated of the SCN.

system. In conclusion, an environmental accounting sys-
To turn to the second part of my comments, Mex- tem must above all account for the current and capi-

ico is an excellent candidate for a pilot study of the tal costs associated with pollution abatement. This
proposed SEEA. The Sistema de Cuentas Nacionales output of abatement activities is the increase in the
de Mexico (SCN) contains a complete implementation value of assets that are improved in quality as a result
of the SNA. Obviously, the extension of the SCN to of these activities. As I understand it, only pollution
include capital as well as income accounts is a major abatement activities in the public sector have been
undertaking. The work that has been accomplished measured for Mexico. It would be important to mea-
along these lines is one of the most valuable parts of sure these activities for the private sector as well.
the report. Although a great deal remains to be done, I have two sets of recommendations. The first are
a good beginning has been made (see chapter 6). for the SNA:

In light of my comments on the SNA, it is important 1. An integrated economic and environmental ac-
not to lose sight of the fact that the empirical part of counting system will require reformulation of the
the pilot study for Mexico is valuable and will con- SNA to make wealth accounting rather than income
tribute to the long-term objective of developing an accounting the primary focus.
integrated economic and environmental accounting 2. Reproducible and nonreproducible assets must
system for Mexico. By reorganizing the new informa- be treated symmetrically in an integrated system.
tion that has been made available for Mexico as part Prices for assets such as forest stumpage and mineral
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rights for subsoil resources must be an integral part Management of National Wealth." In Olav Bjerkholt,
of such a system. 0yste Olsen, and Jon Vislie, eds., Recent Modelling Ap-

3. The "recondliation" account of the SNA should proaches in Applied Energy Economics. London: Chapman
be eliminated and replaced by a capital formation & Hall.
account that includes both reproducible and non- Bartelmus, Peter, Carsten Stahmer, and Ian van Tongeren.
reproducible assets. 1989. "Integrated Environmental and Economic Ac-

4. At a practical level, commodity flow informa- counting: Framework for a SNA Satellite Systemn." Paper
tion must be augmented by a perpetual inventory of presented at the 21st IARIw conference, Lahnstein, West
assets. The establishment and maintenance of such Germany.
an inventory should be the focus of future develop- Bye, Brita, Torstein Bye, and Lorents Lorentsen. 1989.
ment for countries that have successfully im- "SIMEN. Studies of Industry, Environment and Energy
plemented a commodity flow data base. towards 2000." Discussion Paper 44. Central Bureau of

My second set of recommendations is for the Mex- Statistics, Oslo.
ican SCm: Brekke, Kjele Arne. 1991. "Macroeconornic Consequences

1. The first priority should be to develop bench- of Resource Wealth Management under Uncertainty."
mark interindustry accounts for 1985 and 1990, Central Bureau of Statistics. Oslo.
which should be based on a complete system of Central Bureau of Statistics. 1991. Natural Resources and the
commodity flows. Environment 1990. Reports 91 /la. Oslo.

2. Work should be initiated on a perpetual inven- Hamilton, Kirk. 1989. "Natural Resources and National
tory of wealth for Mexico. This may require a na- Wealth." Statistics Canada, Ottawa.
tional wealth survey to provide an appropriate Hartwick, John M. 1990. "Natural Resources, National Ac-
benchmark that can be periodically updated by counting and Economic Depreciation." Journal of Public
neans of data on capital formation. Economics 43.

3. The perpetual inventoxy of wealth should in- Hicks, John. 1946. Value and Capital. Oxford: Oxford Uni-
dude reproducible and nonreproducible assets. versity Press.

4. Both the current and capital costs of pollution Hotelling, H. 1931. "The Economics of Exhaustible Re-
abatement in the private sector should be measured sources." Journal of Political Economy 39.
along with costs for the public sector. Maler, Karl-G6ran. 1990. "National Accounts and Environ-

mental Resources." Paper presented at the conference of
Notes theEuropeanAssociationof Environmental Economists,

Venice, April 17-20.
1. In chapter 15, Proops proposes an alternative model- Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-

ing-type approach that is dynamic in nature. ment (oECD). 1991. Environmental Indicators: Progress Re-
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n 1990-91 the United Nations Statistical Division Nacionales de Mexico (SCNM); the resource balances
(UNSTAT), the World Bank, and the Mexican In- (in physical terms) that reflect oil extraction, defores-

istituto Nacional de Estadistica, Geografia e In- tation and land use, and degradation; and the meth-
formatica (INEGI), with partial funding from the ods used to arrive at monetary valuations that made
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), it possible to compare SCNM and SCEEM aggregates,
undertook a pilot project to compile environmentally and thereby to compare environmental impacts and
adjusted economic aggregates for Mexico. The aggre- the use of natural resources by different economic
gates were to be developed within the framework of activities in Mexico. The analytical data through-
environmental accounts linked to the national ac- out the chapter refer to 1985, which is the year in
counts of Mexico and were to be based on concepts which a detailed input-output table was compiled
elaborated in the uNsTAVs draft handbook on envi- for Mexico.
ronmental accounting (United Nations 1990b). The
quantitative results of that experiment are the subject General Orientation of the Pilot Project
of this chapter. A detailed account of the project, its
data sources, and valuation methods is available on Because of increasing concern about Mexico's en-
request.1 vironmental problems, a variety of studies have been

The discussion opens with background informa- carried out in an attempt to quantify the impacts of
tion on the orientation and organizational context of these problems on production and the quality of life.2

the project and an outline of the three main environ- Both the public and politicians in Mexico are aware
mental concerns that it addressed: oil extraction, de- that many of their environmental concerns have
forestation and land use, and degradation. Attention bearing on economic activities and that environmen-
is also given to the sources of data on the physical tal impacts can be mitigated through a combination
environmental indicators used to measure the im- of incentives and regulations affecting economic ac-
pact of these activities, the adjustments needed to tivities. Before the economic ramifications of envi-
permit these data to be used forintegrated economic- ronmental interventions can be fully assessed,
environmental analysis, and the principles applied however, environmental impacts will have to be in-
in the monetary valuation of the environmental im- corporated into economic analysis. Otherwise, it will
pacts. The results of the efforts to incorporate these be impossible to identify the economic activities in
data into a system of economic-environmental ac- which envirornental regulations would have the
counting for Mexico, called the Sistema de Cuentas most effect from an environmental point of view and
Economicas y Ecologicas de Mexico (SCEEM), are dis- at the same time be optimal from an economic point
cussed next. This section includes an explanation of of view. The development of such a link between
the traditional Mexican national accounts frame- economic and environmental accounting was an im-
work for economic analysis, the Sistema de Cuentas portant objective of this pilot study.

85
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One of the difficulties encountered in this project understanding of concepts and format had been
was that rather a large gulf separates the disciplines reached.
involved in economic analysis from those that deal Thedevelopmentof thescEEMinitspresentformat
with the analysis of environmental impacts. In Mex- should therefore be treated as a study into the feasi-
ico, as in many other countries, not only are the bility of integrating economic and environmental
orentations of economic and environmental analysis data bases and analyses. Once such integration is
different, but the disciplines are practiced by differ- accomplished, itwill be necessary to carry out further
ent experts and supported by different institutions. experiments to find ways of improving the reliability
In Mexico, most government policies in these fields of the data and to develop more detailed data sets
are formulated with the advice of INEGI, which has with a similar orientation. For instance, the environ-
developed macroeconomic economic accounts that mental project in Mexico could be followed by de-
are used by the government in economic policymak- tailed studies into soil erosion caused by agricultural
ing, and by SEDUE, which is the focal point in the production or into air and water pollution caused by
government for environmental policymaking The economic activities in the Federal District of Mexico.
first step in implementing the project in Mexico was Such studies would have to ensure that the methods
to establish the necessary contacts between experts and classifications applied in compiling economic
in economic accounting in INEGI and resource ac- and environmental data are compatible in terms of
counting in SEDuE and other Mexican institutions valuation, estimation procedures, and the like.
dealing with natural resources. The principal objective of future activities m envi-

An accounting framework was developed that ronmental accounting should not, however, be just
could be used as the quantitative instrument through to obtain better data for integrated environmental
which environmental data analyzed by SEDuE and and economic analysis. Emphasis should also be
other Mexican institutions could be linked to macro- placed on analyzing environmental impacts on
economic data elaborated by INEGL The economic- growth and performance, as discussed later in this
environmental accounting framework, SCEEM, is chapter. Analytical tools, too, will have to be im-
based on the system of inteprated environmental and proved if integrated analyses that are based on envi-
economic accounts (SEEA). The SEEA was adapted to ronmentally adjusted aggregates are to have an
Mexican circumstances and requirements in a way impact on policymaking.
that made it possible to identify separately the eco-
nomic accounts induded in SCNM and compiled by Environmental Concerns
INEGI, and the resource balances known by experts
from SEDUE and other Mexican institutions con- The environmental concerns examined here per-
cerned with natural resources. As a result, the project tain to the quantitative and qualitative effects of eco-
participants were able to discuss and reconcile com- nomic activities on natural resources. These concerns
mon concepts, valuations, and other important is- stem from three main kinds of activities: oil extrac-
sues and could also use available economic and tion (also called depletion), deforestation and land
environmental data sets in a joint analysis to gain use, and degradation.
insight into the interactions between economic activ-
ities and environmental effects. Furthermore, within Nature of the Concerns
the resource balances of SCEEM, a distinction was
madebetweenresourcebalancesrepresentingdiffer- Oil depletion is a concern because it would mean
ent environmental concerns, so that the quantitative the quantitative exhaustion of a natural resource that
interactions between economic activities and each of is an important source of revenues for the Mexican
those environmental concerns could be separately economy, obtained through oil extraction and the
assessed. discovery of new oil reserves. The traditional eco-

In keeping with the orientation of SEEA, the SCEEM nomic aggregates do not make any allowance for
was designed as an integrated system, the purpose depletion, which constitutes a loss of future reve-
of which is to identify and quantify the relationship nues; in other words, traditional economic analysis
between environmental effects and different macro- treats oil resources as free goods. Oil depletion is
economic aggregates, but with less emphasis initially analyzed separately from the environmental impacts
on the quantitative accuracy of the environmental (that is, the air and water pollution) caused by oil
adjustments. The reason for this orientation was that extraction and the subsequent oil-refining activities.
it seemed important to first integrate the disciplines, These impacts, which affect the quality of natural
concepts, and data, inasmuch as both the data and resources (air, water), are dealt with in the same
the analysis could not be improved until a common manner as degradation.
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The deforestation and land-use concerns include workers in the production processes or through sec-
the loss of timber as a result of commercial and ondary effects on the growth of products in agricul-
noncommercial logging beyond the rate at which ture, fishing, and forestry, which in turn affects the
replacement can take place through natural growth, generation of net product in these economic activi-
and as a result of the transfer of unexploited forest ties. These secondary effects on production are, how-
areas to economic use, either in the form of agricul- ever, more difficult to identify and analyze because
tural land, land used for holding cattle, or land trans- many of them-and not only the environmental
ferred for the purpose of urbanization. The transfer ones-may operate together, and the time lags of the
of land also affects the practice of cultivation, which effects on production may be considerable.
is sometimes carried out by burning forests for tem- The distinction between the immediate and the
porary cultivation and abandoning the land after a long-run effects on production through primary ef-
few harvests. All the foregoing activities not only fects on well-being does not entirely coincide with
help deplete the resources-timber and forestland- the distinction between the two groups of concerns.
but they also hasten the destruction of these natural Oil depletion may also have a long-run effect
resources as ecosystems. Although this loss of forests through the air and water pollution caused by oil
as an ecosystem is of serious concern, it is not extraction activities. Deforestation may have severe
addressed under deforestation and land use as long-run effects, as the loss of the ecosystems may
defined here, which refer solely to the quantitative affect productivity, particularly in agriculture, and
reduction of two natural resources, that is, timber through health effects the productivity of workers in
and forestland. other industries, and in general may have a deterio-

In the case of degradation, the issue is not the rating effect on the quality of life. At the same time,
quantitative exhaustion of natural resources, but some of the degradation effects, such as land erosion
rather the qualitative degradation of the ecosystem, and groundwater loss, may have immediate effects
for example, through the contamination of air and on productivity, particularly in agriculture.
water as a result of the generation and deposit of
residuals, and also as a result of the environmental The Methods Used to Measure and Value
impact of leaving garbage and solid wastes behind EnvironmentalImpacts
after production, whether it is of a household or
commercial nature. The degradation concerns also The first step of the project was to compile data on
include land erosion and groundwater loss. physical indicators of natural asset balances and to

In the present analysis of the impacts of the three extend the present SCNM to include balances of pro-
types of environmental concerns, it has been as- duced assets. The initial information used to extend
sumed that the quantitative depletion and effects the SCNM in this manner was the SCNM data on gross
arising from oil extraction, deforestation, and land capital formation. Additional information was ob-
usewillhaveanimmediateimpactontheproductive tained from the economic census of 1986, supple-
and income-generating capacity of the Mexican mented by data from the census of commerce and
economy. The depletion of oil and the loss of trees services of 1980, and the survey of capital formation
immediatelyaffectsthefutureincome-generatingca- in the enterprise sector, both carried out in 1980 by
pacity of the oil extraction and logging activities. the Banco de Mexico.
Also, the land transferred from the environment to
economic activities in agriculture, livestock holding, DATA SOURCES. The data used to compile physical
and for purposes of urbanization will have an im- indicators were obtained from various sources, all of
mediate (in this case positive) impact on the income- which reflect the three kinds of environmental con-
generating capacity of economic activities. cerns mentioned earlier.
Qualitative degradation, in contrast, will have al- In the case of oil, details on the proven reserves of
most immediate effects on the welfare of the popula- oil were obtained from information published by the
tion and long-run effects on their productive and publicly controlled Mexican Petroleum Company
income-generating capacity. The quality of life will PEMEX. Annual extraction data were also obtained
be impaired through the effects of air, water, and from this source. New discoveries are not published
solid waste pollution on health; through the effects but can be obtained indirectly from the published
of land erosion on the quality of recreational areas; data on oil deposits and oil extraction.
and through groundwater loss, which immediately Information on the (opening and closing) stock of
affects the consumptive activities of households. Ul- forest resources was obtained from the national for-
timately, degradation will have an impact on pro- est inventory, a report prepared by the Secretaria de
duction, either through its effect on the health Agricultura y Recursos Hidraulicos. The report in-
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cluded information on land surface covered by for- pollution by households. The coefficients were ap-
ests expressed in hectares and also on the volume of plied to output in each industry and total population
trees in cubic meters. There was no detailed informa- provided national totals on DBOs.
tion on the kinds of trees. The same Secretaria de Information on groundwater resources was ob-
Agricultura and Recursos Hidraulicos also compiled tained from a variety of reports, primarily the general
a regional inventory of the use of land, which pro- ecology report prepared by the Comision Nacional
vided information on land use in general and not de Ecologia. The use of groundwater was estimated
only for forest areas. Assumptions about changes in on the basis of water used per capita and water used
the use of land were based on studies concerning the per unit of industrial production in a number of
relation between increases in the use of land and the industries, including agriculture, cattle farming, and
corresponding growth of agricultural production, electricity production. The reduction in the ground-
the growth of production in cattle farming, and the water resources was assumed to be the difference
growth of urban centers. These assumptions made between this use and what is annually replenished
it possible to calculate decreases in the forest area through precipitation.
over time. The generation of solid wastes was calculated for

Data on degradation were compiled in relation to only the household sector; industrial wastes were not
land erosion, air and water pollution, groundwater covered. The main source of information was the
use, and the generation of solid wastes. general ecology report prepared by the Comision

Land erosion was estimated on the basis of the Nacional de Ecologia, which provided information
general ecology report elaborated by the Comision on the daily average generation of solid wastes at the
Nacional de Ecologia. The report identifies areas national level (0.693 kilogram) and at the federal
with very severe, severe, and moderate land erosion district level (0.987 kilogram). The report dis-
and presents an average erosion per hectare (27.54 tinguishes between different solid residues, which
tons/hectare) at the national level. The information are grouped together under the headings of biode-
on erosion per hectare was applied to the areas used gradable and nonbiodegradable. This information
for agriculture, cattle farming, and forestry, and thus was used together with population data to arrive at
national totals in tons were derived and allocated a national level of solid waste generated by house-
to the three economic activities mentioned. The holds.
reconditioning of soil, which helped eliminate some
of the soil erosion, was deducted from soil erosion in VALUATION. As is shown later in the chapter, envi-
agriculture. ronmental accounts expressed in physical units can

Information on air pollution was based primarily indicate the direction in which environmental cost
on reports coming out of a longterm program car- and capital would affect the traditional economic
ried out by the Federal District of Mexico, called the aggregates. For an integrated analysis, however, it is
Programa Integral Contra la Contaminacion essential that environmental variables be expressed
Atmosferica (1989). With the results of this project, it in the same monetary units as the economic vari-
was possible to calculate contamination coefficients ables.
for five kinds of contamninants: sulfur dioxide, nitro- Two methods are used to value natural assets and
gen oxide, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and changes therein. First, the value of stocks of assets
fully suspended particles. The contamination coeffl- can be calculated as the sum of discounted values of
dents related the emission of these substances to the future income streams; the value of changes in the
number of motor vehicles, the output of the oil-refin- stock of natural assets is therefore based on the
ing industry, the output of electricity plants, and the changes in future income streams as a consequence
output of other manufacturing industries. The coef- of additions to the reserves of natural assets, or de-
ficients were used to calculate national totals for each pletions. The second type of valuation, which is only
of the contamninants, on the basis of the total number used for valuing quality changes in the natural as-
of vehicles in Mexico and the output of a variety of sets, is based on the cost of avoiding such changes.
industries causing air pollution. These translate into more specific methods for each

The extent of water pollution was measured in of the natural resourcesand environmentalconcerns
terms of the biochemical demand of oxygen (DBo). covered in the SCEEM.
This is an effective measure because additional oxy- Two methods are used for valuing the exploitation
gen is needed to break down excess organic sub- of oil and timber reserves: the net rent method, as
stances found in water. The sources of information developed in projects carried out by the World Re-
were private studies. Contamination coefficients ex- sources Institute projects (Repetto and others 1989),
pressed in DBOs were estimated fora variety of indus- and the method developed by El Serafy (1989), which
trial sectors and also per capita to cover water is designed to calculate a depletion allowance. The
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net rent method calculates the value of natural re- Accounting for Environmental Impacts
sources in the ground as the difference between the on Economic Activities
market value of lumber and oil and the cost incurred
(including a normal profit) in extracting this resource The aim of the work on environmental accounting
for commercial exploitation. The net rent value is is to reflect in quantitative format the effects of envi-
calculated separately for opening and dosing stocks, ronmental concerns in existing economic analysis. In
as well as for changes in those stocks as a result of order for the integrated environmental and eco-
depletions and additions. nomic analysis to achieve maximum results, the

The method developed by El Serafy values the starting framework should be of the kind frequently
natural resource as a function of the sum of the used as a basis for government policy decisions and
discounted values of future income streams that are should indude as many variables as possible that can
generated by it. The assumption here is that a part of incorporate environmental impacts. The technique
the operating surplus of mining and forestry would that best fits these conditions in the Mexican case is
have to be reserved for reinvestment (depletion al- input-output analysis that relies on the highly devel-
lowance) to ensure that the sum of the discounted oped data base of the SCNM. This data base is a
income streams (covering net operating surplus and convenient point of departure in this instance be-
the compensation of employees) over the limited life cause it is easily understood by both the users and
of the natural resources would be equal to the sum the producers of such statistics in Mexico, and in the
of discounted income streams, over an infinite pe- past input-output data and analyses have been used
riod, obtained if net product was reduced by the extensivelyfor policypurposes there. Withthe SCEEM
depletion allowance, and the depletion allowance structured along the lines of the SCNM, it becomes
was reinvested. The amount of the depletion allow- possible to compare their data bases and thus to
ance per unit of production is obtained as a result of appreciate how aggregates of SCNM change when
these assumptions. The values based on the net rent redefined in SCEEM. Also, analytical users would
and El Serafy methods have their own economic readily see how the scEEM analysis would differ from
meaning and are therefore used in combination in that carried out in the context of SCNM.
the integrated analysis presented in this chapter. Consider now the procedures involved in such a

The value of land is generally based on the sum of macroecomic analysis of economic and environmen-
the discounted value of future income streams in the tal data.
different economic activities in which land is used. It
is calculated separately for forestland, land used in Macroeconomic Analysis
agriculture, land used for holding livestock, and land
used to meet urban needs. In each type of economic This section explains Mexico's present system of
activity the value per hectare of land is based on the national accounts (SCNM), the proposed SCEEM,
sum of the discounted values of net value added per and how the SCEEM can be applied to environmental
year per hectare of land. In the case of forestland, the concerns.
value of the land is based on net value added in
forestry. Only forestland that is considered an envi- The Sistema de Cuentas Nacionales de Mexico
ronmental asset has been given an economic value;
other land not used for economic purposes has not The basic features of the SCNM are summarized in
been valued. The revaluation of land within the same table 6-1. Underlying this system is a simple analyti-
activity between the beginning and end of the period cal model, which serves a variety of analyses. The
is not taken into account; only changes in the value model indudes a supply and use identity and pro-
of land when transferred from one activity to another duction functions.
are considered. The supply and use identity can be written as

All types of degradation have been valued on the
basis of avoidance cost per unit of contaminant or (6-1) P + M = Ci + C + I + Ex
other unit of degradation. In the case of land erosion,
this cost is valued as the cost of the fertilizer required in which P = production, M = imports, Ci = interme-
to maintain the productivity of the land as it was diate consumption, C = final consumption, I = gross
before erosion took place. For groundwater loss, the capital formation (or investment), and Ex = exports.
cost was assumed to be equal to what it would cost A second identity defines gross product or value
to reinject water into underground water reservoirs. added (Y) as the difference between production and
The cost of water and air pollution was estimated on intermediate consumption, that is,
the basis of what it would cost to reduce such pollu-
tion to acceptable levels. (6-2) Y = P - Ci.
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Table 6-1. Input-Output Scheme (SCNM) for Mexico's Economic Activities
(bilions of Mexican pesos)

Element Production Rest of world Final consumption Produced capital

Economnic supply P M

Total 75,706,918 4,897,328
Economic uses Ci Ex C I

Total 28,315,216 7,305,293 34,948,897 10,034,840

Gross product Y

Total 47,391,702

Note: See the text for an explanation of the italicized terms. A billion is 1,000 millionL
Source: Authors' analysis.

When this income definition is substituted into the changes in produced capital. Further changes are

first identity, a third identity is derived that links reflected in (net) product and (net) capital formation.

gross product and expenditures: Both were defined gross in table 6-1 and are replaced

by net versions after the deduction of depreciation in

(6-3) Y = C + I + (Ex - M). table 6-2.
The asset balance presented in the last coluinn of

The supply and use identity (6-1) is represented in table 6-2 has the following format:

table 6-1 as the identity between the totals of the

second and third row, that is 75,707 (P) + 4,897 (M) = Kp = KOp.ec + (I - Depr) + Revp .

28,315 (Cl) + 34,949 (C) + 10,035 (1) + 7,305 (Ex).4

The product identity (6-2) is shown in column 1 as One element, Revp.e& which stands for the revalu-
the difference between total economic supply or out- ation of produced economic assets, is added for the

put (P) minus total economic uses or intermediate purposes of completeness. No value has been en-

consumption (Ci); that is, gross product (Y) is 47,392 tered for this element in table 6-2, however, because

(Y) = 75,706 (P) - 28,315 (Ci). the revaluation of produced assets is not taken into

The third product-expenditure identity (6-3) is not account in the additional data that were compiled.

immediately obvious from table 6-1; it is reflected in The asset balance in monetary units, as presented in

the identity between Y, on the one hand, and the sum table 6-2, therefore takes the following quantitative

of C, I, and (Ex - M, on the other; that is, format

47,391 (Y) = 34,949(C) + 10,035 (I) + [7,305 (Ex) 115,866 (Klp )e = 111,162 (KOpec) + [10035(1)

- 4,897 (M)]. - 5,331 (Depr)].

If balances of environmental assets or natural re- Inasmuch as depreciation is one of the elements

sources are to play an important role, the first step in that explain the change in the value of produced

deriving SCEEM is to expand SCNM with the corre- assets, it must be incorporated in the expanded ver-

sponding asset balances of produced assets, which sion of SCNM in order to change the static input-out-

are not regularly compiled in Mexico but which form put model of SCNM to a dynamic one. Thus it is also

an integral part of the international system of na- necessary to change from using gross product (Y) in

tional accounts (SNA). This expansion of the SCNM table 6-1 to net product (Yn) in table 6-2. The national

(see table 6-2), changes the input-output scheme accounts identity therefore changes to

from one that can only be used for static analysis of

the input-output type to a dynamic input-output Yn = C + In + (Ex - M)

model in which capital output ratios can be identified

and used to analyze growth. The extended scheme of where Yn and In are net product and capital forma-

table 6-2 includes three additional elements besides tion concepts from which depreciation has been

those of table 6-1, that is, KO(. e), opening stock of deducted.

produced assets; Kl(p ec), dosmg stock of produced

assets; and Depr, depreciation. The Sistema de Cuentas Ecologicas e Economicas
The three elements are used to define the addi- deMexico

tional asset balance identity, which explains the rela-

tion between the opening and closing stocks of The SCEEM, as already mentioned, is designed

produced assets (K1(pe), KO(p.c)) on the basis of along the lines of the SCNM but with the following
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Table 6-2. Enlarged Input-Output Scheme with Produced Asset BalancesforMexico's Economic Activities
(billions of Mexican pesos)

Production Rest of world Final consumption Produced capital
Element (1) (2) (3) (4)

Opening assets Ko. p. ec
Produced assets 111,162,310
Economic supply P M

Total 75,706,918 4,897,328
Economic uses Ci Ex C I

Total 28,315,216 7,305,293 34,948,897 10,034,840
Depreciation Depr. -Depr.

5,331,186 (5,331,186)
Net product Yn In

42,060,516 4,703,654
Revaluation Rev. p. ec
Produced assets
Closing assets Kl. p. ec
Produced assets 115,865,965

Note. See the text for an explanation of the italicized terms.
Source: Authors' analysis.

modifications. It includes a wider asset boundary, for economic activities-these are the so-called environ-
it covers not only produced assets, but also non- mental assets. Economic assets are used as produc-
produced natural or environmental assets. This tion factors in the generation of output, and
makes it possible to include imputations for addi- production analysis requires that full balances, in-
tional expenditure items that are related to the deple- duding stocks of economic assets, be available. En-
tion and degradation of nonproduced assets. vironmental assets are not considered production
Furthermore, by taking into account the imputed factors in this sense; their contribution to the gener-
items, the SCEEM is able to incorporate modified con- ation of output is not fully understood or perceived
cepts of net product or value added, which are de- in existing analysis, as is evident from the lack of
rived by deducting not only the traditional cost information on asset balances, especially on the
items, but also imputed items that correspond to the stocks of those assets.
environmental cost of depletion and degradation. In In the case of Mexico, oil reserves and land used in
addition, the SCEEM changes the concept of capital agriculture, livestock management, and urbaniza-
formation as used in the traditional analysis of SCNM tion are treated as nonproduced economic assets,
and introduces a new concept of capital accumula- whereas water (including groundwater), air, soil
tion, which takes into account not only changes in (lost through erosion), and also all forests are consid-
produced assets as a result of production and depre- ered environmental assets. Forests are included as
ciation of such assets, but also changes in the stock of environmental assets because the data do not make
nonproduced assets resulting from new finds of non- clear the distinction between virgin forests and for-
produced assets and deteriorations of nonproduced ests that are used for commercial logging and that
assets as a consequence of economic activities. should therefore be treated as an economic asset in

The modified features of the SCEEM can be readily the same manner as oil. Both groundwater and soil
compared with the features of the traditional scNM, are treated as nonproduced environmental assets,
which are identified by the shaded areas in table 6-3. either because their contribution as a production
The table includes two additional columns for incor- factor to the generation of output is not sufficiently
porating balances of nonproduced assets alongside clear (groundwater) or because no asset balances
those of the produced assets that were included in could be obtained from the available data (soil).
SCNM. The first additional column refers to non- Along with a wider asset boundary, the SCEM
produced assets that are directly "used" in economic incorporates costs that reflect the use and deteriora-
activities together with produced assets; both groups tion of nonproduced assets as a result of economic
are labeled economic assets. The second additional activities. Table 6-3 presents two lknds of imputed
column refers only to assets that are "affected" by costs: Cidep, which are imputed costs related to de-
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Table 6-3. Basic Structure of the Sistema De Cuentas Economicas De Mexico (SCEEM) for Economic
Activities

Economic activities
Economic assets Nonproduced

Rest Financial Produced Nonproduced environmental
Element Production of world consumption assets assets assets

Opening assets Ko.p.ec Ko.np.ec Ko.np.env
Economic supply P M
Economic uses Ci Ex C I
Depreciation Depr Depr
Net domestic product (NDP) Yn In
Environmentaluses I.np.ec I.np.env
Depletion and land-use concerns Ci.depl -Dpl.np.ec -Dpl.np.env
Environmentally adjusted net product Ynl LAn.ecl IAn.envl
Degradation concerns Ci.degr -Degr.np.env
Environmentally adjusted net product Yn2 LAn.ec2 IAn.env2
Revaluation Rev.p.ec Rev.np.ec Rev.np.env
Closing assets KI.p.ec Kl.np.ec K1.np.env

Note. IArLec2 = JAn.ecl
Source: Authors' analysis.

pletion and losses reflecting the deterioration of land tion cost and the cost of land use as summarized
that is transfeiTed from the environrment to economic above is directly linked to the market value of the
activities; and Cide,r which covers the deterioration assets that are depleted or transferred to economic
of the environmental assets as a consequence of eco- use. Inputations for the cost of degradation are not
nomic activities. For the purposes of this pilot study, as dose to market valuations and therefore are much
the cost of depletion includes the cost of depleting more controversial elements in the analysis. A re-
oil, timber, and groundwater reserves. The imputed lated reason is that the cost of depletion and land use
cost of land use refers to the trees-representing the taken into account in the calculation of EDPl relates
ecosystem-that are lost as a consequence of trans- to the use of economic assets, whereas the EDP2 takes
ferring forestland to agricultural land, using land for into account not only the cost of the depletion of
holding cattle, and using land for the purposes of nonproduced economic assets, but also the cost of
urbanization. The imputed cost referTed to as the cost affecting nonproduced environmental assets such as
of degradation includes the costs associated with air air,water(includinggroundwaterloss),andsoil(soil
and water pollution, solid waste materials, and land erosion).
erosion and groundwater loss. Another new feature of SCEEm is its two concepts

Next, two modified net product concepts are intro- of net capital accumulation, one of which refers to net
duced, called environmentally adjusted net domestic accumulation of economic assets (IAnec) and the
product 1 and 2 (EDPI and EDP2). EDPl-or what is other to net accumulation of environmental assets
represented in table 6-3 as Ynl-is derived by de- (IAren,).
ducting the environmental uses related to depletion Net accumulation of economic assets is defined as the
and land use from the net domestic product (NDP) in change in the productive capacity, that is, in the
scNM. That is, capital used in production, including not only pro-

duced assets, but also nonproduced economic assets.
Ynl = Yn - Cidep1 Net accumulation of environmental assets is the net

change in the quantity and quality of environmental
and EDP2-or Yn2-is obtained by further deducting assets as a result of economic activities.
the cost of degradation. That is, The enlarged concept of net accumulation of eco-

nomic assets includes net capital formation and two
Yn2 = Yn - (Cidepl + Cide). additional elements related to nonproduced eco-

nomic assets: one represents "investments" in non-
A distinction is made between EDP1 and EDP2 for produced assets, which result from the transfer of

two reasons. The first is that the valuation of deple- environmental assets to economic activities (Inp.eC)
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and the other represents the depletion of non- economic assets Q.ec) and as a reduction in the
produced economic assets (Depl, ec). In the case of quantity of environmental assets (Inp.env).
Mexico, the "investment" element includes the trans- These two elements induce changes in EDPl, as
fer of land and mineral reserves to use in economic compared with NDP, and in the net accumulation of
activities, and the depletion element refers to the economic assets, as compared with the net capital
depletion of oil. Timber and groundwater depletion formation of scNM in tables 6-1 and 6-2. Even though
is not included in the net accumulation of economic the environmental uses are expressed in physical
assets, because timber and groundwater are not terms, it is easy to see the direction in which these
treated as economic assets, but rather as environmen- macroeconomic aggregates would change. EDP1
tal assets, as explained earlier. Also excluded from (Ynl) would decrease with the amount of oil ex-
net accumulation of economic assets is the revalua- tracted (Cidepl), and net accumulation would change
tion of produced assets (Revp..), nonproduced eco- as a result of the difference between what is extracted
nomic assets (Revnp.c), and nonproduced (Depl ed)and the new finds of oil reserves (In ).
environmental assets (Revnpenv). The diference between the decrease in Ynl and'the

Table 6-3 distinguishes between net accumulation net accumulation of economic assets would be the
of economic and environmental assets related to Ynl decrease in nonproduced environmental assets (oil
and Yn2, which are defined as follows: reserves) that are transferred from the environment

to economic uses (np.env).
IAnle, = IAn2ec = In + (Inp.. - Deplnp..) The asset balances of oil are presented in the col-

umn for nonproduced economic assets, which show
lAnjer, = -(Inp.env + Deplnp.en,) the following quantitative relation between closing

and opening assets of oil in million of barrels:
IAn2env = Inp.env - (Deplnp.e, + Degrnpenv)K

Xn, = KOn -c (Deplnp ec - n.c
When approaching Ynl and Yn2 from the expen- 70,900 = 71,750 - (1,265 - 415).

diture side, while using the above definitions ofIAnec
and IAnenv, the following identities hold: DEFORESTATION AND LAND USE. The deforestation

and land-use concerns are represented in table 6-5. It
Ynl = C + (IAnl1 , + IAnlnv) + (Ex - M) includes the logging of trees as part of the forestry

activity (7,626 cubic meters), the transfer of forest-
Yn2 = C + (IAn2e + IAn2env) + (Ex - M). land to economic activities in agriculture, livestock

holding and urbanization (277,589 hectares), and the
Both identities show clearly the change in the tra- losses of trees resulting from the transfer of land to

ditional national accounts identity, after the incorpo- economic uses (35,474 cubic meters).
ration of environmental assets. Net accumulation of The cost of tree logging is presented as an interme-
economic assets (IAne) is only partly reflected in Yn. diate cost of production (C' de i)' and because forests
An important component of net accumulation of are treated as enviromnental assets (as mentioned
economic assets is directly based on the transfer of earlier), there is a counterpart reduction in non-
environmental assets to econonic activities; and this produced environmental capital (Deplnp.env). The
is reflected in a negative entry for IAnenv. transfer of forestland to economic uses is reflected in

an increase in nonproduced economic capital (I,,P_,)
The scEEm Applied to Environmental Concerns and a decrease in nonproduced environmental capi-

tal (lp env). The losses resulting from this transfer of
The SCEEM scheme is now applied to the three land are shown as the intermediate cost of the activ-

environmental concerns. ity devoted to preparing land for economic use
(Cidepl) (namely, the activity of the construction in-

OIL EXTRACrION. The oil extraction concern can be dustry, which is responsible for the output called
introduced in a simple manner, as illustrated in table "improvements to land") and as a reduction in envi-
6-4. Only two aspects of environmental uses are in- ronmental capital (-Deplp.env).
cluded, namely, oil depletion and new finds of oil, EDP1 (Yrj) decreases as a result of the logging cost
both of which are expressed in physical units of and the losses of trees due to the transfer of land to
measure. Oil depletion (1,265 million barrels) is economic uses. In contrast, the net accumulation of
shown as an extra environmental cost (Ci.dep1) and as economic assets (IAn1e), as compared with net capi-
a reduction in the value of nonproduced economic tal formation, increases because of the amount of
assets (Deplp.ec). New finds of oil (415 million bar- forestland transferred to economic uses. The differ-
rels) are presented as an addition to nonproduced ence between the reduction in Ynl and the change in
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Table 6-4. Enlarged Input-Output Schemne with Asset Balances and Adjustments for New Changes in Oil
Reserves
(physical units and billions of Mexican pesos)

Economicactivities
Economic assets Environment

Nonproduced Nonproduced Physical
Rest Financial Produced economic environmental unit of

Elements Production of world consumption assets assets assets measurement

Opening assets Ko.p.ec Ko.np.ec Ko.np.env
Produced assets 11,162,310
Oil 71,750 million

barrels
Economic supply P M

Total 75,706,918 4,897,328
Economic uses Ci Ex C I

Total 28,315,216 7,305,293 34,948,897 10,034,840
Depreciation Depr -Depr

5,331,186 (5,331,186)
Environmental uses

Oil extraction Ci.depl -Depl.np.ec
concerns

Oil depletion 1,265 (1,265) million
barrels

New finds of oil Lnp.ec -Lnp.env nillion
barrels

415 (415)
Net product (EDPl) Ynl IAnl.ec IAnl.env
Closing assets K1.p.ec Kl.np.ec Kl.np.env
Produced assets 115,865,965
Oil 70,900 milion

barrels

Source: Authors' analysis.

net accumulation of economic assets as compared Trees lost (thousand cubic meters):
with net capital formation is entirely reflected in the
losses of environmental capital as presented in the Klnp.env = K)np.. - DePInp..
environment column (IAnlnv). 3,082,168 = 3,125,268- (7,626 + 55,474).

The asset balances that are affected by the defores-
tation and land-use concerns are those for land in DEGRADATON. Table 6-6 incorporates the effects of
economic uses, which is presented in the column for degradation. These indude soil erosion, in tons of
nonproduced economic assets, forestland that is in- soil lost; solid waste materials resulting from house-
cluded in the column for environmental assets, and hold activities, also in tons; groundwater used, in
timber, which is also presented in this column. In thousands of cubic meters; water pollution in bio-
quantitative form, the three asset balances are as chemical demand for oxygen (DBO) used by nature to
follows. destroy the foreign substances in the water; and air

Land used for economic purposes (hectares): pollution, in tons of various chemicals that are emit-
ted by industrial production processes. The cost of

Klnp.ec = K0np.ec + Inp.ec degradation is presented as the environmental cost
140,019,157 = 139,741,568 + 277,589 of production (Cide), with counterpart entries in the

column for the environment representing the deteri-
Forestland (hectares): oration of environmental capital (-DegrnpJ.).

When these environmental uses are included, EDP2
Klnp.env = KOnp n + Inp.env (Yn2) falls below NDP (Yn) induded in the traditional
55,800,943 =56,078,532 + (-277,589) SCNtM There is no effect on net accumulation, because
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Table 6-5. Enlarged Input-Output Scheme with Asset Balances and Adjustments for Changes in Land Use
and Deforestation
(physical units and billions of Mexican pesos)

Economic activities
Economic assets Environment

Nonproduced Non produced Physical
Rest Final Produced economic environmental unit of

Element Production of world consumption assets assets assets measurement

Opening assets Ko.p.ec
Produced asset Ko.np.ec Ko.np.env
Timber 11,162,310 thousand m3

hectares

Land 139,741,568 3,125,268 56,078,532

Economic supply P M
Total 75,706,918 4,897,328

Economic uses Ci Ex C I

Total 28,315,216 7,305,293 34,948,897 10,034,840
Depreciation Depr -Depr

5,331,186 (5,331,186)

Environmental uses
Deforestation Ci.depl -Depl.np.env thousand m3

concerns hectares
Logging 7,626 I.np.ec (7,626)

Forestland 277,589 -I.np.env
transfer to
economic uses

Transfer losses 35,474 (277,589) thousand m3

-Depl.np.env

(35,474)
Net product, EDP1 Ynl IAnl.ec -IAnl.env
Closing assets K1.p.ec K1.np.ec Kl.np.env

Produced assets
Timber 115,865,965 thousand m3

hectares
Land 140,019,157 3,082,168

55,800,943

Note: See the text for an explanation of the italiclzed forms.
Source: Authors' analysis.

all degradation effects pertain to nonproduced envi- The monetary analysis is presented in two tables.
ronmental capital. The difference between the nega- Table 6-7 includes the monetary valuation of oil de-
tive effect on Yn2 and no effect on net accumulation pletion, deforestation, and land use. The table arrives
of economic assets, as compared with net capital at a concept of EDP1 (Ynl) as defined in table 6-3.
formation, is entirely reflected in the degradation Table 6-8 presents a similar analysis for the degrada-
effects reducing the quality of environmental capital tion effects, which in this table are added to the
(-Degrnpenv) presented in the environment column. monetary valuation of the depletion effects. Once

both effects have been incorporated, it is possible to
Aggregates Compared in Monetary Values arrive at the concept of EDP2 (Yn2).

To overcome some of the limitations imposed by EDpl
using physical units of measure, a parallel analysis
was performed using monetary units. The monetary Table 6-7 reflects in monetary terms the same en-
values were dezived by applying the valuations de- vironmental effects that are presented in tables 6-4
scribed earlier in general terms. and 6-5. By applying monetary valuations to the
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Table 6-6. Enlarged Input-Output Scheme with Asset Balances and Adjustments for Degradation of Air,
Water and Land
(physical units and millions of Mexican pesos)

Economicactivities
Economic assets Environment

Nonproduced Nonproduced Physical
Rest Final Produced economic environmental unit of

Element Production of uwrld consumption assets assets assets measurement

Opening assets Ko.p.ec Ko.np.ec Ko.np.env
Produced asset 111,162,310
Land
Water
Air

Economic supply P M
Total 75,706,918 4,897,328

Economic uses Ci Ex C I
Total 28,315,216 7,305,293 34,948,897 10,034,840

Depreciation Depr -Depr
5,331,186 (5,331,186)

Environmental uses
Degradation concerns Cidepl -Degr.np.env

Land
Soil erosion 420,992,059 -420,992,059 tons
Solid wastes 18,228,157 -18,228,157 tons

Water
Groundwater use 2,456 -2,456 thousand m3

Water pollution 2,359,275 -2,359,275 tons
Air

Sulfur dioxide 6,646,070 -6,646,070 DBO

Nitrogen oxides 1,804,408 -1,804,408 tons
Hydrocarbons 2,383 030 -2,383,030
Carbon monoxide 17,967,872 -17 967,872
Suspended particles 477,529 -477,529 tons

Net product, EDP2 Yn2 lAn2.ec (=lAnl.ec) -IAnl.env
Closing assets Kl.p.ec K1.np.ec Kl.np.env

Produced assets 115,865,965
Land
Water
Air

Note See the text for an explanation of the italicized forms.
Source Authors' analysis.

depletion concerns related to oil, deforestation, and The national accounts identity without environ-
land use earlier represented in physical terms, esti- mental adjustments was formulated in table 6-2 as
mates are obtained for EDP1 and also for the net
accumulation of economic assets (IAnle) and envi- Yn = C + In + (Ex - M), or
ronnental assets (IAnle.). The net product and cor- 42,060,516 = 34,948,897 + 4,703,654 + (7,305,293
responding expenditure items are entered under -4,897,328).
EDPl. Because different values have been used for
opening and closing stocks and flow items, table 6-7 In table 6-7 this changes to
also incorporates revaluation elements (Revpe and
Revnp.v) Ynl = C + (IAnic + IAnl,,) + (Ex - M), or
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Table 6-7. Enlarged Input-Output Schnme with Asset Balances and Adjustments for Oil Depletion, Land
Use, and Deforestation
(physical units and millions of Mexican pesos)

Economic activities
Economic assets Environment

Nonproduced Non prod uced
Rest Final Produced economic environmental

Element Production of zworld consumption assets assets assets,

Opening assets Ko.p.ec Ko.np.ec Ko.np.env
Produced asset 111,162,310
Timber 46,988,404
Oil 66,584,000
Land 339,259,491 1,483,758,406

Economic supply P M
Total 75,706,918 4,897,328

Economic uses Ci Ex C I
Total 28,315,216 7,305,293 34,948,897 10,034,840

Depreciation Depr -Depr
5,331,186 (5,331,186)

Environmental uses
Oil extraction concerns Ci.depl -Depl.np.ec

Oil depletion 1,469,930 -1,469,930

New finds of oil I.np.ec -Inp.env
Deforestationconcerns 482,320 -482,230

Logging 164,165 -Depl.np.env
Forest land transfer to Lnp.ec -Inp.env
economic uses

20,529,501 -20,529,501

Transfer losses 763,649 -Depl.np.env
-763,649

Net product, EDP2 Ynl EX - M C IAn2.ec: 24,245,455 -IAnl.env
39,662,772 2,407,965 34,948,897 -21,939,545

Revaluation Rev.p.ec Rev.np.ec Rev.np.env.
Produced assets
Timber 32,368,256

Oil 52,452,200
Land -18,290,522

Closing assets Kl.p.ec KX.np.ec K1.p.ec
Produced assets 115,865,965
Timber 78,428,847

Oil 118,048,500
Land 341,498,470 1,463,228,905

Source: Authors' analysis.

39,662,772 = 34,948,897 + 1424,5455 + (-21,939,545)] als obtained as the difference between the value of
+ (7,305,293-4,897,328) dosing minus opening stocks and the net changes

due to new finds and depletions, which are all valued
The elements in the above expression that have separately. The revaluation of oil and timber there-

changed are net product and net accumulation. All fore indudes two elements: the first refers to the
other elements are unaffected. change in the value of resources remaining between

Table 6-7 includes revaluations for oil, timber, and the opening and dosing balance sheets, and the sec-

land. The revaluations for oil and timber are residu- ond reflects the revaluation of the extracted oil or
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timber between the opening balance sheet and the In table 6-7 the revised national accounts identity
moment of extraction. is entered in the row for net product. That is,

The revaluation for land used in economic activi-
ties is negative, the reason being that land is trans- Yn2 = C + (IAn2ez + IAn2 en) + (Ex - M), or
ferred at its value as forestland, which is derived as 36,448,314 = 34,890,558 + [24,245,455
the sum of discounted revenues accruing if all timber + (-25,095,664)] + (7,305,293 -4,897,328).
was harvested for the purposes of lumbering. This
value was estimated to be 38.15 million pesos per This differs in several respects from the traditional
hectare. Once incorporated in the columnn for non- identity in SCNM defined in table 6-2 as
produced economic assets at this value, the land is
then revalued to the value per hectare of its use in Yn = C + In + (Ex - M)
economic activities. In most instances this value was
much lower than the value per hectare of forestland or in quantitative terms:
(agriculture, 2.64 million pesos per hectare; livestock
holding, 1.99 million pesos per hectare); forestland 42,060,516 = 34,948,897 + 4,703,654 + (7,305,293
that was changed to wasteland after use in shifting -4,897,328).
agricultural cultivation was assumed to have no
value after this use. In the case of urbanized land, the Net capital accumulation of economic assets
value was higher, that is, 75.50 million pesos per minus that of environmental assets is negative,
hectare. As a result of these generally lower land whereas in economic accounting capital formation
values in economic uses, the revaluation element has a positive value and this means a much lower
(-18,290) is negative in table 6-7. value for Yn2 than for Yn. Note, too, that in the

The valuation used for oil and timber in table 6-7 derivation of Yn2, an additional deduction has been
is the net rent value, that is, the market value minus rmade for environmental services produced by the
cost, induding a normal profit. As an alternative, El government in the form of sanitation services. They
Serafy (1989) has suggested that both oil and timber are treated as intermediate consumption of (domes-
be valued as the sum of the discounted values of the tic) household production activities. Since these ex-
depletionallowancesthatwouldbeneededtosecure penditures (58,339) are considered final
a continuous income stream (after deduction of the expenditures in sCNM, this treatment lowers final
depletion allowance), even after the natural resource consumption (C) from 34,948,897 (in table 6-2) to
has been depleted. For both oil and timber the deple- 34,89,0558 and correspondingly reduces Yn2 in com-
tion allowance is much lower than the net rent. For parison with its value in previous tables.
oil the net rent is 1,162 Mexican pesos a barrel and When the values for the output of environmental
the depletion allowance is only 160 Mexican pesos a protection services are incorporated in the table, they
barrel; for timber the net rent is 21.527 Mexican pesos can be compared with those for the corresponding
per cubic meter, but the depletion allowance is only degradation effects. As shown in table 6-8, the total
1.46 pesos per cubic meter. If these much lower val- value of environmental protection services (151,194
uations were applied to the extraction of oil and = 92,855 + 58,339) is only 5 percent of the total value
timber, the cost of depletion would be much lower of environmental degradation cost (3,156,119). How
and thus EDP1 would be higher. The quantitative these figures should be interpreted remains undear,
result of these alternative valuations as presented in however,foritisnotcertainwhetherthedegradation
table 6-7 shows that EDP1 would increase from effects measured are gross (that is, they were calcu-
39,662,772 to 41,795,147, and the element of revalua- lated before the protection services were carried out),
tion due to extraction would decrease by the same or are net values after the effects of these services
amount, from 84,820,456 to 82,688,082.5 were incorporated. Given the manner in which the

degradation effects are estimated, it is more likely
EDP2 that at least some of the effects measured are gross

effects and that some double-counting has therefore
Table 6-8 presents the same degradation elements occurred, because the cost of environmental protec-

that were valued in physical terms in table 6-6. All tion services and the degradation they try to elimi-
counterparts of the degradation cost presented as nate are deducted at the same time to arrive at EDP2.
CId in the column for production are induded in
the column for the environment. Therefore none of Comparative Analysis of EDP1 and EDP2
the degradation affects the net accumulation of eco-
nomic assets: it only affects the net accumulation of Table 6-9 shows how changes in the net product
environmental assets (IAn2e,,,). from NDP to EDP1 and EDP2 would have conse-
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Table 6-8. Enlarged Input-Output Scheme with Asset Balances and Adjustments for Degradation and
Environmental Protection Expenditures
(billions of Mexican pesos)

Economic activities
Economic assets Environment

Nonproduced Nonproduced
Rest Final Produced economnic environmental

Element Production of world consumption assets assets assets,

Opening assets Ko.p.ec Ko.np.ec Ko.np.env
Produced asset 111,162,310
Timber 46,988,404
Oil 66,584,000
Land 339,259,491 1,483,758,406

Economic supply P M
Total 75,706,918 4,897,328

Economic uses Ci EX C I I I
Total 28,315,216 7,305,293 34,948,897 10,034,840

Environmental protection P.envp I.envp
services
Industry 92,855 291,385
Households 58,339
Depreciation Depr -Depr

5,331,186 (5,331,186)
Environmental uses I.np.ec -Depl.np.env
Oil extraction, 2,397,744 -Depl.np.ec (21,939,545)

deforestation, and 19,541,801
land-use concerns
(total)

Degradation concerns Ci.degr -Degr.np.env
Land

Soil erosion 448,880 (448,880)
Solid wastes 197,269 (197,269)

Water
Groundwater use 191,568 (191,568)
Water pollution 662,456 (662,456)

Air
Sulfur dioxide 234,792 (234,792)
Nitorgen oxides 137,442 (137,442)
Hydrocarbons 127,409 (127,409)
Carbon monoxide 1,072,826 (1,072,826)
Suspended particles 83,477 (83,477)
Subtotal degradation 3,156,119 (3,156,119)

Net product, EDP2 Yn2 EX - M C IAn2.ec2 (=IAn.ecl): 24,245,455 IAn.env2:
(25,095,664)

39,506,653 2,407,965 34,948,897
Degradation Rev.p.ec Rev.np.ec Rev.np.env

Produced assets
Timber 32,368,256
Oil 52,452,200
Land (18,290,522)

Closing assets K1.p.ec Kl.np.ec Kl.np.env
Produced assets 115,865,965
Timber 78,428,847
Oil 118,048,500
Land 341,498,470 1,463,228,905
Water
Air

Source. Authors' analysis.
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quences for analysis. Final consumption is 83 percent tors. The quantitative results of this study are re-
of NDP and net capital formation is 11 percent. When flected in tables 6-10 and 6-11.
changing to EDPl, final consumption increases to 88
percent of EDPI and net capital accumulation is less VALUE ADDED. Table 6-10 presents a breakdown of
ithan 6 percent. It is true that the net accumulation of the production data by economic activities, indud-
economic assets would be nearly 12 percent of EDPI, ing not only the traditional output and intermediate
but the effect of this increase is eliminated because a consumption components, but also the values of de-
large part of the net accumulation in economic assets pletion, degradation, and land-use effects. Environ-
is directly taken from the environment (the environ- mental protection expenditures are also identified
mental capital is reduced by 6 percent of EDPl). When for each industry and (domestic) household produc-
the analysis is extended to EDP2, final consumption tion activities, and are presented as items; that are
is further increased to nearly 96 percent and net reflected in the output and intermediate consump-
capital accumulation becomes -2 percent, which is tion figures of each industry. The net product con-
the net result of an increase in the net accumulation cepts-NDP, EDP1, and EDP2-have been identified in
of economic assets to nearly 13 percent of EDP2 and a each of the three sections of the table: NDP is calcu-
decrease in environmental capital amounting to -15 lated first, followed by EDP1 after the depletion and
percent of EDP2. land-use effects have been incorporated, and EDP2 is

calculated after the degradation effects have been
A Comparison of SCNM and ScEEMAggregates incorporated. The environmental uses are the same
by Economic Activities as those in tables 6-7 and 6-8; the totals for the national

economy coincide with those in tables 6-8 and 6-9.
The analysis of environmental impacts on eco- An additional economic activity called household

nomic aggregates has been carried out in macroeco- production activities is introduced in order to allo-
nomic format to show how the main aggregates of cate the environmental impacts of household con-
net product are affected when depletion and degra- sumption. This column not only includes the
dation effects are incorporated, how net capital for- environmental inpacts of household consumption,
mation changes into a concept of net accumulation but also the environmental expenses made by house-
(which refers to all economic assets, produced as well holds. The environmental protection expenses made
as nonproduced), and how final consumption and by the government on behalf of households, which
net product are affected by a different treatment of are treated in ScNM as final consumption and thus
environmental expenditures that are included in added to NDP, are deducted in the calculation of EDP2
final consumption of SCNM. Although such macro- in the same manner done in table 6-8.
economnic analysis is useful, it does not provide the The oil concern presented in table 6-10 pertains
information that would be needed for operational only to oil depletion, which is recorded as an envi-
government policies. Therefore the analysis is now ronmental cost of the oil industry. New finds of oil
extended to identify the depletion and degradation are not dealt with in this part of the table, as they are
effects by economic activities and to determine the treated as net accumulation of economic assets, with
sectors that are using the economic assets in their acounterpartnegativeentryforthenetaccumulation
production processes. The sectoral analysis focuses of environmental assets. The oil industry mdudes
on value added, balances of economic assets (both only extraction and not refining.
produced and nonproduced), and also the environ- Deforestation includes logging and transfer losses
mental protection expenses made by different sec- due to the transfer of environmental land to eco-

Table 6-9. Comparison of Expenditure Distribution of NDP, EDP1, and EDP2

Distribution Distribution Distribution
of expenditure of expenditure ofexpenditure

Item NDP (percent) EDPI (percent) EDP2 (percent)

Net product/expenditure 42,060,516 39,662,772 36,448,314
Final consumption 34,948,897 83.09 34,948,897 88.12 34,890,558 95.73
Capital accumulation, net 4,703,654 11.18 2,305,910 5.81,12.90 -850,209 -2.33
Economic assets 4,703,654 11.18 4,703,654 11.86 4,703,654 12.90
Environmental assets -2,397,744 -6.05 -5,553,863 -15.24
Exports-imports 2,407,965 5.73 2,407,965 6.07 2,407,965 6.61

Source: Authors' analysis.
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nomic uses. The depletion cost of logging is allocated fixed assets refer only to land used for agriculture,
to the forestry industry. Reforestation is assumed to animal farming and breeding, and urbanization. The
be the result of forestry activities and is therefore nonproduced economic assets induded in the stock
deducted from trees lost through the logging of tim- cover only oil reserves. Other nonproduced assets,
ber in forestry. The transfer losses are allocated to such as standing timber, forestland, and also air and
agriculture and animal farming and breeding, inso- water are not induded because these are treated as
far as they relate to the losses due to the transfer of nonproduced environmental assets.
environmental land to these economic activities. Nonproduced assets specified by industry are
Losses allocated to agriculture also include losses land used in agriculture and animal farming, and oil
due to forest fires and the losses of trees due to the reserves depleted by the oil industry. Land used for
conversion of forestland into wasteland; these losses purposes of urbanization is allocated to a group of
are allocated to agriculture on the assumption that industries that indudes all except agriculture and
they are caused by shifting cultivation, among other animal farming, forestry, and oil and other mining.
factors. Transfer losses due to the transfer of land for The balances of produced assets by economic ac-
urbanization purposes is allocated to the construc- tivities were compiled for the present analysis so that
tion industry, for this industry indudes all the costs the total stock of produced and nonproduced assets
related to construction undertaken for the purposes used in production could be determined. Opening
of urbanization. and dosing balances of produced fixed assets and

Soil erosion is only identified for agriculture, ani- stocks are obtained for all sectors, except for the
mal farming and breeding, and for forestry. Ground- government (public administration and defense).
water use is only measured for agriculture, animal Two revaluation elements are incorporated im-
farming and breeding, manufacturing, other ser- plicitly. The first one refers to the revaluation of land
vices, government services, and household produc- when it is transferred from the environment (forest-
tion (that is, consumption) activities. land) to economic uses. In contrast to what was done

Air and water pollution are mainly allocated to the in table 6-7, where land transferred was valued as
oil industry, manufacturing, electricity production, forestland, in table 6-11 land transferred to economic
transport, other services, and household production uses is valued at its value in economic uses (in agri-
activities. Solid wastes are assumed to be generated culture, livestock holding, and urbanization). There-
only by households in their capacity as consum- fore, any change in its value from forestland to land
ers. Therefore all environmental inpacts of solid used for economic purposes is not explicitly pre-
wastes have been allocated to household production sented in the table but is included with net accumu-
activities. lation of nonproduced economic assets. The other

revaluation element concerning oil is explicitly in-
CAP1TAL STOCK AND CAPITAL ACCUMULATION. The duded in the stock section of the table as changes in

balances of economic assets by economic activities stocks of nonproduced assets.
are presented in table 6-11. The table includes bal-
ances for produced assets and relevant nonproduced Comparative Analysis of Performance and
assets for each sector and distinguishes between Growth in scNM and scEEM
fixed assets and stocks. For the fixed assets, the bal-
ances include opening and closing stocks, gross fixed The information on value added and capital bal-
capital formation, consumption of fixed capital, and ances by activities can be used to assess each sector's
net accumulation of economic, nonproduced fixed performance and growth potential as it is linked to
assets. The closing balance of fixed assets is equal to NDP, EDPI, and EDP2. This is done in tables 6-12 and
the opening balance plus gross fixed capital forma- 6-13. Table 6-12 presents alternative distributions of
tion, minus consumption of fixed capital plus net NDP, EDP1, and EDP2 by economic activities, com-
accumulation of nonproduced economic assets. For pares the distribution of capital when using NDP or
stocks, the asset balances also include the opening EDP1, and compares capital output ratios between the
and closing stocks, as well as separate columns for three types of concepts. Table 6-13 compares the
changes in stocks of produced assets and non- environmental protection expenses of each sector
produced assets. In this section of the table, closing with the corresponding values of degradation effects.
stocks are equal to opening stocks plus changes in the The first section of table 6-12 shows a considerable
stocks of produced and nonproduced assets. change in the distribution of value added when

Table 6-11 refers exclusively to economic assets environmental uses are incorporated. The secto-
that are used in production and thus contribute di- ral contributions negatively affected are those of an-
rectly to the generation of output and value added. iral farming, forestry, and oil. The contribution of
The nonproduced economic assets included in the animal farming drops from 2.64 percent for NDP to



Table 6-10. Breakdown of Production Data by Economic Activities
(billions of Mexican pesos)

Aninal Trade, Transport, Other House- Total
farming Fishing, Electric, hotels, storage, and services Govern- hold prod- prod-

Agri- and hunting, Other Manu- gas, Construc- and communi- (excluding ment uction uction
Item culture breeding Forestry etc. Oil mining facturing water tion restaurant cation government) services activities activities

Economic supply
Total 3,241,866 2,285,331 283,943 249,551 1,901,465 900,951 25,874,013 900,798 4,897,862 16,014,145 4,596,322 12,637,004 2,016,5220 75,799,773

Economic uses
Total 619,948 1,003,947 35,676 94,512 229,920 354,982 14,805,379 451,937 2,827,735 2,707,691 1,431,195 3,180,714 664,435 28,408,01

Environmental
protection services
Industry 767 12,555 4,155 5,162 68,747 1,469 92855

Households 58,339 48,339

Depreciation 261,074 171,435 22,805 20,097 200,091 138,686 2,285,025 119,029 351,550 231,712 761,207 764,701 3,774 5,331,186

NDP (Yn) 2,360,844 1,109,949 225,462 134,942 1,471,454 407,283 8,783,609 329,832 1,718,577 13,074,742 2,403,920 8,691,589 1,348,313 42,060,516

Environmental uses: Ci depl.

Oil concerns
Oil depletion 1,469,8930 1,469,930

New fnds of oil

Deforestation concerns

Woods 164,165 164,165

Forestland transfer
to economic use

Transfer losses 137,687 517,983 53,602 54,377 763,649

RDPI 2,223,157 591,966 61,297 134,942 1,524 407,283 8,78369 329,832 1,664,975 13,074,742 2,403,920 8,691,9 1,293,936 0 39,662,772

Degradation Ci. deg.

Land
Soil erosion 107,709 250,701 90,470 448,880

Solid wastes 197,269 197,269

Water
Ground water use 86,582 830 14,173 1,204 280 21,453 67,046 191,568

Water pollution 424,849 237,607 662,456

Air
Sulfur dioxide 6,709 12,275 197,697 13,602 3,887 623 234,792

Nitrogen oxides 3,164 11,629 48,394 56,901 1,515 15,839 137,442

Hydrocarbons 21,795 11,299 580 54,726 32 38,976 127,409

Carbon monoxide 40,384 4,992 3,212 613,876 139 410,223 1,072,826

Suspended particles 2,592 9,464 59,537 5,918 2,153 3,813 83,477

EDs2 (Yn2) 2,028,866 340,435 -29,173 134,942 73,120 407,283 8,294,927 19,208 1,664,975 13,074,742 1,658,898 8,683-S82 1,272,483 -1,029,735 36,448,314

Source Authors' analysis.



Table 6-11. Balance Sheets for Produced and Nonproduced Economic Assets, Classified by Economic Activities
(millions of Mexican pesos)

Net capital accumulation (including revaluation)
Produced assets Changes in stocks

Opening balance Gross fixed Consumption of Nonproduced Closing balance Opening balance Produced Non produced Closing balance
Concept fixed assets capital formation fixed capital assets fixed assets stocks assets economic assets stocks
Total

Produced assets 103,156,227 9,048,296 5,331,186 106,873,338 8,006,083 986,544 8,992,627
Nonproduced assets 339,259,491 2,238,979 341,498,470 66,584,000 51,464,500 118,048,500

Agriculture
Produced assets 5,559,424 398,062 261,074 5,696,412 61,472 -16,448 45,024
Nonproducedassets: land use 91,575,665 95,790 91,671,455

Aninal farming and breeding
Produced assets 3,797,518 280,611 171,435 3,909,994 155,676 80,981 236,657
Nonproduced assets: land use 207,572,243 434,336 208,006,579

Forestry: produced assets 485,614 34,771 228,805 497,580 796 8,821 9,617
Fishing: produced assets 427,951 30,642 20,097 434,4% 38,926 7,774 46,700
Extraction of crude oil and gas
Produced assets: 5,235,811 167,754 200,091 5,203,474 246,185 26,583 272,768

Nonproduced assets: oil
New findings: oil 482,230
Depletion: oil -1,469,930
Revaluation of reserves 52,452,200
Subtotal 66,584,000 51,464,500 118,048,500

Minings (excluding oil)
Produced assets 1,388,660 962,285 138,686 1,346,259 125,276 6,125 131,401

Subtotal other industries:
Produced assets 86,261,250 8,040,171 4,516,998 89,784,423a 7,377,752 872,708 8,250,460

Manufacturing 21,863,054 2,202,818 2,280,025 21,780,847 4,755,565 398,318 5,153,882
Construction 3,172,062 570,380 351,550 3,390,892 313,403 25,037 338,440
Electricy, gas, and water 7,321,540 1,184,763 119,029 8,387,274 64,573 4,266 68,839
Trade, restaurant, and hotels 12,680,012 1,184,119 237,712 13,632,419 1,949,790 386,695 2,336,485
Conmmunication and 21,974,698 1,609,092 761,207 22,822,83 98,164 19,468 117,632

transportation
Services 19,249,884 1,288,998 764,701 19,774,181 196,258 38,923 235,181
Public administration and 3,774

defense
Nonproduced assets: land use 40,111,582 1,708,853 41,820,436

a. The closing balance of fixed assets incorporates a deduction for consumption of fixed assets for goverment assets, even though no stocks of assets are measured for the government sector.
Source: Authors' analysis.
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1.49 percent for EDP and to 0.93 percent for EDP2; the EDPl and EDP2. The changes in the capital distribu-
contribution of forestry drops from 0.54 percent tion are particularly noticeable for agriculture
through 0.15 percent to a negative contribution of (whose capital contribution increases from 5.00 per-
-0.08 percent; the oil sector's contributiondrops from cent to 23.77 percent), animal farming (the increase
3.50 percent through 0.00 percent to a negative -0.20 is from 3.57 percent to 51.74 percent), and for oil (the
percent. Contributions increase or remain the same distribution changes from 4.83 percent to 23.89 per-
in three sectors in the case of EDP1 and decrease again cent). The increase is matched by a sharp decrease in
when degradation effects are taken into account for the capital contribution of other industries, which
EDP2. The contribution of agriculture, for one, re- drops from 84.43 percent to 33.42 percent in spite of
mains the same between NDP and EDP1 (that is, 5.61 the land used for urbanization, which is included in
percent) and decreases in the case of EDP2 to 5.57 this category.
percent; the contribution of electricity, gas, and water The foregoing changes lead to equally sharp
increases from 0.78 percent to 0.83 percent in the case changes in the output-capital ratios, which are an
of EDP1 and decreases to only 0.05 percent when indication of productivity in each sector. Table 6-12
degradation effects are taken into account for EDP2. shows substantial reductions for agriculture (41.56 to
The contribution of transport, storage, and commu- 2.28 percent); animal farming (27.42 to 0.28 percent),
nication increases from 5.72 percent to 6.06 percent forestry (45.38 to 12.34 percent), and oil (26.86 per-
for EDPl and then decreases to 4.55 percent in the case cent to 0.00 percent) and small reductions for other
of EDP2. At the same time, the manufacturing contri- industries (37.93 to 26.49 percent). For the economy
bution increases from 20.88 percent of NDP to 22.15 as a whole, the output-capital ratio drops from 37.05
percent of EDP1 and 22.76 percent of EDP2, and the percent to 9.69 percent.
same applies to construction (4.09 percent of NDP, Large differences also show up when the current
4.20 percent of EDP1, 4.57 percent of EDP2), and there and capital amounts spent by each industry on envi-
are mmor increases for services, which are generally ronmental protection services are compared with the
less depleting or degrading. imputed value of degradation effects (see table 6-13).

The second section of table 6-12 shows the changes The average value of environmental protection ex-
in the distribution of capital between sectors, first penses as a share of the total value of degradation
including only produced assets (CAP), which is com- effects for the economy as a whole is 23.26 percent.
patible with the concept of NDP, and then induding The figure for individual industries-that is, for
produced and nonproduced economic assets (cApi), other mining activities, electricity, and gas and
which is compatible with the concept of EDP1; CAP water-is more than 100 percent. It is very low-that
and cAPi refer to the average stock of capital between is, less than 5 percent-for agriculture, animal farm-
opening and dosing stock, induding changes in the ing and breeding, forestry, manufacturing and trans-
closing stock related to revaluation. A cAP1 compat- port, storage, and communication. The figures for oil,
ible with EDP1 is the only concept used, because there other services, and for household consumption are
is no change in the stock of economic assets between in the middle range.



Table 6-12. Net Product Generated and Assets Used in Economic Activities: Comparison of NDP, EDP1, and EDP2

(billions of Mexican pesos)

Sub-
Animal Trade, Transport, Other total House- Total
farming Fishing, Manu- Electric, Con- hotels, storage, and services Govern- other hold pro- produc-

Agri- and hunting, Other fac- gas, struc- and rest- commun- (excluding ment indus- duction tion
Net product/assets culture breeding Forestry etc. Oil mining turing water tion aurant ication government) services tries activities activities

Net Product

NDP 230,844 1,109,949 225,462 134,942 1,471,454 407,283 8,783,609 329,832 1,718,577 13,074,742 2,403,920 8,691,9 1,48,313 3,350,582 4Z0,516

Percentage
distribution 5.61 2.64 0.54 0.32 3.50 0.97 20.88 0.78 4.09 31.09 5.72 20.66 3.21 86.42 100.00

EDPI 2223,157 591,966 61,297 134,942 1,524 407,283 8,783,609 329,832 1,664,975 13,074,742 2,0,920 8,691,59 1,93,936 39,662,7

Percentage
distribution 561 1.49 0.15 0.34 0.00 1.03 2215 0.83 4.20 32% 6.06 21.91 326 9138 100.00

EDP2 2,028,866 340,435 -29,173 134,942 -73,120 407,283 8294,927 19,208 1,664,975 13,074,742 1,i58,898 8,83,582 1,272,483 34668,815-1,029,735 36,448,314
8 Percentage

distribution 5.57 0.93 -0.08 037 -0.20 1.12 2276 0.05 4.57 35.87 4.55 23.82 3.49 95.12 100.OD
Economic assets used

CAP 5,681,165 4,048,273 496,803 5,479,119 1,495,798 26,776,674 7,921,114 3,607,399 15,299,353 22,506,538 19,727,752 n.a. 95,7Z2,752 NA 113,516,025

Percentage
distribution 5.00 3.57 0.44 0.42 4.83 1.32 23.59 6.98 3.18 13.48 19.83 17.38 n.a 84.43 NA 100.00

CArl 97,304,725 211,837,664 4%,803 476,037 97,795369 1,495,798 136,804,839 409,0,417

Percentage
distribution 23.77 51.74 0.12 0.12 23.89 0.37 33.42 100.00

Output/capital ratio (%o)
NDP/CAP 41.56 27.42 4538 28.35 26.86 27.23 3280 4.16 47.64 85.46 10.68 44.06 37.93 37.05

EDPI/CAPI 2.28 028 1235 28.35 0.00 27.23 26.49 9.69

n.a. Not available.
NA Not applicable.
Source: Authors' analysis.



Table 6-13. Intersectoral Comparison between the Imputed Cost of Environmental Degradation and Environmental Protection Expenditures
(billions of Mexican pesos)

Agri- Animal Trade, Transport, Other Subtotal House- Total
culture farming Fishing, Electric, Con- hotels, storage, and services Govern- other hold pro- produc-

and hunting, Other Manu- gas, struc- and rest- commun- (excluding ment indus- duction tion
Cost/expenditure breeding Forestry etc. Oil mining facturing water tion aurant ication government) services tries activities activities

Environmental 194,291 251,531 90,470 74,644 488,681 310,624 745,022 8,007 21,453 1,573,787 971,396 3,156,119
degradation

Environmental
protection

Current 767 12,555 4,155 5,162 68,747 1,469 75,378 58,339 151,194
Capital 3,128 6,472 7,320 4 319,522 654 320,180 245,670 582,770

Total 3,895 19,027 11,475 5,166 388,269 2,123 395,558 304,009 733,964
Environmental

protection
As a percentage of 4.31 25.49 Very 1.06 125.00 26.52 n.a. 25.13 31.30 23.26

environmental high
degradation

n.a. Not applicable.
Source: Authors' analysis.
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Integrated Environmental and Economic
Accounting: A Case Study for Papua New Guinea

Peter Bartelmus, Ernst Lutz, and Stefan Schweinfest

W ^ Tith growing emphasis on environmentally economic accounting and presented it to national
V /sound and sustainable development, it has accounting experts at the twenty-first session of the

* * become all the more important to integrate International Association for Research in Income and
environmental objectives into development policies, Wealth (LARIw) in Lahnstein, on August 20-25,1989
programs, and projects (see Agenda 21 of the United (Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren 1991). To
Nations Conference on Environment and Develop- follow up on this session, the IARIW held a special
ment, UNCED). National accounts have provided the conference on environmental accounting in Baden,
most widely used indicators for the assessment of Austria (May 27-29, 1991), where the participants
economic performance, trends of economic growth discussed the further development and application
and of the economic counterpart of social welfare. of the framework, among other aspects of environ-
National accounts have certain drawbacks, however, mental accounting.
that cast doubt on their usefulness for measuring At its twenty-fifth session in 1989, the Statistical
long-term environentally sound and sustainable Commission of the United Nations endorsed the
economic development. For one thing, they neglect preparation of a handbook on integrated environ-
the scarcities of natural resources that can pose a mental and economic accounting. The recent UNCED,
serious threat to sustained economic productivity. in its Agenda 21 (chapter 8) requests that UNSTAT
For another, they pay only limited attention to the make available to all member states the methodolo-
effects of environmental quality on human health gies contained in the handbook and to assist coun-
and welfare. In addition, they treat environmental tries in implementing those methodologies. The
protection expenditures as increases in national above-mentioned framework is serving as the basis
product, which could instead be considered social for this handbook, which has been prepared by
costs of maintaining environmental quality. UNSTAT with the assistance of Carsten Stahmer. To

The feasibility of physical and monetary account- gain experience in implementing the proposed sys-
ing in the areas of natural resources and the environ- tem, researchers carried out case studies in Papua
ment was first explored in workshops jointly New Guinea (PNG) and in Mexico (chapter 6).
organized by the United Nations Enviromnent Pro- The main purpose of the PNG case study was to
gramme and the World Bank. The workshops led to apply the environmental accounting framework in a
a consensus that enough progress had been made to country at a relatively early stage of industrial devel-
link environmental accounting to the United Nations opment, where actual environmental problems are
system of national accounts, the SNA (United Nations still limited, but where integrated accounting might
1968), and to include certain aspects of environmen- alert policymakers early on to the potentially serious
tal accounting in the continuing revision of the SNA depletion of natural resources and the degradation
(United Nations 1992). In response to this conclusion, in environmental quality. At the same time, limited
the United Nations Statistical Division (UNSTAT) pre- statistical and accounting capacities in the country
pared a framework for integrated environmental- provided a test of the feasibility of attempting inte-
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grated accounting with limited resources and within contributed about 35 percent of the country's export
a restricted time frame.' As a consequence, no effort earnings, 15 percent of government revenue, and 8
was made to collect data firsthand. Rather, the data percent of GDP. Other activities in the province of
were obtained from a large number of institutions, Bougainville, such as cocoa production and exports,
the idea being not so much to provide an accurate also suffered, and these problems came at a time
picture of past performance regarding enviromnen- when export prices for most of PNG's commodity
tally sound and sustainable development, but to (a) exports were falling sharply. These factors in combi-
locate relevant data in institutions in PNG, (b) to place nation caused GDP to decline 1.4 percent in 1989 and
them in the integrated accounting framework, and 3.7percentin 1990. The structure of economic growth
(c) to assess their quality and relevance for integrated over the past decade is summarized in table 7-1. In
accounting. This made it possible to assess data avail- response to the declines in 1989 and 1990, the gov-
ability and the usefulness of different accounting errnent implemented a stabilization and structural
concepts and procedures in the particular environ- adjustment program, which is being supported by
mental and socioeconomic conditions and data situ- loans from the International Monetary Fund and the
ation in PNG. World Bank, among other agencies.2

This chapter summarizes the results of the pilot In-country obstacles to balanced and rapid devel-
study. It first presents important physiographic, so- opment include the difficulties of transport over
cioeconomic, and environmental features as back- large areas of often rugged, mountainous, or
ground information. The following three sections swampy country. As a result, the capital city of Port
explain the procedures, assumptions, and problems Moresby has no road connection with any other large
connected with establishing the basic accounting population center. In addition, large expanses have
framework and with estimating and valuing natural very low population density, in many cases because
resource depletion and environmental degradation they are malarial districts; 97 percent of the land is
in PNG. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to held in customary ownership and is difficult to se-
the results of the study, conclusions, and reconmmenda- cure for "modern" development; a low percentage of
tions regarding the collection of environmental data. the population receives any significant formal edu-

cation (less than one-third of the population over
Socioeconomic, Environmental, fifteen years of age is literate); unemployment is high
and Institutional Characteristics among the unskilled urban population; crime and
of Papua New Guinea urban violence is escalating; control over the land

and its surface or subsurface resources is in perpetual
Papua New Guinea has a total land area of 465,000 debate; no clear realms of authority have been estab-

square kilometers, 85 percent of which consists of lished in the relations between the national adminis-
mainland and the rest of about 600 islands (see figure tration and the provincial governments; and the
7-1). Most of the country is covered by impenetrable institutional capacity of some provincial govern-
jungle and rugged mountainous terrain. At the same ments is extremely weak.
time, it is endowed with good soils, abundant rain- In response to these problems, the government has
fall, rich mineral resources, and fisheries and forestry taken the following steps, among others: (a) has ini-
resources of good commercial potential (EIU 1986:5). tiated a land mobilization program based on custom-
The total population is estimated at 3.5 million (1986) ary land registration; (b) is evaluating the public
with an average density of 7.6 per square kilometer. investment program and its aid financing require-
Most of the population is concentrated in the high- ments with a view to increasing labor absorption,
lands and a few urban areas. By Western standards, particularly in the construction sector; (c) has im-
industrialization is negligible, with almost 90 percent posed a nighttime curfew in some locations for a
of the population living in rural areas and pursuing period of six months in 1991 to stabilize the crime
subsistence activities (Viner 1984: 342). situation and to give time for the longer-term pro-

In 1988 the gross national product (GNP) per capita grams, particularly those designed to create employ-
was US$770; however, more than 85 percent of the ment and promote education, to take effect; (d) is
(rural) population hasareal income closer to US$300. including landowners in discussions and negotia-
Since the first oil shock in 1973-84, the growth of the tions about resource developments and legislation
gross domestic product (GDP) has averaged slightly intended to regulate compensation claims; (e) is re-
more than 1 percent. Between 1985 and 1988 PNG's viewing the provincial government system; and (f)
economic performance rose to 3.6 percent. The clos- last but not least, has instituted a successful macro-
ing of the Bougainville copper and gold mine in May economic stabilization program.
1989, because of sabotage actions, has had significant The country has a number of serious actual and
macroeconomic repercussions, since the mine had potential environmental problems that should be
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Table 7-1. Gross Domestic Product by Sector, 1980-90
(annual percentage change at 1983 prices)

Shares
in nominal

Sector 1980-84 1985-88 1989 1990 1991 Est. GDP (1991)

Agriculturea 1.6 1.8 1.4 -0.5 1.1 27.8

Mining -7.6 18.3 -37.9 10.7 64.9 19.2
Manufacturing 1.5 -0.5 8.4 -14.5 1.5 10.1
Construction and utilities 5.9 0.2 10.4 -5.1 19.2 8.2

Rest of the economy (mainly services) 1.8 2.0 3.4 -5.4 1.2 34.6

Gross domestic product 1.3 3.6 -1.4 -3.7 9.1 100.0

Memo item: Nonmining GDP 1.9 1.8 4.9 -5.2 2.4 80.8

a. Includes forestry and fisheries.
Source: World Bank Report 10319-PNG; data provided by the PNG authorities and staff estimates.

incorporated into modified national accounts. Non- existing environmental legislation and enact addi-
renewable and renewable or potentially renewable tional legislation as required, improve the data base
natural resources are suffering depletion and degra- on resources, raise public consciousness of environ-
dation, and the environmental quality of terrestrial mental issues, institute conservation projects, and
and aquatic ecosystems is deteriorating, improve monitoring and enforcement procedures. In

Papua New Guinea's much-cited Fourth National addition, PNG has been among the first to initiate a
Goal and Directive Principle from the 1975 Constitu- national action plan for sustainable development in
ion declares that the country's "natural resources an effort to translate UNCED reconmmendations into a

and environment [are] to be conserved and used for national strategy.
the collective benefit of future generations." Because
of this goal, together with various acts and the estab- Adjustment of Economic Accounts
lishment (in 1974) of the Office of Environment and
Conservation, Papua New Guinea came to be re- The United Nations Handbook on Integrated Envi-
garded as the most innovative of Pacific Island gov- ronmental and Economic Accounting (United Nations,
ernments in the area of environmental management forthcoming) recommends that integration proceed
and conservation. In 1985 this office was upgraded step by step. The first step should be to analyze and
to a full government department under the minister reformat the existing system of national accounts
for environment and conservation. with a view to identifying and accommodating envi-

Despite the early and forceful legislation, Papua ronmentally relevant information that is already in-
NewGuinea'senvironmentalnmanagementinitiative cluded in the traditional national accounts. In
has sometimes faltered. Some explanations for this general, this adjustment of the economic accounts
situation were put forward in a country review pre- will consist of (a) identifying environmental protec-
pared for the regional workshop on environmental tion services and corresponding expenditures, and
management and sustainable development in the (b) introducing balances for produced and non-
South Pacific convened under the auspices of the produced tangible assets into the national accounts.
United Nations Development Programme (Suva,
April 1990). It cited inadequate policy guidelines; Environmental Protection Services
poor coordination between agencies; scarce re-
sources for the task; a staff with insufficient training Environmental protection services include all ac-
and experience; the lack of local understanding and tivities designed to maintain or improve the quality
concern; and the failure to integrate environmental of environmental assets. In the system of integrated
planning into development planning. environmental and economic accounts (SEEA), "ex-

To improve environmental management and con- ternal" protection services, produced by establish-
servation, the Department of Environment and Con- ments as primary or secondary production for other
servation has now established a program entitled establishments, are distinguished from "internal"
Environmental Management for Sustainable Devel- services, that is, ancillary activities of the establish-
opment. Briefly, the program's purposes are to de- ment. The results of ancillary activities are not shown
velop a national conservation strategy, review as separate output of the establishment, although
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they could be "externalized" in special satellite ac- Department of Forestry (table 7-2). This is less than I
counts of environmental expenditures.3 percent of total government expenditures, but can be

No private external environmental protection ac- expected to increase with mounting pressures on the
tivities appear to be marketed in Papua New Guinea. enviromnent.
Large companies, for example, in the mining sector, It was not possible to establish what portion of
provide environmental protection services for their these expenditures was ultimately sold to private
own activities under the provisions of national envi- households and industries or what portion (if not
ronmental regulations and legislation. Unfortu- sold) represents government consumption. Because
nately, not enough information was readily available of these allocation problems, together with the lack
to establish production accounts for these services, of information about protection activities of local and
either for secondary (for other establishments of the provincial government, no attempt was made to
company) or for ancillary production. identify environmental protection services sepa-

An attempt was then made to investigate whether ratelyinPNG'sintegrated accounts (as explained later
environmental protection activities are being carried in the chapter; see also the appendix to this chapter).
out in the public domain, particularly at the munici- Accounting for environmental expenditures within
pal level (for example, in the area of sanitation or the SEEA framework is nonetheless considered to be
recycling). The only data that could be found were an important area of statistical research, because of
from the budget of the central government, which the need to assess the level and impact of all policies
provided a rough indication of the government's and programs with implications for the environ-
"environmentally motivated" expenditures. Those ment.
expenditures could be traced to the following
sources: Balance Sheets of Tangible Assets

Department of Environment and Conservation In conventional accounts, changes in produced
Policy and administration capital assets are recorded as capital formation and
Wildlife depreciation insofar as they are brought about by
National parks economic production. Other changes due to natural
Environment disasters, accidents, the discovery of natural re-
Water resources sources, and price fluctuations have traditionally

Department of Forestry been accounted for in "reconciliation accounts" of
Research and development balance sheets.4 Few countries have established full
Planning and investment balance sheets that present the total value of tangible
Resource development assets at the beginning and end of the accounting

Department of Lands and Physical Planning period. Because of the increased interest in the assess-
Environment and conservation administration ment of national wealth-reflected, for example, in

Department of Fishery and Marine Resources the current revision of the SNA-and the realization
Research and survey that such wealth includes nonproduced environ-
Resource development mental assets, the SEEA promotes the use of full bal-
Inspection and surveillance. ance sheets of produced and nonproduced natural

(environmental) assets, as shown in table 7-3.
The total environmental expenditures budgeted Full balance sheets were roughly estimated for

for 1990 came to about 9.74 mio kina, 33.4 percent of PNG's produced assets and for its nonproduced sub-
which can be attributed to the Department of Envi- soil assets. It appears that other nonproduced natural
ronment and Conservation and 43.7 percent to the assets have not yet reached a level of nonsustainable

Table 7-2. Public Environmental Expenditure by the Central Government

Expenditure 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Total expenditure (mio kina)a 5.76 7.22 8.65 8.53 9.74
Increase per year - 25.3 19.8 -1.4 14.2
Percentage of total government budget 0.63 0.74 0.80 0.72 0.78
Percentage of GDP 0.23 0.26 0.28 0.28 0.31

- Not available.
a. The annual average exchange rate for 1990 was 1.00 kina = US$1.05. Between 1986 and 1989, the kina fluctuated between US$1.03 and

US$1.16.
Source Public Accounts 1990/91, Department of Finance and Planning.
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Table 7-3. Balance Sheets for Produced Assets
(mio kina)

Assets 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Fixed assets
Opening stocks 1,048.4 1,367.7 1,707.5 2,085.1 2,746.9 3,480.7

Investments 446.8 539.2 551.2 737.0 790.7 830.7
Depreciation 216.6 241.5 262.0 279.2 315.5 342.8

Other volume changes -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1
Revaluation 90.3 43.2 89.5 205.1 259.8 320.4
Closing stocks 1,367.7 1,707.5 2,085.1 2,746.9 3,480.7 4,287.9

Stocks
Opening stocks 837.6 935.0 927.0 1,004.3 1,221.4 1,230.2
Changes in stocks 33.8 -31.5 34.1 125.5 -83.4 -25.0
Other volume changes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Revaluation 63.6 23.5 43.2 91.6 9292 a 97 .6 a
Closing stocks 935.0 927.0 1,004.3 1,221.4 1,230.2 1,302.8

a. The inflation rate for 1989 and 1990 has been assumed constant and identical to the one of 1988.
Source: Authors' analysis.

exploitation, that is, actual depletion beyond the 74 these two variables have therefore been chosen to
country's capacities of natural regeneration or re- determine an opening value for the stocks of miner-
plenishment. No estimates have been made for PNG als for each year. The details of the calculation of
owing to the lack of reliable data. depletion allowances are explained in the next sec-

tion. Other volume changes relate to new discoveries
PRODUCED ASSETS. Data on the fixed assets and (including upward revisions) or downward revi-

stocks of a small number of enterprises were ob- sions of the proven reserves. Again, the revised av-
tained from an industrial survey performed in 1986. erage life expectancy and the net profits were taken
As a result, total and sectoral gross output had to be to reflect the value of new discoveries. The remaining
used in estimating the total and sectoral values of difference between the stocks (in market values) at
produced assets. Time series were calculated by al- the beginning and end of the accounting period is
lowing for (net) capital formation over time, using then explained by "revalutions" that are illustrated
national accounts statistics on net investment and by relatively strong price fluctuations in the case of
changes in stocks. The estimates also incorporated minerals exploited in Papua New Guinea.
independent information on the average annual Table 74 presents the balance sheets for subsoil
damage from floods, estimated at roughly 1.1 mio (mineral) assets. For the years 1986-88, discoveries
kina. The values of dosing stocks were obtained (included under other volume changes) contributed
through revaluations estimated for each year on the to an increase in the value of the mineral stock. When
basis of the World Bank price index for fixed invest- the Bougainville mine dosed down in 1989, a nega-
ment (World Bank 1990b). tive adjustment had to be made to the extractable

(and extracted) mineral assets. Net prices were also
SUBSOIL ASSETS. The quarterly reports of PNG's De- negative in the same year, owing to a slump in nmn-

partment of Minerals and Energy include separate eral prices. Under the above-mentioned assump-
physicalresourcebalancesforalmostallmajormines tions, the (negative) net price reflects the
and minerals. The problem of calculating balance expectations about the profitability of the mines, that
sheets is one of valuation and aggregation. Ideally, is, expectations about cost and price developments.
the discounted value of the net profits from the (total
anticipated) sales of the mineral would reflect the Depletion of Natural Resources
current value of the mineral stock. Under certain
conditions, the "net price" of the mineral, multiplied Scarce natural resources are an input of many eco-
by the total quantity of the stock, equals this value of nomic activities, and yet their use is generally not
total current stock. recorded in the traditional accounting framework.

In practice, however, only net revenues and aver- With the extension of the asset boundary in inte-
age life expectancy per mine are available. In table grated economic-enviro-nmentRI icccounting to in-
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Table 7-4. Balance Sheets for Subsoil Assets
(mio kina)

Assets 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Opening stocks 1,750.0 2,648.7 3,683.7 1,584.4 -154.7

Depletion -126 -209.7 -106.3 -25.2 -180.7
Other volume changes 175.6 -383.3 0.0
Revaluation 1,016.5 1,121.9 -2,168.6 -1,330.6 n.a.
Closing stocks 2,648.7 3,683.7 1,584.4 -15 4 .7 a n.a.

n.a. Not applicable.
Note: Caution should be exercised when using these numbers. They reflect various assumptions, and they do not take into account the

intermediate stages from initial prospecting until the reserves are "proven." If all the leases for mineral prospecting and developing were
auctioned off yearly, the incremental values would reflect additions to the capital stock

a. The negative value is not considered an accurate representation of the value of mineral reserves in PNG by technical specialists. This
illustrates the great difficulty in producing quantitative estimates.

Source: Authors' analysis.

dude "natural capital," the net depletion (beyond percent of the total export revenues. Furthermore,
regeneration or replenishment) of these natural as- mining has generally been a significant source of
sets has to be registered both in the asset balances and government revenues in the form of taxes, royalties,
in the economic flow accounts. The "economic" de- and dividends from shareholdings. Small-scale min-
pletion costs of both produced and natural resource ing has generally been of limited importance. During
capital are treated as a deduction to obtain the "first- the period of analysis (1985-90) more than 95 percent
step" indicators of adjusted net value added (NVA1) of the national mineral production originated from
and, as its sum total, the environmentally adjusted five mines:
net domestic product (EDP1). A distinction is made
between renewable resources such as fish stocks and Bougainville copper and gold mine. PNG's first
timber, on one hand, and nonrenewable resources large mine started operating in 1972, on the is-
such as subsoil assets, on the other hand. land of Bougainville; by 1988, its share in the

country's export earnings had risen to 35 per-
Nonrenewable Resources cent. In early 1989, however, the mine closed

down, owing to a violent dispute with local
Two principal methods have been proposed for landowners that became linked to a secessionist

incorporating the depletion of (nonrenewable) re- movement in the North Solomons Province,
sources as a cost into the production accounts. El which indudes Bougainville Island. There are
Serafy (1989) has proposed a "user-cost" to distin- no immediate prospects for a reopening of the
guish between the "true" (that is, sustainable) in- mine.
come component of the sales revenues of mninerals Ok Tedi gold and copper mine. The Ok Tedi nine
and its capital component, which is to be deducted is located in the Star Mountains of Western
from the gross production value as a user cost. In Province, dose to the border of Indonesia. It
contrast, Repetto and his colleagues (1989) have ap- began producing gold in 1984 and copper in
plied a "depreciation" approach. Gross value added 1987. With an expected lifetime of twenty-five
is not affected by this method, in that the consump- years, it became, after the temporary closure of
tion and increase of natural capital are treated along the Bougainville mine, PNG'S main mining proj-
the lines of produced capital consumption and for- ect, accounting for 46.8 percent of the export
mation. This makes it possible to obtain a further income in 1990.
modified (in addition to the depreciation of pro- Misirna gold and silver mine. The Misina mine
duced fixed assets) net value added of the mining -is-located-onthesmall island-of Misima.-It began
activity. The relevance of these methods in the case production inJune 1989 and holds an estimated
of Papua New Guinea is discussed in the following 77 tons of gold and 1,125 tons of silver reserzes.
paragraphs, after a brief review of the structure of the Mount Victor gold mine. The Mount Victor g ld
mining sector. mine started mining activities in 1987 and de-

pleted the reserves of approximately 1 ton of
MING IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA. Mining plays a gold within three years.

prominent role in PNG's development strategy. In Wau gold and silver mine. This Wau field hadI
1990, the sector accounted for more than 12 percent been active since the 1920s; new open pit activi-
of thez country's rf-x - ' -rovidled more than 60 ties started in 1986 based on an estimated life
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span of 8 years. In 1988, however, the reserves sales revenues nor extraction costs were available by
originally estimated at 8 tons of gold had to be mine (let alone by mineral). The annual reports of the
revised down drastically. The mine was dosed Bougainville mine provided some information on
in 1990 after the extraction of a total of approxi- the cost structure, indicating net earnings before tax-
mately 3.2 tons of gold and 3.8 tons of silver. ation.8 In order to calculate a normal return, percent-

Porgera gold mine. The Porgera mine began ages ranging from 8.8 percent to 11.4 percent (IMF
operating in September 1990. It is expected to 1990) were applied to the total shareholders' funds.
produce about 28 tons of gold each year for an For mnissing years, profitability per unit produced
expected life span of about twenty-five to thirty was calculated for the nearest available year and
years. Production figures have not yet been appliedtotherespectivetotalannualproduction. For
taken into account in the present analysis. other mines, information on the cost structure that

could be used to estimate total profits was obtained
Five other major projects are under development: from the national statistical office.

the Lihir gold project (estimated reserves, 585 tons of The results of the user-cost analysis are presented
gold; expected life, twenty-six to thirty-eight years), in table 7-5. In the year 1985, for instance, the capital
the Kutubu oil project5 (reserves, 169.8 million bar- owners of the mines would have had to make deple-
rels; expected start of production, July 1992; expected tion allowances of 8.8 mio kina, which would reduce
daily production, 80,000-100,000 barrels), the Mt. the value added of the mining sector by 3.7 percent-
Kare gold project (estimated reserves, 15 tons; esti- age points and the overall GDP by 0.4 percentage
mated life span, three to four years), the Hides gas points. Over the six-year period, these percentage
project (estimated reserves, 2.9 trillion cubic feet), points ranged from 2.6 to 9.5 for the adjustment of
and the Hidden Valley gold project (estimated re- value added, and from 0.3 to 1.A for GDP.
serves, 77 tons of gold and 1,140 tons of silver to be The factors that account for the fluctuation of the
extracted within a period of ten years). user-cost adjustment over the years are (apart from

There are also several potential mines in an ad- price changes) new discoveries and changes in the
vanced stage of exploration. These include the relative importance of the mnines. For existing mines,
Lakeamu gold prospect, the Tabar gold prospect, the discoveries extend their expected life span. Conse-
Uramit gold prospect in East New Britain, the quently, the amount that has to be retained for the
Tolukuma gold prospect in Central Province, the development of alternative income sources de-
Wafi and Hamata gold prospects in Morobe, the creases. This phenomenon is responsible for the re-
Agogo and Usano oil fields in Southern Highlands duction in the user cost in 1988 as opposed to 1987,
Province, and the Pandora gas field offshore in the as the two major mines Bougainville and Ok Tedi
Gulf of Papua. In addition, the government has ap- revised upward the estimates of their total reserves.
proved prospecting activities by various firms in Another factor that determines the fluctuations of the
about 200 locations. user costs in PNG is the distribution of income gener-

ated among the major mines: during 1989, the Bou-
USER-COSTVALUATIONOFEXHAUSTIBLERESOURCES. gainville mine, then PNG's biggest, ceased

A user cost has been proposed for the depletion of production. This reduced the relative size of the sec-
exhaustible resources. The idea is to convert a time- tor, now "dominated" by the Ok Tedi mine, which
bound stream of (net) revenues from the sales of an has a lower depletion allowance (about 15 per-
exhaustible natural resource into a permanent in- cent), given its expected long life span of twenty
come stream by investing a part of the revenues (that years or more.
is, the "user-cost allowance") over the lifetime of the
resource. Only the remaining amount of the reve- DEPRECLATIONANDAPPRECIATIONOFNATURALCAP-
nues should be considered "true income" (El Serafy rrAL A decrease in produced capital is recorded in
1989). Given a particular net revenue for an account- the SNA as either a decrease in stocks (for purposes of
ing period, the calculation of the user-cost allowance intermediate consumption or final demand) or de-
is straightforward, in that it requires only two addi- predation in the case of foreseeable wear and tear
tional parameters, the discount rate (r) and the life (capital consumption) of fixed assets. Increase in cap-
span (n).7 Estimates exist for the life of each mine ital is accounted for correspondingly as an increase
based on the knowledge of proven reserves and an in stocks or fixed capital formation. Changes in the
average extraction activity. In PNG, if the lifetime was quantity or quality of natural capital can exhibit char-
not explicitly available, the estimate was based on the acteristics of all these transactions. For example, soil
ratio of reserves to average yearly extraction rates. and land degradation appears to be more in the
The discount factor was set at 10 percent. nature ofa depreciation of afixed orpermanent asset,

The financial statements of the different compa- while mineral depletion reflects a reduction in
nies are confidential in nature. Therefore, neither nature's stocks of materials. Natural processes of
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Table 7-5. User-CostAnalysis
(mio kina)

Total 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

User cost 8.8 16.2 39.6 24.5 9.2 35.8
Value added (VA), mining sector 239.2 329.8 490.0 609.5 352.7 377.9

Adjusted VA 230.4 313.6 450.4 585.0 343.5 342.1
Adjusted VA/traditional vA (%) 96.3 95.1 91.9 96.0 97.4 90.5

Traditional GDP 2,423.9 2,555.0 2,831.1 3,140.9 3,013.7 3,103.1

Adjusted GDP 2,415.1 2,538.8 2,791.5 3,116.4 3,004.5 3,067.3
Adjusted GDP/traditional GDP (%) 99.6 99.4 98.6 99.2 99.7 98.8

Note. These estimates should be used with caution, keeping in mind the assumptions made.
Source: Authors' analysis.

capital formation take place, for example, in cases of a consequence, well-defined economic processes
growth of renewable resources. would be overshadowed by erratic natural fluctua-

In principle, any changes of stocks or permanent tions and events.
assets through depletion or degradation should re- Table 7-6 shows that, after the deduction of the
flect the change in the economic value-that is, in- depletion allowance, the (adjusted) value added of
come-generating power-during the accounting the mining sector ranges from about 50 percent to 90
period. Estimates of these economic values have to percent of the original values. Asaconsequence, total
be based on the discounted future income generated net domestic product is reduced by approximately 1
by the use of assets in production. It can be shown percent and 9 percent, respectively. The annual de-
that under certain conditions (of perfect competition pletion rate of natural capital (of mineral resources),
and optimizing behavior), the "net price" (market compared with the depreciation of produced capital,
price minus all factor costs including a normal return is significant: in 1987, for example, the inclusion of
to capital) reflects the (discounted) future income natural capital almost doubles the total depreciation.
generation capability and has therefore been applied Clearly, this conveys a different picture of overall
in the studies of the World Resources Institute capitalorinvestmentefficienciesintheminingsector
(Repetto and others 1989: 19). In the present study, in comparison with one conveyed by conventional
the net-price method has been used to estimate an capital-output ratios, for example.
"environmental depletion cost"-a term that is neu- The large differences in the adjustments between
tral as to the nature of the depleted or degraded the years are mainly a result of the strong price
natural resource and could thus be deducted either fluctuations of the minerals in the world markets to
from gross production as intermediate consumption which PNG caters: for example, from 1987 to 1988, the
to obtain gross value added or from gross value average gold price per ounce dropped by alnost 50
added as depreciation to obtain net value added.9 percent. At that point in time, PNG was still highly

There are two ways to deal with increases in min- dependent on its gold production, since one of the
eral reserves. On one hand, the discoveries, exten- biggest mines (Ok Tedi) only started copper produc-
sions, and upgrades of ores could be recorded as tion in that year. From 1988 to 1989 the gold prices
(own-account) capital accumulation, thus affecting recovered;however,the copperpricesfellbyroughly
net domestic product. On the other hand, such capi- one-third. Furthermore, the most profitable mine,
tal increases have generally been accounted for out- Bougainville, stopped production in 1989, which ac-
side the production accounts (use/value added counts for the relatively low net return in that year.
accounts) under "other volume changes" in the bal- With gold and copper prices high, and a lower value
ance sheets (see table 7-3). The latter approach has added volume of the whole mining sector, the net
been chosen (at least for the time being) by the SEEA price adjustment reached a record high in 1990.
and in PNG. The reason for excluding discoveries
from the production accounts is that the increase in COMPARISON OF RESULTS AND METHODOLOGES.

natural capital is not the result of economic produc- Table 7-7 compares the calculations of user costs with
tion, and accounting for its "discovery" as economic those of the depreciation allowances (including ap-
production would open up the economic system to preciation for discovery and upward revision). With
noneconomic processes of natural growth and accu- one exception, the user cost is considerably lower
mulation (as well as destructive natural events). As (ranging between 12 percent and 46 percent of the
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Table 7-6. Net-Price Calculation of Depletion Costs and Discoveries
(mio kina)

Total 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Depletion cost 74.1 126.8 209.7 106.3 25.2 180.7
Value added (VA), mnining sector 239.2 329.8 490.0 609.5 352.7 377.9
Adjusted vA 165.1 203.0 280.3 503.2 327.5 197.2
Adjusted VA/traditional VA(%) 69.0 61.6 57.2 82.6 92.9 52.2
Traditional GDP 2,423.9 2,555.0 2,831.1 3,140.9 3,013.7 3,103.1
Depreciation of produced capital 216.6 241.5 262.0 279.2 315.5 342.8
Traditional NDP 2,207.3 2,313.6 2,569.1 2,861.7 2,698.2 2,760.3
Adjusted NDPa 2,133.2 2,196.8 2,359.4 2,755.4 2,673.0 2,579.6
Adjusted NDP/traditional NDP (%) 96.6 94.5 91.8 96.3 99.1 93.5
Discoveriesb n.a. 9.0 122.8 175.6 3833.3C 0.0

n.a. Not applicable.
Note. When using these numbers and interpreting them, the assumptions made should be kept in mind.
a. Adjusted for depletion of mineral resources only, which happens to cover all natural resource depletion in PNG and thus equals EDP1

(see text).
b. Including upward revisions; in line with SEEA, discoveries are not reflected in adjusted value added calculations (see text).
c. Negative adjustment because of mine dosure (see text).
Source. Authors' analysis.

depreciation allowance). This is not surprising, con- worthwhile to examine the commonalities and dif-
sidering that the user-cost method would split up the ferences in the meaning and interpretation of the two
net return from sales (equaling the depreciation valuations. Both methods accept and set out from the
amountwithout appreciation) intoatrue income and general principle that the current value of capital in
a user cost element. In 1988, when appreciation ex- production is determined by its discounted value of
ceeds depreciation, the two approaches dearly di- net returns, that is, anticipated income generated
verge, since the user cost approach would consider from capital use. It can be shown that the user-cost
discoveries only as extensions of the lifetime of the method is a special case of defining depreciation as
resource that would still require a (reduced) user- the change in the discounted value of an exhaustible
cost allowance, while a negative depreciation would (mineral) resource, for example, over a year of exploi-
be recorded in the depreciation approach. Of course, tation, assuming that the yearly net returns are con-
in the SEEA and in its PNG application, no such appre- stant every year of the life of the resource (Hartwick
ciation appears in the production accounts because and Hageman 1991). Similarly, it is argued that "the
discoveries are recorded as other volume changes in economic depreciation due to the loss of a natural
the balance sheets (see table 7-6). resource is equal to the present value of all the bene-

The significance of the above modifications ap- fits provided by that resource." In tum, this value
plied to value added differs considerably, suggesting (per unit of the resource) is considered equal under
a quite different role of natural capital in the sus- perfect market conditions to the net price as defined
tainability of production (depreciation allowance) as above (World Resources Institute 1991; Repetto and
against income (user-cost allowance). It is therefore others 1989). The assumptions behind this argument

Table 7-7. Comparison of User Cost and Depreciation of Mineral Resources
(mio kina)

Cost and depreciation 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

(1) User cost 8.8 16.2 39.6 24.5 9.2 35.8
(2) Net depreciationa 74.1 117.8 86.9 -69.3 25.2 180.7
(1)/(2)-100 11.9 13.8 45.6 -35.4 36.5 19.8
User cost/value added (%) 3.7 4.9 8.1 4.0 2.6 9.5
Depreciation/value added (%) 31.0 35.7 17.7 -11.4 7.1 47.8

a. Including appreciation through discoveries for comparative purposes (except for 1985 and 1989; see discoveries in table 7-6).
Source. This table combines information from tables 7-5 and 7-6; the limitations of the latter should be kept in mind.
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Table 7-8. Physical Balances of Forest Resources its 0.3 percent contribution (in 1988) to the national
(thousands of hectares) product. Again, this market production is mainly
Forest resource 1980 1985 1990 destined for foreign consumption. The export of

baramundi, prawns, crayfish, and tuna does not ex-
Total surface PNG 46,886 46,886 46,886 ceed 1 percent of the export earnings. To this market
Total forestland 36,420 36,420 36,420 activity, a certain proportion of the nonmarket (sub-

Potential economic usea 15,000 15,000 15,000 sistence) component of GDP, which for 1992 is esti-
Virgin 14,765 14,560 14,255 mated at 13.1 percent, will have to be added m order
Logged over 235 440 745 to reflect more accurately the significance of the fish-

Enviromnental use ing activity in PNG.
(nontimber forests) 21,420 21,420 21,420 Few estimates of the stocks of natural resources
Shifting agriculture 106 162 210 such as fish stocks are available in Papua New
Shrubs 85 85 85 Guinea. Special investigations like the Skipjack Tuna
Forest plantation 23 30 42 Assessment Program were mainly concerned with
Natural forest 21,206 21,143 21,083 defining maximum levels of permitted extraction

that do not violate the sustainability of the catch. For
a. Assuming sustainable use, which leaves the total 'produc- .al m or fiscate the levelt of tcatch.osrv

tive" forestlands unaffected. all major fish categones, the levels of catch observed
Source: Department of Forestry. at present lie significantly below the estimated sus-

tainable yields. Thus it was decided that the natural
asset "fish stock" should be excluded from the eco-

are not entirely clear, although it appears that the nomic flow analysis at this stage, and that a zero
net-price method neglects future discounted net re- adjustment of the economic aggregates of capital
turns from the remaining (after exploitation during accumulation and domestic product is justified.
the accounting period) resource as capital gains that More data on the total balances and the changes
should not affect the depreciation allowance of the therein are available for the forests as a consequence
accounting period.10 of national and international monitoring activities

There is obviously a need to further discuss and under the Tropical Forestry Action Plan (TFAP) and
clarify the assumptions of the two methods that at- the International Tropical Timber Organization. At
tempt to simplify the general depreciation rule. One, present, however, these data reveal significant con-
possibly unintended, advantage of the net-price tradictions and other weaknesses, but had to be used
method, however, is that, in doing away with future to assess the possible quantitative depletion or qual-
net returns, the valuation of resource depletion is itative degradation of the forests. Activities under the
very close to the common accounting practice for TFAP are expected to produce more reliable informa-
withdrawals from stocks of produced commodities. tion in the future.
In this sense, the net-price method can be seen as an
application of stock accounting to a natural exhaust- PHYSICALBALANCES. Table 7-8 shows the total area
ible resource that, by providing material inputs into of forestland and its breakdown over the years 1980
production, is more of an inventory than a fixed to 1990. The total forestland has been classified into
asset. two subcategories: the forests that have a potential

economic use for logging activities, and forests that
Renewable Resources are not classified as productive, either because they

lie in inaccessible (for logging operations) mountain
The natural resource that best characterizes Papua areas or because of their timber quality (low density

New Guinea is its forests. Its abundance is striking: or low quality of timber species). The areas of these
about 75 percent of the total area of the country, a categories are assumed to be constant over time.
large part of which is barely accessible, is covered by Within the category of potential economic use, the
forests. The forest industry is relatively small. In 1988 area logged over increased from 235,000 hectares in
its value added represented 4.1 percent of the total 1980 to 440,000 hectares in 1985 and 745,000 hectares
GDP. Almost the entire production is exported, in 1990. This reflects an average annual growth of
mainly to Japan. In the same year, the timber logs logged-over areas of 41,000 hectares in the first five
were the fourth largest (after copper, gold, and cof- years and 61,000 hectares toward the end of the
fee) source of foreign earnings and accounted for decade. Further deforestation of "nonproductive"
about 7.7 percent of the total export value. forests that may impair environmental functions of

Fish stocks are another renewable resource avail- forests and forest habitats is described and assessed
able for potential exploitation in PNG, an island coun- later in the chapter.
try with rich fishing grounds. To date, however, the Production data of the forest industry are usually
role of the fishing sector has been negligible, given available in terms of volume rather than area. For the
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purpose of valuation, it is hence necessary to convert Table 7-9. Sustainable Cut of Timber
the resource balances from hectares into cubic me- (mio cubic meters)
ters. It is problematic to use just a simple conversion Cut Level
factor of cubic meter timber per hectare forest. Be-
cause of the large variety of forests, such a conversion Total timber resources 269.6
must be considered an oversimplification. Discus- Permitted annual cut 3.6
sions with experts and study of a variety of docu- Sustainable annual cut
ments provided the following information: the High estimatea 6.7
standing volume of timber in PNG is estimated at an Low estimateb 3.6
average of 100-130 cubic meters per hectare. This Estimated current cut (1989) 2.5
would yield a total volume of about 1,800 million
cubic meters for the entire productive forest area. a. Estmtefr eprt o f Forestry.aThistfigureiswidelyconsidered
Because only trees with a minimum diameter of 20 to be too high; its use here should in no way be seen as an
centimeters are considered for commercial harvest- endorsement.
ing, and because of the restrictive felling techniques b. Estimate from Papua New Guinea, Forestry Sector, A Trop-
officially prescribed, the estimates for the average ical Forestry Action Plan (TFAP) Review, World Bank, February 1,
per hectare yield of logging range from 15 to 30 cubic 1990a. Note that data in this sector are very weak, but studies that

are under way are expected to produce much better figures. Note
meters. This is consistent with a recent estimate for also that the TFAP has suggested that the sustainable cut level is
the National Forest Plan of the total merchantable alreadybeing exceeded.
volume of 269.6 million cubic meters, which would Source. Authors' analysis.

correspond to an average yield of 18 cubic meters of
timber per hectare logged.

Table 7-9 shows Department of Forestry estimates particular forest area. The ecological value is based
of the sustainable cut of timber based on an assumed on its ecological functions as habitat and other envi-
regeneration cycle of seventy-six years. However, ronmental (including social and spiritual) values.
there are considerable uncertainties about the length As in the case of mineral extraction, a depletion
of the regeneration cycle, the present level of cut, and allowance has to be calculated if there is actual de-
the sustainable level of cut. It has been pointed out pletion of the resource, that is, if exploitation exceeds
that the current cut level indicated in table 7-9 is regeneration (regrowth and afforestation). In some
severely underestimated (Saulei 1990), while the local settings of Papua New Guinea, forestry re-
TFAP report suggested that the sustainable cut level sources have clearly been depleted. To what extent
had already been exceeded at the time of the 1988 exploitation exceeds regeneration at the national
mission. level will remain uncertain until more reliable data

Nonsustainable cut at local levels poses a further become available. As a result, no depletion allowance
problem. This problem could be neglected only if was calculated for the forestry sector. Such calcula-
local depletion is compensated at no cost (of trans- tions should be made, however, as soon as the data
portation, reallocation of equipment, resettlement, are available.
migration, and so on) by regeneration in other areas. One could calculate a net price for timber. Such a
In the absence of local-level information, it was im- "rent" could provide the government with a basis for
possible to assess such compensation costs in the determining the level of taxes and royalties. This
present study. would not only be a way of generating income, but

A second phenomenon, reflected in table 7-8, is the could also serve to prevent an increase in forest ex-
permanent loss of forest through land dearing for ploitation beyond sustainable cut levels." Applying
shifting agriculture. The area covered by shifting a user-cost allowance in this case would mean that
agriculture increased from 106,000 hectares in 1980 the "true income" level would approach net revenue,
to 210,000 hectares in 1990. There has consequently since the number of years becomes infinite under
been a net deforestation over the decade of about truly sustained forest exploitation.
10,000 hectares per year. The data gave no evidence
of a significant deforestation caused by other socio- Environmental Quality Degradation
economic activities. The present analysis therefore
concentrates on assessing the impacts of logging ac- SEEA costs the degradation of enviromnental qual-
tivities and shifting cultivation on forestlands. ity at its potential restoration or avoidance costs.

Those costs refer to the immediate physical impacts
VALUATION PRINCIPLES. Economic and ecological from economnic production (and consumption, real-

functions and values of the forest are distinguished located to production via a final demand adjust-
and treated separately in the present study. The eco- ment). Such impacts are mainly discharges of (waste)
nomic value is derived from the timber content of a residuals but may also include other environmental
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quality effects such as soil erosion from improper The PNG data base for the impacts on environmen-
agricultural or construction practices. Further "dam- tal quality from soil loss or erosion and residuals of
age costs" due to the loss of environmental functions economic activities is weak. There is no independent
or to consequential health and welfare effects are not nationwide monitoring of emnissions or ambient con-
allocated to causing agents in the SEEA but are mea- centrations of pollutants, nor of the contamination of
sured in "cost-borne" valuations. To some extent, biota and humans. Information on environmental
those effects are reflected in separately identified effects is thus either of a descriptive nature or pro-
"defensive expenditures," required for dealing with duced as part of an "environmental plan" or impact
them. This approach is recommended because of (a) assessment for selected projects such as logging, hy-
the general absence of markets of environmental dropower development, or mineral exploration.
welfare effects for a monetary valuation according to Typically, such assessments are carried out by, or on
the preferences of the affected people, and (b) the behalf of, the corporation seeking to exploit the nat-
difficulty of tracing back overall welfare effects to ural resource. In a few cases, more independent as-
their multivariate sources. sessments could be obtained from research

A different approach was used to assess certain conducted by the University of Papua New Guinea,
environmental effects in the PNG study because of the scientific institutions, or international surveys. The
unique nature of compensation negotiations in the situation is similar in the case of soil loss through
country. Such negotiations can indeed be viewed as erosion where only selected local or provincial sur-
a market for welfare effects of environmental im- veys have been carried out in the country. Thus one
pacts in a particular area.12 As a consequence, the obvious conclusion from the data search in this study
scope of environmental effects costed in the present is that more comprehensive monitoring and data col-
study differs from the coverage recommend in the lection are sorely needed-not only for environmental
SEEA. The following estimates of environmental qual- accounting but also for environmental management
ity degradation, based on the compensation ap- The SEEA bases its valuation of environmental deg-
proach, should therefore be seen more as radationontheprinciplesofpotentialdamageresto-
experimental results, especially in view of the incon- ration or avoidance by estimating the cost of these
sistencies between this valuation and other environ- potential actions. Where full restoration or avoidance
mental impacts valued at restoration cost. The is technically not feasible or prohibitively expensive,
further deduction of these costs from value added the costs of complying with governmental or "ex-
(EvAl) and EDPl (already adjusted for the depletion pertocratic" standards (taking technologically and
of natural resources) yields the "second-step"-and economically feasible solutions into account) could
more controversial-indicators of EVA2 and EDP2. At be taken as minimum values of actual damage in-
any rate, the underlying qualitative and quantitative curred. It has been pointed out, however, that the
(physical) "counterpart" data, presented in the next application of "Western" standards to the environ-
section, have their own information value in show- mental situation in Papua New Guinea might be too
ing a more synthetic picture of the nation's state of costly to maintain or may not be appropriate if the
the environment. environment is more polluted "naturally" (for exam-

ple, from natural sedimentation) than by effluents
Review of Environmental Conditions discharged into environmental media (Hicks and
and Valuation Mowbray, in prep.).

As an alternative, customary land ownership, in
Table 7-10 is a synoptic assessment of environmen- combination with traditional compensation requests

tal impacts in the country by causing agent, that is, for "wrongful deeds," has created a unique negotia-
economic sector or natural events. Primary produc- tion process in the field of natural resource exploita-
tion of agriculture, forestry, and mining can be held tion in this country. Almost all land and water and
responsible for the main impacts on fresh and marine related natural resources are owned by tribal groups
waters, forests, and related ecosystems. Soil erosion or clans (Waim 1990). Moreover, tribal grouping
is by and large the result of natural processes, with seems to dominate the national political structure,
some contribution from the dear-felling of forests and therefore central powers are relatively weak. As
and agriculture. Culturalheritage hasbeen adversely a consequence, "small but vociferous communities"
affected in particular by hydropower development, possess strong bargaining power in negotiations for
timber harvesting, and agricultural and mining ac- the compensation of land-use losses (Viner 1984:
tivities. Such losses are especially significant in local 342). Since local communities shoulder most of the
environments (such as burial sites, healing springs, burden of environmental impacts and commercial
spirit places, and sacred grounds of ancestral origin). benefits are accrued by means of direct remuneration
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Table 7-10. Impacts on Environmental Quality, Papua New Guinea
Govern-

Trans- ment Rest
Agri- Energy port Manu- (munic- House- Natural of the

On From culture Forestry Fishery Mining (hydro) (marine) facture ipalities) holds events worida

Water Fresh
Marine ___=__

Land/soil______
Air_ _ _

Marine
Biota/habitats Forests

Other
Cultural values Me_____
Rest of the worlda _ _________ _ __=

a. Imports/exports of residuals.
El No significant impacts.
E Some (potentially significant) impacts.
* Considerable impacts.
Source. Authors' analysis.

of services or payments of royalties, additional com- spiritual values of forests are lost through this con-
pensations typically reflect environmental or envi- version of forestland into cultivated areas. Threats to
ronmnent-related social, cultural, or even moral the survival of forest species-among them the tall-
(Senge 1991) value losses in connectionwith resource est trees, the largest butterflies, and rare ferns and
exploitation. orchids (World Bank 1990a: 1-2)--soil loss, impair-

Negotiation for such compensation can be seen as ment of watershed regulation and nutrient cydes,
a simulation of market valuation through direct bar- and the increasing risk and intensity of flooding and
gaining for nonmarketed environmental quality landslides are the main environmental consequences
losses. A detailed descrption for such losses in con- of the depletion of PNG's forests.
nection with a major hydropower project is given The valuation of these environmental losses is
below. based on two alternative estimates of forest depletion

through shifting cultivation. The first estimate, using
Assessment of Sectoral Impacts information obtained from the PNG Department of

Forestry, assumes an annual conversion rate of
Sectoral impacts were assessed for agriculture, for- 11,200 hectares for 1981-85 and 9,600 hectares for

estry, mining, and energy. The impacts of natural 1986-90 at a growing stock rate of 120 cubic meters
events and some other activities were also examined. per hectare. The second estimate (Saulei 1990: 380) of

an annual conversion of 200,000 hectares assumes
AGRICULTURE. Currently, only about 7 percent of that most of this conversion took place in already

PNG's land is being cultivated, 97 percent of which is logged-over areas where growing stock had been
under traditional land tenure (Eu 1986:12). Environ- reduced by commercial harvesting (at a rate of 35
mental impacts from agricultural wastes and residu- cubic meters per hectare) to 85 cubic meters per
als can therefore be assumed to be local and hectare. The losses of ecological functions of forests
temporary. In the absence of systematic monitoring by conversion to shifting cultivation are valued at 7
of agricultural pollution, there are only verbal re- kina per cubic meter. According to the Department
ports about waste from oil palm, copra, cocoa, and of Forestry, this rate is the compensation (to be) paid
sugar processing and treatment plants, with local to landowners deprived of traditional uses of the
contamination of coastal and fresh waters (Hicks and forests by logging activities.
Mowbray, in prep.). No valuation of these relatively As a result of these alternative estimates in conver-
limited effects was attempted in this study. sion rates, two degradation estimates are obtained

The main environmental impacts of agriculture for the two five-year periods 1981-85 and 1986-90.
stem from the effects of forest dearing for cultivation. The low estimates are 9.408 mio kina (1981-85) and
Noneconomic, ecological, and related social and 8.064 mio kina (1986-90) a year. The high estimate is
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119 mio kina a year for the whole 1981-90 period. According to figures obtained from the Depart-
This amounted to 1.2 percent as against 18.0 percent ment of Forestry, about 40,000 hectares were logged
of agricultural net value added, or 0.3 percent as over during 1981-85 and 60,000 hectares during
against 4.4 percent of NDP (see table 7-12). Such vari- 1986-90. Applying a commercial harvest rate of 35
ation dearly illustrates the need for further work, not cubic meters per hectare and a 7-kina (compensation)
only in the area of monetary accounting but also in plus 2-kina (forest management levy) rate (as indi-
the underlying measurement of physical stocks and cated by Department of Forestry informants) to these
flows. areas, obtains an "actual" environmental cost of 12.6

mio kina a year (1981-85) and 18.9 mio kina a year
FORESTRY. As in agriculture, the leading environ- (1986-90), already accounted for "in principle."

mental impacts of logging activities are the losses of Even if these values are correctly accounted for in
ecological and cultural functions of the forest conventional accounts, they reflect only "private"
resource through its exploitation. By contrast, and costs and values of the negotiating partners. InPapua
following the provisions of obligatory "environmen- New Guinea, however, there seems to be an argu-
tal plans" for sustainable cut, only selective cutting ment for accounting the cost and value of the forest
of tree species with a minimum diameter of 20 centi- resource for society as "social" costs or values. The
meters is permitted. Thus, according to information value added generated in forest sector activities,
from the Department of Forestry, forests are not modified by actual compensation payments-thatis,
clear-cut, but are in principle allowed to regenerate private environmental costs-could be takcen as a
over a long period of time. Regrowth is estimated to rough estimate of the social costs of logging in a
take about twenty years in the case of low-intensity conservationist approach. This approach would
harvesting(WoodlarkIslandDevelopmentCorpora- yield costs of about 45 mio kina a year for 1981-85
tion 1990: vii), twenty-five to thirty years for fast- and 61 mio kina a year for 1986-90 (estimates pro-
growing species, and fifty to seventy years for vided by the National Statistical Office).
slow-growing species (Saulei 1990:380,381). Impacts At the same time, the Tropical Forestry Action
from erosion seem to be negligible, since logging Plan for PNG cautioned against the adoption of trade
operations maintain enough forest and vegetation protection measures and suggested that "allowable
cover, thus contributing only marginally to natural cut" targets be introduced instead (World Bank
erosion rates. However, little is known of the general 1990a: ix, 57). Revenue forgone through the im-
ecology of PNG's forests, that is, of their biodiversity, plementation of these targets is estimated at between
structure, growth, and their phenological and regen- 10 and 20 million kina a year on the basis of planned
eration patterns. (rather than actual) extraction.

In view of their long regeneration period, it can be Both approaches reflect an avoidance cost valua-
assumed that, once logged over, forests do not regain tion for the estimation of the social costs of losses of
their ecological composition and ecological quality. environmental functions from logging. Depending
If logging operations are resumed after regrowth of on the degree of social values assigned to the envi-
desired species, the forest is effectively prevented ronment-that is, whether one adopts the conserva-
from attaining its original (climax) condition. This tionist view or accepts a compromise focusing on
seems to be the case for most of the logged-over area sustainability-these costs thus run from 10 to 45 mio
of PNG, estimated at some 2.3 mio hectares (over the kina a year for 1981-85 and from 10 to 61 mio kina a
past 40 years) (Saulei 1990: 380). year for 1986-90.

Compensation for the losses of social, cultural, and
ecological values has been established through nego- MINING. Table 7-11 brings together data on the
tiation with logging companies. In principle, such environmental impacts of mining from a variety of
compensation would be reflected in the cost accounts sources, including project information, monitoring,
of these companies and consequently in conven- and research carried out by national and interna-
tional national accounts. There is some doubt, how- tional organizations. The most serious impacts stem
ever, about the actual disbursement (to landowners) from the Bougainville (copper) and the Ok Tedi (gold
and use (for example, for forest management). For and copper) mines, both of which were largely ex-
instance, the first major forestry scheme in PNG, the empt from environmental regulation (see the "re-
Gogol project in Madang province, has been consid- marks" in table 7-11). The main environmental
ered a disaster for the local population, since "few of effects are caused by the discharge of mine tailings,
the expected benefits from employment, financial which, through ambient concentrations of heavy
compensation for loss of land and resources, and metals, have impaired and in various instances de-
reforestation and agricultural schemes have eventu- stroyed aquatic life in fresh and marine waters. Ac-
ated" (Hughes and Sullivan 1989:41). cording to information from the Department of



Table 7-11. Environment Impacts of Minin& Papua New Guinea

Loading/concentrations
Discharges in waters

Mine Tailings Hard/soft rock Heavy metals Sediments Aquatic life Other Remarks

Bougainville 50,000e to 135,000 t/day on Dissolved Cu: 5 to Tailings on 5,000 Jaba river: dead fish, Mine exempted
(copper, 135,000" adjacent dumpsa 25 p/ l in the ha of bay floor;b population reduced in from stipulations
some silver, t/day plumeb,c delta from tailings: tributariesab,c of environmental
and gold) 700 hac legislationa
(1971-1989)

Ok Tedi 20,000a to 10,000+ t/day into 1988: Cu Likely disappearance of 1984: 270 t of After a landslide
(gold and 30,000 t/day rivera concentrate species intolerant to sodium cyanide destroyed
copper) (with ITDS) from50 Rl/I (100 increased sedimentation;e and hydrogen proposed tailings
(1984- 60,00Le to km from Gulf) to one confirmed fish kille peroxide spill;aAd dam site, an
present) 8 0,000 d (after p11 (at the Gulf)b and deaths of salt water potential long- interim tailings

ITDS) 1984: crocodiles and turtlesd term effects of disposal scheme
1,000 m3 from concentration of Cu mine waste on (ITDS) was
tailings spilla and cyanidee 22 mg/kg Australian Great introduced, but

Cu (recommended level: Barrier Reefs and abandoned in
10 mg/kg) and 10 mg/kg Torres Strait;cd 1988a
Cadmium (recommended deposition of sand
level: 0.2 mg/kg) in on cultivated land
prawnsb

Misima 15,000 t/daya 10,000 t/day into Accumulation of Predicted impacts Environmental
(gold and oceana tailings on deep on marine plans assessed
silver) (1989- sea floor habitatsd potential impacts,
present) predictedd including

alienation of land,
sedimentation,
loss of corals and
fish, deposits of
tailings on ocean
floor, loss of
archeological and
cultural sites, and
other social
impacts f,g

Hidden 22,000 t/daya Planned or under
Valley construction
Porgera, Mt.
Kare, (1990-
present),
Lakchama
(planned)

Sources: a. Hughes and Sullivan 1989. b. Currey (in prep.). c. Hicks and Mowbray (in prep.). d. Brodie and others 1990. e. Pernetta 1988. f. Placer 1987. g. Humphreys 1984.
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Minerals and Energy, only smal local areas of forests back-up plants have not caused significant environ-
and land in the vicinity of the mining sites are af- mental disruption.
fected in comparison with the remaining country's Since the time the government purchased the land
vast untouched land. It is also maintained that sedi- required for the Yonki project in 1970-71, however,
mentation from hard and soft rock disposal has a and since the beginning of dam construction (accom-
limited effect, adding only marginally to the large plished in January 1991), considerable environmen-
naturaUy occurring erosion and corresponding sedi- tal impacts, including those of a more social and
mentation of PNG's rivers and coastal areas. cultural nature, have occurred. Further impacts are

Regarding the possible long-term effects of the expected from the flooding of the Yonki Valley, par-
discharge of mine tailings, the government has es- ticularly as a result of the displacement of spirits
sentiaUy three choices: (a) to close the mines, (b) to residing in the river system, and the loss of healing
limit environmental damage by constructing tailings springs, sites of ancestral and personal origin and
storage and treatment facilities, and (c) to allow the burial places (Waim 1990).
unrestricted dumping of waste, hoping that damage A negotiation process for compensation is cur-
wiU not be too severe (Hughes and Sullivan 1989: rently taking place between landowners and Elcom.
40,41). In early 1991, the government rejected the

The first option, which, as in the case of logging, landowners' claim for 3 mio kina compensation, of-
could be labeled the conservationist position, would fering in return a benefits package of K 900,000 (Bun-
have serious implications for the economic develop- palau 1991). An independent "draft" proposal for the
ment of Papua New Guinea. In general, the decision benefit package to the Arona Valey residents sug-
to leave mineral resources (that is, part of the national gests an amount of 1.2 mio kina for compensation for
wealth) untouched appears to be prodigal and not environmental effects of the (past) construction
viable for countries embarking on economic devel- phase and the imminent flooding of the valey (Waim
opment. Nevertheless, this extreme environmental- 1990). If this amount is taken as a possible compro-
ist view can be assessed by an upper-limit estimate mise and assuming that the extent of environmental
of value added forgone by the nonmining of proven impacts is about equally distributed over the con-
reserves. This value is about 211 mio kina a year for struction and displacement phase and the flooding
1983-85 and 432 mio kina a year for 1986-90 (esti- period, K 600,000 could be allocated to the period
mates of the National Statistical Division). 1971-89 and the same amount to the period of flood-

T1he other, more realistic scenario is based on the ing the vaUey. The relatively small annual allocation
avoidance costs of environmental damage. These for the nineteen-year period of about K 32,000, as
costs have been obtained from environmental plans compared to full cost accounting for the flooding
for the three main operational mines of Bougainville, effects (possibly K 600,000 in 1991) demonstrates the
Ok Tedi, and Misima. The Department of Minerals usefulness of keeping account of environmental ef-
and Energy indicates that costs range from 35.7 mio fects continuously in order to spread the burden of
kina a year (based on the capital and operational environmental management over time. Alterna-
costs of constructing tailings dams or detoxifying tively, delaying such management until environ-
wastes and hauling waste to safer dumping grounds mental effects have accumulated to a degree that
or the ocean) to 101.2 mio kina a year if an earth- social protest forces the action may be costly and
quake-proof solution is applied. The conservationist destabilizing, as evidenced by the closure of the Bou-
scenario amounts to about 14.7 percent of NDP (aver- gainville mine.
age values for 1986-90), while avoidance costs are 1.3
percent or 3.8 percent (for the earthquake-proof ap- NATURAL EVENTS. A wide variety of natural events
proach) of NDP (see table 7-12). and processes exert considerable environmental im-

pacts in Papua New Guinea. The effects of these
ENERGY. Apart from suspected losses of mangrove events, which, depending on their intensity and lo-

habitat from mangrove cutting for firewood (Hicks cation, may become disasters, are recorded as "other
and Mowbray, in prep.), the principal environmental volume changes" in SEEA. They do not, therefore,
impacts from energy production have resulted or are affect the environmentally adjusted indicators of
expected to result from the Yonki hydropower devel- value added or income, but may produce significant
opment project currently under way in the Arona changes in the balance sheets of natural and pro-
Valley. This project will supply about 50 percent of duced assets.
PNG's hydropower, with 45 percent being supplied Since Papua New Guinea lies within a zone of
by the Sirinumu dam on the Sogeri Plateau. Accord- strong earthquake and volcanic activity, changes in
ing to an official of the Electricity Commission land mass such as the creation of new islands are
(Elcom), the Sorgeri plant and the other small-scale quite common (Brodie and others 1990: 27). Impacts
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Table 7-12. Average Annual Costs of Environmental Quality Degradation, Papua New Guinea
(mio kina)

1981-85 1986-91 % of NVAa % of NDP a

Sector (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

Agricultureb 9.4 119.0 8.1 119.0 1.2 18.0 0.3 4.4

Forestryc 10.0 45.0 10.0 61.0 6.4 39.3 0.4 2.3
Miningc 35.7 101.2 35.7 101.2 15.5 44.0 1.3 3.8

Energy 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Total 55.1 265.2 53.8 281.2 5.0 25.9 2.0 10.4

Note: These values should be interpreted very cautiously. They contain many underlying assumptions that should be kept in mind.
Comparisons between sectors should be made even more cautiously given the different valuation methods. Column 2 refers to upper-range
estimates.

a. 1986-90 average cost (if not available: 1980-90 average) over 1989 net value added (NVA) of the respective sector or NDP (source: tables
7-12 to 7-21).

b. Compensation values.
c. Avoidance cost values.
Source Authors' analysis.

on the marine environment include fish kills, caused alignment of the Bumbu River, frequently increased
by pollution from volcanic activity, and damage to dramatically by flooding. The largest flood in twenty
the coral reef and other disturbance of the marine years occurred in 1983; other major floods occurred
habitat from seismic activity and tsunamis. No sys- in 1973, 1977, 1979, 1980, and 1986 (Snowy Moun-
tematic assessment of these effects is available, how- tains Engineering Corporation, n.d.). The losses and
ever (Hicks and Mowbray, in prep.). repair work undertaken in the context of the 1983

Similarly, no overall assessment has been made of flood have been estimated at K 600,000. For the other
the ecological effects of erosion, which in Papua New floods, land and building losses, together with an-
Guinea is predominantly caused by natural factors, nual repair work, can be assumed to be on the order
in particular rainsplash and surface wash and mass of K 200,000.13 Again, such costs do not affect the key
movement (Humphreys 1984: 60ff.). It is generally aggregates of value added, product, or income, since
maintained that the effects of sedimentation on fresh- they are recorded as "other volume changes" in pro-
water and marine habitats are localized and tempo- duced assets of the sEEAbalance sheets. Expenditures
rary in nature. As far as soil productivity of to remedy this situation, estimated at a total of 5.7
cultivated or cultivable land is concerned, a case mio kina over the 1989/90-1993/94 period for a
study of soil erosion in the erosion-prone Chimbu "priority work program" (Snowy Mountains Engi-
Province came to the condusion that the average neering Corporation n.d.: 79), are a good example of
erosion rate of II tons per hectare a year should be potential "defensive" expenditures. Such expendi-
considered "slight" or "moderate" according to stan- tures would raise national product as public capital
dards of the Food and Agriculture Organization formation, although they serve only to prevent fur-
(Humphreys 1984: 84). Considering that such mod- ther damage from natural forces.
erate erosion applies to nearly 70 percent of culti-
vated land or land in various stages of regrowth after OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS. As illustrated in
cultivation, some effects on agricultural productivity table 7-10, other more limited (locally or temporarily)
can be expected from soil loss through erosion. These or potentially significant environmental impacts
effects should be quite limited, however, since only fromeconomicproduction,household,municipal,or
about 20 percent of such erosion-prone land is used foreign activities have been observed in Papua New
with moderate to high intensity (Bellamy 1986). Con- Guinea. Although these impacts seem to be of com-
sequently, productivity losses from soil loss in PNG paratively low weight in a national assessment of
are not accounted for in the present study. On the environmental quality, they carry the potential for
other hand, potential future increases of erosion from costly future environmental degradation-espe-
increases in land-use intensity present an argument cially in view of the country's mounting demo-
for initiating the systematic monitoring of erosion graphic, urban, and industrialization pressures.
and soil loss. Careful monitoring of these effects, even in their

One consequence of having to cope with sedimen- incipient stages, is essential for anticipatory environ-
tation loads has been the recurrent migration of the mental and socioeconomic policies. For this reason,
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these impacts from different economic sectors are New Guinea. As indicated in the footnotes of the
briefly reviewed below, even if they are not reflected table and elaborated above, different valuation
quantitatively in PNG's environmental accounts. methods were applied, depending on the informa-

tion available and the different standards applied in
Fisheries. KiRls of fish in streams by dumping DDr evaluating environmental impacts. Because of the

and lindane for fishing purposes have been observed inconsistencies arising out of this mix of valuation
in Papua New Guinea (Brodie and others 1990: 28). procedures, the estimates of physical environmental
In addition, widespread fish dynamiting has dam- impacts at the national level had to be based on
aged considerable areas of coral reefs. As indicated numerous assumptions whose validity requires fur-
in table 7-10, these activities may have been respon- ther testing; those assumptions should be replaced
sible for the destruction of local marine and freshwa- by information from more systematic monitoring
ter ("other") ecosystems. and surveys. Despite these problems, table 7-12 sug-

gests that physical environmental impacts in the
Marine transport. Despite regulations forbidding country can possibly obtain a significant value in

waste dumping in harbors, this rule is frequently monetary accounting analysis-both in relation to
flouted in Papua New Guinea. Reef damage has also the level of economic activity that causes the impacts
been reported as a result of channel blasting through and to overall national product.
the reef.

PNG Integrated Accounts, 1986-90:
Manufacturing. With the progress in establishing Review and Concdusions

further industries for secondary processing of natu-
ral resources, Papua New Guinea can expect more This chapter has presented a step-by-step ap-
industrial pollution. To date, however, the country proach to implementing the SEEA, as recommended
has experienced limited heavy industry activity, ex- by the special conference of the International Associ-
cept for mining. At present there is almost no dis- ation ior Research in Income and Wealth in 1991.
posal of industrial waste in the country. The effluents The first step consisted of adapting the national
of canning and bottling plants and soap manufactur- accounts framework in Papua New Guinea to the
ing have caused some localized coastal pollution. structure of the SEEA in order to identify environmen-

tal expenditures and to incorporate balance sheets of
Municipalitiesandhouseholds. Coastalwatershave produced and nonproduced (natural) tangible as-

been contaminated by faecal material from outfalls sets. Because of insufficient data, however, environ-
that are typically too short to keep effluents off the mental protection expenditures could not be
shore. Contaminated water use might thus present a presented separately for any of the economic agents
health hazard. In fact, the incidence of gastrointesti- in Papua New Guinea. Indeed, the lack of data on
nal and helminthic infections is high, especially in environmental expenditures is one of the weak
children. Infrequent outbreaks of cholera and ty- points of PNG's environmental data bases. Similarly,
phoid fever have also occurred. Waste dumping by the lack of physical resources accounts, with the
households in coastal areas has reduced the recrea- notable exception of mineral resources, made it dif-
tional value of beaches around villages and townships. ficult to estimate scarcities in other renewable and

nonrenewable resources.
Rest of the world. Concern has been expressed The monetary valuation of these scarcities was

about the effects of the disposal of mine tailings on attempted in the second step. A comparison of two
the Australian GreatBarrierReef and inTorresStrait. proposals for calculating the depletion costs of the
As shown in table 7-10, such effects can be seen as the use of scarce natural resources led to the conclusion
impact of PNG mining on the "rest of the world." At that both methods are a simplification of the theoret-
the same time, the widely publicized attempt of U.S. ically correct assessment of the change in the eco-
companies to sell toxic waste to Papua New Guinea nomic value, that is, income-generating power, of
should be recorded-in case these sales are ef- (natural) capital employed during the accounting
fected-as an impact delivered on Papua New period. Such simplification is justified in view of the
Guinea by the rest of the world. This is not indicated difficulties of correctly anticipating the net returns of
in table 7-10, because to date no final decision has future capital use. The validity of applying simpli-
been reached on this matter (Hill and others 1990). fied methods depends, however, on the assumptions

made and whether they are appropriate in concrete
SuMMARY. Table 7-12 provides an overview of the country situations. More research would be required

range of estimates made for the environmental im- to determine which situation prevails in Papua New
pacts of four primary production sectors in Papua Guinea and the extent to which the application of
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either method distorts the actual losses of economic significant contribution to PNG's econornic develop-
value of natural resource capital in the country. ment, particularly to fiscal revenues and the balance

In the present study, only net-priced estimates of of payments. The depletion of minerals, especially in
depletion costs were deducted from the net value a country with a high probability of significant addi-
added of the mining sector and thus NDP in order to tional discoveries of reserves, should therefore not
obtain estimates of enviromnentally adjusted net necessarily be seen as something negative but as a
value added (EvAl) of the sector and enviromnen- natural part of the sector whose business is about
tally adjusted net domestic product (EDP1) of the finding something and then exploiting it.
economy. As indicated earlier, the net-price method A comparison of the ratios of final consumption to
follows more closely the actual changes in the inven- NDP and to EDP2 shows that consumption exceeded
tory of an exhaustible natural resource for which net (environmentally adjusted) domestic production
physical resource accounts had been established in in most years.14
Papua New Guinea; it is thus more closely related to
changes in production and extraction intensity than Conclusions
the income-based user-cost calculation. From this
point of view, user costs might be the appropriate The objective of the country study was less to
modification for calculating an environmentally ad- provide an accurate measurement of the social (envi-
justed national income (EN). ronmental) costs of development than to assess the

To distinguish the relatively straightforward mea- feasibility of integrated enviromnental and economic
surement and interpretation of the economic value accounting in a country with linited financial (but
of tangible (natural) assets used in production from abundant natural) resources. The work was carried
the more controversial assessment of environmental out within narrow constraints of time and human
services, the latter was implemented in a separate and financial resources but with the cooperation of
further step. Different valuation procedures were experts in many governmental and nongovernmen-
applied to a relatively weak data base on physical tal organizations. They study demonstrated the fea-
environmental impacts. While shedding some light sibility as well as the difficulties and limitations of
on the nature of those impacts in Papua New Guinea such accounting in Papua New Guinea. Consider-
(including their sociocultural effects), and on their ably more research is required regarding the actual
place in environmental accounting, the information use of modified accounts and accounting indicators
produced during this step is thus quite experimental in macroeconomic and sectoral planning and poli-
in nature. Nonetheless, further adjusted indicators of cies. In this sense, the present study represents only
EVA2 and EDP2 that allow for additional costs of the first stage in more comprehensive programs of
environmental degradation have been calculated. integrated accounting and policy analysis. Current

efforts in PNG to develop a national action plan on
Review of Results sustainable development might provide a suitable

framework for the further expansion of envirornen-
Table 7-13 summarizes the results of the country tal accounts and their use in formulating national

study. Only the lower values of alternative estimates policies and strategies in the country.
are included, with the exception of net-price based The study also revealed many significant data
values of depletion that are generally higher than gaps that had to be bridged by numerous assump-
user-cost allowances. tions and rough estimates and thus indicated the

As can be seen from table 7-13, EDP1 reduces NDP need for some guidance in identifying priorities for
by amounts ranging from 1 to 8 percent, and EDP2 by environmental data collection. It would be import-
3 to 10 percent. Because the period covered is short, ant, for example, to establish natural resource ac-
no conclusion can be reached concerning trends in counts and balance sheets in the areas of forests, soils,
the costs of envirornental depletion and degrada- subsoil assets of minerals, gas and oil, and fish stocks,
tion. The move from EDP1 to EDP2 calculations, that supported by more comprehensive land use statis-
is, the additional accounting for environmental qual- tics. In addition, the effluents and loadings of water
ity degradation, reduces NDP on an average by a pollutants from agriculture, mining, industry, and
further 2.1 percent (which is calculated as EDP1 - municipalities should be monitored nationwide,
EDP2 as a percentage of NDP and considers only the along with (changes in) biodiversity. Particular at-
low range of environmental impact values). tention should be given to the monitoring of unique

The mining sector is a depleting activity, causing species in the country. Also, statistics should be de-
an 11 percent reduction of net value added in 1989. veloped on environmental (protection) expenditures
As several recent country economic memoranda by the government (at all regional levels), industry,
indicate, however, the minerals sector has made a and households.15A strong physical data base would
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Table 7-13. Environmentally Adjusted Net Value Added and Domestic Product, Papua New Guinea, 1986-90
(mio kina)

1989
Adjusted items 1986 1987 1988 Agriculture Forestry Mining Total 1990

NDP 2,313.6 2,569.2 2,861.6 662.6 154.9 229.9 2,698.1 2,760.2
EDP1 2,186.8 2,359.5 2,755.3 662.6 154.9 204.7 2,672.9 2,579.5
EDP2 2,132.9 2,305.6 2,701.6 654.6 144.9 169.0 2,619.2 2,525.7
((NDP-EDP2 )/ND')-100 7.8 10.3 5.6 1.2 6.5 26.5 2.9 8.5
((NDP - EDP1)/NDP)-100 5.5 8.2 3.7 0.0 0.0 11.0 0.9 6.5
(C/NDP)-100 97.1 94.6 89.2 99.1 99.8

(C/EDP2)-100 105.4 105.5 94.5 102.1 109.1

Note: Given the many underlying assumptions that had to be made, the values presented here should be interpreted and used with
caution.

Source. Authors' analysis.

not only provide better accounting indicators where Vt = the value of the natural resource in year
but would permit more rational decisions in the t, Rt = the expected net rent (net revenue) in year t,
management of natural resources and would also i = rate of interest, n = the remaining life of the mine
provide early warning signals on potentially hazard- (after year t).
ous impacts. By rearranging the above equations, Vt can be

It is hoped that this first pioneering study, together expressed as follows:
with a parallel project in Mexico, will provide in-
sights to others who are considering similar projects, Vt = Rt + [1/(1 + i)]*Vt +l

regarding the practical difficulties involved in un-
dertaking integrated environmnental and economic that is, Rt plus the discounted value of Vt * 1. From
accounting. Already, the experience gained in this this it follows that the change in value from year t to
effort led to numerous reassessments and reformula- year t + 1 is a result of two opposite movements. On
tions of concepts and methods originally proposed one hand, there is a decrease in value in the amount
in the (draft) SEEA; they are fully incorporated in the of Rt due to the fact that the future earning capacity
Handbook on Integrated Environmental and Economic in year t + 1 does not contain any more the earning
Accounting (United Nations, forthcoming). In partic- which was available in year t. On the other hand,
ular, the study revealed the need for further discus- thereisan increase in valuebecauseoneyear's discount
sion and testing of the different valuation methods factor [1/(1 + i)] "disappears" in year t + 1. The value
used in the assessment of environmental depletion [1/(1 + i)]*Vt + 1 in year t increases to (1 + i)*[1 /(I + i )*
and degradation costs. Vt + I (that is, Vt+ I in year t+1). As a result,

Appendix: Comparison of the "User-Cost" Vt + Vt = [(1 + iA/(l + i)]*Vt + 1 - {Rt + [1/(1 + )I*Vt+ 1)
and the "Net-Price" Methods of Accounting = -Rt + [i/(1 + i)]*Vt +1
for the Use of Natural Resources

The interpretation of the positive element
According to the United Nations (1990), "The Ai/(1 + O1*Vt + is straightforward: it is the expected

value of subsoil assets . . . is determined by the return on the invested capital.
discounted, or present, value of the expected net Applyingthe generic definition of the depreciation
profits resulting from the commercial exploitation of of fixed assets as the change in value (that is, income-
those assets, although such valuations are subject to generating capacity from year t to year t+1) to the
great uncertainty and liable to considerable revi- deposit of a mineral asset and assuming that the
sion."16 Accordingly, the value of a mineral resource expectation of future earning flows has not been
can be expressed for two consecutive time periods t modified during the accounting period, the eco-
and t + 1 as: nomic depreciation of the mineral resource can be

defined as the difference V1 + I - Vt derived above.
Vt = Rt + [1/(1 + i)]*Rt , ¶+ +1 /l/(1+i)21*Rt + 2 + An example of the application of this approach is

... + [11(1+1)n]*Rt+, the "user-cost" method recommended by El Serafy

(1989). Originally, this method did not define eco-
Vt+1= Rt+l + [1/(1 + i)]*Rt +2 + [1/(l+i) 2 ]*Rt+ 3 + nomic depreciation, but it can be interpreted as such
... + [1/(1 + i)n- l*Rt+n (Hartwick and Hageman 1991). Under the assump-
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tion that the future annual earnings and extracted where pt = rent per unit of quantity in year t. The
quantities of the mnine will equal the amounts of the general equation
present year, the values of the mineral resource in
years tand t+l canbedefinedas Vt =Rt + [11(1 + i)1*Rt+i + [11(1 +i)21*Rt+2 +

... + [1/(1 + j)fl]*R1+n

Vt = R + [1/(1 + i)]*R + [l/(1 + i)2]*R +
... + [1/( + i)*R can therefore be reformulated as

Vt= R + [/(1 +i)]*R + [1/(1 +1)2 1*R + Vt =Qt*pt+ [I/(1 +i)]*Qt+I*Pt(l + i) +
+[1/(1 +i)-l 11*R 11/(1 + i)2]*Qt +2 *pt( + i)2 +... +

[1/(1 + i)n]*Q +.*pt(l + i)n
where R = expected net rent (net profit) in each year.
Economic depreciation is then obtained as or

Vt + I-Vt = -[1/(1 + i)n]*R. Vt = (Qt + Qt + 1 + Qt +2+ 2 + *+ Qt +n)*pt = Q * Pt

It has also been cecommended that mineral re- where Qt = extracted resource in year t and Q = total
sources be treated as stocks. In this case, the increase quantity of the mineral resource in year t.
in the value of the reserve due to the decreasing As a result of the above assumption, the change in
discount factor (as time passes by) and relative price value of the mineral resource stock is
changes should be reflected only in the revaluation
accounts of balance sheets, and the total value of the Vt + 1 -Vt = (Q - Qt) Ptl+ 0) - Qpt.
Rt should be accounted as the cost of production (see
table 7-14). Assuming that the price increase from pt to Pt (1+t)

One application of this approach is the "net-price" should be accounted as "revaluation" in the balance
method by Repetto and others (1989), who recom- sheets, the costof productioninresource exploitation
mend treating the net rent Rt as a cost of production. is indeed:
Their reasoning is derived from the assumption that
the rent per unit of quantity extracted and sold in- Vt + 1 -Vt = (Q - Qt) Pt - Qpt = -Qt Pt = -Rt
creases annually by the rate of interest due to the
increasing scarcity of the resource (World Resources To present the differences among the two ap-
Institute 1991:18, n. 13). The increasing revenue from proaches and to clarify some common misunder-
the sale of one unit neutralizes the effect of the dis- standing around the El Serafy "user-cost" and the
count factor. As a consequence, the value of the Repetto "net-price" methods, the effect of the fixed
mineral resource can be expressed as follows: asset and the stock approaches on the cost of produc-

tion and revaluation are compared under "El Serafy"
Pt + 1 = Pt (1 + i) and "Repetto" circumstances in tables 7-15 and 7-16.
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Table 7-14. Value and Cost of Mineral Resources, General Approach

Value and cost Fixed-asset approach Stockapproach

Vt nn

Vt+ I n-I n-1 

V 1 + ]*R(t+k) I *R(t+1k)

Vt-Vt +1 L R)][( :i]VVt-Vt+l ~~~~~~~t [( +i)](t+l) Rt - ]Vtl

(1 + i) I~~~~~~~I Hi

Cost of production 1R
[(1+ i)V(t+1)

Revaluation 0 [ i)(]

Source: Authors' analysis.

Table 7-15. Value and Cost of Mineral Resources, "User Cost"Method

Value and cost Fixed-asset approach Stockapproach

vt k=o[(l + i ) ] k=op +1 i )nn
ii* [L2)k*

VtVt +~ 1Lk + i )k] J1 + i )]

Vt +1 [ 1 -[1

Y, R ~~~~~( 2)*R
Cost of production 1 ]*R R

Revaluation [(1+ i)f 1]*R

0 (1 +i)n

Note: The annual earning and extracted quantity of the mnine in the future are assumed to equal those of the present year.
Source: Authors' analysis.

Table 7-16. Value and Cost of Mineral Resources, "NetPrice"Method
Value and cost Fixed-asset approach Stockapproach

Vt Q *pt Q *pt

Vt +1 (Q-Qt)*pt(1 +i) (Q-Qt)*pt(1 +i)

Vt-Vt+i i (Q-Qt)pt

+t*P iQ)1 P Qt *Pt pT, T=_ ( -Q)

Cost of production _ _ 3 Qt *pt = Rt

Revaluation 0 F J (Q - Qt ) pt

Note: The net rent/unit of quantity increases annually by the rate of interest because of the increasing scarcity of the resource.
Source. Auffbors' analysis.



Table 7-17. Integrated Economic and Environmental Accounts-Papua New Guinea 1986

Final demand
Tangible wealth accumulation

Economic activities
Produced assets Nonproduced Envir.

Fixed assets assets; cult. nonproduced
Total Economic Importsl Final (excl. cult. or develop. assets uncult. Subtotalfinal

Item supplyluse activities exports consumption bio. assets) Inventories Total Subsoil assets or undevelop. demand

A. Opening stock
Opening stock 1,367,710 935,012 2,302,722 1,750,000

B. Supply
Total supply of goods

and services 7,162,862 5,841,862 1,321,000
C. Use-value added

Total use of gotxis and services 7,612,834 3,286,856 1,121,()00 2,247,300) 539,200 (31,522) 507,678 0 3,875,978
Gross value added (GDP) 2,555,006

Environmental uses of natural
assets 0 180,596 0 0 0 0 (126,800) (53,764) (180,564)

Depletion 0 144,864 0 0 0 0 (126,800) (18,064) (144,864)
Forests

Economic depletion 0 0 0 0 0 0
Loss of ecological functions 0 18,064 0 0 (18,064) (18,064)

Minerals 0 126,800 0 0 (126,800) 0 (126,800)
Water 0 0 0 0 0 0

Quality degradation by residuals 0 35,732 0 0 0 0 0 (35,700) (35,700)
Wastes 0 0 0 0 0 0
Water 0 35,700 0 0 (35,700) (35,700)
Air 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other effects on land quality 0 32 0 0 (32) (32)
Consumption of fixed capital 0 241,452 (241,452) (241,452) (241,452)
Environmentally adjusted net

value added/net domestic
product 1 (EDP 1) 2,186,754

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product 2 (EDP 2) 2,132,958 (Table continues on the following page.)



Table 7-17 (continued)

Final demand
Tangible wealth accumulation

Economic activities
Produced assets Nonproduced Envir.

Fixed assets assets; cult, nonproduced
Total Economic Importsl Final (excl. cult. or develop. assets uncult. Subtotalfinal

Item supply/use activities exports consumption bio. assets) Inventories Total Subsoil assets or undevelop. demand

D. Other volume changes
Transfer of land 0 0
New findings of minerals 0 9,000 0
Flooding (1,140) (1,140) 0
Total (1,140) 0 (1,140) 9,000 0

E. Revaluation
Revaluation 43,194 23,491 66,685 1,016,500

F. Closing stock
Closing stock 1,707,512 926,981 2,634,493 2,648,700

S Source: Author's analysis.



Table 7-18. Integrated Economic and Environmental Accounts-Papua New Guinea 1987

Final demand
Tangible wealth accumulation

Economic activities
Produced assets Nonproduced Envir.

Fixed assets assets; cult, nonproduced
Total Economic Importsl Final (excl. cult, or develop. assets uncult. Subtotalfinal

Item supply/use activities exports consumption bio. assets) Inventories Total Subsoil assets or undevelop. demand

A. Opening stock

Opening stock 1,707,512 926,981 2,634,493 2,648,700

B. Supply

Total supply of goods
and services 7,825,989 6,408,189 1,417,800

C. Use-value added

Total use of goods and services 7,825,998 3,577,054 1,232,100 2,431,500 551,200 34,144 585,344 0 4,248,944

Gross value added (GDP) 2,831,135

Environmental uses of natural
assets 0 263,528 0 0 0 0 (209,700) (53,764) (263,464)

Depletion 0 227,764 0 0 0 0 (209,700) (18,064) (227,764)

Forests

Economic depletion 0 0 0 0 0 0

Loss of ecological functions 0 18,064 0 0 (18,064) (18,064)

Minerals 0 209,700 0 0 (209,700) 0 (209,700)

Water 0 0 0 0 0 0

Quality degradation by residuals 0 35,732 0 0 0 0 0 (35,700) (35,700)

Wastes 0 0 0 0 0 0

Water 0 35,700 0 0 (35,700) (35,700)

Air 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other effects on land quality 0 32 0 0 (32) (32)

Consumption of fixed capital 0 261,966 (261,966) (261,966) (261,966)

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product I (EDP 1) 2,359,469

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product 2 (EDP 2) 2,305,641 (Table continues on the following page.)



Table 7-18 (continued)

Final demand
Tangible wealth accumulation

Economic activities
Produced assets Nonproduced Envir.

Fixed assets assets; cult. nonproduced
Total Economic Imports/ Final (excl. cult. or develop. assets uncult. Subtotalfinal

Item supply/use activities exports consumption bio. assets) Inventories Total Subsoil assets or undevelop. demand

D. Other volume changes
Transfer of land 0 0

New findings of minerals 0 122,800 0

Flooding (1,140) (1,140) 0

Total (1,140) 0 (1,140) 122,800 0

E. Revaluation
Revaluation 89,522 43,201 132,723 1,121,900

F. Closing stock
Closing stock 2,085,128 1,004,326 3,089,454 3,683,700

C Source: Authors' analysis.



Table 7-19. Integrated Economic and Environmental Accounts-Papua New Guinea 1988

Final demand
Tangible wealth accumulation

Economic activities
Produced assets Nonproduced Envir.

Fixed assets assets; clult. nonproduced
Total Economic Importsl Final (excl. cult. or develop. assets uncult. Subtotalfinal

Item supply/use activities exports consumption bio. assets) Inventories Total Subsoil assets or undevelop. demand

A. Opening stock
Opening stock 2,085,128 1,004,326 3,089,454 3,683,700

B. Supply
Total supply of goods

and services 8,756,254 7,110,254 1,646,000
C. Use-value added

Total use of goods and services 8,756,271 3,969,380 1,371,100 2,553,300 737,000 125,491 862,491 0 4,786,891
Gross value added (GDP) 3,140,874

Environmnental uses of natural
assets 0 160,096 0 0 0 0 (106,300) (53,796) (160,096)

Depletion 0 124,364 0 0 0 0 (106,300) (18,064) (124,364)
Forests

Economic depletion 0 0 0 0 0 0
Loss of ecological functions 0 18,064 0 0 (18,064) (18,064)

Minerals 0 106,300 0 0 (106,300) 0 (106,300)
Water 0 0 0 0 0 0

Quality degradation by residuals 0 35,732 0 0 0 0 0 (35,732) (35,732)
Wastes 0 0 0 0 0 0
Water 0 35,700 0 0 (35,700) (35,700)
Air 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other effects on land quality 0 32 0 0 (32) (32)
Consumption of fixed capital 0 279,231 (279,231) (279,231) (279,231)
Environmentally adjusted net

value added/net domestic
product 1 (EDP 1) 2,755,343

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product 2 (EDP 2) 2,701,547 (Table continues on the following page.)



Table 7-19 (continued)

Final demand
Tangible wealth accumulation

Economic activities
Produced assets Nonproduced Envir.

Fixed assets assets; cult. nonproduced
Total Economic Imports! Final (excl. cult. or develop, assets uncult. Subtotalfinal

Item supply/use activities exports consumption bio. assets) Inventories Total Subsoilassets orundevelop. demand

D. Other volume changes

Transfer of land 0 o
New findings of minerals 0 175,600 0

Flooding (1,140) (1,140) 0

Total (1,140) 0 (1,140) 175,600 0

E. Revaluation
Revaluation 205,114 91,569 296,683 (2,168,600)

F. Closing stock
Closing stock 2,746,871 1,221,386 3,968,257 1,584,400

oE Source: Authors' analysis.



Table 7-20. Integrated Economic and Environmental Accounts-Papua New Guinea 1 98 9a

Economic activities

Electric, Finan-

Total Agri- Manu- gas, Con- Trans- cial Other All
supplyl culture Forestry Fishing Mining facturing water struction Trade port services services activities Imports/

Item use Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Subtotal exports

A. Opening stock
Opening stock

B. Supply
Total supply of goods and

services 8,950,946 842,594 210,113 19,296 665,468 848,243 81,038 644,499 2,169,231 413,721 351,873 895,370 7,344,446 1,606,500

C. Use-value added
Total use of goods and services 8,950,536 158,757 48,526 8,432 312,817 511,323 31,998 483,230 1,873,006 250,263 300,464 351,970 4,330,786 1,237,954

Gross value added (GDP) 683,837 161,587 10,864 352,651 336,920 49,040 161,269 296,225 163,458 51,409 543,400 3,013,660

Environmental uses of natural
assets: 0 8,064 10,000 0 60,900 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 78,996

Depletion 0 8,064 10,000 0 25,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43,264

Forests

Economic depletion 0 0

Loss of ecological functions 0 8,064 10,000 * 18,064

Minerals 0 25,200 25,200

Water 0 0

Quality degradation by residuals 0 0 0 0 35,700 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 35,732

Wastes 0 0

Water 0 * 35,700 35,700

Air 0 32 0

Other effects on land quality 0 32

Consumption of fixed capital 0 21,176 6,700 8 122,769 39,448 11,024 21,261 22,982 40,429 25,955 3,791 315,543

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product I (EDP 1) 662,661 154,887 10,856 204,682 297,472 38,016 140,008 273,243 123,029 25,454 539,609 2,672,917

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product 2 (EDP 2) 654,597 144,887 10,856 168,982 297,472 37,984 140,008 273,243 123,029 25,454 539,609 2,619,121

(Table continues on thefollowing page.)



Table 7-20 (continued)

Economic activities
Electric, Finan-

Total Agri- Manu- gas, Con- Trans- cial Other All
supply culture Forestry Fishing Mining facturing water struction Trade port services services activities Imports/

Item use Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Subtotal exports

D. Other volume changes
Transfer of land
New findings of minerals
Flooding
Total

E. Revaluation
Revaluation

F. Closing stock

Final demand
Tangible wealth accumulation

Economic activities Environment
Produced assets Domestic nonproduced assets

Fixed Nonproduced assets uncultiv. or undeveloped
assets cultiv. or developed Un- Sub-

Final consumption (excl. Land, Un- cultiv. total
House- Govern- cult. bio. Inven- Cultiv. incl. Subsoil cultiv. biol. final
holds ment Total assets) tories Total biolog. soil assets Total land assets Water Air Total demand

A. Opening stock
Opening stock 2,746,871 1,221,36 3,968,257 1,584,400

B. Supply

Total supply of goods
and services

C. Use-value added

Total use of goods and services 1,929X00 74487 2,674,478 790,700 (83,82) 707,318 *0 0 419,750

Gross value added (GDP)

Environmental uses of natural
assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (25,200) (25,200) (32) (18,064) (35,700) 0 (53,796) (78,996)



Depletion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C25,200) (25,200) 0 (8,064) 0 0 (1806) (43,264)
Forests

Economnic depletion 0 0 0 0 0
Lss of ecological functions 0 0 0 (1864) (18,064) (18,064)

Minerals 0 0 (25,200) (25,200 0 Q,200)

Water 0 0 0 0 0
Qualitydegradationbyresiduals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (32) 0 (35,700) 0 (35,732) (35,732)

Wastes 0 0 0 0 0.
Water 0 0 0 (35,700) (35,700) (35,70D)

Air 0 0 0 0 0
Other effects on land quality 0 0 0 (32) (32) (32)
Consumption of fixed capital

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product I (EDP 1) (315,543) (315,543) (315,543)

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product 2 (EDP 2)

@ D. Other volume changes

Transfer of land 0 0 0
New findings of minerals 0 (383,300) (383,300) 0 0 0 0 0
Flooding (1,140) (1,140) 0 0
Total (1,140) 0 (1,140) 0 0 (383,300) (383,300) 0

E. Revaluation

Revaluation 259,833 92,178 352,011 (1,330,600) (1,330f00)

F. Closing stock

Closing stock 3,480,721 1,230,182 4,710,903 0 0 (154,700) (154,700)

a. An asterisk (*) indicates concern for some potentially significant environmental impacts. However, no cost estimates were made of environmental quality degradation.
b. Accounting value that does not imply negative value of assets (even if operations continue at loss).
Source: Authors' analysis.



Table 7-21. Integrated Economic and Environmental Accounts-Papua New Guinea 1990

Final demand

Tangible wealth accumulation
Economi activities

Produce assets Nonproduced Envir.
Fixed assets assets; cult. Nonproduced

Total Economic Imports/ Final (excl. cult. or develop. assets uncult. Subtotalfinal
Item supply/use activities exports consumption bio. assets) Inventories Total Subsoil assets or undevelop. demand

A. Opening stock
Opening stock 3,480,721 1,230,182 4,710,903 (154,700)

B. Supply
Total supply of goods

and services 9,248,601 7,594,066 1,654,535
C. Use-value added

Total use of goods and services 9,326,235 4,491,010 1,275,017 2,754,468 830,740 (25,000) 805,740 0 4,835,225
Gross value added (GDP) 3,103,056

Environmental uses of natural
assets 0 234,496 0 0 0 0 (180,700) (53,796) (234,496)

Depletion 0 198,764 0 0 0 0 (180,700) (18,064) (198,764)
Forests

Economnic depletion 0 0 0 0 0 0



Loss of ecological functions 0 18,064 0 0 (18,064) (18,064)

Minerals 0 180,700 0 0 (180,700) 0 (180,700)

Water 0 0 0 0 0 0

Quality degradation by residuals 0 35,732 0 0 0 0 0 (35,732) (35,732)

Wastes 0 0 0 0 0 0

Water 0 35,700 0 0 (35,700) (35,700)

Air 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other effects on land quality 0 32 0 0 (32) (32)

Consumption of fixed capital 0 342,837 (342,837) (342,837) (342,837)

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product I (EDP 1) 2,579,519

Environmentally adjusted net
value added/net domestic
product 2 (EDP 2) 2,525,723

D. Other volume changes
Transfer of land 0 0

New findings of minerals 0 0

Flooding (1,140) (1,140) 0

Total (1,140) 0 (1,140) 0 0

E. Revaluation
Revaluation 320,412 97,620 418,032 n.a.

F. Closing stock
Closing stock 4,287,896 1,302,802 5,590,698 n.a.

n.a. Not applicable.
Source: Authors' analysis.
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Notes definitory equation of depreciation, can be neglected. In
this case, Rt represents indeed the change in value of the

1. The case study took about twenty staff weeks of asset due to its exploitation between time t and t + 1. The
preparatory and follow-up work, including a mission of different assumptions behind the user-cost and net-price
two weeks in Papua New Guinea. methods are formally analyzed and compared in the

2. For a more detailed description of macroeconomic appendix.
trends, see the latest country economic report of the World 11. Such charges represent an application of the "user-
Bank (1991). pays-principle" by using economic disincentives for dis-

3. The consolidated version of the SEEA table does not couraging natural resource depletion (Bartelmus 1992).
show explicitly the supply of external environmental pro- The SEEA therefore makes provisions for identifying such
tection services, which is included in the more detailed environmental charges separately.
presentations of the table as the supply of domestic pro- 12. Off-site effects, however, may not be covered, and
duction, nor does it indicate the inputs into the production there are other issues (for example, linited knowledge of
of external and internal environmental protectionactivities the actual implications of an activity such as commercial
as envisaged in a more detailed breakdown of the columns logging).
of domestic production in the table. 13. As predicted for subsequent floods in the case that no

4. The revised version of the SNA (United Nations 1992) mitigative action is undertaken (Bartelmus forthcoming 67).
will replace the remaining items of the reconciliation ac- 14. It has been pointed out (memorandum by H. Kharas,
counts with two items, "other volume changes" and "re- World Bank) that one should not condude from, this that
valuation." the people of Papua New Guinea are living off their capital

5. This oil production project (which started up in July base. To take the case of inflation accounting for external
1992) may well become the most important event for the debt, Papua New Guinea has a ratio about 75 percent
PNG economy in the 1990s. It will have significant balance disbursed and outstanding debt (DoD)/GNP. The capital
of payments impacts and provide tax revenues, as indi- gain from the erosion of this debt in real terms is about 4
cated in the latest Country Economic Report (World Bank percent of GNP. If one adopts a very broad concept of
1992: table 5-2). capital, a significant adjustment to "income" would have

6. Mining Review of January 1991, published in the to be made that would reverse any condusions on the
Post-Courier, January 17,1991. apparent nonsustainability of consumption in every year

7. If R is the annual net revenue from the sales of the except 1990 (in earlier years, inflation was higher and the
resource, assumed to be constant over its lifetime (of n PNG debt ratios were higher).
years), a "true income" element, X, can be calculated such 15. At the international level, concepts and methods of
that R - X represents a "capital" element whose accumu- environment statistics have been proposed in order to
lated investment at an interest rate r during the n years assist in the development of national programs and to
would create a permanent stream of income of X (per year). facilitate international data collection (United Nations
X is calculated as 1988,1991).

16. This note was prepared by A. Tardos in collaboration
X = R [1 -1/(1+ r)I+]. with P. Bartelmus of the Statistical Division of the United

Nations.
8. Bougainville Copper Limited, Annual Reports 1986
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9. It should be noted that the net-price method is only
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8
A Survey of Resource and Environmental
Accounting Approaches in Industrialized

Countries

Henry M. Peskin with Ernst Lutz

S everal industrialized nations have recently tries, as well as by some researchers. The discussion
embarked on programs of research with the concentrates on issues that are of universal interest,

L objective of developing improved methods of regardless of the method of accounting. Th'e second
resource and environmental accounting. The pri- part examines the country approach in more detail,
mary goal of these programs is to supplement the and the third considers the work of two researchers
conventional economic accounts, which generally in particular.
follow the accounting patterns recommended by the
United Nations system of national accounts (SNA), Scope of the Survey
with satellite accounts that address environmental
and natural resource conce es. There are no standard definitions of resource and

Since many developing nations rely heavily on environmental accounting The term "environmen-
natural resources and have significant environmen- tal accounting" could be used, for example, in the
tal problems, improved resource and environmental general sense of "taking account of the environ-
accounting may also be useful for them. Although ment," or in the much more specific sense of setting
there is good reason to believe that no accounting up some sort of double-entry bookkeeping of envi-
approach of this kind is immediately transferable ronmental activity. This survey covers approaches
and applicable to all developing nations, it is possible that are less general than the former but not quite as
that the eventual choice will contain elements from specific as the latter. Specifically, it only covers those
one or more of the methods being adopted in indus- that attempt to correct deficiencies in the conven-
trialized countries. Therefore, as developing coun- tional economic accounts. In principle, the ap-
tries formulate their own solutions, they may find the proaches could range from those that require a major
experience of the industrialized nations helpful. restructuring of the conventional economic accounts

Accordingly, this chapter examines current and to those that only call for separate ("satellite") phys-
planned efforts to make national economic account- ical accounts for natural resources with indirect links
ing systems more responsive to changes in the envi- to the conventional economic accounts. In practice,
ronment and natural resources and points out those most of the approaches surveyed here are doser to
aspects of alternative approaches that may or may the latter than the former.
not have relevance for the developing world. It Also note that the perceived deficiencies in the
should be emphasized that any comparisons are standard economic accounts could refer to account
made for the purposes of exposition. aggregates that, because of their neglect of resources

The first part of the chapter provides an overview and the environment, appear misleading either as
of the approaches taken by various industrial coun- measures of economic activity or of economic well-

144
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being. The deficiencies could also referto the possible AUSTRAUA. At present, Australia has no resource
weakness in the standard accounts in their role as an and environmental accounting initiatives under way
information system. Some of the surveyed ap- at the federal or state level. There is extensive interest
proaches address the former problem, some the lat- in several official agencies and commissions, how-
ter, and some both. ever, including the Department of the Environment,

Indeed, before one makes any judgments about the Bureau of Rural Resources, and the Resource
these methods of accounting, the dual role of the Assessment Commission. The Australian Bureau of
national accounts should not be forgotten. That is to Statistics supports the concept of satellite accounts to
say, they can both generate alternative measures of the SNA but is awaiting specific guidance from the
economic performance and serve as an infornation United Nations.
system. Therefore it is possible to take exception to
the way they are used to create new indexes of eco- CANADA. Statistics Canada is initiating a program
nomic performance but still rate them as highly valu- on resource and environmental accounting, which
able in terms of their coverage of environmental and includes the development of satellite accounts. The
resource degradation. principal objectives are to assess resource quality and

In general, the survey focuses on those resource quantity, to provide a framework for the develop-
and environmental accounting efforts that are taking ment of environmental data, and to improve mea-
place, that have taken place, or will soon take place sures of economic sustainability. Parallel efforts may
within (or with the support of) the official govern- be under consideration at Environment Canada.
ment agencies of the following countries: Australia, The initial emphasis appears to be on assembling
Canada, France, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, data on pollution-abatement expenditures and on
Germany, and the United States.' Three other ac- tracking physical resource flows. There are also plans
counting methods will also be considered: those of for the monetary valuation of physical resources. The
Peskin, Repetto, and the United Nations Statistical exact form of the accounting framework has yet to be
Division (UNSTAT). Although they are not country- determnined but could draw on earlier Canadian ap-
specific, they provide useful points for comparison, proaches such as the Stress Response Environmental
and some of their features have been applied to Statistical System and the Population-Economy Pro-
developing countries or are being considered for cess model (PEP; see figure 8-3).
adoption.

The survey depended primarily on written mate- FRANCE. Development of the French system of nat-
rials such as reports, letters, and official publications, ural patrimony accounts has been under way for
and mainly those available in English. It was con- severalyears, albeitwithfairly modest levels of fund-
fined to more or less "official" accounting efforts. ing. In concept, this system is, by far, the most ambi-

University-sponsored research and private re- tious of the systems surveyed in that it is expected to
search by country nationals were not covered. To be cover economic, ecological, and social environments.
considered "official," the work had to be conducted These accounts are intended to be part of a multilevel
under the auspices of a government agency-usually data system, with raw statistics and data summaries
a statistical bureau-and be part of a government at the lowest levels and with aggregate indices of
program. It is recognized, however, that not all coun- general welfare at the highest level. The patrimony
tries will have the same degree of commitment, as accounts will occupy a level between these two
evidenced by different staffing levels, financial sup- extremes.
port, and project longevity. On the basis of these The patrimony accounts are further subdivided
criteria, one might conclude that the Norwegian ef- into physical accounts, which describe physical
fort is more "official" than, say, the Dutch or French resource stocks and flows; geographical accounts,
effort, with the Japanese effort the least "official" of which describe physical resources by region or by
the group. ecologic or land dasses; and agent accounts, which

describe the use of resource stocks and flows by
Brief Overview of Country Approaches economic groups. The agent accounts are defined in

both monetary and physical units.
This section provides a brief overview of the Although examples of all these subaccounts exist

accounting systems in place or under consider- for a select group of "priority" sectors, the final form
ation in the countries surveyed. Also briefly de- of the patrimony system is not yet fully developed.
scribed are other approaches suggested by Peskin It is to be flexible and pragmatic in order to reflect
and Repetto. changing data availabilities and the needs of policy.
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GERMANY. Germany's Federal Statistical Office is Physical accounts describing levels of stock, discov-
considering the development of satellite environ- eries, depletion, and deposition of the more import-
mental accounts. The intent is to describe the physi- ant natural resources in Norway (for example, fish,
cal state of the enviromnent and to link changes in petroleum, forests) have been published since the
the physical state with economic activity. early 1970s.

The form of these accounts is yet to be determined. The intent of the Norwegian effort is not to adjust
Initial approaches are likely to reflect recent research GDP. No attempt is being made to convert physical
on the effect on GDP of defensive expenditures and of measures into monetary units. Rather, its primary
pollution-abatement expenditures. objective is to provide data and information to sup-

port both the development of specific resource policy
JAPAN. The last official Japanese effort to account and the general needs of the Norwegian economic

for environmental degradation was completed in planning process. Therefore, the scope of the ac-
1973 with the report of Japan's Net National Welfare counting effort and the specific content of individual
Development Committee. The estimates have re- accounts are determined by political and practical
cently been updated to 1985 by Professor Kimio Uno considerations.
of Keio University.

Conventional gross national product (GDP) is ad- UNrrED STATES. Official environmental accounting
justed in a number of ways in order to make it better efforts in the United States have been mainly con-
reflect changes in national welfare. Adjustments in- cerned with compiling data on pollution-abatement
dude an accounting for the services of governmental expenditures. The Bureau of the Census has been
and human capital, the value of leisure time, house- assembling expenditure data for manufacturing es-
hold production, and the negative effects of urban- tablishments since 1972. The Bureau of Economic
ization and pollution. Environmental damages are Analysis (BEA) has been assembling similar data over
measured by the costs necessary to meet governmen- the same period for more broadly defined national
tal standards. accounting sectors, relying primarily on a survey of

Although there are no plans to continue this work companies. Because of budget reductions, the BEA
at official levels, future resource and environmental survey was shifted to the Census Bureau in 1989 and
accounting may be necessary to support environ- greatly reduced in scope.
mental-economic models currently being developed So far, there are no plans to use these data to
by the Environment Agency. adjust conventional GDP; however, both the BEA

and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency are
NETHERLANDS. Although work on resource and currently investigating the feasibility of develop-

environmental accounting, led by Roefie Hueting, ing more extensive resource and environmental
has a long history in the Netherlands, official efforts accounts. These accounts may include GDP adjust-
to adjust the GDP for environmental losses and ments. They are likely to be viewed as supplements
resource depletion have just begun. The intended to, rather than substitutes for, the conventional
approach is to subtract from GDP environmental accounts.
damages, measured by the costs of technical proce-
dures and reductions in economic activity necessary PESK1N. The accounting framework developed by
to attain a sustainable use of the environment. The Henry M. Peskin is based on a neoclassical economic
concept of "sustainable use" refers to the ability of theory that treats environmental assets as if their
the enviromnent to provide useful functions for the contribution to economic activity were similar to that
present and into the future. Hueting believes that of conventional, marketed assets. The "environ-
objective standards to meet this goal can be estab- ment" is thus viewed as a producer of inputs con-
lished from the ecological literature. sumed by other productive economic sectors and as

A thirteen-stage program of research is envisioned a generator of output services consumed by final
to effect the intended adjustment. This program cov- demand. Consistent with this theory, the accounting
ers such areas as problem identification, data collec- structure has the input-output form of the conven-
tion, the development of suitable technical measures, tional consolidated income and product account,
and costing. with several modifications.

On the input side are environmental services to
NORWAY. The Norwegians have been focusing on producers (primarily waste disposal services) and on

physical resource accounting: analyzing the flows of the output side are positive services to consumers
natural resources and pollutants and the relation- (for example, recreation services) and negative dam-
ships between these flows and economic activity. ages (for example, pollution) resulting from the use
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of environmental services by producers and from vestment) expenditures for pollution abatement as
natural causes. The various services and damages are "intermediate," and then to subtract them from the
valued according to the estimated willingness-to- GDP.2 The Germans have suggested taking this ap-
pay for these services by their users. Since the esti- proach one step further by subtracting out (using
mated input and output values may not be equal, a input-output techniques) currently intermediate
balancing entry is required. On the input side, the business expenditures on environmental control that
accounts also indude an entry accounting for the may be embodied in the value of final output. Al-
economic depreciation of environmental assets and though there has been no effort to adjust GDP in the
natural resources. This entry affects net product but United States for environmental expenditures, iden-
not gross product. tifying them constitutes the principal environmental

As an experiment, the U.S. Environmental Protec- accounting activity by official U.S. agencies. Similar
tion Agency has recently applied this framework to statistics are also generated in France, Germany, and
the Chesapeake Bay region of the United States. the Netherlands.3

A closely related suggestion is to remove from
REPETrO. The approach of Robert Repetto is to consumption certain purchases of goods whose only

adjust gross and net income measures by subtracting purpose is to "defend" against environmental exter-
out the value of the net depletion of natural re- nalities. The purchase of face masks, like those fre-
sources. The depletion value is measured by the quently worn in the polluted streets of Tokyo and
change over the accounting period in sales minus Taipei, are examples of such "defensive" outlays. As
production costs or, equivalently, net economic rent. desirable as it may appear to deduct defensive out-
No adjustments are made to GDP for pollution dam- lays from output, to do so raises troublesome prob-
age, current environmental services, or for the costs lems regarding the classification of "final" as
of pollution abatement. opposed to intermediate input goods.4

The procedure has been successfully applied in The problem is that nearly all final expenditures
Indonesia, and similar applications have been under- can be interpreted as "defending" against something
taken or are under way in China, Costa Rica, and the and thus be reclassified as inputs. As Jaszi wrote,
Philippines. "Food expenditures defend against hunger, cold and

rain, . . . medical expenditures defend against sick-
Modifying the Accounts to Include Resources ness, and religious outlays against the fires of hell"
and the Environment: Alternative Approaches (Jaszi 1958, commenting on Juster 1973). Indeed, one

could imagine a simple economy without invest-
The survey of accounting activities in industrial- ment or governmental activity, and with labor the

ized nations revealed a number of methods that "output" of the household sector, and consumption
could be used to address one or more deficiencies in the "input." Thus there would be no "final" expen-
the conventional accounts, with respect to their treat- ditures and none of the usual, well-known account
ment of natural resources and the environment. aggregates such as GDP. In a more complex economy,
These deficiencies arise from the inability of the ac- if all "final" expenditures were interpreted as "de-
counts to measure economic and social performance fending" against something, as Jaszi suggests they
adequately, to treat all sources of income and wealth could be, there would be no GDP.
consistently, and to reflect fully all determinants of Although Jaszi's rhetoric serves to highlight the
economic activity (for details, see appendix 8-1). The extent of the problem, it doesn't provide much guid-
proposed new measures range from those that make ance as to what should determine whether a con-
modest demands on existing national accounting sumption outlay is "final." In view of the above
frameworks to those that would entail major changes arguments, it clearly is not useful to declare all con-
in the existing structure. sumption "intermediate." Yet, simply following cur-

rent practice, with its often arbitrary distinctions (for
IDENTFCATION AND RECLASSIFCATION OF ENVI- example, a refrigerator installed in a home is a con-

RONMENTAL EXPENDrrURES. Expansion of the con- sumption good; installed in a supermarket, an in-
ventional accounts could mean something other than vestment good) is equally unsatisfactory. Many have
extending coverage to environmental and natural suggested, as in Japanese and Peskin accounting ap-
resource activities. It could also refer to changes in proaches, that the conventional accounts be modi-
the definition and classification of accounting en- fied by including a negatively signed final good entry
tries. One of the more frequently made suggestions that represents environmental damage. The magni-
(put forth, for example, by the French and Japanese) tude of this entry could be estimated by the value of
is to reclassify final demand (consumption and in- (environmental) defensive outlays plus the value of
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any remaining environmental damage. Yet, if con- final deposition as well as generation, the tables only
ventional practice is followed and defensive outlays provide some measures of resulting ambient envi-
are also treated as positive consumption items, the ronmental quality (for example, airpollution concen-
increases in environmental damage that engendered trations). Many countries engage in this second type
defensive outlays of the same magnitude would of physical accounting as part of their efforts to gen-
leave the modified GDP equal to what it would have erate environmental quality reports.8

been had there been no such increase.5 Because purely physical accounting does not put a
Data on both environmental damage and defen- monetary value on material and energy flows, it

sive outlays make it possible to compare environ- cannot directly provide the information required to
mental damage with actions taken in defense of this correct social and economic indicators generated by
damage. These data also can be used for analysis of the conventional accounts. Nor can it address the
defensive expenditures on prices and general eco- inconsistent treatment of depreciation between nat-
nomic activity. Thus, the identification of both pollu- ural resource and marketed capital discussed in ap-
tion-abatement expenditures and environmental pendix 8-1. Moreover, if physical accounts are to be
defensive outlays seems a worthwhile pursuit even comprehensive, they will also have to be large and
if, as is the case in the United States, the resulting unwieldy since it is hard to find a common physical
estimates are not used to make any adjustments in unit of measure that would permit aggregation. The
the conventional account aggregates. alternative is to be selective. Thus the Norwegian

accounts are confined to a few sectors deemed im-
PHYSICAL RESOURCE ACCOUNTING APPROACHES. portant for the Norwegian economy: forests, fishing,

One of the more practical suggestions for rectifying hydropower. Even with limited coverage, however,
the deficiencies with the conventional economic ac- the Norwegian experience indicates that these ac-
counts is to develop separate or "satellite" accounts counts can provide valuable information relating
that describe the flows of resources, materials (in- economic and environmental activity and thus can
duding pollutants), and energy that underlie any go a long way toward filling in the missing items in
economic activity. Each one of these accounts would the economy's production function.
display input-output balances that are necessary
consequences of physical conservation laws. Thus, in DEPRECIATION OF MARKETED NATURAL RESOURCES.
principle, such accounts could not only show the Another strategy would be to focus on the failure of
depletion of natural resources and additions to the standard accounts to depreciate natural resource and
resourcebasethroughdiscoveryandnaturalgrowth, environmental assets, as suggested by Robert
but also their transformation into goods and materi- Repetto and his colleagues at the World Resources
als, some of which may find their way back to the Institute (see Repetto and others 1989). Repetto con-
environment in the form of pollutants. The material centrated mainly on what the Norwegians refer to as
or energy accounts can be linked to the conventional "material resources": those resources, such as timber
economic accounts through the use of ratios (or and petroleum, that either generate marketed prod-
input-output coefficients) that express units of en- uct directly (through harvesting or mining) or that
ergy or material use per unit of production or sales. attain their economic value by contributing to the

On a more or less "official" governmental level, production of marketed product. Topsoil falls into
this general approach is being tried in France6 and the second category. Resources such as rivers and
especially in Norway, where a number of resource lakes generate nonmarketed environmental services
accounting tables have been published.7 and therefore are not covered. Forests in their role

There appear to be two types of physical accounts, as providers of habitats or recreation or other ser-
both of which are found in the Norwegian and vices that fall into the nonmarketed category are also
French systems. The first is a stock account, which excluded.
typically indicates an "opening stock," any additions Concentrating on the depreciation of material re-
to the stock through discoveries or growth, any sub- sources makes sense in resource-based developing
tractions due to exploitation or natural destruction, countries and in countries where resource problems
and, finally, a "dosing stock." This type of account is may be quantitatively more important than environ-
applied to depletable resources, such as minerals, or mental problems. Accordingly, Repetto's adjust-
to renewable resources, such as forests. The second ments have been implemented in Indonesia, Costa
type of physical account applies to pollutants. This Rica, and the Philippines. A similar effort is under
account describes the generation of air and water way in China.
pollution by polluting source. Although some re- The depreciation calculations depend on estimates
search efforts have been made to trace the flow to of changes in the physical stock of the natural
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resource times the difference between the average gestion is to accommodate all the elements of physi-
unit price and extraction cost of the marketed cal resource accounting and natural resource depre-
resource over the accounting period (see Landefeld ciation calculations in conventional accounts and
and Hines 1985). This procedure only approximates also to place monetary values on all physical entries.
true economic depreciation (the change in asset The Dutch system (Hueting 1980), the framework of
value over the accounting period where the asset the United Nations Statistical Division (Bartelmus,
value equals the present value of the future stream of Stahmer, and van Tongeren 1989), and the Peskin
services).9 Experts in forestry (for example, Clarke (1989) framework provide three examples of this
and Dragun 1989) have questioned theuse of this ap- approach. Although all three strive for monetary
proximation for renewable resources. It is quite pos- valuation, they differ in coverage, presentation, and
sible that physical reductions in the size of a forest, valuation methods.
for example, could lead to larger long-run yields and, The Dutch approach centers around the concept
thus, increases in asset value (quite apart from any that the natural environment has various "functions"
increases that may be due to asset revaluations). and that "agents" in the economic and enviromnen-

In addition, the Repetto approach has also been tal system compete for these functions. Each agent
questioned by those with strong interests in coun- competes for a function (for example, an industry
tries highly dependent on nonrenewable resources may compete for water for waste disposal) against
such as petroleum (see El Serafy 1989). In this case, other agents competing for the same or different
the criticism has to do not just with the method of functions (for example, households competing for
calculating depredation but rather with the entire drinking water). This competition may lead to a "loss
procedure of defining net income as the difference of function" as perceived by competing agents. Huet-
between gross income and depreciation.'0 This criti- ing values this loss by the estimated cost of restoring
cism appears to stem from the observation that wel- the function to a "sustainable" level as determined
fare may not decline with depletions of physical by scientific standards. This cost plus any ex post
resources if some of the proceeds are reinvested, environmental expenditures is deducted from the
perhaps to replace the eventually depleted physical conventionally measured gross product. Note that
resource with a new asset of equal value. Thus if a Hueting does not value the functions themselves-
country's wealth were totally dependent on, say, only the losses in function because of competition.
mineral reserves, its net income, calculated with the Thus no positive adjustment is made to conven-
Repetto depreciation adjustment, could equal zero tional products because nonmarketed recreational
even though it might enjoy relatively high levels of services are provided to households by the natural
consumption and end up with no decrease in environment.
wealth." The proposed UNSTAT framework looks more like

This point brings up another, namely, that the conventional accounting.'2 Indeed, it was designed
procedures thus far adopted have not captured all to be a satellite account to the SNA and therefore
the new wealth created through the destruction of attempts to follow SNA accounting conventions. In
natural resource wealth. In a sense, it has only been particular, the coverage is limited to those sectors (or
a partial analysis, focusing on one asset at a time. In "production boundary") defined by the SNA. As in
developing countries in particular, some of the new Hueting's system, the UNSTAT framework also ac-
wealth will be in the public sector or it may be counts for damages or losses in function. In addition,
nonmarketed wealth. In either case, it may not be it covers the depletion of natural resources.
fully accounted as "investment" in the conventional Although it follows SNA sectoring, the UNSTAT
income accounts. framework treats the depreciation of natural re-

None of these criticisms appear to be too damag- sources quite differently from the way the SNA deals
ing. The first one could be answered by using a more with ordinary marketed capital. In particular, the
sophisticated depreciation calculation that better depredation of natural resources is handled as sepa-
captured the long-run value of renewable resources. rate deduction from gross product, made before any
The third criticism and much of the second could be deduction of ordinary depreciation. The gross in-
met by using a more general and more comprehens- come so adjusted is termed "sustainable gross in-
ive accounting approach. Information supporting come." Moreover, environmental damage estimates
the Repetto approach could also be used to define a are entered into the accounts as if damage were
new income aggregate, as suggested by El Serafy. another type of resource depletion. In effect, environ-

mental damage is viewed as a destruction of environ-
FULLENVIRONMENTALANDNATURALRESOURCEAC- mental assets. Although one could take issue with

COUNTS WITH VALUATION. The most ambitious sug- both the accounting treatment of resource deprecia-
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tion and with the accounting of environmental dam- Bureau of Economic Research and Resources for the
age, it does not appear too difficult to rearrange these Future using U.S. data. They excluded depreciation
entries more conventionally. calculations, and the only environmental services

As in the Dutch approach, values for environmen- measured were those associated with the disposal of
tal damage are estimated by the costs required to pollutants to air and water. The estimates did include
eliminate the damage. In other words, there is no both the positive and negative aspects of these pol-
way of comparing the value of damages with the lution activities. In addition, data from this limited
opportunity cost of eliminating these damages. Thus implementation were used by the U.S. Environmen-
it is not possible for the accounts to generate data that tal Protection Agency, the U.S. Department of Agri-
could be used to investigate the economic efficiency culture, and the U.S. National Oceanic and
of environmental policy. Atmospheric Administration in connection with a

A third version of a complete set of resource ac- number of policy studies. More recently, the U.S.
counts with valuation is Peskin's neoclassical frame- Environmental Protection Agency used the Peskin
work. Peskin treats the services of environmental framework in a pilot study aimed at developing a set
and resource capital as if they were marketed. These of resource and environmental accounts for the
services are entered into the accounts as inputs, if Chesapeake Bay.
consumed by production sectors, or as output, if As in the Dutch, Japanese, and UNSTAT systems, it
consumed by final demand sectors (such as house- is possible to use the Peskin accounting data to read-
holds). Since the consumption of these services usu- just conventionally measured gross product. When
ally leads to dis-benefits (in the way that waste U.S. GDP was adjusted downward because the nega-
disposal services lead to pollution), the negative tive value of pollution pushed it down by about 2.5
value of these dis-benefits (or "damages") is also percent in 1972 and by about 1.5 percent in 1978, the
entered into the output side of the accounts. lower figure being due to the effects of the pollution-

Input services and damages are valued as if the control policies of the early 1970s.
services and damages were traded in private mar-
kets. In particular, environmental input services to Implementation Considerations
producers (for example, waste disposal services) are
valued according to estimates of the producer's will- All these modifications to the standard accounts
ingness-to-pay for the services. Similarly, resulting present their own implementation challenges.
pollution damages are valued in terms of what dam-
aged parties would be willing to pay to avoid the DIFrmcuLTES IN ESTIMATING POLLUTION CONTROL
damages. In practice, these willingness-to-pay esti- EXPENDrrURES. In the United States pollution-control
mates rely on a number of approximation ap- expenditures are usually estimated by means of sur-
proaches drawn from the environmentalbenefit-cost veys of firms and industrial establishments. The
literature.13 available reports do not make clear how the Germans

One notable difference between the Peskin frame- and Japanese developed their own versions of such
work and that of the Netherlands or the UNSTAT is expenditure data. It is also possible to estimate such
that input services and any resulting damages are expenditures by using engineering estimates of pol-
valued differently. In all these cases, data on the lution-control costs, along with assumptions about
prospective costs of attaining standards are widely payment schedules and the amount of time needed
used-not as estimates of damages but rather as to install control equipment. The Dutch use both
proxy measures of the willingness-to-pay for the approaches-that is, the Central Bureau of Statistics
service by the consumer of the service (or "polluter"). surveys enterprises and governments but uses tech-
Resulting damage valuations are also based on will- nical literature and statistical data to fill in the gaps.
ingness-to-pay concepts; however, the estimates are Although surveys may be more accurate, tlhey are
based on the results of cost-benefit studies that usu- not free of difficulties. For one thing, the respondent
ally avoid the use of pollution control costs as will- may be unable to make a reliable cost estimate, either
ingness-to-pay proxies. Rather, these studies rely on because internal corporate accounts do not identify
such techniques as property valuation, the travel cost pollution-control outlays or because pollution con-
method, contingent valuation, estimated productiv- trol outlays cannot be separated from other expendi-
ity losses, and the like. Thus, in contrast to the situa- tures. The latter problem often arises when the
tion under the Dutch and UNSTAT framework, data pollution control is brought about by process
from Peskin's framework can be (and was) used changes or by plant modernization. Also, it is not
to assess the relative efficiencies of environmental clear how "internal" transactions should be handled.
policies. A factory may use its own land for pollution control

Peskin and his colleagues undertook a limited purposes whereas another might have to purchase
implementation of this framework at the National the requisite land. Even though the first factory in-
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curs no expenditure for land, it might be argued that depreciating natural and environmental resources.
an imputed expenditure value should be assigned On the conceptual side, an important distinction
anyway in order to maintain comparability. must be made between physical deterioration and

If U.S. experience is any guide, poor response rates the loss of economic value. Only true economic de-
can be a source of additional statistical problems, preciation should be deducted from gross income to
including bias. In past surveys, usable responses produce net income.
were often less that 50 percent of the total (see Peskin Although the physical deterioration of, say, a
1978). It is quite possible that the responses tend to natural forest may imply that the forest depreciates
come from the firms experiencing the larger pollu- in value,this need not be the case. For both economic
tion-control expenditures. If so, the resulting esti- and biological reasons, the smaller physical forest
mates may be biased in the upward direction. may show a gain in economic value-that is, it may

show negative depredation or 'capital gain." Such
DIFcULTIES W1TH PHYSICAL ACCOUNTING. Physi- apparent anomalous behavior can arise because the

cal resource accounting can run into both practi- value of a resource depends not just on its short-term
cal and conceptual problems. Not only is it necessary ability to generate output, but also on its ability to
to draw data from the stock of physical resources, generate something of value over its entire life. Al-
from changes in this stock, and their transformation though a smaller physical forest may generate less
into products and waste materials, decisions have to product in the near term, it might be biologically and
be made about what to collect and in what detail. economicallymore productive than alarger,perhaps
Lacking a common unit of measure, it may be diffi- more crowded forest over the long term. Also, it
cult to make comparisons and to determine what is might happen that the demand for the output from
important. As a result, even though the physical a smaller capital stock rapidly increases over time. If
accounts of, say, Norway are quite detailed, it may so, again its economic value could grow as its phys-
be that too much detail has been provided on material ical size diminishes.
resources (such as forests) and too little on industrial The conceptual problem of estimating true eco-
pollution. nomic depreciation may not create insurmountable

Without a common monetary unit of measure, practical problems if the capital stock is traded in
conceptual problems are bound to arise as well. Ag- well-functioning markets. In this case, observed mar-
gregation, of course, is impossible. Even if a nonmon- ket values may suitably reflect the long-run, future
etary unit of measure was found that would be economic productivity of the asset-or, at least, a
applicable to a large number of different resources market consensus of its long-run productivity. Most
(such as weight or volume), it is not obvious which natural resource and environmental assets are not
single measure would convey the most useful infor- traded in markets, however, even though certain
mation. And even if the aggregation problem was products generated by these assets (for example,
ignored, it would not be obvious which unit of mea- hardwoods from a rainforest) may have market-de-
sure was appropriate for any individual natural termined values. Thus, both the current value of
resource. For example, the reduction in the size of a many natural resources and most environmental re-
forest could be measured by the reduction in the sources and the change in this value, or depreciation,
number of trees, the number of trees of a particular mustbe "imputed" or inferred. Although market-ob-
species (for example, hardwoods), the volume of served prices may provide valuable information for
available timber, or the acreage. these inferential estimates, focusing only on the mar-

The obvious response to this problem is to use a keted outputs of an environmental or natural
variety of units of measure. The greater the variety of resource asset can lead to substantial underestimates
units, however, the more complex the framework, of value and incorrect estimates of depreciation. Put
and, as Hueting (1989: 5) points out, the greater the simply, the value of a rainforest is greater than the
difficulties in making aggregations useful to policy- value of all its salable hardwoods.
makers. Moreover, as Alfsen and Lorentsen (1989)
have emphasized, the more complex the framework, DIFFICULTIES IN ESTIMATING ENVIRONMENTAL AND
the greater the costs of data development, and the NATURAL RESOURCE ACCOUNTS WITH VALUATION. AS
greater the possibility that resource accounting costs already suggested, the most challenging modifica-
will exceed the benefits of the effort. Perhaps, with tion to the conventional national accounts would be
more experience in actually implementing such ac- not only to include the elements of physical and cost
counts will come a satisfactory compromise. accounting but, in addition, to place monetary values

on the services generated by natural and environ-
DIFFICULTIES IN ESTIMATING NATURAL RESOURCE mental assets.

AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEPRECIATION. Problems of The task, of course, is to decide what values to
both a conceptual and practical kind can also rise in place on the services and on any societal damages
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that may arise because of the consumption of these Undoubtedly the choice of evaluation method is
services (such as pollution from waste disposal ser- affected by a number of capricious factors such as
vices). This can be done in a number of ways. As historical accident or simply the interests of the indi-
already explained, the Dutch and the Japanese viduals responsible for developing the technique. To
would value damages by the costs incurred in elim- the extent that the accounting approach is expected
inating them. In contrast, many economists would to serve policy needs, the selection probably also
prefer to rely on the "consumer-sovereignty" con- depends, to some extent, on an objective or subjective
cept, according to which the value of the environ- effort to balance policy goals against the costs of
mental service is equal to what consumers of the attaining these goals. Therefore, the methods will
service would be willing to pay for it. Similarly, the also differ in the functions they are expected to serve
value of any damages to society for, say, pollution, and in the costs of generating data.
would be equal to what society's members would be Certainly the expressed purposes of the various
willing to pay to avoid these damages. accounting efforts differ, as do the actual purposes

Although many technical and data problems have served to the extent that there is a history of im-
to be overcome before this valuation principle can be plementation, as in the case of Norway. Also, it is
implemented, estimation methods exist and are con- possible to identify potential purposes on the basis
tinually being refined. It is true that in some quarters of considerations of the structure of the proposed
these techniques are considered judgmental and sub- framework or system. These same structural consid-
jective, but that may be said of any method that is not erations might also suggest instances in which the
widely accepted. It is possible that as resource and fulfillment of expressed purposes is extremely un-
environmental accounting becomes more widely likely. Thus, if one expressed objective was to sup-
adopted, techniques for estimating, say, the mone- port a cost-benefit analysis of policy, this objective
tary value of health damage could become as ac- might be impossible to attain to the extent that, as is
cepted as the methods for estimating the depreciation the case with several approaches, cost estimates were
of plant and equipment (Note that true economic de- used as a proxy for benefits.
preciation cannot be directly observed, and therefore Figure 8-1 shows several approaches and their
some estimation procedure is required.) functional objectives. Note that in some cases (for

At the same time, there is a conceptual problem example, in the UNSrAT), the approach is only in the
that has little to do with data or technique. It has to planning stage. Therefore, it was only possible to
do with the appropriateness of the consumer-sover- determine expressed or potential objectives. In other
eignty principle for determining societal valuations. cases (such as Norway), the chart can rely on actual
Many services of the environment are too socially experience. Thus, although the box labeled "im-
important to be determined by willingness-to-pay proved economic performance measures" is checked
techniques. In the first place, these techniques favor for both the French and the Repetto approach, only
the rich over the poor, since the empirical evidence in the Repetto case is there actual evidence that it is
is often based on observed expenditures for environ- being put to this purpose. For this reason, it is prob-
mentally related goods. In addition, there may be ably more illuminating to compare the approachesin
services of the environment whose long-term value terms of the indicated differences in function rather
to society is underappreciated by present-day con- than the similarities. More specifically, it is apparent
sumers. Two examples might be the long-term eco- that certain approaches have very limited objectives
logical value of certain species or the opportunities (as in the United States), whereas others are far more
for future generations to enjoy the gifts of nature. For ambitious (as in France). Given these large differ-
these sorts of environmental and natural resource ences, it is difficult to determine whether any one of
services, it may be necessary to find alternative val- these approaches is clearly superior inasmuch as
uation principles. each one may outrank the others according to its own

objectives.
Why Accounting Approaches Differ The approaches differ also with respect to the cost

and effort involved in gathering data. Unfortunately,
As mentioned earlier, different countries have re- not enough information is available to analyze these

sponded to perceived inadequacies in conventional costs, and thus even an informal analysis of their
accounting systems in different ways. What has still cost-effectiveness will have to await the arrival of
not been explained is why particular approaches further information.14
were chosen and how successful, cost-effective, and The available literature does give some indication
relevant to public policy they were. of the types of data that are required to support the
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Figure 8-1. Primary Functions by AccountingApproach
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various approaches. Figure 8-2 describes the data cost data, both of which are (or will be) of primary
needs for actual and proposed country approaches. concern in the Dutch approach.
For purposes of comparison, the actual and prospec- One important message that can be drawn from
tive data needs of the Peskin, Repetto, and UNSTAT figure 8-2 is that structurally different frameworks
approaches are also shown. can rely on similar data sets. Therefore, with respect

The input data have been divided into four catego- to the "data framework" function of national ac-
ries: (a) data on natural resources that generate mar- counting, some of the differences between these ap-
ketable output, or what the Norwegians refer to as proaches may not be as great as at first appears.
"material resources"; (b) data that describe the state
and use of environmental resources that generate Principal Findings
nonmarketed environmental services (resources
such as air or water); (c) data on environmental ex- Several conclusions can be drawn from this sur-
penditures, divided into expenditures already in the vey of resource and accounting in industrialized
conventional national accounts (but usually not sep- countries:
arately identified as such) and the costs of environ- 1. Most industrialized countries attempt to address
mental control measures needed to reduce pollution one or both of the two main functions of conventional
or otherwise mitigate environmental damage after national accounting (performance measurement and data
the fact; and (d) data on transnational pollution and system). One of these is to provide measures of eco-
on global damage. nomic and social performance. The surveyed

Because objectives differ, data coverage will also resource and environmental approaches are con-
differ. Generally, the more ambitious the objectives, cerned with the inability of conventional accounts to
the wider the data coverage. Wide coverage does not fulfill this task. The conventional accounts misstate
imply identical coverage, however. Both the French income, and perhaps growth, because of their neglect
and the Dutch approaches have broad objectives and of environmental deterioration and the depletion of
fairly wide coverage, but the French appear to have natural resources. The other central function of na-
less interest in international environmental data and tional accounts is to provide a coherent data base to
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Figure 8-2. Data Coverage by AccountingApproach
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support economic policy, research, and modeling. (Hueting) approach, the uNsTAT framework, and the
This function cannot be adequately performed with- Peskin framework, for example, appear to differ sub-
out information that will better reflect environmen- stantially on the surface. Yet, similar data could be
tal-economic interactions. used for all three (as well as for the less complex

The various approaches differ in the degree to Norwegian and Repetto approaches). The implica-
which they emphasize each of these two broad func- tion of this finding is that efforts atimplementation-
tions. Thus, for example, theresponsible governmen- for example, in developing countries-could begin
tal agencies in Norway and the United States have so before final decisions are made as to which approach
far shown little interest in producing a "better GDP." wiU better suit the country's needs. The incremental
Instead, they have concentrated on producing a bet- costs of adjusting the data or gathering new data to
ter data base for policy analysis and economic mod- satisfy the requirements of an alternative approach
eling. In contrast, Repetto's primary concern is to may not be so large as to justify delaying at least
correct the tendency of conventional income indica- initial efforts at data gathering.
tors to overstate the rate of economic performance. 6. Because of missing inforination-especially regard-
The precise degree of emphasis in the other ap- ing data development costs-it was not possible to deter-
proaches is less clear, since they are in earlier stages mine the cost-effectiveness of the various country efforts
of development. and the implications of these efforts for policymaking.

2. Regardless of their intent, the various approaches Unfortunately, the available literature in most cases
appear more successful at addressing one function as op- only hints at the data and analytical capabilities that
posed to another. Thus, the approaches should be judged are required to implement these approaches. This
on their actual as much as their intended outcomes. All literature says little about the actual state of data
the approaches depend on the assembly of one or gathering and implementation in the various coun-
more databases. These data bases can all support the tries. Information is particularly sparse concerning
data-development function of income accounting to those data development processes that are required
some degree. Therefore, even if outside observers are to support the "successful" approaches and those
not interested in a particular aggregate income ad- that would be required to support the systems still
justment that is being proposed, they still may find under development. In addition, with the notable
the assembled data to be of significant value. exception of Norway, there is little specific informa-

3. The approaches differ significantly in their complex- tion about how these systems contribute to the policy
ity and coverage. The U.S. (BEA) approach is narrowly process.
focused on expenditure data whereas the Dutch, UN- Information on policy needs and costs is vital for
STAT, and Peskin frameworks cover a wide range of drawing conclusions about the cost-effectiveness of
data reflecting environmental-economic interaction an accounting approach. Some of the suggested ap-
and resource depletion. The Norwegian, French, and proaches may well be far more sophisticated and
Repetto approaches appear to fall somewhere be- expensive than is necessary to meet policy objectives
tween these two extremes. in an efficient manner. Other, less sophisticated ap-

4. The differences in complexity and coverage reflect proaches may not be able to meet policy require-
not only the particular degree ofemphasis on the two major ments, either. To determine whether either situation
functions of national accounting but also different policy is the case, specific policy objectives should be linked
objectives. Thus, for example, the Norwegian system to specific data needs, and the costs of meeting these
is well suited to support the Norwegian desire to needs should be carefully estimated. The most ap-
manage their resources of petroleum, timber, hydro- propriate accounting approach is the one that satis-
power, and fish. The U.S. approach, with its empha- fies actual and potential policy needs at the least cost.
sis on expenditure data, supports the analysis of the
macroeconomic effects of environmental policy. The Conclusions and Implications for Developing
Repetto approach addresses sustainability issues in Countries
developing countries. The Dutch approach appears
concerned with detailed environmental-economic It is difficult to deduce clear messages for develop-
interactions and their effect on sustainable growth ing countries from this survey since most of the
paths in a highly developed country. programs are still in the early stages of development.

5. Although theseapproaches may havedifferent struc- Of course, a message of sorts does emerge from the
tures, in accordance with their different concerns and very fact that the only countries that have established
policy objectives, their data requirements are quite similar. empirical records of "success" over a significant pe-
Thus, extensive debate over the relative merits of each riod (that is, ten years or more) are Norway and the
approach, as a prerequisite to implementation, may be United States-two countries with the least ambi-
unnecessary or even counterproductive. The Dutch tious resource accounting programs (see figure 8-1).
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(Japan could also be included, although the recent makes a final decision as to which approach is most
data sets are not official products of the Japanese appropriate. Given the relative severity of resource
government.) Rather than conclude that "simpler and environmental problems in the developing
is better," however, developing nations would world and therefore the relative seriousness of the
be better advised not to let their ambitions outrun deficiencies in the ability of standard economic ac-
their capabilities with regard to data generation and counts to reflect these problems, a productive strat-
analysis. egy for developing nations might be to initiate their

Simpler may not be better for two reasons. In the own, low-cost pilot programs.
first place, there is no obvious connection between
the complexity of the framework or system and the Description of Country Approaches
effort required to implement it. Implementation
costs depend not only on the complexity of design, The countries surveyed paid varying degrees of
but also on such factors as sectoring detail and de- attention to environmental accounting.
sired accuracy. The initial implementations of the
relatively complex Peskin framework were far less Australia
expensive than implementations of the rather
straightforward cost accounting practiced at the U.S. At present, Australia has no resource or environ-
Bureau of Economic Analysis, since the BEA placed a mental accounting project actually under way at ei-
higher premium on data accuracy and sector detail. ther the federal or state level. Extensive interest in the

A more important reason why "simpler may not subject was in evidence at two recent workshops
be better" is that there is no obvious connection held by the Department of the Arts, Sport, Environ-
between the complexity of a system and its value as ment, Tourism, and Territories and by the Bureau of
an efficient data framework. A simple, relatively in- Rural Resources. In addition, the newly established
expensive data system that fails to inform the policy Resource Assessment Commnission plans to under-
process is no bargain. Similarly, a complex, relatively take some resource accounting with a view to devel-
expensive accounting framework that generates far oping an information system to support forestry
more data than are needed is no bargain either. models (letter from D. James to H. M. Peskin, No-

Presumably, valuable information for developing vember 2,1989).
countries will emerge over time as resource and en- Some interest has also been expressed by the
vironmental programs mature in the industrialized Australian Environment Council (which sponsored
countries. Successful valuation methods and data a rather critical report on resource accounting by
development techniques will be of particular inter- Clarke and Dragun 1989) and by the Commonwealth
est. Since the best accounting approach for any par- Scientific and Industrial Resource Organization
ticular developing country will depend on the (csIRo), where Mike Young has done a number of
country's information needs and on the resources the studies, including the one presented as chapter 9 in
country is willing to devote to data development and this volume.
implementation, however, the experience of the in- Regarding possible implementation at art official
dustrialized countries should not carry too much level, the Australian Bureau of Statistics supports the
authority. Even if all their efforts were ultimately development of satellite accounts as part of the re-
judged as unsuccessful, that fact alone carries only vised SNA. However, it does not have plans, to pro-
limited implications for a developing country with duce such accounts for Australia at this time (letter
differentpolicy objectives, arising, perhaps, from sig- from F. J. von Reibnitz to R. Chander, November 15,
nificantly greater resource and environmental prob- 1989). Apparently, the Australian position is that
lems. Similarly, a record of success in a wealthy only if the United Nations takes the lead and recom-
industrialized country may have no implications in mends satellite accounting, will the Australians fol-
a country with meager data development resources. low suit.

Since the conditions for success in resource and Thus it is safe to say that Australia has no clear
environmental accounting are likely to be country- position on resource and environmental accounting.
specific, there is little point in waiting for broader A scan of several papers presented at the recent
experience in the industrialized countries before a workshops indicates some caution on the part of the
developing country decides to embark on its own national accountants, which is not unexpected, but
program. There is also no particular reason to make the official statisticians certainly do not oppose satel-
a firm commitment in advance to any one of the lite accounts.
industrialized country's chosen accounting ap- Perhaps more damaging to the prospects for
proaches. Because they use somewhat the same data, resource and environmental accounting in Australia
initial data collection can proceed before a country is the critical paper by Clarke and Dragun (1989),
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which attacked the Repetto-Landefeld resource ac- Working plans to implement these objectives em-
counting approach as inappropriate for renewable phasize the following two elements:
resources. The principal criticism is that Repetto's
approach equates depletion with true economic de- * Economic data on environmental protection
preciation. With forests and fish stocks, however, it will be deepened and broadened through new
is well known that a reduction in physical size could surveys. Existing data on capital expenditures
imply an economic gain over the long run; thus there for pollution abatement and control will be
could be economic appreciation rather than depreci- augmented with surveys on operating costs
ation. Although this criticism is valid, it does not and costs per unit of abatement. Key sectors in
discredit resource accounting. In the first place, the enviromnental protection, such as integrated
Repetto approach could be modified to accept other waste management firms, will be surveyed for
depreciation formulas. More important, as this sur- the first time. (Funding is being sought for this
vey indicates, Repetto's work does not represent the work.)
entire scope of resource accounting. * A satellite accounting project on resources and

As far as future work is concerned, the Resource environment has started. Its first products will
Assessment Commission plans to build a national be an annotated bibliography and a design
multisectoral model for which some of the input data paper for the accounts. In broad outline, the
will come from resource accounts. David James will accounts will be based on highly disaggre-
direct this effort. In addition, the CSIRO is investigat- gated data on the quantity and quality of eco-
ing the possibility of developing a set of resource nomic and environmental resources, covering
accounts for agriculture in the Murray-Darling Basin stocks, stock changes (such as discoveries and
and for forestry in Papua New Guinea. Both projects net natural growth) and flows. The valuation
will be directed by Mike Young of the Division of of these stocks and flows will be used to con-
Wildlife and Ecology in Canberra. Mike Young has struct a satellite to the national balance sheet
alsobeguntoprepareRepetto-typeaccountsforAus- account that includes natural assets as part of
tralia for the period 1980 to 1989. Initial observations national wealth. Imputing value for non-
suggest that corrections for land and forest degrada- market assets will dearly require substantial
tion are swamped by the inclusion of changes in research.
stocks of mineral and other subsoil assets.

At a minimum, these studies should yield valuable According to Kirk Hamilton, there are no plans to
data sets and thus fulfill one of the main purposes of adjust any of the flow measurements in the SNA. That
resource and environmental accounting. Practical re- is, like most of the other national efforts, any new
sults will go a long way toward offsetting academic accounts will be viewed as "satellite" accounts, the
criticism. purposes of which are "(i) to provide an assessment

of resource quantity and quality; (ii) to provide a
Canada framework for environmental data; (iii) to improve

measures of sustainability by extending the measure
Statistics Canada is beginning a program on of wealth" (letter from Kirk Hamilton to Ernst Lutz,

resource and environmental accounting with the fol- February 18,1990).
lowing objectives: to design a satellite account to the Parallel efforts may be given consideration at En-
SNA that will cover both nonmarket environmental vironment Canada. It has been recommended that a
resources and market resources; to construct a natu- "case study" be performed to develop a "new ac-
ral resource account in physical terms, covering both counts framework" along the lines suggested by
economically recoverable reserves and ultimate re- Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren (1989) (see
serves; to develop methods for valuing natural re- Potvin 1989).
sources; to develop natural resource wealth The Canadians expect to combine procedures em-
accounts, including measures of the value of deple- ployed in estimating pollution-abatement expendi-
tion; to investigate the role that data on environmen- tures (as is practiced in the United States), with
tal quality might have in the proposed satellite resource accounting (as is practiced in Norway). Un-
account and to address valuation issues; to consider like the Norwegians (and, perhaps, more like
environmental wealth "if sound imputations are Repetto), they will make an attempt at monetary
possible"; to consider the "international practice" of valuation. The focus will be more on adjusting the
altering national income aggregates to reflect national wealth accounts (rather than the current or
resource depletion and enviromnental degradation "flow" accounts). However, the Canadians recog-
(letter from I. P. Fellegi to R. Chander, November 6, nize that the valuation of flows may be a prerequisite
1989). for the valuation of stocks.
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At this time, it is not dear how valuations will be scribes these processes and their interactions. It sug-
made. In addition, the form of the accounting frame- gests the need for three broad dasses of data: data on
work has not yet been determined. One possibility stocks, on processes, and on interactions. Stock data
would be to base the framework on the Canadian are obtained by measuring the state of certain vari-
stress response environmental statistical system ables such as population, ambient environmental
(STRESS). quality, and the size and quality of resources. Process

STRESs consists of forty interrelated data sets made data, on the other hand, are measured by the change
up of activity statistics, (causal) stress indicators, in variables (for example, population growth, eco-
(physical) response indicators, collective and indi- nomic growth, and natural changes). Interaction
vidual responses, and inventories of stocks for eight data consist of data on both the state and change in
activity categories: the generation of waste residuals, variables, but, in addition must be supplemented by
permanent environment restructuring, harvesting, what the authors refer to as "restructuring" informa-
extraction of nonrenewable resources, environmen- tion: which can be obtained from analyses of the
tal, energy, natural activity, and population (Friend impact of human activities and population growth
1981). on the natural environment.

Although this system is quite comprehensive, it is The view of environmental-economic interaction
important to note that all forty activity-response sets embodied in figure 8-3 is reminiscent of the asset-
are composed of physical data. In other words, the based socioeconomic frameworksuggested by Juster
system may describe environmental-economic links, (1973). Juster argues that all socioeconomic activity
but it does not do so in value terms. Therefore, it does can be traced back to the services of assets. He defines
not permit, nor was it intended for, direct modifica- five classes rather than the three in the PEP system:
tion of the SNA. It would appear, however, that the reproducible tangible wealth, reproducible intangi-
STRESS system does provide much of the data needed ble wealth, human wealth, natural resource wealth,
to fulfill many of the intended resource accounting and sociopolitical wealth.
objectives of Statistics Canada. Although such broad approaches provide a gen-

A possible alternative to STRESS has recently been eral guide for the development of data and account-
suggested by the Environment and Natural Re- ing systems, a much more specific framework is
sources Section of Statistics Canada (1990). This required to guide practical implementation. In par-
framework, known as the population-economy pro- ticular, PEP leaves unresolved the critical question of
cess (PEP) model, views the environmental-economic how much detail is needed, both in terms of the
interaction of three dasses of stocks (population, number of variables to be measured and in the depth
capital, and natural assets), each of which is affected, of analysis of "restructuring" interactions. Presum-
in turn, by three types of processes: population, so- ably, the Canadians will develop more pragmatic
cioeconomic, and natural processes. Figure 8-3 de- accounting approaches as they gain experience in

their efforts to implement the PEP system.

France
Figure 8-3. Structural Diagram ofPEP
Framezvork The French have proposed by far the most ambi-

tious resource and environmental accounting sys-
Population tem: Les Comptes du Patrimoine Natural. Its
processes structure has been shaped by its two principal objec-

tives. First, it is to cover what is termed the entire
"natural patrimony," defined as "the collection of the
natural elements and of the system which they form

Population and which are capable of being transmitted to future
generations or of being transformed" (Archambault
19 : 4). This definition is meant to exclude at least

G;oods and / \\ Rcesoures and some portions of what is generally considered the

v Rcstnucturing\\ natural environment-namely, those parts of it that
cannot be transformed or appropriated by man. As

.91Ci<> RestruNturing examples of two such natural resources,
Caitoa processcs Archambault suggests the deep ocean and the

Resources stratosphere. Inasmuch as both are undergoing some
and services anthropogenic transformation, however, they could

Source: Statistics Canada 1990. be justifiably included in the definition. The defini-
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tion is also meant to excdude the "artificial patri- subaccounts fall into three groups: physical accounts
mony,"namely,man-madematerials,buildings,and (comptes d'elenents), geographical accounts (comptes
the like. Yet, even man-made materials are covered d'ecozones), and "agent" accounts.
if they have cultural significance or if they are closely The physical accounts are rather like the Norwe-
connected to natural systems. Thus, ancient monu- gian resource accounts in content, but the presenta-
ments, parks, and artificial lakes are induded. tion is different. The French have opted for a

The second reason the French approach is so am- double-entry system, showing sources on one side of
bitious is that each element in the above broadly the account and uses on the other. The simple exam-
defined natural environment is meant to be de- ple in table 8-1 is drawn from Theys (1989:43).
scribed or analyzed in terms of its three basic func- The geographical accounts assemble data related
tions: economic, ecological, and social (Theys 1989: either to ecosystems such as forests and wetlands or
43). This broad descriptive coverage reflects the fact to some other areal definition such as geographical
that the French do not merely extend social account- regions (such as coastal lands), political territories
ing to the realm of the natural environment but con- (such as provinces), or "abstract" concepts such as an
sider it part of a large environmental data system. imposed grid network. Archambault provides the
This system consists of seven sections or "levels," example shown in table 8-2, which uses artificial data.
ranging from sets of nonspecific data (Level I) to The "ecozones" could refer to, say, agricultural land,
statistical breakdowns by air, water, and other sec- each broken down into three dasses of soil quality.
tors (Level II), to statistical summaries such as state- The "agent" accounts refer to all accounting for
of-the-environment reports (Level III), to the those activities that link human activity to the natural
development and use of forecasting and simulation environment. Agent accounts cover a wide range of
models (Level V), and eventually to the development stock or flow accounts. Their distinguishing feature
of aggregate welfare indicators and a modified GDP is that they identify human owners and users. While
(Level VI). Level V has only been partly im- certain accounts (for example, water use accounts
plemented, while Level VI has not been im- and pollution emission accounts) may be expressed
plemented at all. The patrimony accounts are placed only in physical terms, other accounts may indude
in Level IV. monetary values.

All the levels are intended to interrelate. Thus, the A simple example of a physical agent account is
patrimony accounts are meant to use, or at least be provided in table 8-3. Similar "environmental satel-
consistent with, the same environmental data that lite" accounts exist for the management of parks,
support the state-of-the-environment reports. At the hunting areas, maritime areas, and the generation
same time, the patrimony accounts are intended to and disposal of refuse. As an example of a more
support both environmental and economic models. monetary-oriented account, the accounting of land
As a result, they consist of a number of separate value shown in table 84 is derived from data pro-
subaccounts, which, because they rely on a consis- vided by Archambault. Similar accounts have been
tent data base, can be related to each other. These published in France since 1980 (Archambault and

Table 8-1. Example of Physical Account: Stock of a Commercial Forest, 1969-79
(thousands of cubic meters)

Resource or asset Broadleaf Coniferous Total Use Broadleaf Coniferous Total

Volume of growing stock Natural reduction
in 1969 980.1 6,526.5 7,506.6 (mortality) 5.6 21.0 26.6

Natural growth of initial Accidental reduction
stock 401.0 2,583.5 2,985A (breakage and windfall) 9.7 481.2 490.9

Natural growth Resource extraction
by reproduction (commercial felhng) 92.0 1,474.0 1,566.0
(recruitment)

Self-consumption 13.6 395.0 408.6
Adjustment -29.4 1,239.2 1,209.8

Volume of growing stock
in 1979 1,330.7 5,758.0 7,088.7

Total 1,422.2 9,368.4 10,790.6 Total 1,422.2 9,368.4 10,790.6

Source. Theys (1989:43).
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Table 8-2. Example of Ecozone Account

Reaffectation nette
des surfaces

Types Classes Stock Stock initial Renouvellemt Pression Variations Stock
d'ecozones d'etat initial Reconciliation reconcilie natural des agents internes final

Ml Classe a 100 100 -20 -6 74
Classe b 80 80 5 -10 4 79
Classec 30 30 20 10 2 62
Total MI 210 210 25 -20 0 215

M2 Class a 1,000 1,000 -15 -10 20 995
Class b 800 800 -5 65 860
Class c 290 10 300 60 -85 275
Total M2 2,090 10 2,100 40 -10 0 2,130

M3 Class a 500 500 -65 30 3 468
Class b 400 400 400
Class c 160 -10 150 -3 147
Total M3 1,060 -10 1,050 -65 30 0 1,015

Total general 3,360 0 3,360 0 0 0 3,360

Source: Archambault and Bernard (1988: 10).

Bernard 1988:11). The authorities plan eventually to of Theys (1989: 44), "The flexibility of the French
place similar monetary values on all physical stocks system makes patrimony accounts resemble more of
and flows. a general framework than a rigid system of ac-

The French approach is the most inclusive of those counts." As desirable as flexibility is, limited budgets
surveyed not only in terms of the elements of the require that some priorities be set for framework
environment and natural resources covered, but also development. Accordingly, "it was initially decided
its accounting concepts. Virtually all the specific ac- to confine the analysis to a few priority sectors (for-
counting concepts reviewed could be incorporated ests, water, soil, land use, and wildlife) and a few
in the French system. Unfortunately, the available basic interactions" (Theys 1989: 45).
descriptive material does not indicate which ac- Jean-Louis Weber suggests that these priorities re-
counting concepts will, in fact, be included. The flect "present knowledge," the "willingness of policy
problem is that this written material tends to focus makers," and the availability of "reliable, com-
on the broad structure of the French system, but it is prehensive, consistent, and regularly updated data
short on specifics. sets" (letter to Ernst Lutz, February 28, 1990). Thus,

This lack of specificity is perhaps to be expected in for the present at least, the patrimony accounts them-
a system still under development. It also reflects a selves do not play a role in the setting of priorities. It
desire to be "pragmatic" and "flexible." In the words should be noted, however, that one purpose of

Table 8-3. Example of Physical Agent Account
Water Water

Amount Ground- Surface Amount Ground Surface
withdrawn water water Total returned water water Total

General public 1.7 2.6 4.3 Genral public 1.0 3.3 4.3
Industry 2.1 3.4 5.5 Industry 1.5 4.0 5.5
Agriculture 1.1 4.1 5.2 Agriculture 4.0 1.2 5.2
Power stations 12.0 12.0 Power stations 12.0 12.0
Water bodies 2.0 2.0 Water bodies 2.0 2.0

Total 4.9 24.1 29.0 Total 6.5 22.5 29.0

Source. French delegation to OECD (1980: 27).
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Table 8 4. Example of a (Monetary) Agent clear at this point what features the proposed envi-
Account, Value of French Land, January 1980 ronrental accounting system will have.

Average pnce In private communication, Professor Udo E.
Area per hectare Value Simonis of the Science Center in Berlin has indicated

(millions (January (billions that the eventual system will reflect three approaches:
Land of hectares) 1980) of francs) the Schiifer-Stahmer approach, the Leipert-Simonis

Agricultural land 32.1 22,200 F 712.9 "defensive expenditures approach," and the Wicke-

Forests 14.6 14,000Schultz "damage-cost approach."
Waster, 16 40F 3 The Schifer-Stahmer approach (March 1988) fo-

quarries, etc. 4m3 5,30 F 22o8 cuses on the possible economic importance of envi-
quarries, etc. 4.3 8,3000F 22.8 ronmental protection activities, broadly defined to

Recreation land 0.2 68,000 F 10.8 include both pollution control activities and activi-
Buildig sites 0.1 1,600,000 F 173.3 ties to defend against environmental insult. Earlier
Railroad land 0.1 35,000 F 3.5 work in Germany by Leipert also does not distin-
Undeveloped land 51.4 21,900 F 1,127.0 guish between these types of activities-in contrast
Developed land 1.5 800,000 F 1,200.0 to u.s. pollution control literature. Of particular con-

Unregistered cern to Schafer-Stahmer is the problem that expendi-
land 2.1 0 0 tures for these activities may be double-counted to

Total for France 55.0 2,327.0 the extent that they lead to indirect outlays for gen-
eral economic goods and services. When these envi-
romnental expenditures are identified by consuming
and producing sector, however, it is possible to con-
struct input-output matrices consisting only of these

resource accounting is to help determine which en- outlays, which are, thus, independent of the conven-
vironmental and resource sectors are relatively more tional input-output matrix. With these (sub-) matri-
important with respect to their effect on the econ- ces separately identified, and with the usual constant
omy. Unfortunately, uncompleted and partial frame- coefficient assumptions, Schafer-Stahmer demonstr-
works may not be ready to serve this function to the ate that it is possible to distinguish between primary
extent that important links between the environment inputs devoted to environmental protection and
and the economy are missing. The question is total primary inputs or conventional value added.
whether the French system is so large and detailed This value of primary inputs devoted to environ-
that large gaps in coverage will persist. If so, the mental protection could then be subtracted from GDP
system may be of limited use in determining which to yield an alternative GDP. Even if no GDP adjust-
environmental-economic interactions are the more ments are made, the Schafer-Stahmer calculation is
important for French economic and environmental still useful in that it may provide a better indicator of
policy, the relative economic importance of environmental

outlays than would a raw total of environmental
Germany expenditures, which will include double counting.

The accounting structure needed to support this
The Federal Statistical Office (Fso) of Germany is model is reminiscent of the proposed UNSTAT envi-

"thinldng about" developing an environmental ac- ronmental accounting structure. A distinction is
counting system that is independent of, but capable made between external and internal enviromnental
of being linked to, the national economic accounts. protection activities: that is, between environmental
The FSo proposal memorandum of August 1989 calls protection services purchased from others and envi-
for a physical accounting of changes in the "actual ronmental protection activities taking place within a
state" of the environment. The economic link will be sector. The former can be treated by introducing an
valued in terms of how economic activities affect the additional row in the input-output table showing an
(physical) environment. Whether efforts will be environmental protection sector that delivers ser-
made to value the physical accounts and generate vices to all other producing sectors (Schafer and Stah-
adjusted GDP figures has not yet been decided, but it mer 1988: table 1). However, internal protection
appears that a satellite approach is favored. Also, the activities are more difficult to treat since the requisite
Fso memorandum does not provide any information goods and materials used for this purpose by any
on the structure or coverage of these physical ac- sector are supplied by many sectors. Schafer and
counts, except to indicate that they will include Stahmer have managed to distinguish these pur-
"spontaneous natural developments that are import- chases from other ordinary inputs (for 1980) and,
ant for the environment and man." Therefore it is not thus, have been able to construct a separate input-
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output table covering (internal) environmental ex- ing terminology). Nor do they cover the depletion
penditures, which also includes a row describing the and degradation of natural and environmental re-
external protection services (Schafer and Stahmer sources. Thus, these accounts will only partly meet
1988: table 2). the objectives of the FSO.

In other words, Schafer and Stahmer have been Although the suggested adjustments appear far
able to isolate all environmental control expendi- less ambitious than those suggested by, say, the
tures (including final demand and primary input French, theirimplementation-especially the Schafer-
expenditures) from the conventional input-output Stahmer implementation-is hardly trivial. In partic-
matrix. If E is the conventional input-output matrix ular, identifying the source (by sector) of "internal"
and G, the pollution-control input-output matrix, a environmental control outlays would seem a near-
matrix, F, can be defined as their difference. Each of impossible task since such separate identification is
these matrices can be typically partitioned as follows: not a feature of ordinary business accounting. Even

if the accountant wishes to separate purchases ac-
A(E,, or G) FD(E,F, or G) cording to whether they are for environmental con-

trol or for ordinary business purposes, it may not be
VA(E,F, or G) ° possible to do so in principle. Often pollution control

is accomplished through the introduction of more
where A is a square matrix of industry input-output modern capital that jointly serves the purposes of
flows; FD, a rectangular matrix of final demands pollution control and ordinary production, Inas-
(consumption, investment, exports, and governmen- much as such capital may thus carry "joint" costs,
tal activities; and VA a rectangular matrix of value little other that an arbitrary separation seems possi-
added inputs (labor, profits, capital consumption ble. In view of these problems, more information is
allowances, and imports). Dividing A by industry obviously needed about the methods used to gener-
output totals yields the usual input-output coeffi- ate the data behind the Schafer-Stahmer input-out-
cients. These are the conventional coefficients for AE. put tables about the feasibility of applying these
That is, they measure input per unit of output. Obvi- methods in developing countries. It appears that the
ously, for AG, the pollution control input-output ma- Leipert-Simonis approach would be easier to adopt.
trix, these coefficients measure pollution control
input per unit of output. Japan

The approach taken by Leipert and Simonis (1990)
is simpler in that information on pollution control Currently, no official resource and environmental
expenditures is presented in tabular form rather than accounting is practiced in Japan. The last official
in matrices. Here, the data are clearly easier to de- efforts along these lines were completed in 1973 with
velop and thus these authors are able to generate the report of the Net National Welfare Development
annual time series beginning in 1975. As is the case Committee.
with the U.S. pollution-abatement expenditure se- Over a period of two years, this committee devel-
ries, both capital and operating expenses are esti- oped a set of net national welfare (NNW) accounts
mated. Leipert and Simonis also reproduce damage somewhat similar to the measures of economic wel-
estimates using the Wicke-Schultz "damage-cost ap- fare (MEW) accounts developed by Tobin and
proach" (1986). These estimates are not discussed Nordhaus for the United States in 1972. Recently, the
further here because they have not yet been fully Development Committee's NNW estimates were up-
reviewed. dated to 1985 by Professor Kimio Uno of the Univer-

It is not yet clear to what extent the concepts sity of Tsukuba. Thus, a consistent set of Japanese
proposed by Schafer and Stahmer, Leipert and NNW accounts exists for the period 1955-85 for five-
Simonis, or Wicke and Schultz will be adopted. If year intervals.
some of these ideas do find their way into the The NNW GDP adjusts the conventional GDP in six
German system, the following comments are in ways. First, all investment is subtracted on the
order. grounds that it does not add to immediate welfare.

First, the Schafer-Stahmer or Leipert-Simonis ad- Second, an imnputation is made for the services of
justments are very conservative in that they apply to both governmental capital and consumer capital
economic activities that are already covered in the (durable goods). Third, there is an imputation for
conventional accounts, although they are not sepa- leisure time. Fourth, there is an imputation for non-
rately identified. The adjustments do not cover any market activities (primarily household activities).
nonmarket services of the environment or any dam- Fifth, a deduction is made for the effects of urbaniza-
ages to these services ("loss of function," in the Huet- tion. Sixth, deductions are made for the effects of
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environmental pollution. This last adjustment is the counting, there is still some official interest in envi-
relevant one for this survey. ronmental-economic relationships, as indicated by

Two pollution adjustments are made that are sim- some econometric modeling of environmental activ-
ilar to those suggested by Hueting. First, pollution ity taking place within the Enviromnent Agency. As
abatement expenditures are subtracted from GDP, in Norway, there could be renewed support for
after the investment component of these expendi- resource and environmental accounting because of
tures is annualized. Also, note that the investment the need for a larger data base to support these
component of municipal sewage treatment costs modeling efforts.
were previously subtracted from GDP, along with
other investment. However, the services component Netherlands
of this investment is actually added back, along with
the estimates of the services of governmental capital. The Dutch are beginning to investigate ways to

The second environmental adjustment is to sub- "make monetary estimates of environmental losses
tract "damages," which are estimated by the cost to and depletion in order to confront the figures found
reach governmental environmental standards. This with the figures of the standard national accounts"
adjustment is recognized as an approximation to true (W. F. M. De Vries's letter to E. Lutz, July 20, 1990,
environmental damages, because it is considered too and subsequent letter from Hueting to Lutz). Because
difficult to calculate in money terms. this work is just getting under way, there is, as yet,

It is not dear whether Professor Uno's recent up- no official Dutch approach to resource accounting,al-
dating of the original Net National Welfare Develop- though the approach the authorities have in mind
ment Committee's figures includes both has been outlined in a paper by Roefie Hueting and
environmental adjustments. Uno's description Peter Bosch (1989).
makes no mention of any adjustment for pollution The scope of coverage has been described by Huet-
abatement expenditures (Uno 1988). ing (1980) in an earlier work in which he attempted

As mentioned earlier, one problem in estimating to construct shadow prices for environmental "func-
damages by the cost of meeting standards is that tions" (or services of the environment) that were
when standards are not established, damages tend to directly comparable to the prices of nonenvironmen-
be underestimated and data collection efforts may tal goods and services in ordinary markets. Hueting
suffer. Thus, in the earlier committee study, there did not succeed, however, because he was unable to
were no estimates of damage due to stationary- construct environmental demand curves that would
source nitrogen oxides, ozone, heavy metals, and so be consistent with individual preferences for envi-
on, because of poor data. Data collection improved ronmental functions. (Supply functions are suppos-
markedly in the 1970s, however. Therefore, it is not
clear how much of the almost sevenfold increase in
environmental damage in 1960-70 that is reported by
Uno is due to better data or to increased pollution.

There appear to be no plans to reestablish the work
of the Net National Welfare Development Comnnit- Figure 8-4. Estimation of Correction of GNP
tee at an official level This disinterest in resource and Based on Costs to Meet Sustainability Standard

environmental accounting was addressed by A.
Yoshikawa in a 1983 report to UNEP, in which he .ld Supply of environmental
offered several explanations. First, little interest has per year functions (equal to
developed because Japan has few natural resources. elimination cos
Second, the environmentalist community there may
fear that quantifying the econonic impacts of envi- Demand for environmental
ronmental policy would be detrimental to such pol- - preferences
icy because "economics (gives) an indulgence to
economic growth" (Yoshikawa 1983:4). Third, many
of Japan's economists are reluctant to work on prob-
lems that won't have an effect on policy and are amount
furthermore discouraged by the poor data bases,
limited publication opportunities, and lack of finan- r "

cial support (Yoshikawa 1983:5). Availability of
Although these factors may work againstjapanese Optimal standard Standard for environmental

based on individual susrsnabilty functions
efforts to resume resource and envirornmental ac- preferences
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edly easier to construct since they can be based on * Collect data on cost-effective technical mea-
cost data.) sures.

Hueting and Bosch (1989) proposed to address this * Determine necessary reduction in economic
problem by replacing demand curves based on (un- activities (if purely technical measures prove
observable) individual preferences with demand insufficient).
curves based on societal preferences consistent with . Determine the loss in value added for those
sustainability goals as expressed by "politicians and activities that must be curtailed.
organizations." These societal demand curves com- * Determine the cost of both technical and activ-
bined with supply curves will permit the calculation ity-reduction measures, allowing for the fact
of shadow prices and imputed values for the envi- that the elimination of economic activities may
ronmental functions. Basically, as shown in figure preclude the need for other technical mea-
8-4, estimation of the intersection of the unobserv- sures.
able demand function is based on a societal-deter- * Determine the extent that the costs of required
mined curve rather than on individual preferences. environmental control measures are already
Furthermore, this curve is assumed to be vertical, induded in the GDP.

positioned at a level of control determined by scien- * Compare traditional national income with the
tific and technical considerations. In cases where estimated sustainable income level.
sustainability is not a concern, the vertical standard
is based on health considerations. Hueting believes The implementation recommended in this pro-
this is the case with noise pollution. posal departs from the approach discussed in

Huetingproposes to reduce GDPby subtracting the Hueting's (1980) earlier work, although both ap-
value of environmental damages or "losses" as mea- proaches are based on the proposition that if eco-
sured by the costs of "technical measures and the nomic activity has an adverse effect on
reduction in activities necessary to meet the stan- environmental function, the GDP should be reduced
dards for a sustainable use of environmental func- by whatever losses are incurred. In addition, in both
tions." Reduction in activities is only taken into cases the losses in functions are measured by the
account when technical measures are not sufficient costs of restoring the functions to a level consistent
to meet the standard. Although the cost estimates with environmental standards-a pragmatic deci-
will indude losses in value added of any curtailed sion made on the assumption that environmental
economic activity necessary to achieve sustainabil- damage is difficult or impossible to estimate.
ity, there will be no offset for new activities that may This new proposal differs, however, in its determi-
come into being as a result of reduced threats to the nation of the standards. The earlier Hueting proposal
environment The contribution of induced new eco- did not specify exactly how standards should be
nomic activity will be induded in the future. determined and by whom, whereas the new ap-

To effect these adjustments to the GDP, Hueting and proach defines environmental damages and envi-
Bosch envision the following thirteen-stage program: ronmental standards in terms of the implications of

these damages for the sustainability of environmen-
* Identify activities causing most harm to the tal functions. Moreover, it is assumed that the stan-

environment. dards required to obtain these sustainable levels can
* Compile a framework for calculating the cor- be determined nonsubjectively, on the basis of tech-

rection. nical and scientific analysis.
* Prepare an inventory of data requirements It should be noted that Hueting's sustainability

and availability. objective may not be exactly the same as sustainabil-
* Select the environmental problems to be ana- ity objectives stated by others. (For a discussion of

lyzed (based on data availability) and selec- alternative interpretations of the term "sustainabil-
tion of survey year. ity," see Pezzy 1989.) In particular, he focuses on the

* Quantify the source of the environmental sustainability of environmental functions as op-
problem in terms of emissions, use of space, posed to the sustainability of income and growth.
soil, and the consumption of energy and other Although it is tempting to assume that one implies
resources. the other, it is quite possible for a society to obtain

* Quantify the effect of the environmental prob- long-term, sustainable income levels while permit-
lem on the environment. ting the loss of one or more environmental functions.

* Determine the level of environmental burden Only the most committed environmentalist would
thatis consistent with long-term sustainability argue that income and growth cannot be sustained
(that is, set sustainability "standards"). unless each and every resource, each and every ani-
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mal or plant specie, and each and every environmen- avoid global warming, society may have to face up
tal amenity is maintained. Certainly, not all environ- to unpleasant choices that are not likely to be re-
mental functions are necessary to support human solved solely on ecological grounds.
existence. The Hueting-Bosch proposal also assumes that a

In private communication, Hueting proposes a sustainability standard will be stricter than a stan-
flexible definition of sustainability that supports the dard based on current individual preferences of so-
above view: ciety. However, it is quite possible that, for certain

environmental problems, a sustainability standard
Sustainabilitymeansthatfunctionsmustremain may be less strict than a standard based on current

intact so that all present and future uses remain "wants." That is, the standard for sustainability
available. As for renewable resources such as for- could fall to the left of the individual preference
ests, water, soil and air it holds that as long as the "optimum" point in figure 8-4.
regenerative capacity remains intact the functions An example might be provided by considering a
remain intact, e.g., the functions "supplier of sustainability standard for the discharge of BOD.
wood," "provider of secondary forest products," Since the short-run negative effects of BOD discharges
"gene reserve," "regulator of the water manage- are often reversible, a standard based only on long-
ment," "preventer of erosion,' "regulator of the run sustainability or even on health considerations
climate," and "buffer of CO2 and heat" of forests, may safely be quite weak but, nevertheless, socially
the function "drinking water" of water, the func- disruptive in terms of what current BOD levels might
tion "soil for raising crops" of soil and the function mean for, say, recreational damage. Another exam-
"air for physiological functioning" of air. Practi- ple might be noise pollution. It is possible that the
cally this means that, for instance, emissions of level of noise harmful to health is much higher than
cumulating matters such as PCB's, heavy metals, the level most would find bothersome. Again, a stan-
nitrates and carbon dioxide may not exceed the dard based simply on sustainability or even health
natural buffering capacity of the environment and considerations may be far weaker than most in the
that the erosion rate may not exceed the regenera- "current" generation would find desirable.
tive power of the soiL As for non-renewable re- For these reasons, one might hesitate-given the
sources, such as oil and copper, "regeneration" profound social implications of standard setting-
takes the form of research and bringing into prac- before delegating the job of standard setting solely to
tice flow resources such as energy derived from the technicians and scientists. And one might equally
sun (wind, tidal, collectors, photovoltaic cells), the hesitate to use cost estimates derived from such stan-
recycing of materials and the development of sub- dards as a basis for adjusting the GDP.
stitutes for these. (Hueting, private communication)

Norvay
Yet, he also suggests that the ecological literature

may provide the objective guidance for setting these The Norwegian system of resource accounting is
technical standards. Although the literature can do an example of physical accounting with links to
this in a general sense, it may be difficult to define economic activity. The system defines two types of
standards in specific cases of environmental insult on natural resources: material resources and environ-
the basis of ecological considerations alone. For ex- mental resources. The former are further subdivided
ample, Hueting points out that the accumulation of into mineral resources, biotic resources, and "inflow-
toxics, heavy metals, and greenhouse gases is "in- ing" resources, which are any resources immediately
compatible with sustainability," and, according to arising from the flux of solar energy (for example,
the above quotation, emissions should not exceed solar radiation, ocean currents) and the Earth's grav-
natural buffering capacity. But what if there is no itational field. In addition, separate energy accounts
natural buffering capacity? are maintained for energy-producing minerals (for

Many of the very societies that have declared example, coal, oil, natural gas), certain energy-pro-
themselves in favor of a sustainable use of the envi- ducing biotic resources (such as fuelwood), and hy-
ronment have also called for increases in nuclear dropower (that is, energy from the "inflowing"
power generation. Unfortunately, a strict sus- resource, flowing water).
tainability standard based on natural buffering ca- Environmental resources are taken to be those en-
pacity is incompatible with any nuclear power vironmental assets that provide nonmarketed envi-
generation because even if entombed in lead and ronmental services, such as the waste disposal
glass, nuclear wastes can never be totally "buffered" services provided by the air and water. The corre-
by the natural environment. Thus, in its effort to sponding environmental resources would be the tro-
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Table 8-5. Structure of Material Resource Accounts

I. Reserve accounts
Beginning of period: Resourcebase

Reserves (developed, nondeveloped)
Total gross extraction during period
Adjustments of resource base
(New discoveries, reappraisal of old discoveries)
Adjustment of reserves
(New technology, cost of extraction, transport, etc., price of resource)

End of period: Resource base
Reserves (developed, nondeveloped)

H. Extraction, conversion,
and trade accounts:

Gross extraction (by sector) - use of resource in extraction sectors = net extraction (by sector)
Import (by sector) - export (by sector) = net import (by sector)

For domestic use: Changes in stocks
Net extraction + net import +/- changes in stock

III. Consumption accounts:
Domestic use (final use category, commodity)

Source Alfsen, Bye, and Lorentsen (1987).

posphere and various waterbodies. Both these assets Parts II and m of the table provide the links to
generate other environmental services such as recre- economic activity. Indeed, were the accounts con-
ation opportunities, and species life-support. finedtoPartI,theNorwegiansystemwouldnothave

As ambitious as the system may appear from these met the criteria for indusion in this survey. The use
definitions, the Norwegian system's coverage is ac- and consumption sectors referred to in the table are
tually far more modest. Thus, resources are confined the same as those defined in the Norwegian eco-
to the largest energy source, petroleum, and the min- nomic accounts (30 to 140 industrial and final de-
erals iron, titanium, copper, zinc, and lead; biotic mand sectors, depending on aggregation). This
resources are confined to forest products and fish, sectoring detail permits the construction of physical
and the only inflowing resource covered is hydro- input-output tables that, in principle, can be formally
power. Moreover, the temporal coverage can be linked to the input-output tables underlyingtheNor-
spotty, depending on the particular resource: ac- wegian economic accounting framework (Longva
counts for mineral resources exist for only a few 1981). In practice, however, such tables are exceed-
selected years, but the yearly statistics on forests ingly difficult to develop. Not only must all resource
since 1970 and for fish since 1974 appear to be un- flows be identified by the same set of consuming
interrupted. sectors, but these flows need to be measured in the

The environmental resources accounts appear to same common units. Thus, coal, oil, and gas would
be confined to a fairly rich set of land-use statistics have to be measured in common energy units, which
and to data on the discharge of selected air pollutants isperhaps feasiblefor energy substitutesbutfarmore
(SO2, NO., CO, C02, volatile organics, particulates, difficult for dissimilar minerals such as iron and
and lead) and two water pollutants (nitrogen and titanium.
phosphorus). As mentioned above, the actual Norwegian sys-

Table 8-5 describes the general format of the mate- tem is far more modest in scope than a brief descrip-
rial resource accounts. However, different aspects of tion of its structure would indicate. This limited
the table receive different emphasis, depending on coverage is not a defect of the system, but rather
the resource being described. For example, Part HI, reflects a clear view of just what functions the system
describing the uses of the resource, is quite detailed is to serve, as well as a realistic appreciation of the
for energy resources and is quite simple for fish. In costs of data development.
contrast, the environmental resource accounts lack a The Norwegian resource accounts are not ex-
standard structure. They merely describe one or pected to provide a better indicator of social welfare.
more attributes of the resource, such as land use or For this reason, the collection of data on defensive
emission levels and concentrations. and pollution control expenditures and on the mon-
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etization of physical flows, both of which would drew its data from a survey of about 20,000 establish-
permit GDP adjustments, have not been a priority. ments (plants) in the manufacturing sector (SIC 20
Rather, the resource accounts are viewed as a tool to and 30), while the BEA drew its data from a survey of
help policymakers better manage the natural envi- about 9,000-14,000 companies in both the manufac-
ronment. Although Norway is a "free enterprise" turing and nonmanufacturing sectors. Since
economy, the government exercises some influence 1989, both surveys have been conducted by the Cen-
through a number of fiscal and monetary instru- sus Bureau. Because of budget reductions, the sur-
ments. This direction is guided by a number of vey of companies has been greatly reduced. It now
econometric planning models. The scope of the covers a sample of only about 600 firms in the petro-
resource accounts is largely determined by those leum, electric utilities, and mining sectors. Thus, data
resource issues that are likely to be of economic and colection has ceased for a number of national ac-
political importance and by the input needs of the counting sectors that previously had significant pol-
planning models. On these points, the remarks of lution-abatement expenditures. For example, not
Lorents Lorentsen are worth quoting. Mr. Lorentsen covered are transportation (with $90 milDion of ex-
has the primary responsibility for the development penditures in 1986) and trade and services (with $260
of the Norwegian resource accounts at the Central million of expenditures in 1986). By comparison,
Bureau of Statistics. mining, which is covered, spent $250 milDion in 1986.

The establishment data are published annually in
The CBS's work on natural resource accounting four-digit SIC detail and geographicaDly by state and

started with a broad scope on which resources by standard metropolitan statistical area. The data
should be accounted, ideally within a common previously collected by the BEA have also been pub-
framework. The work is now more concentrated lished annually (in current and constant dollars) for
on economically and politically important catego- all business and nonbusiness sectors defined in the
nes (mainly energy and pollution) linked to national national accounts. Presumably, this series will con-
accounting and macroeconomnic models. The em- tinue, although data quality will surely suffer as a
phasis is more on forecasting and policy analyses, result of the cutback in the survey.
e.g, how should Norway most efficiently comply In its publications, the BEA is careful to follow U.S.
to international conventions on air pollution re- national accounting definitions. Thus, for example,
duction. This development is perhaps a sign of the purchases of septic tanks by homeowners is con-
maturity, and a recognition that not all ac- sidered a business (not a household) expense, since
counts/statistics are useful and valuable. U.S. accounting convention places the (imputed) in-
(Lorentsen, private communication) come of owner-occupied housing in the business

sector. Similarly, there is no distinction made be-
This position reflects a cost-benefit view of infor-

mation. While increasingly desirable, as accounting
systems expand in scope, the incremental benefits
may soon lose out to their incremental costs.

Figure 8.5 Pollution Abatement Expenditures:
United States National Accounts Categories Covered

Official environmental accounting in the United Personal consumption
States has been restricted to the assembly of data on Durables
pollution-abatement expenditures. However, the Nondurables
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently Business
completed a pilot project that developed a set of On capital account
environmental and resource accounts for the Chesa- Motor vehicle emission abatement
peake Bay region. Because it assembles information Plant and equipment
of direct relevance to policy assessment, the EPA has Other
opted for an accounting structure similar to the Pes- On current account
kin framework described below. This project has not Motor vehicle emission abatement
been formally released by the EPA and therefore will Plant and equipment
not be further discussed in this survey. Public sewer systems

Before 1989, the expenditure data were assembled Other
in parallel by two separate branches of the Depart- Government
ment of Commerce: the Bureau of Economic Analysis Public sewer system construction
(BEA) and the Bureau of the Census (Census). Census Other
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Figure 8-6. Pollution Abatement Expenditures: substances are not separable. Presumably, the re-
Nonfarm Business Breakdown spondent must determine how to allocate such joint

costs, since the instructions on the questionnaire do
Manufacturing not address the issue.

Durable goods The instructions do address another joint cost
Primary metals problem: situations in which the control of pollution

Blast furnaces, steelworks is due to process change and the introduction of new
Nonferrous metals equipment. In this case, the respondent is asked to

Fabricated metals estimate what the process change and new equip-
Electrical machinery ment costs would have been were they lacking in
Machinery, except electrical pollution control features. Only the incremental pol-
Transportation equipment lution control costs are to be reported.

Motor vehicles To obtain a true cost baseline, the respondent is
Aircraft asked to estimate the value of any materials and

Stone, day, and glass energy reclaimed in the pollution-control process.
Other durables Of all the possible ways to modify the conven-

Nondurable goods tional national accounts, the separate identification
Food induding beverage of pollution control costs is the least radical. In the
Textiles United States, these data have been used as inputs to
Paper models that analyze the effect of economic policy on
Chemicals the economy and on productivity. In contrast to their
Petroleum intended use in the Dutch, German, and UNSTAT
Rubber frameworks, these expenditures have not been la-
Other nondurables beled as "intermediate" in the U.S. accounts. It was

Nonmanufacturing never the BEA's intent to employ these data to gener-
Mining ate a downward-adjusted GDP.
Transportation As modest as the U.S. resource and environmental
Railroad accounting effort has been thus far, recent budget
Air reductions will make it even more modest. Although
Other the situation may change in the future, the United

Public utilities States at present appears to be following Japan and
Electric Norway in deemphasizing the role of resource and
Gas and other environmental accounting, as can be seen from the

Trade and services cessation of an earlier BEA effort to do resource ac-
Communication and other counting. This work was conducted within the Mea-

surement of Well-Being Branch of the Bureau of
Economic Analysis in the late 1970s. However, the
program ended after only one publication directed
toward accounting for natural resource depletion

tween current and capital outlays for pollution abate- (Landefeld and Hines 1982), although it did generate
ment by governments since the U.S. national ac- other publications in the general area of nonmarket
counts do not make this distinction. The basic accounting. Yet, it did provide a significant legacy in
national accounting categories covered in the publi- that the Repetto resource accounting methods draw
cations are listed in figure 8-5. Some of the published on the Landefeld-Hines methodology.
data provide a further breakdown of nonfarm busi-
ness, as shown in figure 8-6. Publishing more detail Approaches by Individual Researchers
would be possible, but given the size of the survey
sample, reliability would be a problem. The individual approaches of interest here were

In addition to the above sector breakdowns, the developed by Henry M. Peskin at the National Bu-
cost estimates are identified by air, water, and solid reau of Economic Research and by Robert Repetto
waste. The establishment survey further asks the and the Word Resource Institute.
respondent to allocate expenditures by type of air
pollutant: particulates; sulfur oxides; nitrogen ox- Peskin
ides, hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide; and heavy
metals, radioactive and toxic substances. It should be Henry Peskin's accounting framework was devel-
noted that the costs of control for many of these oped as part of the now defunct Measurement of
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Economic and Social Performance program of the The Peskin framework was applied to an account-
National Bureau of Economic Research. The purpose ing file of the disposal services to industry provided
of this program was to improve the measures of by air and water in the years 1972 and 1978. During
economic and social performance by expanding the this study, no effort was made to calculate natural
national income and product accounts of the United resource depreciation. A typical example of the re-
States. sulting consolidated income and product account is

The Peskin framework (Peskin 1989) is thus a mod- shown in table 8-6.
ification of the U.S. accounting framework and there- The unaggregated data in the consolidated ac-
fore lacks the detail (and ambition) of the UNSTAT counts have been used by a number of U.S. govern-
approach proposed by Bartelmus, van Tongeren, mental agencies to support various policy analyses.
and Stahmer, which is more closely tied to the input- The fact that disposal and damage estimates are
output style of the SNA. based on willingness-to-pay concept makes the data

Peskin treats all assets-both marketed and non- useful for benefit-cost assessments of policy. In addi-
marketed-symmetrically. Thus, he views the envi- tion, since the underlying data were compiled in
ronment as providing services to activities fulfilling substantial geographical detail, they have proved
both intermediate and final demand. At the same useful for analyzing the distributional implications
time, there may be negative output because of exter- of policy alternatives.'5

nalities associated with the consumption of these Although not as comprehensive as the UNSTAT
services (for example, disposal services lead to pol- framework, the Peskin framework does cover envi-
lution). This negative output is added (negatively) to ronmental asset use by sector in detail. For the U.S.
final demand. application, this coverage called for data on pollution

As with the Repetto approach, all assets are depre- discharges and the prospective costs in avoiding
dated, including natural resource wealth. Along these discharges by three- and four-digit standard
with marketed asset depreciation, this depreciation industrial classification. Greater aggregation would
is subtracted from GDP to produce an adjusted NDP. be required to adapt this framework to developing
The GDP itself is not affected by depreciation, but it countries, many of which have poor data.
may be affected by the negative and positive values In addition, it is not clear that the neoclassical
of nonmarketed environmental services. Peskin's framework would meet developing-country needs.
primary interest, however, is not in GDP adjustment. In particular, the consumer sovereignty principle
He demonstrates that several possible adjustments may underestimate the value of assets, to the extent
are consistent with the accounting framework, but he that this value derives from benefits to future gener-
endorses none of them. ations. Thus, alternative valuation prindples maybe

Instead, Peskin puts forth his framework as an needed.
information system for accounting for the links be- Like other systems surveyed (for example, the
tween environmental asset use and the use of other, Norwegian, French, and Repetto approach), the Pes-
marketed or nonmarketed, assets in the economy. He kin procedure usually requires the assembly of phys-
is particularly concerned with the fact that in the ical data sets. Even if valuation issues are impossible
absence of markets the unit value of environmental to resolve, these data sets can be valuable, as is evi-
asset services depends on the production and prefer- dent from the financial support several policy agen-
ence functions of the user. Thus, the consolidated des in the U.S. government provided for framework
framework allows for dual valuation-one for the development. These agencies were primarily inter-
input side and one forthe output side of the accounts. ested in the data sets. Since the sets were developed
To maintain accounting balance, there is a balancing with a comprehensive accounting goal, they offered
entry equal to the arithmetic difference between far more complete coverage than the sets readily
these two values. Peskin shows that the size of this available to these agendes.
balancing entry is proportional to the amount of
economically inefficient allocation of environmental Repetto
assets.

The valuations, in turn, are based on the neoclas- The somewhat narrower objective of the resource
sical economic principal of consumer sovereignty. accounting activities of Robert Repetto and his col-
Thus, the value of input and final demand use is leagues at the World Resource Institute is to account
based on the willingness to pay for this use. Negative for the value of the depletion of those natural re-
output or damage is estimated by the willingness to sources that generate marketed output. They seek to
pay to avoid this damage. In practice, the willing- adjust conventionally measured income for this de-
ness-to-pay estimates are based on procedures pletion in order to obtain abetter estimate of sustain-
drawn from the benefit-cost literature. able income. They also seek to eliminate the
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Table 8-6. 1978 Consolidated National Income and ProductAccount
(billions of 1972 dollars)

Input Output

1. Compensation of employees and 14. Personal consumption 1,350.8
proprietors (including rental income) 1,447.2

2. Profits with inventory valuation and capital 15. Gross private domestic investment 351.5
consumption adjustment 167.7
a. Profits before tax 84.5 16. Exports 207.2
b. Profits after tax 121.5 17. Imports (-) 217.5
c. Inventory valuation and capital 18. Governmental goods and 435.6

consumption adjustment -38.3
3. Net interest 109.5 19. Environmental damages (-) 46.6
4. National income 1,724.3 a. Air 31.6
5. Transfer payments 9.2 b. Water 15.0
6. Indirect taxes 178.1 c. Land
7. Subsidies (-) 4.2
8. Statistical discrepancy 3.3

Net national product 1,910.7
9. Enviromnental depreciation (-) n.a.

Modified net national product
10. Capital consumption 216.9
11. Environmental depreciation (+) n.a.

Charges against gross national product 2,127.6
Gross national product 2,127.6

12. Environmental services(-) 43.9
a. Air 29.6
b. Water 14.3
c. Land

13. Net environmental benefit -2.7
Modified charges against 2,081.0
Modified gross 2,081.0
Gross national product
National product

nLa. Not applicable.
- Not available.
Source. Authors' analysis.

asymmetrical treatment of capital depreciation be- has a record of successful implementation in Indone-
tween marketed capital and natural resource capital. sia, the Philippines, and Costa Rica. Further studies

Therefore Repetto does not focus on the general are currently in progress in China.
environment, make adjustments for pollution or en- Although the Repetto approach has been widely
vironmental degradation, or subtract current envi- hailed in the popular press, some (for example,
ronmental expenditures from GDP. Furthermore, the Clarke and Dragun 1989) argue that the Landefeld-
simple method of Landefeld and Hines is used to Hines approximation is inappropriate for renewable
calculate natural resource depletion. Essentially, es- resources, since short-run physical reductions in
timates of the physical change in resource capital, these resources could actually increase the value of
through use, discovery, and (if applicable) natural remainingstockandthusyieldnegativedepreciation
growth over the accounting period are multiplied by or capital gain. As noted earlier in this chapter, El
the average net unit value of the resource. The net Serafy (1989) also finds the procedure inappropriate
value is more or less equal to sales minus production for nonrenewable resources on the grounds that the
costs and thus approximates economic rent. depreciation procedure does not allow for the rein-

Perhaps because of its modest objectives and the vestment of proceeds. Because of this, El Serafy as-
simplicity of its procedures, the Repetto approach serts, the calculated net income is too pessimistic, in
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that it underestimates true sustainable income; fur- indicators of national well-being. Coinciding with
thermore, the procedure fails to adjust gross income the surge of interest in the environment in the 1960s
correctly. Others (for example, Roger Sedjo, personal and early 1970s, a number of articles and newspapers
communication; and Peskin) claim, in the same vein appeared alleging the GDP failed to reflect the envi-
as El Serafy, that Repetto's procedure does not suffi- ronment and, more generally, the "quality of life."
ciently capture the value of investment that may More recently, the criticism has shifted toward al-
replace the depleted resource (a criticism that in cer- leged weaknesses in the ability of the accounts to
tain respects is similar to El Serafy's). Thus, for exam- reflect the possible deterioration of a nation's
ple, depleted forests may be replaced with resourcebase.Asaresult,theeconomicactivitymea-
productive grazing lands. Note, too, that the proce- sured in the accounts may not represent sustainable
dure assumes the existence of economic rent that can activity over the long run.
be attributed to the scarce natural resource. How- Their inadequate treatment of the environment
ever, such a rent will not be observable if access to and natural resources may give rise to three addi-
the resource is uncontrolled-this is known as the tional problems: conventional accounts provide a
"commons problem." Overexploitation of the resource poor measure of social and economic performance,
drives the market value of resource rents to zero. they treat different forms of national economic

None of these drawbacks are "fatal." The problems wealth inconsistently, and they ignore important
pointed out by Clarke and Dragun could be elimi- variables explaining economic activity.
nated with more sophisticated depreciation ap-
proaches and those noted by El Serafy with Inadequacies as a Measure of Social and Economic
alternative income aggregates. A more comprehens- Performnance
ive accounting framework would be needed, how-
ever, to capture the full value of investment-both Conventional national accounts are most fre-
public and private-that may replace the depleted quently criticized for responding poorly (some
resource. Yet, adopting such a framework may have would say "perversely") to changes in environmen-
slowed the pace of, or even prevented, implementa- tal and resource conditions.16 Certainly, it is true that
tion. To overcome any possible "commons" prob- pollution, congestion in parks and wilderness areas,
lem, the unobserved rent could be replaced with a and the depletion of natural resources are often un-
rental value under an assumption of optimal re- fortunate side effects of economic growth. Thus, it is
stricted access. The problem here is that such an disturbing to much of the public that, in the face of
optimal value is not observable; it must be modeled. this degradation, economic data drawn from the na-

tional accounts point in a positive direction. To make
Appendix 8-1: Deficiencies in the National matters worse, the conventional economic indicators
Accounts may poorly reflect efforts to defend against environ-

mental insult and to clean up the environment. If, for
All countries employ national economic accounts example, resources in the economy are not fully em-

of one kind or another for the systematic organiza- ployed, any increased expenditures on medical ser-
tion of economic data describing their nation's eco- vices or on household cleaning made necessary by
nomic condition. Governments have found these higherpollutionlevels will stimulate economicactiv-
accounts indispensable in organizing the data re- ity and thus push up GDP. At the same time, efforts
quired for the analysis and design of economic poli- to clean up the environment could lead to a decrease
cies and in gauging the success of these policies. in GDP (measured in constant prices) to the extent that

Although national accounts have a long history, these expenditures are "current account" outlays
they became more widespread in the wake of the borne by business and thus divert resources from
policy demands engendered by the Great Depression ordinary output.
and by World War 1I. As their popularity with gov- Of course, it could be argued that over the long
ernments has grown, the general public has also term, a dean working environment and a sufficient
become more familiar with the accounts, and espe- stock of natural resources are necessary for healthy
cially with certain aggregate totals drawn from the and sustained economic growth. Thus, the potential
accounts, such as the gross national product. The GDP "perversities" suggested above may only exist in the
and other economic data such as price and employ- short or medium term. Nonetheless, because of the
ment statistics are widely looked upon as indicators popular fixation on the GDP as the indicator of current
of how well a nation is doing. social and economic well-being, critics will not ac-

The accounts have also drawn some criticism, cept the argument that if environmental conditions
however-not so much because they are used as a become bad enough, GDP will indeed eventually go
data system, but more often because they are used as "in the right direction."
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Inconsistent Treatnent of Income and Wealth Of course, one could point out that other forms of
capital depreciation are also neglected in the stan-

Criticisms of the national accounts as indicators of dard accounts. Of particular importance is the ne-
well-being have been readily dismissed by academic glect of the depreciation of (as well as investment in)
economists and those national account statisticians human capital, even though the services of this cap-
who think that the accounts are simply a record of a ital (that is, "labor") account for most of a nation's
nation's production and were never intended to be income.
an indicator of social and economic well-being. They It should be pointed out that although several
may argue that if the press, the public, and the poli- critics of conventional accounting practice wish to
ticians persist in believing otherwise, the problem is address the inconsistencies arising from the failure of
with public attitudes and the public's lack of under- the accounts to cover the depletion of natural
standing, but not with how the conventional ac- resource and environmental capital, they still wish to
counts treat the environment. The criticism that the treat such capital differently in their suggested ac-
standard accounts do not provide consistent treat- counting modifications.
ment of income and wealth may have more support
among economists. Neglect of Important Deterninants of Economic

More specifically, the assertion is that the standard Activity
accounts inconsistently exclude information needed
to comply with conventional definitions of "in- An important function of the national accounts is
come." Conventionally, income is defined as the sum that they serve as an information system containing
of consumption expenditures plus investment those statistics that determine and define the nation's
(where "investment" also includes net foreign in- economic activity. Thus, even if one were uncon-
vestment defined as exports less imports). The con- cerned about the accounts' failure to treat environ-
ventional definition further distinguishes between mental concerns adequately or about possible
gross investment and investment less depreciation, inconsistenciesinthe definition of income, one might
or net investment. Accordingly, we distinguish be- still fault the conventional accounts if it is believed
tween gross income and net income, where the latter that they are not fulfilling their informational role.
is defined as consumption plus net investment. Specifically, one could point to the neglect of the

Although most economists would say that there is services of natural resources and the environment.
no income aggregate that fully measures economic After all, these services influence production and
well-being, many would argue that net income, as consumption activities in much the same way as the
opposed to gross income, comes closer to the mark, services of human capital, plant, and equipment,
since it better represents the amount society can con- which are already measured in the accounts.
sume after allowing for the production of resources In its role as an information system, the economic
necessary to maintain society's stock of capital. Gross account provides a snapshot of the economy's "pro-
income, in contrast, may not be sustainable to the duction function": an instantaneous picture of the
extent that its level is supported by a diminishing transformation of factors of production into product
capital stock and thus does not comply with the and services. Neglecting environmental and natural
Hicksian definition of income adopted in most na- resources distorts the picture of production in two
tional accounting frameworks, including the SNA ways. It overlooks the production of some undesir-
(see Hicks 1946)."' Consequently, one important able outputs (for example, pollution) and leaves out
entry in the standard economic accounts is "depreci- a number of crucial inputs to both desirable and
ation," which makes it possible to translate gross undesirable products.
income (or product) to net income (or product). This lack of a full accounting of all inputs and

The inconsistency arises because the conventional outputs complicates the nation's economic and envi-
national accounts measure the depreciation of cer- ronmental policy process. The availability of key
tain forms of capital, such as plant and machinery, environmental and resource inputs may be crucial in
but neglect to account for the depreciation of other determining whether economic goals will be
forms of capital, such as natural resources and envi- reached, especially in less-developed, resource-
ronmental capital, as represented by the nation's based economies. Thus, neglecting these inputs in
stock of clean air, water, soil, wilderness areas, non- national income accounting could lead to less opti-
renewable resources, and the like. Inasmuch as both mal policies than would otherwise be the case.
environmental and natural resource capital are cru- Yet, even in industrialized, nonresource-based
cial to the production of goods and services- espe- economies, while the neglect to account for environ-
ciallyin developing countries that depend heavily on mental or natural resource inputs and outputs may
natural resources-neglecting this sort of deprecia- not have as dire a result, it may hamper the ability to
tion necessarily means that net income is overstated. develop an integrated policy approach directed to-
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ward certain resource and environmentally depen- production of goods and general well-being need not
dent sectors. For example, we are unlikely to gain a suffer if wise investments are made in another form
full understanding of the response of the agricultural of wealth.20 Thus, although there may be tremendous
sector to agricultural policies without a complete physical differences between kinds of capital, there
accounting of all the significant inputs and outputs, are no essential economic differences.
both marketed and environmental, that are involved This sanguine view has been criticized recently by
in agricultural production.'8 those who feel that particular forms of environmental

wealth-in particular the biosphere and the oceans-
Appendix 8-2: Should Environmental and are indeed essential and that this wealth is under
Natural Resource Wealth Receive Special transnational attack by such factors as global warm-
Accounting Treatment? ing, ocean dumping, and acid rain. These fears are

behind recent concerns that both national and world-
It is perhaps ironic that both defenders of conven- wide economic growth may not be 'sustainable." 21

tional national accounting and many who feel the The choice between the neoclassical economic
present system to be inadequate agree that natural view and the alternative view that natural resource
resource and environmental wealth should be and enviromnental capital has a special economic
treated differently from other forms of wealth such role and thus needs special accounting treatment is
as plant and equipment. Practitioners of conven- difficult to make on theoretical grounds. It is also
tional income accounting distinguish environmental difficult to rely on past empirical evidence. Certainly,
and natural resource wealth from other forms of the historical evidence suggests that many nations
capital by excluding any measures of natural have survived and, indeed, prospered in spite of
resource and environmental depreciation. Of course, severe depletions in their stocks of natural resources.
this practice is not confined to natural resources and Yet, if the estimates of the potential increase in global
the environment. For example, depreciation of and warming, the depletion rates of rain forests, and the
investments in human capital also receive the same increase in worldwide generation of wastes are cor-
treatment. rect, we may be facing changes for which past empir-

Although critics have complained about this treat- ical evidence provides little guidance.
ment of natural resources and the environment in the As difficult as it is to resolve the debate theoreti-
conventional accounts, some of the suggested reme- cally and empirically, the effort should be made.
dies still provide for special treatment for these as- Whether there are essential economic features of nat-
sets. Thus, for example, El Serafy (1989) has uralresourceandenviromnentalcapitalthatwarrant
suggested a radical change in how one should define special accounting treatment is, of course, important
the (gross) income generated by depletable natural for the choice of accounting approach. Far more im-
resources.1 9 In addition, in their treatment of natural portant is what the resolution of the debate will say
resource depletion, Bartelmus and his colleagues about the future course of environmental and
(1989) provide a new definition of gross income: resource policy.
"sustainable" gross income, defined as conventional
gross income less environmental outlays and less the Notes
current consumption of natural resources. In con-
trast, both Peskin (1989) and Repetto and others 1. The selection of countries was based in part on our
(1989) call for a uniform treatment of all wealth, both knowledge of existing approaches and on studies readily
conventional and environmental. available to the World Bank and the author. Reviewers

Of course, the natural environment and under- have pointed out that similar efforts are under way in New
ground minerals are physically very different from Zealand,Sweden,Czechoslovakia,Hungary,Finland,Por-
factories and machines. Most notably, they are not tugal, and Spain. Someof these efforts arebriefly described
easily reproduced by man. Do these differences jus- in ECE (1990). Work is also under way in China using
tify special treatment? Apparently, the French Phys- an approach similar to that of Robert Repetto, except
iocrats of the eighteenth century thought so. Their that it relies far more on labor cost as opposed to market
accounting systems reserved a special role for land, valuations.
thought to be the source of all national wealth. 2. This approach has reasonably long historic roots. In

More modern economic theories emphasize thatin the many conferences and workshops on national account-
both the production of goods and in the generation ing improvements held since World War II, much more
of well-being it is possible to substitute one form of discussion has been directed toward definitional and clas-
capital for another. In this view, no particular form sification issues than toward extensions to nonmarket ac-
of capital is unique or essential. (Human capital is, of tivities. Typical of these conferences are those of the
course, an exception.) Even if all of a nation's non- International Association for Research in Income and
reproducible natural resources were exhausted, the Wealth held every two years.
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3. According to Michel Potier, the Organisation for Eco- generaly not possible to determine from written materials
nomic Co-operation and Development (OECD) wil review how data were obtained or how such data will be obtained
these efforts in a forthcoming publication. for those approaches stil in the planning stage.

4. George Jaszi mentioned these problems in his com- 15. These analyses are in a number of govermnent re-
ments on Juster's (1973) article. ports. However, some have appeared in journal articles.

5. This result, however, is probably preferable to the See, for example, Peskin (1986), Crosson and others (1986),
currentsituation where conventional, unmodifiedGDPwil Gianessi, Peskin, and Young (1981a, 1981b), Gianessi and
increase as successfully defended environmental damage Peskin (1980), and Gianessi, Peskin, and Wolff (1979).
increases. 16. Admittedly, when used together, the words "social"

6. As is apparent from the discussion in this chapter, the and "economic" may be redundant, depending on how
French system conceptualy comprises more than just broadly each term is defined.
physical resource accounting. At the same time, the scope 17. It should be pointed out again that no single account-
of the physical resource accounting-that is, the number of ing aggregate-whether it measures gross income or net
individual resources covered-is actually far less extensive income-is entirely satisfactory for the measurement of
than suggested in the previous paragraph. economic performnance. For example, two countries can

7. The OECD also has a pilot project to develop forest and have exactly the same net income but one country may
water resource physical accounts for several industrialized consume it entirely while the other saves half. The fact
nations. that the latter country has the potential for future growth,

8. One could argue that this second kind of data should while the former does not, is not captured in the income
be more properly referred to as "environmental statistics" aggregate.
rather than "accounts." What constitutes environmental 18. For a discussion of nonmarket factors and agricul-
statistics as opposed to environmental accounts must re- tural productivity, as weUl as a bibliography of related
main unclear until there is, in the words of the United references, see Peskin (forthcoming).
Nations Statistical Division, a "generaly accepted model 19. He would distinguish between proceeds due to
or classification of the environment" (see United Nations the extraction of minerals and "true income." Proceeds in
1984). the first case would be the amount that would have to

9. Note also the implicit assumption that the differ- be invested in order to just replace the value of the re-
ence between price and extraction cost is non-zero- source when it is fully exhausted. The "true income" would
that is, there is rent. With certain resources, such as be included with other gross income originating in the
open-access fisheries, free entry may reduce rent to economy.
zero or near zero. 20. The neoclassical theory suggests that market behavior

10. El Serafy would define the "true" income generated will ensure that such wise investments will take place auto-
by natural resources as annual proceeds from its extraction maifcally. Onecanrejectthistheory,however,andstill believe
less an amount that if invested would earn a return that that widely disparate forms of wealth are substitutable.
would replace the resource when it is exhausted. 21. It is not clear whether similar fears have motivated

11. This criticism, while valid, maybe more a criticism of the views of El Serafy and Bartelmus and his colleagues.
net income as an income or welfare measure than a criti- Bartelmus and others (1989) do not fully explain why they
cism of depreciation accounting per se. Moreover, it is not chose to treat environmental and natural resource capital
clear that when a country totally depends on its mineral uniquely. El Serafy (1989) offers two explanations for his
base initialy, net income would necessarily remain at zero approach: the fact that GDP and not NDP is "the preferred
even with the Repetto adjustment. If, for example, the quantity for macroeconomic analysis" and that nations
reinvested proceeds supported domestic production, net with "marketable natural resources are evidently better off
income would equal the value added of this production that those without such resources." It is hard to see why
less any depreciation of the stock of growing capital that botharguments would notbe justasapplicableto countries
supports this production. Thus, a more complete account- relying solely on stocks of reproducible and human capital
ing framework-one that captured both the income gener- as to those relying primarily on exhaustible stocks of natu-
ated by the depletable asset and any income deriving from ral resources.
investments of the proceeds from the depletion activity-
should meet much of this criticism. References
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Natural Resource Accounting: Some Australian
Experiences and Observations

Mike Young

A ustralia has recently placed the environment merely that natural resource accounting is still in its
high on its political agenda and given natural infancy in Australia.

A resource accounting increasing political at- Even at this early stage, some people are already
tention. The country is setting up a new Common- disillusioned with the idea. They complain that
wealth Environmental Protection Agency, and the changing national accounting systems is an indirect
Australian Bureau of Statistics has just established a way of changing the policies that cause environmen-
new environment section. Australia is midway tal problems and would prefer simply to change the
through a comprehensive review of the national pol- policies. Some are also confused about the informa-
icy changes needed to promote ecologically sustain- tion contained in Australia's national accounts.
able development. Natural resource accounting has Those who are informed understand that gross na-
been identified as one of fifteen cross-sectoral issues tional product (GDP), as measured at present, reports
for government review.' changes in the volume of economic activity, but un-

Australians have interpreted natural resource ac- fortunately, many people misinterpret GDP as an
counting in a number of ways. These interpretations index of national welfare.
revolve around four broad concepts: (a) that the na-
tional accounts should be modified to include envi- Australian Perspectives
ronmental degradation and resource depletion
considerations so that they provide a more accurate Because of the widespread confusion about the
description of changes in national income; (b) that a nature and purpose of natural resource accounting
variety of satellite systems are needed to account for in Australia, opinions about its usefulness are highly
changes in the value of natural resources and the mixed. Some say there is a case for modifying
environment; (c) that the focus should be on physical Australia's national accounting system, but that it
or enviromnental accounting systems that bring to- would be wise to wait for further research and debate
gether large amounts of environmental data into a to indicate how this should be done (Australian Bu-
coherent framework; and (d) that any new account- reau of Statistics 1990). Others argue that modifying
ing system should provide both a spatial and temporal the national accounts is not a necessary condition for
dimension and organize physical data into an eco- sustainable development and may even be counter-
nomic framework that is relevant to decisionmaking. productive because no dear relationship with sus-

Fully developed natural resource accounting sys- tainability objectives has yet been established,
tems are rare, and most of the work that has been existing national economic modeling systems fail to
done with them is of a theoretical nature. Indeed, recognize sustainability constraints, and national ac-
natural resource accounting has had little influence counts adopt market values rather than values that
on natural resource management, or on the manage- recognize social costs and benefits (Common 1990).
ment of the Australian economy. This does not mean As already mentioned, there are also those who
that it will not play a large role in the future, but thinkthatimprovingAustralia'snationalaccounting
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system may be an indirect way to force the policy The bottom line is that correcting for the depletion
changes necessary to promote sustainable develop- of renewable resources and environmental degrada-
ment. Whatever one's view of the national account- tion in the accounts of a developed economy that
ing system, few would dispute that there is a need only employs 5.7 percent of its work force in its
for the regular release of a coherent set of environ- renewable-resourcesectors is not likely to change the
mental, economic and social indicators of sustain- economic signals used to judge how well the Austra-
ability (Odgers 1991); and that the data fed into the lian government has been managing the economy. If
national accounting system must be organized to resource management is to be improved in Australia,
help the system improve policy analysis and provide it will take much more than a simple correction of the
analysts with an overview of the economy (Young national accounts.
1990). Thus the costs of existing environmental degrada-

tion at the national level appear trivial in comparison
Extending Australia's National Accounting with the value of final goods and services produced
System throughout Australia. The converse, however, is not

necessarily true. The benefits of stopping degrada-
An important question to consider at this stage in tion and improving environmental quality may be

the debate is the likely policy impact of modifying substantial. It is just that partly "fixing up"
Australia's national accounts so that revenue ob- Australia's quarterly estimate of GDP will not show
tained through resource depletion and environmen- how much pollution and land degradation is costing
tal degradation is treated as capital depreciation, Australia. To do so it will be necessary to indude
rather than income. From an empirical perspective, nonmarket transactions, develop regional and sec-
such a modification is controversial because the data tor-based accounts, and assess multiplier effects. It
are by and large of very poor quality. Soil erosion will also be necessary to develop models that esti-
provides a good example. No one has yet tried to mate the nature of the social and economic benefits
estimate the annual rate at which soil erosion is of environmental improvement. Before environmen-
occurring throughout Australia. The most that has tal policy can be improved, however, existing data
been done is to assess the extent of soil erosion and will have to be organized into a coherent accounting
the cost of restoring land to its pre-European condi- framework, although this step in itself is not a suffi-
tion of some two hundred years ago (Woods 1982). cient one.

Table 9-1 details the assumptions that are made to Incorporating changes in the value of mineral de-
estimate the annual costs of resource depletion, en- posits is a differentmatter. If one accepts the idea that
vironmental degradation, and changes in the value there should be symmetry between capital and in-
of mineral and petroleum stocks. In uncertain cases, come accounts, then increases in the value of mineral
estimates havebeen biased to increase the magnitude stocks should be treated as income that is invested
ofthemodificationtobemade.Manyoftheestimates rather than consumed. Over the past decade,
may be overestimates, and hence the approach is changes in the value of Australia's mineral resources
described as "environmentally generous." Figure 9-1 have swamped all environmental considerations.
summarizes the resulting information. The method- Why accounts of such changes are not kept is undear.
ology is similar to that developed by Repetto and Depending on one's point of view, they give a very
others (1989) for Indonesia. Note that the methodol- different picture of changes in national welfare. In
ogy ignores noise, congestion, landscape amenity, 1987, for example, the value of mineral stocks appar-
and many quality-of-life considerations. ently jumped by US$43 billion and led to a 50 percent

The accounting strategy is not too pleasing to en- increase in GDP adjusted for changes in mineral and
vironmentalists, who perceive that Australia's envi- petroleum stocks, resource depletion, and environ-
ronment and its landscape have been poorly mental degradation (see figure 9-2).
managed over the past decade. In the context of It is also important to note that simply deciding to
national economicmanagement, environmentalcon- report GDP per capita rather than GDP gives a very
siderations appear irrelevant. Australia has an urban different perspective on national welfare (figure 9-3).
economy, which adds a lot of value to its resources. Australia's population is increasing at a rate of
In 1950-51 farming, forestry, fishing, and hunting roughly 2 percent a year. Metaphorically speaking,
accounted for26.1 percentofGDP,butby 1987-88 this this means that the yeast in the national cake must
sector had declined to only 4.5 percent of GDP. The keep rising by 2 percent a year so that all Australians
story for exports is simnilar. In 1950-51 farming, fish- will remain as well off as they were in the previous
ing, and forestry accounted for 85.7 percent of the year (see figure 9-1c). Population and immigration
value of exports, whereas today they account for 29.5 policies appear vital to their future. If nothing else,
percent. the Australian Bureau of Statistics and the national
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Table 9-1. An Environmentally Generous Back-of-the-Envelope Estimate of the Likely Influence of Adding
Resource Degradation and Appreciation Estimates to Australia's National Accounts
(millions of 1985 Australian dollars)

Habitat
declined GDP mineral

corrected for stocks
Land degradation environment (discoveries,
(on an off farm) renewable price change - Change: GDP corrected

GDp a Erosiony Salinityf resourcese extractions! forenvironment
Year (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1980 183,432 731 283 230 182,189 (21,842) 204,031
1981 189,130 1,058 285 230 187,557 3,544 184,013
1982 196,715 1,013 287 230 195,184 19,358 175,826

1983 190,244 2,461 290 230 187,263 9,702 177,561
1984 199,101 663 292 230 197,916 33,977 163,939
1985 214,270 820 297 230 212,923 9,700 203,223
1986 223,426 893 299 230 222,004 (41,175) 263,179

1987 229,585 788 301 230 228,265 43,071 185,194
1988 239,588 1,040 304 230 238,015 (1,762) 239,776
1989 247,849 1,325 306 230 245,988 - -

- Not available.
Note- Some estimates may be out by several 100 percent. All figures in brackets are negative.
a. Real 1985 Australian dollars. The figures in this column are from Commodity Statistical Bulletin, 1989, Australian Bureau of Agricultural

and Resource Economics, Canberra.
b. On-site productivity losses are guessed to average $5,000 per farm across Australia's 126,500 farms that produce more than $20,000 a

year. Off-farm costs are assumed to be 50 percent of productivity losses. Productivity and off-farm costs are then weighted by the inverse
of Australia's annual wheat yield (tonnes per hectare) on the assumption that damage is highest in years of low rainfall.

c. Significant irrigation salinity costs occur in the Murray Darling Basin (MDB) and significant dryland salinity costs occur in the MDB
and Western Australia. Salinity is believed to reduce the value of farmland in the MDB by about $60,000,000 a year, reduces the value of
land in Western Australia by $30,000,000 a year, and increases household costs for the people who live in Perth and Adelaide by $2 per
person per week.

d. This is a very imprecise estimate. Victoria cleared 15,392 hectares of forest per year between 1972 and 1987. On a pro rata basis, Victoria
contains 30 percent of Australia's native forests. If this rate applies elsewhere, then Australian forests are being cleared at a net rate of 51,300
hectares per year. Cocks (1992), however, using national data held by the Australian Bureau of Statistics has estimated that the area of native
forests has declined from 43,100,000 in 1977 to 40,400,000 in 1987. This suggests that the annual rate of clearing might be as high as 230,000
hectares a year. In accordance with the environmentally generous approach taken, above, this higher figure is assumed. Moreover, it is
assumed that the mean habitat value of this land is $1,000 per hectare.

e. This figure is arrived at by subtracting columns 1-2-34. This is like a net national product (NDP), but since the depreciation for
man-made capital items has not been subtracted, it would be deceptive to call it an NDP.

f. Economically demonstrated resources. Discoveries that are economic to mine, plus revisions of stock estimates associated new
technology, information, and the like, less extractions in the previous twelve months.

g. This figure is arrived at by adding columns 5 and 6.
Source: Authors' analysis.

media could make changes in GDP per capita the and so forth. Perceptions of the nature of opportuni-
prime focus of political attention. ties for economic development (and growth) might

A better approach might be to develop a reliable then change radically.
and meaningful index of national welfare along the In summary, simple environment-driven modifi-
lines suggested by Daly and Cobb (1989) or to follow cations to Australia's national accounting system are
Pigou's original suggestion, namely, develop sepa- unlikely to change the way Australia manages its
rate indices of gross national benefits and costs and economy. Returns are likely to be much greater if
then try to maximize net benefits. Accounts of this better data are collected, if these data are organized
nature are appropriately viewed as umbrella ac- efficiently and presented in frameworks that recog-
counts that assemble information contained within nize national economic objectives, and if these data
national economic accounts, the satellite accounts are incorporated into models that account for
that feed into them, and other indices of national changes in national welfare and that pay due atten-
welfare, such as indices of unemployment, health, tion to sustainability constraints. This last point is
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Figure 9-1. Real Australian GDP Adjusted for Figure 9-2. Real Australian GDP Adjustedfor Some
Some Renewable Resource Depetion Renewable Resource Depletion and Some Changes in
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on Geographic Information Systems

Any successful set of natural resource accounts
must accurately describe the interaction between the Division of Wildlife and Ecology is trying to develop
environment, natural resources, and land use. Con- such a system by combining accounting and model-
ceptually, it is now possible to combine physical and ing technologies. For agriculture, the maps would
economic data within geographic information sys- show the value of agricultural production per year,
tems (GIs) and to produce maps of the annual costs less the cost of land degradation, with corrections for
and benefits of all land use within a region. The CSIRO the off-site costs of salinity that are imposed by other
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Table 9-2. Conceptual Framework for NRA Accounts That Describe the Costs and Benefits of Agricultural
Land Use in the Murray-Darling Basin

Conventional Accounts
Farm cash receipts 100

Less: intermediate goods an services purchased 70

Net agricultural cash operating surplus 30
Plus: change in farm inventory, including land 10

Less: depreciation of farm buildings and equipment 4 6

Conventional net agricultural income 36
Natural resource modifications
Less degradation associated with land use within cell

Soil sediment I
Irrigation salinity 1

Dryland salinity 8

Soil fertility 3

Soil acidity 0

Soil structure decline and compaction 0

Waterlogging 1

Shrub invasion 0 14

Net agricultural income corrected for degradation 22

Correct for off-site costs
Less: net off-site effects (transfers back from other cells)

irrigation salinity

Agriculture 9
Other sectors 3 12

Dryland salinity

Agriculture 2

Other sectors 1 3

Soil erosion

Agriculture -1
Other sectors 2 1

Other 2 18
Add back degradation induced by other farms and sectors 4

Other cells

Agriculture 10
Other sectots 3 13

This cell but other sectors 1 14

Environmentally corrected net agricultural income 18
Add efects of government agricultural programs and policies
Plus: indirect farm taxes 20

Less: Farm subsidies

Water delivery 3

Water infrastructure 20

Other 5 28 -8

Real net agricultural product 10
Add net change in other resource values

Agricultural assets 1

Nonagricultural assets

T'hnber production -1

Conservation (?) -1 -2 -1

Real net social product from agricultural sector within cell 9

Note-Thenumbersareinthousandsof dolarsandareforahypothetkGGSlceaboutthesizeof onefam ByreallocatingAsproduction
data to soil type and land use and then conbining these data with models that predict rates of soil loss, it is possible to produce maps
showing each of the variables listed above. The spatial impact of various policies and programs could then be assessed and subsequent
ones moreeffectvelytbgeted.As the frameworkexplicitlylinks ecologial,environmenStaL andeconomicproductiondata, efficient analysis
of tradeoffs between conservation and production values is also possible.

Sounrc Authors' analysis.
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Figure 9-4. Conceptual Frameworkfor nomic data winl have to be geocoded before it is
a GIS-Based Natural Resource Accounting possible to model interfaces between the economy
System and the environment. The second problem is rather

a surprising one-in a number of areas there is quite
_ Alto strong resistance to the entire concept. Land admin-

Q > a 2 Agricultural production data istrators and resource managers appear to be fright-
a tate Aara+ ened by the prospect of accounting systems that

might highlight the effectiveness (or lack thereof) of
~ej9<{ Soil + land use data their programs and policies. They seem to prefer

rS£:3 'hBY systems that indicate the general but not the specific
locational impacts of "their" policies.

Another advantage of the GIs-based natural
* Value of production map resource accounting approach is its power to assist

with policy analysis. The system being developed in
. ..... Australia is driven by production data distributed

Less land degradation costs across a series of maps of soil type, land use, and the
like. Estimates of annual rates of land degradation
are then derived from the data that underlie these

Reallocate off-site costs maps. Thus it should be possible to take output from
a general equilibrium model and use the accounting
system to predict the spatial impacts of a proposed
policy change.

Correct for cost In the process, Australians hope to build a struc-
government programs ture that resembles an input-output system contain-

ing resource and environment sectors and thousands
Net social costs and benefits of regions. Because the system retains a geographic

focus and is linked to data bases concentrating on
renewable resources, it is possible to use the account-
ing system to estimate switching values and, hence,
to identify tradeoffs between production and un-

U Not sustainable (net loss) priced conservation objectives. Most data on the dis-
tribution and abundance of species, vegetation
alliances, and ecosystems have already been
geocoded. This means that a GIs-based accounting

landholders, less the cost of government subsidies system could be used to quickly answer a question
and programs, plus a series of corrections to account such as "How much land has to be taken out of
for interactions with other sectors. agricultural production in order to preserve 5 per-

Table 9-2 and figure 94 indicate the nature of the cent of all Australian ecosystems?" The system could
conceptual framework being developed. Two con- also be used to target soil conservation programs
ceptual innovations are involved: (a) if one is serious with much greater precision and less cost.
about modeling the links between the environment
and the economy, it is necessary to disaggregate Concluding Comments
economic data to the scale at which most ecological
models operate; and (b) if existing and derived data This chapter has touched on several kinds of nat-
are added and subtracted together in an accounting ural resource accounting from the perspective of a
framework, the entire system can be kept relatively developed economy in which most people are city
simple and most of the cumulative errors common to dwellers. Perhaps most important, in a developed
pure modeling systems can be avoided. economy with a large service sector, extension of the

To date, two problems have been encountered in national accounting system to include more informa-
the development of this system. The first is that the tion about renewable resources and its environment
data on the environment and natural resources tend is unlikely to improve enviromnental quality, or the
to be inconsistent across large areas and inconsistent management of the economy. The reason for this is
with other data sets. Considerable work is required that environmental degradation and resource deple-
to transform these data into consistent spatial and tion costs tend to form a relatively small part of total
temporal data bases. This is an expensive and time- economic activity. Indeed, there is a risk that
consuming task. It has also become clear that eco- resource-modified accounting systems may develop
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a false sense of policy security by implying that all of the process will be expected to produce a report on
the environmental problems faced by the nation are cross-sectoral issues.
being adequately dealt with, when in fact most of the
impacts ofthese problems fall outsidethemarketand References
near-near market boundaries of the national account-
ing system used to report on the status of the economy. Australian Bureau of Statistics. 1990. "Natural Resource

Second, if one defines changes in the value of and Environmental Accounting in the National Ac-
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Taking Stock of Nature: Environmental
Accounting for Chesapeake Bay

Anne E. Grambsch and R. Gregory Michaels, with Henry M. Peskin

C onventional economic accounting is practiced The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
by most nations of the world because it sup- initiated an environmental accounting effort for the
ports economic policy in two important ways. Chesapeake Bay region (EPA 1992). Chesapeake Bay

National accounts provide a summary measure of a is one of the natural treasures of the United States.
nation's overall economic performance, and they Not only is it one of the most productive fisheries in
also provide an instantaneous picture of the flows of the world, but it also provides habitats for thousands
economic activity. Especially important for eco- of plant and animal species. Millions of people live
nomic policy is the description they provide of the within the Chesapeake watershed and enjoy the re-
relationship between outputs of economic pro- creational opportunities the bay offers. The bay is
cesses-the production of goods and services-and also an integral part of the intercoastal waterway and
of the economic inputs supporting these processes. continues to function as a hub for shipping and com-
An understanding of these mechanisms is essential merce. As a result, it has been the focus of a great
if the government wishes to influence economic ac- amount of research over the past few years, which
tivity predictably. has generated substantial data on environmental ac-

Changes in the environment and in natural re- tivity and measures of the monetary value of envi-
sources have not been explicitly induded in eco- ronmental protection. It was felt that these data
nomic accounts principally because agreement has would permit a reasonable application of accounting
not yet been reached on ways to measure these methods.
changes monetarily, and thus it is still impossible to The environmental accounting framework used
integrate them with other entries in the accounts. for this effort was the system developed by Henry
This neglect of environmental and natural resource Peskin (Peskin 1989). This system adds a new sec-
activity impairs both of the principal functions of the tor-the nature sector-to the traditional industry,
national accounts. First, it provides an overly opti- government, and household sectors. Additional ac-
mistic picture of economic performance, in that it counting entries reflecting environmental services,
omits the effect of environmental externalities (such environmental damages, and environmental depre-
as pollution) on current well-being and the effect of ciation appear with conventional accounting entries
natural resource degradation on future well-being. in a double-entry account. This information is in-
Second, the ability to picture relationships between structive for economic policymaking because it
outputs and inputs is degraded since the environ- shows the nonmarket flow of productive services
ment and natural resources generate important input from the environment to various economic sectors,
and output services that.compete with, and substi- households, and governments and the size of the
tute for, the monetized services that are covered in nature sector in relation to other economic sectors.
the conventional accounts. The basic power of envi- An important feature of this system is that it focuses
ronmental accounting lies in its ability to reveal such on the nonmarketed services provided by the environ-
economic values of the environment. ment. In contrast, other systems, such as the depreci-

184
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Figure 10-1. Chesapeaka
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ation accounting framework proposed by the World commitments it sets forth will guide state and federal
Resources Institute, focus on the marketed services efforts to clean up the bay.
provided by the environment (for example, timber
output, fish harvest, and crop production) and the Data Sources
associated resource depletion and degradation (for
example, deforestation, overfishing, and soil erosion). Data on gross state product from the Bureau of

Economic Analysis (BEA) (Renshaw, Trott, and
Chesapeaka Friedenberg 1988) and data from the Bureau of the

Census (Census County Business Patterns) were
The region chosen for this study is made up of used to derive gross Chesapeaka product. County

counties in the states of Maryland and Virginia that employment by two-digit standard industrial dassi-
borderChesapeake Bay and the estuarine parts of the fication (sic) as a percentage of total state employ-
rivers that flow into the bay. The District of Columbia ment by SIC was multiplied by gross state product to
is also included in the region (figure 10-1). The region obtain a gross county product by SIC. Gross county
is treated as if it were an independent nation with the products for the counties in Chesapeaka were added
name "Chesapeaka." together to obtain gross Chesapeaka product.

In 1983 Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, the Dis- The breakdown of conventional gross product in-
trict of Columbia, the U.S. Environmental Protection puts was based on average input ratios for Maryland,
Agency, and the Chesapeake Bay Commission for- Virginia, and the District of Columbia (Renshaw,
mally agreed to undertake a cooperative effort to Trott, and Friedenberg 1988). The breakdown of con-
protect the bay and restore it to a more productive ventional gross product outputs was based on aver-
state. In late 1987 these parties signed a new, ex- age output ratios for Maryland, Virginia, and the
panded agreement divided into six sections: living District of Columbia as reported in unpublished 1977
resources, population growth and development, state input-output tables prepared by Jack Faucett.
water quality, public information, education and Data from a variety of sources were used in com-
participation, public access, and governance. This piling physical measures that reflect concerns about
latest agreement consists of a series of policy goals, air and water quality. Survey data on participation
objectives, and commitments. The twenty policy in various recreational activities were also used ex-
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tensively. These data are summarized in the follow- tions by dollar-per-pound cost estimates obtained
ing paragraphs. Detailed descriptions of the data and from the Chesapeake Bay Liaison Office (EPA 1988a).
of the methods used to adjust the data for the ac- Water damages were based on assumed benefits
counting exercise may be found in EPA (1992). from attaining the target reductions and were calcu-

Point and nonpoint source discharges of nitrogen lated from data in the Bockstael, McConnell, and
and phosphorous in Chesapeakan waters for 1982 Strand report.
were obtained from the Resources for the Future Air emission target reductions were based on re-
Environmental Data Inventory data base. For 1985, ports prepared for EPA (ICF Resources, Enc., 1990;
these data came from the Chesapeake Bay Liaison E. H. Pechan Associates 1990) and the EPA Trends
Office, which EPA established as part of the Chesa- Report (EPA 1991). Estimates of air pollution control
peake Bay agreement mentioned earlier. Imports of costs per ton were derived from various EPA sources
nitrogen and phosphorous for both 1982 and 1985 (EPA 1974,1985,1988b; E. H. Pechan Associates 1990).
were defined as the total annual loadings at the faU Air pollution damages are estimates of the benefits
line of tributaries. Data were supplied by the U.S. of attaining air pollution targets for each pollutant
Geological Survey. where such targets could be established and were

Point, area, and natural source air emissions for also derived from EPA data (Energy and Resource
1985 were from the National Acid Precipitation As- Consultants, Inc., 1987; EPA 1988b; Krupnick 1988). A
sessment Program (NAPAP) emissions inventory. For further benefit arises from reductions in airborne
1982, point source air emissions were from EPA's nutrient loadings to the bay. As a result, the total
Aerometric Information Retrieval System data base. damage estimate for water was prorated between air
Area and natural source emissions for 1982 were and water on the basis of the percentage of nutrient
estimated using similar data from the 1985 NAPAP reductions attributable to these sources.
emissions inventory adjusted for changes in national
emissions from 1982 to 1985 (EPA 1990a). Results

The number of households that use Chesapeaka
beaches was estimated from a study prepared for EPA The resource and environmental accounts pre-
(Bockstael, McConnell, and Strand 1988) and a Vir- sented here were drawn from EPA (1992). It must be
ginia outdoor recreation planning document (Vir- emphasized that the results from the EPA study are
ginia Department of Conservation and Recreation preliminary. In particular, many environmental
1989). The number of boaters was estimated from problems-including solid and hazardous wastes,
data in a study by Bockstael, McConnell, and Strand the contamination of sediments and living organ-
(1988) and from information on licensed boats (U.S. isms by toxic chemicals, and the loss of biodivers-
Department of Transportation 1986). Data on recrea- ity-are not included in these preliminary accounts.
tional fishing were obtained from the National Ma- Tables 10-1 and 10-2 are summary account tables for
rine Fisheries Service (NMFS 1987) and the Maryland theyears 1982 and 1985. All entries are in millions of
Department of Natural Resources (Wiliams, Smith, constant (1987) dollars. Table 10-3 presents depreci-
and Early 1983). ation estimates. Tables 104 and 10-5 provide sup-

Data on the number of days spent hunting in porting detail on the estimates of waste disposal
Maryland and Virginia were obtained from the Na- service values for 1982. The nature sector account for
tional Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-As- 1982 and 1985 appears in tables 10-6 and 10-7, respec-
sociated Recreation (usFWS 1983,1989) and Virginia's tively. Additional details on the framework and
outdoor recreation demand survey referred to in the methods for implementing the framework, as well as
Virginia planning document cited above. The Na- supporting details for the estimates presented here,
tional Survey was also used to calculate the number may be found in EPA (1992).
of days of observing, photographing, or feeding
wildlife in Maryland and Virginia. Data on days of Conventional Accounting Entries
hiking and camping were obtained from Virginia's
outdoor recreation demand survey and from a Mary- The top half of the tables contain the principal
land outdoor recreation survey (Hollander, Cohen entries of the conventional income and product ac-
Associates, Inc., 1986). count. Conventional product was about $122.2 bil-

Target reductions for water were based on a 20 lion in 1982 (table 10-1), of which 68 percent was
percent improvement in ambient conditions over compensation to labor, a typical ratio shared by most
1982 levels. The required effluent reductions consis- industrialized countries. About $22.0 billion, or
tent with this improvement assume a closed water roughly 18 percent, of 1982 gross Chesapeaka prod-
body with perfect mixing. Water pollution control uct (WCP) was gross return to capital. The remaining
costs were determined by multiplying target reduc- $17.1 billion of GCP in 1982 was evenly divided be-
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Table 10-1. Chesapeakan National Income and ProductAccounts, 1982
(millions of constant 1987 U.S. dollars)

Input Output

Compensation of employees 83,101.8 Personal consumption 69,732.2

Proprietor's income 8,554.6 Investment 15,312.7

Indirect taxes 8,554.6 Inventory change 757.7

Gross return to capital 21,997.5 Exports 12,330.8

Imports (9,703.4)
Federal government goods and services 19,394.5

State government goods and services 14,371.7
Statistical discrepancy 12.3

Gross Chesapeaka product 122,208.5 Gross Chesapeaka product 122,208.5

Capital consumption (-) 14,665.0 Capital consumption (-) 14,665.0

Net Chesapeaka product 107,543.5 Net Chesapeaka product 107,543.5

Environmental waste disposal services (disbenefit) Envirormental damages (-)1

Air (150.0) Air (175.4)

Water (58.3) Water (162.7)

Total (208.3) Total (338.1)
Final consumption of nonmarketed

environmental services

Beach use 245.2
Boating (Chesapeakans only) 135.4

Recreational fishing 35.7
Hiking 178.7

Camping 154.4

Waterfowl, deer, small game hunting 123.3

Net environmental benefit (disbenefit) 929.5 Wildlife observatiort, photography,
and feeding 186.6

Total 1,059.3

Environmental depreciation (-) 79.1 Environmental depreciation (-) 79.1

Charges against modified net Modified net Chesapeaka product 108,185.6
Chesapeaka product 108,185.6

Capital consumption (+) 14,665.0 Capital consumption (+) 14,665.0

Environmental depreciation (+) 79.1 Environmental depreciation (+) 79.1

Charges against modified gross Modified gross Chesapeaka product 122,929.7
Chesapeaka product 122,929.7

Source: EPA (1992).

tween proprietors' income and indirect business and 10 percent of GCP, respectively. The last major
taxes. In 1985 GCP was about $142.5 billion (table category of expenditures, state government goods
10-2). Compensation of employees accounted for $94 and services, was about 12 percent of GCP.
billion (66 percent of GCP), gross return to capital
equaled $28.5 billion (20 percent), and proprietors' Environmental Current Account Entries
income and indirect business taxes made up the re-
maining $19.9 billion (14 percent). Waste disposal services are entered on the input

Personal consumption, the largest expenditure side of the accounts. Pollution control costs were
category, was $69.7 billion in 1982 and $81.3 billion used to estimate the value to polluters of having
in 1985, or 57 percent of GCP. About 12 percent of GCP access to the environment for the purpose of dispos-
was investment, while the federal government ac- ing of their wastes. These services were treated as
counted for 16 percent of Chesapeakan output. though they were a subsidy from nature to the pro-
Chesapeakan imports and exports were 8 percent ducing sectors and hence appear as a negative entry.
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Table 10-2. Chesapeakan National Income and Product Accounts, 1985
(millions of constant 1987 U.S. dollars)

Input Output

Compensation of employees 94,075.2 Personal consumption 81,3323
Proprietor's income 9,977.7 Investment 17,860.0
Indirect taxes 9,977.7 Inventory change 833.7
Gross return to capital 28,507.6 Exports 14,382.1

Imports (11,317.5)
Federal government goods and services 22,620.8
State government goods and services 16,7625
Statistical discrepancy 14.3

Gross Chesapeaka product 142,538.2 Gross Chesapeaka product 142,538.2
Capital consumption (-) 17,194.6 Capital consumption (-) 17,194.6
Net Chesapeaka product 125,343.6 Net Chesapeaka product 125,343.6

Environmental waste disposal services (-) Environmental damages (-)
Air (104.4) Air (109.5)
Water (89.5) Water (346.8)

Total (193.9) Total (456.3)
Final consumption of nonmarketed

environmental services
Beach use 253.3
Boating (Chesapeakans only) 140.1
Recreational fishing 41.1
Hiking 184.6
Camping 159.5
Waterfowl, deer, smnll game hunting 129.9

Net environmental benefit (disbenefit) 839.7 Wildlife observation, photography, 193.6
and feeding

Total 1,102.0
Environmental depreciation (-) 77.5 Environmental depreciation (-) 77.5
Charges against modifed net Modified net Chesapeaka product 125,911.9

Chesapeaka product 125,911.9
Capital consumption (+) 17,194.6 Capital consumption (+) 17,194.6
Environmental depreciation (+) 77.5 Environrmental depreciation (+) 77.5
Charges against modified gross Modified gross Chesapeaka product 143,184.0

Chesapeaka product 143,184.0

Source. EPA (1992).

These services totaled $208.3 million in 1982, with air in 1982. Damages to air and water were $175.4 mil-
accounting for $150.0 million, or 72 percent of the lion (52 percent of total damages) and $162.7 million
total. Discharges to water accounted for the remain- (48 percent), respectively. In 1985 environmental
ing $58.3 million. In 1985 waste disposal services for damages were $456.3 million, with air accounting for
air were $104.4 million, or 54 percent of waste dis- $109.5 million (24 percent) and water accounting for
posal services. Discharges to water were $89.5 mil- $346.8 million (76 percent). Damages exceed waste
lion. Total environmental waste disposal services in disposal service values in both 1982 and 1985. This
1985 were $193.9 nillion. result implies that if waste disposal services were

Corresponding environmental damages due to the elimninated, there would be a net social gain of about
use of these waste disposal services appear on the $129.8 million in 1982 and $262.4 million in 1985.
output side of the accounts. To reflect their status as As can also be seen on the right-hand side, final
economic "bads," these entries were also negatively consumption of nonmarketed enviromnental ser-
signed. Environmental damages were $338.1 million vices totaled about $1,059 million in 1982 and $1,102
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in 1985 for various recreation services. Note that the Table 10-3. Nonmarket Asset Values and
list of final consumption services represents only Depreciation Present Value Model, Assuming
what could be calculated at this stage of the analysis. 7 Percent Real Rate of Return, 1982 and 1985

To return to the left-hand side of the accounts, the (millions of 1987 U.S. dollars)
balancing entry, net environmental benefit, equaled Gain Annual
$929.5 million in 1982. This entry is defined as the Asset value 1982 1985 (loss) rate (%)
sum of all environmental services ($208.3 million in
waste disposal services plus $1,059.3 million in final Final demand
consumption of nonmarketed environmental ser- servces 15,632.0 15,744.3 112.3 0.24
vices) less environmental damages ($338.1 m iion). Disposal services 2,807.8 2,770.0 (37.8) (0.45)
In 1985 net environmental benefit fell to $839.7 mil- Total services 18,439.8 18,514.3 74.5 0.13
lion. Netenvironmental

In 1982 the total modified gross Chesapeaka prod- benefit 12,231.4 11,995.7 (235.7) (0.65)
uct was $122.9 billion, which is only slightly higher A
than the conventional total of $122.2 billion. The (nnualdepreciation
results for 1985 were similar-modified gross Final demand
Chesapeaka product was $143.2 billion and the con- services (37.4) (37.6)
ventional gross product was $142.5 billion. Because Disposal services 12.7 12.5
Chesapeaka enjoys a high standard of living and by Total services (24.8) (24.9)
1982 had implemented most of the pollution control Net environmental
regulations of the 1970s, great differences between benefit 79.1 77.5
the levels of conventional gross product and gross
product adjusted for the environment were not ex- Source. EPA (1992).
pected. Also any reductions in GCP after accounting
for pollution damage were more than offset by in- 10-3). Because of pollution control regulations, the
creases due to the direct consumption of non- bay lost $37.8 million in value as a generator of waste
marketed environmental services. These increases disposal services over this time. Even so, the depre-
reflect the fact that more people enjoyed the bay and ciation of waste disposal services was not large
that the unit values for recreational experiences were enough to offset the appreciation in final demand
held constant, even though environmental quality in services, so that total services also appreciated, al-
the bay may be declining. The constant unit value though atalowerrate than for final demand services.
assumption may not be appropriate for longer time Depreciation of the asset representing net environ-
periods than the three years this study encompassed. mental benefit was $236.7 million, or 0.65 percent on

an annual basis. This decrease in the value of net
Environmental Capital Account Entries environmental benefit was due primarily to the sub-

stantial increase in environmental damages over this
Environmental assets in Chesapeaka were defined time period.

in terms of the services generated. As a result, there The indicated appreciation of the bay as a genera-
were several legitimate concepts of Chesapeakan en- tor of final demand services mustbe interpreted with
vironmental capital and associated depreciation care. Most of the appreciation was due to increases
rates. Table 10-3 summarizes estimates for four cap- in the value of recreation services. This occurred in
ital concepts: the bay .as a generator of direct final spite of decreases in water quality, mainly because of
demand services (that is, recreation services con- increases in recreational activities. Thus it is quite
sumed by households), the bay as a generator of possible that aggregate recreation service values in-
waste disposal services, the bay asageneratorof both creased while the value to each recreator declined.'
direct final demand and disposal services, and the Preliminary results from an alternative approach
bay as a generator of net environmental benefit. The that depicts the bay as an asset generating commer-
techniques outlinedinappendixA of EPA (1992) were cial fishing services-that is, as an aquaculture
used to estimate the levels of natural capital in 1982 farm-may be found in EPA (1992).
and 1985, the capital gain or loss between 1982 and
1985, and the implied rate of depreciation or appre- Supporting Tables
ciation.

The principal result of the depreciation analysis The estimates of waste disposal service values and
was that the value of the bay as a generator of final damages for water were computed under the as-
demand services increased by $112.3 million, or ap- sumption that imports of pollution, such as nutrient
preciated 0.24 percent, between 1982 and 1985 (table loads from Pennsylvania, were uncontrollable since
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they were beyond Chesapeakan jurisdiction. An al- EPA (1992),illustrate theeffectthis assumption hason
ternative assumption is that imports were controlled waste disposal service values.
to the same degree as Chesapeakan sources. Tables If effluent discharges from non-Chesapeakan
10-4 and 10-5, adapted from the supporting tables in sources could be reduced by building wastewater

Table 104. Effluent Discharges, Reduction Targets, and Costs to Attaining Targets Assuming Imports Are
Not Controllable, 1982

Totala (millions
sic Name Discharges Reductions Dollars/ton of U.S. dollars)

01 Agriculture 12,359.8 4,771.2 286 1.4
02 Agriculture (livestock) 655.8 248.2 968 0.2
08 Forestry 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
10 Metal mining 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
11-12 Coal mining 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
13 Oil and gas drilling 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
14 Nonmetal mining 0.0 0.0 . 5,654 0.0
15-17 Construction 2,003.5 773.1 2,618 2.0
19 Ordnance 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
20 Food products 1,648.8 629.1 5,654 3.6
21 Tobacco products 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
23 Textiles 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
24 Apparel 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
25 Wood products 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
26 Pulp and paper 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
27 Printing and chemicals 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
28 Chemicals 2,780.7 1,064.7 5,654 6.0
29 Petroleum products 4.5 1.8 5,654 0.0
30 Rubber products 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
31 Leather products 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
32 Stone, clay, and glass 0.3 0.1 5,654 0.0
33 Primary metals 762.6 292.7 5,654 1.7
34 Fabricated metals 4.3 1.6 5,654 0.0
35 Machinery except electrical 0.4 0.2 5,654 0.0
36 Electrical machinery 6.0 2.3 5,654 0.0
37 Transportationequipment 154.3 59.0 5,654 0.3
38 Instruments 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
39 Miscellaneous manufacturing 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
40 Railroads 2.1 0.7 5,654 0.0
41 Local and suburban freight 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
42 Motor freight 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
44 Water transportation 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
45 Air transportation 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
46 Pipelines 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
47 Transportation services 1.5 0.6 5,654 0.0
49 Utilities 22,619.2 8,621.3 4,990 43.0
55 Gas stations 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
50-81 Trade and services 26.7 10.1 5,654 0.1
82-83 Education and social services 0.4 0.1 5,654 0.0
88 Households 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
91-97 Governments 0.5 0.2 5,654 0.0

Total 43,031.5 16,477.0 58.3

Note. Reductions are for both nitrogen and phosphorous.
Source EPA (1992).
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treatment facilities at the Chesapeakan border, the it was considered feasible and enforceable. The total
costs for attaining reduction targets would increase value of waste disposal services for water, as mea-
from $58.3 million (table 10-4) to $73.0 million (table sured by the costs of attaining the nutrient reduction
10-5) in 1982. Although this is not a least-cost option, targets, increases because imports have relatively

Table 10-5. Effluent Discharges, Reduction Targets, and Costs to Attaining Targets Assuming Imports Are
Controllable, 1982

Totala (millions
sic Name Discharges Reductions Dollars/ton of U.S. dollars)

01 Agriculture 12,359.8 2,761.4 286 0.8
02 Agriculture (livestock) 655.8 145.3 968 0.1
08 Forestry 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
10 Metal mining 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
11-12 Coal mining 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
13 Oil and has drilling 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
14 Nonmetal gas drilling 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
15-17 Construction 2,003.5 447.5 2,618 1.2
19 Ordnance 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
20 Food products 1,648.8 366.5 5,654 2.1
21 Tobacco products 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
23 Textiles 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
24 Apparel 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
25 Wood products 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
26 Pulp and paper 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
27 Printing and chemicals 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
28 Chemicals 2,780.7 619.1 5,654 3.5
29 Petroleum products 4.5 1.0 5,654 0.0
30 Rubber products 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
31 Leather products 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
32 Stone, clay, and glass 0.3 0.1 5,654 0.0
33 Primary metals 762.6 170.0 5,654 1.0
34 Fabricated metals 4.3 1.0 5,654 0.0
35 Machinery except electrical 0.4 0.1 5,654 0.0
36 Electrical machinery 6.0 1.3 5,654 0.0
37 Transportation equipment 154.3 34.3 5,654 0.2
38 Instruments 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
39 Miscellaneousmanufacturing 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
40 Railroads 2.1 0.4 5,654 0.0
41 Local and suburban freight 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
42 Motor freight 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
44 Water transportation 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
45 Air transportation 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
46 Pipelines 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
47 Transportation services 1.5 0.3 5,654 0.0
49 Utilities 22,619.2 5,026.2 4,990 25.1
55 Gas stations 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
50-81 Trade and services 26.7 5.9 5,654 0.0
82-83 Education and social services 0.4 0.1 5,654 0.0
88 Households 0.0 0.0 5,654 0.0
91-97 Governments 0.5 0.1 5,654 0.0

Imports 30,878.0 6,896.1 5,654 39.0
Total 73,909.5 16,477.1 73.0

Note Reductions are for both nitrogen and phosphorous.
Source. EPA (1992).
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higher costs for reducing nitrogen and phosphorous Chesapeakan economy was reflected in these ac-
discharges than Chesapeakan sources. As a result, counts. In 1982 the consumption of environmental
imposing reduction targets on imported sources to capital was $79.1 million, which represents a reduc-
meet overall reduction targets for the bay implies tion of approximately 6 percent from the gross out-
higher costs and therefore a larger subsidy from the put of the nature sector. The figures for 1985 are
nature sector. similar, $77.5 million for environmental capital con-

Waste disposal services going to Chesapeakan sumption and a 6 percent reduction in gross output.
sources decreased, however, when imports were For those accustomed to thinking that the function
controlled. In 1982, with imports not controlled, of environmental programs is to remediate environ-
waste disposal services to Chesapeakan sources were mental damages, the magnitude of services that cur-
$56.3 million. When imports were controlled, rently flow unimpeded from the environment is
Chesapeakan sources received $34.0 million in waste surprisingly large. Final demand for nonmarketed
disposal services, or 47 percent of the total. Over half environmental services was more than twice as large
of the waste disposal service subsidy, $39.0 million, as environmental damages and dominated the out-
went to imports. put side of the nature accounts, accounting for more

The assumption that imports were not controllable than 85 percent of gross sector output in both 1982
was used for the consolidated accounts because these and 1985. Waste disposal services are a relatively
were national accounts for Chesapeaka. It could be small portion of nature sector production in
argued, however, that the costs associated with the Chesapeaka.
imports-controllable assumption should be used to
accommodate equity concerns (that is, Economic and Environmental Policy
Chesapeakans should not have to shoulder the entire Implications
burden of reducing water discharges) and institu-
tional arrangements (the 1987 Chesapeake Bay For mainstream economic issues, the independent
Agreement contains commitments from all the states analysis of economic policies has been supported by
involved to reduce nutrient discharges). A set of the kind of information collected for conventional
global accounts, in which such "international" agree- economic accounts. Far less information and fewer
ments between Chesapeaka and the United States are tools have been available to evaluate environmental
accounted for, would be an appropriate forum for matters. Although environmental impact assess-
these transboundary issues. ments are required for individual federal projects

It could also be argued on efficiency grounds that that affect environmental quality, similar assess-
the least-cost method of achieving the reduction tar- ments are not required for general economic policies
gets should be used to value waste disposal services. that may have adverse effects on the environment. In
In this scenario, most of the discharge reductions the absence of the kind of analysis embodied in the
would come from agriculture. Owing to equity and environmental accounts, accounting for environ-
political concerns, however, it did not seem likely mental and other nonmarket impacts of economic
that this solution would be imposed. Instead, it was policies has often been left entirely to the political
assumed that all sectors in Chesapeaka have access arena.
to the waste disposal services provided by the bay in Since the information in environmental accounts
proportion to their current discharges. darifies the links between environmental and eco-

nomic objectives, economic policies can be devel-
Nature Sector Production oped that minimize the impact of economic

production on the environment. As tables 10-4 and
Tables 10-6 and 10-7 summarize environmental 10-5 show, for example, a handful of sectors contrib-

activity for Chesapeaka. These nature accounts are ute most of the discharges into the bay. An economic
simply rearrangements of the data in the lower half policy that induces changes in these sectors could
of the consolidated income and product accounts. yield substantial environmental benefits.
Nature output is the sum of waste disposal and final In a related vein, environmental policies that take
demand services provided to other sectors in into account the value of each economic sector's
Chesapeaka's economy. Nature sector input is the productionmayhelpminimizetheeconomicburden
sum of environmental damages absorbed from other associated with the policy. Information on compli-
sectors and net environmental benefit. ance costs by sector would also be useful for improv-

Gross nature sector production totaled $1,267.6 ing the cost effectiveness of environmental policies.
million in 1982 and $1,296.0 million in 1985. As noted The Chesapeakan accounts also reveal the import-
previously, only the nonmarket component of the ance of considering foreign sources of pollution
contribution that the environment makes to the when designing environmental policies. In
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Table 10-6. Nature Sector Accounts for Chesapeaka, 1982
(millions of 1987 U.S. dollars)

Input Output

Environmental damages Final demand for nonmarketed
Air 175.4 Environmental services
Water 162.7 Beach use 245.2

Total 338.1 Boating 135.4
Recreational fishing 35.7
Hiking 178.7

Net environmental benefit 929.5 Camping 154.4
(disbenefit) Waterfowl, deer, and small game hunting 123.3

Wildlife observation, photography,
and feeding 186.6

Total 1,059.3
Waste disposal services

Air 150.0
Water 58.3

Total 208.3
Nature sector input 1,267.6 Nature sector output 1,267.6
Environmental depreciation (-) 79.1 Environmental depreciation (-) 79.1
Net nature sector input 1,188.5 Net nature sector output 1,188.5

Source EPA (1992).

Table 10-7. Nature Sector Accounts for Chesapeaka, 1985
(millions of 1987 U.S. dollars)

Input Output

Environmental damages Final demand for nonmarketed
Air 109.5 environmental services
Water 346.8 Beach use 253.3

Total 456.3 Boating 140.1
Recreational fishing 41.1
Hiking 184.6

Net environmental benefit 839.7 Camping 159.5
(disbenefit) Waterfowl, deer, and small game hunting 129.9

Wildlife observation, photography,
and feeding 193.6

Total 1,102.1
Waste disposal services

Air 104.4
Water 89.5

Total 193.9
Nature sector input 1,296.0 Nature sector output 1,296.0
Environmental depreciation (-) 77.5 Environmental depreciation (-) 77.5
Net nature sector input 1,218.5 Net nature sector output 1,218.5

Source: EPA (1992).
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Chesapeaka imported water pollution accounted for tal policy because economic values have not been
about 28 percent of nitrogen discharges and nearly identified for important aspects of the environment
half of phosphorous discharges in 1985. As a result, believe environmental priorities should be based on
a 20 percent improvement in water quality could scientific criteria. They have suggested using physi-
only have been achieved by substantially higher re- cal indicators of the health of the environment to set
ductions in discharges from Chesapeakan sources environmental priorities and track changes in the
when foreign sources were considered uncontrolla- environment. The Chesapeaka environmental ac-
ble than when they were considered controllable. counts show that physical indicators may also be
Ignoring these foreign sources may have led to do- inadequate for setting priorities. For example, nitro-
mestic reductions that would have failed to achieve gen and phosphorus discharges to the Chesapeake
the target of 20 percent water quality improvement. Bay rose by 31 percent and 3 percent between 1982
The Chesapeake Bay Agreement implicitly acknowl- and 1985, respectively. When expressed in economic
edges this fact as it seeks cooperation from upstream values, however, damages from nitrogen and phos-
users in achieving nutrient reduction goals. phorus discharges doubled over this period, from

This environmental accounting framework at- $162.7 million to $346.8 million.
tempts to provide a comprehensive view of the costs
and benefits of environmental protection. Although Caveats
less than comprehensive in Chesapeaka, it was pos-
sible to present both air and water pollution prob- Although environmental accounts are intended to
lems in the environmental accounts and to compare cover environmental assets and associated service
in economic terms both the relative magnitudes of flows, their ability to do so is constrained by the
their seriousness and their changes over time. As existing stock of knowledge of environmental prob-
tables 10-1 and 10-2 show, for example, air and water lems. Furthermore, current results still reflect envi-
damages were comparable in 1982 ($175.4 million as ronmental problems, such as air and water pollution,
opposed to $162.7 million), but water damages ex- that have been extensively studied for many years.
ceeded air damages by more than $237.0 million in The recent effort did not cover newer environmental
1985. A comparison of waste disposal service values problems (such as sediments contaminated by toxic
and corresponding damages suggests that water pol- chemicals, ecosystem health, losses in biodiversity).
lution policy would appear to have a better payoff Whether the accounts can be made more com-
than air pollution policy. In 1985 were water pollu- prehensive will depend on what progress can be
tion eliminated, it would have cost Chesapeakan made in analyzing and valuing these newer environ-
dischargers $58.3 million in waste disposal services, mental problems.
but there would have been a reduction in damages Therefore, the accounts should be viewed as a step
of $162.7 million, for a net gain of $104.4 million. in an iterative process. In this sense they provide a
Were air pollution eliminated, reductions in dam- valuable benchmark of the progress made to date in
ages of $175.4 million would also have exceeded characterizing environmental problems and in
disposal service losses of $150.0 million, but by a lesser showing where additional research is needed to un-
amount than for the elimination of water pollution. derstand these problems better. Successive iterations

The magnitude of services that flow unimpeded of the accounts would provide a tracking system that
from the environment in Chesapeaka suggests that reveals how much has been added to our knowledge
environmental priorities should be less aligned with of environmental problems. More important, when
correcting environmental damages (approximately environmental and econonic measures are brought
$0.5 billion in 1985) than with protecting environ- into one framework,the environmental and eco-
mental services to households ($1.1 billion in 1985) nomic interactions become more explicit.
that may be at risk. This indication seems consistent For example, water quality modeling would be
with the evolution of environmental programs in the required to determine the discharge reductions nec-
United States, which were more concerned with re- essary to bring water quality to acceptable levels. In
storing environmental quality (cleaner air, deaner the absence of such modeling, it was assumed that a
water) during the 1970s and 1980s but now arebeing 20 percent reduction in discharges would bring
oriented more toward protecting existing environ- water quality to acceptable levels. Under the Chesa-
mental assets (habitats, biodiversity).2 peake Bay Agreement, however, the parties agreed

As noted previously, many environmental prob- to a 40 percent reduction target for nutrient loadings.
lems, such as the question of what values to apply to Using this alternative assumption, waste disposal
ecosystems and the loss of biodiversity, are not yet service values for water increased substantially
adequately represented in the accounts. Some who (from $58.3 million to $158.1 milion in 1982). Al-
have criticized the economic analysis of environmen- though environmental damages due to water pollu-
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tion increased slightly (from $162.7 million to $176.3 used to generate the damage estimates. For example,
million in 1982) and those due to air pollution de- air damages were nearly double waste disposal ser-
creased slightly (from $175.4 to $161.7 million in vice values ($205.3 million as opposed to $104.4 mil-
1982), a comparison of waste disposal service values lion) under liberal assumptions about values and
and corresponding damages no longer suggests that overlapping coverage of effects, but they were sub-
the payoffs from water pollution policy (net gains of stantially less than waste disposal services ($77.6
$13.6) greatly exceed those for air pollution policy million as opposed to $104.4 million) under more
(net gains of $11.7 million). conservative assumptions. The sensitivity of the re-

Similarly,consistentdatasetsareessentialtotrack- sults to the underlying assumptions may lead critics
ing trends and developing meaningful parallel envi- to condude that the accounting effort in Chesapeaka
ronmental and economic accounting systems. The does little more that assume results. Given the uncer-
accounting effort for Chesapeaka reveals how mis- tainty that surrounds benefit estimates in general, it
leading it can be to rely on a variety of data sources, is imperative that all critical assumptions be reported
which in some cases do not appear to be entirely and the manner in which they are applied be made
consistent. For example, different data sets were used transparent. It may also be desirable to communicate
to estimate discharges of nitrogen and phosphorus to users of the accounts the quality and credibility of
in 1982 and 1985. Estimates of nitrogen discharges by the information embodied in estimates of physical
agriculture (sector 01) nearly doubled from 1982 to quantities and economic values.
1985, whereas the value added of this sector in-
creased by only 9 percent. In addition, phosphorus Conclusions
discharges for agriculture decreased by 3 percent
from 1982 to 1985. It is possible that phosphorus Economic and environmental information mustbe
control programs have been successful in controlling integrated before further headway can be made in
discharges, even in the face of economic growth, but evaluating the sustainability of long-term economic
the order of magnitude in the discrepancy between development and in identifying appropriate envi-
agricultural growth and nitrogen discharges from ronmental-economic policies. Unfortunately, true in-
agriculture remains difficult to explain. Using the tegration has not yet been achieved in the
rate of agricultural growth (9 percent) to increase Chesapeakan accounts since the links between the
nitrogen discharges would cut the rate of increase in environment and the economy are not fully explicit.
aggregate nitrogen loading in half, from 21 percent This shortcoming is not the fault of the accounting
to about 10 percent. Other sectors and discharges or framework per se.3 The problem is the lack of theo-
emissions also exhibit these kinds of anomalies. It retical understanding that "relates the scale and con-
thus seems natural to ask what precisely is being figuration of an economy to the set of
captured by the reported changes over time in these environment-economy interrelationships underly-
physical measures. The reported increases in water ing that economy" (Pearce, Markandya, and Barbier
damagesandwastedisposalservicevaluesmaywell 1989). Therefore, caution should be exercised when
be merely an artifact of using different data bases deriving policy conclusions from an early set of ac-
rather than some actual change in environmental counts.
conditions. Environmental accounts are perhaps most useful

Environmental damages have been especially dif- in this regard in the longer run. Quarterly reports on
ficult to value, even though significant progress has environmental progress are unlikely to be met with
been made in this area. In particular, many of the as much anticipation as the quarterly reports of
estimates used were based on the contingent valua- changes in the gross national product. Other than the
tion method-even though many economists are acute damages, it is most important to scrutinize
concerned about estimates that are based on "hypo- environmental effects on a long-term basis. Measur-
thetical answers to hypothetical questions," because ing and evaluating trends on a consistent basis lays
there is no economic commitment on the part of the a foundation for evaluating environmental progress
respondent. In addition, many of the estimates were and provides a starting point for more comprehens-
"transferred" from other studies that may encom- ive assessments of economnic and environmental pol-
pass a different geography (for example, air damages icy. An accounting framework can stimulate the
were based on nationwide estimates) or time period development of such data systems.
(for example, hiking values were based on a series of Although some may doubt the authenticity of the
studies conducted in 1976-81). reported differences in environmental conditions in

Sensitivity analyses show that conclusions about Chesapeaka over time, it is probably true that the
the relative magnitudes of waste disposal service important environmental actions take place in only
values and damages depend on the assumptions a few sectors. Even with the different data sets used
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for Chesapeaka, discharges and ernissions were rel- changes are all important but the evidence on their relative
atively concentrated across sectors. This finding is importance has been sparse. In addition, integration can
unlikely to change with better data and suggests that sometimes be improved substantially by merely showing
it is possible to apply environmental and economic environmental-economic connections thatwereunknown.
policy more efficiently.
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Integration of Economic Concerns
into Economic Analyses with Special

Emphasis on Valuation Issues

Ernst Lutz and Mohan Munasinghe

his chapter reviews current approaches to the nomic analysis is an important means of making theT economic analysis of projects and policies and allocation process more efficient.
discusses some possibilities for better integrat- Because of the worldwide concern about the envi-

ing environmental concerns into public ronment, greater emphasis is being placed on envi-
decisionmaking. Current practices are first sunmma- ronmentalsustainabilityasanimportantcriterionfor
rized as they relate to the analysis of traditional sound natural resource management. More attention
projects, to public expenditure and investment re- is also being given to intergenerational equity and
views, and to the analysis of policies pertaining to the role of discountratesineconomic calculations. At
various sectors of the economy or to structural or the World Bank, this growing interest in environ-
sectoral adjustment operations. The second part of mental issues over the past decades culminated in
the chapter deals with four key issues: physical im- November 1989 in the issuing of the environmental
pacts of projects and policies, their monetary valua- assessments operational directive (EAOD), which
tion, the discount rate, and risk and uncertainty. The makes environmental impact assessment mandatory
emphasis is on methods of valuing environmental for all Bank projects (see World Bank 1989: annex A).
impacts. Where possible, practical examples are Thus environmental analysis has been elevated to the
given that should be useful for "broadly based" anal- same level of importance as the three traditional
yses, which can better deal with what has often been aspects of project evaluation: financial, economic,
referred to as "externalities." and technical analyses. The valuation of environ-

mental impacts takes on added urgency in this con-
A Review of Current Practices text, to help environmental concerns become

incorporated into the normal process of
Most governments pursue certain general objec- decisionmaking in all Bank operations.

tives, usually connected with economic growth, in-
come distribution or poverty alleviation, and proper Economic Analysis of Projects
management of natural resources. There may be
some complementarities in these objectives, but it is Project analysis is a method of presenting the
accepted that they cannot be achieved without some choice between competing uses of resources in a
tradeoffs, at least in the short term. Given the existing systematic fashion (see World Bank 1989: statement
scarcities of financial and human resources in devel- 2.21; Ray 1984). Costs and benefits are assessed with
oping countries and the emerging pressures on envi- a common yardstick. Benefits are defined with re-
ronmental resources, it is particularly important to gard to their effects on human well-being. Costs are
use these limited resources prudently. Sound eco- defined in terms of their opportunity cost, which is

198
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the benefit forgone by not using these resources in are made early on in the project cycle. These options
the best of the available alternative investments. may differ greatly in their environmental impact as

well as their general economic contribution. There-
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS AS OPPOSED TO FINANCIAL fore, including environmental effects in the early

ANALYSIS. Economic analysis of projects differs from economic analyses, however approximately, should
financial analysis. The latter focuses on the money improve the quality of future decisionmaking.
profits accruing to the project entity. Various finan-
cial indicators based on both the stocks and flows of Public Investment Reviews
financial resources are used to address issues such as
the entity's ability to meet its financial obligations An important lending institution like the World
and to finance future investments. In contrast, the Bank needs to consider not only the viability of indi-
economic analysis of a project measures the effect on vidual projects, but also the overall investment pro-
the efficiencyobjectives with respect to the whole econ- gram of a country. The Bank's leverage is limited,
omy. Rather than financial prices, shadow prices are and governments are often sensitive about outsiders'
used that reflect opportunity cost, including valua- views on priority setting based on explicit criteria,
tion of externalities wherever practical. The cost and particularly when "national security concerns" are
benefit streams are compared and indicators such as involved in the justification of projects, or when pro-
net present value (NVP) and internal rate of return jects are unduly influenced by political considera-
(1RR) are calculated. Sensitivity analyses are under- tions that are not necessarily economically rational.
taken to determine which components of the project Nevertheless, appraisal of a country's public invest-
areparticularlyimportantforasatisfactoryoutcome. ment program (PIP) is important. Money is fungible,

and the financing of a sound project by the Bank
SOCIAL COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS (SCBA). Basic cost- might permit a country to utilize its own or other

benefit analysis (CBA) uses economically efficient val- resources to finance a project that may make only a
ues of costs and benefits to determine which projects limited contribution to its general objectives.
contribute the most to the growth and efficiency The main purpose of public investment/expendi-
objective of the economy, independent of who the ture reviews (PI/ERS) is to provide governments ad-
beneficiaries are. The SCBA tries to take income distri- vice on the size and composition of their spending
bution effects into account by assigning higher programs and on ways to strengthen local institu-
weights to benefits accrued by the poor (see, for tions with a view to enhancing each country's own
example, Squire and van der Tak 1975).' abilities to design and implement such programs.

Such reviews have also been used to carry out basic
PASTSHORTCOMINGSWrHREGARDTOTHEfENVIRON- sector work and to identify projects appropriate for

MENT. In principle, economic analyses are supposed World Bank support. PI/ERs could play a vital role in
to take into account all the costs and benefits of a the Bank's country dialogue, in that expenditure de-
project. In the case of environmental impacts, how- cisions by core planning and finance agencies will
ever, economic analysis has been faced with two determine whether a country can achieve the Bank's
basic problems. First, environmental impacts are objectives of structural adjustment, poverty allevia-
often difficult to measure in physical terms. Second, tion, and sound management of natural resources.
even when they can be measured in physical terms, Recommendations on spending priorities are fre-
their monetary valuation can be a problem. All the quently incorporated into Bank lending-either
same, a greater effort needs to be made to "internal- through project loans or policy-based loans.
ize" as many environmental costs and benefits as Resource costs of PI/ERs tend to be quite high. On
possible by measuring them in money terms and average for 1985-86, each PI/ER used some twenty
integrating these values into the economic appraisal. staff members and about 100 staff weeks.

An analysis of past Pi/ERs undertaken by the Bank
IMPORTANCE OF CONSIDERING ENVIRONMENTAL EF- has concluded that the cost-effectiveness of PI/ERS

FECTSEARLYIN THEPROJECTCYCLE. The main purpose can be improved in a number of ways (see de Melo
of the economic analysis of a project is to ascertain 1988). First, clear, achievable objectives need tobeset.
whether the project can be expected to create more The primary goal should be to give objective advice
net benefits than any other mutually exclusive op- to the government on the level and composition of
tion, including the option of not carrying the project expenditures. That goal could encompass a particu-
out. The consideration of alternative options is there- lar theme, like macroeconomic balance, pipeline de-
fore a key feature in proper project analysis. Often, velopment, or institutional development. Second,
important choices about alternative project options over and above the core of the review (which would
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cover the PIP and recurrent expenditures for the main PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IN THE NATIONAL IN-
sectors), the issues need to be carefully selected and COME ACCOUNTS. Performance is currently measured
tailor-made to country circumstances. Third, the by the growth in gross domestic product (GDP), and
Bank should avoid taking direct responsibility for policy reforms are justified routinely on the basis of
drawing up the PIP. Fourth, more resources should their short-, medium-, or long-term contribution to
be used upstream for sector work, which can then such growth. Although GDP measures market activ-
feed into the PI/ER. Fifth, for a crisis mission, a de- ity reasonably well, it has been criticized for its ne-
tailed aide-memoire will be more timely and often glect of nonmarket value added.2 More important,
more cost-effective than a full report. In a situation since GDP does not consider the depreciatiorn of man-
that is not a crisis, a series of visits by sector special- made capital and also leaves out the degradation of
ists may be convenient and cost-effective, as long as "natural capital," it is an inaccurate measure of true,
the report coordinator assumes a strong role in con- sustainable income (see, for example, Hicks 1946;
ceptualizing the study. Ahmad, El Serafy, and Lutz 1989; Lutz and

In the past, PIPs may not have given adequate Munasinghe 1991).
weight to environmental objectives in comparison What is needed is a framework that addresses the
with efficiency and poverty alleviation. Investment above concerns and permits the computation of an
reviews dearly have the potential to elevate environ- environmentally adjusted net domestic product
mental concerns to an appropriate level and thereby (EDP) and an environmentally adjusted net income
can help countries avoid making investments that (ENI), as discussed in this volume. Such measures
carry adverse long-term consequences. The expendi- would help to better capture environmental services,
ture reviews are perhaps less crucial; nevertheless, account for the depreciation of both man-made and
these could be used to ensure that conservation-ori- natural capital, exdude relevant categories of defen-
ented agencies, for example, are getting a fair share sive environmental expenditures, and estimate dam-
of current government expenditures. ages as a result of economic activities.

Analysis of Economic Policies TRACING POLICY EFFECTS ON THE NATURAL
RESOURCE BASE. Interactions between the economic

The last guidelines on the economic analysis of system and the environment are complex and
projects were issued in 1980 and dealt exdusively people's understanding of them limited. The ideal
with projects in a narrow sense. Since then, sectoral would be to have access to a comprehensive model
and structural adjustment lending has increased rap- that traces the package of policy reform through the
idly and stabilized at about 25 percent of Bank lend- economic and ecological system. Time and data lim-
ing. Also, "hybrid" projects are being financed that itations preclude the use of such models in most
contain elements of both investment-type and pol- developing countries. Practical policy analysis is
icy-based operations. From the point of view of usually limited to a more "partial equilibrium" ap-
sound analysis, consistent economic criteria should proach thatseeks to trace the mostimportant impacts
apply to the whole spectrum of "projects" that are of specificreforms, firstqualitatively and, where pos-
being financed. sible, quantitatively.

Most of the policy and institutional reforms sup- Several studies contain practical examples of what
ported under structural adjustment loans are in- an analyst can do with even limited time and re-
tended to increase the efficiency of the economy and sources (see Repetto 1988; Binswanger 1989; Mahar
to further economic growth. The extent to which 1989; Sebastian and Alicbusan 1989; Lutz and Daly
economic growth is increased by the reforms is sel- 1991; Lutz 1992; Lutz and Young 1992). Binswanger
dom explicitly expressed in quantitative terms. The (1989) showed that in Brazil general tax policies,
design of policy reforms would be improved if a special tax incentives, the rules of land allocation,
greater effort could be made to identify and then and the agricultural credit system all have served to
estimate (wherever possible) the costs and benefits of accelerate deforestation in the Amazon. These poli-
such packages, by comparing the standard "with- cies have also increased the size of landholdings and
policy" and "without-policy" projections (Kanbur reduced the chances of thepoor of becoming farmers.
1990: 27). Mahar's (1989) historical analysis of government pol-

A number of observations can be made about rec- icies and programs in Brazil traces many of today's
ognizing and induding environmental concerns ex- problems in the Amazon to the decision in the mid-
plicitly in economic analyses of macroeconomic 1960s to provide overland access to Amazonia-a
policies, particularly with respect to national income decision made before anything was known about the
accounts and the environmental effects of macroeconomic region's natural resource base and how to develop it
policies on the natural resource base. in a sustainable manner. This initial error was com-
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pounded by subsequent decisions to provide gener- elsewhere, and that now researchers have little in-
ous incentives to investors willing to undertake en- centive to undertake thorough, in-depth analyses of
vironmentally questionable livestock projects, and projects.
more recently, smelting projects in the Greater Car- In view of the existing discrepancy between what
ajas area. Official settlement projects have also con- ought to, or could be, done and what is actually being
tributed to deforestation, although it would be done, the question arises whether it is realistic to
wrong to place all the blame on the settlers. Pushed expect more thorough treatment of externality is-
by poverty and skewed land distributions in their sues, as proposed later in the chapter. The answer is
regions of origin, the settlers have merely responded that even when task managers have limited re-
to incentives created by the government in the form sources at their disposal, natural resource and envi-
of access roads, titles to public lands, various public ronmental issues may make the difference between
services, and, in the case of the Transamazon scheme, the success and failure of a project or policy. There-
subsistence allowances. fore, even under budget constraints, depending on

In a study on Costa Rica, Lutz and Daly (1991) the nature of the project or policy reform package,
reviewed incentives and regulations and attempted more resources should be spent on environmentally
to assess how these affect deforestation and sustain- orented economic analysis, preferably early on in
able land use. They found that most of the present the project cycle. Even in cases where the physical
deforestation in Costa Rica is not being carried out impact on the environment cannot be easily valued
by squatters, but is driven by profit and asset maxi- in economic terms, the techniques of multiobjective
mization motives of the proper owners of the land. analysis may be used to improve the quality of the
In the past, livestock subsidies also played a role, but investment decision. The next section considers the
these have been abolished. More empirical work needs "best practice" that can be pursued to better integrate
to be done to guide public policy in this area, partic- natural resource and environmental issues into eco-
ularly in assessing both the private and public costs nomic analyses of projects and policies.
and benefits of deforestation and land-use practices.

In another study, Lutz and Young (1992) traced the Incorporating Environmental Costs
effects of agricultural policies on the natural resource and Benefits into the Economic Analysis
base. Some of these can be assessed relatively easily, of Projects and Policies
at least in quantitative terms. For example, where the
removal of a fertilizer or pesticide subsidy is being As mentioned at the outset, measuring environ-
considered in an adjustment program, it is clear that, mental costs and benefits consists of four principal
as a result of the proposed reform, government ex- tasks: (a) determining the physical impacts and rela-
penditures will decrease, farmers'use of these inputs tionships, (b) determining their monetary value, (c)
will decrease, and environmental side effects will discounting, and (d) assessing risk and uncertainty.
tend to diminish as welL The quantitative effects The methods of valuing environmental effects are of
depend on the relative elasticities involved. primary interest here.

For certain policy or institutional reforms it may
not be possible a priori to determine the environmen- Physical Impacts and Relationships
tal impact in either the short or long run, since there
may be both positive and negative environmental The first step in doing environmentally sound eco-
effects. The net effect may depend on the size of the nomic analyses is to determine the environmental
relevant parameters, which are case-specific and and natural resource impacts of theproject or policies
which one would have to actually estimate to get the in question. These impacts are determined by com-
answer. In the case of higher agricultural prices in paring the "with-project" and the "without-project"
developing countries (for example, because of the scenarios. The latter may be difficult to predict, espe-
exchange rate, tariff reform, or liberalization of trade cially in the case of policy-based loans, since it is not
in industrial countries), environmental effects may necessarily asimpleprojection of existing trends. The
be negative (Lutz 1992), but one cannot know that for level of difficulty varies greatly-from relatively
sure without empirical analysis. easy tasks, such as determining the solid waste pro-

duction of an industrial plant, to extremely complex
The Case for More Environmental Analysis under ones, such as estimating the environmental impact of
Resource Constraints a trade policy reform, the health impact of air pollu-

tion, or even the impact of soil erosion on agricultural
Little and Mirrlees (1990) have pointed out that productivity.

between the mid-1970s and 1990 there was a rise and In determining physical impacts, the economist
decline of project appraisal in the World Bank and will have to rely on the expertise of engineers, ecolo-
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gists, agronomists, social scientists, and others who farm production should be considered. Another ex-
can be of assistance. How far economists can go in ample is the increase in tourist receipts due to envi-
their valuation depends on what those other dis- ronmental investments (World Bank 1990).
ciplines know about physical relationships. Some
physical relationships may not be known well, may Loss of earnings. Changes in environmental qual-
be stochastic in nature, or may only occur over the ity can have significant effects on human health.
long term. Obviously, much empirical work is Ideally, the monetary value of health impacts should
needed in this area. be determined by the willingness of individuals to

pay for improved health. In practice, the analyst may
Valuing the Impacts in Economic Terms have to resort to "second-best" techniques, such as

using forgone earnings through premature death,
The second step in analyzing envirornmental ef- sickness, or absenteeism and increased medical ex-

fects is to determine the physical impacts and rela- penditures. This approach may be relevant, for ex-
tionships. A number of conceptual approaches and ample, when considering road and industrial plant
techniques have been developed for that purpose. safety or projects that affect air pollution in major
An environmental impact can show itself in a mea- cities of developing countries.
surable change in production or a change in environ- The "value-of-health" approach is often ques-
mental quality. Depending on the types of effects, tioned on ethical grounds. It is argued that it dehu-
different methods are appropriate. manizes life, which is considered to have infinite

The main methods and approaches discussed value. In practice, however, society implicitly places
below are applicable or potentially applicable in de- finite values on human life and health in policy and
veloping countries. The techniques are presented in project decisions that affect the quality of the envi-
decreasing order of their reliance on market informa- ronment, workers' safety, or health. If this was not
tion, beginning with those that rely on actual market so, we would be justified in spending all of GDP on
prices and ending with survey-based and other hy- health improvements.
pothetical methods.3 In the case of an increase or a reduction in the

numbers of deaths, a first estimate is approximated
DiRECr VALUATION METHODS. The primary feature by the loss in estimated future earnings of the indi-

of the methods considered in this section is that they viduals involved. An increase or reduction in sick-
are directly based on market prices or productivity. nesses can be approximated by the sum of medical
This is possible where a change in environmental costs and the loss in earnings.
quality affects actual production or productive capa-
bility. Two approaches are discussed. The first deals Actualdefensiveorpreventiveexpenditures. Individ-
with changes in productivity in connection with a uals, firms, and governments undertake a variety of
change in the environmental quality; the second is "defensive expenditures" in order to avoid or reduce
concerned with loss of earnings. unwanted environmental effects. Environmental

damages are often difficult to assess, but information
Change in productivity. Development projects can on defensive expenditures may be available or can be

affect production and productivity positively or neg- obtained at lesser cost than direct valuations of the
atively. A land management project involving soil environmental good in question. Such actual expen-
conservation measures, for example, can lead to ditures indicate that individuals, firms, or govern-
higher agricultural output than would be the case in ments judge the resultant benefits to be greater than
the "without-project" situation. The incremental out- the costs. The defensive expenditures can then be
put can be valued by using standard economic interpreted as a minimum valuation of benefits.4

prices. Caution should be exercised with this approach
The environmental costs of reclaiming wetlands or however, especially in cases where defensive expen-

of water pollution are now being recognized. Where ditures are arbitrarily mandated by goverrunents
these affect the fish catch either in the short or long and have little or no relationship to market forces or
term, the value of the catch can be estimated directly free choices by informed economic agents.
by using actual or projected market prices.

An empirical example of the change-in-productiv- METMODS BASED ON SURROGATE MARKET VALUES.
ity approach is the study by Anderson (1988), which The methods and techniques described in this section
measured the benefits of afforestation in Nigeria. It use market information indirectly. The approaches
has been shown that shelterbelts in northern Nigeria discussed are the property value approach, the wage
have a significant effect on crop yields, generally in differential approach, the travel cost method, and the
the range of 10 to 30 percent. Therefore, in addition use of marketed goods as surrogates for non-
to the wood production, the benefits from increased marketed goods. Each technique has its particular
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advantages and disadvantages, as well as special Marketed goods as proxies for nonmarketed goods. In
requirements for data and resources. The task of the some situations environmental goods have dose
analyst is to determine which of the techniques might substitutes that are marketed, and therefore the value
be applicable to a particular situation. of the environmental good in question can be ap-

proximated by the observed market price. For exam-
Property value. This approach is also referred to as ple, the value of a nonmarketed variety of fish can be

the hedonic price technique, and it is a subset of the valued at the price of the most similar fish being sold
more general land value approach. The objective in local markets.
here is to determine the implicit prices of certain
characteristics of properties. In the environmental MHODS BASED ON POTENTIAL EXPENDITURES OR

area, the aim of the method is to place a value on the WILLNGNESS-TO-PAY. Sometimes it is not possible to
benefits of environmental quality improvements or estimate the benefits of envirommental quality pro-
to estimate the costs of a deterioration. tection or improvements. In some of these cases ben-

The property value approach has been used to efits can be estimated by calculating the costs of
analyze the effects of air pollution in certain areas. replacing the environmental services that have been,
Where pollution is localized, the method compares or might be, destroyed by a project, or by estimating
prices of houses in affected areas with houses of what people might be willing to pay to protect an
equal size and similar neighborhood characteristics environmental asset. Once again, great care needs to
elsewhere in the same metropolitan area. The ap- be exercised to avoid improper valuation.
proach is based on the assumption of a competitive
real estate market, and its demands on information Replacement cost. The objective here is to estimate
and statistical analysis are significant; therefore, it the costs that would have to be incurred to replace a
has limited applicability to developing countries. damaged asset. The estimate is not a measure of the

benefit of avoiding the damage in the first place,
Wage differentiaL This approach is based on the since the damage costs may be higher or lower than

theory that in a competitive market the demand for the replacement cost. This is an appropriate tech-
labor equals the value of the marginal product, and nique if there is some compelling reason to repair the
that the supply of labor varies with working and damage.
living conditions in an area. A higher wage is there- The replacement cost approach has been applied
fore necessary to persuade workers to locate in pol- to estimate the benefits of erosion prevention mea-
luted areas or to undertake more risky occupations. sures by calculating the value of fertilizer needed to
Again, as in the case of the property value approach, replace the nutrients lost through soil erosion. The
the wage differential approach can only be followed method only applies if, in the absence of erosion
if the labor market is competitive. Also, the approach control measures, the fertilizer would actually be
only reflects the private valuation of health risks, not applied. Another example would be the cost of an
social ones. artificial fish nursery to estimate the value of wet-

lands that might be impaired by a project.
Travel cost. This approach is most often connected

with recreational analysis in industrial countries, Shadow project. Projects that have negative envi-
where it can serve to measure the benefits produced ronmental impacts can be evaluated by assessing the
by recreation sites (parks, lakes, forests, wilderness). design and costing of one or more "shadow projects"
Essentially the same approach can be used to value that provide substitute environmental services to
"travel time" in projects dealing with fuelwood and compensate for the loss of environmental assets
water collection (see Hanley 1989). under the ongoing projects. This approach is essen-

The surrounding area of a site is divided into tially the same as the replacement cost approach and
concentric zones of increasing distance. (Visiting the is increasingly being mentioned as a possible way of
various zones involves different travel costs). A sur- applying the concept of sustainability at the project
vey of users, conducted at the site, determines the level. The underlying assumption is that there is a
zone of origin, visitation rates, travel costs, and var- constraint to maintain environmental capital intact
ious socioeconomic characteristics. Users close to the and therefore the shadow project could be particu-
site would be expected to make more use of it, be- larly useful when "critical" environmental assets are
cause its implicit price, as measured by travel costs, at risk.
is lower than it is for the more distant users. The
survey results can be used to construct a demand Contingent valuation. Where people's preferences
curve and to determine the associated consumers' are not revealed in markets, the contingent valuation
surplus. This surplus represents an estimate of the method tries to obtain information on consumers'
value of the environmental good in question. preferences by posing direct questions aboutwilling-
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ness to pay. It basically asks people what they are level represents the broad objectives (for example, to
willing to pay for a benefit, or what they are willing improve the quality of life), often vaguely stated and
to accept by way of compensation to tolerate a cost. hence not readily pursued. Some of these, however,
The "asking" may be conducted either through a can be broken down into more operational lower-
direct questionnaire or survey, or by experimental level objectives (for example, to increase income), so
techniques in which subjects respond to various that the extent to which the latter are met may be
stimuli in "laboratory" conditions. The objective is to practically assessed. Sometimes only proxies are
obtain personal valuations of increases or decreases available (if the objective is "to enhance recreation
in the quantity of some good, contingent on a hypo- opportunities," for example, the attribute "number
thetical market. Willingness to pay is constrained by of recreation days" can be used). Although value
the income level of the respondent, whereas willing- judgments may be required to choose the proper
ness to accept payment for a loss is not constrained. attribute (especiallyif proxies are involved), themea-
Estimates of willingness to accept tend to be several surement does not have to be expressed in monetary
times greater than willingness-to-pay estimates. terms, which is not the case for the single-criterion

When Pearce and Markandya (1989) compared the methodologies used in economic cost-benefit analy-
contingent valuation method with other, more mar- sis. Here, more explicit recognition is given to the fact
ket-based methods, they found that estimates over- that a variety of concerns may be associated with
lap in seven studiesinindustrial countries if accuracy planning decisions.
is expressed as plus or minus 60 percent of the esti- An intuitive understanding of the fundamentals of
mates computed. This result provides some reassur- multiobjective decisionmaking can be arrived at
ance that a rigorously applied contingent valuation through a two-dimensional graphical exposition
method, although not very precise, can produce val- such as the one presented in figure 11-1. Assume that
uations of the right order of magnitude. This may a project has two noncommensurable and conflicting
be sufficient to rule out certain alternative projects objectives,Z1 and Z2. Assume further that alternative
or favor others, which can be valuable in decision- projects or solutions to the problem (A, B, and C) have
making. been identified. Clearly, point B is superior (or dom-

The contingent valuation method has mnany short- inates) to A in terms of both Z1 and Z2. Thus alterna-
comings, especially when it comes to designing, im- tive A may be discarded. However, we cannot make
plementing, and interpreting questionnaires. 5 such a simple choice between solutions B and C since
Although its applicability may be limited, develop- the former is better than the latter with respect to
ing countries now have considerable experience in objective Z2, but worse with respect to ZI. In general,
applying this survey-based approach, for example, more points (or solutions) such as B and C may be
in evaluating the quality of the potable water supply identified to define the set of all nondominated fea-
and electricity services.6 sible solution points that form a Pareto optimal curve

In certain circumstances, contingent valuation (or curve of best options). This line is also called a
may be the only technique available for estimating transformation curve or efficient frontier.
benefits. Indeed, it has been applied to common Foranunconstrained problem, alternatives cannot
property resources; amenity resources with scenic, be ranked further without value judgments. Specific
ecological, or other characteristics; or to other situa- information has to be elicited from the decisionma-
tions in which market information is not available. ker to determine the most preferred solution. In its
Caution should be exercised in seeking some of the most complete form, such information may be sum-
more abstract benefits of environmental assets, such marized by a family of equipreference curves that
as existence value of an asset that may never be used, indicate the way in which the decisionmaker trades
but promises psychic satisfaction merely because it off one objective against the other, as illustrated in
exists (see, for example, Randall and Stoll 1983). figure 11-1. The preferred alternative is the one that

results in the greatest utility-which occurs (for con-
MULTIOBJECIVE DECISIONMAKING. The methods tinuous decision variables as shown here) at the

described in the preceding section seek monetary point D, where the highest equipreference curve is
estimates of the costs and benefits of a given project. tangent with the Pareto optimal curve. In this case,
When projects and policies and their impacts are to point E (on an even higher equipreference curve) is
be embedded in a system of broader (national) objec- not attainable.
tives, some of which cannot be easily quantified in Several multicriteria methods have been devel-
monetaryterms,multiobjectivedecisionmakingpro- oped.7 Which of them is most likely to identify the
vides a way of identifying the optimal choice among "best" alternative available depends on the nature of
investment options or policies available. the decision. For instance, interactive involvement of

Desirable objectives need to be specified. These the decisionmaker has proved useful when there are
tend to exhibit a hierarchical structure. The highest a large number of decision variables and complex
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Figure 11-1. Pareto Optimal Curve ysis is to calculate the rate at which the cost and
and Isopreference Curves benefit streams are to be discounted, as is commonly

done in cost-benefit analysis. This is a particularly

Objective z, important step where environmental costs and ben-
Increasing efits are concerned, since at least some of them are
preference long term in nature.

In standard analysis, past costs and benefits are
treated as "sunk" and are ignored in decisions about
the present and future. Future costs and benefits are

Pario D discounted to their equivalent present value and
optimal Equi- then compared. In theory, in a perfect market the
curve preference interest rate measures both the subjective rate of time

A \ curves preference and the rate of productivity of capital.
These rates are equated at the margin by the market,
so that the rate at which individuals are willing to

Objective Z2 trade present for future values is just equal at the
margin to the rate at which they are able to transform
present goods into future goods by capital investment

Because financial markets are imperfect and sub-
causal interrelationships. Some objectives can be ject to distortions introduced by government taxa-
dealt with through direct optimization, whereas oth- tion, the rate of time preference and the rate of capital
ers require that certain standards be met (for exam- productivity are not equal. Also, individual deci-
ple, the level of biological oxygen demand must not sions differ from social decisions in that individuals
be below 5 milligrams per liter). are mortal and societies are quasiimmortal. Thus one

The main advantage of multiobjective decision strong reason for individual preference-the cer-
models is that they allow for a more accurate repre- tainty of death coupled with the uncertainty of when
sentation of decision problems, in the sense that sev- it will occur-is absent from the point of view of the
eral objectives can be accounted for. The problem, community. So the community has reason to dis-
however, lies in deciding whose preferences are to be count the future less than individuals.
considered. The model is designed to assist only a It has been suggested that lower discount rates
single decisionmaker (or a homogeneous group). should beused for environmental projects with long-
Various interested groups are likely to assign differ- run benefits. If they were used, the ecologically
ent priorities to the respective objectives, and it may sound activities would pass the cost-benefit test
not be possible to determine a single "best" solution more frequently, with the result that a larger number
via the multiobjective model. Also, the mathematical of projects would pass the test and thereby put addi-
framework of the model may not be well suited to tional stress on the environment (see Markandya and
representingplanning problems. Nonlinear, stochas- Pearce 1988). Environmental cost-benefit analyses
tic, and dynamic formulations could help define the should therefore rely on the standard opportunity
problem better, but a whole new dimension of com- cost of capital (for example, 10 percent) in calculating
plexity would thereby be introduced in formulating the NVP and should make it the comparator in com-
and solving the model (Cocklin 1989). puting the IRR. In addition, short and long-term costs

Nevertheless, in constructing the model analysts and benefits should be estimated with great care, and
communicate information about the nature of the close attention given to nonmonetary consequences
problem. They specify what factors are important (including those that might be irreversible).
and how they interact. Liebman (1976) observed that
modeling is thinking made public and therefore its Risk and Uncertainty
most important contribution is this transfer of
knowledge. As for the question of diverse prefer- Projects and policies alike carry risks and uncer-
ences, Liebman suggests that it is useful to construct tainties. Risks arise when probabilities can be as-
models from differing perspectives and compare the signed to the likelihood that an event (such as an
results. industrial accident) will occur. Uncertainty arises

when little is known about future impacts and there-
The Discount Rate fore no probabilities can be assigned to certain out-

comes, or the outcomes are so novel that they cannot
After the physical effects of projects and policies be anticipated.

have been determined and, where possible, their Risk can be insured against and treated as a cost,
monetary value estimated, the next step in the anal- but uncertainty defies actuarial principles because of
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the novelty of the outcomes. That chlorofluoro- lyze consequences and risks that cannot be measured
carbons would deplete the ozone layer was an un- in monetary terms. Such an approach, together with
known outcome and thus they could not have been sound judgement, are at present the best inputs into
costed as a risk when they were introduced. Uncer- decisionmaking.
tainty is especially important where environmental Future research needs to concentrate not so much
issues are concerned, particularly as projects grow on theory or techniques, but on the application of
larger in scale and introduce novel substances into existing methodologies to concrete problems, partic-
the environment. Risk becomes less relevant in these ularly in developing countries.
cases. Risk should be counted as a cost in expected
value formulations, but uncertainty should be Notes
treated with great caution-if one cannot see very far
ahead, slow down. 1. In practice, formal weighing systems have seldom

Much work has been undertaken on the subject of been used in project analysis. Income distribution, and
risk and uncertainty in project appraisal. For a recent indeed other social goals, have typically been treated in an
treatment, see Anderson and Quiggin (1990). In prac- ad hoc fashion.
tice, the risk and uncertainty associated with projects 2. This includes household activities and those in the
can be assessed through sensitivity analyses, which informal sector and the underground economy. For valua-
determine the extent to which the IRR depends on tion of such activities, see Peskin and Peskin (1978).
different variables. Analyses should also be under- 3. Valuable reference texts are Hufschmidt and others
taken to determine how enviromnental features can (1983); Dixon and Hufschmidt (1986); Pearce and
affect the IRR of a project, and how the project might Markandya (1989); Schramm and Warford (1989); and
affect natural resources and the environment. Dixon and others (1988); and Dixon and Sherman (1990).

4. Considerable work is going on to identify defensive
Conclusions expenditures. Such expendituresby firms are treated inthe

current system of national accounts as intermediate costs
Public decisionmaking must take into account the and are therefore not part of value added or final output.

effects of environmental degradation if societies In contrast, defensive expenditures by households and
hope to manage their natural resources efficiently govermments are treated as final expenditures and in-
and formulate a practical strategy for sustainable cluded in GDP. This practice is being questioned, and pro-
development In particular, the economic analysis of posals are being discussed to change this.
projects and policies can help a country invest its 5. See, for example, several papers appearing in Energy
scarce resources in a way that will contribute to such Journal 9 (1988), which is a special issue on electricity
objectives. "External factors" have often been ne- reliability.
glected in the past, but these should now be internal- 6. For examples of contingent valuation studies of water
ized to the extent possible. In this regard, rough supply and electric power, see Whittington and others
qualitative assessments early in the project cycle can (1990); and Munasinghe (1990: chaps. 2,7,8, and 9).
have a high payoff by making it possible to exclude 7. For an introductory overview relevant to natural
alternatives that are not sound from an environmen- resource analysis, see Munasinghe (1991). An extensive
tal point of view, pay closer attention to those that survey that includes references to about 150 applications
are sound, and redesign the latter to achieve sustain- has been done by Romero and Rehman (1987). A shorter,
able development goals. but more recent survey, which discusses multicriteria

The principles discussed in this chapter concern- methodologies with a particular focus on rural develop-
ing the valuation of environmental costs and benefits ment, was done by Petry (1990).
have been applied in only a limited number of actual
situations. More case study work will therefore be References
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Economic Depreciation of Mineral Stocks
and the Contribution of El Serafy

John Hartwick and Anja Hageman

T he practice of deducting some value from gross ing the appropriate charge from GDP to form net
domestic product (GDP) to allow for the deple- domestic product (NDP). We follow the latter course

.Ttion of national mineral stocks seems to have and analyze the "appropriate charge."
won widespread support in recent years. How to The next section presents a detailed statement of
calculate the correct value to be deducted has proved currently constructed gross national product (GNP)
more controversiaL This chapter explores the main and net national product (NNP; NDP) and such mag-
concepts underlying the controversy: economic de- nitudes adjusted for mineral stock depletion. This
preciation, its relationship to mineral stock deple- sets the stage for the necessary deduction from GDP.
tion, and the various measures of its value. The sections that follow deal with its relationship to

El Serafy (1981, 1989) has introduced a formula the El Serafy formula, an application of El Serafy's
and a method of applying theformulaformaking the formula and method, a comparison of methods of
appropriate deduction, based on ideas in Hicks's measuring economic depredation, the incorporation
well-known chapter 13 in Value and Capital ([19391 of mineral discoveries in the national accounts, and
1946). El Serafy and others have linked this formula popular misunderstandings of economic deprecia-
to Hicks's notion of asset "income" as a permanently tion. Mathematical detail is found in the appendixes.
sustainable potential consumption stream generated
by the asset. This prompted us to spend some time Income
retracing the analysis in Hicks as it relates to potential
consumption sustainability and depreciation. Gross domestic product is meant to measure eco-

The discussion opens with an explanation of the nomic activity in a nation, and therefore this calcula-
Hicksian understanding of income and its impLied tion is taken to include the revenues from many
definition of economic depreciation. El Serafy's for- different productive activities. The problem is that
mula and method of applying it are taken up next. aggregating the revenues from productive activities
The formula turns out to be a clear linear descendant may yield an overestimate of true income. What then
of formulas in Canning (1929) and is found to mea- is true income? Hicks's view of income, to which El
sure economic depreciation exactly for one special Serafy subscAibes, is based on a concept that was
problem of durable asset use. As for the method El understood by economists earlier than Hicks. Ap-
Serafy proposes, it tracks actual economic deprecia- pendix 12-1 discusses its history.
tion closely in one simulation of a general problem
of optimal exploitation of a mineral deposit. El Serafy The Hick&-El Serafy Concept of Income
(1989, 1991) asserts that resource receipts should be
modified before they enter gross GDP so that only the Imagine that your only possible source of income
legitimate contribution of resources to value added is a bank account of amount V. If the interest rate is
is counted there; others speak of including resource r per period, then you can enjoy an income of rV per
receipts in their entirety in gross GDP and of deduct- period. If, however, you withdraw more than rV in
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any one period, are you enjoying a higher level of machine in good repair or a bank account represent
income? Hicks says no. The amount of money you an infinite stream of rentals. It is possible, however,
take from your principal is not considered income to think of an infinite stream of earnings from a mine
but depreciation of your asset (the bank account). by imagining that its owners sell the mine, deposit
Unless you use the extra money to buy a capital good the sale price into the bank, and live off the interest
yielding at least as high a return as the bank interest ever after. In this way any finite stream of rentals can
rate r, you cannot enjoy a level of consumption be equated to an annuity received every year into the
greater than rV indefinitely; in fact, spending more future.
than your interest earnings reduces the income you So the receipts from a wasting asset, even a mine,
can expect in the future. are part income and part depreciation. Suppose that

Similarly, consider a capital good that produces there is a mine worth V. Its receipts are partly income,
salable commodities for you; it earns you a rental, the interest that V could sustain if it were a bank
that is, some receipts net of costs per period. Failing account, and partly depreciation, the money that has
to spend on maintenance and repairs will leave you to be reinvested, not consumed, if its owners are to
with lower costs and largernetreceiptsin one period, maintain the same level of income from the mine
but will jeopardize your earnings in the future. forever. The mining receipts that they invest, per-
Keynes names the "current disinvestment involved haps in a bank account, can ensure them an income
in using the equipment" "user cost" (1936: chap. 6 long after the mine has been closed.
and its appendix; this quotation is found in the sec- Another way of looking at an exhaustible deposit
ond paragraph of the appendix). User cost, or depre- of a resource is to compare it to a paycheck received
ciation of the equipment, is, in simple cases, the this week that is meant to last for four weeks. That
difference between the value of a capital good, un- paycheck does not represent your income this week
used and well maintained, at the end of an interval (Hicks [193911946:172). In the words of Hicks ([19391
and the value of the same capital good when used in 1946: 184): "We ask, not how much a person actually
production.' This intuitively captures the definition does receive in the current week, but how much he
of economic depreciation discussed in this chapter, would be receiving if he were getting a standard
namely the loss in value of a capital good from opti- stream of the same present value as his actual ex-
mal use. Hotelling (1925: 349) provided an early pected receipts. That amount is his income."3

statement of this notion. True income from a capital
good in any one period is then the rental earned HICKSIAN INCOME-CONCLUSION. Notice that in
during that period minus "user cost" or depreciation. each of our examples, income is defined as the dollar

flow that could be, but is not necessarily consumed
INCOME FROM EXHAUSTIBLE RESOURCE DEPLETION. from wealth or capital while leaving wealth undi-

Hicks ([1939] 1946: chap. 13) expresses this same minished. In each case the Hicksian notion of income
prnciple applied to an industry whose asset-say, a reduces to r(t)V(t), where V(t) is the value of the asset,
deposit of an exhaustible resource-will eventually or wealth, and r(t) is the interest expressed as a rate of
waste away. We might name the following the return that wealth, V(t), could sustain indefinitely.
Hicks's wasting asset valuation principle (HWAV): "If Consumption in excess of this amount is consump-
a person's receipts are derived from the exploitation tion of our assets, or depreciation of our stock of
of a wasting asset, liable to give out at some future capital or resources. If we wish to sustain an income
date, we should say that his [current] receipts are in forever, funds equal to this depreciation should be
excess of his [current] income, the difference between set aside and preserved.
them being reckoned as an allowance for deprecia- It is useful to emphasize that capital gains and
tion" (p. 187). losses (capital appreciation/depreciation) are not

Again Hicks wishes to distinguish between true part of Hicksian income. Capital gains or losses are
income and that part of receipts that represent depre- realized when assets are bought and sold, an ex post
ciation of the asset. notion.4 Ex post income is realized dollar returns, or

The question theniswhether all of mining receipts "net receipts," and is defined as Hicksian income (ex
represent depreciation of the mine:2 Is it not impossi- ante) plus capital gains or losses, as explained later
ble to earn mining receipts without irreparably de- in the chapter.
pleting the resource base? Can a mine be treated as The Hicksian concept of income is applicable not
an asset such as a bank account or repairable ma- only at the level of an individual asset but also at the
chine, which can earn rentals without being depreci- level of the national economy. At this level, Hicksian
ated in the process? It would seem that a mine income is just net national product, which is gross
represents afinite stream of future rentals, whereas a national product (GNP) less the capital consumption
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allowance (CCA).5 The CCA is the product potentially the future that society can afford, just as the value of
allocated to investment in order to maintain capital an asset equals the present value of the stream of
intact. rentals it can earn under optimal use. 7 He
GNP CCA= NNP where GNP is gross national prod- demonstrates that net national product in any year t,

uct, CCA is capital consumption allowance, and NNP modeled simply by consumption in year t plus in-
is net national product. Given conventional practice, vestment in year t (that is, NNP(t) =C(t) + (t)), is equal
CCA only includes "consumption" of produced cap- to a rate of return p multiplied by wealth. That is,
ital goods (machines, buildings, roads, and the like).
Including depreciation of natural resources means (12-1) NNP(t)=pW(t)
simply expanding CCA to include natural resource
stock depreciation in adding to produced stock "de- Net national product is a species of Hicksian in-
preciation," sometimes referred to as "wear and tear" come; it is the return wealth can provide in a time
on machines, buildings, roads, and so on over the period without diminishing wealth.
accounting period. The basic idea of "extending' In Weitzman's model, p is the social rate of time
existing practice to cover natural resource stock preference; it equals the marginal product of capital
"wasting" is in enlarging CCA. This means that the (the interest rate) only under steady state growth and
new true NNP wiU be lower. Clearly adjusting CCA zero population growth. When the population is
upward is the same as adjusting NW downward in a growing, p equals the interest rate minus the rate of
revision. What about GNP? Under present practice, it population growth. Later we use Weitzman's result
already includes measured values for the current use to demonstrate that national income is analogous to
of produced mineral stocks in the current year. That asset income.
is, oil extracted over the current year shows up as
value added in GNP already. Thus no revision is LookingAhead
required in GNP directly for mineral stock deprecia-
tion (except when mining is associated with major As already explained, depreciation is that compo-
unpriced externalities such as unpriced pollution nent of receipts that is not true income. Depreciation
damage; seeHartwick 1991a). Ignoringmineral stock is, in a sense, the earnings that an asset with a finite
depreciation means current CCA is not large enough life yields and that are in excess of what a comparable
and current NNP is too large. An alternative way of infinite stream would yield. This is reminiscent of
proceeding is to distinguish two sorts of stock depre- Hotelling rent, the rent or royalty a mine earns be-
ciation measures, one for produced capital (the CCA cause its output is finite in supply.
currently assessed) and one for mineral capital (say,
MCA for mineral consumption allowance). Then one Economic Depreciation
might argue that GNP needs reducing because min-
eral stock depreciation has notbeen allowed for. That The definition of income adopted here states that
is, we might write (GNP MCA) CCA = NNP and say income is that level of consumption that could be
that current practice leaves GNP currently measured enjoyed without diminishing the capital stock It is
as too large. (This seems to be the view of El Serafy.) necessary, therefore, to subtract from perceived in-
It seems more in the tradition of gross and net mea- come any dollar flow that represents depredation of
sures of aggregate economic activity to lump MCA the capital stock How should this depreciation be
and CCA together and calculate revised NNP as GNP measured?
(ccA + MCA). The bottom line in each approach is
this: currently calculated NNP (or NDP for net domes- The Definition of Economic Depreciation
tic product) must be revised downward to reflect
mineral stock use of mineral stock depreciation. By definition depreciation exists when V(t + 1), the

value of the capital asset or mine at time t + 1, is
Hicksian Income at the National Level: smaller than it was the period before, V(t). It is the
The Weitzman Contribution degradation in value of a mine. To obtain a more

rigorous definition of depreciation, it is necessary to
Weitzman (1976) demonstrated that under opti- define the value of a mine.

mal growth, net national product should be thought The value of a mine may be inferred from mine-
of as income in the Hicksian sense. His result is selling prices or from stock market data. Miller and
presented in appendix 12-2. Upton (1985) estimate V(t) for extractive firms using

Weitzman describes national wealth W(t) as the stock market data. If such data are not available,
present value6 of the best consumption stream into however, the value of the firm must be estimated, a
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tedious exercise. Soladay (1980), recognizing that de- under optimal use, depreciation over a period can
preciation is the "consumption of the resource be computed by calculating the value of the asset,
stock," actually computes V in different years, and say a mine, at the beginning and at the end of the
depreciation for American oil and gas betweens 1948 period, and taking the difference, assuming that
and 1974. He computes V(t) by summing the present the mine is being used optimally. This is called the
value of all the expected future (net) revenues from change in value method (cIv). The value of the
the stock. Assuming there are people competing to mine at any one time, if not available from market
purchase the stock, this is correct; the market value data, is computed by summing the discounted net
of an asset is its discounted future (net) earnings. revenues expected from the mine each year ever
More specifically, the mine will sell for the dis- after for as long as it operates, assuming an optimal
counted future earnings that can be expected under schedule of extraction. Soladay (1980), in contrast,
optimal use of the mine. If the asset is not being treats the time path of output as technologically
optimally used, its value to its owner, person A, will determined. Instead, Hotelling's rule could have
be less than its value to someone who plans to use been employed to construct an optimal time path
the asset efficiently, person B, and person B will be of extraction.
able to buy from A or buy out A. If depreciation is a Let us write the value of a firm in period t. V(t)
change in value, and value depends on optimal use, will be equal to the discounted future rentals of the
our rigorous definition of depreciation becomes the mine.
following

Depreciation is the change in value of a mine (12-2) Vt=Rt+ (1 +. r)Rt+ I + (. r) Rt+ 2 +
under optimal use.

The Measurement of Economic Depreciation +(1 +r) t+n

In taxation, the principle followed is to allow min-
ing companies a "depletion allowance" because the
marketvalueoftheircompanyisshrinldngeachyear where R(t) is the rental earned in year t, r is the
as extraction proceeds. Taxation is based on the cur- interest rate, and n + t is the calendar date the mine
rent market value of the company, the value net of doses. Because we begin in year t, n is the years of
the "depletion allowance." That is, taxes are levied life remaining to the mine in year t. For example, if
on profits corresponding to a firm of a specific size we begi n inyear t = 1990, and the mine doses in n +
or value, where a "depletion allowance" has been t = 2000, then in 1990 the remaining years of life of
factored in the estimated value of the firm to account the mine is n = 2000 1990 = 10. Similarly, the value
for the fact that, as the mineral stock is being de- of the mine the following year is
pleted, the firm shrinks in value. In theory, these
considerations seem straightforward for mining (12-3) Vt+ 1 = Rt+1 + I- Rt +2

companies because one can readily see the physical 1 +r
shrinking of the deposits owned and conceptualize a + 1 R2Rt3 +...+(71Rt.
decline in value of the firm in a world of zero infla- 1+ r t + 1 + r)n
tion. In an ideal world "depletion allowances" would
correctly measure economic depreciation in both
mining and nonmining firms. Depreciation, the change in value, can be written

For nonmining firms, the notion of optimally using mathematically as
one's durable assets and the practice of calculating
their loss in value from optimal use seem very com- (124) V- =Rt- r
plicated. Yet this is what is required to measure 1+r
economic depreciation correctly (Wright 1964). It is
easy to see why tax authorities end up with some- This is the fundamental equation of asset equilib-
what arbitrary rules of thumb for depreciating dura- rium (FEAE), to be discussed shortly. We refer to this
ble capital. With firms extracting exhaustible as Aristotle's asset equilibrium condition because it
resources, however, the economic degradation of the is such a ubiquitous and foundational economic rule
(natural) capital stock is easier to record, as explained that it must be somewhere in the writings of Aris-
in the following paragraphs. totle! The tedious task of esfimating V(t) and V(t + 1)

and taking the difference may be avoided by deriv-
THE CHANGE NVALUEMETHOD. Since depreciation ing some mathematical equivalent that is simpler to

is simply tlhe degradation in value of a capital asset compute. We come back to this observation later.
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Notice that the difference V(t) - V(t + 1) presented the THR calculation ought to be modified to account
above is not equal to R(t), as a glance at the math for discoveries.
might at first suggest. Perhaps this is the origin of the
practice of incorrectly estimating depreciation as per Depreciation in the Fundamental Equation
period rental (per period total profit). Economic de- of Asset Equilibrium
preciation is equal to total profits only in the special
case of constant average extraction costs, as ex- The fundamental equation of asset equilibrium
plained later in the chapter. (PEAE) is a mathematical identity that links rV, the

Hicksian notion of income, total receipts, R, and the
TcyrAL HOTELUNG RENT AS DEPRECIATION. Since change in capital value (appreciation/depreciation),

market value data for mines are rare, computing V(t + 1) - V(t). It provides a dear and simple expla-
depreciation by the change in value method usually nation of how these terms are related, confirming the
means estimating the value of the mine at different Hicksian intuition that depreciation is that part of
time periods, to determine the size of the deposits, receipts that is in excess of true income. Dorfman,
the future schedule of extraction, and the price and Samuelson, and Solow (1958) provided the first for-
costs charged to each ton extracted. mal general equilibrium expression of the FEAE. Can-

Fortunately, total Hotelling rent (TER), which is ning (1929) provided a partial equilibrium
easier to compute, has been found to be equivalent expression in the context of calculating economic
to depreciation. Total Hotelling rent is that portion depreciation.
of profit that accrues to extractive firms because they The selling price of an asset, where competition
are mining an exhaustible resource. Hotelling's rule exists, should be equal to the value of the asset, V.
implies that because the resource is exhaustible, it The market rate of interest is r. So if the asset is sold
will be mined more slowly than if it were in infinite and the proceeds are "banked," the "profit" or return
supply; the mine owner extracts less than the amount in dollars is rV.
that would equate marginal revenue to marginal The alternative to selling the asset for V is to keep
cost, and consequently, even a competitive firm the asset for a period. The benefit of owning a capital
earns rent or profit on the marginal ton. asset for a period of time is composed of two items;

In the case of competitive firms that do not mine first, R, the per period rental (also known as profit or
exhaustible resources, economic theory predicts that [net] receipts) earned by using that asset to produce
no profits will be earned on the marginal ton (the last salable commodities, and second, the capital gain or
ton mined). The rent that exists on the marginal ton loss incurred when the asset is sold at the end of the
of an exhaustible resource, called Hotelling rent, is period, V(t + 1) - V(t). Dorfman, Samuelson, and
therefore a measure of the intertemporal scarcity of Solow use V(t + 1) - V(t) to approximate the instan-
the exhaustible resource. It reflects the fact that the taneous change in V over time, usually represented
exhaustible deposit is shrinking as it is used. It is not by a dotted V. In equilibrium, the benefits of selling
surprising, then, that total Hotelling rent (Hotelling should equal the benefits of "holding." Thus the asset
rent multiplied by total quantity extracted) equals equilibrium condition, which is summarized as equa-
depreciation. Hartwick (1989) and Hartwick and tion (12-5):
Lindsey (1989) demonstrated this; the proof is found
in appendix 12-3. This (Hotelling) rent-equals-depre- (12-5) rV = Rt + (Vt + 1 - Vt)
dation observation continues to hold in economy-
wide models (for example, Solow 1986) and is which, rearranged, is
explored in Hartwick (1990,1991a).8

We now have two methods of computing depreci- (12-6) Vt+1- Vt = - Rt + rV.
ation: V(t) - V(t + 1), the change in value of the
resource stocks; or total Hotelling rent (THR). The THR
calculation requires much less information than the In continuous time, the right-hand side is repre-
civ calculation: price (or marginal revenue) and mar- lnted by a dotted V. We will employ this notation
ginal cost to form marginal profit or Hotelling rent, later on.
and quantity). THR is also much easier to compute; no
schedule of extraction, no discounting of future re- (12-7) V = - R, + rV.
ceipts, and no predictions of future prices or costs are
necessary. What if V(t + 1) - V(t) is negative, so that the asset,

A sample computation of economic depreciation instead of appreciating in value, depreciates? Then,
using THR is found later in the chapter in the section on the right-hand side of the equation, R1> rVt (re-
"Accounting for Discoveries," which explains how ceipts exceed true income) and -Rt + rVt is negative.
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FEAE gives mathematical expression to our verbal per dollar invested. FEAER says that, in equilibrium,
understanding of Hicksian income. IBM stock will be purchased until the marginal

Earlier, we spoke of ex ante and ex post income dollar return R + V falls to rV or, in rates of return,
where ex post income is realized dollar returns, or until the rate of return on the marginal dollar in-
"net receipts," and is defined as Hicksian income (ex vested, R/V + V/ V, equals the (certain) market rate
ante) plus capital gains or losses. Notice that this is a of interest, r.
verbal reordering of the fundamental equation of What about risk? One can adjust the FEAE for risk.
asset equilibrium (FEAE). The FEAE confirms that de- For example, the portfolio allocation rules of the
preciation is equal to the excess of receipts over the capital asset price model (CAPM) can easily be ex-
returns the asset can sustain. pressed as a risk-adjusted version of FEAER (Hartwick

1988).
FEAE at the National Level The FEAE is a rule prescribing how to invest z

dollars among any number of n assets. Dollars
Recall Weitzman's simple model of national in- should be invested in each asset until the returns

come. It is possible to differentiate W(t), national earned on the marginal dollar in each investment are
wealth, with respect to time. The dotted Wrepresents equal, and equal to the rate of return on a certain
the instantaneous change in W(f) over time. We find asset. At the margin, each dollar in each asset earns
that the same ex ante rate of return. That is, ex ante we

allocate our investment dollars so as to realize the
(12-8) W(t) = - C(t) + pW(t) . same marginal rate of return on each, but we do not

know what the future will bring and whether the
Change in wealth is equal to the return on wealth assets will earn the rates of return we expected. Not
minus current consumption, just as the change in surprisingly, there is a dynamic counterpart to this
value of an asset is the rate of return on its value discussion describing how, ex post, an individual's
minus its current rental. Here is Aristotle's condition wealth z(t) changes from year to year and the alloca-
(FEAE) again! We see that national wealth is analo- tion among the n assets changes. These revisions or
gous to asset value. reallocations of wealth are modeled as responses to

exogenous shocks (exogenous uncertainty) as in
A Detailed Discussion of FEAE Merton (1973) and Lucas (1978).

Another interpretation of the FEAE is that it defines
Our FEAE can be expressed in rates of return rather the equilibrium value of an asset. Recall that, in

than as return in dollars. We call this FEAER, the FEAE equilibrium, the value or market price of an asset is
in rates of return. equal to the discounted sum of all the rentals it will

earn over its life. Mathematically,

(12-9) Rt+(Vt+ -Vt) =r. \ ( \2
vt Vt Vt=Rt+ ( -1 r )Rt ,1+l+!1 _ R 1t2+2

Thinking in terms of rates of return may be slightly
more familiar. One simple interpretation of this n

equation is in terms of demands by an individual for + 1jRt+n

diverse types of assets in her portfolio given z dollars 1r
of wealth to invest or allocate. The individual can
invest in risky assets such as IBM equities, or in certain
assets such as treasury bills. Because treasury bills where n is the years of life remaining to the asset.
provide a rate of return of r, the marginal dollar Remarkably enough, this textbook definition of cap-
invested in IBM equities must also provide a rate of ital value is, in equilibrium, the same as the FEAE, the
return r; if $A are spent on IBM equities, the opportu- FEAE being the result of taking the difference in asset
nity cost of that investment is $rA. The right-hand values V(t + 1) - V(t) (the derivative of value with
side of equation (12-9) represents the (certain) rate of respect to time). In each case, asset values are being
return r that the marginal dollar invested in a risky defined in terms of future rentals R(t), R(t + 1) 
asset must provide. The left-hand side describes the Thus if one is conversant with the definition of capi-
rate of return of the risky asset, which is composed tal value as a discounted stream of future net receipts
of the dividends accruing per period, expressed as R to the owner of the capital good, one has indirectly
dollars per dollar invested, and the capital gain or loss acquired familiarity with the FEAE. Each is an alter-
in the price of the shares purchased, V(t + 1) - V(t), nate statement of the equilibrium relationship be-
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tween current capital value (stock price) and future capital intact, and the finance is out of current in-
anticipated (net) receipts or rentals. come. Note, however, that the sinking fund will pre-

Note that we are discussing an EQUILBRIUM notion serve capital intact not from year to year but over
defined in terms of FUrURE anticipated returns. blocks of time. El Serafy (1989: 13) argues that his
Hicks's ([19391 1946) chapter 13 discusses this aspect measure of user cost "should be set aside as capital
of the FEAE. First he introduces a personal nomenda- investment." Since his user cost, R - X, is the change
ture (receipts, income, wasting asset, ex ante, ex post) in value of a mineral deposit (economic deprecia-
and then proceeds to explain the content of this tion), he is implicitly proposing a sinking fund strat-
equation. He is concerned with uncertainty (antici- egy. This idea was suggested earlier in the form of
pated future returns ex ante as opposed to realized "invest resource rents" (Hartwick 1977).
gains ex post), adjustment to equilibrium when the Sinking fund strategies are prudent in a sense that
values of future returns change because of exoge- borrowing strategies are not. But it is best to separate
nous price changes, the valuation of "depreciation" the question of measuring the depreciation of
of minerals in mining situations, and the extension resource stocks from that of compensating someone
of these concepts to accounting at a national level. (our children or ourselves) for depleting their stock
Needless to say, this agenda is challenging in its own of resources. This latter concern is the concern of
right but matters are not made easier when Hicks sinking fund economics, the economics of compen-
eschews the use of mathematical aids such as sum- sating for capital usage. This is what many peoVle
maries in the form of equations. have in mind when they refer to "sustainability."

When Hicks speaks of a possible consumption
EconomicDepreciation-Conclusion level that preserves the value of capital, he is making

a contingent statement, one about possibilities, not
As noted earlier, true income can be defined as necessities. A strategy that could have capital value

those receipts that are not earned at the expense of preserved is different from one that would or must
depreciating capital. This implies an intuitive mea- have capital preserved. Hicks is not recommending
sure of depreciation: (net) receipts minus true in- any investment or consumption strategy in his anal-
come. This finds mathematical expression in the ysis of "income." Rather, he is saying that we should
fundamental equation of asset equilibrium. The FEAE distinguish flows of consumption in a way that per-
serves to frame several conceptually equivalent mits us to identify the level of consumption that
methods of computing depreciation. would leave capital value intact.

First, by definition, economic depreciation is the Sinking fund economics is dearly a way of main-
change in value of an asset. This can be computed taining capital intact, but it is different from measur-
using the Civ method. Second, for mineral reserves, ing the economic depreciation of natural resource
we can compute total Hotelling rent. This method stocks. El Serafy has elucidated the Hicksian link
was found to be equivalent to civ. Third, we can between economic depreciation and preserving cap-
measure true income as defined by Hicks, which ital intact, but it is another matter to recommend that
enters the FEAE as the term r(t)V(t). According to actual economies be arranged in such a way that the
FEAE, we can subtract our estimate of r(t)V(t) from loss in capital value of resources (economic depreci-
receipts to arrive at depredation. This is El Serafy's ation) be compensated for by sinking fundlike
general approach. His formula is a special applica- "extra" investment in, say, produced (man-made)
tion of this third approach. capital. Three questions come to mind regarding a

sinking fund program of saving for the future.
A Note on Sinking Fund Economics Should we keep current capital intact? Can we keep

current capital intact (feasibility)? And how do we
Businessmen are used to the idea of maintaining measure current capital consumption in order to

capital intact because they often set income aside in arrive at a measure of current investment required?
a sinking fund in order to have money ready to Eachof these questions requiresamonograph-length
replace a worn-out machine. The fund is a savings response.
device, accumulating money in order to replace an It tums out that investing an amount equal to
asset in the future. It can be considered a pay-as-you- current depreciation (loss in value of an asset)
go business practice as distinct from a borrow-as- does maintain capital value intact. Let the invest-
you-go strategy. The sinking fund can be viewed as ment V, - Vt+1 (a positive number for a mine being
a part of a future capital good that will eventually be depleted) be I,. Then current consumption is
acquired. By following a sinking fund strategy, a Ct = ;c - I, plus interest on past investments, where
businessperson is implicitly maintaining his or her it is current profit or "receipts." Mt is the sum of past
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Table 12-1. Investment of Mineral Rents

Mineral Cumulative Total
Period capital Depreciation Investment Receipts Consumption investment capital

0 Vo Io=O

I VI V I-Vo 1,=Vo - VI g Cl = 1 -1, +rM Ml =Io VI +I,

2 V2 V2 - Vl 12 = Vl - V2 Rc2 C2 =rt2 - I2 + rM2 M2 = 11 + Io V2 +11 + 12

3 Y V V3 - V 2 13 = V2 - V 3 t3 C3 =it3 -1 3 +rM3 M3 =12 +11 +10 V3 +Il+12+13

Source: Developed in text.

investments. It turns out that this approach does mary, the value added in mining from the income
indeed preserve capital value (current mineral stock side is the wage bill, the produced capital rentals (rK
value plus cumulative past investment "in the in dollars), land rentals, and mineral capital rentals
bank") intact. Also with the interest rate constant, the (rV). These are the primary input costs per period of
consumption stream remains constant, as indicated using a mineral stock.
in table 12-1. Value added on the product side is full NNP, that is,

In the case of profit-maximizing extraction, the all output values minus all capital consumption al-
investment period by period is total HoteUing rent. lowances. In mninerals, it is our R plus (negative)
Thus, we are preserving capital value intact and economic depreciation V(t+1) - V(t). We have the
Hicksian income (consumption) constant by invest- two sides, product and income, of the accounts for
ing total Hotelling rent. This approach is a perfect mineral deposit use below.
substitute to selling the asset at period 0 for VO and
living off (consuming) remains constant. This is a Income Product
partial equilibrium version (here interest rates are rVt Rt + [Vt+l -Vt]
exogenous) of the earlier result on investing resource
rents in Hartwick (1977). We know from our earlier discussion that the two

sides are equal: another instance of the fundamental
Value Added Is Hicksian Income equation of asset equilibrium. This information is

summnarized for a mining firm in figure 12-1.
Hicksian Income is also value added, in the na-

tional accounts parlance.1 0 It is the flow payment to The El Serafy Measure of Depreciation
national mineral stocks ascribable to the use (mining)
of the natural stocks. Recall that value added from an El Serafy (1989: 13; 1991: 2) suggests that total
input standpoint is the total of payments to primary mining receipts do not belong in GDP because mining
factors, namely labor (wage payments), produced is not human production but the liquidation of an
capital (rentals on capital goods), land (rentals), and endowment. He does not mean to exclude all mining
here mineral natural capital (capital stock "rentals" receipts from measurements of income but acknowl-
on mineral stocks). Using mineral stocks becomes edges that a resource-rich country has a real income
analogous to using land except that there is stock advantageincomparisonwitharesource-poorcoun-
diminution in mineral stock use. From an accounting try. A portion of mining receipts should be counted
standpoint, the adjustment for economic deprecia- as value added, the reward of human effort. In order
tion of mineral stocks makes the treatment of mineral to identify that portion of receipts that can be legiti-
stock use the same as that for land use. Thus if V(t) is mately counted as national income, El Serafy and
the current market value of a deposit (from the books Lutz (1989:4) follow Hicks (11939] 1946) and proceed
of mining firms) then rV(t) is the income ascribable to separate net receipts from an asset into two com-
to the mineral stock from current one-period use. ponents. The first is capital consumption, receipts
This is analogous to land-use payments (land rents eamed at the expense of eroding the value of the asset
equal to total land area multiplied by rental pay- or resource base. He calls this "user cost" after

ments per unit of land, not land sale prices). In sum- Keynes, whose use of the term was explained earlier.
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Figure 12-1. Ilustrtion of Income and Product ,B is the discount factor, a convenient way of writing
Sides of the Naional Accounts 1 (1 + r); n + t is the last year of mining. From equation
$ per Mc (12-10) it is possible to solve for X. Then "user cost"
unit is R - X. We refer to R - X as the El Serafy approach.

R - X is a theoreticaRly correct measure of economic
P - - - - - - - - - depreciation, whether R varies or is constant each

period.
Ut+1 -Vt X/ El Serafy simplifies this equation by assuming that

- - - - - - - - Xb R, the yearly receipts from mining, is assumed to be
a rV/ constant every year. (R(t) = R(t + 1) = R(t + 2) = ... =

I , Wages (wL) & R(t + n); t + n is the last year of mining.) Then, as
1 produced capital explained in El Serafy (1989:17), the left-hand side of

costs (rK) equation (12-10) can be simplified as

d 1c ((1+ r )f +1
0 Q(t) quantity R r(1+r)n 

The right-hand side is equivalent to
Note pO(t) is gross product. Area abcd is net product. Net product
equals value added or the toal value of primary inputs, including (I +r
rV dollars of mineral input. Of interest is that total value added X .
includes rV(t) ascribable to the mineral stock. Total value added r
equals net product in dollars. (All purchases of intermediate goods
have been netted out in extraction costs.) Rearranging, we find an expression for R - X, which

is economic depredation or user cost."

(12-11) R-X=R

The other component of net receipts is not earned at We refer to this equation as the El Serafy formula.
the expense of asset degradation; it is value added or In the case of changing yearly receipts as in R(t) #
-"true" income. >I h aeo hnm eal eepsa nRt 'true" income. R(t + 1) w R(t + 2), and so on, the measure R -X could

The El Serafy Formnula be a poor approximation to R(t + i) - X in say period
t. In addition, the accountant still has to guess at n to

El Serafy adopts the Hicksian notion that 'mcome carry out the estimate. El Serafy suggests a particular
is a level of consumption that can be sustained indef- way of using this formula to compute economic de-
initely. As already mentioned, a mine represents a preciation. We refer to this method as Em.
finite stream of future rentals but can nevertheless be Te Intuition of Roy
represented by an mfimte stream of eamrungs. One
could sell the mine, which will be valued according Roy (1977) states formula (12-11) and presents an-
to its finite stream of expected rentals, and place that other intuition. He calls the depreciation R - X that
value V in the bank, earning interest X every year we compute "net depreciation." As one might ex-
thereafter. That is, any finite stream of rentals can be ,,
equated to an annuity every year into the future. The pect, thertis "roprei ation At theiend a
difference R - X between the rental eaned by thep penod, a certami proporhton of the depreciathng asset
mine in a particular year, R(t), and the sustainable vslue up and this pt of te asse i worth Rt

anut Hicksia income) of the mie (rV, r. value of the services it yielded: we lose R worth ofanlnuity (Hiksan inoe ftemine ' -rV our asset. However, we gain X because, having used
being the rate of interest) is economic depreciation or our asset , sa ain t restuof hevine
"user cost." up part of our asset, say a mine, the rest of the mine

is now one period closer to being used; if the mine
.t .estimt enomic depeda t on i e e can be said to provide X every year forever, then allpliltly uses this understanding of economicdePre- the X's move forward one pendod, and they are freed

ciation or "user cost." He equates the finite stream of from one period of discounting.
rentals earned by the mine to an annuity X forever. Roy's intuition also fits nicely with our under-

2 ... + n standing of depreciation as defined by the FEAE (see
(12-10) Rt+PfRP+t+ Rt+2 + equation (12-7)). In the words of Roy (1977: 103),

X+ X+ f 2 X+ .X.. + pn X+ + l X+.... dotted V, or net depredation, is equal to "gross de-
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preciation [RI which is equal to the highest value The El Serafy Fornula in Nonmineral Contexts
attained by the unit expiring at the moment, less the
said rise in value of theunexpired balance of the asset Recall that economic depreciation is loss in asset
[rVI." Roy (1977:103) writes value from use. With mines, the loss is related to

physical "shrinkage" of the stock of resources. With
By the time a particular unit attains the value of machines, loss is associated with physical wear and

[RI simultaneously with its expirationby discharg- tear. However, depreciation in machines or other
ing services at the end of a given period, the re- capital goods does not have to be associated with
maining units that are still left unused come nearer wear and tear. Depreciation of any finite-lived dura-
to their respective goals of expiration in a similar ble asset can be associated with simple aging and one
way by one more period. Each of these unused period less of useful life. In this case, El Serafy's
units, therefore, gains in value at the rate of "[r]" formula describes depreciation exactly. Consider the
on their respective values. following example.

Suppose we have a nudear power plant with a
Historical Background of the El Serafy Formula twenty-year useful life. In the parlance of capital

theory, it is one-hoss-shay in the sense that it pro-
The El Serafy formula is a special case of the Can- duces electricity at a constant rate for twenty years

ning formula, described in Baxter (1971: chap, 8, and then disintegrates overnight. The one-period
appendix 2) and, in considerable detail, in Roy (1977: social benefits R(t) are illustrated in figure 12-2 as
chap. 5).12 Baxter and Roy cite Wright (1964) and area abc, producer plus consumer surplus from pro-
Canning (1929) with regard to formulas for calculat- ducing Qt units of electricity.
ing economic depreciation. Wright in turn cites Can- The social value of the plant at the outset (year 0)
ning (1929) and makes modest daims for novelty is the present value of R for twenty years:
over Canning's analysis and formulas. Bonbright
(1937:1: 196, n. 26) refers enthusiastically to (12-15)
Canning's discussion of depredation formulas. 1 1 2 19

Canning (1929:292) noted that the book value of a VO=R+ R + R +... + R .
durable asset was its discounted future net profits, 1 + r 1 + r) 1 l+rJ
USt - O,t plus its scrap value, Vs.13 That is, The loss in value from using it that first year (begin-

1 ning in year "0") is V(1) - V(0), where V(l) is the value
(12-12) Vt = USt - t + 1+ r (USt+i - ot+) of the mine at the end of the first year.

+(1 +r)(St+2 Ot+2) + (12-16) V - Vo= R + 1 rV

+ (1 +- r) (USn + -on+ l) + 1 r) V. -

Figure 12-2. One-Period Rental (Net Earnings)
of a Nuclear Power Plant

He then noted that V(t + 1) - V(t) was "deprecia-
tion" and worked this out to be the expression below: price

(12-13) dt - Vt + 1 - Vt = - tUSt - Ot I + rVt. Marginal cost

This is an expression of the FEAE (cf. equation (12-6)).
Roy (1977: chap. 5) notes that if the salvage value

Vs is zero, and if USt - Ot (net receipts) is equal every R
period to a constantIt (which we refer to as R(th), then

(12-14) dt =- (1+ r)n + i.

c @ ~~~Demand
This is El Serafy's formula for "user cost." :

° Qt quantity
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Similarly, the loss in value from using the plant in The El Serafy Method of Computing Economic
any year t is Depreciation

Let us distinguish between the El Serafy approach,
(12-17) Vt+ 1 - R+ 1 t+1 formula, and method. Recall that El Serafy defines

economic depreciation to be R - X. Whether receipts
Since are constant or vary, this approach is theoretically

correct. When receipts are assumed to be constant,
we have the El Serafy formula, which is simple but

Vt +, biased when receipts vary in the real world. In both
the El Serafy approach and the El Serafy method
(EM), an estimate of the life of the mine is required.

is the discrete time version of rV(t) (the continuous What we refer to as the El Serafy method is the recom-
time version), we see that equation (12-17) is the mendation by El Serafy that in his formula n, the
familiar asset equilibrium condition FEAE. The remaining years of life of the resource stock be esti-

mated by dividing total reserves remaining by this
-) Vt,i + year's extraction. This calculation of n implicitly as-

1r +r) sumes that this year's rate of extraction will continue
into the future, and that the mine will be worked until

term is Hicksian income, or El Serafy's X. it is physically exhausted. Because of these simplify-
In this case, economic depreciation is measuring ing assumptions, the El Serafy method is itself sim-

the economic life forgone from use of a durable asset. ple: besides the interest rate and current receipts, the
The asset is not physically shrinking, but it is one estimate of n is all that is required for the estimate of
period closer to economic death. Current productive economic depreciation.
capacity is never shrinking but is constant; the same
R can be enjoyed each year. It is lifetime productive DESCRuPION OF EM. The method can be summa-
capacity that shrinks. The El Serafy formula, which rized in this equation:
models constant receipts suddenly giving out after a
finite period of time, is an exact measure of depreci- (12-18) R - X =
ation in this case. (1K+ r )v

We can combine aging (shrinking expected life-
time) and the usual "wear and tear" by assuming
that our nuclear power plant experiences a gradual where S is the stock of the resource remaining, and q
dedine in output up to its demise in year 20. Then is the amount extracted in the current period. Slq is
each R(t + 1) < R(t). With wear and tear the lifetime the estimate of n. R - X then represents current eco-
value of the asset is smaller, because its yearly nomic depreciation (El Serafy's user cost).
rentals R(t) are falling, but the formula for current El Serafy (1989: 16) and El Serafy and Lutz (1989:
loss in value (current depreciation) is unchanged. 4) suggest that EM avoids having to estimate V(t), the
That is, absolute value of the total mineral reserves. How-

ever, an estimate of the value of total reserves is

Vt +i- Vt = R ( rJ + implied by his formula. It assumes that
Vt+l -Vt=-R= 1+rr )+ 2

Wear and tear is associated with R(t + 1) shrinking Vt R+ r+) ( +r )R *-- + +I+r)R.
(because Q(t + 1) shrinks). Economic depreciation,
however, accounts for both the gradual wear and tear His analysis requires this estimate of the value of the
and the loss in lifetime productive capacity that deposit in order to determine how large an X (the
every year represents.14 true income annuity) the deposit could sustain. What

Basically, any change in the value of an asset that if the rate of extraction, or prices change so that the n
obtains because the asset is used will affect the pres- we estimated last year is proved untrue? The new
ent value of that asset. Economic depreciation will current receipts R prevailing, and the new current
register this change, whether it represents wear and extraction rate are used in the equation; every year
tear, approaching obsolescence, or depletion of the these estimates are revised. Although the accountant
resource stock. is permitted to revise the data every year, so that over
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time he does not have to assume that receipts are traditionally accepted ways. Therefore we adopt
constant, notice that in any one year's calculation, Hotelling's rule. We are not concluding that actual
receipts are assumed to be constant into the future. rent rises at the rate of interest. We use Hotelling's
But receipts are not constant. El Serafy (1989: 16) rule here to place ourselves in a particular economic
acknowledges this, suggesting that if costs rise and environment, one in which we know asset values are
that the estimate of total reserves be adjusted down- being maximized: this is the bridge to market econo-
ward before estimating user cost. Later, we discuss mies.15

what depletion theory as crystallized in Hotelling's The Hotelling rule tells us that quantity extracted
rule predicts about the movement of receipts over ultimately decreases over time. What does this mean
time. for the constant receipt assumption of EM?

DIRECTiON OF BIAS iN EM. In order to study the The movement of receipts. A study of figure 12-3
direction of bias in EM, which assumes that receipts will suffice to demonstrate that in the case of a price-
are constant every year, we need to know in what taking firm facing rising marginal cost, receipts fall
direction receipts actually move. To this end we dis- as less is extracted. The horizontal line through the
cuss Hotelling's rule. price axis indicates that the price is constant what-

ever amount is extracted and sold. The upward-slop-
A note on the movement of receipts (rentals) according ing marginal cost line indicates that marginal

to Hotelling's rule. Hotelling's r percent rule describ- cost-that is, the cost of mining an extra ton-rises
ing the movement of marginal profit under optimal as more is extracted. Receipts or profits earned when
extraction has been empirically tested by many ob- quantity Q(1) is mined are shaded. Receipts earned
servers and has in many cases been found wanting, when quantity Q(2) is mined is dotted.
although some studies have found it to be a satisfac- Figure 12-4 illustrates the case of a competitive
tory characterization of behavior (for example, Miller industry facing a downward-sloping demand curve
and Upton 1985). Often, however, it seems that sight and constant marginal cost. Demand slopes down-
is lost of what is being tested. ward because the industry must lower its price if it

We can summarize Hotelling's rule this way: if, wishes to sell more. (Net) receipts rise as quantity
under quite restrictive assumptions regarding (a) falls to Q(M), but then fall as quantity drops below
mineral quality, (b) market uncertainty including Q(M). Area LMNZ is larger that Area ABCZ and
stock size uncertainty, (c) agents' foresight, and (d) smaller than area RSTZ. So whether receipts are ac-
the functioning of futures markets, mineral stock tually rising or falling depends on the specific sched-
owners are extracting at each date so as to maximize ule of extraction of the mine, and what stage of the
the discounted future profits from their mineral life of the mine we are considering.
holding, then the rental earned on the marginal ton When both marginal cost and price vary with
extracted will increase over time at the rate of inter- quantity extracted, the direction in which receipts are
est. This implies that quantity extracted per period moving is more complicated than the pattern found
will fall over the life of the mine, unless new reserves in case 2. Generally speaking, the direction in which
are discovered. Failure to demonstrate that "rent receipts move over time is ambiguous. Only with
rises at the rate of interest" might reflect the invalid-
ity of any one of the assumptions on which this
prediction is based. What such failure does not
imply, however, is that mineral stock owners are not Figure 12-3. 7he Movement ofReceipts Case 1
maximizing discounted future profits (that is, the
current market value of the mineral deposit). The
assumption that mineral stock owners are maximiz- price Marginal cost
ing the current market value of their deposits is
necessary to national accounting; if agents are not
optimizing, it becomes almost impossible to distin-
guish good economic situations from less good. Re-
call that the value of an asset, and the depreciation of
an asset, are calculated under the assumption that the
asset is being used optimally. If assets are used inef-
ficiently or are lying idle, their value to society is
ambiguous.

Unless we appeal to the assumption that partici-
pants in an economy behave optimally, it makes little 
sense to calculate national income and product in the ° Q(2) quantity
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Figure 12-4. The Movement of Receipts, Case 2 is 10 percent. The size of the deposit initiaUy is 45
tons.

Now assume that the deposit is depleted accord-
ing to Hotelling's rule, which implies that the firm is
maximizing discounted future profits. Table 12-2
presents five points in time and the rate of extraction

T and (net) receipts prevailing at these dates. The mirne
N turns out to be physically exhausted after 11.98 years

C__B_d or periods. This complicated calculation, performed

_____ L U ext. in continuous time, is explained in Hartwick (1989).
Z R cost Next we compute economic depreciation of the

R mine at each of the five dates. Notice that we are
I___I__ working in continuous time. That is, we are comput-

0 Q(M) quantity ing the instantaneous depredation of the miine, de-
predation over an infinitesimally small period of
time. The THR method of depreciation can accommo-
date this, as can the EM method.

Table 12-3 presents economic depreciation com-
puted by the THR, which is Hotelling rent or profit on

special restrictions on the elasticities of the demand the marginal (last) ton multiplied by the quantity
and marginal cost curve, however, could receipts be extracted. True income is then receipts, R minus
constant over time. economic depredation.

Table 12-4 presents estimates of economic depre-
7he direction of bias. We have seen that because ciation obtained via the EM procedure. The years or

quantity extracted per period decreases over the life periods remaining, n is computed by assuming that
of the mine, receipts vary over time. Does the direc- the present rate of extraction will continue: n equals
tion in which receipts move tell us anything about the remaining stock divided by the quantity ex-
the direction of bias in the EM estimates? One might tracted this period. Then n is put into the El Serafy
think that, in case 1 where receipts fall unambigu- formula, which estimates the ratio of sustainable
ously over time, EM estimates will be sure to overes- income to receipts, X/R to be 1 - lla where a = (I +
timate the value of the nine and thus underestimate r)'+' in discrete time, or 1- e,r n in continuous time, as
economic depreciation. In fact, the EM estimates com- explained in appendix 12-4. R is current (net) re-
puted for a case 1-type firm, as discussed in the next ceipts, and r is the interest rate.
section, overestimate depreciation. This is so because We combine tables 12-3 and 124 in table 12-5 to
the constant receipt assumption is not the only sim- form a comparison.
plification inplicit in the EM procedure. EM also ap- Notice that the bias in the EM estimates is very
proximates the remaining years of life of the mine. slight! They come remarkably dose to the correct
Although the constant receipts assumption may bias values. As scientists, however, we need to measure
the EM estimate in one direction, the approximation the performance of this method in many examples
of n may bias the estimate in the opposite direction. with varied parameter values before we can assert
Which effect will dominate is not dear. that it generally performs well. Consider Rowse

(1988) on extraction paths.
Comparison of Methods of Computing In the discrete time approximation of reality, EM
Economic Depreciation first underestimates, then overestimates deprecia-

In this section we use a hypothetical example to Table 12-2. Path of Extraction for a Firm
demonstrate how THR and EM computations are MaximizingAsset Value
made and to compare the EM estimates of economic
depreciation with the true values, as measured by Stock Quantity Receipts, Average
THR. Year remaining extracted R receipts

2.54 25 5.50 34.37 6.25
A Simple Example 4.49 20 4.75 31.46 6.62

5.60 15 4.25 29.21 6.87
Consider the case of a single mining firm that must 6.87 10 3.60 25.94 7.21

accept a world price of $10/ton every year. Its cost 8.45 5 2.67 20.51 7.68
function is C = q + O.5q2, which means that marginal
cost is rising as more is extracted. The interest rate, r, Source: Developed from the textual analysis.
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Table 12-3. Economic Depreciation Calculations, nomic depreciation in the first period. If one believes
that because of new price information or new discov-

Economic Sustainable Ratio, eries, firms are continually revising their extraction
Year depreciation income, rV rV/R schedules and planning, getting first period depreci-

ation correct may be of most importance; if EM esti-
2.54 19.25 15.12 0.44 mates are found in general to estimate first period
4.49 20.19 11.27 0.36 depreciation more closely in discrete time, the dis-
5.60 20.19 9.02 0.31 crete time version of EM may be preferred.
6.87 19.45 6.49 0.25

8.45 16.92 3.58 0.17 Diagrammatic Examples

Source. Autliors'calculations. Let us illustrate graphically, if possible, the various

estimates of economic depreciation. We discuss the
case of a price-taking firm or industry. In each dia-

Table 12-4. EM Calculations gram, a horizontal line through the price axis indi-
Years Continuous time Discrete time cates that price (P) is constant whatever the quantity

remin- Sustainable Ratio, Sustainable Ratio, that is extracted and sold by the firm or industry. The
Year ing, n income, X X/R income, X X/R marginal cost curve (MC) indicates how the cost of

mining an additional ton changes as more material
2.54 4.55 12.55 0.37 14.12 0.41 is extracted.
4.49 4.21 10.82 0.34 12.31 0.39 Consider figures 12-5a and 12-5b. Figure 12-5a
5.60 3.53 8.68 0.30 10.24 0.35 represents the behavior of the firm in year t, and
6.87 2.78 6.30 0.24 7.85 0.30 figure 12-Sb its behavior in year t + 1. Qt is the total
8.45 1.87 3.51 0.17 4.91 0.24 amount extracted in year 1, and Qtl is the total

Source. Authors' calculations. amount extracted in year t + 1. Each year, Hotelling
Arent, that is, profit on the last ton mined, is repre-
sented by the difference between price and marginal
cost at the last ton mined. This is the height marked

Table 12-5. Ratio of True Income to Receipts in dark ink. According to Hotelling's rule, marginal
THR continuous EM continuous rentmustriseat the rate of interest. HeightB will then

Year time time EM discrete time be r percent larger than Height A. Total profits (net
receipts) are shaded.

2.54 0.44 0.37 0.41 If we wished to measure depreciation using the
4.49 0.36 0.34 0.39 change in value method, we would need more infor-
5.60 0.31 0.30 0.35 mation than these graphs could provide; the graphs
6.87 0.25 0.24 0.30 show us profits in years t and t + 1, but, in order to
8.45 0.17 0.17 0.24 determine the value of the mine, we need to know its

Source-. Authors~ calculations. profit earnings in all future years.
Using THR we can avoid this problem. It does not

require an estimate of the value of the firm, although
tion. In the last period, the continuous time calcula- deep in the bowels of its derivation is the specifica-
tion converges to the THR because, there being only tion that the firm extract according to Hotelling's rule
the one period left, of course receipts willbe constant. to maximize current asset value; this will imply a
With time the bias in the continuous EM estimates schedule of future earnings and, consequently, a
decreases, while the bias in the discrete EM estimates value of the mine. Consider figure 12-6. The shaded
increases. area is equal to total profits, or net receipts. Line A is

If one were to employ the El Serafy method, which equal to marginal (Hotelling) rent. Total Hotelling
of discrete or continuous time would be preferable? rent is equal to marginal rent multiplied by quantity
The continuous time EM estimates are closer to the extracted, which is the dotted part of the shaded area.
correct (continuous time) values, to which they con- This is equal to economic depreciation, V. The rest of
verge. This is not surprising, especially as the under- the shaded area is equal to true income, rV. Because
lying example of optimal extraction used above, like this income is sustainable and as such can be thought
the real world, is also in continuous time. However, of as accruing to the "nondegradable" aspect of the
accountants work with discrete time periods, com- mine, we identify this as Ricardian rent.16

monly years, and the discrete approach has also the The El Serafy method assumes that total profit or
advantage that it is a more accurate estimate of eco- receipts, indicated by the shaded area in figure 12-6,
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Figure 12-5a. The Firm in Year t Figure 12-5b. The Firn in Year t+l

pnce

Marginal cost Marginal cost

0 Q(t) quantity 0 Q(t+l) quantity

is the same every year as long as the resource stock ing the price and cost of the marginal ton, and mul-
lasts. EM equates the value of the firm implied by this tiplying this by the quantity extracted over the rele-
assumption to an annuity X every year, and subtracts vant period. Finally, EM requires substituting current
this X from receipts. True income is then only some profits, the interest rate, and S/q (stock remaining
part of the shaded area. over current extraction), which is an estimate of

Of concern to El Serafy were analysts who pro- the remaining life of the deposit, into the following
posed using total current profit (total revenue minus equation:
average cost multiplied by quantity) to measure eco-
nomic depreciation. He labeled such analysts as R1-=R
users of "the depreciation approach." This label con- s+ I .
fuses matters because, as we see in figure 12-6, total (1 + r)q
profits (the shaded area) generally overestimate true
economic depreciation. Accounting for Discovering

There is a special case in which the current total
profit of all extracting firms does in fact equal eco- How does one modify the total Hotelling rent
nomic depreciation of the aggregate mineral stock. method (THR) of computing depreciation to account
This is the case of many identical price-taking firms, for discoveries of exhaustible resources?
each with homogeneous deposits and identical and
constant unit extraction costs. This is the Modifyingthe THRMethodforDiscoveries
accountant's dream case since only company profits
are required to estimate economic depreciation. This Suppose D, is discovered in the period in which Qt
case is implicit in Repetto and others (1989).17 Miller is extracted. Then Qt - D, is net extraction. If Pt -
and Upton (1985) used constant average costs in an MCt(Q) (that is, price minus marginal cost) is rent on
investigation of the empirical relevance of the marginal ton without discovery, is P, - MCt(Q) -

Hotelling's r percent rule in mineral extraction. In MC,(D) the relevant marginal rent with discoveries,
this case, profitsperfirm and totalHotellingrentsper MCt(D) being the cost of discovering the marginal
firm are the same. The value of each firm is the ton? This would suggest a formula for extended net
present value of its future Hotelling rents. We llustr- economic depreciation of the form (P, - MCt(Q) -
ate such a situation in figure 12-7, where height A MCt(D)) (Q - D). This idea is investigated in a parial
represents marginal Hotelling rent. equilibrium model in Hartwick (1991b) and in a gen-

eral equilibrium model in Hartwick (1990, 1991a). As
Summary Comparison expected, P, - MCt(Q) - MCW(D), extended marginal

rent, rises at the rate of interest along an optimal
Table 12-6 presents a comparison of measures of simultaneous extraction and exploration path for

economic depreciation. Let us recall each method. the firm. However, the analogue to total Hotelling
cIv involves finding the value of an asset at the rent is
beginning and end of the time period in question and
taking the difference V(t) - V(t+1). THR involves find- (12-19) (Pt - MCt(Q))Q - MCt(D)D.
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Figure 12-6. The TIR Measure of Economic Figure 12-7. Indushy Equilibrium with Many
Depreciation Identical Firms with Identical Constant Unit

Extraction Costs
price Marginal cost

p(t) d

MC=AC
O Q(t) quantity

0 Q(t) quantity

This can be shown to be an approximate depreciation
formula.

This formula is fairly easy to use although not quite MCt(Q))Q - MCt(D)D. P1978 - MC 19n(Q) is $9.74.
as simple as (P, - MCt(Q) - MCt(D)) (Q - D). As Q1978 is 2,353.91 million barrels. MC19 78(D), the cost
usual, matters become more complicated when stock of exploring for the marginal barrel, is $3.83 (Adel-
size effects (heterogeneous mineral quality) are intro- man 1986: table 3). Dl1 n is 562 million barrels. Eco-
duced. In general equilibrium, however, the stock nomic depreciation of the American oil stock is then
size effects require no special adjustments but are estimated to be $9.74/barrel x 2,353.91 minlion bar-
incorporated in the marginal extraction costs. rels - $3.83/barrel x 562 million barrels = $20.8 bil-

lion.
Example The capital consumption allowance (CCA) for the

United States in 1978 was $225.5 billion. If we added
The U.S. production of oil in 1978 was 2,353.91 the economic depreciation of oil to the capital con-

million barrels. Discoveries were 562 million barrels. sumption allowance, it would be $246.3 billion. The
The price in 1978 was $12.15 per barrel, and in 1979 economic depreciation of oil stocks would be $8.4
it rose to $23.50. We will take the average ($17.80) as percent of this enlarged capital consumption allow-
an estimate of the true 1978 value of oil. The extrac- ance. The U.S. net national product (NNP) in 1978,
tion cost for the marginal barrel was $8.06 (Adelman excluding the economic depreciation of natural
1986: table 3). Hence marginal rent, or profit on the resource stocks, was $1,941A billion. Adjusted for
marginal ton, was $9.74. natural resource depreciation, NNP becomes $1,920.6

The TBR formula for economic depreciation, mod- billion. The economic depreciation of oils stocks
ified to include reserves, is, as presented above, (P, - would amount to 1.1 percent of this adjusted NNP.

Table 12-6. Comparison of Measures of Economic Depreciation
Change in value (CIV) Total Hotelling rent (THR) El Serafy Method (EM)

Must obtain an estimate of the value of Must estimate quantity extracted Must estimate quantity extracted
remaining reserves at two consecutive during current period and profit on during current period, current total
dates. the marginal ton (price minus profit, and remaining reserves.

marginal cost).
Heavy data requirement unless Marginal cost data may be difficult to Current profit data may be difficult to
market values are available. obtain. obtainL Reserve estimates are often

unreliable.
Theoretically equivalent to economic Theoretically equivalent to economnic An approximation of economic
depreciation. Accuracy is as good as depreciation. Accuracy is as good as depredation. In one simulation,
the above estimate. the above estimate. estimates were close to true economic

depredation.

Source: Developed 1x7 thie anthors
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Discoveries as Economic Appreciation appreciation) whereas in the simultaneous calcula-
tion case, economic depreciation can turn out to be

Wehavedefineddepreciationasanegativechange appreciation. Practitioners of accounting can no
in the value of an asset as it is optimally used or doubt recall analogous situations and suggest proce-
depleted. What of the positive change in the value of dures for choosing an acceptable convention.
a stock of an exhaustible resource when more of the
material is discovered? Must accountants revise their The Uncertainty of Discoveries
estimate of the value of the nation's resources, that
is, the nation's wealth, and, concomitantly, the level We can be quite precise about the meaning of a
of income this wealth can sustain? Discoveries drive current measure of economic depreciation given (a)
down current prices and marginal profits. Thus cur- anticipated future shocks and (b) unanticipated fu-
rent depreciation should decline (think of the THR ture shocks. Suppose that a resource extracting firm
calculation, with same quantity and smaller mar- knows that in period 4 in the future its constant
ginal profit). current price of output will jump to $30 with proba-

Recall Aristotle's asset equilibrium equation (FEAE): bility 0.7 and to $32 with probability 0.3. The price is
currently $27 per unit. Faced with this anticipated

V = - R + rV or rV = R + V. shock, and given its extraction technology (costs) and
its stock, the firm will work out an optimal or ex-

V multiplied by the rate of return is income. If Rected profit-maximizing extraction program
dotted V, the change in value of the asset, is negative, q,3, , q4, qH, qi,*** q T for the case of probability
depreciation mustbe subtracted from R. If, however, A A A A

the asset appreciates, the appreciation in value must 0.3, and q, ,q2 ' q3 q4, *q L for the case of
be added to R to form national income! probability 0.7. This sort of calculation is discussed

According to El Serafy, one advantage of his ap- in Hartwick and Yeung (1985, 1989) and Yeung and
proach is the fact that discoveries of new stocks Note that A , A and A
cannot yield capital value appredation. Discoveries
influence his calculation of depreciation only by for each possible case and are calculated by the firm
changing the estimate of n, the remainingyears of life knowing that things will cAhangeAin period 4. A
of the firm. Today's receipts will be repeated for a stream of profits or rentals it(ql) , 7c(q2) , and 7r(q3) can
larger number n of future years, and so true income be calculated, and the economic depreciation calcu-
as a proportion of receipts will rise. There is always lated as
some depredation registered, however, even in the A
year of discovery. A __(ql)

The El Serafy method implicitly assumes that the -1 l $
discoveries are instantaneouslycapitalized. Thatis to say,
as soon as the discoveries are announced, the value for period 1, for example.'8

of the mine (its selling price) shoots up to reflect its Now suppose that, although the price does jump
new worth. It is as though the value shoots up while to $32 in period 4, the firm does not anticipate
the accountant blinks, and the accountant never has any change at all in the price. It assumes that the price
a chance to record the change in value. Instantaneous of $27 will prevail indefinitely and based on this
capitalization of discoveries can be carried out using expectation, develops an extraction program
any procedure for calculating depreciation and is not q, ,2t-...T and anticipates a stream of rentals
unique to EM. If we assume instantaneous capitaliza-
tion of discoveries in market prices so that the firm it(l) , x(q2), ... r%.). If one calculated economic de-
immediately extracts the newly optimal amount, we preciation of the firm in period 1, one would have
can use current marginal profit and quantity ex-
tracted in the usual TBR calculation and never regis -____

ter economic appreciation. A different approach,
discussed later, has stock values rise while at the same
timecalculatingcurrenteconomicdepreciationbased which will in general differ from the depredation
on before-discovery values (as in Hartwick 1990, value for the case ofananticipated price shock which
1991a, 1991b). Net depreciation is lower because of we computed above.
currently discovered new stock; appreciation of the There would be little disagreement with saying
natural resource stock is possible. that the first calculation of economic depreciation,

In the instantaneous capitalization case, economic that calculated for the anticipated shock, is the cor-
depreciation cannot be negative (become economic rect version. (To be precise, one would have to argue
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that the expectations-probabilities and price level more accurate benefit-cost estimates. This idea of
changes-were correctly formed.) When probable making revisions in periods before the shock at post-
changes are anticipated, future uncertainty is "capital- shock prices is only a suggestion for reestimating key
ized" in current extraction decisions. That is, the qt's magnitudes and as such will itself only yield approx-
correctly reflect the future price shock. Economists imately true magnitudes. Getting magnitudes before
contend that this indeed happens in the real world: an unanticipated shock precisely correct is impossi-
prices and quantities reflect such contingencies. ble. One is limited to searching for good approxima-
Roughly speaking, current prices and actions are tions to true magnitudes.
"forward looking."

But suppose that the price shock was not antici- Common Misunderstandings Regarding
pated and yet occurs. When the shock occurs, the Economic Depreciation
mine owner recalculates a new extraction program.
The old actions and the old plan for the future are Numerous practitioners have expressed reserva-
bygones. One can interpret the price jump as a cor- tions about revising the estimation of NDP to include
rection in the face of new (and better) information. It the depreciation of natural resource stocks. Thage's
is reasonable to infer that pre-shock prices were fail- clearly conveyed criticisms serve as a point of depar-
ing to reflect basic scarcity and that post-shock prices ture for us to deal with these reservations.
more accurately reflect current scarcity. This point is Thage (1991) explains his concerns regarding the
clearer perhaps in the particular case of resource adjustment of current net domestic product (NDP) for
stocks. Current prices reflect current world resources the depreciation of natural resources, particularly
and unanticipated new discoveries cause prices to mineral stocks. He uses a 1985 Organisation for Eco-
decline suddenly in a reflection of a new level of nomic Co-Operation and Development guide as a
scarcity. Discoveries that have been anticipated reference point. First he argues that in order to calcu-
cause relatively small declines in current prices be- late economic depredation, a value has to be as-
cause the prices already reflected the anticipation of signed to mineral reserves at each accounting date.
possible new discoveries; this anticipation reflected This, he argues, is very difficult and in practice will
a more accurate assessment of the stock scarcity. be of necessity overlaid with biases of unknown sign

The failure to anticipate a shock implies that cur- and magnitude. For instance, he argues, in valuing a
rent prices before the shock do not reflect scarcity in mining firm the value of produced capital in the
the large. Although one is obliged to do national business must be separated from natural resource
accounting with current observable prices, such capital, represented by reserves. It is true that such
prices are deficient in reflecting true scarcity. For difficulties complicate the civ calculation, as at-
example, if one does a cost-benefit analysis calcula- tempted by Miller and Upton (1985), but one need
tion with such prices, the recommended action at not make such a complicated calculation if some
date t, just before the shock, could well be reversed if measure of current profit in the company is available
done with prices at date t + z, just after the shock. To for use in the THR formula. The THR method allows
be able to attach welfare significance to analyses such us to measure the change in value of the firm without
as cost-benefit estimations, we have to believe that knowing its value in one period and the next.
current prices accurately reflect correct anticipations Thage expresses concern that acquiring estimates
of future shocks. This is not a huge inaccuracy since of mineral stock values would likely violate "the
rational people are forward-looking and leam from transaction principle." That is, the estimates would
experience to avoid unanticipated shocks as much as have to be inferred from nonmarket data. This is an
possible. Our comments serve to emphasize that important concern; the transaction principle should
when unanticipated shocks are about to buffet the be adhered to so that accurate measures of scarcity
economy, currentmagnitudes (prices and quantities) and income can be obtained. However, we can honor
can be highly defective in performing cost-benefit this principle by using market data in the THR calcu-
estimations or national accounting, for example. lation, which estimates not stock value but the
Useful prices are forward looking; they reflect accu- change in stock value. Another of Thage's concerns
rate anticipations of the nature of future uncertain is that users of national income statistics will lose
events. confidence in the measures and stop using them if

If one is analyzing data from the past that feature the statistics are viewed as unreliable, or as having
a structural break because of a then-unanticipated been derived under implausible assumptions. Cer-
shock, one might use post-discovery prices in the tainly it is necessary to make depreciation calcula-
pre-discovery periods near the date of the un- tions straightforward and to ground them in
anticipated discovery or shock to smooth out calcu- agreed-upon principles. In this regard, modern eco-
lations of true economic depreciation or to obtain nomics provides the shared language of discourse
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and methods of analysis. This is one reason for agree- We discuss the additional complications posed by
ing to work with "the transaction principle" in con- new discoveries of mineral stocks in performing de-
structing national accounts. pletion adjustments in the national accounts. The

Thage wonders that mineral capital should be de- question of (a) the date of capitalization of discover-
preciated alongside man-made capitalinthenational ies in current price and of (b) anticipated versus
accounts, given that human beings have not pro- unanticipated discoveries are taken up. El Serafy
duced the mineral resource they enjoy. There are two endorses instant capitalization.
aspects of the answer to this query. First, the services In our overview we have frequently alluded to the
of "natural" capital (value added) are already in GDP generalproblemof depreciatingnmineralstocksinthe
in the form of, say, oil burned as fuel in autos and national accounts, but this discussion is by no means
trucks, etc. In a complete system of accounts, any a complete survey of the issues. Of great relevance is
service flow should be traced back to the generic how imperfections in markets cause formulas of eco-
input, usually labor, produced capital, or, in this case, nomic depreciation to change. These matters are
natural capital. Second, stocks of natural capital are taken up in Hartwick (1991a).
traded as in the ownership of mines and have values
somewhat independent of their yielding value Appendix 12-1: A Historical Note on the
added in GDP. Accounting for economic depreciation Notion of Keeping Capital Intact
of natural resource stocks in NDP is therefore not an
addition to the natural accounts, but the rectification The Hicksian concept of income was understood
of a long-standing omission or oversight. This last by economists some time before Hicks's publication
point has been made forcefully by Repetto in a num- of it. El Serafy (1989) recalls the famous definition of
ber of popular articles. rent (meant to describe true income from land) pro-

Another misunderstanding of economic deprecia- vided by David Ricardo (1821): "In the perception of
tion is that it penalizes too severely countries that are classical economists the rent that qualified as value
resource-rich in relation to others. In response to this added derived from the indestructible powers of
concern we would emphasize that the resource earn- nature. Such revenue is dearly sustainable where the
ings of a resource-rich country are temporary. Sup- powers of nature to reproduce it are not impaired,
pose no depreciation for mineral depletion is anditcanthereforebelegitimatelycountedasincome."
currently netted out of GDP. Let countries A and B Mining economists (for example, Sorley 1889) had
have the same NDP. Let country A be earning all its a fairly dearunderstanding that royalty was a charge
income from oil exports, and let country B depend for reducing the value of a mine by extracting from
entirely on income from man-made capital. Since A it (see also Matheson 1893). Marshall (1916: 438-39)
will eventually run out of oil, its current level of NDP was also dear on this and emphasized the distinc-
is going to terminate while B's will continue. Depre- tiveness of rent and royalty. Whereas rent is that
ciating oil stocks is a method of indicating that coun- portion of net receipts representing the return to
try A is not as rich in the long run as country B. perpetually existing capital, "the royalty itself on a
Ultimately, welfare is measured by future per capita ton of coal, when accurately adjusted, represents that
consumption streams, or, in a more limited sense, by diminution in the value of the mine, regarded as a
sustainable consumption, not by current natural en- source of wealth in the future, which is caused by
dowments. taking the ton out of nature's storehouse."

Marshall (1936: bk. 6, chap. 1, 523-24) was also
Concluding Remarks quite explicit about netting out depreciation in vari-

ous kinds of stocks, seemingly including natural
The formula proposed by El Serafy for adjusting resource stocks, to arrive at net national product.

the national accounts to allow for mineral stock de-
pletion is derived in a general asset valuation frame- The labor and capital of the country, acting on
work. Its earlier appearances and allied formulations its natural resources, produce annually a certain
(Roy 1977) are reported as well as the relation of the net aggregate of commodities, material and im-
formula to "depreciation" in the famous chapter of material, induding services of all kinds. The limit-
Hicks (1946) on the Hicksian concept of income. The ing word "net" is needed to provide for the using
El Serafy method reapplies the formula de novo in a up of raw and half-finished commodities, and for
rolling plan scenario, year by year. We use this method the wearing out and depreciation of plant which is
(with the El Serafy formula) in an example and find involved in production: all such waste must of
that the results track true economic depreciation course be deducted from the gross produce before
(computed by direct methods) quite dosely. It is not the true or net income can be found. And net
apparent how robust this good fit is in general. income due on account of foreign investments
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must be added in. This is true net annual income (12-20)
or revenue; or, the national dividend: we may, of
course, estimate it for a year or for any other period. J [C (t) + r(t) I e P (s -t)ds f C*(s) e P (s -t)ds.

t t

He also considered it useful to conceptualize wast-
ing assets such as mines in ways equivalent to infi- C* + r is a constant level of national income (con-
nitely lived assets such as fisheries. Marshall (1916: sumptionplus investment)inyeartand every period
81) writes thereafter. Recall that the integral sign means that we

are summing the expression after it from years t
If we look chiefly at the income of a country we through oo. The e P (s -1) indicates that we are taking

must allow for the depreciation of the sources from the present value of the sum, using a discount rate
which it is derived. More must be deducted from of p.
the income derived from a house if it is made of The right-hand side is the present value of the
wood, than if it is made of stone "even though" a optimal stream of consumption into the future, de-
wooden house gives equally good accommoda- fined by Weitzman as the wealth of the nation, W(t).
tion. Again, a mine may yield for a time a large Equation (12-20) tells us that the optimal consump-
income, but be exhausted in a few years: in that tion stream is equivalent to the present value of a
case it must be counted as equivalent to a field, or certain constant level of NNP Cf(t) + I(t)) sustained
a fishery, which yields a much smaller annual into the future the left-hand side). The left-hand side
income, but will yield that income permanently. can also be written as [C(t) + r*(t))/p. We can then

rearrange equation (12-20) to read NNP = pW(t), as
Pigou (1935: 235, 1941) realized that net national discussed earlier. The Hicksian notion of income is

product could be calculated by allowing for the re- confirmed income NNP) is the return from wealth
placement of some part of capital that was used up thatcanbeconsumedwhileleavingwealthundimin-
in production. He became interested in this replace- ished.
ment, or in "maintaining capital intact." This led to a Separating the two terms on the left-hand side, we
sharp exchange with Hayek (1941), essentially over can leave consumption in integral notation, and
the question of how to measure capital stock, dimi- write the investment term in a simpler and equiva-
nution in capital stock, and replacement capital. The lent way.
focal point of the debate was "maintaining capital
intact." Hicks (1942) entered the debate with his con- ( f P
tribution on distinguishing capital ex ante and ex (12-21) +P f C(t)e P(S-t)ds
post. In Pigou (1935: 22) there is the suggestion that
the using up of stocks of nonrenewable natural re-
sources be compensated for by extra investment in Rearranging, we find:
produced capital. The Pigou-Hayek-Hicks debate
took place without reference to Hicks's Value and l*t
Capital ([1939] 1946). (12-22) f )= [C*(s) - C*(t) I e- P (s f)ds.

In chapter 13 of the first and second editions of t
Value and Capital, Hicks had suggested that income *
should be defined as that flow from an asset that, if Recall that Co(s) is a level of consumption belonging
consumed currently, would leave capital value un- to the optimal stream of consumption. C*(t) is the
changed. At the level of the nation, this concept has current level of consumption. Thus C(s) - C(t) is the
become known as net national product. Hicks used increment, the improvement in consumption in the
the income concept at the level of the individual, future compared with the current level. Equation
however, and as such, income is simply current dol- (12-22) is telling us that the present value of future
lar returns (interest flows) from the asset ("define a improvements in consumption is determined by
man's income as the maximum value which he can today's investment level, expected to be repeated
consume during a e and still expect to be as well each year into the future, where the future is dis-
off at the end of the week as he was at the beginning," counted at the social discount factor p.' 9

Hicks [19391 1946: 172). We have made use of this
notion in the text. Appendix 12-3: Proof of THR

Hartwick (1989) and Harwick and Lindsey (1989)
Appendix 12-2: Weitzman's Result demonstrated that economic depreciation of an ex-

haustible resource is equal to total Hotelling rent,
Weitzman (1976) states his result as defined as rent on the marginal ton multiplied by
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quantity extracted over the period in question. Here (12-28) rV(t) = c- q(t) q(t))
is the proof of Hartwick and Lindsey (continuous aq(t)
time).

Recall that depredation is the change in value of the
Demonstration mine, V(t) - V(t + 1) or V in continuous time; accord-

ing to the FEAE, this equals profits, R(q(t)) (which we
Equation (12-23) expresses the fact that the value refer to as R(t)), minus rV(t). Rearranging this equa-

of the mine at time t is equal to the sum, discounted tion (12-28), we see that depreciation equals total
at interest rate r, of all the profits or net receipts, 7(q), Hotelling rent, quantity multiplied by profit on the
over time, s, between today (t) and the last period of marginal ton.
mining (T).

T (12-29) V = ir(q(t)) - rV(t) = q(t) aq(t)
(12-23) V(t)= f e (s -t) (q(s))ds .

f Appendix 4: El Serafy's "User Cost" in Continuous
Time

Rearranging, we get equation (12-24).

T A deposit at date t has S(t) homogeneous tons

(12-24) e~ '1 1(t) = |Je~ rsg (q(s))ds . remaining. Extraction sequence f q(t) l T exhausts the
S(t) tons between today, t, and the dosing of the
deposit at T. A feasible extraction program satisfies

Integrating by parts, T

(12-25) f q(v)dv < S(t);
TT t

e rtv(t) = - eTs7c (q(s)) + f I e rs ft(q(s)) ds
r r aq(s) aS that is, the total amount extracted over time cannot

exceed the initial size of the deposit. The market value
Now depreciation is incurred during optimal use of V(t) of the deposit is the present value of profits or
the mine (as discussed in the section "The Definition receipts iR(q(t)). Mathematically,
of Economic Depreciation"). Under optimal use, T

marginal profit (12-30) V(t) f e- r (v - t) it(q(v))dv

(iq(s)
dq(s) where r is the constant rate of interest and discount.

in any period s is equal to today's marginal profit Differentiationyields
after discounting at the rate of interest. That is, (12-31) V(t)=ic(q(t)+rV(t).

- Jsr=(q(t)) e (s - Recall that rV(t) is instantaneous profit from selling
Aq(s) (E)q(t) the deposit and banking the proceeds; m(q(t)) is gross

Hotelling's rule). We substitute this rule into the return from "using" the deposit, and V(t) is the cap-
previous equation. Rearranging slightly, we find ital gain accruing to the owner. Net return from

owning and using the deposit is 7c(q(t)) + V(t). V(t) is
(12-26) rV(t) = - eC r (T- t) F(q(T)) + x(q(q(t)) negative since the deposit is being depleted from use.

(12-26) rV(t) T The present value of a constant stream of X dollar
+ a(q(t)) J aq(s) ds per instant is

aq(t) oas

Now q(T), the quantity extracted at the last instant of r e
mining, is zero. We use this information to simplify t
further.

Choose X so that Xlr = V(t). Now we have two
(12-27) (t) = (t)t(q(t)) (7)- q(tcapital goods: a mineral deposit of market value V(t)

(12-27) rV(t) = ic(q(t)) + -~a( (q(t ) - q(t)) and a perpetual income stream of the same value.
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Replace V(t) with X/r in equation (12-31) and we clarifies the terms ex ante and ex post. Ex ante is defined,
have with regard to the value of an asset, as the anticipated value

of the asset at the end of a current period. Ex post is then
(12-32) V(t) =-n(q(t)) + X. the observed value of the asset today. This is slightly dif-

ferent from the use of these terms in the analysis of uncer-
The left-hand side is the economic depreciation tainty (there ex post is the realized value of a random

(loss in capital value) of the deposit because q(t) has variable).
been extracted. The right-hand side is the Hicks-El 5. The theory that is presented in the section "Income
Serafy definition of "user cost" or economic depreci- from Exhaustible Resource Depletion" describes a non-
ation: R - X. It is equal to economic depreciation. trading economy. Gross national product is the same as

If x(q(t)) were constant over the life of the deposit gross domestic product in this case.
as in El Serafy, then equation (12-30) can be written 6. The present value, or value to you today, of $n
as tomorrow is $n/(l + r), where r is the rate of interest. This

term is less than $n. We discount the value of money in the
T future because money today, which is available now for

V(t) = n(q(v) fe r(vt)dv investments and interest-bearing bank deposits, is more
t valuable to us than the same amount of money in the

future. If we take $n/(l + r) and invest it in a bank deposit
which simplifies to earning r percent interest per period, then next period we

will have $nA(1 + r) multiplied by (1 + r), which equals $n
exactly. So $n/(l + r) is worth $n in the future, and $n in

V(t)=W er(T-t) the future is worth $n/( + r) today.
r tr) 7. This is true under perfect competition. If the owner of

an asset, person A, is using the asset inefficiently, its value
V(t) is then equal to- 7 re-(T- t) or- se- rwhich is El to him will be less than its value to someone who plans to
Serafy's formula in continuous time (with a negative use the asset as productively as possible, person B, and
sign). person B will be able to buy from A or to buy out A.

8. Issues explored include stock heterogeneity, resource
Notes discoveries and exploration costs, durability of exhaustible

resources, and mineral extraction causing pollution.
1. Keynes (1936: 70) writes in the appendix to chapter 6, 9. The above is partial equilibrium analysis and treats

"We have defined the user cost as the reduction inthe value the interest rate on a bank account as exogenous. In a larger
of the equipment due to using it as compared with not framework, the interest rate is endogenous and reflects the
using it, after allowing for the cost of the maintenance and basic productivity of capital goods. (In general equilibrium
improvementswhichitwouldbeworthwhiletoundertake the interest rate is identified with the marginal product of
and for purchases from other entrepreneurs [other input a unit of produced capital, the current extra output-say,
costs]." of a composite commodity representing aggregate output

2. We adopt the Hicksian term "receipts" to refer to in the economy-from an additional unit of produced
receipts net of costs, or "profits." capital.) H. Daly (in comments on an early draft of this

3. Hicks's canonical problem in chapter 13 is arriving at chapter) raises two questions concerning the interest rate.
a useful notion of "income" for the case of a man whose In an economywide context, what real rate (underlying the
receipts (weekly wage packets) fluctuate. His approach is rate on a bank account) should one use in valuing present
to capitalize the future stream of wages in a present value values in an El Serafy calculation and what real rate should
and to define income as the amount that could be currently one use to represent our rate on a bank account? He is
consumedwithoutreducingthatcapitalvalue.Theincome interested in considering rates corresponding to "biologi-
concept is a special kind of averaging and will "give people cal interest rates" in renewable resource models. We do
an indication of the amount which they can consume with- know that the biological interest rate equals the real interest
out impoverishing themselves" (p. 172). The bottom line is: rate in most dynamic steady states, but Daly is presumably
avoid living off current receipts; rather, live off Hicksian interested in a world not relying on produced capital in the
income if you wish to be solvent into the distant future. long run. It is easy to imagine worlds in which renewable

4. Ex ante and ex post can be thought of as "before" and resource capital is being built up by investment funds
"after." Ex ante refers to the situation before unanticipated, derived from the sale of nonrenewable resource flows. The
uncertain shocks to the asset markets. Ex post refers to the literature on "investing exhaustible resource rents" has
next period of reckoning wealth, after current uncertain touched on such scenarios, but an investigation of interest
shocks have occurred. Then the wealth is reallocated for rates has apparently not been taken up.
the next period so that, again ex ante, the marginal dollar 10. El Serafy and Lutz (1989:4) recognized that mining
in each asset earns the same rate of return. Hicks (1942) profits net of user cost is value added.
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11. This expression can be rearranged to form tion of the mineral stock, given no discoveries. This im-
X __I__ 1 plicitly assumes that marginal extraction costs equal aver-
R (1+ r )+1 age extraction costs. If marginal extraction costs are in fact
This arrangement of the El Serafy formula is the one used rising, rents will be less than profits and Repetto and his
in the El Serafy method of computing economic deprecia- colleagues will be overestimating economic depreciation
tion. or marking "old" NNP down excessively to account for

12. Canning (1929) drew heavily on I. Fisher's idea that resource stock "wasting" or using up. The correct way to
the value of an asset or capital equals its discounted future circumvent this overestimation is to obtain true marginal
earnings. This is quite different from the notion that the extraction costs and to calculate correct economic depreci-
value of an asset equals its historical cost. I. Fisher praised ation. In the absence of such true marginal extraction costs,
Canning's Economics of Accountancy in a lengthy review- one might proceed with average extraction costs, as in
article in the American Economic Review. Canning (1929: Repetto and others, and make some ad hoc adjustment
292-93) asserted that he developed his views indepen- with the qualification that observed profits generally over-
dently of Hotelling (1925) who made use of present value estimate true mineral stock depreciation. For example, one
calculations in his definition of asset value. Change in asset might reduce profits by one-third and then let these re-
value was the notion Hotelling and Canning adopted for duced profits stand for true economic depreciation.
"depreciation." Hotelling noted that the intensity of use of 18. This is the total Hotelling rent (THR) method of com-
an asset should be endogenous in determining deprecia- puting depreciation: qX is the quantity extracted in period
tion and this research was pursued by Roos (1928). The 1, and
modem theory of depredation in accounting (for example, a7t (ql)
Hendriksen 1982) uses the changeinvalue notion of Hotell- aq 1
ing and Canning. the change in profit that obtains when one more unit is

13. In Canning's notation revenue is represented by USt, extracted, is marginal profit.
where U can be considered price, St is the quantity pro- 19. p, the social rate of time preference, describes how a
duced, and Ot is costs or "outlays." society trades off consumptiontoday against consumption

14. The current public finance approach to the analysis tomorrow. In this way it helps to determine the optimal
of corporate taxation of firms' investment activity (for ex- path of consumption.
ample, Boadway 1985) treats the physical deterioration of
capital as occurring exogenously (radioactive decay) and
allowances for depreciation, as specified institutionally by Glossary
government. Emphasis is on how tax "distortions" affect It ma rove useful to refer to the following glos-
post tax rates of return ("marginal effective tax rates"). sar may onfusion arie.

15. Market economies with distortions such as a monop- sary should confusion arise.
olistic seller have prices that do not represent true scarcity Asset. Used by us to describe a stock of value that
values; these are so-called third-best economies. To per- cAsete a stock of value at
form analyses such as cost-benefit calculations in such an generate a stream of benefits to the owner. Assets
economies, one is obliged to adjust the prices in order to invude capital goods such as equipment, money
make them reflect true scarcities. One might say, turn the investments such as bank accounts, stocks and
prices into second-best prices. In a world with distortions, bonds, and stocks of resources such as forests and
the adjustments made depend on the nature of the partic- mines.
ular distortions. There are no general formulas for dis-
torted competitive economies. Hartwick (1991a) discusses Depreciation. See Economic Depreciation.
second-best prices in economies with pollution. In partic- Economic Depreciation. Defined as the change in
ular he indicated that if mining caused pollution, then value of an asset that results as it is optimally used.
measures of economic depreciation in second-best econo- Welue ofeangas rulto as the optimal use
mies would have to be adjusted in relation to the case of We use Hoteliblg's rule to describe the optimal use
mining not causing pollution. This is an example of the
severe complications that arise when one departs from El Serafy Formula. The El Serafy formula defines
the assumption that current prices reflect the competi- "usert' orm ic deprerafy as
tive (nondistorted) market mechanism at work. Another user cost or economic depreciation as
central distortion he discussed was farming causing soil
degradation. Parallels with the pollution externality are R - X = R .+ 
strong. (1 r )n +

16. See the glossary entry "rent" for a definition of
Ricardian rent. where R is current profits, assumed to be constant

17. Repetto and others (1989) use currentprofitascurrent over the remaining years of life of the mine, and X is
resource rent that represents current economic deprecia- Hicksian income.
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El Serafy Method. The El Serafy method (EM) of Bonbright, J. C. 1937. The Valuation of Property. 1st ed.
computing economic depreciation makes use of a Charlottesville, Va.: Michie Company. Reprinted 1965,
simplification of the El Serafy formula: n, the years of vol. 1.
life remaining to a mine, is assumed to be Slq, where Canning, J. B. 1929. The Economics of Accountancy. New
S is the stock of the resource remaining, and q is the York: Ronald Press.
amount extracted in the current period. The key vari- Dorfman, Robert, P. A. Samuelson, and R. M. Solow. 1958.
ables R, r, S, and q are updated period by period. Linear Programming and Economic Analysis. New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Company.
Hotelling Rent. Defined as profits on the last ton El Serafy, Salah. 1981. "Absorptive Capacity, the Demand

mined. Computed as price minus marginal cost on for Revenue, and the Supply of Petroleum." Journal of
the last ton mined. See also "total Hotelling rent." Energy and Development 7(1):73-88.
Hotelling rent is different from the usual meaning of . 1989. "The Proper Calculation of Income from
rent (see "rent" below). Depletable Natural Resources." In Yusuf Ahrnad, Salah

El Serafy, and Ernst Lutz, eds., EnvironmentalAccounting
Income. Used by Hicks and El Serafy to describe a for Sustainable Development. Washington, D.C.: World

level of consumption that will leave wealth undimin- Bank.
ished at the end of the period. We adopt this defini- . 1991. "Depletable Resources: Fixed Capital or In-
tion of income, which can be written as rV, where r ventories?" Paper presented at the Special Conference of
is the rate of return of an asset or resource stock, and the International Association of Research in Income and
V is the value of the asset. Wealth on Environmental Accounting, Baden, Austria,

May 27-31.
Receipts. Used by Hicks to describe per period El Serafy, Salah, and Ernst Lutz. 1989. "Environmental and

profits earned by an asset. He means receipts net of Resource Accounting: An Overview." In Yusuf Ahmad,
costs. We use this term interchangeably with "rent- Salah El Serafy, and Ernst Lutz, eds., Environmental Ac-
als" and "profits." countingfor Sustainable Development. Washington, D.C.:

World Bank.
Rent. Used by classical economists to describe the Hartwick, J. M. 1977. "Intergenerational Equity and the

value added, or true income, from land. We do not Investing of Rents from Exhaustible Resources." Amen-
use this term, except in "Hotelling rent," which un- can Economic Review 67(5):972-74.
fortunately means something else. . 1988 "Explaining Current Exhaustible Resource

Prices with CAPM." Discussion Paper 726. Queen's Uni-
RentaL Used to describe per period profits earned versity Economics Department. Kingston, Ontario.

by an asset. Used interchangeably with "(net) re- . 1989. Non-renewable Resources, Extraction Pro-
ceipts.' See also "Hotelling rent." grams and Markets. Chur, Switzerland: Harwood Aca-
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Royalty. Used by Alfred Marshall to describe the _. 1990. "Natural Resources, National Accounting

portion of receipts from an exhaustible resource that and Economic Depreciation."Journal of Public Economics
represents diminution of that resource: in other 43:291-304.
words, economic depreciation. . 1991a. "Notes on Economic Depreciation of Nat-

ural Resource Stocks and National Accounting," Paper
Total Hotelling Rent. Defined asHotelling rent (see for Association of Income and Wealth, Baden, Austria.

above) multiplied by quantity extracted. . 1991b. "The Non-renewable Resource Exploring-
Extracting Firm and the r% Rule." Resources and Energy
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Valuation and Treatment of Depletable
Resources in the National Accounts

Jonathan Levin

From earliest times, as the bronze and iron ages domestic product (GDP)-in the current period, or
testify, the extraction of natural resources for the depreciation of a capital asset which, though
human use has been an important part of the contributing to production, should not be counted in

relationship between human beings and nature. At net domestic product (NDP) or income (Levin 1990:
the very beginning of American history, English ex- 161, 168-69). To help assess the feasibility of such a
plorers searched the New England coast for what change, and the alternative means by which it might
Richard Haklyut, in his dassic Discourse Concerning be implemented, this chapter deals with specific as-
Western Planting of 1584, had called "merchantable pects of this issue, thatis, the valuation and treatment
commodities"-that is to say, goods that were scarce of nonrenewable natural resources extracted for sale.
in Europe and would pay the cost of transporting Whether the nonrenewable resources extracted
them across the ocean (Cronon 1983:20). Today, as a from nature should be counted as part of economic
growing awareness of the human interaction with production and income can have wide implications
nature draws greater attention to the need for its for the evaluation and conduct of development in
economic measurement, appropriate characteriza- many countries, particularly those countries that are
tion of this relationship poses a significant challenge. dependent on the extraction and sale of such prod-
As Carl Sauer wrote of soil and species destruction ucts. In considering solutions to the conceptual prob-
in 1938, "We have not yet learned the difference lems involved, it is important to determine how such
between yield and loot. We do not like to be eco- economic interactions might be measured, what val-
nomic realists" (Sauer 1963: 154). ues can be put on the flows between nature and

This issue has come more dearly into focus as part economic activity, and how they may be entered in
of the current worldwide effort to adjust the methods the accounts.
used in national accounts to measure economic ac- The central problem here is that although the even-
tivities so as to better reflect human interaction with tual sale of the extracted product provides a market
the environment. Attention has centered on the way price, this may not be true of its natural resource
national accounts deal with three issues: the deple- component, as distinct from the value added by its
tion of natural resources extracted for sale, "defen- subsequent costs. Once the natural resource compo-
sive" expenditures to prevent or correct nent has crossed the line between geological accretion
environmental damage, and the degradation of the and economic exploitation without the benefit of mar-
quality of the environment as a result of economic ket price, a number of questions arise: What is to be
activity. With regard to the first issue, it is argued that valued, only withdrawals or also additions to economic
the extraction of depletable natural resources should reserves? At what stage in the nature-to-market pro-
be viewed not as an addition to income but as the use cess could valuation of such additions to reserves
of an existing asset, constituting either the use of an take place? How could valuation be carried out?
inventory carried over from previous periods, which This chapter examines varying perspectives on
should not be counted as a part of production-gross these three issues, drawing on earlier works con-
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cerned with measuring the value of natural resources worth, implies symmetry between additions to
and advancing its own suggestion as to how this wealth and their subsequent subtractions from
value maybe entered in the national accounts. It does wealth, or, more to the point, between subtractions
not deal with possible future costs, such as those for from wealth, as in depletion or depreciation, and
mine land restoration, which, like imputed employer their previous addition to wealth. That would make
contributions to unfunded pension schemes, could it necessary to value not only the natural resource
conceivably be counted as current period costs (Ber- component extracted for sale, but also the natural
ger 1986: 91-93). Nor does it deal with the externali- resource as it becomes a part of wealth.
ties of social costs or the contingent costs of possible Questions arise, however, as to whether such sym-
future occurrences, such as oil spill damage (Hub- metry in the registration of natural resources as they
bard 1991: 36-42). enter the national wealth is possible, necessary, and

advisable. Unlike private mineral holdings, which
Treatment of Additions to Reserves can be entered as increases in wealth at the time of

acquisition, a nation's subsoil mineral wealth pre-
The impetus for revising the national accounts' dates the birth of the nation. Such mineral wealth

treatment of depletable resources extracted for sale could conceivably be viewed as having entered the
comes from a belief that, since their existence pre- balance sheet in a previous period, or at the opening
cedes the accounting period in which their extraction of accounts, with no addition to the production or
takes place, their depletion constitutes a reduction in income accounts symmetrical to subsequent subtrac-
wealth rather than an addition to income. It is argued tions.2 Alternatively, symmetry could be maintained
that extraction should therefore be reflected in either by taking the occasion of their discrete entry into
a subtraction from income to show depreciation, like economic affairs to mark the addition of such natural
the depreciation of a fixed capital asset, or a subtrac- resources to the nation's wealth. As noted in the next
tion also from production to show the use of preex- section, this could come at discovery, at the establish-
isting inventories, since the natural resource ment of proved reserves, or even at recognition of the
component was not produced in the current period economic worth of a natural resource as a result of
(Levin 1990: 168; Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van technological developments.3 The addition of such
Tongeren 1989: 18, 1991: 4; Ahmad, El Serafy, and economic reserves would distinguish a country that
Lutz 1989: 3-4). In either view it is necessary to possesses them from a country in which the prospect
determine a value for the natural resource compo- of their impending extraction and sale does not exist.
nent of the product extracted for sale and then sub- In the past, both the addition of natural resources
tract it. to national wealth and their subsequent depletion

The need for this subtraction follows from the were excluded from the production and income ac-
application of the Hicksian concept of income, which counts of the national accounts, because of the uncer-
is defined as the "maximum potential consumption tain value of mineral resources at the time of their
while maintaining capital intact." McElroy (1976: addition to national wealth, the uneven impact of
228-29) contrasts this with Irving Fisher's 1930 defi- such additions on production and income, and per-
nition of income as the sum of pure consumption haps hesitation over attributing to production and
expenditures and the implicit rental value of con- income resources emerging from nature.
sumer durables, counting only the economic "ends" Given the increased importance attached to hav-
rather than "changing prospects for future consump- ing national accounts reflect the interaction between
tion resulting from current expenditures on eco- the economy and the environment, a solution to this
nomic means," that is, capital. The difference dilemma may now be possible. In essence, this would
between Fisher and Hicksian definitions, McElroy be based on the growing recognition that the envi-
explains, lies only in periodization, in other words, ronment or nature constitutes a separate sector or
in the allocation of these events in specific intervals account, similar to the rest-of-the-world account. In
of time. The Fisher definition counts neither capital this context, the national economy may be viewed as
formation nor its subsequent depreciation. The "importing" natural resources from the environ-
Hicksian definition counts both current consump- ment, through discovery or development, for exam-
tion and the present value of expected net increments ple. These "imports" would enter the capital account
in future production (or consumption) possibilities as an addition to inventories, or to fixed capital, paid
but avoids double counting by subtracting deprecia- for by a corresponding capital transfer from the en-
tion allowances as the value of the capital stock "em- vironment. The import of the natural resource
bodied" in current production.' would not enter the production account and thus

The Hicksian definition of income, if strictly inter- would avoid distortionary effects on the (GDP). The
preted as potential consumption plus changes in net value added to reserves by expenditures for the dis-
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covery or development of the natural resource would A more limited variation of total existing minerals
enter the production account, however, with its is used by Boskin and his associates, who are con-
product added to the value of the reserves in the cerned with measuring government wealth (and
capital account as a form of saving. debt) as it affects taxpayer behavior in anticipation of

Upon extraction and sale, the value of the reserves future revenue requirements. They base their valua-
utilized would be netted from GDP as intermediate tion of U.S. government wealth from future mineral
consumption if treated as use of inventories, or from lease and royalty payments on U.S. Department of
net domestic product alone if treated as consumption Interior estimates of "economically recoverable un-
of fixed capital, since the use of inventories is ex- discovered reserves ... estimated to be recoverable
cluded from GDP, NDP, and income, whereas the con- and profitable to extract at current prices and tech-
sumption of fixed capital is excluded only from NDP nology" (Boskin and others 1985: 923-24). Ignoring
and income. The value of the utilized reserves would undiscovered reserves, they point out, can cause the
not result in an increase in the operating surplus in government's sale of mineral rights leases that pre-
the production account but in a decrease in invento- cede exploration to be treated in the income and
ries, or fixed capital assets, in the capital account and wealth accounts as an increase in goverrument re-
thus would give rise to a corresponding increase in ceipts and wealth rather than as an assets sale (Boskin
the financing account. Any use of the proceeds from and others 1985: 926).
the sale of the reserves for current, rather than capital, To provide a comprehensive classification of min-
expenditures would thereforebe reflected in dissaving. eral deposits, McKelvey has developed a diagram

The requirements of symmetry would be satisfied that arrays gradations in their economic feasibility
by this treatment. The symmetry would come in the along one axis and the degree of their geologic assur-
addition and subtraction of inventory or fixed capital ance along the other. Economic feasibility is catego-
in the capital account, however, and not in the pro- rized as either economic, paramarginal, or
duction account. This would be appropriate, since it submarginal, while geologic assurance is divided
is not the production and subsequent use of natural between identified and undiscovered. Identified is
resources that is to be measured but their addition to subdivided into demonstrated-either measured or
available supplies and subsequent use. The parallel only indicated-and inferred, and undiscovered into
with imports added to inventories is thus instructive. hypothetical (in known districts) and speculative (in

undiscovered districts). Resources may be character-
Stages of Valuation ized as moving from speculative resources, to possi-

ble resources, to probable reserves, to proved
While depletion of the natural resourceisnecessar- reserves (Adelman and others 1983: 13-16).

ily valued when the extraction and sale occur, the Proved reserves, sometimes referred to as devel-
valuation of its addition to national wealth may come oped reserves, of oil and gas are defined as those that
at various points between its prediscovery existence "geological and engineering data demonstrate with
in nature and eventual extraction. A number of reasonable certainty to be recoverable in future years
stages have been delineated and at times used for from known reservoirs under existing economic and
measurementpurposes. operating conditions," that is, under current prices

Valuation of all existing supplies of a mineral in and costs. Probable reserves cover what may be pro-
the earth is discouraged by Adelman (1990: 1), who duced from the undrilled parts of known reservoirs,
finds the total mineral in the earth to be "an irrele- from the new horizons in those reservoirs, and from
vant, non-binding constraint. If expected finding-de- adjacent pools. In the United States, probable re-
velopment costs exceed the expected net revenues, serves were reported to be two to three times the total
investment dries up, and the industry disappears. of proved reserves. Probable reserves are defined by
Whatever is left in the ground is unknown, probably the Canadian Petroleum Association as "a realistic
unknowable, but surely unimportant; a geological assessment of the reserves that will be recovered
fact of no economic interest." from known oil or gas fields based on the estimated

A somewhat less indusive measure is referred to ultimate size and reservoir characteristics of such
by Landefeld and Hines (1985: 3) as the "resource fields" (Adelman and others 1983: 33, 49, 52).5
base" and includes reserves capable of being ex- An additional concept referred to as "oil in place"
tracted under both current and future economic con- in particular oil fields, meaning the total amount of
ditions and technology. In their view, such estimates oil remaining in a field regardless of the cost of
are likely to be very uncertain, however, since they extracting it, is discussed by Houthakker (1980: 35).
would be based on forecasts of prices, demand, and The physical parameters of deposits are used to
technology fifty to seventy-five years into the future identify the reserves of some resources. In the case of
and would include undiscovered reserves inferred coal, for example, the U.S. Bureau of Mines has de-
from geological information. fined a "demonstrated reserve base" as consisting of
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measured and indicated reserves in bituminous as additions to national wealth is the uneven quality
seams greater than 28 inches and subbituminous and of the information available on each. Estimates of the
lignite seams greater than 5 feet, which are up to resource base, as already noted, are very uncertain.
1,000 feet below the surface and can be economically With regard to U.S. data on proved oil and gas re-
mined at the time of determination (Adelman and serves, Landefeld and Hines concluded that al-
others 1983:298-300). though company reserve estimates are subject to

The reserves and resources of uranium, unlike random variation, aggregate oil and gas reserve sta-
those of other minerals, are presented in terms of a tistics are more reliable. They found that statistics on
particular measure of cost, "forward cost," which proved reserves of hard minerals, though also sub-
denotes all expected future costs associated with pro- ject to uncertainties, are known with more certainty
duction from the time of analysis. Reserves comprise than those on proved oil and gas reserves (1982: 167).
known deposits-of a grade and physical shape usu- A summary of the estimating procedures for proved
ally delineated by developmental drilling-that can reserves in the United States and Canada in earlier
be recovered at costs equal to, or less than, the se- years is provided by Adelman and his associates
lected forward cost category. A resource, inferred by (1983:29).
some process that gives an expectation of ore occur- The United Nations Guidelines on Statistics of Tan-
rences, is converted into reserves by the exploration gible Assets (1979: 6) recommends including in the
and development phase (Adelman and others 1983: stock of tangible assets only those subsoil resources
338,346-47). that are economically exploitable at the current level

In the oil and gas mining industries, in particular, of technology, as they are more closely linked to
onryasmallpartoftheprovedreservesisestablished current production than the total discovered re-
at discovery, roughly one-seventh during the 1946- sources.
74 period in the United States, for example (Soladay
1980:354). Reserves are expanded primarily through Valuation Methods
the extension of existing reservoirs (as additional
development wells are drilled after the year of initial The first question in the valuation of natural re-
discovery), or through revisions in reserve estimates sources in the national accounts is whether they
arising from further information concerning the per- should be assigned any value at all, since it is their
formance of a reservoir, from new processes that role in economic activity, rather than any inherent
increase recovery, or from other cost or price changes physical quality, that is to be valued. To simplify, one
that affect the feasibility of recovery (Soladay 1980: may ask whether a natural resource discovered, ex-
354; Adelman and others 1983: 63). Soladay refers to tracted, and sold within a single accounting period is
the resulting proved reserve figures as "a working to be assigned any part of the value at which it is sold.
inventory" of oil that can eventually be produced Under the production boundary of the present na-
under current operating conditions. Adelnan and tional accounts system, which counts only produced
his associates (1983:27) suggest that proved reserves goods in production, no value is assigned to the
can be considered a measure of "shelf inventory." To natural resource; all of its value is assigned to the
delay costly exploration and development expendi- operating surplus, or profits. As Jaszi (1958: 94) has
tures, firms "prove" only enough of an inventory to pointed out-using a simple hypothetical example of
meet short- and intermediate-run demand the sale of coal that requires neither labor nor capital
(Landefeld and Hines 1985:3). Bain (1950:239) notes for its extraction-this gives rise to the anomaly of
that for technical and financial reasons, it is some- "the inclusion in consumption of the value of natural
times inadvisable to develop ore reserves too far in resources that have not been counted as production."
advance. Conditions in the great Mother Lode gold This difficulty can be overcome by treating natural
mine in California, for example, made it "difficult resources as imports from the environmental ac-
and expensive to hold a drift for more than two years count that are added to the capital account as inven-
without retimbering," with the result that ore re- tories, or fixed capital, and are subsequently utilized
serves in sight would seldom exceed a two years' in the production process as intermediate consump-
supply. tion, or depreciation, as mentioned earlier.

Landefeld and Hines (1985:3) state that in mining The fact that discovery, development, and extrac-
industries other than oil and gas, additions are gen- tion generally take place over more than one account-
erally equal to new discoveries. According to Adel- ing period complicates the valuation of natural
man, however, a discovery not only in oil but also in resources, which, by providing returns in future pe-
uranium, copper, and iron ore initiates a long se- riods, take on the character of capital assets. Like
quence of reserve additions (1990:4). other capital assets, natural resources may be valued

One significant aspect of the various possible as additions to capital at the time they enter the
stages at which natural resources may be recognized economic system and as subtractions from capital in
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the later periods when they are used. Consistent the mineral rights to their lands, on the theory that
accounting requires symmetry between the addition "under conditions of long-run equilibrium in perfect
and subtraction, so that the full value of a building, competition the purchase price for a piece of physical
for example, is written off over its useful lifetime. capital or land should be equal to the present value

For purposes of the national accounts, to measure of that asset" (Landefeld and Hines 1985:12-14; 16).6
the values of production, income, and capital, both Extending this method to payments for lands leased
the addition and subtraction of the capital asset are (rather than purchased) for oil and gas exploration
registered at current value, whether it is a fixed cap- and extraction in the United States, Landefeld and
ital asset or inventories acquired at one price and Hines obtain estimates of the economic value of oil
disposed of at another (United Nations 1990: annex and gas reserves only 15 to 50 percent of the values
5). Holding gains or losses accumulated between they arrive at by alternate methods. They attribute
acquisition and disposal are not counted as produc- these low estimates to the following factors: incom-
tion or income and enter the balance sheet valuation plete coverage, since some firms owned lands and
of assets only through the reconciliation (or revalua- most production on federal onshore lands came from
tion) account. This procedure would apply also to the noncompetitively leased lands for which firms paid
valuation of additions and subtractions of natural no bonuses; and the competitive advantage of large
resources to economic reserves, requiring the use of integrated oil and gas companies in their dealings
the current value at whatever stage addition or sub- with individual landowners and even in their bid-
traction is registered. In physical terms, and at base ding for federal mineral rights. Boskin (1985: 925)
year prices but not current prices, the amount of a and his associates attribute these low estimates also
given addition to reserves would be equal to the total to the fact that the Landefeld and Hines valuation
amount of extractions subtracted as it is used over equation uses royalties as a percentage of net rather
the life of the reserves. To be consistent with the than gross revenue.
measurement of production, income, and capital in Most market sales of natural resources that enter
each period, the measurement of depletion would the economic sphere come after other costs have been
have to be expressed in a current value, even if addi- added to their value and in later time periods. This
tions to reserves were not to be registered. poses two problems: how to identify the natural

Ideally, the current value of natural resources resource component of the market sales price and
would be identified from the price they fetch, or how to determine the present value of its receipt over
would fetch, in a market sale. Although eventually a string of future years.
sold in their extracted state, however, many natural As natural resources advance from an un-
resources may not be bought and sold at earlier discovered state, through discovery, development,
stages while they remain in the ground. Instead, to extraction, and sale, other expenditures are added to
estimate their current value when no market price their original value.7 Although extraction costs may
exists, their share of the extracted sales price has been come in the same period as sale, earlier costs-for
calculated as either (a) the residual after the subtrac- development, for example-are generally attribut-
tion of other costs, (b) the equivalent of a particular able to sales in later periods and need to be treated as
element of the price, such as royalties, (c) some capitaL Some development expenditures may be
fraction of the final sales price based on an industry capitalized separately and depreciated as structures
rule of thumb, or (d) a value representing expert forming a part of fixed capital assets, for example.
opinion or market consensus. Because both addi- Others may be assimilated to the natural resource
tions and subtractions impact fungible reserves and reflected in a higher valuation of reserves to be
whose extraction extends over a period of years, their treated as capital assets.8 This could be as the costs of
in-ground market price reflects a discounting of pro- inventories carried over to future periods, or as the
spective earnings over the useful life of the reserves, components of capital assets that will produce in
as well as expectations of future prices, costs, and the future periods, depending on whether the use of the
time path of production. In the absence of a market natural resource at sale is to be treated as a reduction
price, estimates of current valuewould reflectsimilar in stocks (Bartelmus 1989: 18) or as depreciation,
considerations. similar to that of fixed capital (Ah}nad, ElSerafy, and

These alternative approaches are evident in a num- Lutz 1989: 3-4).
ber of studies estimating the value of reserves, par- Information on presale costs can help identify the
ticularly in the United States, in recent years. One natural resource component of the market sales
approach has been to look at the market price for a price. Estimates of oil development and operating
natural resource before the addition of other costs. costs for forty-one oil-producing nations from 1955
Attempts have been made to identify this value in the to 1985 have been prepared by Adelman and Shahi
payments made to landholders for their lands or for (1989: 2-10) using U.S. drilling costs and publidy
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available data on drilling. Indeed, several studies and Replacing Capital by Reinvestment of an Annual
noted below have made use of such cost data by Sum at 4 Percent."
subtracting dollar per barrel extraction costs to ob- Some more recent works estimating the value of
tain net prices, subtracting discounts of the future total national reserves of particular natural re-
income stream to obtain the in-ground value of de- sources, rather than of individual mining properties,
veloped reserves, and subtracting developmentcosts have provided for an annuity-like sinking fund (for
to estimate the value of undeveloped reserves. example, Bain 1950: 256), while others have not (see,

Some costs, however, may be less amenable to for example, Landefeld and Hines 1985: 16).9
attribution. Although data on worldwide explora- Different approaches have also been taken to pro-
tion expenditures are presented in a recent study by jecting future prices and costs and the production
Crowson (1988: 21-103), dollar per unit finding or time path along which this net revenue will be real-
exploration costs are more difficult to identify, since ized. The problems that can arise in making such
the extent of discoveries is not apparent until subse- projections are avoided in studies of past periods, an
quent development (Adelman and Shahi 1989: 7). outstanding example being Soladay's (1980) mea-
Expenditures on unsuccessful exploration-that is, surements for the U.S. oil and gas mining industries
on exploration that does not lead to discovery-may for the 1948-74 period. Soladay derived the average
be treated as losses expensed in the period in which production time paths for oil and gas from data for
they are made, or aggregated with successful explo- reserves, new additions to reserves, and production
ration expenditures, in which case they could lead to for each of eighteen oil-producing states represent-
possible negative operating surpluses at sale. Bain ing 98 percent of U.S. production and reserves. By
(1950: 257) has stated, for example, that while U.S. applying these time paths to national data for total
goldminingbroughtprofitstoparticularcompanies reserves, new additions to reserves, mining
or individuals, these were not enough to return the companies' acquisition costs (including both ex-
invested capital plus a profit to the industry as a pensed and depreciated capital outlays), and subse-
whole. quent net revenues, he was able to attribute to each

The market price-and current value-of in- year a string of subsequent net earnings, valued at
ground natural resources is likely to reflect a some- alternative rates of discount. This technique yielded
what different valuation of future income streams values-that is, the present value of discounted fu-
than valuation of other capital assets. A potential ture net revenues-for total reserves and for new
purchaser of natural resource reserves, comparing additions to reserves each year.
their rate of return with that on other investments of By subtracting acquisition costs from the value of
comparable risk, would note that the return on other new additions to reserves, Soladay derived the value
investments, such as manufacturing or real estate, of the underlying natural resource, which he referred
would be calculated after provision for the mainte- to as capital gains on acquisition. At a 5 percent real
nance of the capital itself, through the use of funds rate of discount, acquisition capital gains averaged
made available by regular depreciation allowances. 61 percent of the value of new oil acquired each year.
The capital value of other investments, therefore, Depreciation, estimated as the change in the value of
would be maintained and available in the future, the existing stock of developed oil reserves (net of
should their sale become necessary. Comparable re- new additions), averaged 13 percent of the mean
turns on the mining investment-where exhaustion value of oil stocks (Soladay 1980: 364).
of the mined resources makes maintenance of the Bain (1950) followed another approach, based on
capital impossible-would instead have to provide a presumed resource share of sales price rather than
for the replacement of capital through regular contri- the subtraction of acquisition costs. To estimate the
butions to a sinking fund whose investment, at a value of proved U.S. oil and gas reserves in the
more moderate, lower-risk, rate, would replace the ground in 1929, 1939, and 1946, exclusive of values
initial value of the investment when the resource is added by drilling and equipping wells, he used the
exhausted (Hoover 1909:42-50). Valuation of mining average royalty rates paid to landowners-12.5 per-
properties on this basis, referred to as the Hoskold cent for oil and 10 percent for natural gas-as an
formula, is similar to capitalization of the annual net approximation of the natural resource share. Apply-
income of an ordinary enterprise, with an annual ing these rates to the dollar value of production in
allowance for depreciation computed on a sinking- those three years, he obtained an annual amount
fund basis (Bonbright 1937:256, n. 25, citing Hoskold assignable (on the assumption of constant prices and
1905). To facilitate such calculation, Herbert Hoover a straight-line time path of production) to each sub-
(1909: 46) included in his 1909 book, Principles of sequent year in which production from existing re-
Mining, a table showing the 'Tresent Value of an serves at the current year's rate could
Annual Dividend over 1 to 40 Years at 5 to 10 Percent continue-thirteen, nineteen, and fourteen years, re-
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spectively. The present value of the reserves in the net prices equal to the rate of discount, so that valu-
three base years was then calculated assuming an 8 ation of total reserves, additions to reserves, and
percent return on invested capital with sinking fund depletion could be calculated by mrultiplying their
rates at 4 percent in 1929, 3.5 percent in 1939, and 3 physical quantities by the current net price
percent in 1946 (Bain 1950: 265-66). (Landefeld and Hines 1985: 14-16).

For the valuation of iron ore, Bain applied to 1945 Valuation is considerably simplified by the as-
reserve tonnage the value fixed by another source, sumptions of the Hotelling theory, which was formu-
the 12.5 cents per ton assessed by the Minnesota Tax lated in 1931 by Harold Hotelling and forms the basis
Conmuission in its taxation of reserves in the ground for most subsequent theoretical work. This theory
between discovery and production (Bain 1950: 268). holds that "the unit price of an exhaustible natural

Adelman (1986) followed still another approach. resource, less the marginal cost of extracting it, will
He used a rule-of-thumb ratio to move from sales tend to rise over time at a rate equal to the return on
price to the in-ground value of developed reserves, comparable capital assets," the upward trend serv-
which reflects the discount element. He prepared ing to guide resource owners in their choice between
"very rough" estimates of reserve values in the current and future extraction (Miller and Upton 1985:
United States using an industry rule of thumb for the 1-2). Application of the theory obviates the need for
years 1970-73 according to which developed oil re- discounting or for forecasting prices and costs,
serves in the ground were sold for about one-third of makes the production time path irrelevant (since the
the market price, a ratio regained, after some inter- net return rises with the interest rate), and permits
ruption, by the rnid-1980s. valuation of reserves at the net return in the current

In an additional set of estimates, Adelman also period.
subtracted identified costs from sales price to arrive The theory's assumptions have been challenged
at resource value. By subtracting from the market on several grounds, however. Houthakker (1980:
price the sum of operating plus development costs, 337-38) has noted that "empirical studies of mineral
he calculated the resource value of an undeveloped prices have found little or no support for Hotelling's
unit in the ground for the period 1970-86. He used proposition," and that "for a wide range of minerals
this as an explanatory and predictive indicator, net prices haveremained constantin real terms when
which, when it is above finding costs, serves to stim- averaged over long periods of time." Adelman's
ulate exploration efforts (Adelman 1986:30-32,35). (1990:5) objections center on the model's "major im-

Landefeld and Hines (1985) undertook a compari- plicit premise [of] ... zero investment" (1990: 5); that
son of several approaches. They subtracted extrac- is to say, on its neglect of the development phase,
tion costs, but not the discount element, to move which can involve considerable investment between
from sales price to the net price, but employed vari- discovery and extraction. While higher interest rates
ous projections of future net price and a standard lower the discounted value of future use and hence
discount rate to estimate the in-ground value of de- the opportunity cost of earlier extraction, they also
veloped reserves. They presented several sets of es- increase the opportunity cost of investment in the
timates for the value of U.S. oil and gas reserves development of discovered reserves, thus discourag-
during the 1948-79 period, in addition to the esti- ing earlier extraction. On balance, Adelman con-
mates based on mineral rights payments discussed cludes, interest rates have a minor and indeterminate
earlier. They calculated the net price per unit of oil effect on resource owners' choice between present
and gas, after the removal of both variable costs and and future extraction. It is increasing marginal costs
the currentreplacement value of producers' netstock that limit the expansion of extraction in the current
of physical capital, and applied it with specified ad- period.
justments to the physical quantity of proved reserves Adelman sees not the Hotelling problem of a fixed
and to changes in proved reserves. stock of available reserves to be divided between

One set of estimates employed no real increase in periods on the basis of net returns and interest rates,
net prices and a constant real 10 percent rate of but rather flows from unknown resources into a
discount, the assumptions required of companies' reserve inventory, influenced by rising marginal
supplementary disclosure forms by the U.S. Securi- costs offset by increasing knowledge of new fields,
ties and Exchange Comnmission. Another assumed geological conditions, and improved technology,
that future net prices would increase or decrease at a with the result that in the long run practically all
rate equal to the average change over the previous mineral prices have declined.
five years and applied a constant real 10 percent rate To illustrate the discounting of future returns in-
of discount. A third set of estimates, which they fluenced by the interplay of increasing costs, the
referred to as the net price method and which was depletion rate of reserves, and the discount rate,
based on the Hotelling theory, assumed increases in Adelman cites the case of U.S. oil in the post-World
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War II period, during which the depletion rate- volume of added reserves turn out to match the
extraction divided by reserves-was approximately volume of eventual extractions. In any case, and even
equal to the discount rate. Reflecting a relationship without the registration of additions to reserves, it is
between in-ground value and net price roughly necessary to value withdrawals by market price, or
equal to the depletion rate divided by the sum of the by the other approximations of current value, to
depletion rate and the discount rate, he writes, "the achieve a consistent measurement of production and
in-ground value per barrel [of proved reserves] has income.
long fluctuated around a mean near one-half of the Various suggestions have been made for estimat-
net price (one-third of gross wellhead price), in con- ing depletion in the absence of complete information.
formity with an industry rule of thumb" (Adelman To indicate the amount a nation should invest so as
1990: 6). to replace the income it received from a nonrenew-

A relationship between resource values at various able asset, El Serafy proposes a depletion allowance,
stages might be illustrated-without any claim as to calculated as a proportion of total receipts, net of
its validity-by combining these proportions with extraction costs, on the basis of the ratio of total
Soladay's findings of acquisition costs averaging 39 reserves to current period extraction (the life expec-
percent and acquisition capital gains 61 percent of tancy in years) and a discount rate chosen to approx-
the value of new additions to proved oil reserves in imate a market parameter for prudent behavior (El
the United States between 1948 and 1974. This yields Serafy 1989: 13-16).
the following proportions: Ward has proposed making an annual depletion

fund appropriation equal to the present discounted
Wellhead price 3.00 value of total reserves at current prices, or at base
NMinus extraction costs 1.00 year prices, divided by the number of years' output
Equals net price 2.00 in reserves at the current annual level of physical
Minus discount to present value 1.00 output (Ward 1982: 63). MacNamara, former presi-
Equalsin-groundvalueofprovedreserves 1.00 dent of the World Bank, proposed an arbitrary ad-
Minus acquisition costs 0.39 justment to oil exporters' incomes of 25 percent to
Equals resource value 0.61 reflect the otherwise elusive measure of depletion

(Stauffer 1985: 74).
The value of the resource in this case, before the

addition of other costs, equals 20 percent of the gross Conclusion
wellhead price, 30 percent of the net price, and 61
percent of the in-ground value of proved reserves. Persuasive arguments have been advanced for

Although these relationships vary between wells, registering additions to reserves of natural resources
mines, minerals, countries, and periods, the calcula- symmetrically with withdrawals. The appropriate
tion of similar relationships for other minerals, coun- point of addition and subtraction would appear to be
tries, and periods may offer one approach to the capital account rather than the production ac-
valuation in the absence of complete data on market count, however, since these resources are not pro-
prices and costs. duced by the economy but imported from the

In the valuation of depletion-that is, the with- environment. Only the value added by expenditures
drawal of natural resources from reserves-it is im- for exploration or development would pass through
portant that the calculations be based on the same the production account before registration as an ad-
principles used to arrive at the current value of addi- dition to assets in the capital account. There need be
tions to reserves. The acquisition costs incurred in no concern, therefore, about a possibly uneven im-
previous periods for resources sold in the current pact of additions to reserves on production and in-
period would be reflected in either the separate de- come totals, since both would be unaffected by the
preciation of fixed capital assets or in the value of addition of natural resources as assets in the capital
reserves to be treated as depletion. The current value account. The use of reserves, moreover, would be
of the withdrawn reserves would be determined by appropriately reflected as the use of a capital asset
either market price or its various approximations- and would give rise to dissaving if the proceeds are
subtraction of costs, the use of rule-of-thumb ratios used for consumption rather than investment.
or expert opinions, identification with particular el- Additions of reserves may be recognized at vari-
ements such as royalties, or the discounting of net ous stages in the nature-to-extraction process, but
price with assumptions on its future movement.10 there are advantages in registering entry at a stage
Whether withdrawn reserves fully offset the physical representing a close involvement in the economnic
amount or base year value of previous additions system. At the stage of proved or developed reserves,
would depend on how closely the estimates of the for example, the quantity of reserves is delineated
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by economic activity and their status is viewed by 9. Bain, for example, uses investment and sinking-fund
some in the mining industry as a kind of working rates of 12 and 4 percent, 10 and 4 percent, and 8 and 3
inventory. percent, respectively, in calculating the present value of

The availability of data may be expected to vary recoverable U.S. gold reserves in 1929,1939, and 1947.
substantially from country to country. The commer- 10. Stauffer (1985: 73) raises thequestionof fulleconomic
cialized nature of the extraction and sale of deplet- costs including a rate of return with some premium for
able resources, however, should add materially to exploration risk.
the possibilities for valuing natural resources added
and withdrawn from reserves. Although standard- References
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The Service-Level Approach to Measuring
Asset Performance

Jonathan Stevens and Peter Cook

Tf She deterioration of infrastructure and natural standards for service delivery (Ward 1976; Giarini
resources represents a pervasive constraint on and Stahel 1989). Natural and constructed capital

T present and future economic development in assets should therefore be valued in terms of the
many developing countries. This deterioration is services they render to specific groups of users and
particularly acute in urban areas. Given the interde- to society as a whole. Managers who are supplied
pendence of different infrastructure sectors, such as with reliable data on service levels are better able to
water and sanitation, and the interdependence of monitor the real services of assets and resources pro-
infrastructure and natural resources, such as sewage vided to different user groups and can perform more
treatment and water quality, infrastructure failures accurate cost-benefit analysis and asset valuation.
or weak pollution control in any one sector can have Past attempts at measuring performance in the
a direct and costly impact on adjoining sectors provision of infrastructure services failed to establish
(Bartone 1991). a sound analytic framework or process for selecting

Decisionmakers at all levels of government in de- priority indicators that would be relevant to the ser-
veloping countries are faced with many competing vice users. At present performance is monitored on
infrastructure demands in a complex decision envi- the basis of data pertaining to the output of the
ronment. To add to the complexity, many have lim- provider, such as the capacity of infrastructure facil-
ited managerial skills, experience, and resources; ities or some general quality of a natural resource-
have problems using the available data and setting even though this service provider output is also an
priorities; and are without the analytical techniques input to the service delivery process. Because data
and information needed to obtain accurate feedback are collected on the input side of the service delivery
on the results of their decisions. Thus it is not surpris- process, they do not measure the outputs or services
ing that they often make suboptimal decisions con- received by users. They stop short of the actual users'
cerning the management of their nation's assets and locations and, in many cases, do not measure the
resources. These problems could be alleviated if they service characteristics users consider most important
had (a) abetter quantitativeanalyticframework at their (such as the roughness of roads or the quality of
disposal, namely, one that would account for the key drinking water). Nor do they attempt to measure
environmental and economic effects of their deci- impacts that are not part of the direct service pro-
sions, and (b) a process for identifying, obtaining, and vided, such as health effects, even if this information
incorporating the information obtained therefrom can be obtained from other agencies (see appendix
into their decisionmaking. 14-1).

Inmanycasescapitalassetvaluationsaredistorted Without a quantitative set of "user-based" mea-
because they do not reflect the stream of goods and surements, it is impossible to judge separately the
services provided by the asset (Ward 1976). Such quality, quantity, reliability, or coverage of infra-
distortions lead to bad resource allocation decisions, structure services or the response of user groups. For
costly management decisions, and inappropriate example, if the only measure of service for a water
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project is the cubic meters of water provided per hour * Because of the multicriteria nature of the pro-
at the input site to the delivery system, then different cess, the measures of social value should reflect
qualities of water (color, turbidity, or contamination and balance a variety of concerns, including
level) are ignored and indistinguishable. Also, if those related to public health, environmental,
water flow is only measured at the input site, there is resource planning, and political issues.
no way to distinguish between the services received * The nature of the services provided by projects
by low-income groups and industries that are not in different sectors must be explicitly addressed.
sensitive to quality. In addition, there is currently no The services may be quite different and their
way to determine which service provision systems value may appear difficult to compare.
or programs have greater or lesser environmental * Where project effects are seemingly difficult to
effects. compare, specific measures or proxy measures

Concern about the deterioration of capital assets in of social value must be developed.
developing countries and about the problems in
monitoring and evaluation has led the World Bank Among the methods economists have developed
to study ways of supplementing existing manage- for summarizing and comparing the value of alter-
ment information in four Asian countries (China, native projects are cost-benefit analysis, cost-effec-
Indonesia, Nepal, and Sri Lanka). The objective has tiveness analysis, and index number theory. To
been to provide managers with more effective feed- measure the social value of specific project effects
back on their actual services-both the levels avail- they use actual market prices and such proxies for
able and their significant environmental effects. The market prices as contingent valuation measures, in-
approach employed in this work combines a service- ternational prices, and physical levels of satisfaction.
level (SL) analytic framework that defines and quan- Part of the purpose of the research described in this
tifies the service levels received by all significant user chapter is to improve the measures of social value so
groups and an SL process that relates these service that more aggregated comparisons can be made. The
levels to the service provider's decisions. This chap- two main problems for such research is that the
ter explains how the SL approach can be applied to services are performed in vastly different sectors,
evaluate the potential improvement in project rates and are therefore difficult to compare, and the mea-
of return due to increased information concerning sures must take into account environmental concerns.
the values different user groups place on receiving
various levels of service. The use of contingent valu- Microeconomic Issues
ation and hedonic analysis is also discussed.

At the microeconomic level, it is necessary to value
Overview of Microeconomic, the bundle of all social effects of a given facility,
Macroeconomic, and Capital Valuation including all outputs and output qualities, and all
Issues social resources expended in the project (environ-

mental, capital, and nonrenewable resources).
One of the most common and most important A basic premise of the SL approach is that the

tasks economists are asked to perform is to evaluate market prices for a public infrastructure service do
specific projects or facilities and to compare the value not reflect its social value. Price distortion is said to
of alternative projects, either at a specific site or be caused by externalities and the difficulty in valu-
across different sites and sectors. These valuations ing public goods. Externalities exist when the bene-
and comparisons are usually part of a multicriteria fits or costs of an investment are either unobserved
decision process in which the following principles or only partly realized by people outside the jurisdic-
apply: tion that bears the cost of the investment. This is often

the case for public infrastructure investments, be-
* The overall social value or importance of any cause they are typically large and have a wide geo-

given project is determined by all of its mea- graphical distribution. For example, building a
surable social effects. transportation network between two cities can have

* The levels of all goods and services provided positive or negative external effects on a third geo-
by a project should be characterized by phys- graphical area of a country.
ical measures of output and output character- Figure 14-1 illustrates the basic economic tools
istics, such as quality and reliability. used to analyze the process by which a manager

* Each and every good and service provided by a might choose between two public investment pro-
project should have a social value. The values jects, labeled I(1) and I(2), when the market return on
must be measured consistently and must be investment differs from the social return.' Assume
reflected in the overall project valuation. that line AB incorporates the full price of each invest-
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Figure 14-1. Public Investment Project Choice investment in public infrastructure. With appropri-
ate institutional coordination, this information could

l(l) be incorporated into the "social utility function"

C used in an abstract sense by a government institution
to make resource allocation decisions.

Figure 14-2 illustrates the distortions on the allo-
cation of resources caused by the misrepresentation

A of the social utility function for public infrastructure
services. Assume that the function U represents the

Excess preference structure for two types of infrastructure
if 1(1) services, S(1) and S(2), for all the user groups,affected

by investment in S(2) and S(2), and the budget con-
) - U straint, represented by line AB, incorporates all the

\ costs associated with providing services S(1) and
X1(2) S(2). The public institution mandated to provide S(1)

Under B I(2)* and S(2) services would maximize society's utility by
investnent choosing Sa(1) and Sa(2 ) levels of services. Suppose,

in 1(2) however, that the institution is not held accountable

for the negative externalities of investment in S(1) or
that it lacks information on the effects of investment

ment into the budget constraint. Society maximizes in S(1) and on user groups not directly targeted for
its utility, represented by the function U, by choosing services provided by S(1). Then, its perceived social
levels of investment I(1)* and I(2)*. Suppose, how- utility function Ub is a misrepresentation of society's
ever, that society overvalues investment l(l) because preferences for S(1) and S(2). In this case, resource
negative externalities are not incorporated into its allocation decisions are distorted, and the institution
price. In this case, the perceived resource budget provides excess services of S(1) relative to S(2).
constraint is line CD. Thus, for a given level of utility, The SL approach also offers mechanisms to im-
the price distortion causes excess investment in proj- prove resource allocation decisions concerning
ect 1 and underinvestment in project 2. The SL ap- whether to maintain infrastructure services or invest
proach reduces this distortion by increasing the in new capital. Note that whereas the preceding anal-
accuracy of the measurement of the social value of an ysis is taken at a point in time, decisions of this kind
investment project. It does so by valuing every good are time dependent. There is widespread evidence in
and service provided by the project to each user developing countries of the inefficiencies that can
group affected by the project. In short, the innovative arise when institutions decide to invest in new infra-
aspect of the SL approach is that it values those goods structure projects rather than allocate resources to-
and services produced from the effects of extemali-
ties of the investment project on user groups not
necessarily targeted in the project design.

A second premise of the SL approach is that people
who must decide how to allocate investment re- Figure 14-2. Public Infrastructure Resource
sources within a particular geographical and sectoral Allocation Distortions
boundary do not consider the preferences of all user
groups affected by the investments in various public
infrastructure services. There are several explana- S(1)
tions for this distortion. Because of limited access to
information, decisionmakers are not always fully
aware of the demand for, and externalities of, alter- A
native investment projects. For example, the distri- Exces
bution of public infrastructure services can be provision
distorted because some communities, often the low- of service
income ones, do not have avenues for expressing
their demand for public services or their objections Sa Ub
to negative externalities associated with the lack of ( )
investment in public infrastructure services. The SL U
approach attempts to correct this distortion by di- Under Sa(2) B S(2)
rectly measuring the value of services to all user provision
groups that would be affected by a particular level of of service
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ward the maintenance of existing capital stock. On The social value of the flows of goods and services
the demand side, inefficiency can arise because across capital assets is also difficult to measure be-
society's preferences are not accurately represented. cause different segments of the population are con-
Rent-seeking behavior within government institu- suming those goods and services. Standard
tions, not to mention the lack of coordination be- economic theory, which assigns weights to individ-
tween the national institutions that fund large ual utilities to aggregate heterogenous preferences
infrastructure and development projects and the into a social utility function, requires restrictive as-
local governments that have line-management re- sumptions on the preferences of individuals and
sponsibilities regarding recurrent cost budgets, can does not provide a practical framework to compare
cause this distortion. On the supply side, undervalu- the values measured in the SL approach across differ-
ing infrastructure services also can cause inadequate ent segments of society. Moreover, when the time
investment and poor maintenance of existing capital dimension is incorporated into the analysis, the so-
stock. cial utility function becomes in effect endogenous

because shifting social values and political factors
MacroeconomicIssues influence the weighting of individuals' utilities.

At the macroeconomic level, a consistent method Capital Valuation
of measurement is required to compare the social
value of alternative projects or facilities in alternative Both the microeconomic and macroeconomic is-
sectors and to integrate those measures within stan- sues just discussed apply to the valuation of capital
dard capital asset valuation and natural resource assets. The SL approach provides more accurate mea-
accounting schemes. Here the SL approach would sures of the rate of return on capital investments
help improve the treatment of depreciation in the because it is based on the value of the flows of goods
national accounting system and thus the country's and services from the capital to the users. Precise
investment strategy for capital. Note that the main- measures of the rate of return on capital are needed
tenance of infrastructure services has an important to calculate total factor productivity growth and to
influence on economic growth via the rate of depre- predict how public expenditure on infrastructure
ciation of the capital stock. will affect income and employment. By tackling the

When market prices do not reflect social value at problems associated with measuring the real stock of
the macroeconomic level, the value of capital is mea- capital over time, researchers can also help identify
sured in the same way as at the microeconomic level, appropriate methodologies for measuring other ele-
except that it may be more difficult to aggregate the ments of rational accounting systems, such as real
values of bundles of goods and services from the investment, depreciation, and wealth. The treatment
flow of capital in alternative sectors (Hartman 1992). of capital depreciation in the economic growth liter-
For example, infrastructure capital often consists of ature is a case in point. Economists distinguish be-
interlocking capital investments, in telephone and tween the loss of physical capacity and the loss in the
telegraph systems, roads and bridges, and sewers value of a capital asset as it ages. Both aspects of
and water distribution. The value of investment in depreciation are important in the study of economic
one branch of the network will depend on the quan- growth.
tity, quality, and reliability of services from the other
branches (Hulten 1991). The two great challenges in EconomicDepreciation
measuring the social value of capital at the macroeco-
nomic level are how to compare values across heter- One definition of economic depreciation is that it
ogeneous capital goods and how to deal with user is the amount of money required to keep the original
groups. capital value intact. The depreciation associated with

Social value measures are easier to compare where a network of public infrastructure capital is a far
the capital goods have related purposes, such as more complex entity. Schwab (1991) observes that
alternative water uses. Nevertheless, it is difficult in the flow of services from a network of infrastructure
most cases to aggregate across heterogenous capital capital stock depends on the relation of demand to
goods when prices do not reflect social value. When capacity at each point in the network. Thus, two net-
prices from competitive and complete markets are works that embody the same dollar amount of in-
not available, the social value of the flows of goods vestment could yield different amount of productive
and services from capital at the user level can be services. Similarly, the same services could be gener-
approximated by intersectoral contingent valuation ated by different amounts of capital stock.
surveys (which might be based on service levels from The SL approach modifies the traditional concept
several sectors); or consumer surplus calculated from of economic depreciation to incorporate the com-
estimated demand curves. plexities associated with infrastructure services. It
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measures economic depreciation-that is, the stream concerned will better understand the importance
of social value of the capital stock as it ages-by and costs of maintenance; (d) to incorporate real
measuring the value of the flow of all goods and measures of service flows so as to remove the bias
services produced at the user level. toward capital investment in maintenance; and (e) to

bring users into the service-level process in order to
Physical Deterioration and Economic Depreciation create a framework for developing attainable and

economically sustainable standards. The research
Thus far, the pattern of physical depreciation and objectives are to prove that service-level information

the influence of maintenance on depreciation over a can increase project economic rates of return; can
range of assets has been poorly documented. More- provide infrastructure decisionmakers withL cost-ef-
over, most theoretical models of economic growth fective measures of environmental effects; can pro-
either ignore physical depreciation of capital stock or vide some net economic benefits, which can be
assume that it occurs exponentially. (The assumption applied to the valuation of capital assets; and can be
of exponential depreciation simplifies such models aggregated to compare expected rates of return and
because depreciation is then independent of the vin- improve resource allocation.
tage of the capital stock). A few researchers have The SL approach follows seven basic rules (see box
suggested that the pattern of depreciation greatly 14-1),which can be applied to both capital assets (for
affects economic growth and have recognized the example, infrastructure facilities) and to natural re-
complexity of modeling the growth path of replace- sources (for example, air, water, and soil) where
ment investment. It has also been shown that physi- decisions concerning those resources are linked to
cal depreciation, specified as a function of the pattern decisions concerning capital assets (for example, ex-
of previous investment in capital, affects the ternalities for infrastructure decisions). There are
economy's capital accumulation process (Hakkis dose parallels in the way that SL indicators can be
and Petersen 1990). More shouldbe done, however- applied to these two kinds of assets.
particularly in measuring national and local service Furthermore, the information from monitoring
levels over time with differing levels of maintenance systems and cost-benefit analysis helps managers
of capital-to obtain the quantitative data needed to improve their decisions. Figure 14-3 shows the flow
shed more light on this issue. of information in the SL framework and process. It

illustrates how decisions produce direct and indirect
The Service-Level Analysis Framework outcomes that can be measured by SL indicators.
and Process These indicator measurements are used to monitor

asset performance and to perform cost-benefit anal-
The service-level approach developed in the ysis (which also involves estimating the social and

World Bank's pilot study was supported by both an economic value of the indicator measurements; see
analytic framework and a process for applying that appendix 14-2).2
framework in order to measure the service flows of
capital assets. The SL methodology enables decision- The SLAnalyticFramework
makers to structure service delivery information so
that they can make better-informed decisions about The SL framework provides a methodology for
setting priorities and allocating resources. Analysts selecting the categories and locations of physical
responsible for cost-benefit analysis concerning cap- measures for infrastructure services. The SL frame-
ital investments, operation and maintenance, and work is applied in a cost-benefit analysis of future
other decisions can use this approach to restructure flows of services in the equations in boxes 14-2 and
their analysis with additional information. In addi- 14-3. These equations represent two methods of eval-
tion, this approach will be of assistance in monitor- uating the costs and benefits of an infrastructure
ing, evaluating, and auditingWorld Bank projects for facility and its associated environmental impacts.
it will enable managers to use country specified indi- The equations include four components: the future
cators in dealing with their tasks. flow of service to a user and the value of that service

The SL approach has several objectives: (a) to pro- to the user; the cost to the economy of supplying that
vide a practical set of tools and a process for improv- service; the value to users of environmental sites as a
ing decisionmaking in the management of natural result of supplying that service; and the value of an
resources and of infrastructure for service users; (b) environmental site for nonperson-related uses.
to improve management's ability to specify the loca-
tion and importance of service changes to users, Service-LevelIndicators
particularly those who are poor, and to society as a
whole; (c) to make explicit the effects of capital or The basic building block of the SL analytic frame-
resource deterioration in terms of services so that all work is the service-level indicator. As already men-
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Figure 14-3. Service-Level Feedback to Improve
Box 14-1. Seven Basic Rules Decisions

Where indicators should be alied onio 
1. The performance of constructed assets should asset and resource

be measured both at the facility providing the ser- cc r

vice and at the point the services are received by All
each user group. Decisions Direct

2. The performance of natural resources can be Deces decisions I
1. Servicedeion

measured in terms of services received by user standards outcomes
groups, such as water supply, or by specifically
located natural habitats, such as a river that sup- 2. InvestmentMeasurs of
ports fish. 3. Design Indirect evcc social & econ-

3. Feedback on performance will improve 4 0 & M omdicveao of services
decisionmaking for the management of both capi- I
tal assets and related natural resources. controln I

What service characteristics need to be measured 6. Resourcc factors I

4. The services received by users can be compre- Managcment I t

hensively measured along physical dimensions of *
quantity, quality and reliability for both capital Cost-benefitanalsi
assets and related natural resources.

5. Locally defined criteria should specify perfor-
mance levels for measuring the physical dimen-
sions of service.

How the indicators can be used The SL analytic framework divides service-level
6. The physical measures of performance can be indicators into service indicator sets and impact in-

used both for monitoring and for benefit-cost anal- dicator sets. Service indicator sets summarize the
ysis. physical measures of quantity, quality, reliability,

7. Economically sustainable standards for per- and coverage of a given service and translate these
formance can be derived by analysis of alternative
servicelevels in th contextof extendedbenefit-cost measures into ranges of value for each user group
analysis. (for the details, see appendix 14-2). Impact indicator

sets relate these ranges to productive activity or final
consumption.

A given infrastructure facility will normally have
tioned, service-level indicators can be used to moni- at least two SL impact indicator sets. Both sets are
tor, evaluate, and audit project performance, as well related to the use of infrastructure services, but one
as to complement and expand traditional cost-bene- set is applied to commercial or industrial activities
fit analysis. If selected carefully, these indicators can and the other to households. These are summarized,
also provide a cost-effective means of establishing first, according to their impact on productive activ-
the relative importance of the data managers require ity, and, second, according to their impact on person-
to make sound decisions when they are faced with a days of service received. For a given infrastructure
fixed budget. facility, these can be specified as productive activity

The SL approach focuses on measuring a service at output per year (PAF) and person-days of service per
the location of a user group. This measure is the year received by individuals or households (PDS).
actual output of the service provider. SL indicators Further sets of indicators are added to measure any
are therefore a subset of performance indicators. interactions with natural resources (see appendix
They measure those aspects of the performance of an 14-2 and boxes 14-2 and 14-3).
asset that have value for the users and can help to One simple but effective form of impact indicator
determine the willingness to pay for services re- sets specifies service-level effects as the product of
ceived. Real measures of service flows over time are two functions. The first function represents the effect
fundamental to this approach: these measures focus on output or final consumption of service received at
on different management and planning decisions in different quality levels, and the second function re-
order to optimize the "utility" of the services that are lates service received to the downtime of the facility
provided to users and to society as a whole. User (a reliability measure) (Cook and Stevens 1992). In
groups can be differentiated by economic sector mathematical terms, this relationship is
(commercial or household), by income (low, middle,
or upper), or by geographical location.3 (14-1) PAFi#qt = POiqtfDijt)
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Box 14-2. Methods 1 and 2

Method I
If the monetary values of environmental uses (vs, vos, VN and VON) are known,

T N L 0

NPV = z £ z (PAFu,) (VP,,) + (PDFj,) (VFij,) - OMC,.,

t=1 t=1 i=1 q=1 (1 + d)

+ £ U (PAst - PANytt ) (VPYg) + (PDSn - PDSytb) (vs., + (Osfl - Os5.6) (VOS,)

t= S=1 U=1 (1 + d)t

T U (PAN., - PAN,b- ) (VP.1) + (PDN ,4 - PDN,b ) (VNyt ) + (ON., - ONItb ) (VONyt)

t=_u=_ (1 +d)t

where:
t = time period, T = number of analysis periods
i = facility site, N = number of facility sites
j = facility location, J = number of facility locations
q = quality range of service, Q = number of quality ranges
s = environmental site, S = number of environmental sites
u = environmental site use, U = number of site uses
d = discount rate, b = base case, 1 = case with new service levels
NPW= net present value
PAF= productive activity output related to infrastructure facility service
VP = unit value of productive activity output
PDF = person-days of facility service to individuals or households
VF = value per person day of facility service
OMC = facility organization and maintenance cost
PAS = productive activity at site due to facility operations effects on the environment
PDS= person-days of site use due to facility operations effects on the environment
vs = value of a person-day of site use
os = other environmental site use (not related to person-days)
Vos = value of other site use
PAN= productive activity output due to facility operations effect on the environment
PDN = person-days of nonsite-specific environmental use due to facility operations effects on the enviromnent
VN = value of a person-day of nonspecific site use
ON = other environrmental nonsite-specific use (not related to person-days) due to facility operations effects on the

environment
VON = value of other nonspecific site use

Method 2
If monetary values of environmental site uses are not known, but service level standards can be specified and

opportunity costs can be calculated (cost-effectiveness method)

T N L 0 T S T

NPV = £ ~ x £ (PAF,,#) (VP,,,) (VFi,) - OMC.,t+ + OPCS. +x0PCN,
t=1 t=fi=1 q=1 (1 + d) t=1 $=I(+d f=1

where:
OPCS = opportunity cost of returning a site to its standard of service level after the facility impact.
OPCN = opportunity cost of returning nonsite specific environmental components to their service level after the facility
impact.

Insuring such consistency is not a methodological issue.
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Box 14-3. Types of Decisions Affecting Service Flows at Different Levels

Facility level System level Regional or national level

Capital asset decisions 1. Facility O&M decisions 1. Facility investment 1. Facility and system
2. Facility design decisions decisions amount of investment

2. Facility design criteria 2. National accounting
3. Systems operation value of assets

decisions 3. Investment cost-benefit
analysis criteria

Site level Regional level National level
Natural resource decisions 1. Site management 1. Resource system 1. Amount of investment

decisions management decisions by resource system
2. Site monitoring 2. System monitoring 2. National resource

decisions decisions accounting system
3. Site improvement 3. System investment 3. Natural resource

decisions decisions system management
4. Site management criteria

criteria

(14-2) PDSqt = 365 PSjqt(1 - Dijt) environmental resources and the operation of an
infrastructure facility or industrial plant can be de-

where PO#qt = the productive output in physical veloped (at least in an approximate form), where
terms (that is, tons of rice from an irrigation facility) these links reflect an important impact on environ-
related to service range q received from a facility at mental resources (see appendix 14-4 for an example).
location j during year t; f(Diit) = a function relating
output to the reduction in service received due to Service Levels over Time and Deterioration
downtime over year t (for irrigation facilities, this
would be 1.0 if water quality was good throughout The SL impact functions described above will vary
the growing season); PSjqt = the population served from year to year as the condition or operation of the
with service q (for example, uncontaminated water) facility (and its distribution system) deteriorates or
received from a facility at locationj during year t; and improves in response to a variety of factors, such as
Dijt = the percentage of downtime of service from age of equipment, operation and maintenance (o&M)
facility i at location j during year t. strategy and methods, and investment decisions, not

These functions can be either simple approxima- to mention the factors outside a manager's control
tions or more sophisticated models depending on (such as national policy, the O&M budget, or loca-
how sensitive the user groups are sensitive to tional constraints). Managers are often asked to iden-
changesinqualityandonthedataavailable.Inmany tify or recommend specific O&M design and
cases, a simple function can be used initialy to de- investmentdecisions. Byusingservice-leveldataand
scribe person-days of service (for example, days of SL analysis in arriving at their decisions, they can
potable water service and days of seriously contam- influence the future pattern of services received by
inated water service). This function can be made various user groups and the probable rate of deteri-
more sophisticated as more data become available to oration of these services.
the decisionmaker (for example, as the kinds of con-
tamination and their specific health hazards become Physical Indicators and Monetary Values
known). Similarly, a productive output function can
be described initially as a direct relationship between The SL indicator framework also helps to broaden
quality and output (for example, tons of rice pro- the normal scope of cost-benefit analysis so that more
duced at different water-quality levels) and later as a attention will be given to the different user groups
more elaborate relationship when more data are ac- and the social value of service delivery to those
quired by the decisionmaker. groups; and to the social costs and benefits of impacts

Where a service facility has an impact on one or on natural resource users (for example, downstream
more environmental resources and their uses or nat- water users).4 In the general framework for this eval-
ural functions, it is desirable to provide a combined uation, described mathematically in box 14-2, each
SL indicator set. Thus, quantitative links between user group experiences an impact related to a new
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service provision (or improvement). That impact can Consistent methodologies for aggregating and
be measured in physical terms and a unit benefit (or comparing value are readily available at both levels
cost) can be applied to it (see appendix 14-4). in the form of cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness, and

Physicalindicatorscanbeconvertedintomeasures index number analysis. If implemented properly,
of monetary value in a variety of ways. When com- these methods wil provide consistent and compara-
petitive markets exist for all the physical effects (that ble measures of the social value of the physical effects
is, physical indicators) being analyzed, monetary of alternative projects.
values are readily available in the form of market More important, comparable empirical measures
prices. The appropriate prices to use are those re- of the monetary value for each physical SL indicator
vealed in competitive domestic markets. In the ab- are required for the aggregating methodologies.
sence of competitive domestic prices, it is possible to Hence, at the microeconomic level it is necessary to
use international prices in some situations. value the bundle of all physical effects of a given

When competitive markets do not exist for some project or facility, including all project outputs, the
or many of the physical effects being analyzed and quality of those outputs (such as, but not limited to,
compared, supplementary measures of social value changing-whether improved or deteriorated-
are required for the nonmarketed effects. A variety product quality and reliability), and all social resources
of survey methods exist for estimating these supple- expended in the project (including environmental,
mentary values. The most common method is to capital, and nonrenewable resources). All physical
conduct a contingent valuation survey estimating effects of the project or facility must be included,
consumer (or populace) wiDlingness to pay for (wTP) whether they affect users directly or the public at
or willingness to accept (wTA) the nonmarketed ef- large indirectly, perhaps in the form of externalities.
fects. Great care must be exercised in the design, (Methods for valuing physical indicators of varying
implementation, and interpretation of these contin- quality are caled "hedonic methods.")
gent valuation surveys. Another possibility is to At the macroeconomic level, comparable mea-
measure consumer surplus approximated from as- sures of monetary value across alternative projects
sumed or approximated demand curves for the non- and facilities in alternative sectors are required in
marketed effects. order to implement standard capital asset valuations

and natural resource accounting schemes. It is usu-
Macroeconomic Use of Service-Level Indicators ally more difficult to ensure that social value mea-

sures can be compared at the macroeconomic level
As already mentioned, decisions are made at the because the monetary valuations of physical effects

microeconomic and macroeconomic (or system- in alternative sectors may be more difficult to com-
wide) levels of human activity (see box 14-3). Al- pare. Some survey methods have been devised to
though many of the same SL indicators can be used facilitate comparability, however.
at both levels of decisionmaking, the issues at each
level are generally quite different. At the microeco- Links between the Infrastructure and the
nomic level, local facility or resource managers need Environment
to monitor the working condition of their assets and
use information therefrom to assess asset perfor- From an economic perspective, infrastructure and
mance and to determine the most cost-effective strat- natural resources are a subset of the inputs used in
egies to maximize the value of asset output under the production of goods and services. A set of eco-
budget and other constraints. Decisions taken by nomic and regulatory policies plus market demand
policymakers at the macroeconomic level relate most and supply factors determine the technology used,
often to issues concerning the output of strategic the amount of inputs used, and the amount of out-
assets under budget and other constraints. In apply- puts produced. Market factors and economic policies
ing the SL approach at the microeconomic level, the are determined by actions taken by individuals and
decisionmakersorserviceprovidersshouldestablish institutions, that is, the private sector consumer and
a dialogue with the users or service receivers. producers, and the public sector.

Whether monitoring project performance or im- Infrastructure and natural resources investment
plementing project investment decisions, it is im- and management decisions are made within an eco-
portant to employ consistent methods of nomic and policy framework. For example, eco-
measurement and comparison at both the microeco- nomic policies that undervalue surface and
nomic and macroeconomic levels. Otherwise, the underground water supplies create an excess de-
measure of facility value (microeconomic decisions) mand for these scarce resources, as is the case in
cannot be aggregated for macroeconomic compari- Nepal. Furthermore, these policies restrict available
sons and decisions. financial resources and limit incentives for invest-
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ment and management of the infrastructure systems (for example, waterborne disease, water avail-
that support the use of these resources. able at wrong time).

Despite the relativelylow level of industrial devel- * Measure the physical characteristics (for ex-
opment in Nepal, forestry and agroindustry are hav- ample, fecal coliform content, percentage of
ing a considerable impact on natural resources in impurities, color, percentage of time available)
rural areas, and other industries are affecting natural for a representative sample of users in each area.
resources, especially in the Kathmandu Valley * Determine the effects of O&M decision and
(UNCED 1991). Economic activities directly affect the condition of equipment on the operations of
environment, because natural resources are used as the water supply system.
inputs. In addition, natural resources are affected by * Develop simple standards of good, acceptable,
the outputs of economic activity. and poor water quality and reliability for each

Downstream user groups must contend with the user group (good quality, for example, could
degradation of natural resources resulting from be water with no fecal coliform contamination
economic policies, as is particularly evident among and no red orbrown color, and good reliability
the users of surface water resources. When an up- could be water delivered within a specific pe-
stream user of a river allows untreated effluent to niod of the day 90 percent of the time).
flow into the surface water, those users down- * Measure the costs and benefits of reaching
stream from the effluent source will be affected. each alternative level of service in different
The degradation of air quality is a more compli- locations for each user group, set service stan-
cated problem, but residents downwind from an dards for managers.
industry with harmful emissions are more affected * Incorporate the service standards and mea-
than residents upwind. Natural resources, if sures of performance into the decisionprocess
harmed or improved, will affect those users that and monitor the results.
indirectly contend with them.

The specific measures that need to be defined
The SL Process within each of these categories and the specific places

where they should be measured, are determined by
The SL process is a structured dialogue between the needs of local decisionmakers and the locations

two principal participants: the service manager (or and values of the significant user groups. By quanti-
planner orpolicymaker) and the user groups (or their fying service level indicators that combine the above
representatives). The process is assisted by technical four dime ions of quantity, quality, reliability, and
analysts in some cases where technical detail is coverage ovek the life of an asset or resource for all
needed. During the field testing of this process, the significant uses, the SL approach offers a common,
decisionmakers quickly gained a greater under- comprehensive basis for valuing both present and
standing of the significant effects of future decisions futureservicesagivenresourceprovidesforsociety. 5

and the data needed to improve them. ThesL process These indicators and their underlying physical mea-
is composed of six principal steps that are designed sures must be selected carefully in order to arrive at
to produce the most pertinent data for each decision the minimum number of indicators that can convey
the manager must make and to incorporate the val- the information needed by decisionmakers.
ues of the different user groups into the decisionmak-
ing process in an explicit manner. Appendix 14-1. Weaknesses of Current

The service-level process is illustrated in the steps Public Service Indicators
given below for the case of a water supply system
serving two areas in a community, each with two The terms "level of service," "effectiveness," "per-
kinds of service: household connections (middle-in- formance," and "outcomes" appear often in the liter-
come consumers) and standpipes (low-income con- ature on evaluating public services (Hatry and others
sumers). Each kind of service has characteristics that 1977; Cook 1989). A literature survey shows that the
are valued in different ways by the users. Decisions most widely used definitions of "level of service" can
affecting service to each of the communities could be be summarized in the following categories, all of
analyzed as follows: which emphasize service delivery from a provider's

output numeric indicators of outputs (quantity of
Identifythesignificantphysicalcharacteristics service produced from a provider); nonquantitative
of the water actually received by each user indicators of service quality; and amount or propor-
group (in the dimensions of quantity, quality, tion of need that is or is not served by the program.
and reliability) through surveys orother,meth- In World Bank documents, "level of service" usu-
ods and analyze the issues raised by the users ally refers to the quantity of service produced. Thus,
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for example, project and program documents have figure shows the kinds of decisions involved; the
cited improvements in the level of service provided second colurmn describes the direct results of these
by a given facility as one of the main benefits of a decisions; the third column depicts (a) the variety of
project. Occasionally, the term is used to imply dif- factors involved that affect the outcome of the deci-
ferences in quality, reliability, and affordability of sions and (b) the indirect results measured in physi-
services that are actually delivered, but fails to measure cal terms by the SL indicators that describe the service
these aspects of service delivery (Urban Institute 1977). received by the users. The far right side shows the

In general, current attempts to measure service monetary values of these services (for user groups or
levels by using indicators do not employ quantitative for society) that can be applied to cost-benefit analysis.
measures for service quality; ignore service reliabil- Box 14-3 shows five types of decisions that might
ity or the potential for change in service quality from pertain to an irrigation facility and its impact on a
one year to the next (Hatry and others 1977); neglect stretch of adjacent river: investment decisions, in this
to describe the impact of externalities, such as the case, decisions to invest in irrigation infrastructure;
relationship between the facilities needed to provide design decisions concerning, for example, specifica-
the services and the environrent, do not take into tions for water intake treatment (if any), water stor-
account relevant community standards (Hatry and oth- age, drainage system, cement or earth lining for canals,
ers 1977: 3); and make no effort to establish a specific and water outfall treatment; decisions about opera-
locational reference point for measuring service levels. tions and maintenance, such as the frequency of

drain cleaning, repairing the head dam or relining
Appendix 14-2. The Decision Environment canals, and the kind of water treatment to use (if any);

pollution control decisions, which may relate to the
The milieu for decisions affecting capital and nat- projectitself orto "upstream" waterpollution caused

ural resource utilization is complex and interactive, by nearby factory effluent or urban sewage; and
as illustrated in figure 14-4. The far left column of this natural resource management decisions conceming

Figure 14-4. Service-Level Analysis for an Infrastructure Facility
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the quality of the adjacent river that supplies irriga- Reliability refers to the frequency (measured or
tion water and absorbs outflows. predicted) for which a given range of service charac-

All these decisions affect the condition of the irri- teristic has been or will be achieved. It is a function
gation facility, its performance over time, and the of the downtime of the service and the average time
pollution levels of adjacent stretches of river. In this between service failures. Reliability can be defined
example, pollution control decisions that occur up- for a certain quantity of service, such as delivering
stream combine with irrigation facility decisions to 200 liters of water per person per day, or for a certain
affect the condition of the river and the services it quality of service, such as the delivery of water
provides over time. Farmers, a specific user group, within a "good" quality range as defined by a phys-
benefit from irrigation facility services and from cer- ical measure of quality.
tain services (uses) provided by the river (for exam- Coverage refers to the proportion of targeted users
ple, water supply or fishing). Even within a specific who are actually receiving a particular service.
user group (farmers), however, decisions about the
different uses of water may conflict. For example, Kinds of Service-Level Indicator Sets
increased pesticide use may protect rice, but kill fish;
sewage in the water may increase rice yields but The SL analytic framework relies on two basic sets
harm farmers' health. In addition, services provided of service-level indicators: service indicatorsets, which
by the river can benefit society as a whole, and, describes the attributes of services received and im-
therefore, a value can be derived (shown in the right pact indicator sets, which describe the effects of differ-
column of figure 144). ent service levels on productive activities or on

individual households.
Appendix 14-3. Definitions Service indicatorsets are composed of physical indi-

cators that describe the quantity, quality, reliability,
Two categories of definitions are presented here: ser- and coverage of the service received. In the case of

vice definitions and definitions of physical measures. water supply, these indicators would include cubic
meters of water received (quantity), level of contam-

Service Definitions inants of different types (quality), time of service
availability and percentage of service interruptions

For this research, the service provided by a given (reliability), and percentage of a given area receiving
facility or site is defined by a set of physical measures a service (coverage) (see appendix 14-4 for a detailed
that includes all characteristics that have significant example). These individual indicators are then sum-
value for each use. Measures of quantity, quality, marized in the form of ranges, identified by each user
reliability, and coverage are measures of service char- group, forfour levels of service that could be received
acteristics. Although the value of a service is associ- by that group. These ranges correspond to poor, ade-
ated with the use of the service as a whole, this value quate, good, or very good service. They are defined as
may change from the user's viewpoint as a result of follows: poor is service that does not meet basic needs
a change in one service characteristic, that is, change of the user; adequate is service that only meets basic
in the quality for a fixed quantity of service received. needs of the user; good is service that more than satis-

ServiceLevel is defined as a physical range specified fies basic needs of the user and allows additional activ-
by a user group or a technical analyst to classify the ities; and very good is service that allows the broadest
utility of a service characteristic or a combination of possible range of activities for the user.
service characteristics (a service indicator) for a given Impact indicator sets relate service levels identified
user group. by user groups to the economic output of the group

or to the final consumption of that group.
Definitions of Physical Measures

Appendix 14-4. Relationship of Service
The SL framework uses four categories of physical Levels to Cost-Benefit Analysis

measures to describe a service: quantity, quality, re-
liability, and coverage. The relationship between service levels and cost-

Measures of quantity are defined in terms of num- benefit analysis is demonstrated through the water
bers of physical units without regard to the other supply in Kathmandu.
characteristics of the service provided.

Measures of quality pertain to the physical charac- Application of Service Level Indicators
teristics of a service that are independent of the quan- to Kathmandu Water Supply Example
tity of service provided. Ph, sulphate concentration,
water color, and contaminant concentration are all Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal, is located in a
examples of quality measures. valley surrounded by the STTmalaya movintains.
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Since 1980, the valley's population has more than and needed to be replaced. Tubewell maintenance
doubled to 1.1 million. was carried out only in reaction to failures; three out

of five tubewells functioned in the areas inspected.
BACKGROUND. With this rapid growth rate, urban The team found that tubewells pumped 700 liters per

areas are extending further into the valley's agricul- minute, whereas the previous year they had pumped
tural land and up the hillsides. A majority of Nepal's 1,700 liters per minute. This significant drop oc-
businesses in the commercial and retail sectors, as curred because commerce and industry had estab-
well as lightindustries such as carpetmanufacturing, lished their own wells and consequently depleted
are supported in this valley. In addition, the city has groundwater sources. In addition, some industries
developed with boomtown characteristics to serve have relocated closer to headwater sources to obtain
the tourism that has rapidly increased over the past a more reliable water supply service.
fifteen years. At the water treatment plant, the survey found that

This population and business growth has in- filter material needed replacement, but that the
creased the demand for water supplies and other proper material-silica sand-was difficult to ob-
infrastructural services. In the Kathmandu Valley tain. Once the water was treated and put into the
about 70 percent of the existingwater supply produc- distribution system, only one in seven water meters
tion capacity comes from surface sources and river (cash registers) functioned. The Nwssc estimated that
and spring intakes. Before distribution to the piped at least 40 percent of the general surface water supply
system, surface water is treated in various ways, was lost and that an effort to detect leaks was only
normally by chlorination and filtering. Other mea- made sporadically, usually in times of crisis. In addi-
sures are used during the monsoon season to reduce tion, illegal pipe tapping of the water mains created
turbidity. pressure loss throughout the system and thus al-

Following four World Bank-funded capitalinvest- lowed greater infiltration of sewerage. In addition,
ment projects for the improvement of water and the team discovered high concentrations of iron de-
sewerage services, the Nepalese government has in- posits that have settled at the base of the only reser-
itiated an operations and maintenance project voir in the system. These deposits are removed and
through the Nepal Water and Sewerage Corporation dumped on the grounds of the facility.
(NwsSc) for the improvement of water supply ser-
vices in Kathmandu. As part of the project, the cor- OPERATION ISSUES. Normally, the water treatment
poration staff, assisted by technical analysts, plant has used chlorine gas, but, when unavailable,
conducted a preliminary field survey of sources, bleaching powder was used in large quantities.
treatments, and distribution systems. The resulting ph of the water was low and directly

The team conducted a review of locally available linked to pipe corrosion (as stated in the follow-
literature (JAICA 1990) and an on-site survey that ing C/B example). Laboratory facilities in the field
examined adequately functioning parts of the sys- for maintaining water quality are run down, and
tem, as well as the problem areas, especially during although they exist close to where water treat-
the monsoon season. In addition, unsatisfied cus- ment was performed no ph monitoring was being
tomers were interviewed and management informa- carried out.
tion system records were reviewed concerning The municipal system was pressurized for two
customer grievances and maintenance requests. hours twice per day and has operated at full capacity.

Those who can afford to invest in private water
FINDINGS The core area of Kathmandu has an old storage tanks have been assured of reliable water

combined drainage and sewer system that was estab- supply all day. Valves and standpipes were left open
lished around 1900. Because of its age and the lack of throughout the city to collect any water coming
adequate maintenance, it is virtually nonoperational through the system.
(World Bank 1980). In addition to overflows on resi- Because of high iron levels in the water supply, a
dential and commercial streets, this system has cre- "perceived quality' issue has existed in some areas
ated significant problems of infiltration and coliform of the city. The water leaves a brown stain where it
contamination of the water supply. Contamination falls around the outlet. Consumers perceive this as a
of the water supply is one of the main reasons that high -fecal coliform count and will use a contami-
health conditions in Kathmandu are some of the nated well instead, which may be as much as 200
worst in the world. meters away from their home, because it gives them

clear water. These types of perceived quality prob-
MANTENANCE ISSUES. Most maintenance occurred lems can be resolved either through community ed-

on a crisis basis. The on-site survey found that at the ucation or by investing in an expensive filtration
sources of raw water, flow meters did not function system.
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User Groups In addition, data on water quality need to be col-
lected. The team also discussed establishing direct

In this example, four different user groups were links between health and water supply resources.
identified: households with water supply connec-
tions, standpipe users, businesses that are sensitive Comparison of Traditional Cost-BenefitAnalysis
to water quality (for example, restaurants), and busi- and Cost-Benefit Analysis Using Service-Level
nesses that are not sensitive to water quality (for Indicators
example, carpet manufacturing). Each of these user
groups was found to have significantly different Two versions of cost-benefit analysis are com-
water quality preferences and values. pared and contrasted below for Kathmandu water

supply system improvements. First, improvements
SL Indicators are analyzed with the types of benefits and costs

normally used in a cost-benefit analysis and, second,
The following information was found to be neces- improvements are analyzed with the additional re-

sary and obtainable by the team in order to establish finements and detail that can be provided through
SL indicators for each area in Kathmandu: service the use of SL indicators.
quantity (number of people/users served)[number
of hh/piped water; number of hh/standpipe; numn- TRADITIONAL COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS. In the
ber of hh/well] distance from source to users; quality Kathmandu water supply system, the traditional
(fecal coliform levels, iron levels and ph); reliability cost-benefit analysis, CBA (in simplified form) is
indicators, such as downtime (amount of time be- shown in table 14-3. This example focuses on a
tween breakdown and repair), and the number of project to improve water supply distribution service
breakdowns per year, or per month, if there is sea- for three user groups: households connected to the
sonal difference; although these data were not im- system, standpipe users, and business users. This
mediately available, the number of hours of service example also assumes that pipe lining and replace-
per day could be estimated; and coverage (percent- ment are part of the capital investment priority for
age of households or businesses served in a particu- water supply distribution. This assumption is based
lar area). on the fact that this type of investment is often se-

These indicators are defined and summarized in lected as the most cost-effective capital investment
table 14-1. The table includes a summary of the key for better reliability.
decisions that affect service to user groups, a set of Benefits for traditional CBA are based on: the num-
physical measures that link the decisions to the out- ber of current users that will have more reliable
comes in terms of service characteristics. Table 14-1 service, and the new users that will be served. The
also presents the ranges of service levels as defined unit value for the benefit calculation for each of these
by the different user groups (good, adequate, and two user groups is assumed to be derived either from
poor). a willingness-to-pay survey or from an approxima-

The service levels for each indicator are described tion of system-wide benefits per person (that may
in table 14-2. The services received by the different include health benefits) based on assumed impacts
user groups are specified by service level. In addi- of water supply improvement. However, neither of
tion, the phislistedinthis tableto represent the effect these methods addresses quality of service issues
that acidity has on pipe corrosion, system mainte- other than reliability.
nance, and the longevity of the distribution system.6 Traditional CBA cannot and does not include be-

havioral problems, such as the iron fluoroxide con-
Team Recommendations tamination, into its calculations. In addressing this

specific problem, the analysis mnight assume an ex-
The team has made several recommendations pensive filtration process, a very expensive solution

abouthowKathmandu'swatersupplyservicecanbe per user. Similarly, the relationship of the variation
immediately improved. First, the existing and ade- in ph to the pipe corrosion would not normally be
quate quality testing facilities in Kathmandu should addressed in the traditional approach, since it would
be used on a regular basis. Second, training, field be identified as a maintenance issue rather than a
laboratory upgrading, upgrading of the chlorination system deterioration issue in most projects.
system, and regular monitoring could prudently and
effectively improve the service level of these facili- COST-BENEITAPPROACHUSINGSERVICE-LEVELINDI-
ties. Third, ph before and after treatment should be CATORS. In the CBA using service-level indicators,
monitored for its effects on service provided by the more data are available for each of the four user
treatinent facility. groups (connected households, standpipe users,



Table 14-1. Kathmandu Water Supply Service-Level Definition Matrix
Ranges of service levels

SL category Decisions Measures of decision impact Poor Adequate Good Data source

Coverage 1. How many of each user group to serve: Percentage served
a. Households connected

SO b. Standpipe users
c. Business users

quality sensitive
nonquality sensitive

Quantity 1 . Capacity of the system m3/person/day received
a. Connected HR (5 people) Less than 500 500-1,000 More than 1,000
b. Standpipe users Less than 30 30-60 More than 60
c. Quality-sensitive business n.a. n.a. n.a,

d. Nonquality-sensitive business n.a. n.a. n.a.

2. No distribution system maintenance
management

Quality 1. No testing for ph at plant and no ph measure Less than 6 or 6-10 7-9 Testing

training More than 10
2. No testing for water quality at user Coliformcount/liter

points
a. Connected HH More than 1,000 100-1,000 Less than 100 Water quality testing

b. Standpipe users More than 1,000 100-1,000 Less than 100

c. Quality-sensitive business More than 1,000 100-1,000 Less than 100

d. Nonquality-sensitive business More than 1,000 1,000-10,000 Less than 1,000

3. No program to detect and fix infiltration



4. No 24-hour pressurization of distribution
system owing to inadequate water sources
Partial or full filtering for iron removal Water color

a. Connected HH
1. Sensitive Evident Slight None Testing of survey

2. Nonsensitive n.a. n.a.
b. Standpipe users

1. Sensitive Evident Slight None
2. Nonsensitive n.a. n.a. n.a.

c. Quality-sensitive business Evident Slight None
d. Nonquality-sensitive business n.a. n.a. n.a.

6. No user education program on water
color

7. Users decide to go to other source
Reliability 1. Hours of service to provide to each Average hours of service/day in each

group season
a. Connected HH Less than 4 4-15 hrs. 16-24 hrs. Survey
b. Standpipe users Less than 4 4-11 hrs. 12-24 hrs.
c. Quality-sensitive business Less than 8 8-12 hrs. More than 12 hrs.
d. Nonquality-sensitive business Less than 8 8-12 hrs. More than 12 hrs.

2. Repair broken pipes rather than replace Percentage time out of service for repair
or use new technology

a. Connected HH More than 20% 10-20% Less than 10% Survey
b. Standpipe users More than 30% 20-30% Less than 20%
c. Quality-sensitive business More than 20% 10-20% Less than 10%
d. Nonquality-sensitive business More than 20% 10-20% Less than 10%

3. Allow pipes to corrode owing to high ph
4. Build new water sources

n.a. Not applicable.
Source: Authors' analysis.
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quality-sensitivebusinessusers,andnonquality-sen- The benefits for the basic distribution system rehabil-
sitive business users). Therefore, the analysis is more itation investment in this case can be better delineated
detailed, as shown in table 14-3. Also, the greater than in the traditional case. For example, the house-
emphasis on service received would tend to highlight holds with poor water quality service because of
the relationship of maintenance problems to service coliform contamination can be generally identified
delivery problems. by location, and the cost-benefit analyst can start to

In some cases, decisionmakers can use service- calculate the health benefits more precisely by exam-
level indicators to identify locations for investments ining health records by location and the incidence of
or operations that might be more cost-effective than waterborne disease. The social costs of treating the
traditional actions. ln the case of Kathmandu, the diseases or the economic costs of lost working time
iron fluoroxide problem canbe taclded as a perceived on account of illness and the numbers of premature
quality problem and can be solved with a consumer deaths can be estimated as in the traditional case.
education program (investment plus annual opera- The benefits for the education program involves the
tions expenses) rather than with a "bricks and mor- estimation of the number of persons who use alter-
tar" investment program. Similarly, the ph problem native water supply sources that are contaminated
can be treated through a maintenance training pro- rather than standpipe water with iron fluoroxide
gram (annual operations expenses) rather than discoloration. (In this case it is estimated that 50
through a rehabilitation program. percent of the users who believe that the water is

Another advantage of using service-level indica- unacceptable replace it with water that is contami-
tors is that decisionmakers can deliverbetter targeted nated by colifornL) Since the education program would
service improvements to various user groups. By probably not be 100 percent successful, it is also
targeting services to locations, service performance necessary to estimate the percentage of the individ-
will be improved, thus raising service standards. uals with perceived quality problems who revert to the

Table 14-2. Present Kathmandu Public Water Supply Service-Level Performance Matrix
(percent)

Households Standpipe Business Q-sens.
SL category Service level with conns. users users NQ-sens

Coverage
Number served n.a. 95,000 405,000 20,000 180,000
Percentage served n.a. 80 80 80 80

Quantity Percentage of users
poor 70 90 70 80
adequate 30 10 30 20
good 0 0 0 0

Quality I (coliform count)
poor 70 90 80 0
adequate 30 10 20 100
good 0 0 0 0

Quality 2 (color, due to iron content)
poor 60 20 70 30
adequate 40 80 30 70
good 0 0 0 0

Quality 3 (ph) (system
maintenance effects only)

Reliability (average hours/day of service)
poor 100 100 100 100
adequate 0 0 0 0
good 0 0 0 0

Source: Table 14-1 and field estimates.
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main water supply as a result of the program in order of the ph level (proportion of the time that ph falls in
to get the expected number of actual beneficiaries. the acceptable range, as in table 14-3) can be related

These individuals also incur the cost of bringing to the rate of pipe corrosion, and consequently to the
watertotheirhomes,normallyoveradistancelonger life of the distribution system. The benefits associ-
than the distance to the standpipe. The benefits ated with extending the life of the distribution sys-
would include health cost savings and water trans- tem can be measured in terms of the difference in the
port cost savings (including the value of time of the discounted value of system rehabilitation after
users who carry their own water). The health benefits twelve years compared with twenty years, as shown
per person are approximately the same as the bene- in table 14-3.
fits calculated for improved quality for connected With more attention paid to maintenance in the eval-
households. The unit transport cost savings (indud- uation, assumptions about optimum maintenance
ing value of time) is more difficult to measure. How- practices in traditional CBA would be put under more
ever, a suitable approximation based on a typical scutiny, and alternate maintenance practices would
water carrying charge would be sufficiently accurate enter into the evaluation, along with their effects on
in most cases. system life. Maintenance strategy discussions would

The benefit from maintenance training related to ph then have more of a quantitative basis.
testing is found in the extension of the life of the The net result of the comparison of the two ap-
distribution system. A measurement of the reliability proaches in tables 14-3 and 14-4 shows that the more

Table 14-3. Example of Traditional Cost-Benefit Analysis:Investment in Rehabilitated Distribution
System
(induding pipe lining and pipe replacement)

Investment in rehabilitated distribution system (including pipe lining and pipe replacement)

A. Costs
Investment cost 150,000,000

Operations and maintenance costs: present systema 2,000,000
Improved systema 1,500,000

Cost differential 500,000

B. Benefits
Number of persons in service area:

With better New
Present users service b users
Households with connections 95,000 9,500

Standpipe users (persons) 405,000 41,000

Business users 200,000 1,000

Economic value per year of service by type (US$ per unit user):C
Households with connections 80 150
Standpipe users 10 15
Business users 250 450

Total annual benefits of investment
Households with connections 7,600,000 1,425,000
Standpipe users 4,050,000 615,000
Business users 5,000,000 450,000
Total annual benefits for all users 19,140,000

Supply system maintenance savings/year 500,000

Note 7.9 = factor that relates annual benefits to total benefits over twenty years with a 12 percent discount rate. Net present value =
present value of user benefits + present value of maintenance savings - investment costs = 19,140,000(7.9) + 500,000(7.9) - 150,000,000 =
5.2 million

a. Project life: twenty years assuming good maintenance practices.
b. Assuming 100 percent of users benefit.
c. Based on estimated average willingness to pay.
Source Authors' analysis.
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Table 14-4. Example of Cost-Benefit Analysis with Service Level Indicators: Investmnent in Rehabilitated
Distribution System
(induding pipe lining and pipe replacement)

A. Costs

Investment cost: 142,500,000
User education program: 50,000 investment +5,000/yr

Improved Present
Operations and maintenance costs: maintenance maintenance
Present system 2,000,000 2,500,000
Improved system 1,500,000 2,250,000
Cost differential 500,000 250,000
Maintenance training costs: 10,000/yr
Project life, 20 yearsa; with present maintenance, 12 years

B. Benefits
Present users with New

* bNumber of persons in service area: better service users
Households with connections 95,000 9,50)
Standpipe users (persons) 405,000 41,00)
Business users

Quality-sensitive 20,000 100
Nonquality-sensitive 180,000 90)

Economic benefits per year of service by type of improvement
(US$ per unit user):C

1. Health benefits due to reduction in coliform contamination
Households with connections 30 (80%) 30 (100%)
Standpipe users 5 (70%) 5 (100%)
Business users

Quality-sensitive 1,000 (80%) 1,000 (100%)
Nonquality-sensitive 30 (0%) 30 (100%)

Present users With better service New users
2. Benefits due to reliability increasesd

Households with connections 40 (60%) 125 (100%)
Standpipe users 5 (60%) 8 (100%)

detailed service-level indicator approach has the ad- 2. For many day-to-day applications, such as the moni-
vantage of identifying more specific benefits. It also toring of service related to O&M decisions, the simnpler
allows the managers and planners to adjust their physical indicator sets are most appropriate and easiest to
investments to be more in accordance with specific use. Physical indicators can also be useful in themselves for
desired service results, as well as to achieve a better higher-level policy and planning decisions made by either
balance between maintenance, capital investment, facility managers or environmental resource managers,
and other possible actions. 8 where value measurement problems exist.

3. Measuring the value of services received by final users
Notes has also been recognized elsewhere as a more accurate

measure of the value of assets than traditional accounting
1. Restricting axioms on the society's preference struc- practices. See Ward (1976; Giarini and Stahel 1989).

ture for I(1) and I(2) are required to assume the concave 4. See Daly 1991: chap. 3; and El Serafy and Lutz 1989).
function of the utility curve depicted in figures 14-1 and 5. From the user viewpoint, affordability is also an issue
14-2. related to pricing and subsidy policy. From the viewpoint

(Table continues on the following page.)
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Business users
Quality-sensitive 125 (50%) 225 (100%)

Nonquality-sensitive 250 (50%) 450 (100%)

3. Benefits due to the education program (health plus transport costs saved-
at 80% effectiveness)
Households with connections 40 (24%)

Standpipe users 7 (8%)

Business users
Quality-sensitive 30 (28%)

Nonquality-sensitive 30(12%)

4. Benefits due to iinproved maintenance (extended project life)

Future system rehabilitation cost 50,000,000
Discounted future cost (12 years at 12%) 12,850,000
Discounted future cost (20 years at 12%) 5200,000

Present value of delaying rehabilitation 7,650,000

Total annual benefits of investment
Households with connections 5,472,000 1,472,500
Standpipe users 2,859,300 533,000
Business users

Quality-sensitive 17,418,000 122,500
Nonquality-sensitive 23,148,000 432,000

Total annual benefits for all users 51,466,300
Supply system maintenance savings/year 500,000

Present value of delayed rehabilitation 650,000

Note 7.9 = factor that relates annual benefits to total benefits over twenty years with a 12 percent discount rate. Net present value =
present value of user benefits + present value of maintenance savings + present value of delayed rehabilitation - present value of additional
operating costs - investment costs = 51,466,300(7.9) + 500,000(7.9)+ 7,650,000 - 15,000(7.9) - 142,500,000 = 275.6 million

a. Assuming good maintenance practices.
b. Assumning 100 percent of users benefit.
c. Unit benefit and (percentage of users with change in level).
d. Based on willingness to pay when other quality benefits have been taken into account.
Source. Authors' analysis.

of the service provider, the cost of producing the chosen these project evaluations. If the managers have already
service level and cost recovery are also important dimen- been collecting the key data for service monitoring pur-
sions. These issues are not discussed here. poses, the project evaluation task is made faster, more

6. Note that ph levels can also effect the health of different accurate, and more pertinent to the managers' needs.
user groups, but the data were not available to present
these effects in this table. References
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A Proposed Alternative Approach to Integrating
the Environment into the National Accounts

John Proops

T he essence of the alternative approach to inte- Kneese 1969). The discussion begins, though, with
grating the environment into the national ac- my interpretation of the relationship between na-

T counts proposed in this chapter is that tional accounting and environmental concerns, as so
economy-environment interactions are essentially far developed.
dynamic. So if national accounts are to be used for
assessing the effects and nature of the relationship The Meaning and Use of National Accounts
between human economic activity and the natural
world, they should be embedded within a dynamic National accounts offer aggregate information
framework. about the "performance" of a national economy, in a

Such a dynamic framework is offered by capital similar way to a firn's profit-and-loss account. Their
theory in combination with Koopmans's (1951) activ- preparation, which is costly and difficult, indicates
ity analysis approach to production, and with that governments find them useful, presumably in
LeontiePs (1966) disaggregated input-outputmethod. the formulation of economic policies. National ac-
The emphasis here is on the neo-Austrian branch of counts are a relatively recent innovation, and their
capital theory, which stresses the time structure of introduction mirrors the increasing role of the gov-
capital accumulation. This theory was originally de- emient in economic activities.2

veloped in the nineteenth century by Bohm-Bawerk In my view, national accounts are primarily a
(1889) and revived in recentyears by Bemnholz (1971), means for governments to inform their policies,
von Weizsacker (1971), Hicks (1973), and Faber where these policies are aimed at overcoming per-
(1979), among others. (For simple introductions to ceived market failures. This is not to say that govern-
neo-Austrian capital theory, see Faber and Proops ment intervention need only be corrective.
1990: chaps. 8-10; Faber and Schmutzler 1990). Experience in the planned economies of the former

When capital theory, activity analysis, and input- Soviet bloc, and many developing countries, is that
output analysis are combined, it becomes possible to much government intervention is far from correc-
model production and capital accumulation as a dy- tive; rather, it is intervention for its own sake. None-
namic process. If the modeling takes an optimizing theless, my basic tenet remains that the existence of
approach, it gives rise to both quantities (from the national accounts reflects a desire by governments to
primal solution) and to prices (from the dual solution). intervene in economic activity and to overcome per-
The processes of production and accumulation can ceived market failure.
be simply represented withinaninput-output frame-
work, and thence the normal national accounting Ex PostAccounting
aggregates can be derived in a simple and consistent
fashion. Adding the services of the natural environ- The first step in finding out how to take corrective
ment to the model is straightforward, and consistent action is to determine (a) what market failure exists
with the principle of materials balance (Ayres and and (b) the present state of economic activity (flows)
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and economic potential (stocks). Point (a) may be spective on national accounts. They need to shift
revealed by statistics on health, unemployment, in- their concentration from the comparative static anal-
dustry concentration, and the like. Item (b) will be ysis of aggregate national product in the short run to
revealed by the national accounts and the national the dynamics of consumer demand, capital accumu-
"balance sheet." Because these statistics reveal what lation, and resource use in the long run.
has happened, I shall refer to them as "ex post statistics."

Production, Growth, Development, and the
Ex Ante Modeling Environment

Unfortunately, items (a) and (b) do not suggest Until relatively recently (though with notable ex-
appropriate policies. For this, one needs to know not ceptions; see Jevons 1906; Hotelling 1931), econo-
only the state of the economy, but also why it is in that mists treated economic activity, in particular
state. To find the "why" of an economy requires the economic growth, as being independent of the natu-
use of a "theory," or "model." That is, a conceptual- ral world. The path-breaking contributions of
ization of economic activity is needed. Such a theory Georgescu-Roegen (1971) and Daly (1973), among
will need to encompass not only what has happened others, showed that economy-environment interac-
in the economy (that is, be consistent with experi- tions are essential elements in understanding the
ence), it will also need to predict what will happen, development of modern economies.
under various policy actions. Because this approach The work on integrating national accounting with
involves modeling future activities, I shall refer to it environmental concerns has been an attempt, there-
as "ex ante modeling." fore, to synthesize a tool of macroeconomics with the

implications of the second law of thermodynamics.
The Need for Theoretical Foundations This endeavor faces two major obstacles: (a) the con-

ceptual extension of economic analysis to include the
I have suggested that the national accounting natural world as a part of the problem, rather than as

framework has both ex post and ex ante aspects. the framework for the problem, and (b) the problems
Because we wish not only to describe the state of an of market failure, that environmental issues pose.
economy at any moment in time, but also to under-
stand how it came to be in that state, and hope to Environmental Goods and MissingMarkets
predict what states it might achieve in the future, it
is imperative that we use our theory to tell us which The problem of market failure for envirornmental
of the enormous number of economic variables that and "natural" (nonproduced) goods is one of "miss-
we can define are likely to be "useful." That is, we ing markets." There are two kinds of markets miss-
must inform our economic accounting with appro- ing, however, and although one of these has received
priate economic analysis. National accounting must extensive discussion in the literature, the second type
have firm theoretical foundations. has received less attention.

When national accounts were first devised, they The first kind of missing market occurs when
were developed under the influence of Keynes property rights on current assets are ill-defined, or
(1936), who was concerned with the problem of sus- very difficult to enforce, as in the case of open access
tained unemployment. The theoretical frameworkhe fisheries or air pollution. The problem arises because,
formulated was macroeconomics, with its concentra- without well-defined or enforceable property rights,
tion on factors influencing aggregate demand. He felt there can be no mutually beneficial exchange be-
that if aggregate demand (that is, national product) tween economic agents. Hence there can be no mar-
could be increased through debt-financed govern- ket to equilibrate social and individual costs and
ment expenditure, then unemployment might be benefits. This problem of "externalities" has been a
overcome. This led him to consider how certain tools central issue in environmental economics for many
of government intervention might be effective, all years.
things being equal. That is, a comparative static ap- The second kind of missing market can be seen in
proach has dominated macroeconomics. In my view, markets that operate over time. With a finite, nonre-
national accounts, and how they are interpreted, still newable resource, there is obviously a tradeoff be-
use this macroeconomic framework, with a compar- tweenusingtheresourceinthisgenerationandusing
ative static concentration on national product at the it in the next. Here the market is missing because
center of both empirical and theoretical considerations. future generations are neither present nor endowed

If policymakers wish to move their attention from with tradable commodities; hence no mutually ben-
unemployment and focus instead on pollution and eficial trading is possible between present and future
resource degradation, then they need a different per- generations. Although there has been much moral
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discussion of the inequity of the present (lack of) issues within a framework of "global production
trading relations between present and future modeling."
generations, to date this has been given relatively
little analytical and theoretical treatment (how- An Alternative Approach-Modeling
ever, the next chapter in this volume addresses
those issues). Consider now the specifics of how I think global

It is worth noting that the "price" that could (and production modeling could be implemented. The
in principle, should) mediate between present and following paragraphs give only a verbal outline of
future generations regarding natural resources, is the the approach; algebraic details are provided in the
natural resource rent. It is dear that the size of this appendix.
rent, and therefore the weight given to the well-being
of future generations, depends on the "time horizon" A Neo-Austrian Capital Theoretic Framework
of present decisiomnakers. Discussions of the deter-
minants of the level of resource rent, and of the Neo-Austrian capital theory, as applied to envi-
"optimal" depletion path almost invariably assume ronmental issues, makes five basic assumptions: (a)
an infinite time horizon. This clearly does not hold in many different types of goods are produced in an
reality. (For a discussion of the use of resource use economy; (b) all goods are produced by techniques-
models with "rolling plans," using "myopic" which use some (perhaps zero) capital goods, labor,
decisionmaking, see Faber and Proops 1990: chap. 9). and natural resources-usingfixed coefficient produc-

tion relationships; (c) any particular good may be
"National Income Accounting" as Opposed produced by more than one technique; (d) capital
to "Global Production Modeling" goods must be produced before they can be used; (e)

and techniques can only be run "one way," as deter-
Before moving on to the specifics of an alternative mined by the second law of thermodynamics.

modeling approach to national accounting and the I suggest that none of these assumptions is objec-
environment, I suggest that the name we use, "na- tionable. The one at which economists most often
tional income accounting," is misleading. My objec- hesitate is (b), where the use of fixed coefficient rela-
tion is to each of the three words. I take them in tionships seems to prohibit substitution between fac-
reverse order. tors. Of course, such a prohibition does not exist if

"Accounting" seems to be an ex post approach to the operations of the model are considered over time.
data. Rather, economists need to approach economy- Over time, as new, more "efficient" techniques arise,
environment interactions within an ex ante frame- new capital goods are accumulated, and old capital
work of theory. goods are not replaced as they deteriorate. So there

The problem with the word "income" is that it is a shift from one technique to another, with conse-
derives from the Hicksian notion of income, which is quent alterations in the (value) capital/output,
inappropriate for the analysis of dynamic problems labor/output and resource/output ratios. The term
with dynamic models. Earlier I suggested that we "value" is introduced in parentheses for in this ap-
need to concentrate instead on the process of con- proach the notions of homogeneous capital and out-
sumption and accumulation over time. Because this put are avoided, so the necessary "apples and
process has at its root the production of consumption oranges" aggregation can only be achieved by con-
and capital goods-using labor, capital goods, and sidering the values of inputs and outputs, not simply
natural resources-I propose that the term "income" their quantities. (This assumption of many tech-
be replaced by the term "production." niques with fixed coefficient production relations is

"National" seems to be a particularly unfortunate precisely Koopmans's "activity analysis" approach.)
adjective to apply where the natural environment is
concerned. Much pollution is international in char- The Intertemporal Consumption Choice
acter, and the role of resource rents is global, through
the international trading of natural resources. Little The dynamics of the neo-Austrian model derive
can be gained by looking at economy-environment from the need to decide on present capital accumu-
interactions within particular nation-states. Rather lation versus present consumption. Because present
than a "national" approach, a "global" one is what is capital accumulation allows for enhanced consump-
needed. tion (and capital accumulation) in the future, the

Hence I (audaciously) suggest we cease to think in choice is effectively between consumption today and
terms of how environmental issues can be related to consumption tomorrow (and the next day, and so on).
"national income accounting." Much better progress How the choice between present and future con-
can be made if we seek to understand environmental sumption is made does not affect the modeling of the
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"production" side, although of course it determines interest, however, for the aggregation of such a dis-
the dynamic path actually followed. For theoretical aggregated system gives dues as to why the ob-
purposes, several approaches to this intertemporal served "technical coefficients" of input-output tables
choice problem can be taken. I illustrate only four. vary over time. The neo-Austrian interpretation is

that the observed coefficients for the production of
Intertemporal optimization with an infinite time hori- any particular good are the weighted sums of the

zon. This intertemporal optimization is the ap- coefficients of the various techniques employed in
proach most often taken in models of resource use in the production of that good. As new techniques
which all future generations are included in the op- emerge, and are brought into use through the accu-
timization procedure, albeit with discounting of fu- mulation of new types of capital goods, the weights
ture welfare. change over time, so the observed coefficients alter.

Intertemporal Optimization with a finite time horizon. The Duality of Quantities and Prices
Inasmuch as infinity is a long-time concept, one
might instead model intertemporal optimization If the approach taken to the intertemporal con-
where, after a certain point in the future, the welfare sumption choice is that of social welfare maximiza-
of future generations is entirely disregarded. tion, then at the optimum two types of economic

variable can be defined: (a) quantities, which are the
Optimization with rolling myopic plans. A disad- primal variables and comprise the quantities of con-

vantage of using a finite time horizon is that very sumption, capital accumulation, resource use, pollu-
unrealisticbehaviorispositedneartheterminaltime. tion, and so on, over time; (b) prices, which are the
Do thepeoplein the penultimate period reallybelieve dual variables and each of which can be associated
the world is about to end? An alternative is to main- with each quantity (primal variable). Dual variables
tain a finite time horizon but assume that the plan is can be interpreted as the shadow price of the corre-
reassessed every period, in the light of any new sponding quantity. That is, they represent the oppor-
information and techniques that might emerge. This tunity cost of a marginal element of that quantity
approach is therefore "myopic" (that is, short- variable, in terms of social welfare. In a market econ-
sighted) in the sense that a finite time horizon is omy, these would be the market prices of the goods
employed, but it is also "rolling," in that the plan is traded at intertemporal equilibrium.
reassessed every period. Thus, the overall plan is of When the optimal quantities (over time) are mul-
indefinite length, but made up of a series of finite tiplied by the corresponding shadow prices (repre-
plans. senting market prices), the values of all economic

transactions can be calculated, on a disaggregated
A constant savings ratio. There seems to be good basis. These disaggregated values may be repre-

evidence that the savings ratio (that is, savings/in- sented in an input-output (value) table. A require-
come) is relatively constant. This may reflect myopic ment for such a value table is that, for each sector, the
optimization in a relatively slowly changing eco- total value of inputs must equal the total value of
nomic environment. Therefore a simple approach to outputs. The quantities and corresponding prices
capital accumulation may be that it is simply a pro- derived from an intertemporal optimization ap-
portion of income; alternatively, one might posit that proach ensure that this balance always holds.
it varies simply (for example, increases linearly) with When pollution abatement and resource use are
income. introduced, their effects on the relative prices of pro-

duced goods can also be assessed. This also makes it
A Disaggregated Input-OutputApproach possible to consider the effects of environmental fac-

tors on aggregate price levels, and hence on inflation
Because the neo-Austrian approach to capital the- rates.

ory takes the heterogeneity of capital and goods as a
basic assumption, and because it also assumes fixed- The Rate of Return and Intertemporal Production
coefficient production relations, it is ideally suited to
representation within the Leontief input-output An important variable for intertemporal models is
framework. the rate of return on capital investment, that is, the

The use of Koopmans's activity analysis approach, "interest rate." The neo-Austrian approach deals
with more than one technique potentially available with the rate of return in a comprehensive but
for the production of each good, means that theoret- straightforward fashion (the problem of the positiv-
ical models offer greater disaggregation than can be ity of the interest rate was one of the issues that
actually observed. This is of more than theoretical stimulated this approach to capital theory). The rate
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of return is simply the ratio of the user cost of capital, Since the neo-Austrian approach gives rise to
and the cost of new capital production. This is, of shadow price naturally, where these are available,
course, equal to the marginal rate of intertemporal they can be incorporated into the input-output rep-
substitution in consumption, minus unity. This com- resentation. Where these are not available, proxy
prehensive treatment of the rate of return allows the shadow prices can be used and can give valuable
impact of poUlution abatement and resource use on the insights into the nature and extent of the distor-
interest rate to be analyzed dearly and thoroughly. tions generated by missing markets. Thus, the ef-

fects on national accounts, over time, of pricing
The Centrality of Consumption or taxing natural resources and services can be

assessed.
Once prices, quantities, and the rate of return have

been established in the neo-Austrian framework, The Importance of Resource Rents in Price
then the net present values of the various variables can Determination
be calculated, using the rate of return as the discount
rate. Above I stressed that consumption was the In economics, the nonproduced inputs to pro-
central intertemporal issue, not national income. duction (that is, the value added components) are
This contention is strengthened by the finding that, said to consist of three types: labor, capital, and
on the intertemporally optimum path, the net pres- natural resources. In an intertemporal context,
entvalue of consumptionis constant, independent of however, capital is no longer nonproduced; it is
the welfare function chosen, and independent of the just produced in an earlier period. Thus, the use
time horizon. (This result has already been noted by price of capital (the contribution to value added) is
Samuelson 11961] and Weitzman 11976].) no longer an exogenous variable, but is determined

No such intertemporal constancy applies to Hicks- endogenously, in relation to the rate of return and
ian income, which indicates again that while con- the production cost of capital, as discussed earlier.
sumption is an essentially dynamic variable in This leaves only the prices of labor and resources
capital theoretic models, Hicksian income is not. to be accounted for. The price of labor is its shadow
Therefore, Hicksian income is both theoretically and price, and for a given technology, the current price
empirically much less interesting than consumption. of labor is unchanging over time in the neo-Aus-

trian model. As such, labor is an appropriate can-
Production and the Environment didate for the numeraire good.

The price of nonrenewable natural resources
The introduction of environmental goods and ser- clearly does vary over time, for the increasing

vicesintotheneo-Austrianframeworkiseasilydone, resource scarcity causes both the extraction costs
and already well developed (Faber, Niemes, and and the resource rent to rise. Usually, the produc-
Stephan 1987; Faber and Proops 1990). The use of tion of both consumption and capital goods would
natural resources and environmental services, and be expected to involve the use of nonrenewable
the generation of pollution, fit very comfortably into resources. Thus, the introduction of nonrenewable
the activity analysis approach to production. Thence resources into such models affects the prices of all
the inclusion of environmental variables into the goods in the model, and the time paths of produc-
input-output framework is also simply achieved. tion and resource use, and therefore the national
Further, by the nature of the activity analysis ap- accounts.
proach, materials balance is achieved simply. Also, The actual resource rents charged may not be inter-
because the production processes are defined as uni- temporally optimal (in my view they are generally
directional, such productfon models can never give too low). The neo-Austrian model offers a frame-
results contrary to the second law of thermodynamics. work for examining the dynamics of consumption,

capital accumulation, and resource depletion under
Pricing Environmental Goods: Shadow Prices various assumptions of resource rent determination.
and Their Proxies The important role of resource rents in determining

national accounts is thereby revealed; this role is
If environmental goods did not give rise to market essentially dynamic.

failure, then their (intertemporal) market prices
would equal their theoretical shadow prices. As Recommendations for Further Action
pointed out earlier, however, missing markets mean
that environmental goods are invariably mispriced, In the light of my critique of some of the account-
thence distorting the observed market outcome from ing approaches and my alternative approach, I make
the possible intertemporal optimum. some recommendations for future action below.
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The Need for Further Theoretical Analysis The Neo-Austrian Approach

The first point to make is that the neo-Austrian The neo-Austrian approach to production derives
approach is certainly not the only way forward; it is from the activity analysis method, which uses fixed
merelythebestonewithwhichIamfamiliar.Further coefficient production relationships. The dynamics
theoretical work is necessary to extend it, however, of the neo-Austrian approach derive from a concen-
both as a conceptual framework and as an analytical tration on the intertemporal production and use of
and modeling tool. In particular, it would be useful capital goods.
to take a "computable general equilibrium" ap- The theory has been established to deal w ith mod-
proach to such modeling. This would allow the social els with (a) infinite, finite, or indefinite time horizons
welfare maximization approach tobe disaggregated, (Bernholz and Faber 1973; Faber and Proops 1990,
to optimization by multiple individuals, so that the 1991a); (b) an indefinite number of capital goods and
distributional implications of various model as- consumption goods (Bernholz, Faber, and Reiss
sumptions could be examined more dearly. (Some 1978); (c) an indefinite number of techniques avail-
excellent work has already been done in this area, able for producing each good (Faber 1979); (d) the
sponsored by the World Bank; see Dervis, de Melo, production of pollution by the various production
and Robinson [19821. This did not make explicit use techniques (Faber, Niemes, and Stephan 1987; Faber
of the neo-Austrian framework, however, and was and others 1990); and (e) the use of natural resources
not directly concerned with environmental issues.) by the various production techniques (Faber,

Niemes, and Stephan 1987).
The Need for Global Modeling For ease of exposition, I begin with a simple two-

technique, two-period model. Later I introduce pol-
Most environmental issues have global aspects. lution production and abatement, and natural

Also, the processes of production, accumulation, and resource use.
consumption are now global in nature, through in-
ternational trade. Thus national accounts are going A Two-Technique, Two-Period Model
to be of relatively little use if they are considered in
isolation. In my view, there is a great need for a We begin with a model using labor and a capital
globally integrated approach to both data collection good to produce a consumption good and some new
and analysis, and to the modeling of economy-envi- capital good.
ronment interactions. We suppose that there are two techniques of pro-

duction. Technique T1 uses only labor to produce
Finding the "Best" Time Horizon and Discount only the consumption good. Technique T. can be
Rate described by the single process, R1, which can be

described as the transformation:
A key issue in the dynamics of economy-environ-

ment interactions is how decisions that affect the R1: 11 units of labor -+ 1 unit of consumption good.
future are made in the present. There are two concep-
tually separate issues here. The first is the time hori- (The symbol "-" means "transformed into.")
zon used in decisionmaking. If this is short, then
there will be high levels of consumption, and a high Technique T2 uses labor and the capital good to
use of resources, in the short run. The second is the produce the consumption good and more of the cap-
pure rate of time preference. A high pure rate of time ital good. Technique T2 can be further subdivided
preference wi lead to the high discounting of the into two processes, R2 and R3. These can be described
welfare of future generations, and thus also lead to as the transformations:
rapid consumption and the rapid use of resources.
The proposed modeling framework will allow R2:12 units of labor E k2 units of capitgood 1
decisionmakers to explore likely economic and envi-
ronmental outcomes under different time horizons unit of consumption good.
and discount rates. In this way, governments would
at least be informed of the likely long-run outcomes (The symbol " @ " means "combined with.")
of myopic, present-oriented behavior.

R3 : 13 units of labor - 1 unit of capital good.

Appendix
So, starting only with labor, the consumption good

The following sections present the algebraic de- can be produced directly, in one time period, using
tails of the global production modeling approach. technique T, (that is, only process R1).
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Alternatively, over two time periods, technique T2 X(1) = L/l1 + K(1)(11 - 12)/l1 - - I(1)13/l1
can be used. In the first time period, some of the
capital good can be produced using process R3. Then, X(2) = L/l + [K(l)(1 - c) + I(1)I(11 - 12 )/l1k2 .
in the second period, the consumption good can be
produced using process R2. Eliminating I(1) between these two equations gives:

We may assume that fixed coefficient production
relationships are used. That is, 1, 12,13, and k2 do not X(2) = [L/I1 + K(l)(l1 - 12 )/l1k2 1[1 + (11 -12 )/13 k2] -
vary over time, or with output. cK(1)li - 12)/l 1k2 - (li - 12)/l3k2X(1).

We may now introduce some definitions of vari-
ables: XI(t) the production of the consumption good This is the two-period "production possibility
by process 1 in period t; X2(t) the production of the frontier" (PPF). It reflects the tradeoff between con-
consumption good by process 2 in period t; X(t) the sumption in the first and second periods.The PPF can
total production of the consumption good in period be sketched as in figure 15-1.
t (that is, X(t) = X1(t) + X2(t)); LI(t) the labor used in The upper "cutoff" reflects the possibility of "cap-
process R1 in period t; L2(t) the labor used in process ital saturation"; that is, such high investment that
R2 in period t; L3(t) the labor used in process R3 in there is insufficient labor to fully use the stock of the
period t; L the labor force available (for simplicity, capital good.
we assume this to be constant over time; that is, L = The lower cutoff represents the outcome when
L1(t) + L2(t) + L3(t)); K(t) the stock of the capital good there is no investment. (This PPF can be generalized
in period t; cK(t) the deterioration of the stock of the to n-periods, when it is an (n - 1) dimensional
capital good in period t (that is, deterioration is pro- hypersurface in n-dimensional hyperspace.)
portional to the capital stock); and I(t) the invest-
ment in new capital good in period t. Two-Period Optimization

The intertemporal capital accumulation is defined
by: If we assume the existence of a quasi-concave so-

cial welfare function, varying with first- and second-
K(t + 1) = K(t) - cK(t) + I(t). period consumptions, this will give rise to an

indifference map. Thus the two-period optimization
From these definitions, we can see: process is as shown in figure 15-2.

We can thus derive the optimal two-period con-
X1(t) = L(t)/l1 sumption plan {X(1)*, X(2)*}. From this we can derive
X2(t) = L2(t)/12 = K(t)/k2 the optimal first-period investment, I(1). (This optirri-
I(t) = L3 (t)/13. zation can be generalized to the n-period intertemporal

problem, though obviously this requires an algebraic
We assume that all factors are fully employed. This rather than a diagrammatic solution technique.)

implies:

L1 (t) + L2 (t) + L3 (t) = L Figure 15 -1. The Two-Period Production
X2(t) = K(t)/k2 - Possibility Fontier

From the above we can derive the relationship X(2)
between the total production of the consumption
good, X(t), and of the new capital good, 1(t), as: .

X(t) = L/l1 + K(t)(l1 -12 )/llk 2 -I(t)1 3 /l1 .11

The Two-Period Production Possibility Frontier \

For a two-period model, there would be no capital
accumulation in period 2 (this would be inefficient,
as it could never be used). That is, I(2) = 0. Also, we
know: |

K(2) = K(1) - cK(1) + I(1) = K(1)(1 - c) + I(1). '
450

So we have: X(1)
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Input-Output Representation of Quantities Figure 15-2. The Two-Period Optimiaion

The inputs and outputs for each process in any
time period are easily represented as a quantity X(2)
input-output table. Each process is represented as an
economic sector; that is, process R1 is represented as \
sector 1, and so on. *

1 2 3 Cons Inv
- - - Xi - -- (;;0--....

2 - - - X2 -cK

3 _ _ _ _ I \: '

Lab L L2 L3 .

Cap - K -

The table can be interpreted in the usual way. For
example, considering sector 2, the value added in-
puts are labor (L2) and capital (K). The final outputs
are the consumption good (X2) and capital deteriora- X(l)X(l)
tion (-cK). There are no intermediate goods in this
simple model; they are introduced below.

Prices and Value Input-Output Tables PL l;PX = 11;PI 13;PK = (i 12)/k2 C13.

Shadow Prices
Prices may be introduced into the model in two

ways: (a) accounting balance and (b) shadow To take the shadow price approach to establishing
prices from optimization. We begin with account- the prices, we need to recall the optirnization proce-
ing balance. This requires that we introduce prices dure discussed above.
as follows: Px the price of the consumption good; Wedefinedatwo-period welfare function, W(X(1),
PI the price of the investment good; PL the price X(2)). We maximize this welfare function, subject to
of labor PK the use price of capital. With these the equations (or inequalities) describing the produc-
prices we can construct a value input-output table, tion processes and relationships. That is,
as follows:

1 2 3 Cons Inv max W(X(1), X(2))
1 - - - PxXi - IX), X(2))

2 -_ _ PxX2 -PIcK

3 P _ _ Subject to:

Lab PLLI PLL2 PLL3
Cap - PKK X1(1) + X2 (1) = X(1) (consumption good produc-

tion in period 1)

Such a value input-output table is, of course, a 11X1(1) + 12X 2(l) + 131(l) = L (labor use in period 1)
disaggregated set of national accounts. The sum of
the value added elements is national income. The k2X2( = K(capit use in period 1)
sum of the final demand elements is net national
product. X1(2) + X2(2) = X(2) (consumption good produc-

For accounting balance we require that, for each tion i perio 2)
sector (process), the value of inputs equal the value of tion i perod 2)
outputs. That is, IX 1(2) + 12X2(2) = L (labor use in period 2)

Sector 1: PLL2 = PXXP k2 X2(2) = K(2) (capital use in period 2)

Sector 3: PLL = PrI K(2) = (I - c)K(l) + I(1) (intertemporal capital stock

Using the production relations defined above, and relationship)
using labor as the numeraire good (that i's PL = 1), X1(l), X2(1), X1(2), X2(2), 1(1), L, K(1) > 0, (non-
we get: negativity).
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This problem can be solved by the method of La- From the PPF we see
grange (Baumol 1977). We introduce a Lagrange mul-
tiplier associated with each constraint, and thence form NPV{Xi) = 11 (1 + S)/S.
the Lagrangian. Maximization of the Lagrangian then
gives the solution in two parts. The primal solution Now the right-hand term is a constant, depen-
gives the optimal quantities in each period. The dual dent solely on the technology of the model. It is
solution gives the optimal value of the Lagrange mul- independent of both the welfare function and the
tipliers associated with each constraint time horizon.

These Lagrange multipliers can be interpreted as
the "shadow prices" of the quantities. Again taking Pollution Emission and Pollution Abatement
labor as the num6raire good, we get I

Pollution emission can be easily induded in the neo-
PL(1) = 1;PX(I) = 11;PI(1) = 13;PK(I) = (11 - 12 )/k2 - C13 Austrian framework It simply becomes an output

from the appropriate production process. For example,

PL(2) = 1 /S;Px(2 ) = 11/1;PS2) = 13/S;PK(2) process 3 may produce pollution according to

= [(i - 12)/k2 - C13 ] /S. 13 units of labor - 1 unit of capital ® e3 units of
. . p~~~~~~~~~~~~ollution.

Here S is given by S = (11 -1 2)/13k2.
The first row shows the first-period prices. We see If we define the pollution emitted by process R3 to be

these are identical with those required for accounting E3, then
balance. Therefore, a sufficient condition for account-
ing balance to be achieved is that the prices and
quantities used to construct the value input-output I= E3/e3-
table be established by the intertemporal optimiza-
tion of welfare derived from consumption. Thus the quantity input-output table becomes

The second row contains the second-period prices, 1 2 3 Cons Inv Polln
at present value; that is, these are discounted prices. 1 - - - Xi - -
Clearly the discount factor is S, so the discount rate 2 - -- X2 -cK -

for a two-period model is (S-1). (In neo-Austrian 3 - I E3
terminology, S is known as the "degree of superior- Lab L1 L2 L3
ity" of technique T2 over technique T1.) Cap - K -

T'he Net Present Value of the Optimal We would normally associate a negative valuation
Consumption Stream with pollution. Thus, if the effects of pollution were

The model may be extended to n periods. This induded in the welfare function, the corresponding
gives rise to the PPF: (negative) shadow price should reflect the (negative)

effect on the value of the net output Otherwise a suitable

X(1) + X(2) / (1 + S) + X(3)/(1 + S)2 + ... proxy for the "price" of pollution might be found.
+ X(n - 1)/(1 + S)n - 2 + X(n)/S(l + s)J - 2 Pollution abatement can be represented as another
= a(1 + S)/S. production process, which produces negative pollu-

tion. For example, it may be a process (R4) which uses
Here a = L/l1 + K(l)(11 - 12)/lik2- simply labor to reduce the pollution stock, by an
(a is the maximum possible first period consump- amount -E4. That is
tion; that is, when I(1) = 0.) 1 2 3 4 Cons Inv Polln

From the dual solution to theproblem of intertempo- 1 - - - - X - -

ral welfare optimization, the present (that is, discounted) 2 - - - - X2 -eK -

prices of the consumption good are found to be 3 - - - - - I E3
4 - - - - - - -E4

PX(i) = 11, Px(1) = li/(1 + S), ... , Px(1, = Id/(I + S)n -2, Lab Li L2 L3 L4

PX(1) = 11/S(l + S)n-2. Cap - K - -

So the net present value of the consumption stream By the use of shadow prices, or proxies, the corre-
is given by sponding value input-output table (and national ac-

NPV(Xi) = I,[X(1) + X(2)/(1 + S) + X(3)/(l + S)2 + ... counts) can be derived, as below. (PE (< 0) is the
+ X(n - 1)/(1 + S)n-2 + X(n)/S(1 + S)n-2]. welfare "price" of pollution.)
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1 2 3 4 Cons Inv Poln
1 - - - - PXXI - - Thus the welfare valuation of natural pollution
2 - - - - PxX2 -PicK - degradation should appear as both an element of
3 - - - - - PII PEE3 national income and net national product.
4 - - - - - - -PEE4

Lab PLL1 PLL2 PLL3 PLL4 Natural Resource Rents
Cap - PcK - -

Suppose a nonrenewable natural resource is used
We see that as the "price" of pollution is PE ( < O), in the production of the consumption good (by both

and the pollution abatement is -E4, then the value of process R1 and R2), and the capital good (by process
this "defensive activity" is -PEE4 (< 0). Clearly this R3). Ignoring the possibilities of pollution emission,
expenditure generates welfare; also it is dearly part abatement, and natural pollution degradation (for
of net national product. simplicity of exposition), we suppose the natural

resource is extracted in process R4, using only labor
Natural Pollution Degradation as an input. The use of the resource by process R, is

N,. The total resource extraction in the current period
Any natural pollution degradation that takes place isN(= N1 + N2 + N3). Thus the full production process

may be included, and valued, in this framework. For can be represented by the following quantity input-
example, a proportion of the current pollution stock output table.
may be naturally degraded. Suppose the quantity 1 2 3 4 Cons Inv
naturally degraded is -Es. (The negative sign reflects 1 - - - - XI -

that natural pollution degradation causes pollution 2 - - - - X2 -cK
stocks to decrease.) This can be represented in the 3 - - - - - I
quantity input-output table by introducing a further 4 N1 N2 N3
process (R5), a further element of final demand and Lab Li L2 L3 L4
a further value-added element. Because this is a nat- Cap - K - -

ural process, there is no input of capital or labor. The Res - - - N
value added element will be identical with the extra
final demand, as there are no other inputs to this We see that before extraction, the resource is an
process. Thus the extended quantity input-output element of the value added. After extraction, in this
table is as below.elmnoftevleaddAfeexrci,inhs

case, it is an intermediate good.
Introducing prices into this resource-use model

1 2 3 4 5 Cons Inv Polln requires that two prices be found for the natural
1 - _ … _ _ XI - - resource. The first is for the resource in use as an
2 - - - - - X2 cK - intermediate good. I call this Pr. The second is the
3 - - - - - - I E3 price of the resource as an element of value added;
4 - - - - - - - -E4 that is, the value of the resource in the ground. I call
5 - - - - - - - -E5 this PR. This is the resource rent, which derives solely
Lab Li L2 L3 L4 - from the scarcity of the natural resource.
Cap - K - The corresponding value input-output table can
NPD - -E5 therefore be constructed.

1 2 3 4 Cons Inv
This can also be represented in value terms: 1 - - - - PxXi -

2 - -_ - PXX 2 -PjcK

1 2 3 4 5 Cons Inv Polln 3 - - - - - PI
1 - - _ _ - PxXI - - 4 PrNi PrN2 PrN3

2 - - - - - PXX2 PIcK - Lab PLL1 PLL2 PLL3 PLL4
3 … - - - - - PII PEE3 Cap - K - -

4 - - - - - - - -PEE4 Res - - - PRN

5 - - - - - - - -PEE5
Lab PLL1 PLL2 PLL3 PLA4 - We now see that the prices in the model are deter-
Cap - PuK - - - mined by two factors: (a) the production technology
NPD - - -E5 and (b) the natural resource rent (PR).
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It is dear, and easy to demonstrate, that as the framework,there would beno place forecononmicstatistics,
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Issues in Asset Aggregation
and Intergenerational Asset Transfer

Richard B. Norgaard

his chapter, like many other economic treat- based on assumptions about the nature of economic
ments of sustainability, argues that the as- systems that may prove contentious.2 In particular,

T sets-the natural, produced, and human the controversy highlights the complexities intro-
capital-in each time period or generation must be duced by the relationships between production tech-
atleastasproductiveasthoseintheprecedingperiod niques and capital aggregation, complexities that
or generation. Although this formulation has great parallel the difficulties of valuing natural assets in-
intuitive appeal, aggregating capital, even simply dependently of technology. How can things be val-
produced capital, has proven difficult for numerous ued and compared when they are inherently
reasons. If knowing whether development is sustain- interrelated, that is, not separate things? New con-
able depends on actually determining whether ag- ventions will have to evolve to work with the dilem-
gregate capital is increasing, a review of the mas of measuring and comparing separate natural,
controversies in capital theory is in order. produced, and human assets when they, in fact, are

inseparable.
Sustainability and Capital Theory: Issues The Cambridge-Cambridge controversy stressed
of Asset Aggregation how values change moving between equilibria

points. On the assumption that the transition to sus-
Capital is heterogeneous. Some assets have short tainability will entail a significant shift in the econ-

lives, some long; some produce evenly over time and omy, this aspect of the controversy is important.
then suddenly expire, some produce proportionately Thinking about the utility frontiers between current
less over time and whither away; some, like trees, and future generations (figure 16-1), the measure-
have long start-up times, produce different products ment of aggregate capital at an interior point (such
overtheir lifetimes, and then canbe harvested during as A), the dosest efficient point (B), and the welfare-
any of a number of years. The typical approach to maximizing point (C) will all be different because
aggregating across capital of different life spans and they use different rates of interest and prices. At point
productivity time paths entails summing the net B, the total assets passed on to the next generation
present values of each of the assets over their life- will be less than those enjoyed by the current, at point
times. This method fits our understanding of how C the total assets passed on to the next generations
sales prices for corporations with multiple capital are greater than those enjoyed by the current, but one
assets are determined. This approach, however, runs cannot compare the aggregate values of assets at
into difficulties when applied to economies as a points B and C because they would be measured at
whole (Norgaard 1989a, 1989b).' their respective points. Because of the price effects

The Cambridge-Cambridge controversy is still un- associated with the scarcity of natural assets and the
resolved. Although empiricists have yet to find the change in the rate of interest, the aggregate value
argument significant, the controversy has high- passed to the next generation at B could be greater
lighted the fact that aggregation rules are necessarily than the value at C, and yet B dearly would still not

279
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be sustainable. The net present value of assets can exhaustible resource are invested in renewable capi-
stay the same or even increase when both the flows tal (see Solow 1974; Hartwick 1978; Dixit, Hammond,
and the rate of interest decrease. Thus environmental and Hoel 1980; and Dasgupta and Mitra 1983).3
and resource accounting relies on a monotonic rela- Although these models were touted at the time
tionship between capital and the rate of interest and have been since as evidence that development
much the same as does the concept of aggregate can be sustained in the face of natural resource ex-
capital for aggregate production functions. haustion, in fact, doser analysis reveals that these

Aggregating capital may blur whether sustainabil- models only identify the importance of substitutabil-
ity is possible for another reason. Generation one ity. As long as a renewable form of capital can sub-
might pass trees on to generation two with a net stitute for the depleted natural capital for all
present value equal to the assets generation one re- productive purposes, development can be sus-
ceived. But if these trees need to grow another thirty tained.4 Common sense indicates that if something is
years and can only have the stipulated value if they not essential, its demise is not critical. These growth
in fact are not used until generation three, then the models illustrate why the role of natural capital in
rule does not lead to sustainable development. In sustainability often hinge on the extent to which
short, the time period during which capital can be natural capital is special.
used is critical to our understanding of sustainability For economists, comparison and aggregation are
but is blurred through aggregation. greatly simplified by valuation. Sustainability re-

From the perspective of sustainability, emphasis quires, however, that equal attention be given to the
must be placed on the continuity of flow, not some mix of specific assets and the timing of their flow of
measure of aggregate value. In this sense, each gen- services. Although the aggregate measures oit econo-
eration is obligated to pass on to the next a mix of mists will no doubt assist in the overall assessment,
assets that provides equal or greater flows to the next the limitations of capital aggregation explored in this
generation without greater effort on that section provide excellent justification for sustaining
generation's part to provide the same for the next. development in part through the protection and
Given a choice between several possible assets, the transfer of particular types of assets as determined by
appropriate question is "How well does an asset's noneconomic reasoning.
flow of services match with those of existing assets
to meet the welfare objectives for each generation?" The Transfer of Natural and Other Assets

Following the energy crisis of 1973-74, several to Future Generations
economists used growth models with both aggregate
physical capital and exhaustible resources to explore The simple diagram of figure 16-1 can be modified
the conditions for sustainability. Out of these explor- to that presented in figure 16-2 to elaborate how the
ations emerged what has become known as the transfer of assets between generations may have de-
"Hartwick" rule, which states that consumption can cined. Historically, the vast majority of natural as-
remain constant in the face of decining availability sets were transferred from one generation to the next
of exhaustible resources as long as the rents from the because people simply did not have the technology

to deplete resources. But the transfer also occurred
because parents knew their children's survival de-

Figure 16-1. Utility Frontiers between Current pended on the same resources as did their own.
and Future Generations Institutions also helped ensure the sustainable man-

agement of resources used in common. Thus, in ad-
dition to the transfer of natural assets, the transfer of

E N cultural assets-human-produced capital, knowl-

edge, and successful ways of organizing-from gen-
eration to generation also ensured sustainability.5
Although not every culture was sustainable histori-
cally, many were for long periods of time. For these

$ \ B societies in these periods, the combination of natural
and cultural assets transferred put them to the left of

O Aw \ the 45° line.
Z, A When economists have pondered whether future

generations will have adequate resources, they have
argued, with few exceptions, that each generation
thus far has become better off materially, in spite of

Utility of current generation resource depletion, largely because of new technolo-
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Figure 16-2. How the Transfer of Assets between solutions described in the models have different
Generations May Have Declined price and cost paths in accordance with how much

people care about the future. The transfers made by
parents, the forest conservation policies of national
governments, and other factors affect economic indi-

.o ~\ cators. For this reason, it is inappropriate to look to

-> - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 economic indicators to see whether resources are
S U - \ scarce. The indicators may not reflect scarcity, not

Cultural asset transfer because resources are not scarce, but because people
--- -------------- ----- have established institutions to redistribute re-

sources in light of their scarcity. If those institutionso I \ are weakened because economists interpret their
Natural asset transfer beneficial effect on prices as the absence of scarcity,U resource use will accelerate and sustainability will

suffer.
Early empirical work on the contribution of natu-

ral assets to current income in developing and devel-
oped countries is suggestive if not definitive with
respect to the sustainability of development.7 A

gies. In the context of figure 16-2, the argument has study by Repetto and others of petroleum depletion,
been that cultural asset transfers more than out- deforestation, and soil loss in Indonesia indicates
weighed any loss in natural asset transfers. As the that what appears to be a steady fourfold increase in
best-quality resources are used up, new technologies gross domestic income in Indonesia between 1971
allow people to exploit lower-quality resources or to and 1984 may actually have been a highly erratic-
substitute other materials. A famous analysis by Bar- though still increasing-income after resource deple-
nett and Morse (1963) seemed to indicate that the cost tion is included in the analysis.8 Daly and Cobb argue
of obtaining resources had declined for nearly a cen- that sustainable economic welfare in the United
tury, and thus that resources were becoming more States probably deteriorated slightly between 1970
available rather than less, at least through 1957. Al- and 1980 and appears to have deteriorated by some-
though studies undertaken during the late 1970s and what more than 1 percent per year in the 1980s (Daly
early 1980s indicated that the costs and prices of and Cobb 1989: appendix).
resources had begun to increase, apparently because Thus whether societies are transferring more or
of increasing scarcity, economists still frequently cite fewer assets to future generations is still very much
the study by Barnett and Morse to justify technolog- an empirical question in search of an adequate con-
ical optimism.6 ceptual framning. The evidence is mixed. Certainly

Although arguments using economic indicators of technology has advanced. But industrial develop-
resource scarcity are commonplace in economics, ment, modem life-styles, and even modem ways of
such arguments are logically fallacious. Costs or organizing are closely tied to the net oxidation of
prices can only be interpretedasindicators of scarcity hydrocarbons at the heart of the problem of global
in the contexts of the resource extraction models of climate change. Thus a good part of the cultural
Ricardo or Hotelling, respectively. These models as- assets available to future generations are likely to be
sume resource allocators are informed of resource inappropriate. Many resources are not being trans-
scarcity. If they are so informed, thentheir allocations ferred now because we have the technologies and
and the resulting costs or prices will reflect the scar- levels of population to degrade resources we could
city. Moreover, economists could simply ask them never degrade heretofore. New technologies, ways
whether resources are scarce. If allocators are not of organizing, and population levels have created a
informed, the indicators will reflect their ignorance. need for transfer institutions that were not needed
There is no way to determine whether allocators are before. What little theoretical work has been done on
informed of resource scarcity unless those undertak- the importance and nature of intergenerational
ing the analyses know themselves whether resources transfers is probably insufficient to support signifi-
are scarce, which is the very answer they hope to cant empirical forays.9

attain by the analyses in the first place (Norgaard Social scientists are beginning to document how
1990). colonization, followed by efforts at Western-style

The general equilibrium framing developed in this development, broke down the traditional mecha-
chapter indicates another reason why price or cost nisms of managing resources. Many have argued
paths say little about scarcity. The multiple efficient that the new institutions and technologies that re-
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placed the earlier cultural capital hastened the rates The theoretical arguments developed in the con-
of exploitation, ensuring that there would be less to text of the discount rate controversy by Arrow and
transfer. Colonial, and later national, governments Lind, with respect to private as opposed to public
assumed central control over forest resources in par- risk, and by Marglin, with respect to the public good
ticular, both opening them up to commercial exploi- aspect of private transfers, imply that private capital
tation for international markets and dosing them markets are not as effective as they should be for
down to use by local peoples. The introduction of making intergenerational transfers. The un-
market incentives into village life shifted the incen- derinvestment indicated by Arrow and Lind occurs
tive from savings in the form of land maintenance because banks consider private rather than social
and improvement to savings in the form of monetary risk. This means that the growth of capital and hence
assets and Western-style human capital.'0 the level of transfers of assets between generations is

less than optimal. Arrow and Lind argue that we
Intergenerational Asset Transfers through should be especiaUly concerned with those types of
Capital Markets lending that are dearly directed at intergenerational

transfers. Loans to help parents educate their chil-
Economists think of development as a process of dren, for example, have higher private than social

accumulating productive capacity. Mathematical risk and may deserve special treatment. Marglin's
models have been derived to explore the conditions argument that people's concern for their own chil-
necessary between savings, investment, and the pro- dren benefits other people's children also can affect
ductivity of capital to keep an economy on an equi- the sustainability of development. For the renewable
librium growth path. Institutionally, the resource economy simulated byNorgaard (1992: ap-
development agencies initially were established to pendix 3), greater concern for the next generation is
transfer produced and human capital. Thus ideas critical to the achievement of sustainability. If people
about capital and capital markets are thoroughly only weight the benefits received by their own chil-
embedded in economic understanding of the process dren in their utility function, rather than the benefits
of development. The discourse on sustainability is to all in the next generation, the likelihood of sus-
further enriching this understanding of develop- tainability is reduced.
ment as capital accumulation. Comparing the complexity of capital markets

In the models developed in Norgaard (1991), all today with those of simpler economies indicates an
markets, including capital markets, work efficiently. additional problem. Capitalmarkets may not distrib-
With no market failure built into these models, they ute assets to future generations without mechanisms
nonetheless show how the allocation of resources for ensuring that assets, especialy natural assets, are
varies with the level of concern for future genera- not being depleted. This can best be illustrated
tions. Even with all markets working perfectly, un- through a "parable." Imagine a society of near-sub-
sustainable development is possible. Capital markets sistence farmers with rights to land. Parents can im-
are working perfectly on all of the points on the prove the quality of the land they transfer to their
utility frontier of figures 16-1 and 16-2 but only those children by planting trees. Some of the returns from
above the 450 line from the origin are sustainable. investing in trees are enjoyed by the parents; others
Even after environmental externalities are corrected, go to their children. Whether consumption is forgone
the existence of perfect capital markets wil not en- and investments are made to increase the parents'
sure sustainability. welfare or to meet the parents' objective with respect

And yet, the effectiveness with which assets are to a transfer to their children would be difficult to
transferred to future generations is affected by the distinguish. Wealth, of course, does not simply accu-
nature of capital markets. In modern societies, par- mulate continuously. Some parents choose to cut
ents forgo consumption, save in capital markets, and trees and transfer less to their children than they had
pass both real assets and financial claims on to their themselves received from their own parents. Natural
children. Countries with tropical rainforests fre- disasters and war set the process back periodi-
quently argue that by cutting the forests down, they caly. And the total amount that can be accumulated
can invest in education and industry and thus diver- at any given time is limited by the cultural knowl-
sify their portfolio and effectively transfer more to edge, technologies, and nature of cooperation in the
their children. If capital markets are not working society.
perfectly, or in a manner that people presume they A new element must be added to the parable.
are working, then transfers to future generations wiU Parents might save in order to invest in a bigger saw
not be made as effectively as desired. How well withwhichtheycouldeasilyharvestaflof theirtrees.
capital markets work can affect how intergeneratio- Note that the saw as capital is rather different from
nal transfers are made. trees. The saw provides a return by reducing natural
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tree capital whereas trees provide services while future demand."2 As noted in the following section,
maintaining themselves. The parents might choose the efficient price paths explored theoretically in the
to reduce their consumption in early time periods to literature to date assumes the current distribution of
buy the bigger saw in order to have more consump- rights between generations and does not consider
tion in later time periods, but they would not invest redistributions to future generations. How investors
in more saw capital if they were interested in accu- might foresee future demand, given that they are
mulating assets to transfer to their children. Most both investing to meet their own commodity time
important, parents know whether they are investing preference and investing to transfer to future gener-
in trees that will provide a transfer to their children ations, thereby changing future demand, presents an
or in saws that will not and can readily monitor the interesting dilemma.
effects of their choices on their cumulative assets. Nevertheless, one might still argue that those who

The parable, of course, is highly stylized. In reality, are especially concerned about the welfare of their
social relations are always more complex and vary children can invest directly in and hold natural re-
dramatically between societies. The story is too sim- sourcesthemselves.Thosewhoaremoreworriedcan
ple. But the point remains that people in simpler take care of their own children, and if their worries
societies are typically doser to the resources they are justified, their children will be wealthy indeed.
seek to manage and are in a better position to monitor Private markets will still work as Jong as some people
the overall mix of assets on which they depend. are concerned, and these people will demonstrate

Western-style development-whether capitalist, how others should best behave. In response to this
socialist, or mixed-distances savers from their in- position, however, it is clear that individuals cannot
vestments through complex, roundabout chains of easily directly own the diverse different types of
markets and planning and control systems." In mod- resources from around the world on which modern
ern societies, transfers of real assets in terms of land, life depends, to say nothing of also having sufficient
housing, and factories still constitute a significant control of the technologies and organizations neces-
portion of the total, but individuals are increasingly sary to combine them into products. Although we
trying to meet their transfer objectives through finan- think of capitalism as a system that promotes indi-
cial claims to assets or through the state. Do financial vidualism, in fact our fates and those of our children
markets and state-managed transfer mechanisms in are highly interconnected through complex webs
modern societies serve the dual role of pooling and over which we have no control. This interconnected-
allocating savings to enhance the utility of current ness speaks to the need for collective monitoring, and
generations given their consumption time prefer- perhaps collective guidance, where the stock of as-
ences, and of pooling and allocating their savings to sets is concerned.13

meet their transfer objectives as well? Parents invest- There is nothing in the nature of market economies
ing in financial markets basically only see interest per se that guarantees that investors seeking to accu-
rates, not whether an approximate mnix of real assets mulate assets will not deplete the natural capital they
actually still exist to transfer to their children. One would choose to transfer to their children if they
might argue that the value of a corporation's stock could monitor and guide the global situation. This
would decline as it cuts its trees, but corporations can argument addresses the same issues of those con-
and do move on to other forests to deplete. No one cerned that natural assets and their depletion do not
sees the global picture like the stylized farmers in the appear in the system of national accounts (Ahmad,
parable. The discourse on sustainability is about the El Serafy, and Lutz 1989; see especially El Serafy 1989;
global picture. Even if all parents individually realize Daly and Cobb 1989; and Repetto and others 1989).
they are investing in saws that are deforesting on net, Their concern is that planners and the electorate who
theymay continue to do soiftheyhaveno alternative guide the economy ought to know through the ac-
but to hope that the returns from their investment counting system how development decisions made
can be reinvested again to the benefit of their chil- in the recent past actually affect options for the fu-
dren, even if they can see that all in the further future ture. If they do not, then the current generation could
are losing on net. well be living at the expense of future generations

Economists frequently argue that as particular re- about whose welfare they are really concerned.' 4 The
sources become relatively scarce, their prices will two arguments can be thought of as market and
rise, signaling consumers to use less and investors to planning "duals" of each other. In unguided econo-
invest in their regeneration or the production of sub- mies, distributive failure could stem from specializa-
stitutes. In the case of natural resources, whether or tion and trade combined with the difficulty of
not markets function in this manner efficiently de- achieving two objectives, meeting one's own com-
pends on whether resource allocators have a global modity time preferences and meeting one's inter-
overview of resource availability, technology, and generational distributive objectives through a single
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market with basically a single signal. In guided econ- ture. With this reframning, the discount rate itself can
omies, planners can just as likely overinvest in be shown to be a function of how each generation
"saws" and underinvest in "trees" if they only look cares about the next.
at returns on investments and fail to monitor the mix No doubt there exists an economist who has never
of the stock of assets. experiencedtheslightestmoralqualmoverdiscount-

Existing arguments for not relying on markets to ing the benefits to be received and the costs to be
protect future generations include: (a) environmen- borne by future generations. Both the academic liter-
tally related market failures, (b) the welfare of future ature and discussions within development agencies,
generations as a public good, and (c) the problems of however, reflect considerable unease.15 With lower
irreversibility and the advantages of maintaining a discount rates, it appears more investments in for-
breadth of options for future generations whose pref- estry and a larger stock of standing forests would be
erences are unknown. Distributive failure may exist justified,favoringsustainability.Similarly,itappears
apart from and in addition to any of the foregoing. on preliminary analysis that lower rates of discount
The likelihood of distributive failure implies that the favor using stock resources more slowly. Thus many
full gains from specialization and exchange, whether people concerned with the environment see a strong
through capitalist or socialist institutions, cannot be link between the rate of discount, resource conserva-
obtained without asset monitoring, and probably tion, and the sustainability of development.
guidance as well, to ensure that distributive objec- Two strong theoretical arguments have been de-
tives are met. It must be borne in mind, however, that veloped with respect to why society should use a
the information and management costs of asset mon- discount rate that is lower than the interest rates
itoring and guidance necessary for the sort of optimi- observable in private markets. First, the rate used
zation typically envisioned by economists may may be too high because market interest rates in-
imply that alternative institutions or a mix of institu- dude individual risk factors that are frequently only
tions less oriented toward optimization may achieve transfers between individuals from the perspective
higher levels of welfare. of society (Arrow and Lind 1970). Second, transfers

As elaborated by Norgaard (1992: appendix 4), to future generations may have a public good qual-
international development agencies are already ity. Parents who ensure that their own offspring have
monitoring and guiding the use of natural assets. The access to resources in effect ensure the availability of
concept of distributive failure presented in this sec- these resources to their offspring's spouses and chil-
tion indicates that more intensive monitoring may dren and to the economy overall (Marglin 1963).
well be justified. Equally important, the develop- These and other arguments have led many econo-
ment agencies as participants in the planning of in- mists to conclude that lower discount rates may be
vestments in both "saws" and "trees" and the appropriate.
multinational banks as the holders of financial assets Within development agencies there has been par-
and participants in the investment decisions of their ticular concern for forestry projects. Many trees take
member countries should systematically develop a long time to grow. Tropical forests can regain
and base their decisions on a global view. nearly their natural diversity after harvest, but a

century may be needed. Because many species of
The Discount Rate Controversy trees reproduce at less than current rates of interest,

it is financially unprofitable to grow them. Thus
The international discourse on sustainable devel- foresters and environmentalists concerned with sus-

opment was initiated by natural scientists, environ- tainable forestry have advocated using lower rates of
mentalists, and others concerned with the interest to evaluate forestry projects.
maintenance of favorable environmental conditions The arguments against using lower rates of dis-
over the long run. While the long run might be as count in order to favor future generations appear
little as ten to twenty-five years in most economic equally strong. Resource use and environmental
analyses, the long run for geologists is millennia and transformations are undertaken in conjunction with
for biologists it is at least many generations. The produced capital. Labor used in resource develop-
discourse was joined by people concerned with cul- ment and environmental transformation is also
tural survival who also think in terms of multiple treated as a capital cost since the development or
generations. This difference in outlook toward the transformation is seen as capital. Thus lower rates of
future is critical. Participants in the discourse over interest make resource development and environ-
sustainability are intensely aware that the standard mental transformation relatively less expensive and
economic practice of discounting benefits received hence likely to be accelerated.16 Low interest rates
and costs borne in the future automatically doses off favor the investments necessary to transform diverse
the future. By framing sustainability as inter- tropical rainforests into single-species plantations. A
generational equity, economics opens up to the fu- low interest rate policy benefits future generations
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about the same way that a cheap food policy benefits Table 16-2. Endogenous Rates of Interest
the poor when most of the poor are farmers. in Renewable Resource Economy

Byreframing questions of the futurein ternms of the Period 0 4 8 12 16 20
intergenerational distribution of rights to natural
and other assets, the case for using lower discount Older generation's utility augmented by 0.5
rates to protect future generations becomes moot. If of younger generation's utility
societies want to protect future generations, they C1 0.47 0.19 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.09
should ensure their rights or otherwise care for them C2 0.94 0.37 0.26 0.21 0.19 0.19
more. When they do, the investment opportunities r 0.34 0.72 0.87 0.92 0.94 1.09
for and savings of current generations, and hence the
interest rate, change accordingly. The interest rate is Older generation's utility augmented by 0.75
endogenous in the economy based on a stock of younger generation's utility
resource exploitation simulated in appendix 2 and Cl 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.55
the economybased on renewable resource presented C2 0.54 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.55 0.73
in appendix 3 of Norgaard (1992). In theory, the rate r 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.54
of interest may increase or decrease in the transition
to sustainable development, but this is unimportant
for interest is simply an equilibrating price. What is Oldergeneration's utility augmented by full anount
important is that the kinds of investments and trans- of youngergeneration's utility
fers to future generations change. For the models C1 0.20 0.40 0.63 0.90 1.26 2.11
derived in Norgaard's appendixes 2 and 3, tables C2 0.20 0.40 0.63 0.90 1.26 2.11
16-1 and 16-2 show that interest rates decrease with r 0.28 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.20
the transition to sustainability.

Transfers of rights to future generations are equity Source: Author's analysis.

decisions, movements along the efficiency frontier
from point B to point C in figure 16-1, made in
accordance with social welfare criteria. For the sim- before us. Matters of equity should be treated as such.
ulated economies, these would be movements from If we are concerned about the distribution of welfare
one level of transfer or caring to another. The benefits across generations, then we should transfer wealth,
to future generations from shifting from one level of not engage in inefficient investments. Transfer mech-
concern to another are not discounted. When com- anisms might include setting aside natural resources
paring projects intended as investments, the returns and protecting environments, educating the young,
are discounted. and developing technologies for the sustainable

The models presented inthis section demonstrated management of renewable resources. Some of these

that there is nothing intrinsic about economies that might be viewed as worthwhile investments on the
ensures that living standards will continue to im- part of this generation, but to the extent their intent
prove over time or even remain at current levels. The is to function as transfers, then they should not be
future will unfold from the choices, including sacri- evaluated as investments.
fices, made by our ancestors and those we make Distinguishing between investments to meet this
ourselves. The continuing discussion within the pro- generation's consumption time preference and trans-
fession of economics and international development fers to the next generation will not be easy. To the
agencies as to whether sustainable development and extent that the distinction can be made, there will be
intergenerational equity can be addressed through new reasons for concessional aid, especially for the
ad hoc manipulations of the discount rate are rooted very poor who will not be able to both ensure the
inaninappropriate theoretical framing of the choices rights of future generations and provide for their

own basic needs. The use of investment criteria based

Table 16-1. Endogenous Rates of Interest in Stock on meeting this generation's consumption time pref-
ExploitiveEconomy erence is theoretically unjustifiable when it is the

TR 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 future's needs that are at stake.

Ul 1.73 1.53 1.32 1.10 0.89 0.68 0.46 0.24 Notes
U2 0.19 0.52 0.83 1.13 1.43 1.72 2.00 2.28
ri 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.37 Richard B. Norgaard is professor, Energy and Resources
r2 0.53 0.49 0.45 0.42 0.40 0.37 0.35 0.33 Program, University of California. He wrote this chapter as
r 3 0.96 0.57 0.44 0.37 0.32 0.29 0.26 0.24 a Visiting Research Fellow in the Office of the Chief Econ-

omist of the Asia Region at the World Bank in early 1991.
Source: Author' s anailysis. Richard B. Howarth, an economist with the Applied Sci-
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ence Division of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, con- appreciated before, and hence not thought of and invento-
tributed generally as the coauthor of earlier articles from ried as resources, become resources; see Norgaard (1975)
which many of the points in this discussion follow. The and Norgaard and Leu (1986).
chapter evolved in response to the challenging reactions of 8. This study by Repetto and others (1989) valued assets
numerous Bank staff who attended two seminars based on in terms of current market rents, that is, current market
early drafts and of the attendees of a Department of Eco- prices less production costs. Income after adjusting for
nomics seminar at the University of California at Davis and resource depletion varied tremendously owing to oil price
at the workshop on sustainable agriculture sponsored changes, so much so that the adjusted income loses all
by the Science Council of Canada and Canadian Agricul- meaning. The problem is that relatively minor changes in
tural Economics and Farm Management Society held in market prices, when applied to the full stock of resources,
Winnipeg. result in very large changes in calculated income. Clearly,

1. Many of the same issues appear in Peskin with Lutz when supply and demand for a natural resource product
(1990). are inelastic, relatively small changes in supply or demand

2. Joan Robinson argued that since the total quantity of will have large effects on price. Such price changes are
capital in an economy at a particular time, the way that necessary to equilibrate the market in that time period, but
capital is used over time, and the way that capital services yearly price changes should not be used to value natural
are aggregated all depend on the rate of interest, there is a assets. Indeed, the price of farmland does not vary as much
possibility that the relationship between aggregate capital as the price of farm products, especially after deducting
and the rate of interest is not monotonic. When this phe- production costs, because investors in farmland realize
nomenon is combined with the possibility of backward- most price changes are temporary. This study highlights
bending supply curves for labor, the relationship between one of the complexities of valuation.
the capital intensity of different techniques used at differ- 9. D'Arge and Spash (1991), Cumberland (1991), and
ent interest rates is not smooth. There is, in effect, the Page (1991) seem tobethe only other economists beginning
possibility of switching and reswitching between tech- to frame questions in this manner.
niques of production as interest rates declineor rise relative 10. The number of social scientists working in this area
to wages. And if this is the case, very different-that is, is now sufficiently large that there are established, though
incomparable-bundles of capital are being discussed at stillverymuchoverlapping, schoolsof thought. Thelargest
only somewhat different interest rates. The Cambridge- focuses on institutions, typically at the community level,
Cambridge controversy is reviewed from at least half a which have historically managed common property re-
dozen perspectives in Eatwell, Milgate, and Newman sources. Economists have worked actively with sociolo-
(1990). gists in this effort, reviewed in a World Bank Discussion

3. El Serafy (1989) arrived at effectively the same rule Paper by Bromnley and Cernea (1989). A second group,
starting from accounting principles. under the rubric of political ecology, concentrates on na-

4. For stock resources that do not have substitutes, tional and international institutions. Representative works
economists have built models in which resource use as- include Blaikie (1985), Redclift (1987) and Shiva (1988). A
ymptotically goes to zero and output is maintained, but third group, who have assumed the name of "environmen-
these rely on a Cobb-Douglas specification in which the tal history," combine the thinking of the first two and
average product of the stock resource goes to infinity as use concentrate on historical documentation. The works by
goes to zero. Barnett and Morse (1963) also argue that Guha (1990) and Gadgil and Guha, (1991) are excellent
substitution has been a key factor relieving scarcity. Fol- examples from the developing world of the work under
lowing this argument, some economists have argued that way in the area of environmental history. Worster (1988)
resources with high elasticities of substitution cannot by and Merchant (1980) are leaders in the field in the devel-
definition be scarce. Ehrlich (1989) tackles economists' re- oped world.
liance on substitution arguments from the perspective of 11. The theme that modern economies are complex and
environmental science. things get done by "roundabout" processes was an import-

5. The illustration in figure 16-2 and the argument in the ant element of economic thinking between 1880 and 1930.
text suggest that natural and cultural assets are additive In particular, B6hm-Bawerk and other Austrian capital
and that one can substitute for the other. Within limits this theorists stressed the concept in an effort to incorporate
may be true, but certainly some of each are ultimately time in their production functions (summarized by
necessary. Hennings 1990). Boulding writing as a broad-thinking

6. The key later studies include Slade (1982) and Hall economist (1985) and Giddens writing as a sociologist
and Hall (1984). (1990) argue that "distancing" in space and time of people

7. One of the major difficulties in environmental ac- from the consequences of their actions is a key characteris-
counting is that resource qualities and technology are tic of modernity.
closely interrelated. One can only be defined in the context 12. These critically important conditions for efficient
of the other. As technology changes, qualities that were not exhaustible resource markets are well stated in the treatise
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by Dasgupta and Heal (1979) and the text by Fisher (1981). Economics: The Science and Management of Sustainability.
When such a global overview is not available, the price New York: Columbia University Press.
path is not stable. Dasgupta, Partha S., and Geoffrey Heal. 1979. Economic

13. Ironically, as centrally planned economies switch to Theoryand ExhaustibleResources. Cambridge: Cambridge
markets, general equilibrium theorists posit that for mar- UniversityPress.
kets to work efficiently over time with exhaustible re- Dasgupta, Partha S., and T. Mitra. 1983. Intergenerational
sources, allocators must either depend ona central planner Equity and Efficient Allocation of Exhaustible Re-
for correct and coordinated information or sufficient of sources. International Economics Review 24(1):133-53.
them must themselves have a central planner's global Dixit, A. P. Hammond, and M. Hoel. 1980. "On Hartwick's
view of resources, technologies, and demand well into the Rule for Regular Maximin Paths of Capital Accumula-
future. tion and Resource Depletion." Review of Economic Studies

14. This problem is not unique to natural assets. A society 47:551-56.
could also be investing in acetylene torches to "mine" the Eatwell, John, Murray Milgate, and Peter Newman. 1990.
steel in highway bridges or investing in bureaucracies that Capital Theory (excerpts from The New Palgrave). New
employ people with doctorate degrees in ways that result York: W. W. Norton.
in their losing the capabilities they had acquired. Ehrlich, Paul R. 1989. "The Limits to Substitution: Meta-

15. The academic literature on discounting is reviewed Resource Depletion and a New Economic-Ecological
in the context of the question of sustainability in a World Paradigm." Ecological Economics 1(1):9-16.
Bank working paper by Markandya and Pearce (1988), in El Serafy, Salah. 1989. "The Proper Calculation of In-
several of the various recent books coauthored by Pearce, come from Depletable Natural Resources." In Ahmad
and by Norgaard and Howarth (1991). El Serfay and Ernst Lutz, eds., Environmental Account-

16. Since stock resources are usually exploited in con- ing for Sustainable Development. Washington,D.C.:
junction with capital, lower interest rates can lower the cost World Bank.
of capital and thereby lower the cost of production such Farzin, Hossein. 1984. 'The Effect of the Discount Rate on
that more is consumed in early time periods relative to if Depletion of Exhaustible Resources." Journal of Political
interest rates are higher. See Gordon (1966); Farzin (1984); Economy 92:841-51.
Hartwick, Kemp, and Long (1986); and Lozada (1991). Fisher, Anthony C. 1981. Resource and Environmental Eco-

nomics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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Forestry Economics, Deforestation,
and National Accounting

John M. Hartwick

T his chapter explains how a nation might adjust some time (see, for example, Faustmann 1849; Fisher
its national accounts (NNP) to incorporate the 1907,1930; Samuelson 1976; Brock, Rothschild, and

T effects of forest clearing and the valuation of Stiglitz 1989; Reed and Clarke 1990). Despite the
marketed (direct) and nonmarketed (indirect) ser- widespread interest in this problem, the fact that a
vices from forests. Clearing would necessitate stock given "seasonality" implies a certain return on land
revaluation as one use of land makes way for an- has by and large been overlooked. It is important to
other. These adjustments are illustrated with exam- remember, however, that optimal seasonality impl-
ples from recent case studies in Costa Rica, ies the highest return on land being used in forestry.
Amazonia, the United Kingdom, and Sweden. The Nonetheless, people on the policymaking front have
first half of the chapter focuses on the economics of been concerned primarily with land that is continually
commercial forest management (Faustmann theory) being converted from forestry activity to other uses.
and on optimal management when forested land is A change in land use should be viewed as the
cleared for other uses and foresting thus faces future outcome of one activity outbidding the current user
land-use change. A particular concern is the compe- (activity) of land for theplot and is thus essentially a
tition for land in forestry from other activities. When land revaluation issue.' It is from this perspective
forested land is undervalued, encroachment by a that Repetto and his colleagues (1991) analyzed de-
competing activity is more rapid. Any land-use forestation in Costa Rica. If deforestation is tied to
change involves a stock or capital good (represented changing land prices and land treated as a durable
by land) revaluation in the national accounts. asset, deforestation becomes an asset revaluation

The discussion also makes clear that forest eco- issue. Hartwick's (1992b) treatment of this revalua-
nomics is a branch of land use. This association ap- tion from a national accounting point of view is
pears to have been ignored in Faustmann analysis reviewed below. Two factors complicate such calcu-
and the subsequent research on forestry economics. lations. First, changing uses can degrade the quality
Sustained forestry is essentially an agricultural activ- of the land where these uses are associated with
ity (planting and harvesting for profit) and as such is changes in price and quality (quantity of capital em-
concerned with extracting the best return from land. bodied in the land). Second, in an environment of
Forestry management differs from other branches of weak property rights, the current price may under-
agriculture in that the seasonality of planting and value the true scarcity price of land. If the price of a
harvesting is endogenous, whereas for most crops the piece of forested land is "artificially" low, then other
seasonality is dictated by the rhythms of the earth activities such as conventional agriculture can more
and thus is exogenous to the manager. The challenge easily outbid forestry for its use. rn-defined property
for forestry management lies in identifying the "op- rights on forested land can help accelerate deforesta-
timal seasonality" so as to get the highest return from tion through the appropriation of "free land" by
a plot of land. The question of how to derive this squatters. The value of the indirect services of forest-
optimal seasonality has preoccupied economists for land are also artificially low. Since services such as

289
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oxygenation of the atmosphere, the stabilization of in a general equilibrium framework, equilibrium
local climates, and the shelter provided for flora and land price will decline slightly and the marginal profit
fauna are not marketed, the forests and the land from clearing will be zero. This can be called the
supporting them are undervalued. A tax charged to "mine-and-farm" problem. The land is mined of its
beneficiaries and paid to forest owners would raise valuable trees and then turned over to a low-value
the value of their forests and forested land. Pearce agricultural use, for example.2 Thus, rational defor-
(1992) has proposed compensating owners of for- estation can be associated with a decline in land price
ested land in Brazil year by year if they forgo switch- provided that there is a windfall profit from clearing
ing to nonforest activity on their plots. He estimated the trees. In this case, capital is not revalued in the
that it would cost about US$3 billion a year to pre- national accounts because the capital loss associated
serve all forested land in Amazonia in this way. with the lower land price is matched at the margin

This chapter draws together all these themes, be- by profit or surplus from cutting virgin forest for the
ginning with a discussion of optimal seasonality commercial value of the standing trees.
(plant-harvest cycle) as a land or asset valuation In sum, valuation is an extremely complex task
problem. Attention is also given to the special case of that involves many considerations:
land assigned to forestry in perpetuity (known as the
infinite-horizon problem, or the Faustmann problem * Is deforestation costly and is it occurring be-
in forestry management) and to land dedicated to cause a high-value activity is outbidding for-
commercial forestry for a fixed and limited time. In estry for the use of land previously in forestry?
the latter case, forestry must be wound down in a * Is deforestation occurring because the indirect
profit-maximizing manner as the end date is ap- benefits of the forests are not being paid for
proached, and the land, like land that is being mined and are not being received by forest owners?
is said to be depreciating in value because it is grad- They may react by undervaluing their forests
ually being exhausted of foresting plant-harvest cy- and thus allow other competing activities to
des. This sort of finite-horizon problem becomes a outbid forestry for forested land more easily
forestry-leasing problem when the lessee must ex- (see Pearce 1992).
tract a profit from planting and harvesting trees in * Is deforestation currently profitable, and are
the face of a termination date on his or her lease. Land forests being mined and the land turned over
becomes an asset of shrinking value to the lessee, but to a somewhat less valuable activity? Compet-
not to the owner, who can re-lease it or use it in an ing activity can outbid forestry for the land
alternative activity later. I. Fisher has demonstrated with a low bid where the owner gets a windfall
that tree planting and harvesting is a single-rotation, harvest in clearing the land.
finite-horizon problem. There is some controversy * Is deforestation occurring because the current
between him and Faustmann, however, concerning owners have inadequate property rights and
the matter of fitting a finite number of rotations into assign a very low value to forested land? Other
a lease of arbitrary finite length. activities can easily outbid forestry in such

The discussion then turns to the change-in-land- cases.
use issue and activities that may draw land away
from forestry. Here forestry is wound down, not Asset Price and Land in Forestry
because a lease has expired, but because it cannot
compete for space (land) with another activity, usu- The value of a durable asset is the present value of
ally traditional agriculture that has spread onto land its future stream of surpluses (net incomes, yt). For
cleared of forests. Where property rights are clearly an asset of infinite life, we have
established, land value often increases as the win-
ning activity outbids forestry for the use of land. This Yt +l + Yt +2
general increase in land value tends to discourage tYt (1 + rt+i) (1 + rt+ 2) (1 + rt+1)
national capital accounts (extended national income
accounts) from making deductions for deforestation. + Yt+3 - +
As the following paragraphs explain, however, de- (1 + rt+ 3) ( 1 + rt+2) ( 1 + rt+l)
forestation and the subsequent decline in land qual- + Yt+ T
ity can cause "depletion" effects in the national (1 + rt+T) ( 1 + rt+T-1) ( 1 + rt+l)
accounts. The loss of unpriced oxygenation services
of forests can also be interpreted as a depletion effect. where rt + i is the interest rate in period t + i. It is

Land price may decline as a result of deforestation, customary to treat future interest rates as equal on
however, where perfect property rights exist. If land the assumption that the future is uncertain and one
clearing is currently profitable-say, where a stand must do some smoothing in guessing at the future
of mal .ogany trees iE V> -l ^eared and sold-then, values. Asset value thus becomes
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Pt+= Yt+2 + Yt+3 mercial forestry use) where the horizon is infinite,
Pt=Y + (+ +r) +(1 + r)2 (+r )3 ditis assumed that the qualty of land is unchang-

Yt+ T ing (there is no nutrient depletion or erosion), and the
+* - r + T market for the timber from the plot remains the same.

(1 + r~ )Here, the Faustmann problem is one of choosing

Much of the dffficulty in managing assets and choos- harvest date T to maximize asset value F in
ing portfolios can be traced to the uncertainty of y,. ( 1
This is, of course, a value that will be realized in the (17-3) F = Le'-p w (T) - sI + e-TF
future. Another simplification is to treat all future yt's 
the same. This makes some sense, given that the where net income e'Tp p (7) - s corresponds to y
future is inherently uncertain and the horizon infi- above, F corresponds to Pt and e rT corresponds to
nite. Asset value is then first-order approximation 1 - rT. In the net income

expression, (p(T) is commercial timber or wood har-
/17-1) Pt=y 1+ 1 vested as a function of the age T of the trees on the

(17-1) P=y[1 + i + 1 E+1 r plot. (Assume that the trees are identical, as in a
1+r 1+ r}1+r) synchronized forest.) Here, p is the net price of har-

_T l vested timber (net of harvest costs), and s is the
+ . . . + 1 + ri + * * * ] * planting, set-up or site-preparation costs. Planting

occurs today and hence planting costs are not dis-
Asset value or price Pt can be expressed as a func- counted, whereas harvesting occurs at interval T

tion of future net income y and interest rate r by from today and thus p 7(7) is discounted by the
simplifying (17-1) in two ways. First, since the hori- interval; e~tTF on the right-hand side of (17-3) indi-
zon is infinite and y and r are unchanging,Ptj must cates that the asset is reevaluated at date Tand, given
be the same as Pt (that is, Pt +1 = Pt). Hence (17-1) can our constant parameters, F does not change from one
be written as plant-harvest cyde to another.

If (17-3) is rewritten to make itcorrespond to (17-2),

p 1 P>+ then

or (17-4) F = [et p q(T) - s] { 1} - I

(17-2) Pt=y 1+r . Clearly, 1/(1 - enT) = erTA(erT - 1) in (174) plays
r) the same role as (1 + r)/r in (17-2) or 1/r in the

continuous time problem. (In fact, lIrT is a first-
Equation (17-2) yields the relation between asset order (linear) approximation to 1/(1 - e~'T), and
price or value Pt and future income y and interest 1+ rT isnear approximation to eT) an
(discount) rate r. 1 4)indicatnear approximation to erT.) Equation

Second, (17-1) can be simplified by using the infi- (174) indicates thatasset valuationin theFaustmann
nite-series result for r> 0 provided in any standard problem combines the famlfiar term, current net
mathematics text: income period by period (namely, (ert p (p(T) - s) and

the sum of discount factors (namely, 1/(1 -e7rT)). The
novelty is, of course, the management problem, that

1 + 1 + 1Af+(1 + 1+r is, the choice of the optimal interval T. If T
~1 + r ~1+ r) t1 + r) "r were known, then (174) would be the same as (17-2).

It would express asset value F as a function of
Then (17-2) must follow from (17-1). (It is useful to current net income (ed" p p(T) - s) and the interest
recall that the continuous time analogue of (17-1) is rate r. As an asset management problem, (174) is

novel because the optimal choice of T determines
Pt=Y maximum asset value F. Asset value is a function of

Pf = yfl e- (s -t)ds = y (Vr) . interval T.
t The forestry economics literature has focused

much attention on the problem of selecting T in (174)
Hence (1 + r)/r is the discrete time analogue of 1/r to maximize asset value or asset price F. The central
in continuous time.) concerns here are planting and harvest cost functions

The Faustmann forestry management problem is an and the choice of a growth function p(7) for trees. (On
example of the valuation problems that can arise planting costs, positive and fixed, see Fisher 1907,
with a durable asset (namely, a plot of land in com- 1930; Samuelson 1976; Brock, Rothschild, and Stiglitz
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1989. On harvesting costs, positive and fixed, see by choice of rotation interval T, where p is the net
Clark 1976; Hyde, Newman, and Sedjo 1991. On price of the harvested timber aT and s is the set-up or
harvesting costs as a complicated function of harvest planting costs. This becomes dearer by setting paT
size, see Heaps 1981.) V(T. Then we are being asked to choose T to maxi-

Three tree-growth possibilities are sketched in fig- mize
ures 17-la, lb, and lc. Case la is the familiar S-shaped
growth function. Many economists (for example, (176) F erTV(T)-s
Fisher) have sketdhed it. Calculations using the logis- 1- erT
tic function are reported in Hartwick (1992b).
Samuelson (1976) employed the form in lb, although The necessary or first-order condition is
he did not make use of an explicit functional form.
Brock, Rothschild, and Stiglitz (1989) made use of lc (v " reT erT
in a stochastic form (tree growth was linear in age (17-7) _1.
with a constant variance in wood increase over time
(dcp = adt + adz); see appendix 17-1). Substituting back for V = paT and V= pa, we have

A number of difficulties arise in selecting optimal
T in (174). In the absence of planting costs and q(p) ( r
as in figure la, it will be optimal to exploit the very (17-8) P rer = erT- 1
rapid growth rate near T = 0 and plant and harvest p
as quiddy as possible (a chattering solution). Plant- We plot both sides in figure 17-2. The crucial point
ing costs dearly remove this incentive. Thus, a fixed iRustrated in figure 17-2 is, if s = 0, then the two
cost of planting pushes the solution away from T schedules do not cross for any positive T. They meet
near zero. A unique T* generally emerges in the at T = 0. We need s 0 for the schedules to cross. (The
concave part of (p(T) in figure la. For relatively high linear growth relation says that the schedules will
planting costs, there may be no T* that yields a posi- always cross no matter how big s is! This will not be
tive net income and hence no positive F. Some plant- the case if trees experience slower growth as they
ing or set-up costs are nevertheless necessary. In age.) A T =0 solution can be interpreted as an instan-
figures 17-lb and Ic, the lack of a convex part of the taneous plant-harvest cycle, which is dearly not of
growth function weakens the incentive to plant and interest as a real-world possibility. But that is the
cut. Those cases still need positive set-up costs, as force of positive harvesting costs. They make rapid
explained below. plant-harvest cycles unprofitable. Fixed harvesting

costs have the same effect and thus they, too, can
Planting (Set-Up) Costs are Essential prevent degenerate solutions.
in Faustmann Some might argue that (17-7) and (17-8) could be

cleaned up by having (erT - 1)/rerT on the right-hand
The ill-behaved nature of the Faustmann infinite- side. Quite so. The plot of the two sides of the revised

horizon problem in the absence of planting or set-up (17-8) is shown in figure 17-3. Figures somewhat like
costs can be illustrated with an example based on a those in figure 17-3 can be found in any standard
linear growth relation (as in figure 17-1c). Then opti- textbook. I have separated the growth function part
mal managementrequires maximizing (recall (174)): of the problem, namely p (p(T), from the r and elr part

of the problem associated with discounting. The is-
(17-5) F = (erTpaT - S) + e-rF sues touched on in this section are also dealt with in

a similar fashion for the case of qp(T) a logistic (S-
shaped asin figure 17-1a) inHartwick (1992b). Need-
less to say, Wp(T), a linear function, is somewhat easier
to deal with.

Figure 17-1. Three Functions Used to Relate the
Growth of Wood in a Tree to Its Age, T Changes in Land Values

¢M(T) Oc(T) Ct{' / Recall that F(P) is the value of the land on which

trees are grown under optimal management. How
does F(1P) respond to changes in market conditions?
As figure 17-3 shows:

0 0 0
T T T * Higher set-up costs (larger s) increase 7P. First,

17.1a 17.1b 17.1c the higher s lowers F(T*). The manager re-
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Figure 17-2. The Solution to the Faustmann Figure 17-3. This Is Another View of the Solution
Management Problem Requires Set-Up Costs to a Faustmann Problem (the Same Solution
to Be Positive. (We Assumed 0) (7) in Figure 17-1 Depicted in Figure 17-2)
Is Linear, as in 17.lc.)

re rT
erT-1

erT~ 

0 paT- s~~~~~~ T* 
0 ~~~~~~T* T paT-

(as)re rT -S p
pa ~~~~~~~~pa

sponds to the increased planting costs by would require a separate analysis. The auction
"pushing" such unavoidable costs into the fu- represents the sale of timber on the land by the
ture. Hence Th increases (and F(T*) declines). govermment and in the view of a forestry man-

: Increases in net profit at harvest time (larger p) ager is not a levy against land his firm owns.
lower T* and raise F(C). The intercept in figure
17-3 shifts up toward zero and the slope re- It is necessary to distinguish land price (asset valu-
mains at 450. Higher net profit at harvest time ation based on discounted future profits or rentals)
induces a speeding up of harvesting once from land rent. At a particular date, they are gov-
planting is done. Land values rise. erned by the familiar condition

* Improved fertility (larger a) has exactly the
same effect as an increase in net profit p at Rt + Pt = rP1
harvest time. T* declines and F(7*) increases.
In figure 17-3, the intercept of -s/pa + Tmoves where Rt is current land rent (net income or profit)
closer to zero from below, and the slope re- and Pt is land price (discounted future net incomes),
mains at 450. Pt is change in land price or capital gains (or losses),

* Increases in r, the discount rate or interest rate, and r is the prevailing interest rate. Often we make
make the future less valuable today and en- use of the relation
courage people to reap more profit quicker in
the early periods in comparison with the later Rt = rPt
periods. The only way to speed up profit tak-
ing (move it forward, so to speak) is to harvest to connect land or asset price to rent or net income.
more quickly. Hence 7T and F(7*) declines. This is valid for an indefinite future of unchanging
The concave schedule in figure 17-3 rotates land rents. In a lease arrangement, however, the
downward. f.uture is not open-ended and capital gains or losses,

* Increases in stumpage fees (harvest taxes) Pt, must be considered.
would lower p and hence lengthen 7"' and The analysis above was based on land price. Since
lower F(T). Land value would decline in re- the horizon is open-ended, land rent is simply rPt.
sponse to the higher stumpage fees. A differ- Rent is then Hicksian income or a sum of income
ent way of collecting revenue from forestry that could be withdrawn from the land without di-
would be to auction harvesting rights, but this minishing its capital value. In such cases, the link
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between current rents, Rt, and land price, Pt, is more differ considerably from the infinite-horizon model
complicated. of Faustmann-can be traced to Fisher's concern

A useful expression for the optimal harvest condi- with the valuation of capital, not forestry manage-
tion in the Faustmann model is ment. His analysis is of some interest to forestry

management and should not be treated as a failed
e - rT[dV(7)/d7] = rF attempt to discover independently what Faustmann

had already done.
where F is land price and V(7) (= p(p(7 ) is net profit If someone planted commercial trees today on an
at harvest time T. This says: if an individual sells the empty piece of fertile land, Fisher asked, when is the
land and banks the proceeds, instantaneous profit at best date to harvest them? If the person is not plan-
time zero is rF. If instead the individual delays har- ning to replant, there is no opportunity cost of delay-
vesting for an instant, the marginal increase in profit, ing harvesting and he should wait until marginal
expressed at time zero, is e-rT[dV(TIVdT. Asset equi- profit declines to zero. Thus, the single rotation
libriumrequiresthatthemarginalreturnfromselling should be longer than the one observed for the
the land versus harvesting at the optimal date be Faustmann problem with the same growth ftmction,
equal. revenue per unit harvested, and planting costs. Ob-

A different way of viewing equilibrium is to return serve that rotation T is to be chosen in the Faustmann
to (174) and approximate {1/(1- e-T)} by 1/(rT). problem to maximize
Then we have

F = [erT p (p(T) - sl + e-rTF

F = - [- s + e-rTp (p(T) I
rT subject to F = F. In the Fisher problem, in contrast, T

must maximize
to maximize by choice of T. Now rF is average profit
over the interval. Optimality above yields an expres- F = [eT p p(T) - s] + eFrT 
sion for rF. Hence, marginal profit valued at time 0
(namely, erT[dV(T)/dTI) equals average profit subject to F = F. There is no "carry-on" of planting
(namely, [- s + e-rTp qp(T)I/T) when the optimal har- and harvesting in the Fisher problem; F represents
vest date has been achieved. This is another instance the opportunity cost of land beyond date T. The main
in which average profit equals marginal profit at an result in this regard is that optimal rotation T will
optimum, a result often observed in economics. decline as increases from 0 to F* = F, where F* solves

Note that the condition yielding the optimal the optimization problem. This yields the proposi-
Faustmann rotation implies a positive rent (price tion:
minus marginal cost) on wood harvested at T*. The
optimality condition was A single-rotation model (Fisher) has a longer opti-

mal rotation than does an infinite-horizon model
crT. dpT(p(I) = rF (T*) (Faustmann).

eT dT=r(*
The principle of optimal management in these prob-

which yields lems (Fisher, Faustmann, and others with intermedi-
ate values of F) is

p = dT erT* rF (T*)
d(p Select rotation length T so that the marginal value

of land at T (equal to r) equals the marginal profit
where p is price minus marginal cost There is no from delaying harvesting an "instant" (equal to
tendency for price minus marginal cost to tend to- erT d [erT p (p(T) - s]/dT).
ward zero when profit is a function of T and C(O) is
the cost of harvesting qp(l). It is natural to think of a range of F's, Fisher's being

0 and Faustmann's being equal to_the optimal F,
A One-Rotation Management Problem which might be denoted as F*. For F near zero, the

same conclusion must obviously hold. The rotation
Irving Fisher (1907: chap. VIII, sec. 11; 1930: chap. interval is longer than that with Faustmann. A new

7, sec. 6) illustrated the valuation of capital goods case then is F > F*, where it is clear straightaway that
using a one-period problem in forestry management. the optimal rotation must be less than that with
His views on optimal forestry management-which Faustmann. Here, maximnization calls for moving to
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faster F (now bigger than the Faustmann P), and the F = [erTi p (p(Tl) - s ] + erTl [er7T2 p (p(T2) - s ]
way to speed things up is, of course, to harvest + e(Tl + Te)[eprTp(T3) - sI
sooner. To summarize: + ri + T2 +Tk -1) [e-a, p qp(Tk)_S]

Given above and F* (the optimal value for the + eCr(T + T2 +Tk) F .
Faustmann problem), then (a) F <P implies a
longer rotation interval than the Faustmann This seemingly more complicated multirotation
rotation (this a variant of Fisher); and (b) F > P interval extension of our single-rotation problem
implies a shorter rotation interval than the has, roughly speaking, the same solution. Let P be
Faustmann rotation. the Faustmann value of F. This will occur for F set

equal to P. In this case, all rotations will be equaL We
As figure 174 shows, land has no opportunity cost are invited to ask how the solution "works" for F <

intheFisher problem, and so trees are left to yield the F* (a Fisher type of solution) and F > F*. The answer
most profit in present value. If the land has some is that for all three cases, the optimal rotation interval
value beyond the harvest (O < F < F*), trees are left near time 0 will be of similar magnitude. However,
to grow for less time so that the land can be taken up the rotation interval will lengthen period by period
in its alternative use at value F at cutting time. In the for F < F* and will shorten period by period toward
Faustmann problem, there is a unique activity on the Tk for F > P. At time zero, if F is above F*, one
land in perpetuity and F = F*. Trees must be cleared intuitively wishes to get_hrough the k intervals faster
for the next planting. When the opportunity cost of than was the case for F = F*. And for F <F*, one
the land, F, exceeds Faustmann's F*, then harvesting wishes to get through the k intervals slower. More-
is hurried, so to speak, at a cost in terms of the value over, the incentive to speed up or slow down F is
of the wood harvested. The results are defined for a stronger (a) the further F is from F* and (b) the closer
single-rotation problem, a variation on the Fisher one gets to the end of the k intervals: hence, the
theme, and are not unlike those for the rotation prob- period-by-period shrinking over time or lengthen-
lem in which k is greater than 1. ing. These results become clearer in the case of F = 0,

Now consider a new problem. I own a clear plot where there is no incentive to hurry through the k
that I am going to tree-farm for a given k > 1 rotation rotations, particularly near the end of the sequence.
and then sell for F dollars; F is known to me at the Hence, the intervals in the optimal plan become
outset and is certain. (We concede that this is a longer. And F = O is a special case of F < F*. To
strange problem.) That is, arrange k rotations of summarize:
length T, i = 1,.. .,k to maxinize

Consider the opportunity cost F of land after k
rotations and F*, the Faustmann value. Then:
(a) F < F* implies increasing rotation intervals,

Figure 17-4. The L Fisher Single Rotation Problem each longer than the Faustmann interval; and
Has the Longest Rotation Interval. Other Cases Have (b) F > F implies shrinking rotation intervals,
the Opportunity Cost of Land at T, Namely F, Positive. each shorter than the Faustmann interval.
The Faustmann Solution Has the Opportunity Cost of
Land at T Equal to the Original Value at to F should be associated with the opportunity cost of

land. In the Faustmann case, the opportunity cost of
Present M. Faustmann land does not change from one year to the next. This

Value is a consequence of unchanging parameters (prices,
at to F>F* soil fertility, and tree-growth "technology") and the

F=F* / < unlimited horizon for the problem. An F > P sug-
gests that land in forestry is being bid away by an-

F-=O / ' | i I other more profitable activity. A more realistic
/ p I' | |problem would be one in which rotation k and op-

portunity costF are exogenous and the F schedule is
rising over time. Then the issue is how many rota-

I i I: 2 tions and what switch date to choose. The switch date
I. Fisher is that date at which forestry activity ceases and the

land is sold for F to be used in a different activity. In
0 l l I figure 17-5, F(t) now moves through time along a

T path known to the current landowner; 2(t) is the
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Figure 17-5. The Selling Price of Land Is F(t) and Its 1 - erT = rT (by a first-order Taylor series expansion
Current Value to the Owner is F(t). At Date t, There or by a linear approximation). Thus, we have
will be a Change in Land Use

F = erT [p (pm erT s]/rT
, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~F(t)

which is a statement that land (asset) value is current
net income divided by the appropriate interest rate rT.

This rule extends to finite-horizon problems in
/ \ which rotation intervals change period by period. In

/ | F(t) such cases, Ft and F, + 1 will in general differ, and Ft -
i Ft, is defined as economic depredation. In this case,

0

t time This is the extension of the P = R/r rule of thumb to

cover the case of economic depredation. If income Rt
is defined net of economic depredation, we recover

current value of land and reflects its future selling the rule: asset value Ft+, equals net income Rt divided
price F(t) and current profits from forestry activity, by rT.
pursued by an optimal management policy. The Recall that if the value of land in an alternative use
problem now is to determine F and the optimal for- begins to increase, Tt will become shorter over time
estry management policy for the land up to . and F, will rise, roughly speaking, to meet the price

of land in the new use. F, rising implies capital ap-
Valuing an Asset by Ylr (Net Income predation and F,, 1 - Ft positive is a capital gain. The
Divided by r) situation is illustrated in figure 17-6. At the current

date, time 0, the owner of a plot of land being used
One of the widely used rules of thumb in asset for commercial forestry observes the value the plot

valuation is would have in the alternative use, indicated by
schedule dbe. The landowner sees that profit maximi-

Current income, R divided by the current interest zation implies a switch in land use at date '. The
rate equals asset value or price, P. forest cropping (silvaculture) is optimally managed

to meet the switch at T. This implies a sequence of
That is, Rlr = P. Thus, if an apartment building is successively shorter rotations, with the final harvest-
yielding R dollars per year in net income from rents, ing done at date T. At each rotation there will be an
its market price could be estimated as Rlr. This rule implidt step up in land value; the sequence will be
of thumb assumes that the income stream R goes on Ft Ft1,andso on,withFf <Ft+1 <Ft2 +2 < FT
forever, and that today's interest rate will remain
constant. The difficulty in obtaining R is how to deal
with the depredation of the asset. For an asset with Figure 17e6 a Rotains M Be Adt to Fit
a finite life, depreciation will change each year, with into the Interval between 0 and c T. At the Land
the result that R as net income (net of maintenance Use Switches out of Silvaculture
costs and depredation) will be constant in the rarest
of cases. The simplest assumption would be that net land
income Rt declines in some fashion. price

In a Faustmann world, land is maintained in for-
estry indefinitely. Costs, prices, and interest rates do e
not change, so land does not depreciate in economic
value. This would suggest that land value can be c
estimated by dividing net income by the interest rate,
r. This is correct, as the Faustmann model satisfies

F = e [p 9p(T) - err s + e-rTF

where F is the land value or future discounted prof- -

its, [e<'41- e~rT)I[p (p(l - rT si. It happens that 0 time
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In other words, at the switch there will be a small rise Rational expectations might be characterized as ex-
in land value (as in F, l to F), but the anticipated pectations being met on average by an agent.
switch will be reflected in successively higher im-
plicit land values. Forestry Management with Alternative

The anticipated switch in land use results in a Land Use
small change in land value at the switch date but a
somewhat larger change in value between date 0 and It seems contradictory to have successively shorter
date'r. This creates problems in valuing deforestation rotation intervals raising current land value. Is not
in the national accounts. In a world of perfect fore- the Faustmann rotation interval the one that maxi-
sight, land value would change only marginally at mizes current land value, given forestry as the best
the time land use changed because adjustments in activity on the land? Any shorter rotation should be
silva culture could be planned with a view to maxi- associated with lower land value. The explanation is
mizing profit, in anticipation of the change in land that today's land value is the discounted surplus
use. The capital revaluations in land expected at the attainable into the future. Current derivations from
date of land-use change will have taken place in a the Faustmann interval do dampen current profit
sequence of small steps some time before the change from the current rotation. However, it is the future
in land use. Therefore, whenever capital revaluations stream of surpluses that defines current land value.
of land are required because of changed use, they If it is known that at some future date land in forestry
must be done continuously or period by period, and today will command a higher price in another use,
not just at the date of land-use change. There will be then it is correct to shorten present rotations some-
a corresponding increase in harvest value per unit what or to "sacrifice" current surplus marginally in
time as the interval between harvests shrinks.3 In the order to move forward the date at which the activity
limit, or with continuous or smoothly changing land producing the higher profit will take place. There are
values, there will be no change in land value at the two cases in which activity in the future would pro-
date of land-use change. The changes will have taken duce higher rent.
place up to the date of change. This zero change in
land value result at the margin can be seen in the Case 1: Rent bid by the other activity is rising.
general equilibrium model presented below. In this case, rotations are shortened to the date

It is important to remember that the gradual at which the rising land rent from forestry is cut
change in land value before the land-use switch de- from below by the rent schedule of another ac-
pends on (a) perfect foresight on the part of landown- tivity. The landowner alters forestry manage-
ers and (b) optimal management (flexibility in the ment from a Faustmann regime in order to
"intensity" of silvaculture) or profit-maximizing advance the date at which the high-rent activity
silvaculture. If silvaculture could not be reoptimized is reached. The alteration is a successive short-
with altered rotation intervals period by period in ening of rotation intervals up to the date at
anticipation of a change in land use, there would be which the last timber harvest is taken and the
an abrupt change in land value at the date of land-use new activity takes over, as illustrated in figure
change. (In a von Thunen world of fixed coefficients 17-7. At date t the activity is switched from
linking agricultural output to land, the land-use re- forestry to the alternative. Rotation intervals
valuation on a site would be reflected completely at will shrink between time 0 and t.
the date of land-use change.) Perfect foresight is al-
ways a troubling assumption at first glance. It seems Case 2: At date t, an alternate activity bids a
to be asking too much of mortal agents, each with an high value. In this case, an alteration in forestry
obviously limited calculating capacity. (Is there any- management does not affect the exogenous date
one who can match a computer and good software of arrival of the alternate high-rent activity. The
in solving moderately complicated optimization forestry manager has a fixed interval (between
problems-say, a series of transportation problems time 0 and T) into which the profit-maximizing
in linear programming with five sources and five forestry activity should be "inserted." The pri-
sinks?) But the counterargument is persuasive here. mary injunction in this case is for the forestry
Agents who consistently miscalculate future trends activity to vacate the land "optimally" at dater.
in prices will lose to those who anticipate correctly. Since there is no latitude in forestry manage-
A simple survival argument suggests that those with ment affecting either the date of arrival of the
assets must have anticipated better than those with alternate activity or its bid value for the land at
little wealth. These arguments need much refining in T, the forestry manager should proceed as if the
the presence of uncertainty about future trends in land were of no value beyond r. This is an L
prices; hence, the doctrine of rational expectations. Fisher environment. Since the opportunity cost
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Figure 17-7. At Date t, the Alternative Activity because forestry management has no effect on the
Outbids Forestry for the Use of the Land. Rotation date of arrival of the alternate activity or its current
Intervals Will Shrink between Time 0 and t bid for land. Case 2 seems artificial because the en-

trepreneur for the alternate activity would presum-
$/land ably have some leeway in selecting the date of

starting up her activity. Given some leeway, the sit-
land rent uation would return to that in case 1, where forestry

lanorestr) management was synchronized with the arrival of
(forestr) / ,the alternate activity. Case 1 might be viewed as one

in which the forester-entrepreneur owns the land
and case 2 as one in which the forester-entrepreneur

(alanderenativleases the land without any possibility of renewing
(alternative) ,the lease.

0 A
t time

Leases and Optimal Forest Management

A lease is an agreement by which the owner of an
of land beyond T is zero to the forestry entrepre- asset grants use time to a lessee. The lessee pays a fee
neur, she should lengthen rotation intervals be- for the use of the asset, and often the owner reserves
tweentimeOandr(seefigurel7-8).Atfixeddate the right to supervise the asset in some degree to
t, a high-rent activity outbids forestry. The ap- ensure that it is not abused by the lessee and meets
propriate next step under optimal forestry man- some minimum standard on its reversion to the
agement would be to plan to vacate the land at owner. In forestry, owners try to ensure that the land
t and lengthen rotation intervals between 0 and . leased is not depleted or eroded at the expiry of the

lease. Hence, inspections are conducted by landown-
Note that case 1 reflects some notion of unified ers. By abstracting from these inspection dimensions

management. Either the forestry entrepreneur plans and assuming no deterioration in the land, it is pos-
A

to sell the land at t to the new high bidder or the sible to calculate how the rotations can be optimally
forestry entrepreneur plans to keep the land and fitted into the lease interval. (This is an exercise in
switch activities herself. At each date, planning is optimal management.) Earlier in the discussion, the
based on an infinite horizon beyond the current date. number of rotations were set exogenously. Now let
In case 2, each activity is optinized independently the lessee choose the number of rotations within an

exogenously set lease interval, i.

Two principal goals in optimal management are to
determine the correct number of rotations and the

Figure 17-8. At Time 0, It Is Announced that at correct arrangement of the selected number. Draw-
Date T, an Alternative Activity Is Bidding a Higher ing on the earlier analysis of optimal arrangement for
Amount for the Land. Optimal Management Involves an exogenously given number of rotations, siuppose
(a) Planning to Vacate the Land at 7and the sum of intervals above for k rotations and F = 0 is
(b) Lengthening the Rotation Intervals B. If T is slightly smaller than B, all intervals, given B,
between Time 0 and 7r will clearly shrink a little, sincec is binding, and k will

still be the correct number of intervals. However, a
new marginal condition will be needed to define the

$/land correct new length of each rotation.
Consider a two-interval example. The manager

(lessee) must maximize

_ , land rent e-rTi V (T1) + e-r (T1 + T2) V (T2)
(alternative)

land rent where T1 + T2 = c and X is less than the horizon with
(forestry) , F = 0 and two rotations. We define

V (Ti) = p (p(T1) - erT1 s and V (T2) = p (p(T2) - erT2 s.

O The lease interval is binding. Our new marginal con-
T time ditions for intervals 1 and 2 are
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erT, V' (Tl) = rFP + k problem. Thus, in optimal forest management secu-
erT2 V' M) = rF2 + erTT , rity of property rights eliminates distortions. An ex-

treme case is one in which land could be

where F' is the value of the lease at time to and F2 i expropriated by the government. A sensible strategy
where Fl is the value of the lease at t im+ To.aThat iis here would be to plan to bail out at the first hint of

expropriation. This bailing out could consist of sim-

F' = e-rTi V (T,) + eC(T, + T2) V (T2) ply leaping from site to site in a sequence of dear-
cuttings. Lack of secure property rights induces
the "owner" to rush harvesting on as much land as

for T, and T2 optimal and possible.

At what stage does a two-rotation problem with
F2 er V M(T2 ) leasedatetbecome a one-rotationproblem? Suppose

that X is being squeezed and the lessee is reoptimizing
for T2 optimal. X is a marginal dollar measure of the for a lease of successively shorter spans. The I. Fisher
bindingness of the lease length c. If X were length- problem defines an optimal harvest date for a one-
ened somewhat, X would decline and hit zero when rotation "lease" (a one-rotation problem with F set
Xt was equal to the optimal interval T, + T2 for the case at zero). Call this rotation interval if for Fisher.
of two intervals and no restriction on overall length Clearly, any lease date c less than TF defines a one-
of the sum. (k is a Lagrangian multiplier on lease rotation problem, and for X any slightly larger than
length .) Now T, and T2 must, in fact, contract to fit if defines a two-rotation problem. The answer then
into lease lengtht. Also, Fl and F2 must contract from is that as the lease date X shrinks across iF, a two-ro-
their values in the unconstrained case. X is a wedge tation problem becomes an optimal one-rotation
that forces T, and T2 to contract and at its equilibrium problem. (I know of no way to determine the optimal
value X* "forces" T, and T2 to contract to their opti- number of rotation intervals to fit into a given lease
mal values for the constrained problem. Roughly interval t. One has to simply test how the present
speaking, T2 must contract marginally more because value responds to a k and a k + 1 interval problem.
it has e r Ti X in place of X alone. Later in the lease, the These are the usual "brute force" methods associated
constraint distorts interval choice more. One should with optimnization with integer or "chunky" problems.)
therefore let the distortion caused by the constraint What is the correct lease fee that the owner might
be more severe when the effect of discounting makes charge the lessee? The typical "royalty" is such that
the overall impact at to less. In other words, worry the owner is indifferent between using the land her-
about the current impact of a distortion (constraint), self in the most profitable way and leasing it. In other
but let it do its full damage in the distant future. words, the correct royalty or lease fee skims off all the
Discounting is key to this argument. operator's surplus to the landowner. This, of course,

Simply rewriting our marginal conditions yields leaves the lessee indifferent between leasing and not
leasing the land. Thus, the correct lease is simply the

X = eC-r V' (T,) - rFP present value of profit from the land over the life of
erTl X = erT2 V' (T 2 ) - rF2 the lease. Note, however, that the present value of

profit depends on the lessee getting the management
This rendering indicates that the lease length of the land in forestry right, and this optimal plan

causes a wedge to form between the instantaneous varies with the conditions of lease renewal. (With no
opportunity cost of the lease (namely, rF' and rF) renewal, later rotations tend to be longer; with re-
and the marginal value of delaying the harvest. newal assured, rotations would be of about equal
Again, this wedge is in a sense more severe later in length over the life of the first lease.) Thus, the
the sequence of rotations. lessee's optimal plan depends on the terms of lease

The fact that the lease is finite and the lessee is renewal, and associated with each plan is a distinct
expected to walk away at the terminal date is partic- present value of profit. Hence, the renewal "strat-
ularly significant. This means that after each rotation, egy" of the landowner will have a direct impact on
the value of the lease to the lessee shrinks. At the last the best "royalty" or lease fee.
interval, the lessee faces a simple L. Fisher problem.
The opportunity cost of land is zero to the lessee Selling the Land in Forestry
beyond the lease termination date. If the owner were
foresting the land, she would not assign this zero The central mechanism of deforestation is the dis-
value to the land beyond t. As for the possibility of placement of forestry activity on a plot of land by
lease renewal, the certainty of renewal makes the another activity that "bids more" for the land. A
lessee's problem much like the landowner's land-use typical example is that of farmnland encroaching on
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forested land. The details of encroachment generally activity bids the same for the marginal bit of land.
involve a more profitable (activity generating more These boundary places define switchovers in use in
land rent) activity displacing a less profitable activ- equilibrium. Land is always allocated to the highest
ity. (An important variant, "mine and farm," is dis- bidder-because the most profitable activity can bid
cussed below.) The von Thunen model of land use the most.
and land pricing is one way to represent this en- The bottom part of figure 17-9 shows the equilib-
croachment, as shown in Figure 17-9. The top part of rium bid-rent schedules that support the allocation
the figure shows an ocean on the left and a city on the of activities to land above. Land rent (dollars per unit
coast served by the surrounding commercial agricul- land per year) is on the vertical axis and radial dis-
ture (farming). Beyond the farming is commercial tance x is on the horizontal axis. The straight lines in
forestry activity. The timber or wood products could the bottom part of figure 17-9 are the bid-rent sched-
be exported from the city. Beyond the commercial ules--one for farming, one for commercial forestry,
forestry zone is virgin forest. In the von Thunen and one for virgin forest. If the city were to grow the
model, the observed land uses are matched by bid demand for agricultural goods would increase and
rent schedules that make landowners satisfied with the pressure on agricultural products delivered to
the current uses. Landowners are assigning activities town would rise. The bid-rent schedule for farming
to land in a fashion that maximnizes profit (here, land would therefore move up as distance x1 moved out.
rent). At the border between uses, each competing Farming would be seen to be encroaching on com-

mercial forestry. The mechanism of encroachment
would be the shift up in the bid-rent schedule asso-

Figure 17-9. The Relation between Land Rent and ciated with farming. This schedule would shift up
Land Use around a Port City. Bid Rent Schedules because of increased demand for agricultural prod-
Are Indicated in the Lower Part and Land Use in ucts in town. Under these circumstances, commercial
the Upper Part forestry will be squeezed, so to speak, because it will

become relatively less profitable than farming.
We could have considered a different scenario-

Aerial view one in which the increased demand for commercial
wood induced a shift up in the relevant (middle)
bid-rent schedule. In such a scenario, both land in
farming and land in virgin forestry would be en-
croached upon. Radial distance xl would shrink and
x2 expand in response to the exogenous increase in
demand for products of the commercial forestry sec-

<< X2 \ tor. A more plausible scenario would be for the de-
./ \ mand for agricultural products and products from

City Commercial Virgin commercial forestry to expand simultaneously, with
farming ' forestry forestry a shift out of both xi and x2. Land in virgin forest

/ I / ' would be encroached upon by the modern industrial
I , / ' and agricultural sectors. Any change in land use is

, / , ultimately accompanied by a change in land rents
I , (and in the associated land prices).

The next question to consider is how optimal for-
' : estry management in the Faustmann sense is affected

by the encroachment of, say, farming onto the land
. , , in commercial forestry. With the earlier formal anal-

$tland I I ysis in mind, suppose that a landowner is pursuing
Land commercial forestry near the agricultural sector and
rent observing a steady drift up in land prices at the edge

of the land being used in commercial forestry. The
landowner has to decide when to switch to the higher
land value activity, either by selling the land or con-
verting it. The von Thunen model obscures an im-
portantconsiderationin this conversion. The forestry
entrepreneur can adjust the planting and harvesting

| " \ sschedule to ensure a smooth transition. The forestry
O entrepreneur will be faced with an optimal manage-

X 1 XX2 Distance ment problem (regarding when to switch land uses
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and how to manage the forestry up to that date) as itable in terms of getting to conversion value F(c)
the bidding for land by another activity is proceeding slightly sooner.
exogenously through time. This management prob- Thedifficultyliesindeterminingtheoptimalvalue
lem resembles the lessee's problem above in the for the number of rotations. One is forced to rework
sense that the optimal number and arrangement of the problem with different selected values of n until
rotations is endogenous. It differs in two ways, how- a maximum maximorum is achieved. Then the opti-
ever: (1) The entrepreneur-forester chooses the end mal number of rotations will have been obtained.
date t and (2) there is a known opportunity cost of This is not an elegant procedure but is typical of
land F(t) at each date. This F(t) is what the land would problems involving essential integer-valued solu-
fetch at t if it were sold to the entrepreneur in the tions. The conversion problem is summarized in fig-
other activity, namely, farming. The task in this "con- ure 17-10. At time 0, the forestry-entrepreneur sees
version problem," as in the lessee's problem, is to fit F(t) as the value of land in forest when converted to
a specific (optimal) number of rotations into an inter- its best alternative, say, agriculture. Given this F(t)
val of length c. Now X is a choice variable, but there schedule, the forestry-entrepreneur plans a sequence
is no reason to believe that X will not always be of planting rotations to maximize the present value
binding. Formally, the new conversion problem is to of profits, including those that could be realized from
select T1, T2,..., Tn, and T to maximize the sale of land at price F(r) at '. The landowner does

not have to sell the land at r. He could convert the
i; = e-rr' V (T7) + e-r`(T + T2) V (T2) land from forestry at r and realize the profits in the

+ . . . +e 7r(T, + T7++T.) + alternative use. F('r) is the present value of thoseV (Tn) + e- F (X) profits from the alternative use.

subject to The World Resource Institute's Costa Rica
Study (1991)

T,+ T2 +. -.+T, 
The World Resources Institute (WRI) has estimated

where T,, . . ., T,, and X must be nonnegative. This the costs to the Costa Rican economy of deforestation
optimal management and conversion problem and overfishing in recent decades (see Repetto and
would be quite routine except for the fact that n, the others 1991). The strategy of WRI in dealing with the
number of rotations, is a choice variable. Note that deforestation costs was to estimate what land in
F(t) is changing in a predictable fashion so that the commercial forestry would have been worth in 1989
forestry-entrepreneur knows precisely what profits had the land remained in commercial forestry. The
can be made from converting at any date. Clearly, deforested land was then valued in its current (agri-
conversion will occur when F(t) is sufficiently large. cultural) use. The differences in these values, when
This is the detail of the encroachment. (The image negative, are taken to be economic depreciation and
from the von Thunen model in figure 17-9 is a more are netted out of measured gross domestic product
mechanical conversion, because there is no flexibility (GDP). Costa Rica has experienced massive defores-
that would allow one activity to plan its current tationsince 1945-about 300 square kilometers ayear
action in anticipation of a conversion. Technical co- since 1966. Recent assessments of the wRI study by
efficients are rigid.) The new formal condition corre-
sponding to conversion date T being endogenous and
F(t) positive is

Figure 17-10. The ForestManager (Land Owner)

'('c) = rF (,c) - Xer. Must Insert the Optimal Number of Rotations in
the Interval between Time O and 7'

This is similar to our earlier results. Marginal delay
in date r gains F' (r) in extra (higher) rent. The cost of land
delay is rF(T), the interest that would have been price Value of land
earned for an instant if the land were sold and FT() (forestry)
put in the bank. And there is a standard wedge Aen,
where X reflects the tightness of fitting n rotations
into interval r. But here we subtract M' from the
right-hand side because a tighter X speeds up the
conversion date when F(c) is accessed. In other Value of land
words, a tighter T is costly for tree rotations (squeezes (best alternative)
them somewhat from their optimal values) but prof- r time
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and large confirm its results (Corkill 1992). Although Table 17-1. Net Value of Land under Managed
the numerical values were similar for comparable Forestry, 1950-89
exercises, however, some of the WRI calculations (cents per hectare)
seemed biased from the start, because of assump- Cutting cycle 1950-65 1966-79 1980-89
tions concerning (1) the choice of rotation interval in
commercial forestry, (2) the choice of discount rate in r = .06
valuing land, (3) the selection of hectarage for crops 15 159,449.08 377,954.99 714,279.96
that displaced forests, (4) the treatment of fluctua- 20 135,405.18 320,961.79 606,571.11
tions in the value of Costa Rica's currency, and (5) 25 121,798.94 288,709.83 545,619.59
assertions that certain agricultural activities were un- 30 113,360.24 268,706.91 507,816.98
suitable for the deared land. WRI's documentation 35 107,825.89 255,588.40 483,024.90
was sketchy throughout the valuation exercises. 40 104,062.23 246,667.09 466,164.93

Valuing Land If Left in Forestry r =.03

15 261,118.30 618,949.74 1,169,724.97
Stumpage value is our p (net profit per unit har- 20 209,717.11 497,109.36 939,464.39

vested) in profit p qp(T). Volume harvested is our 25 179,332.70 425,086.70 803,352.03
p(T). A cycle was given as T. Given an interest rate r, 30 159,449.08 377,954.99 714,279.96

we can calculate the present value of a plot of land 35 145,558.24 345,028.43 652,053.55
yielding p(T) every T years and marketed at unit 40 135,405.18 320,961.79 606,571.11
profit p. If we start with cleared land and abstract
from planting costs, we have r = .09

15 127,736.32 302,783.68 572,217.11
r* ____ ( 1 ) p q>20 113,360.24 268,706.91 507,816.98F* ~jP P(T)

25 105,770.00 250,715.14 473,815.15
30 101,439.19 240,449.49 454,414.56

This should be familiar. Now add a current harvest 35 98,858.20 234,331.57 442,852.57
of arbitrary value p p(T) representing the initial clear- 40 97,279.97 230,590.55 435,782.60
ing of virgin forest for a first tree planting. Then the
value of land, if left in forestry in perpetuity, is r = .12

15 113,360.24 268,706.91 507,816.98

F= [1/(erT - 1) ] p (p(I) = (erT/eryT- en) p qp(7). 20 104,062.23 246,667.09 466,164.93
25 99,579.70 236,041.79 446,084.65

WRI provides estimates of stumpage value p and 30 97,279.97 230,590.55 435,783.60
harvest magnitude (p(T), and of cycle or rotation 35 96,062.43 227,704.52 430,328.42
value T (thirty to thirty-five years) and discount rate 40 95,407.10 226,151.13 427,392.73
r (about 6 percent). In table 17-1, land value per Source Author's analysis of WFI data.
hectare in forestry was calculated under assump-
tions of different cycle length T (ranging from fifteen
to forty years) and under different discount rates
(ranging from 3 to 12 percent). mercial value), WRI reported average values of

Note that in all cases the shortest cycle reported- 188,500 cents per hectare for 1970-79 and 433,110
namely, fifteen years-yields the highest value per cents per hectare for 1980-89. We infer that wRI is
hectare because no planting, preparation, or set-up using a cutting interval of about thirty years when
costs have been taken into account. The solution is discount rates are above 6 percent. These longer ro-
tending toward rapid plant-harvest cycles. Also note tation intervals are associated with lower land val-
that WRI reported wide ranges for stumpage value ues. When commercial forestry activity is taken into
and silva culture costs over the intervals studied. account and land values are multiplied by lands
Between 1970 and 1989 the total costs of extraction, deforested, 843,900 hectares of land in primary forest
transport, and milling increased by more than 2,000 were cleared between 1966 and 1989. This is 319
percent, and prices for different wood types rose square kilometers per year (1 squre kilometer = 100
from 3,000 to 6,000 percent. Although Corkill (1992) hectares). Between 1963 and 1984 the cropped area
had difficulty arriving at good parameters for the was expanded by less than 10 percent (equal to I
calculations, her land values for forestry were similar percent of total Costa Rican land area) while pasture-
to those in the WRI study. For the commercial forest land almost doubled, to more than 50 percent of the
(which excludes protected land and land of no com- land area in Costa Rica (Cruz and others 1992).
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Therefore only about 10 percent of the country's land These figures all pertain to land that is changed to
area appears suitable for pasturing, an activity of lower value. Since the above figures do

not cover all land changed to farming, there will be
Valuing Cleared Land in Agriculture an offset if the remaining land (26 percent in farming)

is changed to, say, potatoes. If this 26 percent of
Given a current surplus, profit, or rent iX per unit deforested land that went into farming was put into

of land, the plot's capital value is 7c/r, where r is the potato growing, it alone would yield an appreciation
discount rate. This assumes that the output prices in land value of about 5.4 billion colones per year,
and farming costs embedded in ir do not change in which would leave an annual net loss of just 0.6
the future and that the interest rate remains un- billion colones. WRI's case for making substantial
changed for an indefinite time. To estimate the value downward revisions in GDP because of deforestation
of land, we need the current surplus value 2t and r. in Costa Rica loses its bite with a 0.6 billion colone
wRi focused on three land uses: pasturing (dairy annual figure.
activity), corn growing, and potato growing. Table This is the best possible reconstruction of the WRI
17-2 report land values for the same uses based on figures possible using the sketchy raw data provided
wRlrs values for X and different discount rates. Per in the WRI study. The large inflation in Costa Rica
hectare figures are reported in table 17-3 (6 percent after 1980 makes spot estimates or estimates for a
discount rate and a thirty-year rotation cycle for representative year very unsatisfactory. A full time
forestry). These figures are of the same order of mag- series would be needed to obtain reliable estimates.
nitude as WRI's. Only potato growing increases land It is unclear why so much land was deforested for
value in comparison with tree growing. This opens use in pasture, corn, and potatoes, when Costa Rica
the door for obtaining capital losses as deforestation has traditionally concentrated on bananas, sugar-
ensues. When pasturing and corn growing displace cane, coffee, and cocoa. Between 1985 and 1990, ba-
forestry, there are capital losses, and deforestation nanas constituted 20 percent of the country's total
makes the nation worse off in a national accounting exports, coffee 26 percent, and beef 5 percent (accord-
sense. This is how the WRI obtained the national ing to the 1992 financial statistics of the International
accounting debits arising from deforestation. Ac- Monetary Fund). It appears that all deforested land
cording to the WRI report (Repetto and others 1991:
17), 412,084 hectares were switched from forestry to
pasture (dairying) in 1950-65; 319,660 in 1966-79; Table 17-2. Land Values Based on Three Uses
and 174,900 in 1980-89. These figures are about three
times larger than the level WRI considered desirable.
For com, 142,356 hectares were switched in 1950-65; Interest rates Net land value
17,558 hectares in 1966-79; and 60,420 hectares in (percent) (cents perhectare)
1980-89. These figures suggest a total pastureland Pasture a
depreciation of 207,747 million Costa Rican colones, .03 30,75.00
or US$1,620 million (1992). This averages out to 5 .06 15,87.50
billion colones, or US$40.5 million per year. For com, .09 10,58.33
the depreciation amounts to 0.7 million colones, or .12 7,43.75
US$5.8 million, per year. (The value of the colone
declined rapidly in the 1980s.) Combining our fig- Corn b
ures for deforested pasture and corn land, we arrive .03 194,561.67
at about 6 billion 1992 colones per year. 

For the period 1970-89, this comes (undiscounted) .06 7,280.83
to about 120 billion 1992 colones of depreciation, in .09 64,853.89
comparison with the 107.6 billion colones reported in .12 48,640.42
WRI's table I-1. WRI reports a total depreciation of Potatoes C
14.326 billion colones for 1992, which is well above .03 8,296,796.67
our average figure of 6 billion colones. Although the 4,148,398.33
value of the Costa Rican colone declined after 1980, .09 2,765,598.89
the 14 billion figure makes deforestation look fairly .09 2,765,598.89
costly in comparison with a 6 billion colone figure .12 2,074,199.17
(which is about one-sixth of Costa Rica's 1980 GDP, a. Annual econoniic rent 905.25 cents per hectare.
although the 1980 GDP would look much larger in b. Annual econom-kic rent 5,836.85 cents per hectare.
1992 colones and thus make depreciation appear c. Annual econornic rent 24,8903.90 cents per hectare.
somewhat less). Source. Author's analysis of WRI data.
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Table 17-3. Land Appreciation (Depreciation) "direct value" from harvesting timber (and berries,
(cents per hectare) nuts, and sap), and selling it at market prices; and the

Year Alternate land use indirect value from nonmarketed services such as
Pasture Corn Potatoes oxygenation, recreation, climate stabilization, carbon

fixation, and biodiversity preservation. Pearce's
1950-65 (98,272.74) (16,079.41) 4,035,039.09 (1992) recent analysis of deforestation in Amazonia
1966-79 (253,619.41) (171,426.08) 3,879,691.42 fails to clearly distinguish these categories, although
1980-89 (492,729.48) (410,536.15) 3,640,581.35 it does recognize the second and third categories.

Pearce estimates that Amazon forests have saved the
S*uce Authr'sanalsis dta,planet $3.9 billion annually in possible damage from

carbon dioxide emissions. This is one component of
that went to farming ended up in marginal agricul- what Pearce calls the indirect value of forests. He also
tural activity. According to the WRI, only 35 percent estimates "existence value" of the Amazon forest. An
of deforested land went to its best use, which is example of existence value is what a person would
determined on the basis of accessibility as well as pay to know that the grizzly bear, for example, was
intrinsic fertility. Lutz and Daly (1991) indicate that being left to thrive in its habitat. The payer need not
60 percent of Costa Rica's soil-bearing land is suitable ever visit the area and see a grizzly but only be
for annual or perennial crops or pasturing, whereas willing to pay to support the grizzly's continued
a study by the Executive Secretariat for Agriculture- existence. Pearce estimates the annual existence value
Livestock Sectoral Planning (1980) suggests that 69 of the Amazon forests to be $3.2 billion for 1980.
percent of the country's soil-bearing land is suitable These are but two of the indirect benefits of the
for agriculture or pasturing. To date, deforestation Amazon forest. Pearce suggests that people in
may have exceeded this level. If so, the question is, Amazonia should be induced to stop deforestation
what has been the cost in terms of replacing viable through some form of compensation. He links an
commercial forestry with substandard agriculture? estimated 20 percent of local gross output in
This strategy for measuring the costs of deforestation Amazonia to forestry; this comes to about $3.2 billion
in Costa Rica is slightly different from the one WRI per year. If this $3.2 billion were covered by outside
pursued. WRI left open the question of why landown- donations, then deforestation could be halted.
ers would pursue low-value agricultural activity That is to say, for accounting purposes it can be
when their land could be better used in an alternative assumed that if current forest owners were fully paid
activity, as is implied when forestry is displaced by for the direct and indirect values of their forest hold-
farming that lowers the land value. Lutz and Celis ings, they would stop displacing forests with other
(1993) have concluded that both clear-cutting for (higher-value) activities. This is a sound argument.
land conversion and selective logging are driven by When owners only receive the "direct value" for their
the economic interests of the landowners. WRI reports forests, their land is implicitly underpriced and alter-
that deforestation on marginal land is the result of native activities need to "offer" less in order to outbid
legalized squatting (Repetto and others 1992). Squat- forestry. Hence, the lack of compensation for indirect
ters can receive provisional rights to public or private value indirectly speeds up deforestation. In Pigovian
land they have partly cleared after occupying the tax terms, the owner's marginal private value of a
land for only one year. They can then sell the land to forested hectare (direct value) is less than the world's
a speculator or cattle rancher, who will then receive marginal social value (direct plus indirect value).
a clear title. This is the inadequate property rights Hence, a subsidy to the owner will lead to an optimal
argument. Such rights cause forested land to be un- use of forests and, indirectly, to more land in forests.
dervalued and thus bid away from forest use by Even if owners receive the full marginal social value
(substandard?) farming activity. At present, squat- of their hectares in forest, however, an alternative
ters appear to play a more limited role in the defor- activity canbid thatland away forahigher-valueuse.
estation process in Costa Rica than in the past (Lutz In other words, full-value payment for forested land
and Celis 1993). Other economic mechanisms of de- does not imply no deforestation.
forestation are discussed below. To stop deforestation, Pearce would have to com-

pensate an owner of forested land for the capital gain
Valuing the Amazon Forest anticipated on the land by changing its use, out of

forestry. Pearce would therefore need two subsi-
In NNP(t) for a competitive economy, forests ap- dies-one for nonmarketed services (the one he dis-

pear in three distinct categories: economic deprecia- cusses) and another for the expected capital gains to
tion (or appreciation) arising from stock size change an owner from changing from forestry to crop grow-
(land use change) over the accounting period; the ing, for example. Although his $3.2 billion subsidy
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for indirect value does compensate owners for pri- the tirne activity on the land is switched, should
vate value lost from ceasing activity related to tim- be included in NNP. There is, on the product side,
bering (compensation for direct value forgone), it a corresponding increase in the value of output as
does not cover such capital gains. A full subsidy for the higher-value activity displaces the lower-value
the indirect value might encourage reforestation, for activity.
then alternative activities could not compete with Consider now the general equilibrium approach
forestry, but Pearce does not entertain this possibility. underlying these assertions. This approach assumes

that natural resources involve stocks as opposed to
Valuing Land in the United Kingdom simply flows of services (see appendix 17-2). They

have a natural capital incarnation, as do oil reserves
To estimate the gap between the true value and the in the ground, fish stocks, land in various activities,

market value of nonurban land in the United King- and environmental assets such as airsheds and wa-
dom, Adger and Whitby (1992) examined the flows tersheds, which provide valuable clean-up services
of outputs from the land. They focused on three (they disperse or dispose of residuals from produc-
kinds of indirect values of nonurban land: those aris- tion). As an economy grows, these stocks are used
ing from sequestering carbon dioxide (£146.2 mil- and their values change. Asset prices change in an
lion), from providing other services such as orderly way (in the abstract). The general equilib-
recreational activity (£888 million), and from driving rium approach captures these changes in stocks and
up (defensive) expenditures to restrain pollution on changes in asset prices by extrapolating from the way
the land (£58 million). They found that the net value produced capital (K) is treated in the national ac-
(£965 million) constituted 18 percent of the reported counts. That is to say, it incorporates endogenous
value of output from all nonurban land in the United changes in wealth in the national accounts by the
Kingdom in 1988, not just forested lands. Adger and methods used in treating produced capital.
Whitby were primarily concerned with measuring Changes in stocks and asset values coincide with
the value of land in contributing to water pollution. economic change, both growth and decline. The nat-
They used the misleading term "degradation of Nat- ural approach therefore relies on a model of a grow-
ural Capital" to refer to the C02-absorbing function ing economy. The simplest of such models is the
of land flora. CO2 absorption is a service of environ- neoclassical growth model in which agents have per-
mental capital, not a stock change. Moreover, it is fect foresight and thus the planner's optimum is the
hardly degradation. Presumably the authors meant path that would be traversed by a competitive econ-
that open land contributes to the natural dissipation omy with perfect property rights and perfect fore-
of pollutants such as CO2 in air and water and as such sight by agents. The central concern here is the
open land contributes to the quality of air sheds and valuation issues along a growth path, not which of a
water sheds, appropriately labeled "environmental family of paths is the optimal path. (Valuation issues
capital." turn on Euler equations whereas isolation of the

optimal path turns on both Euler equations and end
Land-Use Changes and National Accounting point conditions, induding transversality conditions.)

To return to the land-use change problem and
Thus far, this chapter has shown that if owners of national accounting, assume that L amount of land

forested land voluntarily clear it for use in another exists with L(t) in agriculture and L - L(t) in forestry,
activity (for example, wheat growing), then the land and that R(t) hectares are switched from forestry to
will not decline in value and, by and large, there will agriculture each "period" as the economy grows.
be gains from switching land uses. These gains from Then R(t) = dL/dt (= L). The economy is growing be-
landactuallyswitchedrepresentanincreaseinnational cause produced capital K(t) is being accumulated as
income (NNP). The gains on land are the input ana- some output is saved and invested in new K(t), equal
logue to the rise in national product observed when to K, each period. K(t) = F(K(t), N(t), L(t)) - C(t) -
some higher-value activity bids land in forest away qp(R) where F( ) is the current output of a composite
from forestry activity. To halt deforestation in the (say, "wheat"), N(t) is labor, C(t) is consumption of
Amazon, one must compensate those landowners wheat, and (p(R) is the present cost of clearing the
about to do the deforestation by an amount equal to land in forest. (The labor force N(t) could be consid-
the profits they expected to reap from the change in ered constant, as in zero population growth, but this
land use. This expected profit reduces to gains in the is not of particular concern here.) Each period, people
price of land. That is, extra profit from substituting a in the economy derive satisfaction from consuming
new, more valuable activity for forestry, shows up on C(t) of wheat,_G ( L - L(t) ) of indirect services from
the input side as an increase in the value of land. In the forests, g (L - L) of direct services from harvest-
the national accounts, this increase in land value, at ing trees in a sustainable fashion, and X(R) services
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from the timber cleared in a once-over harvest. In Valuing Trees in Comparison with Valuing
Pearce's terms, we have direct (sustainable) services, Tree Land (Swedish Valuation)
indirect services, and services from timber harvested
in dearing land for another use. The asset valuation The recent valuation of forests and timber harvests
procedure is the outcome of defining an "optimal" in Sweden by Hultkrantz (1992) introduces yet an-
growth path in this economy. Asset prices emerge as other important issue. The tendency has been to
"multipliers" on dynamic constraints L = R and value forests as stocks of harvestable timber rather
K = F( ) - C(t) - p(R). The central result is that a com- than as plots of land yielding future timber profits at
petitive growth path satisfies the following defini- harvest time. The recent treatment of natural
tion of NNP(t): resource stocks in accounting (Solow 1986; Hartwick

1990) suggests that changes in the stocks of standing
NNP(t) = C(t) + K(t) pl(t) [L - L(t))] + timber AM in a period should enter the NN1(Ot) calcu-

pD(t) L(t)] + R p'(R) lation as ( ph - MCh ) AM-that is, as stock change
valued at marginal surplus, ( Ph - MCh ), namely, the

where p(t) is the indirect dollar value of a unit of land price of harvested trees minus marginal cost of har-
vesting. This treatment is similar to that used in

in forest, pD(t) is the direct value of a unit of land in valuing declines in the stocks of exhaustible re-
forest (as in sustainable harvesting), and ('(R) is the sources such as oil. The same treatment would be
marginal cost of clearing R hectares. Since R is the appropriate for valuing decines in renewable stocks
change in hectares of land in forest, AL, the last term, such as fish in the oceans, and air and watersheds
is a stock revaluation concept. In fact, marginal dear- that yield natural clean-up services for residuals
ing cost '(R) is equal to the gap in land price between from natural and human-directed processes when an
a unit of land in wheat production and a unit in economy is growing (see Hartwick 1990). (In a
forest. Hence, R W'(R) can be viewed as capital gains Faustmann world, timber does not increase or de-
on land switched from forestry to wheat production. crease, although ( Ph - MCh ) is positive.) Hultkrantz
These can be viewed as Eisner's (1988: 1627) "real
capital gains" on land,whichhewould indudeinNNp.4 values the annual increase AM in Sweden's timber

Pearce discusses key components of pl(t) [IL - L(t)l stockby(ph-MCh )AM.Wemustbeinagrowingor
for the Amazon. Adger and Whitby (1992) estimate declining economy for AM to be non-zero. Current
forhmazon.nts Adget)r an- Whitby (1992) UestYima harvest h(t) would then be related to the naturalall components of p(t) [L - L(t)l for the United King- increment g(M(t)) in M(t + 1) - M(t) = g(M(t')) -h()

dom. WRI's Costa Rican study focuses on Rqp (R), inrmtgMt)in t 1 -0 =gMt)-ht,
dom.h Wirns Costatobe Ricantudy, focuses owing to, a and AM would be positive if current harvest h(t) waswhich turns out to be negative, however, owing to a less than the natural increment g(H(t)). This would
decline in land prices during deforestation. lestathntulicrmtgHW.Tswod

decline iladpiedun parallel the treatment of fish harvests and stock
Hultkrantz (1992) estimates p'(t) [L - L(t)] and change in Hartwick (1990) except for the fact that
R(p'(R) for Sweden. current forest stock M(t) yields valuable services

The NNP expression discussed in this chapter con- (mostly of the indirect type) as well as timber harvest
tains no value of timber from deared land, although, h(t) (see appendix 17-3). Fish stock, in contrast, yields
as already mentioned, people benefit from such no direct services; it only generates future harvests.
once-over harvests. These benefits have offsetting The valuing of current timber stock qua forest must
entries in land price change. As explained below, if tahe into account nonmarketed recreation services,
land clearing costs are zero, net land revaluation is carbon dioxide recycling services, rainfall stabiliza-
zero, since the benefits from the harvested wood on tion services, and biodiversity preservation services
cleared land are exactly equal to the decline in land (see Pearce 1992; Adger and Whitby 1992; and
value from switching land out of forestry. Thus, Hultkrantr 1992).
p(t) [L - L(t)] can be interpreted as a tax to be levied However, changes in forested lands must not be
on people to pay forest owners for the indirect use of separated from changes in timber stocks, as
the forest; and ( pD - MC ) R or ( pD _ MC ) AL is the Hultkrantz proposes, because trees occupy land and
stock revaluation or the capital gain on land switched deforestation is fundamentally a process by which
from forestry to wheat growing. This is the most one land-using activity encroaches on forested land,
satisfactory way to capture Eisner's (1988: 1627) rec- via market mechanisms. At the same time, proper
ommendation that "real capital gains" or "revalua- accounting in terms of timber stocks and flows (and
tions" of land be included in a measure of national timbered land), as indicated in appendix 17-3, can be
income. Note that pDR is the direct value (gross) of made a perfect substitute for accounting based on
harvesting R trees and ( pD _ MC ) is the net direct changes in forested and nonforested land. In one
value per unit of land. This is essentially a marginal case, the capital good is timber stocks in forests and
revalu¾-on of a s;'.oc' ,---iv, forested land.
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in the other the capital good is land available to bid- however, that in general equilibrium all prices are
ders with different uses in mind, including forestry. determined endogenously. The price of land can

Hultkrantz measures direct value, indirect value, only change if a real wedge exists. Earlier, the wedge
and stock adjustment. He combines direct and stock was the cost of clearing the land. This introduced a
adjustment (economic appreciation in the Swedish marginal cost of clearing between the land price
stock of timber in 1987 because of net positive forest- before and after a change in use. Now, with trees cut
ation). The official government account figure was and marketable, there is a benefit to clearing land,
SEK 16.36 billion, the adjusted figure SEK 17.74 bil- and the marginal benefit is the wedge between prices
lion. Hultkrantz deducts from recorded figures before and after changing land use. A marginal ben-
maintenance and reinvestment silva culture (stock efit can only lead toadeclineinland price if marginal
upgrade), whereas the official accounts are gross of changes are going to have a net profit of zero, a
these outlays. Normally, "market value" includes necessary condition in equilibrium. However, the
such outlays. Hence, the costs of silva culture should marginal benefit wedge appears elsewhere as mar-
not be treated as supplementary value to "market ginal benefits from having the felled trees for use.
value." Nor should such costs be netted out of market Not surprisingly, the land price wedge will offset the
value since they are normally in market value as part actual marginal benefits because the wedge was de-
of the value of primary inputs (value added). If these fined in terms of the marginal benefit. Hence, there
expenditures were made by the government, how- is no entry for stock (land) revaluation in NNP. This
ever, they would represent a subsidy to users of once-over clearing for timber can be described as a
forests and forest products and would have to be mine-and-farm (MAF) activity.
treated as a supplement to market value. The re- Althoughunderthegeneralequilibriumapproach
corded figures are therefore correct and Hultkrantz's all prces are endogenous and satisfy zero arbitrage
revised NNP entry (17.74) for direct value plus stock profit conditions, the MAF case may capture a perva-
appreciation would be SEK 20.84 billion. sive mechanism of deforestation. Landowners are

Needless to say, the difficult task is to determine fully compensated for incurring declines in the price
indirect value. Hultkrantz includes the value of ber- of their land as they deforest itby the once-over profit
ries, mushrooms, and meat from game "harvested," from selling the marketable timber. The owners end
and "changes in environmental stocks' (biodivers- up with lower value land in a new use (say, cattle
ity, carbon pools, exchangeable cations in the soil grazing) and at the margin incur no loss in the switch-
[acidification] and lichen stocks). The sum here is ing of land use. Nonmarginal profits will likely be
SEK 4.1 billion, or about 18 percent of my figure for positive. Land value changes are fully reflected by
direct value. Hultkrantz's "changes in environmen- the marginal benefit of the cleared timber wedge, but
tal stocks" differ from indirect services of forests. A total benefits will generally exceed marginal benefits
decline in soil quality decline is a change in stock, multiplied by the amount timber cut. The incentive
whereas carbon dioxide recycling is a flow of ser- to mine and farm can be quite powerful, particularly
vices. Any estimate of the indirect value of forests if the timber cut is valuable. Any timber cut will be
should therefore focus on flows of services, while the more valuable if markets are easily accessed. A stand
revaluation of stocks of forested land should take of mahogany near a city is ripe for "mining" even if
into account soil quality change. the new land use (subsistence farming) is not too

profitable.
Topsy-Turvy Land Revaluation The incentive to mine and farm is stronger if cur-
(Mine and Farm) rent prices of land do not reflect indirect values of

forests. This makes current prices of forested land
As mentioned earlier, it can be costly to switch artificially low, and there will be a smaller decline in

land from forestry to wheat growing, because clear- relative price after current timber stands are mined
ing costs cause land prices to increase during such a and the land converted to a new use of relatively low
change. If the land is being cleared to mine the trees value.
on it and then maybe use the land for pasture, this
situation could be handled by making the net costs Deforestation and Soil Degradation
of deforestation zero. In this restructuring, land prices
decline as trees are cleared and sold, and there is no Soil quality can be represented by an index A.
net capital loss in the economy because the decline in Quality change is then A, decline is A < 0, and qual-
land value is exactly matched by the payoff from har- ity improvement is A > 0. The behavior of A can be
vesting and selling the timber in a once-over clearing, summarized as (1) a decline occurs from use (farm-

It seems paradoxical to have land use change with- ing) but not from forestry; (2) improvement occurs
out entering a land revaluation in NNP. Remember, when the land is fallow; and (3) improvement occurs
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when land is fertilized, at a positive cost. Formally, whether a leaseholder expects the lease to be re-
we have newed. If the lease is to be renewed, rotation intervals

remain constant, but if it is to be canceled, rotation
A = - y F(K, N, AL ) + bA + 5(Y) intervals lengthen. At the same time, an owner on

forested land can be expected to shorten his or
where y indicates the amount of decline per unit of her rotations as the date of changed land use
"wheat" grown, b is the rate of quality improvement approaches.
nature yields via biological renewal, and ,B(Y) is qual- Even if we abstract from optimal forestry manage-
ity improvement given fertilizer amount Y. We as- ment and simply ask about land currently in forest
sume fertilizer to be costly, say, in terms of "wheat" being outbid by another activity, we encounter the
produced. Our dollar value NNP ends up with a new issue of ownership rights. If the current owners are
debit, namely not being compensated for the indirect benefits from

their forests (for example, oxygenation services),
[~IR hy ] A their land wil be undervalued and other activities

f hy/py I A will encroach upon it more rapidly than they would
under a full-price regime (see Pearce 1992). Further-

where hy is the marginal cost of fertilizer Y and more, if current landholders have weak property
hy/fpy can be interpreted as Ah/Ap or marginal wheat rights in the forested land (as would squatters), they
cost per unit improvement in quality. Multiplied by will be tempted exploit the land within a very short
A, it is the direct value of the decline in soil quality, A, time. An option here would be to clear the land and
measured in terms of "wheat," wheat being the sell the timber. In Costa Rica this problem is exacer-
numeraire commodity. This is a new marginal value bated by the practice of letting those who dear the
multiplied by a stock change, namely A. It constitutes land of forests acquire property rights by their ac-
another capital stock revaluation to ordinary NNP. tions. In general, inadequate property rights speed
However, there are severe indirect accounting costs deforestation, as does the undervaluing of forested
in a soil quality decline. In a new statement of NNP, land, when owners are not compensated for the in-
all prices must incorporate the current decline in A. direct benefits of forests.
A is not marketed. It acts like an externality, in that Deforestation will take place even with perfect
each unit of wheat grown causes the soil quality to property rights and complete capitalization of bene-
deteriorate. As with any externality, all prices must fits from forested land when a competing activity
incorporate Pigovian tax adjustments. Thus, the cor- outbids land in forest for the use of the land. The
rectprices forcalculatingNNPwillbe gross of implicit encroachment of farming on forested land is a case
Pigovian taxes. In actual economies, observed prices in point. There should be a capital gains term in the
must be adjusted by Pigovian taxes so that they NNP in such cases to reflect the fact that the new
reflect the presence of the soil quality externality. activity can "outbid" the forest use and also com-
This is an instance of the generic problem that a pensate owners for clearing the land to make way for
meaningful N1NP estimate must be computed with the new use. This capital gain is not unlike Eisner's
true scarcity prices. Otherwise, the NNP cannot be proposed device for revising the national accounts.
interpreted as a welfare measure in the Weitzman Another case that merits attention is of concern to
(1976) sense. preservationists. Owners of land in forest will be

willing to move out of forestry activity and into a
Concluding Remarks lower land value activity provided that clearing the

land is intrinsically profitable-that is, if it is profit-
This chapter has explored the notion that land in able to mine one's land of mahogany trees, for exam-

forest will be deforested when a competing activity ple, and change the use to low-profit farming, even
fortheland "outbids" the forest activity. Ithas shown though the land values decline slightly. The mining
that the standard optimal silvaculture model of the valuable trees can in some case compensate for
(Faustmann 1849) and its various descendants need the decline in land value. In such cases, no adjust-
to be reworked to deal with any future "displace- ment in the national accounts is necessary since the
ment" of forestry activity. Many complications can decline in land value is exactly balanced by the profit
arise in this seemingly straightforward analysis. To made in mining the valuable trees.
begin with, current optimal forestry practice (the This chapter also pointed out that a decline in land
arrangement of plant-harvest rotations) is highly quality as a result of deforestation will (1) show up as
sensitive to terminal conditions, particularly to a capital loss in a fully developed NNP and (2) will
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require Pigovian tax adjustments in order to sustain change in land use from forestry to another compet-
an approximately first-best economics situation. ing activity.
Land quality decline shows up as an externality,
analogous to pollution, and hence requires a tax I. Fisher problem. Determine the best date to har-
adjustment on prices to ensure that the adjusted vest and sell the wood from a tree in a once-over
prices reflect true scarcity. plant-harvest action.

Glossary Hicksian income. The amount of current aggregate
output left after an allowance has been removed to

Asset price. The market value of an asset that in be used to keep capital intact. Alternatively, Hicksian
competitive equilibrium should equal asset value. income is potential consumption in a period that is

compatible with preserving capital intact.
Asset value. The present value of a stream of prof-

its (net incomes) accruing at particular dates in the Indirect valuefrom aforest. Current dollar value of
future. This present value is attached to an asset such services from a forest that are not marketed. These
as a machine, piece of land, or other durable produc- indude recreation services, precipitation stabiliza-
tive entity. tion services, oxygenation services, carbon storage,

and "existence-value" services.
Capital gains. The change in the relative price

(asset value) of a durable good. An income or profit Land rent. Residual current income available after
stream and a current price are usually associated all other inputs in a production process involving
with a capital good. The real value (net of inflation) land have been paid their competitive input or factor
of a capital good (its price) changes when the future prices.
anticipated profit stream changes. Capital gains are
simply changes in the present value of anticipated Land price. The present value of future land rents
profits. The wear and tear of a productive machine ascribable to a piece of land.
from use introduces a natural capital loss, period by
period, because the future profit stream is shrinking, Net national product (NNP). The dollar measure of
period by period. total product (value-added) in a country after an

allotment for replacement of deteriorated capital
Directvaluefromaforest. Sustainablecurrenthar- stock has been subtracted. NNP is GNP minus the

vest of timber, nuts, sap, and so on, at market prices "capital consumption allowance." Since the capital
net of harvest costs. consumption allowance is an assignment of invest-

ment intended to replace worn-out capital (leave
Economic depreciation (capital loss). The shrinking capital intact), the remaining product, NNP, is an

in the value of a productive asset (for example,a instance of "Hicksian income."
machine) from wear and tear or use of the asset. For
a natural asset such as a mine, the loss in value occurs Stochastic tree-cutting problem. Determination of
because the vendible stock of mineral is being de- the date of harvest of a tree that maximizes the present
pleted. A lease incurs depreciates in the sense that value of profit, given the uncertainty about the amount
after a year, its future value is less because it has one tree growth during each period in the future.
year less to run.

Von Thunen model. An illustration of the relation-
Faustmann problem. Determiine the best date to ship between land use and the corresponding equi-

harvest and sell the wood from a tree in a perpetual librium land rent.
plant-harvest-plant-harvest cycle. Corresponding to
this best date is a maximum present value of profit Appendix 17-1: The Weiner-Stochastic Tree
that defines the price of land used in the plant-har- Cutting Problem
vest-plant-harvest cycle.

Suppose one is uncertain how much a tree will
Finite-horizon Faustmann problem. A finite se- grow next year. What is the best size to harvest it?

quence of plant-harvest-plant-harvest cycles that This problem was taken up by Brock, Rothschild, and
maximizes the present value of profits. The se- Stiglitz (1989), Miller and Voltaire (1980, 1983), and
quence usually ends with the expiry of a lease or a Reed and Clarke (1990). A stochastic growth process
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is introduced in continuous time (a Weiner process Observe that the stochastic growth function hypoth-
defined by mean and variance parameters at t) and esized above allows for the possibility of negative
then present value maximization is taken up. Dixit growth since the average increment is "a," but a large
(1989) indicated that such problems could be solved variance could have the actual increment negative on
from a key asset equilibrium condition (an Euler-like occasion. Reed and Clarke (1990) allow for nonlinear
equation) to avoid dynamic optimization. average growth increments and introduce un-

Consider a one-period (I. Fisher) problem. We correlated randomness in the price that wood can
have the growth process fetch at any date.

dy = a dt + a dz

Appendix 17-2: Deforestation and Land
where y is tree size, a is the constant average growth Revaluation
increment, and a2 is the variance of the growth incre-
ment at each instant. We define V0(y) as the current The national accounting relationship of interest in
value of owning the tree of size y. Asset equilibrium this chapter can be derived from the fact that the
or optimal cutting requires that an owner is indiffer- current-value Hamiltonian of an optimal growth
entbetween waiting for the next increment of growth (dynamic competitive general equilibrium growth)
and selling and banking the profit for the next in- problem is the net national product function (NNP)

stant. That is, (see Weitzman 1976; for exhaustible resource prob-
lems, see Solow 1986 and Hartwick 1990). We set out

dE dVo the case first of costly clearing of virgin forest for
d = rV0 agriculture, where forest has value only as (1) future

agricultural land and (2) as direct value (from har-
where E is the expectations operator and r is the vesting mature trees, and nuts and sap) and indirect
constant discount (interest) rate. (The certainty coun- value (as carbon dioxide sinks and recreation areas,
terpart of this condition was discussed in the text.) and so on). Cleared land is used with labor and
Now, Vn is a function of random variable y. Next, machines to produce the composite commodity
expand dVo in a second order Taylor Series and sub- "wheat," which in turn can be consumed, or invested
stitute from above for dy. Use lto calculus rules to to form durable capital, or used as "fuel" to clear
simplify the expression and take expectations. This land. That is, wheat is produced in F(K,N,L) where K
leaves an ordinary second-order differential equa- is produced capital, Nis labor, L is land in agriculture
tion that is straightforward to solve. That is, Ve(y) andF() is a neoclassical production function increas-
depends on a and a for each date. ing in each input. With L land in total, L - L is left in

Asset equilibrium says that at the harvest date forest. Let R = L be the land currently cleared at cost
current value V0(y*) must equal the actual realized f(R) in terms of wheatfR > 0, fRR < 0, f(0) = 0. Materi-
profit from cutting and selling y* for Vl(y*). (This is als balance is
the "high-contact" condition.) Also, there is a tan-
gency condition at y*, aV 0 /ay* = aV,/ay*, (the K = F (K, N, L ) - C - f (R)

"smooth-pasting" condition). These two conditions,
plus an initial condition that satisfies the tangency where C is aggregate consumption.
condition, make it possible to solve fory* (for details, U (C, g (L - L ), G (L - L ), X(R) ) is current utility
see Blouin and Hartwick 1993). derived from consumption, C; direct (sustainable)

A key economic result emphasized by Dixit forest services, g (L - L ); indirect services (for exam-
emerges: do not harvest when current marginal prof- ple, oxygenation services), G ( L - L ); and services of
its turn negative; wait until current marginal ex- timber felled in clearing R hectares, X(R). Labor
pected profits turn negative. The many-period NS(t) is available (supplied) at each date. We assume
Faustmann stochastic problem can be solved by the labor used N(t) equals that supplied, N5(t). Our com-
same steps. Its y* is less than in the one-period case.
We observed this result in the nonstochastic model. petitive economy is behaving as if f 6PtU (.) dt is a
Since uncertainty is captured by a single parameter, 0
namely, variance a;2, the certainty results can be re- maximum, where p is the discount rate. The current
trieved by letting a tend to zero. Interestingly, an value Hamiltonian is
increase in o increases the optimal tree size for cut-
ting. In other words, uncertainty about the amount H(t) = U (C, g (L - L), G (L - L), X(R))
of growth realizable in the next "period" leads to + X(t) [F (K, Ns(t), L) - C - f(R) I + xV(t)R
"delay" in harvesting relative to the certainty case.
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where (t) is the co-state variable (asset price in utils) Clearing Land forAgriculture (Mine and Farn)
corresponding to K and NI(t) is the co-state variable
(asset price in utils) corresponding to L(t). In this case, there is a net "profit" from clearing the

H(t) will be maximized by C(t) and R(t) at each date land in the form of marketable timber. This contrasts
alonganoptimal(dynamiccompetitivegeneralequi- with slash and burn. Let clearing costs ffR) be re-
librium) path. That is, alH/aC = 0 implies Uc = x and moved so that X(R) is the net gain from timber cut to
alH/aR = 0 implies clear R hectares. In this case, landowners with forests

dear the timber at a net profit and use the cleared
aU dX land foran alternate use. OurNNPexpression reduces
ax d -XR =-v(t). to

These two results yield NNP = C + pD, (L - L ) + p'* (L - L) + K.

Eau dX aul _ = ,A Here, there is neither stock appreciation nor depre-
ax dR aC fR --v(t) ) ciation in land, in contrast with the earlier case. There

is a decline in the price of land as it is brought into
Thus, the dollar value Hamiltonian becomes agriculture, but the loss is exactly offset by the mar-

ginal value of the timber cut and sold during the
H(au dX au 1 clearing of the land. Note that land prices (assetHI/Uc = U K-1j ax dR ac fR R . prices) are endogenous. Such prices can be defined as

the gap between current marginal benefits or costs of
We can express U (-) C in a linear approximation as clearing the land.

dg - Soil Degradation of Cleared Land
U=UC.C+Ug .(L-L)

dG L- d If working cleared land in crop production de-
+0- d(L -L -.L L)+ UXRR. grades its quality, then we obtain an extra deprecia-

tion "wedge" in our expression for NNP. However,
Then our dollar value Hamiltonian INNP(t)) becomes new pricing issues arise because soil degradation is

analogous to pollution and requires endogenous cor-
NNP(t)=C+PD.(L-L)+p'.(L-L)+k+RR *rective taxes if observed prices are to reflect true

NNP(t) = C + PD v ( L - L ) + pr .( L - L ) + K + R fR scarcities. Consider first the modeling of soil degra-

where dation from use in agriculture.Suppose state variable A(t) is an efficiency or pro-
dg______ _G ductivity or fertility index for the soil in agriculture.

pD=Ug- dg /UC andpr - UG - /UC ThenlandinagricultureinefficiencyunitsisA(t)L(t).
d ( L -L) d ( L -L) Soildegradesbyamount perunit of wheatproduced

on the soiL Soil recuperates if left fallow as in A = bA
are prices of forest services from forested land (exponential gain in fertility) or if fertilized with Y
(L - L ),pDis the price of direct (sustainable) services, units of fertilizer as in (Y). Net ferfility change is
and pi is the price of indirect services (for example,
oxygenation). In our NNP(t) expression, the two ap- A bA + 5(Y) - y * F (K, N, AL).
pearances of

Reverting to the formulation in which land clear-
F dX 1 ing is net costly (slash and bum) without loss of
LUx-/UI 11c j R generality,f(R) is the wheat cost of clearing R hectares

currently and h(Y) is the wheat cost of fertilizer amount
cancel each other. Our above NNP(t) statement ap- Y. To clarify Pigovian tax wedges on prices, we ex-
peared in the text. RfR is the capital appreciation in plicitly model the wage rate via the static constraint
land as R is moved to agriculture at marginal cost fp; that labor supplied NS(t) equals labor used, N(t).
fRis really the wedge between the price (capital value) Utility at each date is (simplified to) U (C, G ( L - L )).
of land in forestry and in agriculture. The price of Our current value Hamiltonian is now
land rises as it is taken out of forestry and into agri-
culture. In agriculture the price is V(t) per unit, H(t) = U (C, G ( L - L )) + )(t) [F (K, N, AL)
whereas in forestry it is qy(t) - X.f. These are not rent- - C - f(R) - h(Y) ] + MV(t)R
als; they are prices or capital values per hectare. + Tj(t) [bA + P(Y) - y F (K, N, AL)]
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and our current value Lagrangian is -aL _ i _ L

L(t) = H(t) + w(t) [Ns(t) - N(t) ]
at each date: -iaL/aK = -x + ny I FK. We can inte-

where (il(t)) is util price (co-state variable) of A and grate the X relation to obtain
w(t) is the Lagrangian multiplier (util price) corre-
sponding to the NV(t) constraint. That is, w(t) is the
util valued wage. Now, X(t) f eP(s -1 ) [R(s) - Tl(s) y I FK(s)ds,

t

aL/aC= 0 implies Uc = x

aL/aR= 0 imnplies uV(t) = k(t)fR which is the util price (stock price, not rental) of a unit
aL/aY = 0 implies X(t) hy = 1l(t) of K(t) at date t. In the absence of soil degradation,

y = 0 and the term in square brackets is just X(s). FK is
We represent U( ) as UcC + UGG and obtain dollar the extra output from having one more unit of K.
value NNP as Since K is durable, an extra unit today keeps gener-

ating extra output forever. But the extra output here

H(t) CU G h causes "extra" soil degradation. Hence, the current
H(t)-=C+ UG+k+RfR+ YA. valueofextraoutputisdimninishedby- l(s) y,value

Lc cfIC of marginal damage from an extra unit of K; n(s) y is

a Pigovian type tax on the price of capital goods, a
The only new term is [hy/I A, which will be neg- tax required to sustain a second-best outcome. In

ative if is negative (that is, if soil is degraded not such a world, the marginal product of capital clearly
improved); h,/P. can be thought of as Ah/AP or the overestimates the true value of a unit of capital, and
marginal wheat cost of a marginal improvement in FK is thus not the appropriate measure of the market
A. Thus, [ h /fY I A is the wheat cost of degradation rate of return. This point is central to the analysis of
increase A (A is negative). It is a measure of the effective rates of return in the study of corporate
marginal cost of soil degradation, A. Thus, soil deg- income tax incidence. A parallel line of reasoning
radation from agricultural use lowers NNP. Note that yields the result that the price of land, the value of a
this degradation change is more or less independent unit of L(t), must be adjusted for the fact that it not
of land clearing. That is, given cleared land working only assists in producing wheat, but contributes,
in agriculture, there is degradation. Clearing does while producing wheat, to its own deterioration. A
not cause degradation; it puts land in a state that slightly different model would be needed if land
leads to degradation. disappeared once out of forest use, as a result soil

The Pigovian tax issue can be seen if we consider erosion. The NNP above is defined in terms of prices
the social value of labor. Now (and quantities) corrected for the soil degradation

externality. This is a first-best world. In actual econ-
ilL(t) omies, prices are not fully corrected for externalities

aLN = X(t) FN - 11(t) yFN - w(t) = 0 and the results of national income calculations are
extremely difficult to interpret (for more discussion

or on this point, see Hartwick 1991). Distorted prices
yield distorted welfare measures.

W(t) =FN w1-1) Appendix 17-3: The Timber Stock
Uc(t) tich Revaluation Approach to National Accounting

-FN A-PY .
" )Z This approach focuses on timber stocks and har-

vests rather than on land with and without forests.
That is, the social value of labor in dollars is its Let timber stock be M(t) and natural growth be

marginal product valued at the price of wheat (unity) g(M(t)). Let I ( M - M(t) ) be deforested land used say
less a tax onwheat ( [Ah/AP1 y) reflectingthefactthat in agriculture. Harvest h(t) is then h(t) = g(M(t)) - M
as one grows more wheat, one degrades the soil. The where M is current change in the stock M(t). Current
price of capital goods X(t) will also have a wedge. utility derives from consumption C (of wheat), wood
From the necessary conditions for a second-best op- harvested h(t), and forest services, indicated by
timal economy (market prices adjusted optimally to a M(t). That is, current utility is U(C, h, aM). Current
account for unpriced by-products, here soil degrada- investment is total "wheat" output less current con-
tion), we know that the util price of K(t), A(t), satisfies sumption, less current costs of harvesting wood,
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(p(h). That is, K = F (K, I (XM - M) ) - C - qp(h). This shocks and revaluations occur regularly in economies.
gives us a current value Hamiltonian (NNP(t) in utils) They turn crucially on unanticipated developments. Our
for a competitive, growing economy of land revaluation is anticipated and is a different sort of

capital gain. An essential property of our anticipated reval-
H(t) = U (C, h, all) + x [F (K, I ( M - M )-C - (p(h) uation of land is the offsetting change in the product side

+ v [g(AM) - h] of the accounts as a higher valuation activity displaces a
lower-value activity.

where X is the asset price of K in utils and i is the
asset price of M in utils. X/Uc and iI/Uc are asset References
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Epilogue

Ernst Lutz

T he World Bank's interest in Environmental Ac- but rather that fine-tuning would be done in a num-
counting is long-standing. Between 1983 and ber of areas to increase the conceptual clarity and

T 1988, it held a number of workshops in coop- practicality of the document. This was approached
eration with the United Nations Environment Pro- by experts addressing specific issues at various meet-
gramme (UNEP) and later published some of the ings. Therefore the best that was to be achieved from
papers presented there (Ahmad, El Serafy, and Lutz, an environmental perspective was the development
1989). In 1987 the Bank decided to create an Environ- of environmental satellite accounts linked to the core
ment Department and to put more emphasis on en- accounts of the SNA. To expect more was also not
vironmental matters and thus began giving more realistic, since conceptual consensus in several areas
continuous attention to the national income account- was lacking, and since only a few practical case stud-
ing field. Through its statistical adviser, Ramesh ies had been done to demonstrate what environmen-
Chander, representing the World Bank in the Inter- tal adjustments could be made with regard to the
secretariat Working Group on National Accounts, national accounts.
the Bank also requested that environmental account- Although the Statistical Commission did not think
ing be placed on the agenda of the March 1988 meet- it appropriate to make significant changes in the core
ing of experts on the system of national accounts, at accounts, it has fully supported the environmental
which an issues paper prepared by the Bank was accounting work program, including the joint UN-
presented. A few weeks later, the Bank requested STAT-World Bank case studies and the development
that the United Nations Statistical Division (UNSTAT) of UNSTATs Handbook on Integrated Environmental and
prepare a draft paper for integrated economic and Economic Accounting.
environmental accounting. The first draft of that The revised SNA was approved by the Statistical
paper was presented at a workshop on enviromnen- Commission in February 1993 and will be issued in
tal accounting held by the Bank and the United Na- its final form later in 1993. The 1993 SNA discusses
tions Environment PrograrnmeinParisinNovember environmental accounting in one of its chapters.
1988. A more developed version of it was presented There it refers to the Handbook on Integrated Environ-
by Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren to the mental and Economic Accounting for more details on
International Association for Research on Income how to do such accounting.
and Wealth (LARIW) conference in Lahnstein, Ger-
many, in August 1989, and it is included as chapter The Current Status
4 of this volume. It is referred to in this volume as the
"UNSTAT Framework Paper," and UNSTAT's Handbook Considerable progress has been made in the field
for Environmental Accounting is based on it. of environmental accounting in recent years. If more

When the current revision of the SNA started in the human and financial resources had been devoted to
mid-1980s, the Statistical Commission of the United the issue, more could obviously have been done.
Nations (which is the highest consultative body on Nevertheless, gains have been made, and this vol-
statistical matters in the United Nations system) de- ume presents some of the current work both on
cided that no major revisions would be undertaken, conceptual and empirical matters.

315
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A broad framework has been developed, and When evaluating the current status and recent
UNSTAT has produced an 'interim version" of the work in the area of environmental accounting, one
Handbook on Integrated Environmental and Economic needs to consider the many years it took to develop
Accounting. There are bound to be further discus- the existing system of national income accounts, and
sions on it and likely revisions. To arrive at a consen- how much more difficult it is to deal with natural
sus in certain areas, where at times different resource and environmental issues where data are
perspectives are justifiable, may require work, de- generally inadequate and where valuation tends to
bate, expert meetings, and further empirical testing, be difficult.
and even then, complete agreement may not be pos-
sible. But, dearly, a valuable start has been made. The Value of Environmental Accounting

The case studies of Mexico and Papua New
Guinea, as well as others described in this volume, Environmental accounting has two principal ben-
show the possibilities for and the constraints on ap- efits. It enables policymakers to measure economic
plied work in this area. Further work is needed and, performance more accurately and it has several indi-
indeed, is being undertaken in various countries. rect benefits, not the least of which is heightened

Accounting for the discovery and depletion of awareness of the environment.
minerals remains a particularly difficult task, for
views still vary widely. Jorgensen, for example, ar- MORE ACCURATE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT.
gues that if depletion is considered and a deduction The primary benefit of environmental accounting is
made, one must also consider successful exploration that it enables governments to obtain a more accurate
and add the discounted value of the income streams picture of their nation's income and wealth, as far as
from the discoveries to the gross domestic product produced and nonproduced material capital is con-
(GDP) in the year of the find. Harrison, at the other cerned. Admittedly, integrated environmental and
end of the spectrum, proposes to redassify the whole economic accounts do not capture some other forms
mining industry from a primary to a tertiary activity of capital, like human and institutional capital, nor
as has been done in the transportation sector. This do they treat long-standing issues like the accounting
would imply that the value of minerals and other for household work. In addition, many valuation
mined products would not be induded in the value issues are encountered when integrated environ-
of the output, production, or income of the mining mental and economic accounts are developed. But
companies. This would lead to a decrease in both within the economic and environmental sphere, by
gross and net domestic product. Levin believes that doing integrated environmental and economic ac-
new finds should only be added to the capital ac- counting, one can more accurately assess the income
count but not the production account, so as to avoid and wealth of a nation. This, by itself, is valuable,
large fluctuations in the income measures. El Serafy aside from any other possible benefits.
advocates calculating a user cost, which would be Environmental accounting, by working toward
subtracted from GDP to arrive at a corrected gross the valuation of depletion and degradation, can help
income. Hartwick and Hageman suggest that the policymakers set priorities for the relative import-
cost of depleting mineral stocks is similar to depreci- ance of environmental issues. Environmental ac-
ation; therefore, the cost of depreciation should be counting efforts, as part of, or in parallel with,
subtracted from GDP, along with depreciation of pro- environmental action plans (which have tended to be
duced capital, to arrive at a more accurate NDP. The more descriptive in nature) should be valuable. In the
proposed system of integrated environmental and past, many data-gathering efforts, whether related to
economic accounting (SEEA) as envisaged by natural resources or not, generated bodies of infor-
Bartelmus, Stahmer, and van Tongeren (1991) would mation that were not profitably utized in subse-
deduct a depletion cost from GDPbutwould not treat quent analyses. To avoid such situations, it is
new finds symmetricaly. The latter would represent important to bring a cost-benefit perspective to data-
capital accumulation (as distinct from capital forma- gathering efforts, to ensure that the costs of obtaining
tion) and appear as "other volume changes," thereby additional data will be gauged against the potential
leaving the production accounts unaffected. uses and benefits.

Whether the discussions in this area will result in
more consensus is not dear. In this regard, however, INDIRECT "POLICY BENEFITS." The policy im-
an important advantage of the SEEA is, that in it, most plications of improved accounting for the environ-
elements would be calculated and explicitly presented, ment appear to be of a more indirect than direct
so that different countries or researchers could produce nature. Better "numbers," it would seem, should
various aggregates of their own choosing, if these encourage politicians to focus on the environmen-
were not already contained in the SEEA. tally adjusted domestic product (EDP; which repre-
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sents more sustainable income) rather than GDP and throughs are made. To reiterate, integrated environ-
should heighten eivirornental awareness among mental and economic accounting, with all its difficul-
staff in central banks, economic ministries, and else- ties, can help display alternatives to policymakers,
where. A question in this regard will be whether the but given the described realities induding the differ-
latest EDP numbers and estimates could eventually ent risk preferences, it will not determine the choices.
be produced and released simultaneously with those When it comes to environmental degradation, the
for GDP, or whether a time lag will be inevitable national accounts may or may not alert policymakers
because of the data requirements and estimation to specific problems. When specific problems are
methods needed to compute the EDP. identified as significant, the national accounts infor-

Because national income accounts underlie most mation itself again does not indicate the kind of
of the macroeconomic policy work, there should also policy or project action, if any, that should be taken
be an indirect influence and benefit there. Econo- to address the problem. Rather, the problems identi-
mists concerned with macroeconomic issues have fied as important in the accounts, need to be analyzed
tended to ignore the environment, in part because it in more depth locally or regionally. In most in-
is largely outside the national accounts system; thus stances, those problems may already have been
until recently it was discounted as relevant only for known; the accounting, however, may help establish
people with an environmental interest. Integrated their relative economic importance.
environmental and economic accounting, by mone-
tizing natural resource and environmental effects, Importance of Environmental Accounting
extends the range of data available to these econo- as a Tool in Relation to Other Instruments
nists and can alert them to the relative economic
importance of key natural resource and environmen- Operational work of the World Bank and other
tal areas. Again, however, the policy implications are development institutions can be grouped into three
more indirect than direct, and more general than basic areas: (a) macroeconomic work, (b) sector
specific. Better accounting will create a "more en- work, and (c) project work. Environmental concerns
abling environment," but it will not, by itself, result need to be further integrated into the work being
in better environmental policies. carried out in all three areas.' Already the World

Much of what the improved accounts will indicate Bank requires that environmental impact assess-
may also not be completely new; rather, they may ments be prepared by borrowing countries before
provide additional information on known problems. any environmentally sensitive project is presented to
For example, for a mineral exporting country with the World Bank Board for funding. Integrating envi-
limited reserves remaining, improved environmen- ronmental concerns into macroeconomic and sector
tal and economic accounting will show an EDP that is work varies in its degree of difficulty; some effects of
significantly lower than the GDP. Policymakers, macroeconomic or sectoral policies are relatively
whose revenues may depend on the oil exploitation, easy to see, whereas others are most difficult to as-
will be aware of the fact of limited reserves and of the sess, particularly in quantitative terms.
need to make investments in renewable resource The areas mentioned above-macroeconomic, sec-
sectors with or without improved accounting. The tor, and project work-clearly need most of the at-
latter would help alert policymakers to the general tention of development personnel with a concern for
need to consume less in the present and to invest the environment. Parallel to those efforts, it is also
more in order to sustain the economic development; important to encourage and help countries to better
however, it will not "force their hand" or be specific account for their resources and environment-and in
in the actions that need to be taken or what the proper fact may be relatively inexpensive to do so. It is
level of investment needs to be. Nevertheless, other conceivable, for example, that in some countries,
things being equal, it should indirectly foster policies even a single full-time staff in a statistical office as-
that lead to more sustained development. signed to such work could make a difference. An

The policy impact of the above example will also improved statistical basis that better measures true
depend on the risk preferences of policymakers. Re- economic performance can in turn be expected to
ducing current consumption and increasing invest- indirectly support the environmentally oriented
ments is risky for governments at any stage of work in the three other areas mentioned above.
development, and the more so where large segments
of a population live in poverty. By not reducing Institutional/Organizational Aspects
current consumption and increasing investment, the
problem is postponed until the reserves, in the exam- The World Bank, as a development institution, is
ple above, are actually depleted. The postponement keenly interested in performance indicators that
is extended if new finds or technological break- most accurately measure sustainable social and eco-
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nomic development, since these may have im- formidable challenges in terms of physical informa-
plications for the policy dialogue, and for project and tion, valuation, and the links between the economy
policy lending. But as far as producing such indica- and the environment. One can therefore expect to
tors, or assisting in their production is concerned, the invest considerable resources in the pursuit of im-
United Nations Statistical Division has the main re- plementing integrated environmental and economic
sponsibility for this activity in the United Nations accounting.
system and each country has a national statistical -Broadly speaking, further work in this area is still
office responsible for such work At the international needed on conceptual issues, but additional case
level, the United Nations Statistical Division (UN- studies have even higher priority. In that regard,
STAT) has taken the lead in producing the Handbook every effort should be made to institutionalize the
on Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting, work, as was done in the Mexico case, and to build
supported by the Bank and other organizations. local capacity. Also, to further advance the concep-
More case study work is needed to test the handbook tual work, one or more special expert meetings may
and develop it further. Considerable interest exists in be needed to try to move closer to a consensus on at
developing countries regarding such studies. It is least some of the outstanding issues. UNSTAT s Hand-
suggested that countries contact the United Nations book on Integrated Environmental and Economic Ac-
Development Programme (UNDP) for technical assis- counting and this volume may provide a focal point
tance funding2 and UNSTAT for technical assistance around which such discussions could be held.
itself for such purposes.3

The World Bank should continue its catalytic role Notes
to encourage further conceptual development in this
area and should also continue to participate selec- I am indebted to Peter Bartelmus, Anne Harrison, and
tively in future collaborative work. It may also wish Jan van Tongeren for valuable comments and discussions.
to support environmental accounting through proj- The usual disclaimers apply.
ect activities that provide funding or technical assis- 1. See, for example, chapter 11 (by Lutz and
tance to strengthen statistical and environmental Munasinghe), which reviews this matter.
offices. The UNEP, to the extent that the limited staff 2. The Mexico case study was co-financed by the UNDP.
resources permit, may concentrate its work on the Also, the UNDP, jointly with UNSTAT, has already held a
physical aspects of accounting, where its compara- number of regional workshops to encourage environmen-
tive advantage lies. tal accounting work in countries and to suggest ways in

Statistical offices in industrial countries should con- which it can be done.
tinue their work or start their own programs based on 3. At UNCED, member states were encouraged to imple-
national priorities. The United Nations Economic ment the methodologies contained in the handbook with
Commission for Europe and the Conference of Euro- the technical support of UNSTAT.

pean Statisticians have pioneered work in the area of
physical indicators and are expected to do more References
work on classifications and environmental statistics.
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It took many years to develop the original SNA, and Bartelmus, Peter, Carsten Stahmer, and Jan van Tongeren.

the system as we know it is based largely on market 1991. "Integrated Environmental and Economic Ac-
activities for which price information is readily avail- counting. Framework for an SNA Satellite System." Re-
able. In contrast, environmental accounting poses view of Income and Wealth 37(2).
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